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PREFACE

Giovanni Maria Artusi is well known for his conservative role in the
debate between advocates of the prima and seconda pratiche.j Contemporary
authors marvel at Artusi's audacity in criticizing the genius of Monteverdi.
Though often viewed as a pedant, Artusi was a significant Italian theorist who
understood ancient Greek theory and had innovative ideas for applying this
ancient knowledge to modern practice.
.
. ( L' Artusi, overo Delle il!1pe~fettioni _de Ila moderna musica w~s wr~tten ~o
1llummate and correct errors Artus1 found m contemporary schola ship (chiefly m
Bottrigari's work) and composition (specifically, certain liberties in Monteverdi's
madrigals).
Artusi effectively argues for a universal application of equal
temperament to all instruments instead of just intonation.
In the course of this
argument, Artusi provides a view of the Renaissance musician's concept of musica
ficta, transposition, and tuning.
His arguments against Monteverdi reveal the
contemporary modal theory in a state of chaos and show a theorist's concept of
proper harmony.
Perhaps more important than the practical advice Artusi gives to musicians are the aesthetic statements and humanist scholarship found in L' Artusi.
Artusi is very consistent in his aesthetic position, and his views exemplify the
changing notions that would usher in the Baroque. A s- a --h manjst scholar, Artusi
attempts to prove his theories by appealing to ancient Greek sources.
His
interpretatfons (and misinterpretations) of the ancient Greek theory show the
general humanist movement that was so strong in sixteenth-century Italy.
Despite the significance of L' Artusi, no complete English translation of
Artusi's most extensive treatise has until now been published or presented in a
thesis or dissertation.
The translation is accompanied by a commentary that
provides additional information necessary for understanding Artusi's theories in a
historical perspective and is aimed at the reader unfamiliar with either Greek or
Renaissance music theory.
Introductory chapters examine Artusi's life and
polemics, the aesthetic importance of the treatise, the theoretical issues, and
Artusi's sources.
A work of this sort can only be accomplished with the aid and understanding of many people.
It is my privilege to acknowledge first and foremost
the immeasurable help and encouragement that Prof. Thomas J. Mathiesen has
provided through all stages of this thesis and my graduate education .
I shall
always be grateful for his patient, thorough, and stimulating influence; if this
work even begins to approach his high standard of excellence, I shall be pleased.
Prof. Rosalie R. Pratt offered numerous suggestions on the translation and was
always available to discuss the project.
The staff at the Harold 8. Lee Library
was invaluable for obtaining scarce source material.
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Finally, I must recognize the kind tolerance my family has shown through
the gestation of this thesis. Adam, my almost three-year old, was always willing
to locate any letter at the keyboard I might have misplaced and knew I was
doing something important when he saw his name appear on the computer screen.
Aaron, my almost one-year old, has been unfailingly eager to push the buttons
on the computer keyboard whether or not they added anything intelligent to the
work and would frequently provide the smile I needed when things were bogging
down.
To my dear wife Andrea goes an unspeakable debt of gratitude; her
ability to live life well allowed me to return to my work refreshed and inspired
me at every stage of the endeavor.

GIOVANNI MARIA ARTUS!: POLEMIC THEORIST

Almost nothing is known about the life of Giovanni Maria Artusi. He was
born sometime around 1540 1 in Bologna, son of Pellegrino Artusi.
The Artusi
family was not among the nobility of Bologna2 and may have been quite poor .3
After a life of scholarly activity, he died in Bologna at 12:30 p.m. on 18 August
1613. 4
Artusi was a Canon Regular at San Salvatore in Bologna. He entered the
order, which observed the Augustinian rule, in February 1562 5 and professed on
21 February 1563. 6 Only a small proportion of the members were lay brethren; 7
if Artusi did not take the vows of the priesthood earlier, he probably did so
between April 1598 and November 1600. 8 Since this order was often associated
1 Hans F. Redlich states that it was either 1540 or 1545 (Die Musik in
Geschichte und Gegenwart, s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni Maria").

2 No

mention of this family is made in either Francesco Amadi, Della
nobilta di Bologna (Cremona: Diagoni, 1588); or Pompeo Scipione Dolfi, Cronologia
delle famiglie nobili di Bologna (Bologna: Ferroni, 1670).
3

Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni Maria," by
Hans F. Redlich.
4

Giovanni Fantuzzi, ed. Notizie degli scrittori bolognesi, 9 vols. (Bologna:
S. Tommaso d'Aquino, 1781-94), 1:297.
5The

New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni
Maria," by Claude V. Palisca gives the date as 14 February, but Fantuzzi says it
was 4 February.
6

Palisca and Fantuzzi agree on this date.

7

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni
Maria," by Clavude V. Palisca.
8

He calls himself Dom Giovanni Maria Artusi in his L'Arte del contraponto (dedication dated 13 April 1598) and all works prior but Reverend Father Dom
Giovanni Maria Artusi in his L'Artusi, overo Delle imperfettioni delln modernn
musica (dedication dated 20 November 1600) and all subsequent works.

2

with universities, 9 it is not unusual that Bologna had many houses of Canons
Regular since the eleventh century.
Despite this association with the university, Artusi never completed a
formal education at the University of Bologna. 10 Giovanni Mazzuchelli calls him
a professor of music, 11 but Artusi is never listed as faculty at the University of
Bologna. 12 Nevertheless, Artusi was able to educate himself quite thoroughly in
music through study with Gioseffo Zarlino 18 and by reading volumes in the
library of San Salvatore.
This library was an especially important repository of theoretical treatises.14
The library's holdings included important ancient Greek theoretical
treatises and many modern treatises.
It seems obvious that Artusi did not read
Greek, 15 but this would not have prevented him from knowing the Greek theoretical works.
Many of these treatises had been translated into either Latin or
9The New Catholic Encyclopedia, s.vv. "Bologna, Archdiocese of," by G.
Orlandelli; "Canons Regular of St. Augustine," by J. C. Dickinson. In addition to
the congregation of San Salvatore, there was the more famous Santa Maria di
Reno and many other smaller houses.
10He is not listed as a dottore of the University for the years 1540-85
(Filippo Bianchi, Trattato de gli hupmini illustri di Bologna diviso in tre oarti
[Ferrara: Baldini, 1590], pp. 102-16).
11 Giovanni

Maria Mazzuchelli, Gli scrittori d'Italia. 2 vols. (Brescia: G.
Bossini, 1753-63), p. 1145.
12 He is not mentioned in Serafino Mazzetti, Reoertorio di tutti i professori antichi, e moderni, della famosa universita, e del celebre istituto delle
scienze di Bologna (Bologna: San Tommaso d'Aquino, 1847).
18In the dedicatory letter of his Imoresa del motto R, M. Gioseffo Zarlino
(Bologna: Bellagamba, 1604), Artusi testifies: "While the happy memory of that
most learned and good (very Reverend Father) Gioseffo Zarlino lived, I had
occasion many times to visit with him and discuss different things pertaining to
music; . . ." ("Mentre vivea [molto R. P.] la felice memoria di quel Dottissimo, e
buon Vecchio Gioseffo Zarlino, fui molte volte in occasione di visita, a ragionamento con lui, di diverse cose alla Musica appartenenti; . .. ").
14

The same observation is made in The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni Maria," by Claude V. Palisca. The library
held 921 Latin, Greek, and Italian manuscripts by 1762; twenty-four of the Greek
manuscripts are now housed in the Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna.
See A.
Olivieri and N. Festa, "Indice dei codici greci delle Biblioteche Universitaria e
Comunale di Bologna," Studi italiani di filologia classica 3 ( 1895): 385-495 for a
catalogue of these manuscripts.
15 Unlike

Zarlino, for example, Artusi never quotes his Greek sources in
Greek.
He further admits to using the Gogava translation of Aristoxenus
(L'Artusi, book 1, f. 14r [p. 143]).
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Italian by Artusi's day. 16
Artusi had some of his
informally for him.

For the others, it is not unreasonable to think that
brethren who did read Greek translate the works

It seems likely that most of Artusi's life was spent in Bologna.
Only a
few trips from that city can be postulated with certainty.
His study with
Zarlino likely took place during the 1570s and must have been in Venice where
Zarlino was maestro di cappella at San Marco from 1565 until his death in 1590.
Artusi testifies in L' Artusi that he was in Ferrara in I 598 and 1599 .17
Since
most of his theoretical treatises were published in Venice, he must have returned
to that city on occasion to arrange for their publication.
In 160 I, Artusi went
to Milan to make arrangements for the publication of II desiderio. Beyond these
few details, a complete picture of Artusi's life depends on an understanding of
his scholarly activity.

Polemics and theories
To judge from much that has been written about Artusi, he appears to be
a severe critic of his contemporaries and delights in attacking their work.
He
has b~ n called "pugnacious," 18 _and his criticisms have been labelled "cantan1120 -and
~ " 1g""""··••niassive and- -extensive
"vitriolic." 21
Artusi's theories are
~---~►
routmeiyconsidered ·conservative and based sole!y· on traciit1on. 22
,

-·

.,

16The
availability of Artusi's
chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise."

-

- -

main

theoretical

sources

is

addressed

in

17In

L' Artusi overo delle imperfettioni della moderna musica, the interlocutor Vario represents Artusi.
We therefore know that he was in Ferrara in
1598 to see the festivities surrounding the double royal wedding (see ff. lr-v [p.
69- 73]).
The purpose of his 1599 visit is not mentioned; he only says that he
was in Ferrara when he received the letter from "L'Ottuso accademico" (L'Artusi,
book 2, p. 5).
18 Hans

F . Redlich, Claudio Monteverdi: Life and Work, trans. Kathleen
Dale (London: Oxford University Press, 1952; reprint ed., Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1970), p. 7 l.
19 Ibid.,

p. l l.

20 Denis

Arnold, "'Seconda Pratica':
Madrigals," Music and Letters 38 (1957): 342.
21 Manfred

A

Background

to

Monteverdi's

Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York: Norton, 1947),

p. 35.
22 "The

supreme law for [Artusi] was the traditional school, and from the
fact that certain harmonic progressions were not used, he concluded that they
were not allowed to be used" ("La loi supreme pour [Artusi] etait la tradition
d'ecole, et, .de ce qu'on n'avait pas fait usage de certaines successions harmoniques, il concluait qu'on ne pouver les employer" [Biographie universelle des

--- ----

-~
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These assessments are perhaps understandable when considering
technical issues of the Artusi-Monteverdi debate in isolation.
Nevertheless,
are not justified by a comprehensive study of Artusi's theoretical works.
corpus reveals Artusi's principally conservative aesthetic foundation 28 but
many compositional and theoretical principles that are progressive.
Artusi's
is a mixture of old and new ideas assembled in a highly unique way.

the
they
This
also
work

Although Artusi's principal fame comes from his disagreements with other
musicians, not all of his theoretical writings were part of polemical debates.
Artusi's early works on counterpoint, for example, were independently conceived.
In 1586, Artusi's L' Arte del contraoonto ridotta in tavole was printed.
Much of what this treatise covered was already available in Zarlino's Istitutioni
harmoniche, but Artusi concisely put the information in tabular form. The work
specifically addresses use of consonances, appropriate ways to start a composition, modes and their ethoses, rhythm, meter, rests, clefs, and other matters
proper to counterpoint.
Artusi primarily treats two-part counterpoint but makes
some remarks about three-part counterpoint as well.
~

Three years later, in 1589, Artusi complemented the discussion of the
first book with a treatise d~voted entirely to dissonances.
This was the first
published treatise devoted exclusively to the nature - and uses of dissonances. 24
In the preface to the reader, Artusi notes that he had often contemplated "how
much pleasure the sense of hearing takes from [dissonance] adopted in a regular
manner ." 25
In his systematic study, Artusi treats each dissonant interval individually and describes the regular manner for resolving each one.
In every
instance, he illustrates the proportion of the interval and how it was derived.
His entire discussion is limited to two-part examples.
These treatises were so well received that, in 1598, Artusi revised and
reprinted them in one volume simply titled L' Arte del contraponto. This revision
shows Artusi as a theorist more acquainted with speculative and ancient theoretical matters.
In this revision, Artusi introduces passages about the relationship
of mathematics to music, more detailed information about the octave and the way
in which it was ostensibly divided according to Aristoxenus, 26 and examples of
the ways in which early musicians used time signatures.
The passages on dismus1c1ens et bibliographie generate de la musigue, 2d ed., s.v. "Artusi, JeanMarie," by Fran~ois J. Fetis]).
28 This

is discussed in chapter 2, "Aesthetic Foundations of L' Artusi."

24 Galilei's

treatise on dissonance was never published, and it is unlikely
Artusi even knew of its existence (cf. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni Maria," by Claude V. Palisca).
25 Seconda

"

parte dell'arte de! contraponto (Venice: Vincenti, 1589), p. 5:
. quanto piacere ne pigli il senso dell'udito regolatamente adoprata ...."
26 1.e.,

an equal-tempered octave.
This is an extension of Aristoxenian
thought; it was not actually part of Aristoxenus's musical theory.

5

sonance are considerably abbreviated;
resolutions of the various intervals.

Artusi

now

limits

himself

to

specific

The two chapters that conclude L' Arte del contraoonto ridotta in ta vole.
book 2, are somewhat expanded at the end of L' Arte del contraponto and address
issues to which Artusi would return many times in the next decade. The first of
these deals with the sense of hearing and how it can make judgments on music.
Artusi outlines the reasons why the sense can never accurately hear its object:
either the sound is deformed, the ear is deficient, or the air (the means between
the sound and the sense organ) is not conducive to carrying the sound accurately to the ear.
Artusi also criticizes those who believe that either the sense of
hearing or the intellect is enough to make judgments about music; he refers to
Ptolemy who insists that a mixture of both is necessary for accurate perception.
This point is frequently mentioned in L' Artusi and is a principal factor in the
debate with Monteverdi.
Artusi's second addition is a brief essay on modern musical concerts. He
says that there are three reasons why offenses are often heard in modern
concerts: (I) our senses are not disposed to receive the material presented, (2)
the instruments and voices are not the right distance away from the listener nor
proportionate among themselves, or (3) the compositions themselves carry some
sort of imperfection. He concentrates on the last possibility and emphasizes that
composers too often neglect the bass line.
It is wrong, he says, to vary the
bass line of the various choirs when composing for multiple choirs. Artusi also
criticizes composers who give the basses extended rests or have only a few
singers singing that part.
He reasons that the bass is the foundation of the
entire composition and needs to be readily heard by the listeners and singers.
This emphasis on the bass is an important example of Artusi's progressive
thinking. His teacher, Zarlino, still considered the tenor line to be the dominant
line in contrapuntal writing. The new recognition of the importance of the bass
line, which was a prerequisite for the development of basso continua, is an
important step from the Renaissance to the Baroque. 27
This whole concept is
expanded in L' Artusi and figures in Artusi's debates both with Bottrigari and
Monteverdi.
Besides these counterpoint treatises, Artusi wrote a brief essay that
attempted to explain the printer's mark Zarlino had designed. 28
The mark
consists of a cube marked with various lines that represent the proportions of
musical intervals with two Greek phrases above and below. Artusi explained that
the primary significance of the mark is to illustrate Zarlino's interest and expertise in the speculative and mathematical aspects of music. 29 This work contains

27Cf.
28

Bukofzer, pp. 10-1 I.

Impresa del molto R, M. Gioseffo Zarlino.

29 Impresa,

p. 8.
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little of theoretical importance; instead it illustrates Artusi's life-long loyalty to
his teacher. 30
The rest of Artusi's treatises were part of three debates in which he
engaged. The earliest polemic was directed against Vincenzo Galilei, a progressive theorist who criticized many of Zarlino's more conservative theories. Artusi
wrote in defense of his teacher.
The next polemic involved Artusi and Ercole
Bottrigari, an important contemporary Bolognese nobleman and theorist.
Here,
Artusi refuted many of Bottrigari's ideas concerning the application of ancient
theory to modern music. The most famous debate, of course, was between Artusi
and Monteverdi.
This difference, for the most part, was caused by conflicting
aesthetic foundations.
Artusi's differences with Galilei began in 1581, when Galilei published his
Dialogo della musica antica et della moderna.
Galilei showed that modern
musicians could not use Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic, as Zarlino proposed, because
it did not have perfect fifths and consonant thirds.
Moreover, after a lengthy
correspondence with Girolamo Mei, Galilei became convinced that the entire
modal system of the Renaissance-- founded on the ecclesiastical modes of the
Middle Ages- - was unrelated to the modal system of the ancient Greeks. Galilei
further criticized Zarlino for his strict control of dissonances in counterpoint.
Artusi responded to Galilei's charges in two short works that defend his teacher.
The first was a Lettera aoolo'getica written in 1588 under the pseudonym "Burla
accademica Burlesco."
The next year, Galilei published a Discorso attacking
Zarlino's ideas presented in his Sooolimenti musicali, which was written in
response to Galilei's first criticism.
Artusi, defending his teacher, responded in
a Trattato of I 590.
Neither of these works by Artusi has survived; excerpts,
however, appear in Ercole Bottrigari's Lettera di Federico Verdicelli of 1602.
Artusi's arguments in this debate had no power over Galilei's · basic position.
Indeed, Zarlino himself never could counter Galilei's convincing logic. 31
Artusi was more effective in his polemic with Ercole Bottrigari.
This
debate--lasting some ten years- - focused on issues dealing with tuning, musica
ficta, and ancient Greek music theory.
In this polemic, Artusi was invariably
more progressive in his theories and persuasive with his logic than the Bolognese
cavalier.
Artusi's differences with Bottrigari originated with the publication of
Bottrigari's 11 desiderio in 1594.
In this work, Bottrigari recognized that
instruments of his day were tuned according to various differing conventions.
Bottrigari proposed that all instruments be grouped into three groups and then
gave guidelines for uniting any instruments of the groups, together with certain
restrictions.
Bottrigari also proposed that musica ficta changed the tuning
30It

is quite impossible to believe that this little essay constitutes a
polemic against Zarlino as Redlich maintains (Die Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni Maria," by Hans F. Redlich). Nowhere in the
ten-page work does Artusi have anything but praise for his mentor.
31 The

New Grove Dictionarv
Gioseffo," by Claude V. Palisca.

of

Music

and

Musicians,

s.v.

"Zarlino,

7

supposedly in use (just intonation, or the syntonic of Ptolemy) into the syntonic
diatonic tuning of Didymus, which differed from that of Ptolemy by the placement of the major and minor tones. In the course of the discussion, Bottrigari
included a few statements on ancient Greek music that were erroneous.
Artusi's primary purpose in writing L' Artusi. overo Delle imperfettioni
della moderna musica was probably to show the errors in 11 desiderio.
Artusi
effectively argued that it simply was incorrect to believe that musica ficta
changed the tunings used by the instruments.
He argued that most musicians
actually understood every instrument to have equal tones and proposed that equal
temperament--a concept he attributed to Aristoxenus--be universally accepted.
Accordingly, the only difference among instruments is the size of their semitones.
Artusi suggested a categorization of instruments based on their semitones.
Artusi's staunch defense of equal temperament is one of the most
progressive ideas found in his writing.
Finally, Artusi corrected some of the
errors regarding ancient Greek music theory found in 11 desiderio.
Not all of Artusi's differences with Bottrigari were strictly theoretical.
Prior to the publication of 11 desiderio or L' Artusi, Bottrigari had been instructing another Bolognese _citizen--Annibale Melone--in music theory.
Bottrigari had
honored Melone by making an anagram out of Melone's name--Alemanno Benelli-and using it as his pseudonym for the first publication of 11 desiderio.
Upon
Melone's death in 1598, Artusi acquired all of his manuscripts.
After the
publication of L' Artusi in 1600, Bottrigari asserted that he recognized passages
from his uncompleted "11 Trimerone" and accused Artusi of plagiarizing from
Melone's notes, which presumably contained much of the material for "11
Trimerone." 32
Artusi retaliated by insisting that Bottrigari really had not authored I!
desiderio. which was reprinted under Bottrigari's name in 1599, and took the
book to Milan and had it published under Annibale Melone's name. 33 Bottrigari
responded in Lettera di Federico Verdicelli of 1602. This was probably the same
year he wrote Ant' Artusi, which is now lost.
Artusi's next criticism focused on Bottrigari's exposition of Aristoxenus's
tetrachord theory found in 11 Patricio.M
Bottrigari's short work attempted to
solve the mystery of transposing Aristoxenus's theoretical concept of the various
tunings of the genera into musical practice.
Francesco Patrizi, Bottrigari's
32

For whatever reason, Bottrigari never did publish his "II Trimerone."
Although there are some similarities between this work and the second discussion
of L'Artusi, book I (both discuss modes in a similar fashion), the subject matter
is treated in different ways.
In short, there is little evidence for plagiarism.
Palisca comes to this same conclusion in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni Maria," by Claude V. Palisca.
33 It

is somewhat difficult to understand why Artusi would credit a friend
with authoring a work he had so thoroughly challenged in L' Artusi, book I.
34

11 Patricio. overo de' Tetracordi armon1c1 (Bologna: Benacci,
reprint ed., Bibliotheca musica bononiensis, 11/27, Bologna: For~i, 1969).

1593;

8

friend and teacher, 35 had correctly recognized that Aristoxenus's solution for the
tuning of the genera was based on an abstract, geometric conceptualization of
musical space rather than on string lengths. 36
Nevertheless, Bottrigari missed
this vital point and attempted to show the error of Patrizi's interpretation
because it did not work in string length ratios.
Bottrigari's eventual conclusion
was that Aristoxenus actually demonstrated the same tunings as Eratosthenes. 37
Artusi's attack on Bottrigari's scholarship is found in his Considerazioni
musicali, published with L' Artusi delle imoerfettioni delta moderna musica, book
two, in 1603. Both these works are mockingly dedicated to Bottrigari. In the
Considerazioni, Artusi lists fifteen considerations against Bottrigari's reasoning.
Artusi's attacks center on the fact that Aristoxenus never used ratios to define
musical intervals and his theories cannot be reduced to practice with rational
numbers. 38
With this established, Artusi easily illustrates the errors of Bottrigari's interpretation without ever offering a solution himself.
Bottrigari responded the next year in Aletelogia di Leonardo Gallucio, and
this effectively terminated the dialogue between these two theorists.
It is
possible that Artusi did not continue the polemic because at this time he was
fully involved in his more famous debate with Monteverdi.
When Artusi was in Ferrara in 1598, he heard some new madrigals by
Monteverdi at a concert given at the home of Antonio Goretti.
The compositions clearly violated certain counterpoint rules typical of the late Renaissance
and detailed in Artusi's own counterpoint treatises.
According to the Discorso
secondo musicale of Antonio Braccino da Todi, Artusi wrote letters to Monteverdi
expressing concern over the licenses taken in these madrigals.
These letters
were unanswered. 39
Therefore, in L'Artusi of 1600, Artusi publicly mentioned
some of these passages (while discreetly hiding the name of the composer) and
clearly indicated the violations in each case.
Specifically, Artusi objected to
dissonances that were unprepared, a composition that began with a dissonance, a
seventh that was divided by a middle term creating harmony where it was not
35

The New Grove Dictionary
Giovanni Maria," by Claude V. Palisca.
36Della

of

Music

and

Musicians.

s. v.

"Artusi,

poetica (Ferrara: Baldini, 1586), p. 302ff.

3711 Patricio. p. 44.
Bottrigari's source for Eratosthenes's tunings is
Ptolemy Harm. 2.14.
Bottrigari is not the only scholar who attempted to make sense out of
Aristoxenus's geometric conception by turning to ratios. Reginald P. WinningtonIngram has followed the same erroneous course of action: "the chief service of
Aristoxenus' account of the genera seems, on examination, to be the confirmation
of Archytas" (" Aristoxenus and the Intervals of Greek Music," Classical Quarterly
26 [1932]: 208).
38

39

Considerazioni musicali, p. 10.

Antonio Braccino da Todi [pseud.], Discorso secondo musicale (Venice:
Vincenti, 1608), p. 6.

9

appropriate, dissonances that were resolved against the tenor but not the bass,
and mixing the modality of a composition by ending in a mode different from the
starting mode.
Artusi considered these points further manifestations of the
imperfections of modern music (along with the imperfections he found in I!
desiderio), but it is unlikely that this was the sole motivating factor for him to
write the work:'0
1599 found Artusi again in Ferrara:n By now, he must have completed
at least part of the manuscript for L'Artusi (which was not printed until 1600)
and shown it to various friends, for some intellectual defended Monteverdi
against Artusi's cnt1c1sms in two letters signed "L'Ottuso accademico." 42
Although the first letter does not survive in its entirety, excerpts from it were
printed in the second book of L' Artusi in 1603; Artusi reproduced the entire
second letter 43 and his responses to the arguments in the same work.
L'Ottuso's principal argument maintains that Monteverdi's music must be
different to accomplish new results: "Although this movement is new in order to
find with its novelty new concords 44 and new affects, it does not distance itself
in any part from reason, even though it distances itself in a certain way from
40The
New Grove Dictionary
Giovanni Maria," by Claude V. Palisca.

41 L' Artusi,

of

Music

and

Musicians,

s.v.

"Artusi,

book 2, p. 5.

42 L'Ottuso's

identity is unknown.
Gaetano Gaspari has assumed that it
was Monteverdi himself (Catalogo della biblioteca del Liceo di Bologna, 4 vols.
[Bologna: Romagnoli dall' Acqua, 1890; reprint ed., Studi e testi di musicologia, 1,
Bologna: Forni, 1961), 1:293). Palisca effectively argues that it was probably one
of Monteverdi's . supporters and suggests Antonio Goretti as a likely candidate
("The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," in The New Monteverdi Companion, ed.
Denis Arnold and Nigel Fortune (London: Faber and Faber, 1985], pp. 136-39).
43 L'Artusi,
44 Although

book 2, pp. 13-21.

the modern Italian usage of the word "concento" refers to
harmony in a generic sense, Artusi and all other Italian Renaissance theorists
used it in a very specific sense.
Artusi defines "concento" thus: '"Concento,' as
all the learned define it, is a mixture of low and high sounds divided in such a
manner that, when sounded, produces infinite agreeableness to the hearing"
(L' Artusi, book 2, p. 6: "11 concento come lo definiscono tutti li dotti, e una
mescolanza de suoni, gravi, et acuti tramezati di tal maniera, che percossi
producono soavita infinita all'udito"). In practice, this usually refers to what we
would call a triad.
Palisca points out that Artusi and L'Ottuso are using a different connotation of the term.
Artusi is following a strict usage based on Zarlino, while
L'Ottuso's usage is more vague and generalized, in keeping with more modern
usage of the word ("The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," p. 141).
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the ancient traditions of some excellent musicians." 45
Artusi reports that
L'Ottuso likes the effect many of the dissonances make and that he thinks they
make good harmony. 46
L'Ottuso clarifies his position and says that dissonant
intervals will always be dissonant when considered by themselves but they can be
quite different when considered accidentally 47 with the other notes surrounding
the interval. 48 L'Ottuso also accuses Artusi of examining some of the dissonances out of context, without considering the end result of their effect.49
These accusations are easy for Artusi to counter.
For the most part,
Artusi simply expands his arguments of L' Artusi, book 1, because L'Ottuso did
not convince Artusi of the underlying aesthetic differences he had with Monteverdi.
Artusi continues his discussion of how intervals may be divided
harmonically and shows that the seventh in question is not divided appropriately;
therefore, it can render no harmony. Artusi says that dissonances are dissonances and can never be consonances or treated like consonances. He says that, by
definition, there cannot be new consonant harmonies in music because the
number of consonances is limited. 5
Furthermore, although some dissonances
may be used in compositions that do not offend the sense of hearing, the
intellect is always offended because, unlike the sense of hearing, it cannot be
deceived.51

°

In a short preface to his fifth book of madrigals (1605), Monteverdi
himself promises to answer these criticisms at length in a treatise to be entitled
"Seconda pratica, ovvero Perfezioni della moderna musica." 52 This is the famous
45 L'Artusi,

book 2, p. 5: "Essendo questa modulatione nova, per trovar
con la novita sua novi concenti, & novi affetti, ne discostandosi in niuna parte
dalla ragione, se · bene s'allontana in un certo modo dalle antiche tradittioni
d'alcuni eccellenti Musici."
46 L' Artusi,

47This

book 2, p. 52.

concept
gories. An accidental
of the essence of that
external appendage.
regarding this usage.
48 L'Artusi,

49 Ibid.,

of "accidents" derives from Aristotle's theory of cateproperty of some thing is one that is not intrinsically part
thing. Thus, the property is forced onto the entity as an
See the second discussion, n. 146 for more information

book 2, p. 16.

pp. 42-43.

50 Artusi's

concept of consonance derives from a numerical definition of
consonances.
This approach originates with the Pythagoreans in ancient music
theory; Artusi's source was Zarlino's concept of the senario. This theory defined
as consonant only those intervals whose root ratios used the first six integers.
51 L'Artusi,
62

book 2, p. 37.

"The Second Practice, or Perfections of Modern Music"
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source for the concept of the prima and seconda pratiche. 53
Otherwise, this
short preface only states that there is a manner of considering dissonances that
is different from Zarlino's treatment yet satisfies the senses and the intellect.
In 1605, a reply to Monteverdi's concept of the seconda pratica was
issued in a Discorso signed with the pseudonym Antonio Braccino da Todi. 54
This is now lost. Giulio Cesare Monteverdi amplified Claudio's 1605 declaration
in the remarks printed with Monteverdi's Scherzi musicali.
In this, Giulio
expands on the notions of the prima and seconda pratiche. He defines the orima
pratica as
the one that considers the harmony not commanded, but commanding, not the servant, but the mistress of the words, and this was
founded by those first men who composed in our notation music
for more than one voice, was then followed and amplified by
Ockeghem, Josquin Desprez, Pierre de La Rue, Jean Mouton,
Crequillon, Clemens non Papa, Gombert, and others of those times,
and was finally perfected by Messer Adriano with actual composition and by the most excellent Zarlino with most judicious rules. 55
But he defines the seconda pratica as "the one that turns on the perfection of
the melody, that is, the one that considers harmony not commanding, but
commanded, and makes the words the mistress of the harmony." 56 Accordingly,
he criticizes Artusi for not reproducing the words of the madrigals he excerpted
in L'Artusi.
Furthermore, Monteverdi "has called [the seconda pratica] 'practice,'
and not 'theory,' because he understands its explanation to turn on the manner
of employing the consonances and dissonances in actual composition." 57
He
justifies the use of dissonances in a manner other than that espoused by Zarlino
and Artusi by stating that "when the harmony is the servant of the words, the
manner of employing the consonances and dissonances is not determined in the
53The

term "seconda pratica" is found in L'Ottuso's letter reprinted in
L'Artusi, book 2, p. 16. Palisca maintains that the term was common in conversation, though not yet in written arguments ("The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," p. 143).
54Giulio
Cesare Monteverdi's
clearly states that this is a pseudonym.

essay

printed

with

the

Scherzi

musicali

55
Translation from Oliver Strunk, Source Readings in Music History (New
York: Norton, 1950), p. 408.
56Ibid.,
57Ibid.,

pp. 408-9.

p. 409.
This distinction is an interesting commentary on the
concepts "theory" and "practice" in contemporary thought.
Monteverdi insinuates
that how dissonance and consonance are considered in theory is irrelevant to the
new compositions.
Therefore, he describes the second practice and not second
theory. However, he also tacitly admits that his explanation does not satisfy the
requirements of a theoretical defense against Artusi.

- .
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established way, for the one harmony differs from the other in this respect." 58
In short, Monteverdi's music can only be defended against Artusi's criticisms by
the explanation that the music seeks to accomplish an effect different from
those made possible by following Artusi's rules.
Giulio Cesare Monteverdi's
reasoning was the most comprehensive defense of the new music to result from
the Artusi-Monteverdi controversy.
A second Discorso signed by Antonio Braccino was published in 1608 and
continued to explain why the new music cannot be satisfactory.
This was the
last printed tract of the Artusi-Monteverdi controversy.
The most significant
point addressed by the discorso details why the music cannot be the servant of
the words:
Harmony and rhythm are sciences that have their essence within
themselves, and an understanding of them does not depend on
oration.
The strength and vigor that they have they have from
themselves, from their own nature; they do not receive it from
oration.59
Quoting Plato, the author states that the words cannot dominate the overall
effect of a composition because the effect (melodia) is made up of harmony,
rhythm, and oration taken together.
The matter of consonances and dissonances
falls under harmony alone and cannot be considered independent from or beyond
the subject of harmony. To do so would bring confusion to the proper order of
the sciences.
Therefore, the words (oration) cannot excuse a fault in the
harmony. Instead, only proper harmony can let the words have their full effect.
He thereby concludes that harmony and rhythm are actually the mistresses of the
words and not the other way around. 60
It has been routinely assumed that Artusi was the author of the two
tracts published under the name Antonio Braccino.
This assumption was first
voiced by Gaetano Gaspari in his catalogue of Bologna's library of the Liceo
Musicale 61 and is echoed by Redlich 62 and Palisca.63
Indeed, the second
discourse that has survived makes frequent references to Artusi's earlier work.
58Ibid.,

p. 410.

59"L' Armonia

ed il Rithmo sono scienze, che per se stesse hanno l'essere,
e la loro cognitione non dipende, dalla oratione, e la forza e'l vigore che hanno
l'hanno da se stesse, dalla natura loro propria, non la ricevono dalla oratione;
." (Braccino, p. 8).
60 Braccino,

61 Gaspari,

pp. 10-11.
1:293.

62

Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart. s. v. "Artusi, Giovanni Maria,"
by Hans F. Redlich.
63

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. s.v. "Artusi,
Giovanni Maria," by Claude V. Palisca; "The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," p. 153.
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The treatise continues the attack on Monteverdi and refers to many of the same
theoretical works that Artusi had used in his earlier attacks.
As Giuseppe
Massera has pointed out, 64 however, assuming Artusi is the author is based on
circumstantial rather than concrete evidence.
Indeed, there is reason to believe
that these works are not by Artusi.
Nowhere in Artusi's writing does he ever mention the name of the
composer of the madrigals that have offended him. The first time Monteverdi's
name is actually used is in the Discorso by Braccino. 65
Moreover, Giulio
Monteverdi's admission that the name is a pseudonym may be evidence that it
was not Artusi's.
He refers to this person without naming his real identity yet
mentions Artus i's name frequently in the tract.
Furthermore, the author of the
second discourse used an Italian that is straightforward and easy to understand;
Artusi tended to write in complex, circular, and occasionally confusing Italian.
This alone is not conclusive; more compelling evidence is given by
Monteverdi himself.
Twenty years after Artusi's death, Monteverdi claims in a
letter to Giovanni Battista Dani that Artusi eventually became an admirer of his
music:
You should know, therefore, that I am indeed at work--but
under compulsion, however, inasmuch as the event which years ago
spurred me to begin, was of such a kind that it caused me
unawares to promise the world something that (once I had become
aware of it) my feeble forces could not manage. I promised, as I
said before, in a printed work of mine to let a certain theoretician of the First Practice know that there was another way
(unknown to him) of considering music, and this I called the
Second Practice.
The reason for this was that he had been
pleased to criticize (in print!) one of my madrigals, as regards
certain of its harmonic progressions, on the basis of tenets of the
First Practice (that is to say, the ordinary rules, as if they were
exercises written by a youth beginning to learn the first species
of counterpoint) and not according to a knowledge of melody.
But on hearing of a certain difference of opinion published
in my defence by my brother, he calmed down in such a way that
from thenceforward not only did he stop over-ruling me--turning
his pen in my praise--but he began to like and admire me. 66
64

"Dalle 'imperfezioni' alle 'perfezione' della moderna musica," in Congresso Internazionale di Studi: Claudio Monteverdi e ii suo tempo, VeneziaMantova-Cremona, 3- 7 maggio 1968. ed. Raffaello Monterosso (Verona: Valdonega,
1969), pp. 404- 7.
65

Palisca counters this argument saying that instead of veiling the author
of the music, Artusi veiled his own identity instead. Thus the discreet lack of
information that Artusi always observed in this debate was maintained ("The
Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," p. 153).
66

Denis Stevens, ed. and trans., The Letters
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), p. 410.

of

Claudio

Monteverdi
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If Monteverdi is literally correct, i.e., that Artusi stopped criticizing his music

after Giulio's essay, then the second Discorso by Braccino of 1608 (one year
after the Scherzi musicali were published) could not be by Artusi. If, however,
Monteverdi's memory somewhat blurred the chronology, then perhaps the second
Discorso was the last thing Artusi wrote against Monteverdi, thereafter becoming
his advocate. 67
Whichever is the case, there is no real reason to assume that
Artusi was the author of these little works.
Artusi's positions in all three debates and the theoretical ideas he
espoused portray a unique understanding of musical life at the turn of the
seventeenth century.
While it is true that Artusi clung to conservative contrapuntal rules when faced with Monteverdi's free use of dissonance, many of
Artusi's theories were progressive.
Artusi was one of the first advocates of
universal adoption of an equal-tempered tuning. He also rejected the practicality
of using Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic (an idea espoused by Zarlino).
Artusi
explored the ramifications of using an equal temperament in musica ficta and
transpositional problems.
Moreover, Artusi voiced the modern opinion of the
importance of the bass line. It seems clear that Artusi was not the conservative
pedant he has been thought to be.
The details of Artusi's intellectual activity complement the sparse
information available on his life. Table 1 summarizes the most important events
and puts his scholarly pursuits in chronological order, thereby cataloguing all the
known biographical information of Giovanni Maria Artusi.
TABLE 1
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS IN ARTUSI'S LIFE

=============================-==========================================
Date

Event

========================================================================
c.1540
1562
1563
1570s(?)
1581
1586
1588
1589
1590
1593
1594
1598

Artusi was born in Bologna
He enters the monastery at San Salvatore
He professes
Artusi studies with Zarlino in Venice
Galilei attacks Zarlino in Dialogo della musica antica et della moderna
Artusi's L' Arte del contraoonto ridotta in ta vole is published
Artusi writes Lettera apologetica defending Zarlino against Galilei's
criticisms
Artusi publishes L' Arte de! contraponto ridotta in tavole. book 2.
Galilei publishes Discorso against Zarlino
Artusi defends Zar lino in Trattato apologetico
Bottrigari publishes II patricio
Bottrigari publishes II desiderio under the name Alemanno Benelli
Artusi is in Ferrara

67 Monteverdi's

assertion that Artusi turned "his pen in my praise" is very
intriguing because no such writing is known to exist today.

15
L' Arte del contraponto is revised and reprinted in I volume

Annibale Melone dies
Artusi again in Ferrara and receives letter from L'Ottuso accademico
Bottrigari reprints 11 desiderio under his own name
L' Artusi. overo Delle imperfettioni della mode ma musica is published
Artusi publishes 11 desiderio in Milan under Melone's name
Bottrigari writes Lettera di Federico Verdicelli
Bottrigari writes Ant' Artusi
L' Artusi delle imperfettioni della moderna musica, book 2 is published
with the addendum Considerazioni musicali
Bottrigari responds to Artusi's Considerazioni in Aletelogia di . Leonardo
Gallucio
Artusi publishes Impresa del molto R. M. Gioseffo Zarlino
Monteverdi answers Artusi's criticisms in the preface to his fifth book
of madrigals introducing the concept of the seconda pratica
A reply to Monteverdi's concept of the seconda pratica is published in
a Discorso signed by Antonio Braccino da Todi
Giulio Monteverdi elaborates on Claudio's reply in the preface to the
Scherzi musicali
The second Discorso by Antonio Braccino da Todi is written
Artusi dies

1599
1600
1601
1602
1602(?)
1603
1604
1605

1607
1608
1613

-----------=-----==-=========--==--===--====-=-------------------------Influence
Even in his own day, Artusi's contemporaries largely failed to recognize
his progressive theories. Regarded as a conservative, he probably had very little
direct influence on later ideas of music theory. Although he espoused the idea
of equal temperament earlier than most, there is little evidence to suggest that
he influenced its acceptance in later musical practice.
His position on musica
ficta and transposition was greatly influenced by his understanding of an equaltempered octave and reveals much about the way in which the practical musician
of the late Renaissance understood these musical practices.
Yet later theorists
do not acknowledge Artusi's early expositions on this matter.
His expertise in
ancient Greek music was soon and completely eclipsed by distinguished humanist
scholars such as Girolamo Mei and Giovanni Battista Doni.
Only one small thread can be traced from Artusi's counterpoint treatise
to Praetorius's writings on music composition.
When composing for multiple
choirs, Artusi proposed that the bass line should be the same for each individual
choir and that it should be the anchor for the composition. 68 Praetorius echoed
this advice in his Syntagma musicum 69 and it soon became general practice
among composers. 70
68

L' Arte del contraponto, p. 80.

69 Book

70 This

3, p. 79.

section of the Syntagma musicum deals with basso continuo theory.
This association led some early writers to assume that Artusi had expounded on
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Artusi's principal fame justly lies in his debate with Monteverdi.
Nevertheless, his importance is not that of a pedant interfering with progressive
genius. Rather, he caused one of the most important early Baroque composers to
articulate his aesthetic position.
This debate is a significant illustration of the
change from the Renaissance to the Baroque and this alone is of great worth to
the music historian because of its clear exposition of representative views of
music aesthetics in a time of change.
In Artusi, a mixture of old and new
techniques is governed by a fundamentally old aesthetic theory; in Monteverdi,
new techniques are supported by a clear distillation of new music aesthetics.

this matter (the Musikalisches Conversations-Lexicon [s.v. "Artusi, Giovanni
Maria"], for instance, says that Artusi was the first to clearly put together the
rules for basso continua practice).

AESTHETIC FOUNDATIONS OF L' ARTUS!
All aspects of music may be influenced by composers' and theorists'
various concepts of beauty.
At times, a knowledge of a composer's aesthetic
foundation is crucial for comprehending the technical procedures in his compositions.1
Theorists may hold specific views and opinions on simple technical
details that significantly depend on some particular aesthetic notion. 2
Although
the relationship is not always apparent, knowledge of a composer's or theorist's
basic aesthetic principles always enhances--to one degree or another--perception
of his writing.
Giovanni Maria Artusi's L'Artusi overo Delle imperfettioni della moderna
musica cannot be primarily considered as a philosophical work; its orientation is
technical and practical.
Nevertheless, Artusi was writing during a transitional
period when older aesthetic principles were being supplanted by newer thought.
Based on the changing aesthetic environment of the late sixteenth century,
Artusi's aesthetic thought informs many of his basic tenets (uttered or implied),
provides an added dimension to his positions on practical matters, and enhances
an understanding of the shift from the Renaissance to the Baroque.
/ Throughout the fifteenth century, the ideas of Plato and the ancient
Neoplatonists 3 influenced many Italian scholars and writers to a significant
degree. ) Some concepts of this Renaissance Neoplatonism had a bearing on music,
as can be seen in treatises on music throughout the Renaissance. By the end of
the sixteenth century, however, Neoplatonism generally did not dominate Italian
1For instance, Wagner's and Schoenberg's technical procedures are
intimately connected with their respective aesthetic foundations.
To understand
"endless melody" requires knowledge of Gesamtkunstwerk; to understand dodecophony requires knowledge of Schoenberg's historical perspective.
2This situation is frequently seen in ancient Greek musical treatises m
discussions of tonoi.
Each tonos is considered proper to a limited number of
types of composition because each tonos has its own particular ethos. Medieval
treatises reiterate this same premise applied to the modes, while treatises from
the eighteenth century apply the same notion to the various keys. In all cases,
the aesthetic foundation of the practical advice is a belief in the power of music
to affect the listener and the appropriateness of the emotions that music may
thereby produce.

3 Plotinus

(A.O. 204- 70) was the chief proponent
movement.
Many ancient authors reflect this orientation;
is one of the most influential of the authors of musical
survey of Neoplatonism is found in John M. Rist, Plotinus:
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967).
17

of this Neoplatonic
Aristides Quintilianus
treatises.
A concise
The Road to Reality
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scholars' thought.
Platonic influence on the aesthetics of music declined: there
was a general lack of enthusiasm for speculative music theory (often related to
Neoplatonism) and a surge of interest in practical problems.
Writing in 1600, Artusi can be considered somewhat conservative because
of the relatively marked influence of Neoplatonism on his thought.
While
Artusi's treatise does not reveal him as a thorough Platonist, unsympathetic to
the general atmosphere of his day, it does show him as clearly cautious in supplanting a speculative, theoretical aesthetic with a new practical one. The focus
of this chapter will be on an examination of this duality--characteristic of the
time--in Artusi's writing.
As a background, the major Neoplatonic theories
influential on aesthetic thought of the time will be described.
Neoolatonism in the Italian Renaissance
Marsilio Ficino
From the beginning of the Renaissance, Plato's wntmgs held a high
position among the educated Italians. The major thrust for this Platonic revival
was provided by Marsilio Ficino, whose translations and commentaries on this
ancient philosophical school made Platonism available to the modern reader.
Ficino lived his entire life within the environs of Florence.•
He was born in
1433 to the physician of the Medici family. Ficino's early education was devoted
to learning the classical languages and studying classical authors.
At an early
age, Ficino showed a preference for Platonic thought.
Cosimo de' Medici,
encouraged by Ficino's natural inclination, was eager for him to become thoroughly immersed in the Platonic tradition 5 and therefore did all he could to
facilitate Ficino's studies.
His formal education completed, Ficino set for himself the task of
translating from Greek into Latin all the works of the ancient Platonists and
Neoplatonists. By 1469, he had translated all of Plato's extant writings, as well
as completing translations of Plotinus and others.6 These classical pursuits were
4

The best overview of Ficino's life is found in Raymond Marcel's Marsile
Ficin (Paris: Les belles lettres, 1958).
The primary information in this brief
sketch is taken from this source.
5

Cosimo de' Medici's desire stemmed from a disagreement with
politics of Pope Pius II. Cosimo felt that Ficino's work with Plato would
classical authority to the Medici family's position against the Pope. Cosimo
also aware of the prestige that Ficino could bring to the family (see Marcel,
236-40).
6

the
give
was
pp.

Ficino's works always found ready publication during his lifetime- - he was
even able to publish his important correspondence towards the end of his life.
His collected works were first printed in Basel in 1539 by the publisher Frobenus.
Many reprints appeared throughout the sixteenth century, issued by
various publishers. A modern reprint appeared in 1959 in Turin from the Bottega
d'Erasmo.
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coupled with studies of the Church Fathers; Ficino became a priest in 1473 and
eventually held the post of canon at the cathedral in Florence.
Although
thoroughly immersed in Platonic doctrine, Ficino remained within the orthodox
tradition of the church. 7
In 1462, Ficino established an academy in Florence to promote the study
of Plato and his teachings. 8 This academy was not formal in its structure 9 but
rather was a small group of friends 10 who would gather to read passages from
Plato to each other.
In discussing various parts of Plato's philosophy (especially
linguistic and political matters), 11 the group offered Ficino a forum for his
syntheses of Platonic thought. 12
Although Ficino's life was spent in a restricted geographical area, his
influence spread throughout Europe by means of his numerous publications.
Because the Medici family patronized Ficino, there was little problem with
funding the printing of his work.
In addition to the many translations (which
7Ficino

was particularly successful in harmonizing Plato's philosophies
with established Christian religion.
His last work, the Theologia Platonica, was
significant for establishing the relationships.
Ficino's beliefs were not, however, always the same as the church's. The
most important rift involved the question of the immortality of the soul.
Although this was not a point of official church doctrine, Ficino believed (from
Plato's writings) that the soul must be immortal.
His arguments were probably
instrumental in the church adopting the immortality of the souls as doctrine at
the Lateran Council in 1512 (see Paul Oskar Kristeller, Eight Philosophers of the
Italian Renaissance [Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1964), pp. 45-47).
8 Cosimo

de' Medici was instrumental in providing the necessary physical
equipment for this academy.
He gave Ficino use of a house in Careggi (just
outside of Florence) as well as several Greek manuscripts.
9During

the sixteenth century, academies flourished but in a more
structured way.
Later academies had schedules for study and would often be
devoted to a certain subject (another famous Florentine academy--the Florentine
Camerata--was more of this type [see The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, s.v. "Camerata," by Claude V. Palisca]).
Ficino's Platonic Academy
was not so regimented (see The Encyclopedia of Philosophy. s.v. "Ficino,
Marsilio," by Paul Oskar Kristeller).
1°The

majority of this group was comprised of literary figures, educated
citizens interested in the liberal arts, CIVIC dignitaries, etc.
The only other
significant philosopher in the group beside Ficino was Giovanni Pico della
Mirandola (1463-94).
11 Nesca

A. Robb, Neoolatonism of the Italian Renaissance (London: Allen
& Unwin, 1935), p. 57, n. 1.
12 While much is written about the Platonic Academy, the most penetrating study is Arnaldo Della Torre's Storia dell' Accademia platonica di Firenze
(Florence: Carnesecchi, 1902).
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became the standard texts for the non-Greek reader), Ficino authored a number
of treatises; most of his writing consisted of commentaries on Plato, but other
subjects received attention as well. 13
His writings were quickly disseminated in
Italy and the rest of Europe, and the Neoplatonic movement he championed
became immensely popular throughout Europe. 14

General philosophies of the Neoplatonists
Of primary importance to this study is the / Neoplatonic concept of beauty
as expressed by Ficino. \ Nevertheless, a familiarity with other concepts of his
wide and varied thought is essential for understanding this particular aesthetic
notion.
In establishing order in the universe, Ficino organizes the important
elements into a systematic hierarchy.
Five basic parts make up this scheme:
God, the angelic mind, the rational soul, quality, and body. Like any orthodox
Christian, Ficino places God and the angels at the top of the order. The scheme
places the rational soul (i.e., the essential composition of man) at the center of
the universe, 15 with the corporeal nature of man much lower. Man is therefore
at two levels in the scheme at the same time: his bodily matter is as far away
from God as possible, while his rational soul is naturally closer.
An important concept related to this hierarchy is that of the soul's
ascent from its natural place to God's realm. 16
While man's corporeality tends
13For

instance, Ficino wrote a treatise on music entitled De rationibus
musicae. This treatise was never included in his collected works but has been
edited by Paul Oskar Kristeller in his Svpplementvm ficinianvm II (Florence:
Olschki, 1937; reprint ed., Florence: Olschki, 1973).
14Ficino's

popularity was never limited to the classics scholar or philosopher. His concepts found ready acceptance in many circles. The influence of
the doctrine of Platonic love (discussed later in this chapter) is discernible in
many literary works of the time.
15

The primacy of man in this scheme is one of the most significant
departures from Plato and the ancient Neoplatonists. Man as a mean term in all
things is found in many guises in Ficino's thought. This no doubt influenced his
doctrine of the immortality of the soul (see n. 7 supra). This order renders the
hierarchy more balanced than earlier schemes.
See Kristeller's Eight PhilosoPh.ers, pp. 42-43.
16This

concept, of course, is not new to Ficino but comes directly from
Plato and the ancient Neoplatonists.
In his Phaedrus 246A-E, Plato introduces
the image of a charioteer riding in a chariot drawn by two horses. One horse is
rearing up and the other is firmly on the ground. The Neoplatonists understand
the first horse to illustrate the rational soul's desire to ascend to higher realms
and the other horse to represent the corporeality of man trying to keep the soul
earth-bound.
Ficino devotes chapters 7-9 of his Phaedrus Commentary to the
various details of this myth and the particulars of this ascent (see Michael J. B.
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to drag him downward, his rational soul longs to ascend to higher spheres.
No
earthly beauty, no earthly success, no earthly love will satisfy this innate desire
to unite with God at His level. Knowledge derived from contemplation, love, and
beauty all contribute to this ascent.
Parallel to the rational soul's desire to ascend, however, is the possibility
for the soul to descend into increasing corporeality.
According to Ficino, this
comes about when man fails to fulfill either of his two main functions: ascending
to meet the divine and helping others to do the same. 17 Continued reliance on
the senses, lack of concentration on contemplative things, and sin might all
cause the soul to descend rather than ascend. 18
( Astrology plays an important part in the ascent of man's soul.
The
planets have determinate influences over man and persuade him to alter his
behavior in different ways.) Saturn, for instance, is notorious for leading man to
extremes of emotion rather than the stability desired by the rational soul.
The
sun, Mercury, Jupiter, and Venus, conversely, persuade man to assume more
stable qualities.
Stability is important for one trying to transcend the corporeality of the world since God (whose qualities man is trying to achieve) is
unfettered by these transient influences.
(Ficino explains that these planets have demons on them who possess the
nature of the planet itself. ) Good demons, from the sun and other good planets,
influence man to adopt those good qualities; -bad demons, principally from Saturn,
lead man to increased corporeality and delay (or halt) his soul's ascent.
These
demons can work their effects on the body to create physical changes in any
person.
Nevertheless, man has the ability to invite certain demons by preparing
his body for their influence. Hence,( wine, flavorful foods, certain aromas, pure
air, sunshine, and music all prepare a body to attract the good demons and repel
bad ones. 19 )
Ficino's concept of the contemplative life was central to his understanding of the way in which ( the rational soul could rise up to the level of God. ')
This is no new idea in philosophical thought; rather it represents a continuation
of both Platonic and Aristotelian theory.
Contemplation consists in the withdrawal, or disassociation, in
some degree, of the soul from the body, and from concern with
corporeal things.
In the resulting inward experience, the Forms
are attended to in a purely rational consciousness, in which the

Allen, The Platonism of Marsilio Ficino: A Study of His "Phaedrus" Commentary,
Its Sources and Genesis [Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1984],
pp. 86-112).
17

See summa 23 of Ficino's Phaedrus Commentary.

18Compare
19 Ficino

Allen's Platonism, pp. 165-84.

De triplici vita l. I 0.
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are attended to in a purely rational consciousness, in which the
knower, surrounded by eternal order, becomes calm and serene. 20
Since the soul must ascend from its corporeality to the divine, one must consider
the nature of the divine. One must put off the demands of the body in order to
achieve unity with higher things and fully understand the Forms. 21
Undue
attention to physical manifestations only delays or impedes the soul's ascent;
therefore, attention must be given to contemplating the higher, rather than the
mere earth-bound manifestations of all things.
Love was central to Ficino's ~ilosophy as one of the primary duties of
man and as a quality that hastened the soul's ascent.
Ficino's concept had a
significant influence for generations on the notion of love and was probably one
of his most popular conceptions.
hove Js defined as the desire for beauty. 22
Love inspires man to aid others in their ascent to God.
This "Platonic love"
found between humans is an imitation of the love felt between man and God. In
every relationship, then, God must be a partner. Love unifies all souls on earth
engaged in the ascent towards the higher realms. 23
Love is eternal, and is eternally renewed and contented by its
divine object. It is the best and most beautiful of all things; its
desire is beauty and its gifts are wisdom, strength, foresight,
mutual contentment, peace, and happiness. 2•
Ficino referred to the members of his academy as "lovers" in this sense of
spiritual rapport.

20

Monroe C. Beardsley, Aesthetics from Classical Greece to the Present:
A Short History (New York: Macmillan, 1966), p. 119.
21 Plato's

philosophy made much use of the Ideas or Forms.
To Plato,
everything on earth was a mirror of some celestial, more perfect entity. These
celestial entities were known as the Forms or Ideas.
Abstract notions such as
beauty or love also had their Forms. Ficino does not make Forms central to his
philosophy, although he uses the idea when it suits his purpose (see Encyclopedia
of Philosophy. s.v. "Universals," by A. D. Woozley; "Plato," by Gilbert Ryle,
especially the section entitled "The Theory of Forms").
22 De

amore 1.3; "Legitimus amoris terminus est consuetudo," from
Epistolae I (English translation in The Letters of Marsilio Ficino, 4 vols., trans.
by Members of the Language Department of the School of Economic Science
[London: Shepheard-Welwyn, 1975-81), 1:91).
23

Kristeller, Eight Philosophers. pp. 47-48 .

2-'Robb,

Neoplatonism, pp. 83-84.
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Beauty and music
The concept of beauty is interwoven with other concepts throughout
Ficino's writings.
The search for the beautiful (which produces love in an
individual) 26 is intimately connected with the soul's search for Godliness. Beauty
is one of the qualities of the divine; by learning to recognize beauty in earthly
substances, the rational soul of man can learn more about the divine realm,
facilitating his ascent.
Moreover, beauty is one of the most important qualities
of God because the search for beauty enables man more easily to make the leap
from his own intellect to the truths of the higher realms. Beauty communicates
truth to man and heightens man's desire for truth. 26
Though earthly beauty is a mirror image of higher beauties, Ficino does
not make as close a connection as does Plato between the earthly manifestations
and the Forms. 27
Rather, building upon Plotinus's concept of emanations from
the One, 28 Ficino sees beauty as the resultant splendor of the emanation from
the divine realms: 29
Whoever wishes to profess the study of Plato should therefore
honour the one truth, which is the single ray of the one God.
This ray passes through angels, souls, the heavens and other
bodies. As we discussed in the book on love, its splendour shines
in every individual thing according to its nature and is called
grace and beauty; .. _so
An understanding of his concept of beauty must be informed by Ficino's
26See
26

definition of love above.

Ficino, Phaedrus Commentary. summa 27; Allen, Platonism, p. 193.

27 Plato

would consider the degree of beauty of an object to correspond
to the degree that object reflected the Ideal.
Complementary to that concept
was the notion that beauty itself was an Ideal manifest to some extent in
everything that is beautiful.
Summaries of these concepts are readily available;
succinct overviews are found in Beardsley, Aesthetics, pp. 39-46, and W. T.
Jones, A History of Western Philosophy. 2d ed., vol. 1: The Classical Mind (New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970), pp. 124-46.
28 Enneads
29

1.6.6-9.

See Allen, Platonism, p. 187;
Theorie des SchOnen im Kontext des
berger Akademie der Wissenschaften:
30, No. 11 (Heidelberg: Winter, 1980), pp.
3011

and Werner Beierwaltes, Marsilio Ficinos
Platonismus. Sitzungsberichte der HeidelPhilosophisch-historische Klasse, Jahrgang
31-32.

Legitimus amoris terminus," from Epistolae I (trans., Letters, 1:91).
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reiteration of Plato's idea of Poetic madness. 31
According to Ficino, a creative
artist32 suffers a type of madness in which God and the angels let the artist
glimpse the arts in the higher realm.
Propelled by this inspiration, the artist
imitates what he experiences to the best of his ability and produces a human art
work.
Thus, human arts imitate celestial arts; when the arts are received by
man, an imitation of the Forms is perceived in them.
All things that embody beauty to any degree embody certain properties
naturally found in the beautiful.
In a letter to Giovanni Cavalcanti, Ficino
specifies that these properties are light, grace, proportion, number, and measure.33
Of these, number and proportion are particularly important: "All things
that lack harmony, number, and beauty are bad; good, on the contrary, are those
things that are joined together through numbers that are in common accord." 34
The Pythagorean emphasis on number and proportion remained important to most
aestheticians from the first statement of the concept through the Renaissance.
Plato reiterated the concept; Augustine, Boethius, Thomas Aquinas, and others
established its importance in medieval theory; and Ficino renewed that emphasis
for the Renaissance.36
Ficino was clear that aesthetic judgments could only be performed by the
intellect; the senses are corporeal and therefore easily deceived. 36
Proportion
31 Andre Chastel (in his Marsile Ficin et l'art. Travaux d'humanisme et
Renaissance, 14 [Geneva: Droz, 1954], pp. 129-35) discusses the concept of
inspiration at some length.
32 Plato restricts himself to the poet, but the concept can be extended to
all artists in Ficino.
33"Legitimus amoris terminus," from Eoistolae I: compare Chastel, p. 87.
34"Mala enim in superioribus nominauit; que concordi numero & pulchritudinem carent.
Bona vero quae consentientibus numeris coaptantur" (Ficino,
Argumentum in Eoinomidem, p. 917 [trans. in Claude V. Palisca, Humanism in
Italian Renaissance Musical Thought (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
1985), p. 196]).
35To the Pythagoreans, number was important as the ultimate reality.
Therefore, any important discipline consisted primarily of number.
The establishment of the quadrivium in the middle ages reflected this concern for
number.
While number and proportion were still important to the Renaissance
aesthetician, he no longer viewed number as the ultimate reality of the universe.
Two important studies detail the relationship of number and music to the
ancient world: Richard L. Crocker, "Pythagorean Mathematics and Music," Journal
of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 22 (1963-64): 189-98, 325-35; and C. Andre
Barbera, "The Persistence of Pythagorean Mathematics in Ancient Musical
Thought" (Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980).
36Typically, Ficino was only concerned with sight and hearing as senses
that could receive beauty.
The other senses do not usually enter into aesthetic
considerations.
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must be perceived by the mind--not because the senses could not occasionally
recognize proportion in their object, but because only the intellect could make
judgments without sensual deception.
Intellectual contemplation of a work and
artistic theory were important for ascertaining the beauty of an art work.
Of all the arts, music holds a special place for Ficino because of its
special power to influence man; identifying the beautiful in music is therefore
very important.
Music obtains this high position in Ficino's thought because of
three unique properties (each of which has a bearing on his aesthetic theory):
(I) music combines many art media into one, (2) music is directly observable as
an earthly manifestation of a celestial reality, and (3) music entices demons from
other planets--both good and bad--to influence man's behavior.
Given this
influence on the soul's ascent, beautiful music is primarily recognized as music
whose properties aid rather than impede the soul's progression.
Like others of his day, Ficino believed that music combined with words
could penetrate the soul better than music alone. 37 Here, he was influenced by
the Greek concept of melos: words and music must be combined for the fullest
effect38 --and of the two elements, the words were more important and should
dictate the nature of the music. Music alone tended to be arrested at the mind
without penetrating the soul itself. 39
On the basis of this concept, a simple
aesthetic hierarchy is set up elevating music with text.
In his writing on
Qfilll!.
This concept has
musica mundana inspires
this celestial music is also

music, Ficino revitalized the concept of musica muna twofold influence on Ficino's aesthetic theory: while
the soul to contemplate things of the higher realm, 40
a measuring stick for musica humana or earthly music.

37It

is reported that when Ficino would recite poems for his academy, he
would recite them very much in the monodic style, · presumably to enhance their
influence over the listeners.
38 While

the ancients readily agreed that music alone held considerable
power (recall the story of Pythagoras calming the impetuous youths by altering
the mode of the music played by the aulos-player accompanying the group), the
ultimate power of music was realized when it was coupled with text.
3

9This concept of Ficino was typical of prevailing ideas about Greek
music theater. The members of the Florentine Camerata, of course, were of the
same opm1on.
As the members of this academy were all scholarly men, it is
more than likely they were familiar with Ficino's writings.
While the Camerata
may not have been directly influenced on this point by Ficino, the fact that
such a well-known philosopher took this position might have given strength to
the position for members of the Camerata.
4

°"Through the ears the Soul perceives certain sweet harmonies and
rhythms, and through · these images it is exhorted and excited to consider the
divine music with a more ardent and intimate sense of the mind" (quoted in Paul
Oskar Kristeller, The Philosophy of Marsilio Ficino, trans. by Virginia Conant,
Columbia Studies in Philosophy, 6 [New York: Columbia University Press, 1944;
reprint ed., Gloucester, Mass.: P. Smith, 1964], p. 308).
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The concept is familiar: the rotation of the planets interacts in certain, determinate proportions and causes sounds to be produced. This celestial music exists
in the realms of God and the angels; as a consequence, it is on a higher level
than man's music. As it is the soul's purpose to elevate itself to this realm, the
rational soul naturally desires this celestial music. • 1
Since musica mundana is a celestial manifestation, it cannot be heard
with the senses.
Any influence it has on humans is on the level of their
rational soul.
Nevertheless, at a certain stage in the elevation of the soul, this
music can be heard.
Generally, this will not occur during a person's lifetime,
but it is possible.
Pythagoras, for example, is reported to have been able to
hear it on one occasion. While listening to music, Pythagoras was contemplating
philosophy.
Because of the contemplation and a relatively high state in his
soul's ascent, Pythagoras was able to escape the bounds of earth and listen to
the harmony of the spheres. • 2
Earthly music is a shadow of this otherworldly music in many respects:
earthly music is the result of a poet's inspiration from God,• 3 the proportions
found in musica mundana are also in earthly music, and some of the effect of
celestial music is apparent in man's music; in sum, all the properties of musica
mundana exist in an imperfect way in musica human a. Contemplation of earthly
music (despite its imperfection) aids the soul in discovering the musica mundana,
not because the earthly music is good in itself or is to be sensuously enjoyed,
but because it is founded on the principles of musica mundana and contemplation

• 1Musica

mundana. musica humana. and musica instrumentalis are the
three categories Boethius used (De institutione musica. 1.2 [English translation by
Calvin M. Bower, "Boethius' The Principles of Music: An Introduction, Translation, and Commentary" (Ph.D. diss., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1967),
pp. 44- 48]) to reiterate these ancient ideas addressed by Plato and others. To
Boethius, musica mundana was the celestial music, musica humana was the music
created by the vibration of human souls, and musica instrumentalis was the
actual music heard on earth.
Ficino misses this three-fold distinction and settles for a much simpler
bipartite classification: musica mundana and musica humana.
The former is the
familiar harmony of the spheres while the latter is actual heard music experienced on earth.
See Palisca's Humanism, pp. 161-90, for an excellent survey of the
prevailing notions on this matter throughout the Renaissance.
2

Aristides Quintilianus maintains that this is possible for "serious and
scientifically versed men" only; it is prohibited for the average man (De mus.
3.20 [an English translation can be found in Aristides Quintilianus, On Music in
Three Books, trans. , with introduction, commentary, and annotations by Thomas
J. Mathiesen, Music Theory Translation Series (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1983), pp. 188-90]).
•

•

3

compare Ficino's revision of Plato's concept of Poetic madness.
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of earthly music leads to the understanding of the principles of celestial music.
Music, therefore, becomes an important tool for the soul's ascent. 44
The quality of earthly music varies and musica mundana can be used as a
measuring stick to judge the relative beauty among earthly compositions. Not all
types of musica humana lead as quickly to an understanding of the musica
mundana.
Herein lies the primary relationship between musica mundana and
Ficino's aesthetic theory: earthly music can be judged as good or bad depending
on the degree of relationship between the humana expression and the mundana
experience.
Earthly · music that is good and beautiful closely imitates the
celestial music and plainly leads to an understanding of the principles of musica
mundana. Earthly music that is bad and not beautiful is only remotely based on
the celestial music and only partially leads the contemplative mind to musica
mundana.
This is the overriding aesthetic principle for music in Ficino's
writings.
Music also plays an important role in attracting the kinds of demons that
are desirable to have.
Not only do the planets make music in relationship to
each other, but each sphere has its own type of music conducive to the traits
associated with that planet and its demons.
According to Ficino, it is desirable
to attract the demons from certain planets, and music is one of the most
important means for accomplishing this.
By imitating the music of the sphere
whose influence is desired, a natural invitation is extended to the demons who
reside there.
They come and magnify those qualities in the human.
Three
things are necessary to know for attracting the influence of the planets: ( 1) one
must know the properties and qualities of the planets, (2) one must learn the
modes associated with the planets, and (3) one must be able to imitate the
speech, dance, and moral behavior associated with the planets. 45
It follows that all music imitates to some degree the properties of the
various planets.
Music that pertains to the desired planets has recognizable
features; 46 however, the same holds true for the planets whose influence is
44 Ficino

himself admits to using music "to banish vexations of both soul
and body, and to raise the mind to the highest considerations and to God as
much as I may" ("De musica," from Eoistolae I [trans. in Letters, 1:143]).
45 Ficino,

De triplici vita 3.21.
Aristides Quintilianus is a noteworthy
example of an ancient Neoplatonist who details the properties of the planets and
relates them to specific modes and meters in music (see his De mus. 3.20-22
[Mathiesen trans., pp. 188-93]).
46

1n De triolici vita 3.21, Ficino describes the qualities of the music
associated with the good planets:
"Jupiter: music which is grave, earnest, sweet, and joyful with stability.
Venus: music which is voluptuous with ·wantonness and softness.
Apollo (the Sun): music which is venerable, simple and earnest, united with
grace and smoothness.
Mercury: music which is somewhat less serious (than the Apolline) because
of its gaiety, yet vigorous and various" (trans. by Daniel Pickering Walker, in his
Spiritual and Demonic Magic from Ficino to Campanella [London: The Warburg
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undesired. Some music, then, attracts good demons whose influence assists man's
ascent.
Other music, by contrast, attracts bad demons whose influence impedes
man's ascent and can lead to man's descent into increased corporeality.
This
latter music is to be shunned vigorously by every man trying to ascend to the
higher realms.
In this sense, the ability to make correct aesthetic judgments
about the qualities of earthly music is of paramount importance to Ficino.
The Neoplatonic concept of beauty as a whole is anchored to the notion
of the rational soul's ascent to the realm of God. The search for beauty in all
its manifestations is a natural part of this ascent.
Music is particularly important as an art medium due to certain unique properties that make beautiful music
particularly powerful in its influence on man.
Beautiful music is defined as
music that aids the soul's ascent by closely imitating musica mundana and
attracting the influence of demons from desirable planets.
Aesthetics in Artusi's Treatise
Neoolatonic ideas
Although Artusi is sparing in details about aesthetic concepts in this
treatise, much can be gleaned from various passages.
To begin, Artusi states
very specifically what the goal of music is: "Therefore, [the goal) of the singer
or player is to benefit and delight. "47
Artusi's concept of benefitting is not
elaborated in any place in the treatise, but it seems to echo Ficino's idea of the
soul's ascent and the role of music in that ascent.
Whether or not Artusi
intended to align himself with Neoplatonic thought, he clearly reveals this
background in ascribing to music the role of benefitting man.
Artusi shows the influence of Neoplatonism as he describes important
things to know about music: the predominant theme throughout the treatise is
the description of music in terms of proportion and number. At the beginning of
the second discussion, Artusi gives a detailed description of the various means.48
Ostensibly, this is to prepare the reader to understand the difference between
the authentic and plagal modes (which are differentiated by using either the
arithmetic or harmonic mean in dividing the octave).
Nevertheless, these modes
could be explained in more practical ways (in terms of range, final, etc.).
Instead, Artusi clings to an explanation that involves number.49
In historic
Institute, 1958; reprint ed. Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press,
1975), p. 18).
47"adunque

[il fine) del cantore o sonatore sara di giovare, & dilettare"
(L' Artusi, ff. 4r-v [p. 85); unless otherwise stated, all references to Artusi in
this chapter are to book l of L' Artusi).
The idea of "delighting" will be
addressed later in the chapter.
48 Ff.
49

45r-49v (pp. 321-49).

The various ways the ecclesiastical. modes have been described is a
fascinating, if convoluted, study.
Approaches have ranged from the speculative
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terms, this is an echo of Boethius and beyond to Ptolemy, Nicomachus, and other
Greek authors. 50 In ancient times and the Renaissance,. Neoplatonism heightened
the awareness of number in describing music.
During the intervening Medieval
era when the effects of Neoplatonism were waning, authors used melodic
considerations or other musical means of describing the modes.51
The importance of ratios in describing intervals is clear in Artusi.
All
intervals are considered in their various manifestations of ratio.
Forms of the
tone and semitone are considered in the several proposed ratios to make sense of
musical problems. 52
Consonances are understood as being consonant because of
their ratios as much as because of their musical sound.53
Artusi adheres so
strictly to the idea that intervals must be defined in ratios that, in considering
how an octave could be equally tempered (an idea ascribed to Aristoxenus},
Artusi admits that though he cannot know what ratio is needed to accomplish
this, it must be between the sesquioctaval and sesquinonal ratios. 54
and mathematical to practical and melodic.
See The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians. s.v. "Mode," by Harold S. Powers for a concise survey of
this theoretical concept.
50 Bower,

"Boethius," pp. 333-69.

51 Compare,

for example, Guido Micrologus 10-13 (English trans. in Warren
Babb, trans., Hucbald. Guido. and John On Music: Three Medieval Treatises, ed.
by Claude V. Palisca [New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1978], pp. 66-69),
which defines the modes based on their final, height, depth, and melodic pattern.
John of Afflighem (De musica 10-12 [Hucbald, Guido and John, pp. 115-25])
discusses the modes' tenors, finals, and range in his description.
52The

most extended example of this in Artusi is the passage where he
covers the various explanations of Adriano's famous duo. Artusi clearly explains
that if the tones of the scale are understood according to Boethius (as Spataro
proposed), a certain interval results at the end.
Similarly, when the tones of
the scale are understood according to Ptolemy (as most musicians and theorists
contemporary to Artusi understood them), a different interval results at the end.
Furthermore, if the scale is understood in an equal temperament (as Artusi proposes), still another interval results at the end of the composition (see ff. 20v28r [pp. 179-223]).
The differences among these systems are the different
proportions used in defining the scale. This whole passage, then, is founded on
the aesthetic necessity of correlating the music with numbers and proportions.
53This

is clearly inferred in Artusi's discussion of the Willaert duo.
Although the various solutions make the final interval vary by minute amounts
that would hardly be audible, Artusi only considers the solution that yields a
perfect octave in the duple (2: 1) ratio to be consonant.
Regardless of their
sound, the others are dissonant because of their ratios.
54 Ff.

3lr-v (p. 243). On ff. 35v-36r (pp. 265-67), however, Artusi defends
Artusi correctly points
Aristoxenus for not using ratios to illustrate his tunings.
out that equality among the sounds cannot be given in integer proportions;
Aristoxenus was not able to put his thoughts into ratios. Artusi underscores the
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Artusi has the idea of ratios and proportions so imbedded in his concept
of music and beauty that in describing musicians in performance, he admonishes
that their volume must be equal and not in any other proportion:
Every time they do not take this precaution to listen to each
other, one could say that music so performed would be more
disproportionate than proportionate, meaning here the proportion
of equality and not inequality, inasmuch as there is necessarily
excess or defect in this action: the excess in the more vigorous,
loud, and powerful part, and the defect in the weaker part. 66
Artusi's vocabulary reveals the Neoplatonic spirit of the age.
Another significant usage appears in Artus i's main conception of "perfection" and "imperfection" in music. This harkens to Ficino's concept of the good
and bad demons that can be attracted through various kinds of music. Since the
music that attracts demons from the good planets benefits man and leads to
higher realms, it fulfills the primary purpose of music (according to the Neoplatonic theory) and is more perfect than other kinds of music. Music that leads
man's rational soul downward must then be imperfect. Because the effect of the
music is so significant and central to the purpose of man, strong words like
"perfection" and "imperfection" are adopted.
Rather than simply good and bad,
desirable and undesirable, or beneficial and detrimental, Artusi's choice of
vocabulary indicates a Neoplatonic orientation on the vital importance and power
of music.
Artusi is careful to differentiate between the relative roles of the senses
and the intellect in determining the propriety of music.
He admits that the
senses are the first to receive the material and can take some enjoyment from
the sound. The sense, however, must take the material received and present it
to the intellect for the latter faculty to judge the sound and determine its
appropriateness.
After having received [the sound] and delighted in it, the hearing
presents it to the intellect, which then considers what proportions
the sounds have among themselves and the parts of the cantilena,
the intervals, the invention, the subject, the order, the form given
to that material, and if the style is faultless--all things which
belong to the intellect: discerning, understanding, and judging
them; this is the part that belongs to the intellect.66
fact that Aristoxenus still used numbers, though, to demonstrate his reasoning.
66"Ogni volta che non havessero questo antivedere d'ascoltarsi l' un l'altro,
si potrebbe dire, che cosi fatte musiche fossero piu tosto sproportionate, che
proportionate; intendendo qu1v1 della proportione d' uguaglianza, & non della
ineguaglianza; non vi essendo dibisogno in questa attione di eccesso, o di difetto;
di eccesso nella parte piu gagliarda forte, e potente; di difetto nella piu debile"
(f. 2v (p. 77)).
66 F.

l lr (p. 121).
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The senses are weak and can easily be deceived, whereas the intellect is not
easily deceived. Even though the sense might take pleasure in some object,
final aesthetic judgment of that object must come from the intellect.
If
intellect judges what it receives as imperfect, this negates any pleasure
sense enjoyed from the sound and the sound is ultimately recognized as bad. 57

so
the
the
the

This is a clear extension of Ficino's hierarchy.
The sense is a part of
the body--earthly material that is as far away from the soul's goal as can be.
The rational soul, or the intellect, is much closer to the higher, better realm and
can therefore determine with greater accuracy the appropriateness, the beauty of
an item.
This point identifies Artusi as a conservative of his time.
Composers
were experimenting with the sensuous qualities and effects of music regardless of
the prohibitions involved.
Since the traditional rules of consonance and dissonance were formed under a Neoplatonic influence, 58 the proportion of an
interval was often the determining factor in ascribing to it the characterization
of consonant or dissonant. 59
Therefore, dissonance in music was strictly
controlled because of the improper ratios involved.
Dissonant sounds did not
mirror proportions conducive to contemplative thought.
Herein lies the aesthetic background to the debate between Artusi and
Monteverdi.
Although both were concerned with satisfying the intellect, each
had different ideas about what actually was satisfying to the intellect.
Monteverdi believed that the words of a composition dictated the musical material.
Hence, the sensuous delight of a certain sound understood with the accompanying
text was enough to satisfy the intellect and warrant the use of that sound in a

57The

inferiority of the senses in clearly understanding manifestations is
a very ancient concept.
Plato voiced this opinion as an argument for the
superiority of the contemplative life.
Musicians such as Aristides Quintilian us
use the same argument for the superiority of speculative music over actual,
practical music.
Whether Artusi's source for this concept was Ficino or Boethius, the Neoplatonic influence is strongly felt.
Artusi does not, however, give strict superiority to the rational soul over
the body. He argues for a combination of the senses and intellect in the numero
sonoro (see f. 44v (pp. 315-19]). This will be addressed later in this chapter.
58This

was systematized by scholastic theorists of the twelfth, thirteenth,
and fourteenth centuries.
Number and proportion were very important to this
school of thought as a manifestation of Neoplatonism.
59This

notion was prevalent in ancient Greek theory and transmitted to
the western world through Boethius.
Traditionally, those intervals defined by
ratios made from the tetraktys of the decad (numbers 1-4) were consonant;
others were dissonant.
Later (because of Ptolemy's preference for superparticular ratios as reported by Boethius), theorists defined consonant thirds as
those described by superparticular intervals (5:4, 6:5).
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composition. 60
Artusi clearly believed that the intellect was only satisfied by
music that manifested the proportions traditionally found in music.
Since many
of the sounds used by Monteverdi could not satisfy the intellect in this manner,
the music was imperfect and, by extension, demonic. 61
Artusi illustrates how
the right kind of music (i.e., that which satisfies the intellect through its use of
recognized proportions and progressions) benefits the listener, aiding the soul's
ascent, while the wrong kind of music leads to demonic manifestations.
Despite the many Neoplatonic influences apparent in the treatise of
Artusi, the overriding aesthetic principle of Italian Renaissance Neoplatonism is
not found in this treatise: musica mundana. 62
Although he uses the properties
of musica mundana to describe earthly music--that is, proportion and number--he
never makes the connection between these properties and aesthetic judgments
about music.
This omission is one of the clearest proofs that Artusi was not
fundamentally interested in expounding on aesthetic concepts.
Artusi was
fundamentally a practical theorist who gave no extensive thought to the purely
speculative thought involved with music. This notwithstanding, it is still obvious
that his basic position was consistent with the older · Italian tradition of Neoplatonism.
Other aesthetic concepts in Artusi
Although the influence of Neoplatonism is considerable in L' Artusi, other
aesthetic forces are apparent in this work (and, indeed, all his writings). Some
of these are indicative of new philosophical thought that would soon replace
6

°This is clearly manifest in the commentary written by his brother
Giulio on Monteverdi's foreword to his fifth book of madrigals. Claudio writes:
"Some, not suspecting that there is any practice other than that taught by
Zarlino, will wonder at this, but let them be assured that, with regard to the
consonances and dissonances, there is still another way of considering them,
different from the established way, which, with satisfaction to the reason and to
the sense, defends the modern method of composing."
In commenting on this
passage, Giulio says that Zarlino's rules "have no regard for the words, for they
show the harmony to be the mistress and not the servant. For this reason my
brother will prove to the opponent and his followers that, when the harmony is
the servant of the words, the manner of employing the consonances and dissonances is not determined in the established way, for the one harmony differs
from the other in this respect" (translation by Oliver Strunk in his Source
Readings in Music History [New York: Norton, 1950], pp. 409-10). By submitting
the music to the words, the music satisfies reason and the senses.
61 It

also seems clear . that Artusi simply did not like the sounds they
produced; Monteverdi's music did not have the effect on Artusi it was intended
to have. A Neoplatonist would use this as further argument that relying on the
senses for aesthetic enjoyment is erroneous.
62 This

concept does appear in many Renaissance musical wntmgs, likely
influenced by Ficino's reiteration of the notion.
Gaffurio is one of the most
important early Renaissance writers to talk about musica mundana.
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Neoplatonism as a
unrelated tradition.

prevailing

aesthetic

theory;

others
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The most significant of these is found in Artusi's explanation of the goal
of music: "Therefore, [the goal] of the singer or player is to benefit and
delight." 63 The first of these goals has been seen as typically Neoplatonic; the
second is concerned with sensuous delight. 64
This is not in keeping with the
fundamental Neoplatonic concept that music is to aid the soul's ascent and that
intellectual pleasure supercedes sensuous pleasure. Mere physical pleasure has no
bearing on the soul's process and would be considered incidental (or even
harmful) by a Neoplatonist. Artusi's concept of delight is more important to him
than it would be to a Neoplatonist, and he seems to advocate pleasure for the
sake of pleasure.
Artusi tempers the Neoplatonic emphasis on the intellect as the ultimate
judge of music with an elevation of the status of the senses.
While admitting
that the intellect is very important, it cannot be the sole judge:
The sense of hearing is necessary because it is the first to
receive in itself all the things belonging to it; without it, reason
cannot carry out its duty. Nevertheless, it is imperfect, because if
reason does not offer help, it is seen that the sense is deficient,
weak, and totally unstable.
Reason, in a certain way, is imperfect, because it is part of the intellect and can neither know nor
judge anything that has not first entered through the sense (as
through a window)--as I said yesterday, the sense receives things
in itself and presents them to the intellect.
In the harmonic
faculty, therefore, sense and reason have such authority that what
the sense approves in the sounds, reason confirms with proportions, so it is · not possible for there to be anything contrary to
the sense of hearing and reason.
Therefore, simply considering
sound as the subject of music is a great error, as it belongs only
to the sense of hearing and is its object; and considering only
numbers is an error, because it belongs only to reason. 66
63 Ff.

4r-v (p. 85).

64 That Artusi intends simple physical pleasure is made clear on f. 11 r (p.
121 ): "After having received [the sound] and delighted in it, the hearing presents
it to the intellect, which then considers what proportions the sounds have among
themselves . . ." ("et dopo haverlo ricevuto, e dilettatosi di lui, lo appresenta
all'intelletto, che poi va considerando quali proportioni habbino fra di loro quei
suoni . . ."; italics mine). Had Artusi intended the delight to be a consequence
of the benefit, this would be consistent with the Neoplatonists.
A Neoplatonist
would argue that any beneficial music would delight man. This logical connection is never made by Artusi, and he quite clearly means a delight of the senses.

senso dell'udito e necessario, perche e il primo a ricevere in se
stesso tutte le case a lui appartenente, e senza di lui la ragione non puo fare ii
suo offitio; ma e poi imperfetto, perche se la ragione non le porge aiuto, si
66 "11
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Artusi continues and indicates that the proper subject of music is a
called "numero sonoro" or "sonorous number." Without the senses, the
music could not be realized.
This is at variance with the strict
thought of the elevated status of contemplation and speculation void
concerns. Here Artusi is moving away from Neoplatonism.

third thing
number in
Neoplatonic
of sensory

Despite Ficino's belief . that the best music would aid a contemplative life
and lead toward God, Artusi can be very practical in his outlook on music. For
Artusi, it is better to be a practical musician than an entirely speculative
theorist, while he admits that a combination is the ideal. 66
Clearly, the
sensuous part of music is more important to Artusi than to the speculative
Neoplatonists who preceded him. In this, Artusi is influenced by the movement
away from the Neoplatonism of his day.
Yet another aesthetic principle is very important to Artusi. He maintains
the medieval notion of "auctoritas."67
In many instances, Artusi defends a
practice with the argument that because notable musicians have done a certain
thing, it is therefore a good practice.
Artusi does not always limit himself to
intellectual concerns about something but always advocates good composers or
good writers as sources for understanding the good in music.
By the year 1600 when Artusi published his treatise, much thought had
been given to aesthetic problems.
Neoplatonists held specific theories about the
role and function of arts in a man's life and the society as a whole; their
concept of good art had been sympathetically received by practical artists of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, especially musicians.
At the end of the
sixteenth century, however, younger thinkers began to turn their attention to
the more practical aspects of the arts.
New aesthetic theories of music in parvede, che e manco, & debile & totalmente instabile.
La ragione, in un certo
modo, e imperfetta; perche e parte dell'intelletto, ne puo conoscere, ne iudicare
cosa alcuna, se come per fenestra, non e prima entrata per ii senso, che come
heri dissi, riceve in se le cose, & le appresenta allo intelletto.
Hanno percio
nella facolta Harmonica, il senso, e la ragione tal'auttorita, che quello che il
senso approva ne' suoni, la ragione conferma con le proportioni; accioche non vi
possi essere cosa contraria al senso dell'udito, & alla ragione. Di qui e, che ii
considerare semplicemente il suono, come subietto della Musica, e grande errore,
essendo che appartiene al solo senso dell'udito, & e ii suo obietto: & ii considerare il solo numero, e errore, perche s'appartiene all sola ragione" (f. 44v
[pp. 315-17]).
66"If

I wondered which of these two were better according to my taste, I
would believe the pure practical mus1c1an, well-instructed in the rules of
composition to be better than the pure theorist, because practice serves more
universally than theory" ("Et se mi domandasti qual di questi dui piu a mio
gusto, fosse meglio; crederei, che ii puro pratico, bene instrutto nelle Regole del
componere fosse meglio, del puro Theorico; perche la pratica serve piu all'universale, che non fa la Theorica" [f. 34r (pp. 255-57)]).
67 For

a broad overview of this notion in the middle ages, see Dictionary
of the History of Ideas, s.v. "Authority," by Leonard Krieger.
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ticular left behind the Neoplatonic emphasis on number and proportion man ifest
in music in favor of theories based on rhetoric and emotional change. 68
The transition from the older to the newer aesthetics was not sudden or
dramatic. Both views are based on a recognition of the power of music on man;
changed was the perception of which aspect of music held that power.
From
L'Artusi, it seems that Artusi rejects neither view and draws from both philosophical schools as it suited him. Artusi is never far removed from Neoplatonic
thought, which colors many of his conceptions of music; fundamentally, Artusi's
aesthetics are Neoplatonic.
Nevertheless, he is sympathetic to newer trends that
emphasize sensory delight over intellectual contemplation.
Artusi is not unaffected by these newer ideas, although he is cautious of the extent to which they
can be applied to music without transgressing the good rules left by earlier
mus1c1ans. Although Artusi never intended to work out a completely satisfactory
and consistent theory of aesthetics, this treatise is based on many aesthetic
assumptions--occasionally contradictory--typical of the time, an understanding of
which illuminates the treatise as a whole.

68

An excellent overview of this idea can be found in The New Grove
Dictionary
Music, s.v. "Rhetoric and Music," by George J. Buelow.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TREATISE

Theoretical Issues Addressed in the Treatise
Artusi's treatise is primarily concerned with practical theoretical issues
rather than with speculative knowledge.
Artusi was, however, significantly
influenced by his knowledge of ancient Greek music theory--the catalyst for
renewing interest in speculative theory among Italian Renaissance theorists.
Artusi's aim in his writing was to synthesize ancient Greek theory with the
practical concerns of Renaissance music.
In addition, Artusi regarded the
Renaissance rules of counterpoint as unrelated to Greek theory.
One of the most fundamental features of ancient Greek theory was the
use of three genera of the tetrachord: the diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic; 1
each genus was distinguished by a particular intervallic sequence.
To the
Renaissance musician experimenting with various placements of musica ficta and
expanding the concept of mode, this seemed to apply directly to his music.
Music that fit into the natural hexachord system 2 was called diatonic, and music
that used accidentals foreign to the natural hexachord system3 was called chromatic. 4 Which music could be called enharmonic was a matter of controversy to
Artusi's contemporaries.
Nicola
Vicentino ( 1511-ca. l 576) determined
that the distinguishing
characteristic of each genus was its largest incomposite interval.
He observed
that, according to ancient theory, the largest incomposite interval in the diatonic
genus was the whole-tone, the largest incomposite interval in the chromatic
genus was the minor third (which was particular to that genus), and the largest
1The

tetrachord . was the major structural unit in ancient Greek music. It
comprised four pitches: the outer two were exactly a fourth away and unmovable.
By varying the intervening two pitches, various constructions of the tetrachord
were realized.
The three primary distinctions were called diatonic (characterized
in ascending order by the intervallic sequence semitone, tone, tone), chromatic
(semitone, semitone, minor third), and enharmonic (quarter-tone, quarter-tone,
major third).
2

The hexachord system as attributed to Guido was still in use during
Artusi's day.
A brief description of this system is given in the first discussion,
n. 116.
3

In the strictest sense, all accidentals except B-flat are foreign to the
natural system.
4
This is Artusi's understanding of the diatonic and chromatic genera in
Renaissance music; see f. 38r (p. 277).
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incomposite interval in the enharmonic genus was the major third (particular to
that genus).
Vicentino saw all these intervals used in modern music, and he
therefore concluded that since modern music used the characteristic intervals of
all three genera, modern music must in fact be a mixture of all three ancient
genera. He further reasoned that modern musicians were not fully exploiting the
particular characteristics of the enharmonic genus and advocated the use of the
quarter-tone in modern music as part of the full expression of the enharmonic
genus.
Vicentino presented his arguments formally in a debate with Vicente
Lusitano that was adjudicated by Ghiselin Danckerts and Bartolomeo Escobedo,
but they were not accepted by most contemporary musicians. Lusitano effectively argued that both the major and minor thirds appear in the diatonic genus
(although not as incomposite · intervals--a distinction Lusitano apparently found
useless) and their use in modern music did not therefore imply acceptance of the
chromatic or enharmonic genus. 5
The decision was unanimously against Vicentino.
Artusi agreed with Lusitano that the use of these intervals came naturally
from the diatonic genus, 6 but he also agreed with the position that contemporary
music was a mixture of various genera. As evidence, Artusi cited the use of
accidentals in places where they do not naturally occur.
He used Willaert's
famous chromatic duo as an example of music that is clearly not simply diatonic
but rather a mixture of diatonic and chromatic. To Artusi, then, it is the use of
accidentals that distinguishes a pure diatonic from a mixture with the chromatic.
Artusi essentially ignores the question of the role of the enharmonic genus in
modern music.
Thus, Artusi agrees with Vicentino's conclusion but not his
arguments.7 The theory of the genera is a prime example of the way in which
Renaissance mus1c1ans used ancient Greek theory to justify contemporary
practices: Vicentino defended his use of quarter-tones by appealing to this
theory, and Artusi justified using accidentals on any pitch by appealing to the
use of the chromatic genus.
Another issue, important to Renaissance mus1c1ans and influenced by
Greek theory, was the tuning systems used for the various instruments.
From
the evidence Artusi gives of the way in which lutes were made and instruments

5

This debate was well known among Italian musicians.
An excellent
summary of the issues, put in perspective of the time and with detailed commentary, appears in Karol Berger's Theories of Chromatic and Enharmonic Music in
Late 16th Century Italy. Studies in Musicology, 10 (Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI
Research Press, 1980), pp. 5-41.
6 Artusi

argues that the fourth appears in the chromatic and enharmonic
genera but the interval is still considered to be diatonic.
The same could be
said, he continues, for the minor and major third (cf. f . 38r [p. 277]).
7F.

38r (p. 277).
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tuned, 8 it seems that practical musicians did as they pleased when tuning
instruments; the theorists then had to deduce what in actuality had been done.
The theorists discussed this very practical concern at length in light of the
charts in Ptolemy's Harmonics describing the tunings of the genera of various
ancient authors. 9 Zarlino had assumed that modern tunings actually corresponded
to the syn tonic diatonic of Ptolemy, which used a major and minor tone, 10 and
this soon became the general opinion of music scholars in Italy. 11
Artusi was of the opinion that Zarlino's assumption was not correct. 12
Based on his study of musica ficta. 13 he concluded that modern music assumed
the use of equal tones throughout the scale.
He showed that if Ptolemy's
syntonic diatonic were assumed to be the current tuning system, the use of
accidentals would seriously disrupt the placement of major and minor tones,
causing the syntonic of Didymus (opposite from that of Ptolemy in the placement
of the major and minor tones) to arise. Since two opposite tunings could not be
used at the same time on a single keyboard instrument, it could not be the case
that Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic was in fact used by contemporary musicians. 14
Artusi proposed that the practical musicians actually understood a tuning system
with an octave divided into six equal tones.15
He therefore advocated the
general acceptance of an equal-temperament system, but he did not recognize the
semitones as being equal on every instrument. 16
Consequently, he concluded
8For

instance, the frets for lutes were put on "by touch" and not with
any specific measurements (f. IOr [p. 115]).
9 Ptolemy

Harm. 2.14.

1°This

became the most commonly known form of just intonation.
A
chart illustrating the tuning for the diatonic pitches is found in the first
discussion, n. 39.
11

Some opponents could be found. Galilei, for one, deftly illustrated the
problems that arose from this assumption and showed that this must not be the
case.
Even Artusi, a staunch supporter of Zarlino, does not consider just
intonation a satisfactory solution to the tuning problems of the day.
12 In

order not to appear against Zarlino, Artusi focused his cnttc1sms on
Salinas, who echoed Zarlino's ideas about the use of Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic.
13Ff.

25v-3lr (pp. 209-43).

14

This is a reductio ad absurdum.
Artusi has shown that two contrary
things (the use of Ptolemy's and Didymus's syntonic diatonic tunings) would
result from one assumption (that Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic is used by practical
musicians). Therefore, the original assumption cannot be true: Ptolemy's syntonic
diatonic must not be used by practical musicians.
15 Artusi

consistently ascribed this notion to Aristoxenus.
was a common understanding of Aristoxenus's theory, it is not correct.
16Cf.

the chart on f. 11 r (p. 119).

Although this
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that the musicians of his day used a tuning system that was a combination of
Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic and equal temperament; he believed, however, that it
was more like equal temperament than Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic. 17
Although the exact tuning used on the various instruments was discussed
by theorists in highly speculative ways, the discussion had a very practical
application.
In instrumental ensembles of the Renaissance, not every instrument
could be combined with every other instrument because the traditional tuning of
each instrument differed.
Keyboard instruments that were tuned according to
just intonation could not successfully play with lutes, which had equal tones and
semitones. 18
Bottrigari had proposed a grouping of instruments that was based
on the rigidity of an instrument's tuning.
Thus, a harpsichord was entirely
stable because it could not be changed once tuned, a lyre or cornetto was
basically stable because of the frets and holes but could be varied somewhat by
the performer (these are thus called "alterably fixed"), and a trombone is fully
able to play any tuning and is not at all fixed in one tuning. 19 Artusi argues
against this systematization and proposes one based on whether the instruments
use equal or unequal semitones. Thus, a harpsichord is grouped with instruments
that have equal tones but unequal semitones, the lyre group has equal tones and
equal semitones, and the trombones and cornetti can have either equal or
unequal semitones. 20
Other musicians identified keyboard instruments as the major obstacle
preventing all instruments from being tuned with the same system.
They
proposed a new type of keyboard instrument that would be capable of playing
perfect (Pythagorean) consonances from any pitch, enabling it to play with any
kind of instrument.21
This necessitated more keys on the keyboard.
Modest
proposals usually included a few split black keys on a keyboard to provide
perfect consonances for a few commonly used pitches, such as E-flat, F-sharp,
and C-sharp.
In the most elaborate scheme for such an instrument, Vicentino
17F .

27r (p. 221).

18 Modern

instrumentalists will recognize a similar situation in contemporary ensembles.
String instruments, capable of playing in any tuning, must
adjust their tuning (naturally based on perfect fifths) when playing with a
keyboard in equal temperament.
Likewise, brass instruments without valves are
never perfectly in tune with equally tempered instruments.
19 Bottrigari,
2°Cf.

II desiderio, p. 5.

f. l lr (p. 119).

21 These

innovators believed that all instruments basically wanted to have
Pythagorean consonances.
Keyboard instruments alone could not differentiate
between a G - sharp and an A-flat. If the key were tuned as a G - sharp, it would
sound well with a C-sharp but would be dissonant with an E - flat. Conversely, a
key tuned as A-flat would harmonize well with an E-flat but would sound ill
against a C-sharp. To eliminate this problem, these innovators strove to include
all (or almost all) possible consonances on one single keyboard instrument.
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proposed 22 a two-manual instrument (each with three orders of keys providing a
total of six sets of keys, each tuned differently) called "arcicembalo" that would
be capable of playing any pitch theoretically possible. 23
Salinas also proposed
this type of elaborate instrument, 24 but this solution was not widely accepted
because of the difficulties involved in playing the instruments. 26
Whether the
musicians tried to overcome these practical tuning difficulties by grouping the
instruments into specific groups or by modifying the instruments themselves, the
desire to have a system based on ancient Greek models was universal.
The question of tuning naturally affects the concepts of transposition and
musica ficta.
Unless an equal-tempered system is understood, transposition must
mean a change of intervals between the various pitches.
For example, in a
system with a major tone between C and D and a minor tone between D and E,
the progression C-O-E would consist of a major, then a minor tone.
If this
progression were transposed to start on D, the first interval would become a
minor tone--no longer a major one.
Because Bottrigari understood a tuning
system with major and minor tones, this was his conception of transposition.
Such a system meant that any transposition would produce a different sequence
of tones in the composition; the use of musica ficta in the composition would
cause more variance in the order of intervals · in the composition.
Bottrigari
proposed that musica ficta changed the tuning from Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic
to Didymus's syntonic diatonic, which interchanges all the major tones with the
minor ones.
Artusi recognized these difficulties and argued for the acceptance
of an equal-tempered tuning system.
A system with equal tones allows any passage to be transposed in the
modern sense with every interval remammg intact.
Because the intervallic
structure may be conceived as the essence of every composition, equal temperament would preserve the integrity of every transposed composition.
It would
also minimize the effect of musica ficta on tuning: any accidental could be used
in any place in the music without changing the tuning system.
Unlike Bottrigari's system, accidentals placed at the beginning of a piece would not change
the intervallic sequence. 26
In light of all the evidence, it appeared to Artusi
that the equally tempered octave reflected the practice of his contemporary
musicians more accurately than just intonation. Even though Artusi presented a
very modern idea, he defended his position by appealing to the authority of
Aristoxenus.
The entire problem of tuning and its attendant difficulties was
22 L'antica

musica ridotta alla moderna prattica 5.2-6.

23 A

good summary and demonstration of the pitches of each key appears
in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Vicentino, Nicola," by
Henry W. Kaufmann.
24 De

mus. 3.27.

26 Luzzasco

Luzzaschi, for instance, is justly famous among his contemporaries for having mastered Vicentino's arcicembalo.
261.e.,

Artusi's system understands the modern concept of a key signature
as an indication of transposition.
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solved by Artusi by applying an ancient idea--the geometric approach to dividing
intervals inherent in equal temperament--to modern music.
Artusi's understanding of the modal theory of the Renaissance is similarly
put into the perspective of ancient Greek theory. Artusi attempted to view the
Renaissance modal system as the result of a continuous development from the
time of the Greeks.
Just as the medieval musician tried to reconcile the
ecclesiastical modal system (which, in reality, grew independently from the Greek
theoretical system) with Boethius's explanation of Greek theory, the Renaissance
musician tried to reconcile that modal system (expanded from the medieval
ecclesiastical system) with the rediscovered Greek theory treatises. 27
Accordingly, Artusi's explanation of the modes is a history of music theory from the
Greeks to the moderns.
Artusi's description of contemporary modes does not break new ground.
He describes the modal system learned from Zarlino and based on Glarean's
Dodecachordon. Glarean proposed a system of twelve modes that added a plagal
and authentic mode on C and A to the eight-mode medieval structure. Glarean,
however, did not consider his proposal a new systematization; instead, he considered it a reconstruction based on the knowledge that the ancients had more
than eight modes.28
To reinforce its connection with ancient modes, Glarean
assigned each mode a Greek name taken from the names of the Greek tonoi
reported in, for example, Martianus Cappella and Cleonides.
In Glarean's
numbering, mode I started on D (like the medieval system).
In his Istitutioni harmoniche. Zarlino adopted Glarean's system in toto but
without the emphasis on the Greek names.
Later, he recognized that this
numbering could be improved to reflect the natural order of the hexachord. 29
Hence, Zarlino called the authentic mode on C mode I and proceeded through the
intervening pitches to modes XI and XII on A.
This ordering also had the
27According

to Claude Palisca (The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, s.v. "Theory, theorists"), Girolamo Mei was the first to effectively
show that there was no connection between the Renaissance modal scheme and
the Greek tonoi.
28

Clement A. Miller (The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
s.v. "Glarean, Heinrich") states that "[Glarean) attempted to show that his system
was based on the old Greek modes and believed that it was a renewal of modal
usage in antiquity."
Palisca points out, however, that "[Glarean) lacked the
dimmest notion of the Greek tonal system" (The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, s.v. "Theory, theorists").
In fact, no ancient treatise describes a
twelve-mode system. The only hint of a twelve-mode system in western music
before Glarean's comes from Aurelian of RMme (Musica disciplina, chapter 8, "De
octo tonis"), who mentions the existence of four parapteres in addition to the
standard eight modes.
29

The new numbering first appeared in Zarlino Dimostrationi harmoniche,
book 5, prop. 17-18 (pp. 301-3) and appeared in the 1573 revision of 1st. harm.
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advantage of corresponding to the normal numbering of the species
fourth, fifth, and octave. 30 This is the numbering that Artusi adopted. 31

of

the

Not only is Artusi's fundamental premise that modality can be traced from
the ancient Greeks to the modern musicians erroneous, but his explanations of
the Greek system (which itself seemed to undergo evolution over the course of
some six centuries32 ) is not always accurate.
Artusi's explanation of the Greek
system correctly understands that the Greeks considered tonoi together with
species of the octave, 33 and he correctly outlines the fifteen-tonoi system
ascribed to the Aristoxenians by Aristides Quintilianus and Cleonides.
By
contrast, Ptolemy's exposition on thetic and dynamic nomenclature 34 is not fairly
understood by Artusi.
He blurs and obliterates Ptolemy's concept of tonal
organization, trying to make it correlate with earlier theories of the tonoi.
Although Artusi cannot devise a single modal concept for the ancients, he
maintains that the modern system is worse: some still use the ecclesiastical
modal system with its eight modes while others hold that there are twelve
modes.
Moreover, those who propose twelve modes do not agree among themselves where the numbering should begin.
Even more confusing is the use of
specific terminology to identify other specifics of the way in which the mode is
used (perfect, augmented, mixed, etc.).
Artusi finally advocates a twelve-mode
system that could apply to both monophony and polyphony and encourages modal
purity. 36 The significance of Artusi's modal discussion is two-fold: it illustrates
the humanist desire to find prototypes of modern practices in ancient sources, ·
30 zarlino,

for example, puts the first species of octave and fifth on C.
Although the first species of fourth is put on G, this yields the same intervallic
sequence as it would if started on C. See 1st, harm. 3.12-14.
31 Artusi

does not always use his own numbering system;
indicates that this numbering was not in widespread use.

perhaps this

32 The

most recent attempt to write the history of the Greek system is
Jon Solomon, "Towards a History of Tonoi," Journal of Musicology 3 (1984): 24251.
33 In many Greek treatises, the species of the octave were given names
that also happened to be used in naming the tonoi. The distinction that must be
maintained between these two theoretical concepts was not always clear to
Artusi, who apparently was confused by the similarity of the names.
34 Ptolemy's

systematization is described in Isobel Henderson, "Ancient
Greek Music," in Ancient and Oriental Music, ed. Egon Wellesz, New Oxford
History of Music, I (London: Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 352-58.
See
also the second discussion, n. 190.
36 Palisca

insists that this is because of Artusi's idea of individual ethoses
for the various modes.
See his "The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," in The
New Monteverdi Companion, ed. Denis Arnold and Nigel Fortune (London: Faber
and Faber, 1985), p. 145.
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and it accurately portrays the modal system in its
stability36 before it finally evolved into the tonal system.

state

of

theoretical

in-

The only theoretical issue that Artusi addressed without trying to
incorporate Greek ideals was the proper use of counterpoint. On this particular,
Artusi did not participate in the debate that was then being waged in the
Florentine Camerata (and before them, by Galilei) on the relative merits of
polyphony and monophony.
It is clear that Artusi believed that polyphony can
have the proper effects on listeners if the counterpoint is managed properly,
that is, if the dissonances are controlled and treated correctly.
Artusi cited Costanzo Porta as a prime example of a composer whose
counterpoint is worthy of emulation37 and criticized Monteverdi for not adhering
to many of the counterpoint rules commonly observed. 38
The technical aspects
of the debate are frequently treated; 39 perhaps more interesting, though, are the
aesthetic reasons why the two men advocated different contrapuntal styles.
The
specific treatment for sevenths and tritones and the other practical issues of the
debate are only manifestations of the different aesthetic ideal each followed.40
For the most part, Artusi's theoretical positions attempted to either
justify contemporary practice by citing ancient Greek authors or modify contemporary practice so it conformed with ancient methods.
It is clear that Artusi
was a competent humanist scholar who believed that modern music could reach
its fullest potential by adhering as closely as possible to the principles that made
ancient Greek music so effective and powerful.
Artusi's Theoretical Sources
A Renaissance scholar treating ancient Greek music theory could be no
more accurate than his sources.
An examination of Artusi's writing makes it
apparent that he was familiar with the most important Greek theoretical
treatises--although he knew these only in translation.
Moreover, he knew the
significant theoretical works by his contemporaries.
Table I summarizes the
36Of course, this was compounded by the composers' expansion of the
modal system.
The extended use of chromaticism or diatonicism (influenced by
the nascent tonality of the popular Italian frottola) tended to obliterate all
traces of any formal modal theory in Italian music of the late sixteenth century.
37F. 70r (pp. 461-63).
38 Ff. 39r-44v (pp. 281-315).
39 In addition to almost every treatment of Monteverdi, the most important study is Palisca, "The Artusi- Monteverdi Controversy."
See also the
commentary to the translation for ff. 39r-44v (pp. 281-315).
4

°This is treated in chapter 2, "Aesthetic Foundations of L' Artusi," pp.

30-32.
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theoretical sources Artusi names in his treatise.'u
For every author, Artusi's
specific references are identified by folio numbers in L' Artusi and the treatises
he mentions are listed.
Following the tables, a brief description is given of Artusi's main sources.
Of necessity, these sketches can only provide a short introduction to the
importance of each work and its contents.
In every case, an effort has been
made to determine the availability of the work to Artusi.
In addition, notes
about modern editions and translations have been supplied where appropriate.
TABLE 1

ARTUSI'S THEORETICAL SOURCES

-----==---=----=--=---==--=-=•=====-====-------=-----------------------Author

Location
(ff.)

Treatises Used

========================================================================
Angelo da Picitono 42

62v, 63r, 64v

Fior angelica

Archytas 43

3v

De mathematica

Aristides Quintilianus

19r, 35v, 57r

De musica

Aristoxenus 44

3v, 7v, 14r-v,
19r, 3lv-32v,
35v-37r, 43r,
57r, 58r

Elementa harmonica

41 Artusi

is quite willing to name a source he has used. Only occasionally
does he take material from another author without acknowledging its origin.
The table restricts itself to sources Artusi identifies and used personally (in one
or two instances he mentions the name of a theorist but does not borrow or
reject any of the theorist's ideas; these theorists are not included in the table).
Where possible, unidentified sources are noted in the commentary to the translation.
42

Artusi never refers to
name of the treatise.

this author; instead,

he always refers to

the

43

I have been unable to locate this quote in the fragments of Archytas
that have survived; nor have I been able to find a secondary source that
attributes this source to Archytas.
However, a work of this title is ascribed to
Archytas in Porphyrius's commentary on Ptolemy (see Porphyrios Kommentar zur
Harmonielehre des Ptolemaios. ed. Ingemar During, G<>teborgs H<>gskolas .l.rsskrift,
38/2 [Goteborg: Elanders, 1932; reprint ed., Ancient Philosophies, I I, New York:
Garland, 1980], p. 56, line 4 ).
44

Throughout the treatise, Artusi refers to equal temperament
Aristoxenian diatonic tuning. Those references are not included in this table.

as

the

46
Boethius

llv,
35r,
49v,
6lr,

14r, 19r,
43r, 44v-r,
54r, 60r-v,
64v, 67v

Bottrigari45

16v, 25v, 32v

II desiderio

Bryennius

19r, 34v, 49r

Harmonica

Cassiodorus

58v

Institutiones

Cleonides
(called Euclid)

14v, 37r, 49r,
54r-56v, 57r,
61v

Introductio harmonica

Euclid

45r, 46v

Elementa

Fogliani

24r

Musica theorica

Gaffurio

24r, 34v-35r,
54r, 62v, 66r

De harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus

Gaudentius

3v

Introductio musicae

Glarean

50r, 66r

Dodecachordon

Guido

13v, 60r,
62v-63r, 64r-v

Micrologus

Illuminato Aiguino

64v

La illuminata da tutti i tuoni di

De institutione musica: De
institutione arithmetica

canto fermo
Jean de Muris

14r

Ars novae musicae

Martianus Capella

58r

De nuotiis Philologiae et
Mercurii

Musica enchiriadis 46
(attributed to Odo)

35r, 60r, 64v

46 Artusi consistently refers to Bottrigari as Benelli because his treatise Il
desiderio was published under the name of Alemanno Benelli. In many ways, the
main purpose of Artusi's treatise is to refute Bottrigari; therefore , many
implications appear without actually naming Bottrigari.
These references are not
listed in this table but are noted in the commentary to the translation.
46 Although

Artusi is not specific, it is likely that this is his source; see
the discussion under "Odo" below.
These references also include the Scolica
enchiriadis.

47
Plutarch 47

13v

De musica

Ptolemy

7r, 14v, l 9r,
26r-v, 32v,
35r, 37r, 43r,
44r, 49v-54v,
61v

Harmonica

Salinas

llv, 16v, 24r,
32v-33v, 36v,
66v-67r

De musica

Sectio canonis
(attributed to
Euclid)

34v

Spataro

2lv-24r

Letter to Pietro Aaron

Stapulensis

26r, 34v, 46v,
62r-v

Musica libris guatuor demonstrata

Zarlino

24r, 25v-26r,
35r, 46v, 47v,
60v, 67r-68r

Le istitutioni harmoniche: Dimostrationi harmoniche: SQ..milimenti musicali

========================================================================
Aristides Ouintilianus
Little is known about the life of Aristides Quintilian us, but he is thought
to have lived in the late third or early fourth century A.D. 48
His treatise,
though, has remained one of the most valuable sources on musical thought of the
ancient Greeks.
Aristides's De musica treats a wide variety of subjects.
Initially, he
treats the elements of musical, rhythmic, and metric theory.
His discussion of
the seven elements of music 49 follows the general outline that originated with
47This

is now considered to be by Pseudo-Plutarch; see The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Plutarch," by Reginald P. WinningtonIngram.
48 The

most useful and detailed examination of this question is in
Aristides Quintilianus, On Music in Three Books, trans._, with introduction,
commentary, and annotations by Thomas J. Mathiesen (New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press, 1983), pp. 10-14.
49 De

mus. l.4-12.

48
Aristoxenus. 50
Much of this discussion is similar to Cleonides's briefer treatise,
though Aristides's more complete treatment often amplifies it. For example, both
mention thirteen tonoi supposedly described by Aristoxenus; Aristides, however,
adds that modern theorists employ fifteen--which accords with the notation
tables of Alypius. The discussions of rhythmic 51 and metric 52 theory are just as
systematic and important as the previous discussion.
Valuable as this initial discussion is, books two and three surpass book
one because of their insights into the musical education, philosophy, cosmology,
medicine, and ethics of the ancients.
Whereas Aristides's technical discussion of
music is based on Aristoxenus (who was thoroughly Aristotelian), his discussion
of these matters is decidedly Neoplatonic. Aristides shows how music is valuable
to men at any age, from youth to old age.
The first publication of Aristides's treatise, edited and translated by
Marcus Meibom, appeared in 1652; 53 Artusi must have known the work from one
of the many manuscripts readily available in the sixteenth century.
In this
century, R. P. Winnington-Ingram edited the work for Teubner, 54 and Yale
University Press published an English translation in 1983.55
Aristoxenus
Aristoxenus was a significant follower and heir apparent of Aristotle.
Although his position among this group led him to be considered for a time as
Aristotle's successor at the Lyceum in Athens, 56 he ultimately lost the position
to Theophrastus.
This does not alter the impression that he was a leading
proponent of Aristotelian thought.
453

In the tenth-century lexicon, ~ . it is reported that Aristoxenus wrote
works, including "educational and political theory, Pythagorean doctrine,
5

°Cf. the discussion of Aristoxenus on pp. 48 - 50.

51 De

mus. 1.13-19.

52 De

mus. 1.20-29.

53

Antiguae musicae auctores septem, 2 vols., ed. Marcus Meibom (Amsterdam: Elzevier, 1652), 2:1-164, 199-338.
54

Aristidis Ouintiliani De musica libri tres, ed. R. P. Winnington-Ingram
(Leipzig: Teubner, 1963).
55 Mathiesen

56The

trans.

Oxford Classical Dictionary, 2d ed., s.v. "Aristoxenus," by James
Frederick Mountford.
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biographies, miscellanies and memoranda of various kinds," 57 in addition to his
works on music.
Even if this number were exaggerated, 58 it is clear from the
extant fragments that he did in fact write on numerous subjects. 59
His knowledge must have been wide and varied, and he followed Aristotle's example in
treating many different subjects as the method for obtaining true knowledge.
His Elementa harmonica has survived in a fragmentary form, but it has
long been available to the western scholar.
Gogava's Latin translation of the
work was printed in 1562; 60 this is how Artusi knew the work. Since then, the
work has received considerable attention: Meibom edited the work and translated
it into Latin; 61 Paul Marquard provided a new edition with a German translation;62 Ruelle surveyed the manuscripts available in the Bibliotheque nationale
for his French translation; 63 Henry Macran's English translation is based on his
own edition; 64 and in 1954, Rosetta da Rios published yet another edition of the
work with an accompanying Italian translation. 65
This amount of scholarship is consistent with the work's importance and
impact on music theory.
Aristoxenus's approach was based on Aristotelian logic
and Euclidean geometry. Unlike the Pythagoreans who preceded him, Aristoxenus
considered music an entity in and of itself.
Furthermore, he scandalized later
theorists by using a geometrical, conceptual approach to intervals instead of the
57The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. s.v. "Aristoxenus,"
by Reginald P. Winnington-lngram.
58Ibid.
59Compiled in Fritz Wehrli, ed., Aristoxenos. Die Schute des Aristoteles, 2
(Basel: Schwabe, 1967).
60 Aristoxenus, Aristoxeni Musici Antiauiss, Harmonicorum elementorum
libri III, ed. and trans. by Antonio Gogava (Venice: Vincentium Valgrisium, 1562).
This edition also included Gogava's translation of Ptolemy's Harmonica.
Modern
scholars have easy access to the Aristoxenus translation, as it is reprinted in
Rudolf Westphal, Aristoxenos von Tarent. Melik und Rhythmik des classischen
Hellenentums, 2 vols. (Leipzig: Abel, 1883-93; reprint ed., Hildesheim: Olms, 1965).
61 Meibom, 1:1-74.
62 Die harmonischen Fragmente des Aristoxenus (Berlin: Weidmann, 1868).
63Elements harmoniaues d' Aristoxene, Collection des auteurs grecs relatifs
a la musique, l (Paris: Pottier de la Laine, I 871 ).
64The Harmonics of Aristoxenus (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
ed., Hildesheim: Olms, 1974).
65 Aristoxeni
graphicae, 1954).

elementa

harmonica

(Rome:

Typis

publicae

1902; reprint

officinae

poly-

-

..,.._

-
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traditional approach based on integers and ratios. The uniqueness of his thought
opened the door for later misunderstandings about his theories. 66
Aristoxenus approached music by identifying seven categories within the
discipline: notes, intervals, genera, systems, tonoi, modulation, and melic composition (meloooiia).
Each category is discussed in detail.
Through the course
of the work, certain themes emerge: (1) intervals can be divided into two equal
halves, 67 an observation increasingly important to Renaissance scholars as equal
temperament received more attention; (2) many judgments about music can be
performed by the senses; 68 and (3) the function of pitches in a musical composition is as important--if not more so--than a mere recognition of the size and
description of intervals. 69
The Aristoxenian alternative to Pythagorean theories
intrigued almost every theorist who followed Aristoxenus.
Boethius
Boethius is an important figure both in music theory and philosophy. His
life consisted of public service under King Theodoric the Ostrogoth and devoted
scholarship in translating many important Greek works into Latin.
He was
70
recognized by his contemporaries as a precise scholar,
and his influence on
education in the middle ages could hardly be exaggerated. 71
Due to certain
intrigues at the court, Boethius was imprisoned and eventually killed under
66ft Aristoxenus'
conception of harmonics is easily misunderstood, but
actually it testifies to the boldness of his thought and to his insight into the
principles of Aristotelian science" (Edward A. Lippman, Musical Thought in
Ancient Greece [New York: Columbia University Press, 1964; reprint ed., New
York: Da Capo, 1975], p. 151). Artusi spends considerable energy at the end of
the first discussion addressing the more common misunderstandings of Aristoxenus's theories.

67

Cf. his proof that a fourth is comprised of two-and-a-half tones (Harm.

2.56-58).
68

Cf. Harm. 2.55-56.
Traditionally, Aristoxenians have been accused of
relying solely on the senses. Artusi accurately defends the Aristoxenian position
in the first discussion, f. 36r (p. 269).
69 Aristoxenus

is constantly
particular; cf. Harm. 1.27-28.

taking

the

Harmonicists

to

task

on

this

7

°Cassiodorus Variae 1.45, for example.

71 Boethius

is rightly famous for his description of the quadrivium, or the
four-way path to knowledge, that appears in his De institutione arithmetica 1.1
(translated in Bower, pp. 23-30).
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Theodoric's orders.
During his imprisonment, he
Philosophy--the work on which his fame chiefly rests. 72

wrote The Consolations of

Artusi knew Boethius's work from a manuscript copy.
Godofred Friedlein's modern edition of Boethius's musical treatise, the De institutione musica,
was published in 1867. 78
The only complete modern English translation, by
Calvin Bower, is fundamentally based on this edition with occasional appeal to
manuscripts not used by Friedlein. 74
While it has been recognized that the fifth book of De institutione musica
is roughly based on Ptolemy's Harmonica. the source for the first four books has
been unidentified.
Bower presents a compelling argument for believing that
source to be the now-lost complete treatise on music by Nicomachus. 76 This is
consistent with the decided orientation towards Pythagorean music theory in the
first four books.
Because of this work's significance to the medieval musician,
Pythagorean music theory became the accepted norm, and the derision of the
Aristoxenians was amply echoed in later medieval writings.
Boethius's work is large and complex. Only a few of the major themes
can be listed here: ( 1) the senses can be deceived, so reason must be the final
arbiter in musical matters; 76 (2) the study of music illustrates mathematical
reality; 77 (3) the study of music is preparatory to the study of philosophy; 78 and
(4) practical musical problems are irrelevant to this study. 79
72 Exhaustive

biographies of Boethius can be found in the following
treatments: Henry Chadwick, Boethius (London: Oxford, 1981 ); Helen M. Barrett,
Boethius: Some Aspects of His Times and Work (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1940); Howard Rollin Patch, The Tradition of Boethius (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1935), pp. 1-19; Edward Kennard Rand, Founders of the Middle
Ages (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1929), pp. 135-80; and Calvin M.
Bower, "Boethius' The Principles of Music: An Introduction, Translation, and
Commentary" (Ph.D. dissertation, George Peabody College for Teachers, 1966), pp.
1-9.
78

De Institutione arithmetica libri duo. De Institutione musica libri
guingue, accedit geometria guae f ertur Boetii, ed. Godof red Friedle in (Leipzig:
Teubner, 1867; reprint ed., Frankfort: Minerva, 1966).
74 Bower,

p. v.

76

Calvin Bower, "Boethius and Nicomachus: An
Sources of De institutione musica," Vivarium 16 (1978): 1-45.
76 De

Concerning

inst. mus. 1.9.

77Ibid.,
78

Essay

1.33.

De institutione arithmetica 1.1 (translated in Bower, pp. 23-30).

79 De

inst. mus. 1.34.

the

-
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By Artusi's day, this work had lost its place of supreme authority.
Indeed, Artusi's inclination . toward Aristoxenian thought precludes extensive
recourse to Boethius.
In Artusi's treatise, Boethius is generally cited as an
authority on proportions and other mathematical problems.
Bryennius
Bryennius is one of the latest authors to write on ancient music. He is
believed to have flourished in Constantinople around 1300, but there is no record
of his birth or death. 80
His treatise on music, Harmonica. became known to the western world
through a number of manuscripts81 and an edition published in 1699. 82
Two
Latin translations are known to have existed in manuscript form in Italy before
1600: one was prepared by Gian Francesco Burana at the request of Franchino
Gaffurio (who died in 1522); the other was completed by Antonio de Albertis and
probably appeared before 1555. 88 It is not improbable that Artusi had access to
(or had seen at one time) a copy of one of these translations ..
Bryennius was primarily an Aristoxenian theorist; Jonker cites many
parallel passages with Aristides Quintilianus's De musica and Cleonides's Introductio. 84
Similarly, there are many parallel passages with the extant fragments
of Aristoxenus's Harmonica. 86 In fact, Bryennius's text may be heavily indebted
to a more complete version of Aristoxenus's treatise than has survived to our
day. 86
Nevertheless, this does not preclude some Pythagorean influence.87
In
addition to the Aristoxenian approach to musical elements ( the discussion of
which is clear but adds little to earlier Aristoxenian theorists' writings),
80

G . H. Jonker, ed., The Harmonics of Manuel Bryennius (Groningen:
Wolters-Noordhoff, 1970), p. 17.
81 Jonker

identifies 59 extant manuscripts, some dating from Bryennius's

lifetime.
82Operum

mathematicorum, 3 vols., ed. Johannes Wallis (Oxford: e Theatro
Sheldoniano, 1699), 3:357-508.
88 Jonker,

pp. 22-23.

84 Jonker,

pp. 404, 406.

86 Ibid.,

p. 405 .

86

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. s.v. "Bryennius,
Manuel," by Lukas Richter.
87Cf.

Jonker's listing of parallel passages from Ptolemy and Porphyrius
(pp. 407-8) and the frequent use of ratios (in addition to geometric units of
sound also used by Cleonides and Aristides Quintilianus) in the descriptions of
the genera (Harm. 2. 7-15).
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Bryennius preserves some of the common Neoplatonic cosmology associated with
music. 88 He also makes brief remarks on the way in which this ancient Greek
music theory relates to contemporary Byzantine music. 89

Cleonides
Nothing is known about this author or the date of his treatise, the
Introductio harmonica.
Perhaps because there is no documentation or testimony
about an author named Cleonides, this treatise has been ascribed to various
authors. 90
Artusi understood it to be by Euclid, even though it differs significantly from the Sectio canonis--also attributed to Euclid by Artusi.
Although there were earlier publications, 91 Artusi likely knew this
treatise through Antonio Possevinus's edition and translation (which gives the
author as Euclid). 92
Cleonides's Introductio was one of the many musical treatises edited by Karl von Jan in 1895. 93 Menge corrected many of Jan's editorial
errors in his edition of the complete works of Euclid. 94
Later, Oliver Strunk
translated the work into English based on Jan's edition. 95
The most thorough
and complete study of the treatise, however, appears in Jon Solomon's disser88 Harm.

I. 1, for example.

90See

Jon Solomon, "Cleonides' Isagoge harrnonike: Critical Edition,
Translation, and Commentary" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 1980), pp. 162-74.
91 Notable

is Giorgio Valla's edition of 1497 (Hoc in volurnine haec opera
continentur.
Cleonidae harmonicum introductoriurn [Venice: per Simonern
Papiensem, 1497]).
Artusi probably did not know this edition, which lists
Cleonides as the author of the treatise that Artusi consistently attributes to
Euclid.
92

Bibliothecae selectae.
Vaticana, 1593), pp. 187.-97.

oars

secunda

93

Karl von Jan, ed., Musici scriotores
reprint ed., Hildesheim: Olms, 1962), pp. 167-207.
94

Euclid, Phaenornena et scriota
Teubner, 1916), pp. 186-223.
95

rnusica.

(Rome:

typographia

graeci (Leipzig:
ed.

Henricus

Apostolica

Teubner,
Menge

1895;

(Leipzig:

Oliver Strunk, Source Readings in Music History (New York: Norton,
1950), pp. 34-46.
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tation, which presents a new critical edition96 with
translation; 97 a complete commentary elucidates the text.

a

systematic

English

Despite the frequent association with Euclid, this treatise provides a brief
yet succinct summary of Aristoxenian theory.
Certain aspects of Aristoxenus's
theory, which are only implied in his fragmentary Harmonica. receive a clear
explanation in Cleonides. 98
The Introductio preserves a description of thirteen
tonoi and ascribes the concept to Aristoxenus. 99
Ultimately, the importance of
Cleonides's treatise is its ability to explain Aristoxenian theory in terms more
succinct and lucid than Aristoxenus's extant writings.
Gaffurio
Passages from Franchino Gaffurio's works are frequently cited by Artusi
in L' Artusi. Gaffurio was a secular priest who studied music in his home town
of Lodi. After a brief sojourn in Naples (where he met and befriended Tinctoris), he assumed the position of maestro di caooella of Milan in 1484--a
position he held until his death in 1522.
As a music theorist, Gaffurio wrote on both practical and speculative
subjects after a critical examination of the corpus of ancient Greek theory. As
Gaff urio did not read Greek, he commissioned translations of many of the
ancient authors. 100
His primary practical work, Practica musicae (published in
1496 101 ), is not mentioned at all by Artusi.
By contrast, his De harmonia
96Solomon,
97Ibid.,

Isagoge. pp. 114-44.

145-61.

98

A good example is Aristoxenus's implied twelfth of a tone. In discussing the various shades of the genera, Aristoxenus (Harm. 2.50-52) employs such
concepts as quarter- tones, third- tones, and half- tones.
Although Aristoxenus
does not actually define a twelfth-tone, it is not difficult to infer from his
explanation the concept of one monadic unit equal to a twelfth of a tone. This
is what Cleonides does: in discussing the various shades of the genera (Intro. 7),
he merely identifies how many parts are found between each point of pitch
(where one part equals a twelfth of a tone).
99
Intro. 12.
No mention of thirteen tonoi is found in the extant fragments of Aristoxenus's writings.

100see
101

the note on Bryennius, for example.

There were numerous reprints of this first version in Brescia, Venice,
and Milan. Clement A. Miller has translated this work in Franchinus Gaffurius ,
Practica musicae, Musicological Studies and Documents, 20 ([Rome]: American
Institute of Musicology, 1968).
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musicorum instrumentorum opus of 1518 102 --more speculative in its orientation-is frequently mentioned.
This latter work deals with the Greater Perfect
System, 103 the genera, 104 species of the consonant intervals, 105 proportionalities
involved in music, 106 modes of the ancients (based primarily on Ptolemy), 107 and
the relationship between music and cosmology. 108
Gaffurio was frequently in
conflict with Spataro. 109

Glarean
Heinrich Glarean {1488-1563) was a Swiss theorist whose formulation of a
theory of twelve modes won him admiration throughout Europe. His Dodecachordon110 addresses such subjects as musical consonance 111 and solmization, 112 but
the primary focus is the exposition of his theory of twelve modes.
Glarean recognized that every octave could be
intervals: a fourth and a fifth.
An octave could
fourth below the fifth (i.e., arithmetically) or with
(i.e., harmonically). 113
Glarean took as the basis

divided into two consonant
be divided either with the
the fifth below the fourth
for his modal scheme the

102 Milan: Pontanum, 1518. The English translation is found in Franchinus
Gaffurius, De harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus. trans. Clement A. Miller,
Musicological Studies and Documents, 33 {[Rome]: American Institute of Musicology, 1977).
103 De harm. mus. instr. 1.4-14.
10•oe harm, mus. instr. 2.1-13.
105 De harm. mus. instr. 2.23, 31-32.
106oe harm. mus. instr. 3.1-8.
107De harm, mus. instr. 4.1-11.
108 De harm. mus. instr. 4.12-20.
109Details of
Spataro's writings.

these

polemics

appear

below,

under

the

discussion

of

110 Basel: Petri, 1547. A modern translation is found in Heinrich Glarean,
Dodecachordon, 2 vols., trans. Clement A. Miller, Musicological Studies and
Documents, 6 {[Rome]: American Institute of Musicology, 1965).
111 Dodecachordon 1.8-9.
112 Dodecachordon 1.3.
113Glarean expounds his theory of twelve modes in Dodecachordon 2.
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octaves appearing naturally in the musical scale (i.e., without any accidentals). 114
The arithmetic division of the octave F-f and the harmonic division of the
octave B-b were, however, both rejected as possible modes because of the
resulting tritone. The remaining twelve possibilities were adopted as the possible
modes. 115 Glarean reveals his humanist background in giving each mode a name
from ancient Greek musical treatises. 116 Octaves divided harmonically were considered authentic, while octaves divided arithmetically were considered plagal and
identified with the prefix "hypo-."
Zarlino's adoption of this system in his
Istitutioni harmoniche strengthened the authority Glarean's modal structure held
for Renaissance musicians.

Some of the most important theoretical concepts used by practical
musicians from the tenth century on have been attributed to Guido d'Arezzo (ca.
991-after 1033).
He is credited with the origination of the hexachord system,
the solmization syllables, a notation system of colored and lettered lines with
precisely heightened neumes, the Guidonian hand, and the addition of the note
gamma below the Greek proslambanomenos (bringing the musical range to
encompass two and a half octaves).
His writings that have survived 117 do
indeed treat most of these subjects; only the hexachord system and the Guidonian hand cannot be attributed to Guido with certainty. 118
Although Guido's works were not published until Gerbert edited them for
114!.e.,

A, B, C, D, E, F, and G.

115 Eight

of these corresponded to the ecclesiastical modes commonly used
by composers at this time.
116There

is no correlation between Glarean's application of these names
(Dorian, Lydian, etc.) and their original use in Greek theory.
117This

includes the Aliae regulae (ca. 1023; English translation in Strunk,
pp. 117-20), which was the introduction to his antiphoner; his Micrologus (ca.
1026; English translation by Warren Babb, Hucbald, Guido. and John On Music,
ed. Claude V. Palisca, Music Theory Translation Series [New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press, 1979], pp. 57-83); the Regulae rhythmicae (ca. 1027); and his
Epistola de ignoto cantu (ca. 1029; partial English translation in Strunk, pp. 12125).
118In

his Epistola de ignoto cantu, Guido presents a melody that he apparently composed for the old text "Ut queant taxis."
In this melody, the
pitches on the first syllables of each line proceed by tone, tone, semitone, tone ,
and tone.
Guido proposes that the singer use this progression to quickly learn
new music (by recognizing where the semitone falls). Nevertheless, he does not
repeat this pattern on the pitches C, F, and G with any regularity as in the
fully developed hexachord system.
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his collection, 119 they were very famous during the Middle Ages and Renaissance.
At least seventy manuscripts survive that can be dated between the
eleventh and fifteenth centuries. 120
Artusi would have had easy access to
Guido's writings.

Artusi makes a number of references to Odo's writings, but he never
specifies the name of the treatise he is using.
During the Renaissance, several
different treatises were attributed to an author named Odo. 121
Only some of
the things Artusi ascribes to Odo are found in the Dialogo, 122 variously ascribed
to Odo and Hucbald but now considered anonymous. 123 All, however, are found
in the anonymous Musica enchiriadis and Scolica enchiriadis, attributed to Odo
during the Renaissance.
It seems probable that Artusi's only Odonic source was
the Musica enchiriadis and that he did not use the Dialogo.
The Musica enchiriadis 124 was justly famous during the Middle Ages and
Renaissance for its treatment of organum.
Because the treatise uses daseian
notation, precise pitches can be assigned to the musical examples.
The treatise
emphasizes the tetrachord system throughout and set a precedent by applying the
theory to western ecclesiastical chant.
Ptolemy
Claudius Ptolemy (d. 161 A.D.) is renowned as an astronomer, mathematician, and music theorist. He spent his life in Alexandria where he wrote the
Almagest, his most influential and famous work. This volume was the standard
119Martin

Gerbert, Scriptores ecclesiastici de musica sacra, 3 vols. (St.
Blasien: Typis San Blasianis, 1784; reprint ed., Hildesheim: Olms, 1963), 2:2-50.
12 °The

New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Guido of
Arezzo," by Claude V. Palisca.
121 A

comprehensive survey of the identity of the various Odos and the
authorship of the Dialogo (the main treatise attributed to him) is found in The
New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Odo," by Michel Huglo.
122 Edited

in Gerbert, 1:152-212.
Strunk, pp. 103-16.
123Michel

A partial English translation appears in

Huglo, Les tonaires. Publications de
musicologie, 111/2 (Paris: Heugel, 1971), pp. 182-224.
124 Edited

la Societe

fran~aise

de

in Gerbert, 1:152-212.
Two English translations are available:
Anonymous, Music Handbook, trans. Leonie Rosenstiel (Colorado Springs: Colorado
College Music Press, 1976); and Richard L. Holladay, "The Musica enchiriadis and
Scholia enchiriadis: A. Translation and Commentary" (Ph.D. diss., Ohio State
University, 1977).
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text for astronomy for centuries. Similarly, his Harmonica was read by scholars
for centuries, both in the West and East.
It would be difficult to overstate the influence of Ptolemy's Harmonica on
the Renaissance theorists. Proof is in the number of manuscript copies that still
exist 125 and in the early date of the first translation and publication. 126 Artusi,
who had access to this Latin translation, cites Ptolemy as a source more
frequently than any other theorist--ancient or modern.
Following the Gogava translation, John Wallis edited the work in 1682; 127
it was reprinted in his collection of mathematical writings published in 1699. 128
Ingemar DUring has produced a modern edition of Ptolemy 129 and his commentator Porphyrius; 130 he later translated Ptolemy's treatise into German. 131
As
yet, no complete English translation is available. 132
Ptolemy was so important to earlier scholars in part because he based his
theories on a synthesis of the opposing Aristoxenians and Pythagoreans.
He
criticized the former for not using ratios (the only precise way of measuring
musical intervals) and relying too heavily on the senses. He criticized the latter
for ignoring musical reality in their intellectual approach to music and relying
too heavily on the intellect.
Fundamental to his position was the notion that
intellect and the senses must work together in forming judgments on music.133
125 According

to Thomas J. Mathiesen, compiler of the RISM volume on
ancient Greek music theory manuscripts, there are over 90 extant manuscripts of
Ptolemy.
126Aristoxeni

Musici Antiguiss. (see n. 60 m ) .

127

Klaudiou Ptolemaiou Armonikon Biblia Gamma, ed. and trans. Johannes
Wallis (Oxford: e Theatro Sheldoniano, 1682).
128

0perum mathematicorum, 3: 1- 152.

129

Die Harmonielehre des Klaudios Ptolemaios, ed. Ingemar DUring,
Goteborgs Hogskolas ~rsskrift, 36/1 (Goteborg: Elanders, 1930; reprint ed.,
Hildesheim: Olms, 1982).
130ouring

ed., Porphyrios.

131

Ingemar During, Ptolemaios und Porphyrios uber die Musik, Goteborgs
Hogskolas .l:rsskrift, 40/ 1 (Goteborg: Elanders, 1934; reprint ed., Ancient Philosophies, 11, New York: Garland, 1980).
132

In his "Ptolemy's Treatise on Music: A Partial Translation" (M.A .
thesis, Columbia University, 1974), Thomas Baker translates portions of Diiring's
German translation into English.
133Harm.

1. 1.
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Ptolemy's treatise includes many other influential ideas.
He postulated a
theoretical system in which there are only seven tonoi, all existing in a central
octave. 134 He balanced this idea with a system of identifying pitches based on
their function within a composition.
Thus, he developed the concept of thetic
and dynamic nomenclature. 135
Only by considering both nomenclatures can the
intervallic and functional structure of a composition be understood. Ptolemy also
preserved tunings of the three genera from a number of authors (Artusi's
knowledge of Didymus's syntonic diatonic comes from Ptolemy's tables). 136 From
these observations, Ptolemy proposed several tunings based on superparticular
ratios. Finally, Ptolemy (or his later Byzantine editors, Nicephorus Gregoras and
Isaac Argyros 137) made several connections between music, human life, and
cosmology in keeping with his neoplatonic philosophy. 138
Salinas
Francisco de Salinas (I 5 l 3- l 590) was well known as an organist and
theorist. During a sojourn in Italy, Salinas became familiar with the writing of
the ancient Greek theorists. After returning to Spain and serving as an organist
at Siguenza, Salinas accepted a teaching position at the University of Salamanca,
where he remained until his death.
Salinas's treatise De musica libri septem 139 addresses issues typically
addressed by Renaissance theorists. After an essay on the mathematics useful to
music, 140 Salinas presents an exposition of the three genera, 141 discusses various
temperaments at length, 142 identifies an instrument of his own making that can
play in all three genera, 143 and presents a history and critique of music theory
134Harm.

2.9.

135 Harm.

2.5.

136 Harm.

2.14.

137Information

on this subject can be found in During, Harmonielehre, pp.

lix-lxvi.
138Primarily

in Harm. 3.4-16.

139Salamanca:

Gastius, 1577; reprint ed. by Macario Santiago Kastner,
Documenta musicologica, I/ 13 (Kassel: Blirenreiter, 1958).
A partial translation
appears in Arthur M. Daniels, "The De musica libri VII of Francesco de Salinas"
(Ph.D. diss., University of Southern California, 1962).
140 De

mus. 1.

141 De

mus. 3.4-8.

142 De

mus. 3.13-26.

143De

mus . 3.27.
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from the ancients through Glarean and Zarlino. 144
metric theory and are based on Augustine. 146

The last three books treat

Sectio canonis
The author of this treatise is commonly given as Euclid, although this has
been challenged. 146 In modern times, it was published in 1895, edited by Karl
von Jan,~ 47 and subsequently reprinted by Menge. 148
Thomas J. Mathiesen has
translated the work into English, based on a review and revision of Jan's
edition. 149
Artusi would have had easy access to the Sectio canonis, as it
followed Possevinus's edition of Cleonides's Introductio (attributed to Euclid in
Possevinus). 160
The Sectio canonis was probably written around 300 B.C.; if this date is
correct, it is one of the first Pythagorean treatments of music.
Eighteen
theorems are given with geometric proofs that relate to string lengths on a
monochord.
Several of the proofs are modeled on passages from Euclid's
Elementa.
Finally, a monochord division is given to produce the pitches of the
Greater Perfect System in the diatonic genus.
Many typical Pythagorean axioms
are given in this treatise: no superparticular ratio can be divided by a mean
number 151 and, by extension, the tone cannot be divided into two equal intervals;152 the ratios of significant intervals are identified; 153 six whole-tones
144 De mus. 4.14-33.
145The New Grove Dictionary
Francisco de," by Robert Stevenson.

of

Music

and

Musicians.

s.v.

"Salinas,

146The major literature addressing this question includes Jan, pp. 115-20;
Menge, pp. xxxvii-xlii; Paul Tannery, "Inauthenticite de la 'Division du canon'
attribuee a Euclide," Comotes rend us des seances de l'annee 1904 de I' Academie
d' Inscriotions et Belles-Lettres (1904), pp. 439-45; Charles-Emile Ruelle, "Sur
l'authenticite probable de la division du canon musical attribuee a Euclide,"
Revue des etudes grecgues 19 (1906): 318-20; During, Ptolemaios, p. 177; Andrew
Barker, "Methods and Aims in the Euclidean Sectio canonis." Journal of Hellenic
Studies 101 (I 981 ): 1-16; and Andre Barbera, "Placing Sectio canon is in Historical
and Philosophical Contexts," Journal of Hellenic Studies 104 ( 1984 ): 157 -61.
147Jan, pp. 148-66.
148 Menge, pp. 158-83.
149Thomas J. Mathiesen, "An Annotated Translation of Euclid's Division of
a Monochord," Journal of Music Theory 19 (I 975): 236-58.
150 Bibliothecae selectae, pp. 197-200.
151Sectio canonis 3.
152Sectio canonis 16.
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exceed the octave; 15• two-and-a-half tones do not make a fourth and three-anda-half tones do not make a fifth; 155 etc.
It is ironic that this treatise became closely associated with the Introductio of Cleonides, since the latter is based on Aristoxenian theory--one at odds
with the Pythagorean. 156
In the manuscript tradition, the Sectio canonis was
often appended to the Introductio. which caused confusion over the authorship of
each: some maintained both were by Cleonides, others that they both were by
Euclid. Artusi believed the latter.
Spataro
Although Giovanni Spataro (ca. 1458-1541) was a well-known theorist of
his day, only a paucity of his writings remains.
In addition to several letters,
he authored only one treatise, which Artusi does not cite at all.
Spataro studied with Bartolomeo Ramos de Pareia in 1482. Although these
men held Boethius as their primary theoretical source, several of their theories
were extensions of pure Boethian thought. These extensions included advocating
tempered intervals, which did not agree with Gaffurio.
Gaffurio endorsed only
the pure Pythagorean intervals as reported by Boethius. In the ensuing polemics,
Spataro was the progressive theorist (advocating an abolition of the hexachord
system, for example), while Gaffurio represented the traditional approach to
music theory.
In this light, it is ironic that Artusi describes Spataro as being
"altogether a Boethian" 157 and quotes an entire letter of his that explains
Willaert's chromatic duo wholly with Pythagorean intervals.
Stapulensis
Jacques Lefevre d'Etaples (ca. 1455-1537) was born and died in France,
although he studied in Italy. 158
He is principally remembered as a theologian
and humanist scholar 159 who taught in Paris after many travels through Europe
153Sectio

canonis 11-13.

15•sectio

canonis 9, 14.

155Sectio

canonis 15.

156Cf.
157F.

the description of this treatise above.

21v (p. 185).

158 Hence,

he is often known by a Latinized name: Jacobus Faber Stapu-

lensis.
159This aspect of his life is surveyed in the New Catholic Encyclopedia,
s.v. "Lefevre d'Etaples, Jacques," by E. F. Rice.
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and beyond. 160 He was known for his commentaries on Aristotle, his theological
works, and his mathematical treatises.
His musical work, Musica libris quatuor demonstrata. is a presentation of
the mathematical aspects of music theory .161
Printed in 1496, 162 Artusi would
163
have had easy access to the volume.
The first three books treat the ratios
used in defining intervals, the specific characteristics about all the intervals, and
the relative sizes of intervals.
In the fourth book, he approaches subjects
slightly more practical in nature: scales, genera, tetrachords, hexachords, and
species of the various intervals.
The work is presented with propositions and
explanations of the propositions, much like a geometry text. Since most of the
principles in this work are readily found in Boethius, the treatise was used as a
type of commentary on Boethian principles.
Zarlino
Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590) was probably the most important and
influential theorist of the sixteenth century.
Most of his life was spent as the
maestro di cappella at St. Mark's cathedral in Venice.
He studied music with
Adriano Willaert, using his compositional methods as the model for his contrapuntal rules. Zarlino was Artusi's teacher.
Each of Zarlino's theoretical works makes a significant contribution to
music theory.
His first, Le istitutioni harmoniche, 164 presents the concept of
165
"numero sonoro."
He also presents a system for reconsidering what intervals
16°The

most comprehensive treatment of Stapulensis is found in CharlesHenri Graf, Essai sur la vie et les ecrits de Jacques Lefevre d'Etaples (Strassburg: n.p., 1842; reprint ed., Geneva: Slatkine, 1970).
161

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. s.v. "Faber
Stapulensis, Jacobus," by Martin Ruhnke is a good overview of his importance to
music theory.
162This

edition was printed in Paris by Johann Higman and Wolfgang
Hopyl and was collated with Stapulensis's arithmetical treatise Arithmetica decem
libris demonstrata; this was reprinted in 1514 by Henri Estienne.
The musical
treatise did not appear by itself until 1551 in an edition by Guillaume Cavellat.
163There

is, however, no modern edition, reprint, or English translation.

164 Venice:

Francesco dei Franceschi, 1558; reprint ed., Ridgewood, N.J.:
Gregg Press, 1966.
Book 3 is translated into English in Zarlino, The Art of
Counterpoint, trans. Guy A. Marco and Claude V. Palisca (New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1968; reprint ed., New York: Da Capo, 1983). Book 4 is
also translated into English in Zarlino, On the Modes, trans. Vered Cohen, ed.
with an introduction by Claude V. Palisca, Music Theory Translation Series (New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1983).
165Cf.

Artusi's discussion, f. 44v (pp. 317-19).
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are consonant.
Recognizing that both the major and minor third are dissonant
when tuned according to pure Pythagorean tuning, Zarlino presented the idea of
the "senario." All intervals that could be defined with ratios using the first six
numbers could be considered consonant. Thus, a 5:4 major third and a 6:5 minor
third could be classified as consonances.
Furthermore, to facilitate a tuning
system that includes these intervals, Zarlino fully supported the adoption of the
syntonic diatonic of Ptolemy, which includes both these thirds.
In this book,
Zarlino also describes the twelve modes as formulated by Glareanus, but starting
on D.
Zarlino's next theoretical work, the Dimostrationi harmoniche, 166 presented similar information as his Istitutioni harmoniche.
In this later work,
however, Zarlino reordered his numbering system of the modes and started mode
I on C. 167 The major aim of his last work, the Sopplimenti musicali, 168 was to
refute objections raised about the adoption of the syntonic diatonic of Ptolemy.

Literary Sources and Considerations
In addition to the theoretical treatises, Artusi was familiar with many
Greek and Latin literary works. He paraphrases or quotes from these with some
frequency in his work. 169
Table 2 identifies quotes from literary figures and
follows a format similar to that of table I above.

166

Venice: Francesco dei Franceschi, 157 I; reprint ed., Monuments
Music and Music Literature in Facsimile, 11/2, New York: Broude Brothers, 1965.

of

167

Zarlino incorporated this numbering system into his 1573 revision of
1st. harm.; see the second discussion, n. 329.
168
Venice: Francesco de' Franceschi,
Gregg Press, I 966.

169

1588; reprint ed.

Ridgewood,

N.J.:

Artusi was significantly less careful in citing these literary passages
than when citing a theoretical source. Many times, Artusi has only approximated
the quote; other times, he has significantly changed the meaning.
Wherever
possible, the original source is quoted in the commentary to the translation to
show how closely (or freely) Artusi followed his source.
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TABLE 2
ARTUSI'S LITERARY SOURCES

-=======================================================================
Location

Name

Work(s) Cited

(ff.)

========================================================================
Aristotle

10v, 44v, 53r

Problemata; 170 Physica

Aulus Gellius

13v

Noctes atticae

Eustratius

12v

Aristotelis Moralia Nichomachia

Father Clavius

47r

Euclidis elementorum libri

Horace

13v, 42r-v, 43v

Ars ooetica; QQ.§; Satires

Jordanus

45r

Arithmetica

Lucan 171

47r

De bello civili

Ovid

13v, 29v

.Ealli; Metamorohoseos

Patrizi

13v

La deca istoria della Poetica

Pietro d'Abano

44v

Problemata Aristotelis

Pliny

13v, 29r

Naturalis historia

Quintilian

3v, 54r

Institutio oratoria

Saint Ambrose

13v

Exoositio evangelii secundum Lucam

Sannazzaro

3r

Arcadia

Strabo

13v

Geograohia

Suda

19r

Terpander

49r

170

It is recognized today that the
Aristotle, although the contents are Aristotelian.
171

xv,

Fragment in Strabo

Problemata

were

not

written

by

Although Artusi attributes this quote to Lucan, it is not in his De
bello civili (his only major work).
I have been unable to locate the source of
this quotation.
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Titus Livy

13v

Ab urbe condita

Witelo

40v

Perspectiva

-------------------=--==============================================-=-=
While it is important to know what sources Artusi used in writing his
treatise, there are other interesting literary considerations.
It seems clear that
his model was the ancient authors, and his style of logical argument (as well as
much of his philosophical vocabulary) is decidedly Aristotelian.
In the Renaissance, there were basically three forms used for wntmg
theoretical works.
One type consisted of a simple expository form that presented the material in a straight-forward manner; this type was usually divided
into books and chapters. A typical example is Glarean's Dodecachordon.
This
form of treatise was based on early models (Boethius's De institutione musica,
for one) and became the most common form.
A second type emulated the
ancient Greek mathematical treatises, particularly Euclid. A treatise in this form
offered definitions and demonstrations for a number of propositions.
Zarlino's
Dimostrationi harmoniche · follows this format.
The third common form for
theoretical treatises was the dialogue or conversation.
This form is modeled on
the famous dialogues of Plato.
Besides Artusi's L' Artusi, Zarlino's Istitutioni
harmoniche is an example of this type.
In L' Artusi, there are two fictitious interlocutors: Vario and Luca. Vario
is supposed to be from Arezzo 172 and a servant of the Cardinal Pompeo Arigoni.173
Luca is from Craic and in the service of the Archduke Albert.
According to Artusi's scenario, these two knew each other in Bologna.
Vario
was the one more experienced in music while Luca was the eager student.
In
general, Vario explains Artusi's views while Luca asks the questions that prompt
Vario's responses.
When the two are discussing Monteverdi's work, Luca offers
the reasoning of the modern practical musicians and defends the composer from
Vario's criticisms. As a general rule, Vario uses a clear Italian that is relatively
easy to understand; Luca often confuses issues, and his Italian is often ambiguous.
Artusi's rhetoric is strongly influenced by Aristotle.
In his wntmg,
Artusi often uses Aristotelian terms--"prime mover," for example--to illustrate his
point; such incidents are noted in the commentary.
Occasionally, he constructs
172It was not uncommon for authors of dialogue treatises to use either
the names or certain biographical facts of real people to lend authority to the
statements that interlocutor would make.
In his 1st, harm., Zarlino has Adriano
Willaert as one of the participants.
Perhaps Artusi portrays Vario as coming
from Arezzo to invoke the authority of Guido d'Arezzo.
173It seems that Artusi himself was never in the service of the Cardinal;
however, the book is dedicated to him.
According to the preface, Artusi met
him in Ferrara at the time of the double royal weddings and promised the work
to him.
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formal proofs that follow Aristotle's example. 174
His discussion of equal
temperament, showing the impracticality of using Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic,
contains his most persuasive logical arguments; 175 the structure of these
arguments is noted in the commentary.
The Transcription. Translation, and Commentary
The following text is a complete translation of Giovanni Maria Artusi's
L' Artusi. overo delle imperfettioni della moderna musica, book l. To facilitate a
fuller understanding of the treatise, a transcription of the original Italian text
faces the translation with a commentary keyed to the translation by footnotes.
The transcnpt1on faithfully presents the entire text published in the
Forni reprint of the original 1600 edition. Original page and line numbers are
noted to the right of the text. A single vertical line marks a line division and a
double vertical line marks a page division in the original.
A small number of
errors in the text (some noted on the errata page of the original, others not)
have been corrected; in every case, the original reading is presented in the
apparatus at the bottom of the page.176 Also reported in the apparatus are the
custodes that appear throughout the original. In most cases, they summarize the
content of the adjacent text, but there are a few instances where the text is
clarified by a custos. 177
Everything has been left as in the original with the
exception of the following: (I) all suspensions have been resolved, (2) u's and
v's--undifferentiated in the original--have been standardized according to modern
spelling, and (3) capital letters with accents have been transcribed in the modern
Italian manner ("E'" for example). The sign "&" has been preserved wherever it
appears in the original; usually it stands for the conjunction "e," but sometimes
it is the verb "e." 178
174 An

excellent work that summarizes Aristotle's logical systems is
Jonathan Lear, Aristotle and Logical Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1980).
175 For

example, see n. 14 filll2ll, where the form of his argument on
Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic is outlined.
176 When

the correction is found in the errata page, the siglum E will be
used to distinguish it from the printed version (identified by the siglum A). Any
corrections that I have supplied are identified by "ego."
177A

few minor spelling errors in the custodes have been corrected. The
following abbreviations are used in the apparatus: ~ - , by the diagram; a mus.
by the music; bis, twice; corr., corrected; in marg., in the margin; om., omitted;
PI-, first; sec., second.
178The

publisher consistently used a natural sign for the square b sign; I
have retained this usage in the Italian but substituted a square b sign in the
English translation.
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The goal of the translation is to provide the English reader with understandable prose that is faithful to the original tone, meaning, and vocabulary.
The vocabulary of the English attempts to provide a word-for-word correspondence with the Italian insofar as possible. This means that every occurrence of
a word or phrase in the Italian is translated with the same English word or
phrase. When this has not been possible, a note has been made in the commentary to alert the reader to the vocabulary of the original Italian.
Furthermore,
several technical terms have been left in Italian to preserve their use as
technical terms.
Thus, acguistata has been used for the lowest note of the
Greater Perfect . System rather than "added note" or "proslambanomenos."
In all
such instances, the meaning of the Italian term and the common English term
are reported in a footnote.
Artusi's sentence structure is almost invariably long and complex.
Where
possible, shorter sentences have been constructed in the English.
The text has
also been newly paragraphed.
In any case where ambiguous relationships may
exist between the various elements of a sentence or paragraph in the original,
no attempt to simplify the structure has been made, lest an incorrect reading
result; footnotes provide clarification.
As a rule, the translation of quotations from other sources has drawn on
translations already in existence.
All these are indicated in the footnotes.
Whenever a reference is not provided, the translation is my own.
In addition to the purposes already noted, the commentary attempts to
elucidate the text in various ways: ( l) by discussing difficult or ambiguous
passages, (2) by explaining technical concepts required to understand a certain
idea, (3) by noting parallel sources from theorists contemporary to Artusi, and
(4) by identifying Artusi's sources.
It is hoped that the commentary will make
the treatise accessible to the reader unfamiliar with either Greek or · Renaissance
music theory.

-----
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L'ARTUSI
overo
DELLE IMPERFETTIONI

DELLA MODERNA MUSICA,
DEL R.PADRE D. GIO. MARIA
ARTUSI
Ragionamento Primo

5

IO

15

20

Era quasi giunto il fine dell' Anno 1598. Quando la Se-lreniss. Regina Donna
Margarita d' Austria arrivo alla I Nobilissima Citta di Ferrara, che fu il
terzodecimo gior-lno del Mese di Novembre; accompagnata dall'Arcidu-lchessa
Madre; dal Sereniss. Arciduca Alberto; Duca I di Candia; Duca d'Umala; dal
gran Contestabile di Spajgna Governatore di Milano; & da molti altri Prencipi,
Titolati, Ambascia-ltori, Duchesse, Principesse, & Dame.
Fu questa venuta,
non solo per causa di I baciar il piede a N. S. Papa Clementa VIII. ma di
Celebrare il Sponsalitio, I tra Sua Maesta & la Maesta del Re Catholico
Filippo di questo nome III. & I fra il Sereniss. Arciduca
Alberto, & la
Sereniss. Infante Donna Isabella Clalra Eugenia, sorella della Maesta del Re
Catholico. I1 Sabbato, che fu il giorno I quartodecimo ando Sua Maesta a
pranso con la Santi ta di N. Sig. Ma la I Domenica mattina, che fu il giorno
quintodecimo, giorno memorabile; pompo-jsamente Sua Maesta vestita, &
richissimamente ornata, da gl'Illustrissimi I & Reverendiss . Cardinale Farnese,
& Santiquattro, dalla guardia de' Tode-jschi nobilissima, & da tutta la Corte
sua, che deposte havea la vestimenta lu-jgubre, & rivestita alla loro livrea,
pieni d'allegria, accompagnata; se ne entro I nella Chiesa Cathedrale, che sontuosamente era addobata: La dove altresi fu I portata la Santita di N. S.
Pontificalmente vestita; & da molti Illustrissimi I & Reverendiss. Signori
Cardinali, Vescovi, & tanti altri Prelati, che a ris- lguardanti rendeva, non
poca meraviglia; circondata.
Si fece Capella solenne, I & lo Sposalitio con
quella grandezza, pompa, & cerimonia, che a tanta Mae-jsta si conveniva. Sua

2 Arrivo della Sereniss. Regina di Spagna in Ferrara: & perche in marg. II 20
Sposalitio della Regina, & della Infante di Spagna in marg. II
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ARTUS!
OR ON THE IMPERFECTIONS OF MODERN MUSIC 1
by Reverend Father Dom Giovanni Maria Artusi
First Discussion
The end of the year 1598 had almost arrived when the Most Serene
Queen Margaret of Austria 2 arrived at the most noble city of Ferrara on the
thirteenth day of the month of November, accompanied by the Mother Archduchess; by the Most Serene Archduke Albert Duke of Candia and Duke of
Umalia; by the Grand Contestable 3 of Spain, Governor of Milan; and by many
other princes, noblemen, ambassadors, duchesses, princesses, and ladies.
This
arrival was not only for the purpose of kissing the foot of Our Lord Pope
Clement VIII but also to celebrate the marriage of Her Majesty and His
Majesty the Catholic King Philip, the third of this name; 4 and of the Most
Serene Archduke Albert and the Most Serene Infanta Lady Isabella Clara
Eugenia, sister of His Majesty the Catholic King. 5
On Saturday the fourteenth, His Majesty went to dine with His Holiness,
Our Lord. But Sunday morning the fifteenth--a memorable day--Her Majesty,
dressed solemnly and most richly adorned, accompanied by the Most Illustrious
and most Reverend Cardinals Farnese and Santiquattro, by the most noble
guard of the Germans, and by all of her court who, full of joy, set aside
their mournful dress and dressed instead in their livery, entered the Cathedral
Church, which was sumptuously decorated.
There His Holiness Our Lord,
dressed in his pontifical robes, was also brought, surrounded by many Most
Illustrious and Reverend Cardinals, Bishops, and many other Prelates who were
no small wonder to behold. The chapel was solemnized, and the marriage was
performed with the grandeur, pomp, and ceremony that suited such majesty.
1 When

book 2 was published in 1603, the word "overo" was omitted from
the title, rendering the title more idiomatic: "L' Artusi delle imperfettion i de Ila
moderna musica" ("Artusi on the Imperfections of Modern Music").
2She
3

reigned 1584-1611.

This is a name of a principal dignitary in the court of great princes.

4 He

was son of Philip II and Anne of Austria and was born in 1578 and
died in 1621. He became king of Spain in 1598 at the age of twenty.
5 According

to R. Trevor Davies in The Golden Century of Spain: 15011621 (London: Macmillan, 1937), p. 232, these weddings took place in 1599 at
Valencia.
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Maesta fu Sposata dal Sereniss. Arciduca Alberto, a I nome del Re Catholico
Filippo Terzo; & il medesimo Arciduca Sposo l'Illu- II striss. Ambasciatore di 1v
Spagna a name della Infante di Spagna, Donna Isabeljla Clara Eugenia Sorella
del Re Catholico, & figliuola di Filippo gia di questo I name Secondo. Furono
fatte quel giorno Mascare per la Citta, & altre feste, I se bene Sua Maesta
per riverenza di tanto Sacramento non si lascio mai ve-ldere. Ma il Lunedi
mattina a buon'hora, che fu il sestodecimo giorno di No-lvembre, Sua Maesta
accompagnata da tutta la sua famiglia, & da molti Du-lchi, Prencipi, Marchesi,
Baroni, Duchesse, Principesse, Dame, & altri Gentil-lhuomini Terrieri, &
Forastieri; se ne ando in Carrozza alla Chiesa delli R. I Canonici Regolari del
Salvatore, Santa Maria del Vada, cosi detta; per udi-lre la Messa, & vedere la
Capella del miracoloso Sangue di N. Sig. Iesu Chri-lsto di nova dalla fel. mem.
del Duca Alfonso d'Este fabricata, & ornata. I
Udita la Messa, ascese le
scale postasi riverentemente con ambe le ginocchia so-lpra di un Cassino di
veluto nero coperto, avanti quel miracoloso sangue, che I tanto e vermiglio,
quanta se hor hara fosse sparso, & pur sono de gli Anni I 430. che successe
il miracolo; con segno di molta devotione e spirito, non sen-lza accompagnamento di qualche lachrima; fece insieme con l' Arciduchessa I Madre, &
l'altre Principesse e Dame, la sua Oratione.
Indi partita per il I Monasterio
delle Rever. Madri di San Vito per ascoltare quel Concerto, che I da tanti, e
diversi Musici della Italia, & fuori, e universalmente celebrato. I Eravi per
buona sorte alla servitu del Sereniss. Arciduca Alberto, un Gentil-lhuomo per
name Luca chiamato, della Citta de Craic, che per altri tempi, era I stato allo
Studio nella Nobilissima Citta di Bologna: con questo s'accompagno I il Sig.
Vario Gentilhuomo Aretino, che della Musica e assai intendente, & di I tutta
la Italia molto pratico, ilquale pochi giorni avanti, era di Toscana arri-lvato,
non per altro, che per vedere queste sontuose f este degne di peretua melmoria.
Riconosciutisi, se bene erano molti gli anni, che in Bologna haveano
I contratta amista insieme; fecero molta allegrezza; ilche e proprio de gli amilei, quando lungo tempo lontani l'uno dall'altro, per qualche accidente, si
raveg-jgono, e s'incontrano.
Entrati nella Chiesa di San Vito, fatta la loro

4 Feste fatte per l'allegrezza del Sposalitio in marg. II 11 Sangue miracoloso
in marg. II 19 Monasterio di S. Vito in marg. II 29 Proprieta de gli amici in
marg. II
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Her Majesty was married by the Most Serene Archduke Albert to the name of
the Catholic King Philip III; and the same Archduke was married by the Most
Illustrious Ambassador of Spain to the name of the Infanta of Spain, Lady
Isabella Clara Eugenia, sister of the Catholic King and daughter of Philip,
formerly the second of this name.
That day masques and other festivities
were held throughout the city, even though Her Majesty did not let herself
be seen at all out of reverence for the Sacrament.
But early Monday morning, the sixteenth day of November, accompanied
by all her family and by many dukes, princes, marquises, barons, duchesses,
princesses, ladies, and other nobles--both native and foreign, Her Majesty
went by carriage to the Chiesa delli Reverendi Canonici Regolari del Salvatore, called Santa Maria del Vado, to hear Mass and to see again the
chapel of the miraculous blood of Our Lord Jesus Christ, built and adorned to
the happy memory of the Duke Alphonse of Este.
Having heard the Mass,
she ascended the steps and placed herself reverently with both her knees on
a pillow covered with black velvet before that miraculous blood, which is as
vermilion as if it had just been shed--and yet it has been 430 years since the
miracle happened; she said her prayer together with the Mother Archduchess
and the other princesses and ladies with a sign of much devotion and spirit,
not without the accompaniment of some tears.
From there, she left for the Monasterio delle Reverendi Madri di San
Vito to listen to the concert that is universally celebrated by many and
diverse musicians in Italy and beyond. 6
By good fortune, there was at the
concert a gentleman in the service of the Most Serene Archduke Albert,
called by the name Luca, from the city of Craic who formerly had been at
the university of the most noble city of Bologna.
Accompanying him there
was a Signor Vario, a gentleman from Arezzo, who is very knowledgeable on
music and experienced in all of Italy, and who arrived a few days before from
Tuscany for no other reason than to see these sumptuous festivities worthy of
perpetual remembrance. When they recognized each other, even though it was
many years ago in Bologna that they became friends, they rejoiced, which is
proper for friends when, having been far from each other for a long time, by
accident they notice each other and meet.
6 For

example, Ercole Bottrigari (1531-1612) testifies the concerts are "of
a stupendous, if not marvelous excellence, as I can affirm, do affirm and
confirm that it truly is, . . ." (11 desiderio, p. 47 [English translation in
Hercole Bottrigari, 11 desiderio, trans. Carol MacClintock, Musicological
Studies and Documents, 9 ([Rome): American Institute of Musicology, 1962), p.
57)).
Bottrigari adds: "if you should ever speak about this with Wert,
Spontone, the Reverend Father Porta, or Merulo of Correggio--musicians
properly reputed to be the principal ones of our modern music--and several
others who were in Ferrara in the same time I was there, I am most certain
that they would tell you the same thing and perhaps even vouch for it more
fully" (11 desiderio, p. 49 [MacClintock trans., p. 59)).
Bottrigari issued his treatise 11 desiderio (1594) under the name Alemanno
Benelli. Artusi's future references to Benelli actually refer to Bottrigari. For
more details concerning Bottrigari's stormy relationship with . Artusi, see
chapter I, "Giovanni Maria Artusi: Polemic Theorist."
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consueta I Oratione, di diverse cose, gia tra di loro occorse, ragionando;
confirmorno, con I gran contento dell'uno e l'altro, la vecchia amicitia.
In
questo mentre Sua I Maesta con molti della sua famiglia era entrata nel
Monasterio de quelle R. I Madri, che in numero passano il centenaio. Quando
finalmente doppo la vi-Isita di molti luochi universali, & stanze particolari, di
che n'hebbe Sua Mae-lsta gran sodisfattione, arrivata al luoco determinato e
solito per il Concerto, I essendo ogni cosa quieta, s'udirno con tanta soavita,
e dolcezza d'Harmonia, I Cornetti, Tromboni, Violini, Viole bastarde, Arpe
doppie, Lauti, Cornamuse, II Flauti, Clavacembali, e voci in un tempo istesso, 2r
che propriamente ivi pa-lrea, che fosse il Monte di Parnaso, e'l Paradiso
istesso aperto; & non cosa hu-lmana.
Al fine con un silentio incredibile,
fornito il Concerto, resto nelle orec- lchie delli audienti un'Harmonia insolita,
tanta che voltandosi il Sig. Va-lrio al Sig. Luca le disse. Sono molti Mesi, &
Anni, che io non ho udito I Concerto alcuno, che tanto bene sia unito come
questo.
Quivi si scorge una I maestria, una eccellenza di Donne estraordinaria; ma che dico io di Don-lne? Se fossero stati al gusto mio di maggiori
huomini, che habbi la Italia, I non mi havrebbono cosi sodisfatto, ne credo
che havessero fatto piu di quello I che fatto hanno queste Madri. Questa mia
opinione vi sara manifesta, se a I parte per parte, noi vorremo essaminare;
Quali siano quelle cose che con-lvengono ad un Concerto bene unito, & in
quella maggior perfettione, · che I far puo l' Arte, e gli Artefici istessi recitato.
E incominciando dal luoco, come I cosa che senza di lui non si puo fare, & e
una delle principali parti; Corri-lsponde con · tanta proportione, che par quasi
che quei primi fondatori, non ha-lvessero all'hora altro risguardo, · che formare
un luoco risonante, e corrispon-ldente alle parti piu lontane, & che non

5 Instromenti, che entrano nel Concerto di S. Vito in marg. II 19 Quali cose
si ricercano a un buono, & unito concerto. Prima consid. in marg. II
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They entered in the .C~ie~a . di San Vito, _ and having made their usual
prayers, they discussed diverse things that -earlier had happened between them
and renewed with great pleasure for both of them their old friendship.
Meanwhile, Her Majesty had entered the monastery of those Reverend
Mothers 7 with many of her family, the number of which surpassed one
hundred. 8
After visiting many public places and private rooms, which gave Her
Majesty great satisfaction, they finally arrived at the determined and
customary place for the concert.
Since everything was quiet, cornets,
trombones, violins, viole bastarde, 9 double harps, 10 lutes, cornamusas, flutes,
harpsichords, and voices were heard at the same time with such great
agreeableness and sweetness of harmony that it really seemed that it was the
Mount of Parnassus there, that Paradise itself had opened, and that it was
not some human thing.
At the end, the concert having finished with an
incredible silence, an unusual harmony remained in the ears of the listeners,
so much so that Vario turned to Luca and said:
It has been many months and years since I have heard any concert that
was as well unified as this one.
Herein a mastery, an extraordinary excellence of women is perceived--but what am I saying: "of women"?
For my
taste, if they had been some of the greatest men that Italy has, they would
not have so satisfied me, nor, I believe, could they have done more than what
these Mothers have done. This opinion of mine would be made manifest to
you if we wanted to examine ·one by one those things that are part of a
well-unified concert performed with as great perfection as art and the
artisans themselves can do.

Starting with the place--as something without which a concert cannot be
given, it is one of the principal parts. It responds with such a relationship 11
that it almost seems those first founders had no other concern than to make
a resonant place, and one that responds in the furthest parts and does not
7

This refers back to the Monasterio delle Reverendi Madri di San Vito.
"Reverend Mothers" is used in the translation when Artusi refers to the
women in the monastery as opposed to the name of the monastery itself.
81.e.,

there were 100 people with Her Majesty; Bottrigari reports that
there are 23 nuns in the musical ensemble that they came to hear (ll
desiderio, p. 50).
9A

small bass viola da gamba known as division viols in England and as
viole bastarde on the continent.
See The New Grove Dictionary of Musical
Instruments, s.v. "Division viol," by Frank Traficante.
10

1.e., one harp with two ranks of strings.
It is perhaps unclear what
this term meant in Italian. See The New Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments, s.v. "Harp," by Ann Griffiths and Joan Rimmer.
11

At this point, Artusi is referring . to the specific room in which this
concert just took place.
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devora le voci, e i suoni; ma che li I nutrisce, & conserva nella sua integrita,
sino che sono pervenuti alle orec-lchie de gli ascoltanti; erano presaghi, che
ivi si doveano essercitare le Muse I istesse, non Donne, le cui attioni sogliono
essere per lo piu imperfette, & nel I governo delle Case pronte, & attive piu,
che nello adoperare Instromenti di I tante sorti, & in tanta eccellenza.
Nel
secondo luoco voglio, che consi-lderiamo la elettione delle Compositioni, che
vogliono essere Composte, se-lcondo la natura de gl'Instromenti, & delle voci,
che in questo Concerto I entrano, di modo che non siano quelle Cantilene,
con le recitanti, e con gli I Instromenti sproportionate: Voglio dire, che non
bisogna che le parti a-lscendano, o discendano nello acuto e nel grave piu di
quello, che comporta I la natura, e la proprieta di ciascuno Instrumento
naturale, & artificiale; I ma che tutte stiano ne' loro termini; ilche rende piu
facile i1 Concerto, piu I unito, & assai piu grato alli ascoltanti.
Nel terzo
luoco ci vuole la I debita distanza, che debbe essere fra quelli che recitano, e
gli ascoltanti; e I non e dubio, se queste Reverende Madri, o piu lontane, o
piu vicine al I luoco di dove uscisse !'Harmonia fossero; che sarebbe molta
differenza, e I non poca quella che apportarebbe, questa indebita distanza; ma
e loro non I credo che si possino allontanare di piu, ne gli ascoltanti similmente, se non I uscissero fuori del Tempio: di maniera, che si viene a
verificare la pri-lma Consideratione, & questa debita distantia. II
Nel quarto 2v
luoco diremo, che non tutti gl'Instromenti sono buoni, per cosi I fatti
Concerti, ma ci vuole la elettione d'Instromenti fatti da Artefice ec-lcellente,
e non basta; ma ci bisogna ancora, che in eccellenza siano fabricati, I che
nelle parti grave habbino del sonoro; &· non del muto, overo rendano li I
suoni che stano offuscati; nello acuto del vivace, dell'allegro, & che in equalilta corrisponda al mezo & al grave. Nel quinto luoco ci poneremo, che quellle persone che hanno da recitare, sia o con le voci, o con Instromenti; piu
re-lcitino con le orecchie_, che con la voce o con Instromenti. I
Luca Come volete, che con le orecchie, che non hanno ne mano, ne voci re-

30

lcitino? o questo si che ha del buono, che volete inferire? I
Vario Voglio dire, che bisogna che l'una ascolti l'altra, & ascoltandosi, hab- lbi

giuditio di non superare la compagna, si nelle voci, come nel toccare gli I
Instromenti; cosi facendo, si sentira una egualita di voci, & di suoni di I tal
maniera soavi, che gli ascoltanti ne pigliaranno infinito piacere. I
35 Luca Hora io vi intendo, questo e uno di quelli avertimenti, non solo ragiolnevole, ma necessario; bisogna a tutti i modi, che li Cantori, & Sonatori s'alscoltino l'uno e l'altro; perche non poca deformita sarebbe se l'uno Cantasse

5 Seconda Consid. in marg. II 13 Terza consid. in marg. II 20 Quarta consideratione. in marg. II 25 Quinta consideratione. in marg. II 30 A vertimento a
Cantori, e Sonatori. in marg. II
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devour the voices and sounds but nourishes and conserves them in their
entirety until they have reached the ears of the listeners. They foresaw that
in here the muses themselves must practice, not women whose actions are
accustomed to being, for the most part, imperfect--ready and more active for
the running of houses than using instruments of these sorts with such excellence.
In the second place, I would like us to consider the selection of compositions that need to be composed according to the nature of the instruments
and voices that join in this concert so that those cantilenas are not disproportionate with the singers and the instruments: I mean that it is necessary for the parts not to ascend higher or descend lower than the nature and
the property of each natural and artificial 12 instrument allows; but let all
stay within their limits, which makes the concert easier, more unified, and
much more pleasing to the listeners.
In the third place, there needs to be a suitable distance between those
who perform and the listeners.
.There is no doubt that if these reverend
Mothers were either further away or closer to the place whence the harmony
emanated, the difference that this unsuitable distance would bring would be
great and not small; but I believe that neither they nor the listeners could
distance themselves more unless they exited the temple--which happens to
confirm the first consideration and this suitable distance.
In the fourth place, we shall say that not all instruments are good for
such concerts; there needs to be the selection of instruments made by
excellent artisans--and this is not all, but it is also necessary that the
instruments be excellently made so that in the lower parts they have sound
and are not silent or give sounds that are darkened, and in the higher parts
they have vivacity and happiness; and so that they respond equally in the
middle and lower registers.
In the fifth place, we shall set down that those persons who have to
perform either with voices or with instruments perform more with their ears
than with the voice or instruments.
Luca What do you mean to infer: that they perform with their ears, which have

neither hand nor voice? Or that this has some good?
Vario I mean to say that it is necessary that they listen to each other, and in

listening to
either with
voices and
listeners will

each other, that one has judgment not to surpass his companion
the voice or playing instruments; in so doing, an equality of the
sounds will be heard in such an agreeable manner that the
take infinite pleasure from it.

Luca Now I understand you: this is one of those pieces of advice that is not

only reasonable but also necessary.
It is necessary in all cases that the
singers and players listen to each other, because there would be no small
12 1.e.,

"of art."
This contrasts to the instrument made by nature (the
voice). Artificial instruments are those made by artists.
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I con una voce potente, gagliarda, & sonora; e l'altro con voce dolce, soave, I
e piu tosto debile che altrimenti. I
Vario Ogni volta che non havessero questo antivedere d'ascoltarsi l'un l'al-ltro,

5

lO

si potrebbe dire, che cosi fatte Musiche fossero piu tosto sproportionate, I
che proportionate; intendendo quivi della proportione d'uguaglianza, & I non
della inequaglianza; non vi essendo dibisogno in questa attione di ec-lcesso, o
di difetto; di eccesso nella parte piu gagliarda forte, e potente; di di-lfetto
nella piu debile; ma si recerca in questa attione di Concertare, quella I proportione, o vogliamo dire attione d'uguaglianza fra di loro; di manie-lra che
uno non supera, o non sia dall'altro superato, laqual uguaglianza I sta nel
mezo pasta fra lo eccesso, e lo difetto, & ha natura di congiungere I insieme
quella soprabondanza, che si ritrova nello eccesso, & quel manca-lmento che e
nel difetto; ilche si fa aggiungendo alla piu debile parte, o le-lvando dalla piu
gagliarda la differenza che quelle hanno all uguale. I

15 Luca Di questa sproportionata Musica, o vogliamo dire disuguaglianza, I voglio
raccontarvi, la impresa di due Sonatori, che l'uno ha il corpo assai I grande,
& robusto, e suona di Cornetta; & l'altro e di statura commune, & I e di
mediocre vita, ma di natura gentile: quello fa il protomastro, e si fa I sentire
alla disperata; questo per esser di natura piu tosto debile che ga-lgliardo,
20
suona con molta leggiadria e politezza, & con tanta bella gratia si II fa 3r
sentire, che alli ascoltanti da molto piacere; & ambidui gli ho sentiti in I una
di queste Citta fainase, dove ogni sera si fanno Concerti di varij In-lstromenti, ma talhora per questo rispetto, con tanta disgratia, e mala sodis-lfattione
de gli ascoltanti, che piu tosto genera fastidio che piacere. I
25 Vario Non e causa di questo errore, altro che la lnvidia che l'uno di loro I porta
all'altro; ma lasciate, che ne fanno la penitenza, secondo che appresso I di
Laertio disse Biante Filosofo; si come il ferro dalla rugine viene consu-lmato,
cosi l'invidioso dal suo proprio vitio si distrugge; e'l ferro se bene I non e
offeso da cosa alcuna genera pero da se stesso quel veleno che lo rode; I
30
pero ben disse a questo proposito il Sanazaro Poeta famosissimo . I
L'Invidia figliuol mio, se stessa macera, I
E si dilegua, come Agnel per f ascino, I
Che non le giova om bra di Pino, o d' Acera. I
35

Ma lasciamo che costui si consumi nella propria passione, ma diciamo noi, I
che. Nel sesto luoco vi dobbiamo ponere nella consideratione de' Concerti I la
elettione delle Compositioni; dico di quelle che vengono fatte da buono, I &
eccellente Artefice; voglio dire, che non basta, che siano fatte al propo-lsito
de gl'lnstromenti, & delle voci; ma che siano uscite da valente prati-lco; come

3 Qual proportione habbino d'havere li Cantori fra di loro. in marg. II 29
Detto di Biante. in marg. II 35 Detto del Sanazaro. in marg. II 40 Sesta
consideratione. in marg. II 43 Settima consid. in marg. II
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ugliness if one were to sing with a powerful, vigorous, and sonorous voice
while another sang with a sweet, agreeable, and weaker voice than the other.
Vario Every time they do not take this precaution to listen to each other, one
could say that music so performed would be more disproportionate than
proportionate, meaning here the proportion of equality and not inequality,
inasmuch as there is necessarily excess or defect in this action: the excess in
the more vigorous, loud, and powerful part, and the defect in the weaker
part.
In this action of harmonizing together one searches for that proportion, or--we should say--the action of equality among them, in a manner that
one neither surpasses nor is surpassed by another--which equality stays in the
middle between excess and defect--and has the nature of conjoining the
overabundance that is found in the excess with the lack that is in the defect,
and this is done by adding to the weak part or taking away from the
vigorous part the difference that they have with equality.

Luca I want to tell you about this disproportionate music, or--we should say-unequal music, the impression of two players, one of which has a very large
and robust body and plays the cornetto, while the other is of an ordinary
stature and has an average waist, but is of a gentle nature.
The former
wants to be the chief master and recklessly makes himself heard; the latter,
because he is of a weak rather than vigorous nature, plays with much
lightness and politeness and makes himself heard with such good grace that
he gives much pleasure to the listeners.
I heard both of these in one of
these famous cities where concerts of various instruments are given every
evening but sometimes in this respect with much displeasure and dissatisfaction of the listeners, for it generates annoyance rather than pleasure.
Vario The reason for this error is none other than the envy that one has for
the other; but let them repent of it according to what the philosopher Biante
said about Laertio: just as iron becomes consumed by rust, an envious person
destroys himself by his own vice; even though iron is not susceptible to any
other thing, nevertheless it generates by itself that poison which erodes it.
Therefore, the most famous poet Sanazaro 13 rightly said on this topic:

Envy, my son, herself is lean,
and wastes away like a lamb from the evil eye,
that neither the shade of pine nor of maple avails. 14
But let us leave this one to be consumed by his own passion and let us
say that in the sixth place, we must place the selection of compositions into
the consideration of concerts; I am speaking of those made by good and
excellent artisans--! mean that it is not enough for them to be made for the
purpose of instruments or voices; they must come from worthy practical musi13Jacopo

Sannazzaro (1458-1530).

14 Arcadia,

Sixth prose, ll.13-15 (Jacopo Sannazaro, Arcadia and Piscatorial
Eclogues, trans. Ralph Nash [Detroit, Mich.: Wayne State University Press,
1966], p. 65).
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quelle del Sig. Claudio, di Costanzo Porta, Andrea Gabrielli, Gia-lnetto
Palestrina, Gio. Iacomo Gastoldi, Benedetto Palavicino, Ruggiero Gio-lvanelli,
Gio. Maria Nanino, & altri che sono, & sono stati eccellenti. I Nel settimo
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cians, like Claudio [Merulo ], 15 Costanzo Porta, 16 Andrea Gabrieli, 17 Gianetto
Palestrina, 18 Giovanni lacomo Gastoldi, 19 Benedetto Palavicino, 20 Ruggiero
Giovanelli, 21 Giovanni Maria Nanino, 22 and others that are and have been
excellent.

,,
15Claudio

Merulo (1533-1604) was an Italian organist and composer who
spent most of his life as an organist at St. Mark's in Venice. He composed
keyboard works in which dissonances are handled somewhat freely and vocal
works that emphasize "diatonicism" (The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, s.v. "Merulo, Claudio," by Denis Arnold and Thomas W. Bridges).
16 Porta

(1528/29-1601) was known especially for his tight contrapuntal
style of composition. Most of his compositions adhere to a highly regulated
use of dissonance; his secular music tended toward a simple diatonic (though
polyphonic) style rather than the more complex chromatic style developing in
Italy.
17Gabrieli

(ca.15 I 0-1586) was the uncle of Giovanni Gabrieli.
Gabrieli's
music emphasized syllabic text settings and homophonic textures. He generally opted for less serious texts for his secular works and matched their tone
with a simple harmonic setting.
18 Giovanni

Pierluigi (Giannetto) da Palestrina (1525/26-1594) was the main
figure of the conservative Italian composers of the sixteenth century.
He
wrote numerous works, emphasizing church music, and was always very
conservative with his use of dissonance.
His straight-forward style is linked
to the aesthetic ideals of the counter-reformation.
19Gastoldi

(d. ? 1622) was famous as a composer of balletti that emphasized harmonic progressions that were essentially non-modal.
These works
were generally homophonic and emphasized the bass line.
20 Benedetto

Pallavicino (1551-1601) succeeded Giaches de Wert as the
maestro di caopella at Mantua.
As a composer, he wrote many madrigals.
The first five books (published before 1600) have "lighthearted texts, wordpainting and gentle expression" (The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, s.v. "Pallavicino, Benedetto," by K. Bosi Monteath).
Nevertheless,
later madrigals--which Artusi would not have known--are more similar to the
mannerist style and employ striking and intense dissonances.
21 Giovannelli

(ca.1560-1625) was probably a student of Palestrina.
His
sacred music is similar in style to that of Palestrina while his secular music
resembled the homophonic, almost tonal style that was widespread in Italy
during the sixteenth century.
22 Nanino

(1543/44-1607) may have been one of Palestrina's pupils.
He
was well regarded by his contemporaries and was considered to be the most
important Roman composer after Palestrina.
His musical style ranged from
the older polyphonic style to the more tonal homophonic texture.
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loco, preparate tutte le cose dette, bisogna che li recitanti habbi-lno quelle
parti che a loro sono convenienti, come si scorge in queste Madri, I che
quell, che sono nel Trombone essercitate, se bene sanno adoprare altri I
Instromenti, non lasciano pero da parte quelli per questi, ma si servono di I
quello in cui per il longo essercitio, & per la natura inclinata, si sono fatte I
eccellenti; non partendosi dal proprio instinto, & elettione naturale, ne quellle
che nelli Lauti, o Arpe doppie, sono essercitate, se bene sanno essercitare alItri Instromenti; nondimeno attendono a quello in cui la natura gli ha dato I
gratia particolare, aiutata da una lunga consuetudine, & essercitio.
Quel-lle
altresi che Cantano quella parte che alla dispositione loro e di comodita; I
cantano con bella maniera, accompagnata da molti belli Passaggi tanto va-lghi,
che l'uditore ne resta tutto ammirativo; ilche farebbe contrario effet-lto, se
in vece di Cantare quella parte, che alla natura sua e commoda; Can-ltasse
quella che le fosse discommoda, andando o troppo nel grave, o nell'acu-jto; la
onde per tutti questi respetti, vi concludo che questo e il piu eccellen-lte,
unito, e ben proportionato Concetto che habbi !'Italia. II
Luca Questa conclusione mi piace,
ragionevole opinione. I

Vario Non sete per risolvermi
20
deratione, e sara l'ottava, &
sia qual si voglia. I

& mi

risolvo di concorrere nella vostra I 3v

male, quando vi aggiungerete un'altra conjsie di molta importanza, e forsi piu d'ogn'al-ltra,

Luca Tutte le considerationi da voi dette, sono di molta importanza, ma I che ve
ne sia un'altra, che vadi del paro alle gia dette, veramente io non I la so
penetrare. I
25 Vario Ella e degna d'essere notata particolarmente: Tutti gl'lnstromenti di I
questo Concerto sono ridotti al temperamento da una sola orecchia; una I sola
di quelle Madri bisogna, che gli accordi tutti, dico le Viole, Violini, Ar-lpe
doppie, Lauti, Clavacembali, & le Viole bastarde, con altri Instromenti, I che
in questo Concerto entrano. I
30 Luca Voi mi venite quasi a dire, che dui, overo tre valent'huomini non sa-jranno
bastevoli ad accordare, & ridure a un temperamento bene unito, I molti
Instromenti, come un solo. I
Vario Saranno buoni, ma non come un solo; la causa e che il senso dell'udito I
non e tutto uno, ma sono piu, & talhora anzi per Ii piu diversi l'uno dal35
ll'altro; pero non saranno accordati da piu orecchie in quella eccellenza, che I
da una sola.
Et a questo proposito disse Quintiliano.
Non enim est cu-

21 Ottava consideratione. in marg. II 29 Instromenti da chi ridotti al temperamento. in marg. II 42 Quintiliano. in marg. II
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In the seventh place, having prepared all the things mentioned, it is
necessary that the performers have the parts that are suitable for them, as
was seen with these Mothers: those who are practiced on the trombone, even
if they know how to use other instruments, do not leave aside the trombones
for these other instruments but use t4at on which through long practice and
natural inclination they have become excellent--they do not depart from their
own instinct and natural selection. Nor do those who have practiced the lute
or double harp: even if they have practiced other instruments, they nevertheless look after that in which nature gave them particular grace, helped by a
long habit and practice.
Likewise, those women who sing the part that is
comfortable to their disposition sing in a beautiful manner accompanied by
many beautiful passages so charming that the listener is entirely admiring.
This would have the contrary effect if, instead of singing the part that is
comfortable to her nature, she sang one that was uncomfortable, going either
too low or too high. For all these reasons, I conclude that this is the most
excellent, unified, and well-proportioned concert that Italy has.
Luca This conclusion pleases me, and I resolve to concur in your reasonable
opinion.
Vario You are not about to make a bad resolution when I add another consideration. It will be the eighth and is of great importance, perhaps more than any
other, whatever it may be.
Luca All the considerations said by you are of great importance, and if there is
another that is equal to those already said, I truly would not know how to
fathom it.
Vario It is worthy of being particularly noted: all the instruments of this concert
were reduced to the temperament of only one ear. It must be that only one
of these Mothers tunes them all--the viols, violins, double harps, lutes,
harpsichords, and viole bastarde--with the other instruments that are part of
this concert.
Luca You almost say that two or three worthy men are not enough to tune and
reduce many instruments to one well-unified temperament, as could one man
alone.
Vario They will be good, but not as good as one alone. The reason is that the
sense of hearing is not one but many and sometimes--indeed, for the most
part--different one from another. Therefore, they will not be tuned in that
excellence by many ears as by one alone.

On

this

topic,

Quintilian said: "Non enim est cuiuslibet auris

exigere

-

-

----

-
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liuslibet auris exigere neruorum sonos.
Et Aristosseno Eccellentissimo
Musico de' suoi tempi, disse, che bisognava havere il senso; ilquale non e I
l'istesso sempre nello istesso huomo, assuefatto perfettamente alla intelligenltia di una certa cosa rimanente, o stabile, & del Mosso; percioche all'hora I
si conoscono le differenze de' suoni, delle Constitutioni, si Consonanti, come
I dissonanti, & di tutte quelle cose, che in tutto o in parte s'appartengono a
I questa facolta. Et Gaudentio nel principio del suo introduttorio di Mu- lsica,
essorta tutti quelli che sono rozzi, & grossolani, che non hanno le oreclchie
assuefatte all'Harmonia; ad astenersi, & star lontani da quelli, che in I cio
sono stati Eccellenti, & hanno cognitione del rimanente, & del Mosso: I Et
Archita Tarentino in quel _suo Libro, che intitolo della Mathematica, I quando
dimostra in qual modo si faccino Ii suoni, dice che a molti non e conlcesso,
comprendere la natura del suono: Io adunque vi concludo, che una I sola
orecchia, assuefatta alla cognitione di simile maneggio, sara piu sicura I che
molte; di qui e che una sola di queste Madri ha il carico di tempera-Ire, &
unire quelli Instromenti insieme; Ne si puo dire se non che ella sia I molto
essercitata, & che di quest' Arte habbi grandissima cognitione. II

Luca Mi raccordo talhora haver sentito alcuni Concerti, che pm tostao m'of- 4r
lfendeano l' udito, che lo dilettassero, & pur erano valent'huomini; ben
20
m' aclcorgo, che facilmente cio potea nascere dalla disunione de gl' Instromenti,
I che da diversi dovevano essere stati ridotti al temperamento, o voglio dire I
distemperamento; ma si come questi meritano biasimo; cosi quelle di altre ltanta lode sono degne. I

1 Detto di Aristosseno intorno al senso dell'udito. in marg. II 7 Detto di
Gaudentio. in marg. II 11 Detto di Archita Tarentino. in marg. II 20 Disunione
d'Instromenti da che nasca. in marg. II
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nervorum sonos." 23
Aristoxenus 24 --an excellent mus1c1an of his time--said
that it was necessary to have the sense, which is not always the same in the
same man, perfectly accustomed by the intelligence of a certain thing at rest
or stable and of movement so that the differences of the sounds, of the
intervals--both consonant and dissonant, and of all those things that in whole
or in part belong to this faculty can then be known. 25 At the beginning of
his Introductio musicae. Gaudentius exhorts all those who are coarse and
rough and who do not have ears accustomed to harmony to abstain and stand
away from those who are excellent in this and who have knowledge of rest
and of movement. 26
Archytas of Tarentum in his book entitled De mathematica, when demonstrating the mode in which sounds are made, says that it
is not granted to many to understand the nature of sound. 27
I therefore conclude that one ear alone accustomed to the knowledge of
handling things similarly will be more secure than many; wherefore it is that
only one of these Mothers has the task of tuning and unifying those instruments together. One cannot say other than that she is very experienced and
has the greatest knowledge of this art.
Luca I remember having sometimes heard some concerts that offended my hearing

rather than delighting it, and yet they were worthy men.
I realize that it
could easily have arisen from the discord of the instruments that must have
been reduced to temperament (or I mean distemperament) by diverse men; as
these men merit blame, so these women likewise are worthy of praise.
23

The literal translation of Artusi's Latin is: "It is not for just any ear
to measure the sounds of strings." However, the actual passage in Institutio
oratoria 1.4. 7 reads "An cuiuslibet auris est exigere litterarum sonos?" ("It is
not every ear that can appreciate the correct sound of the different letters"
[The "Institutio oratoria" of Quintilian, 4 vols., trans. H. E. Butler, Loeb
Classical Library, 105-8 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1920-22), 1:65]).
24

Aristoxenus lived in the fourth century B.C. and was one of the most
important ancient Greek theorists.
His theories were based on Aristotelian
logic and Euclidean geometry and were held in opposition to the Pythagorean,
numerical theories. For more information, see chapter 3, "Introduction to the
Treatise," pp. 48-50.
25

This is a gloss of Aristoxenus Harm. 2.33-34.

26

Gaudentius Intro. 1-2.
The only modern language translation available
is in French: Charles-Emile Ruelle, Alypius et Gaudence, Collection des
auteurs grecs relatifs a la musique, 5 (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1895).
27 Archytas's

writings have only survived in fragmentary form. A modern
edition of these (with a German translation) is found in Hermann Diels and
Walther Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 6th ed., 3 vols. (Zurich:
Weidmann, 1952), 1:421-39.
This particular point, however, is not found in
the extant fragments; I have been unable to locate Artusi's source.
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Vario Potiamo adunque con ragione dire, che quelle Reverende Madri, per I tutti

li rispetti detti, conseguiscano quel fine che di gia si sono proposte di I
conseguire, o che almeno le siano assai piu vicine, che quelli da voi gia
sentiti. I
5

Luca Queste nostre parole m'eccitano a dimandarvi un quesito; che vo-llete dire
del fine? e forsi il suo fine il Cantare, e Sonare con qualch gra-ltia? se
questo fosse, ogn'uno che se Cantare, overo Sonare, si presume di So-lnare e
Cantare con qualche gratia, che cosi comporta l'amor di se stesso, se I bene
non e vero che conseguiscano questo fine: se poi volete dire d'altro fi-lne,
qual sara egli? I

10 Vario Il fine del Musico, e quello del Poeta tutto e uno; ma avanti che paslsiamo
piu oltra, voglio che sappiate; Che ogni operatione fatta da qualun-lque
Artefice, e fatta a qualche fine, come ben disse il Filosofo.
Ma perche I
diversi sono i fini, diverse ancora sono e debbono essere le operationi. Qual
I sia il fine che l'huomo vuol conseguire, bisogna conoscerlo, & haverlo nel15
Ila mente prima di tutte Paltre cose; che quando dallo Agente non sia conolscuito, manco potra operare a fine alcuno. Questo fine e causa di tutte le
caulse, & tutte l'altre cose che concorrono a conseguire questo fine debbono
ha-lvere corrispondentia, e relatione al fine; & all'hora potremo dire d'haverllo conseguito, quando l'opera sara ridotta alla perfettione; dovete pero
20
averltire, che quivi non dico di quel fine, che lo Agente, communicando le
gratie I sue a questo e quell'altro conseguisse; ma di quel fine, che operando
egli stesjso conseguisse. I
Luca So benissimo, che se il Compositore vuol Componere una Cantilena, I la
prima cosa che pensar deve, bisogna che sia ii fine; & per conseguirlo ap-

25

lparecchiare quella materia, che sa esser necessaria; dipoi co'l mezo della inlventione far l'opera, e darle quella forma che gia ha nella mente, & ridur-lla
alla perfettione: Ma il fine di quelli che Cantano, e Suonano per se soli, I &
ne' Concerti, qual diciamo che sia? I
Vario Quello istesso, che

e quello

del Poeta, come vi ho detto. I

30 Luca Il fine del Poeta e di giovare, & dilettare; adunque quello del Can- II tore, 4v
o Sonatore sara di giovare, & dilettare. I
Vario Cosi sta; vedete mo noi, & andate bene considerando, se questi Canltori
dilettano, & giovano; & allhora saprete se essi conseguiscono quel fine, I che

di gia si sono proposto di conseguire. I
35 Luca Hora vi intendo; bisogna che io vadi assaminando bene le parti, che I ha
tutto il corpo del Concerto; s'egli e bene unito, se corrispondono quelle I

7 Diletto commune a Sonatori & Cantori. in marg. II 14 Fini diversi. in marg.
II 17 Fine causa delle cause. in marg. II 21 Due sorti di fine in marg. II 24
Che cosa deve considerare il Compositore. in marg. II 30 Fine del Musico qual
sia. in marg. II 36 A vertimenti, che si debbono considerar ne' Concetti. m
marg. II
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Vario We can therefore say with reason that the reverend Mothers, for all the
respects mentioned, attain the goal that they had set out to attain--or at
least they are very much closer to it than those you have already heard.
Luca These words of ours cause me to ask you a question: what do you mean by
goal? Is the goal perhaps to sing and play with some grace? If it were this,
then everyone who knows how to sing or play presumes that he plays or
sings with some grace, and so it allows love of himself even if it is not true
that he attains this goal. If you mean some other goal, what is it?
Vario The goal of the musician and poet is all one, but before we go further, I
want you to know that every operation made by some artisan 28 is made for
some goal, as the philosopher rightly says, but because the goals are dif f erent, the operations too are and must be different. It is necessary to know
what goal the man wants to attain and to have it in mind before all other
things, because when it is not known by the agent, he cannot even operate
for any goal.
This goal is the cause of all the causes, and all the other
things that share in attaining this goal must correspond and relate to the
goal; and we can then say that we have attained it when the work is reduced
to perfection. You must, however, notice that I am not speaking here of the
goal that the agent attains by communicating his graces to this and that
other person, but of the goal that he attains through his own work.
Luca I know very well that if the composer wants to compose a cantilena, it is
necessary that the first thing he think about be the goal and that he prepare
the material that he knows is necessary to attain it; then, by means of
invention, it is necessary that he make the work, give it the form that he
already has in mind, and reduce it to perfection.
But what shall we say is
the goal of those who sing and play by themselves and in concerts?
Vario The same that is the goal of the poet, as I have told you.
Luca The goal of poetry is to benefit and delight.
or player is to benefit and delight. 29

Therefore, that of the singer

Vario So it is.
See and consider if these singers delight and benefit, and then
you will know if they attain the goal that they already set out to attain.

Luca Now I understand you.
It is necessary to examine well the parts of the
whole body of the concert: if it is well unified, if those parts correspond one

28

Artusi uses the word "artefice" to refer both to performing musicians
and to instrument builders.
Preserving Artusi's lack of distinction, I have
translated this as "artisan" in every instance.
29 Zarlino

makes the same connection with poetry and similarly defines
the goal of music (1st. harm. 1.41). On the implications of this definition, see
chapter 2, "Aesthetic Foundations of L' Artusi."

-----==---
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parti l'una all'altra, se uno supera l'altro, se le voci humane con gl'Instrolmenti stanno in una istessa egualita, & altri particolar, che a simili Conlcerti si ricercano, & allhora conoscero quel tanto che io desidero di sapere;
lcose tutte che nel Concerto di queste Reverdende Madri habbiamo detto es1servi, in quella maggior eccellenza, e perfettione, che hoggidi si possi desidelrare, in qual si voglia Artefice di quest' Arte. I
Vario Tanto ho voluto dire, & vi dico.

lO

Voi come iudicioso andrete discorjrendo
le parti, da chi vengono Sonate, la gratia che le dano, la maniera bellla del
fare le tirate, se dano vivacita alli passaggi, se fanno buono instro-lmento
quelle che suonano Cornetti, Cornamuse & storti; se hanno buona I lingua, se
sforzano la natura dello Instromento in parte alcuna, che mentre I che
andrete considerando simili particolari, che sono quelle parti che concorjrono
a conseguire questo fine, da voi stesso conoscerete quel che ne' Concer-jti vi
sia di buono, & di bello; & se gli Artefici conseguiscono questo fine. I
Se voglio haver cognitione de' Concerti in qual perfettione, & imperIfettione si siano, lo so; ma questa cognitione l'havro piu compita, quando mi
I haverete detto, & dichiarato dui termini quali s'appartengono a gl'Instrojmenti da fiato. I

15 Luca

Vario Et quali sono? dite, che volontieri vi sodisfaro. I

20 Luca L'uno
jmento. I

e,

che habbino buona lingua; e l'altro che faccino buono instro-

Vario Alla cognitione di quello che voi ricercate, non basta la dichiaratio-jne di
questi due particolar; ma vi concorre la intelligentia della perfet-ltione, &

imperfettione de gl'Instromenti. I
25 Luca Son contento, che vi siano dell'altre cose necessarie da sapersi; ma injtanto
dichiaratemi queste, che dipoi m'andrete aprendo con l'altre la menjte alla
intelligentia, di quello che io desidero, & che e necessario. I
Vario Questi Sonatori dicono, che la lingua e quella, che piu d'ogn'altra co-jsa,
in questo essercitio del Sonare il Cornetta effettua il buono e'l bello; se be30
jne vi concorre il la bro, che e di molta importanza per profer ire il suono: I
Bisogna dunque sapere che tre sono le lingue principali. La prima e detta II
Rinversa, & e la principale delle tre per essere a simiglianza della Gorgia;I & Sr
alcuni la chiamano lingua di Gorgia: Questa e velocissima, & diffi-jcile da
raf renare; lo batter suo e al palato, & si proferisce in tre modi; il I primo,
35
ler, ler, ler; & e dolce & soave: il secondo, der, ler, der, ler, der, ler; I & e
mediocre: il terzo, che e piu crudo de gli altri si proferisce, ter, ler, ter, I
ler, ter, ler. La seconda lingua s'addimanda, Lingua dritta; & il suo bat-jtare
e ne' denti, si proferisce; tere, tere, tere: Questa e assai lodata da Sona-jtori,
& e buona per la minuta di Croma, & della Semicroma; essendo na-lturalmente

10 Parti che concorrono a con seguire il fine. in marg. II 29 Di tre sorte di
lingue per sonare il Corneto & quali. in marg. II 32 Prima. in marg. II 37
Seconda. in marg. II 39 Terza sorte di lingua. in marg. II
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to another, if one voice (does not]
with the instruments in the same
found in similar concerts.
Now I
that we have said were present in
the great excellence and perfection
of this art.

surpass another, if the human voices stay
equality, and other particulars that are
know what I wanted to know--all things
the concert of these Reverend Mothers in
that these days is desired in any artisan

Vario I have wanted to say much and am saying it. You will discuss as a judge
the grace that the parts of what is played give; you will take the beautiful
manner of making it, whether it has vivacity in the passaggi, 30 if those who
play cornetti, cornamuse, and crumhorns are in good instrument, if they have
good tonguing, if they force the nature of the instrument in any part; for
while you consider similar particulars that are parts that share in attaining
this goal, you will know for yourself what is good and beautiful in the
concerts, and you will know if the artisans attain this goal.

Luca If I want to know the perfection and imperfection of concerts, I know; but
I will have this knowledge more completely when you tell me and explain to
me two terms that belong to wind instruments.
Vario What are they? Tell me, for I will willingly satisfy you.
Luca The one is that they "have good tonguing," and the other is that they are
"in good instrument.".

Vario For the knowledge of what you search, the explanation of these two particulars is not enough--the understanding of the perfection and imperfection
of instruments shares in it.
Luca I am happy that there are other things necessary to know, but first explain
these to me, and then with the others you will open the mind to intelligence--which I desire and which is necessary.
Vario The players say that tonguing affects the good and beautiful more than
any other thing in the exercise of playing the cornetto, even though the lip
shares in this, which is very important for producing the sound.
It is,
therefore, necessary to know that there are three principal tonguings.
The first is called reversed and is the principal of the three because it is
similar to the gorgia, and some call it gorgia tonguing. This is very fast and
difficult to stop; it beats on the palate and is uttered in three ways: the
first--ler, ler, ler--is sweet and agreeable; the second--der, ler, der, ler, der,
ler--is moderate; the third, which is cruder than the others, is uttered ter,
ler, ter, ler, ter, ler.
The second tonguing is called straight tonguing; it beats on the teeth and
is uttered tere, tere, tere. This is praised very much by players and is good
for the smallest chromas and semichromas inasmuch as it stops naturally.

30 Meaning

rapid scale work, ornaments, etc.
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rafrenata.
La terza lingua si batte nel palato appresso li den-I ti, & e per
natura cruda, si proferisce, teche, teche, teche; ella e buona per I quelli, che
vogliono fare terribilita, e strafare, come fa quel vostro ami-lco.
Questa
lingua non e grata alle orecchie, ma le offende; ella e per natu-lra sua assai
veloce, & difficile da raffrenare: Ve ne sono di molte altre, I una delle quali
si proferisce ne' den ti, te, te, te, & se ne serve il Sonatore all la proferta
delle note, sino alla minuta di Croma: l'altra si proferisce, de, de, I de, & non
e troppo veloce, ma tiene alquanto della pigritia: Queste se be-lne sono
comodamente buone, tuttavia, le tre prime sono le principali, et quellle che da
buoni Maestri sono essercitate, & adoprate. I
Luca Se bene, come dite, ve ne sono di molte altre, deve pero il buon' Artista, I
fare elettione delle migliori, & in quelle essercitarsi; non restando pero di I
sapere, & haver buona cognitione dell'altre ancora, affinche ritrovandosi, I

15

20

dove sono altri Sonatori, che alle volte vogliono (per parer piu savij de gli I
altri) fare, per dir cosi, delle terribilita; egli ancora possi rispondere, usando
I quella proportione d'uguaglianza, che gia detta havete, che si deve ritrovare
I ne' Concerti, & unione de gl'lnstromenti.
Quanto mo al fare buono Inlstromento, come lo dichiarate?
Nasce forse il bene, & il male dallo Instrolmento, o dal Sonatore? o dall'uno, & l'altro insieme? se Io Instromento sara
I cattivo, & falso, potra forsi il Sonatore fare, che diventi buono, o appaia I
buono? & se lo Instromento sara buono, potra il Sonatore far si, che divenlti,
o appaia cattivo? I
Vario Andate adagio Sig. Luca, voi in poche parole ricercate la cognitio-lne di
molte cose, & tutte importanti, alle quali sodisfaro; pero vi dico, che I tutti

25

30

35

40

questi disordini nascono dal Sonatore; dal Sonatore dico, ogni volta I che lo
Instromento sara buono, & fatto da buon Maestro; che quando lo I Instromento fosse fatto da Maestro, che non havesse molta cognitione di quelst' Arte,
sarebbe grave errore dalla parte dello instromento: Ma notate, che I questo
Instromento e atto quanto ogni altro ad imitare la voce humana; II e'l buono, 5v
& eccellente Sonatore l'adopra forte, cioe lo fa sentire con suono I gagliardo,
& con suono piu rimesso, alto, basso, & in ogni sorte di tuono, co- lme piu li
piace, piu e manco, secondo la sua eccellenza.
Bisogna pero esserci-ltarsi
lungo tempo, a far buono Instromento; accio si possi guardare di non I fare,
che lo Instromento habbi del corno, del muto, overo del sfesso: lo tene-lre il
labro aperto lo fa havere del Como, & Muto: lo tenere il labro serra-lto piu
del bisogno, lo fa havere del Sfesso: Adunque a far buono Instromenlto
bisogna, che ii Sonatore dia un'apertura al labro, che sia di mezo: Vuo-lle
ancora esser Sonato con discretione, & con molto iudicio; la lingua vuol I
essere ne troppo morta, ne troppo battuta; ma simile alla Gorgia: & questo I e
il fare buono Instromento. Quando il Sonatore entra nella minuta, fara I poca
roba, ma buona: Talche per concludervi questo particolare, bisogna I che il
Sonatore attendi al buono, & buono Instromento, alla bella lingua, I alla bella

27 11 Cornetto e atto ad imitare la voce humana in marg. II 35 Parti che si
ricercano a fare buon Instromento in marg. II 40 Quello che deve osservar'il
Sonatore. in marg. II
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The third tonguing beats on the palate close to the teeth, is crude by
nature, and is uttered teche, teche, teche. 31 It is good for those who want
to be boisterous and to overdo, as does your friend.
This tonguing is not
pleasing to the ears, but offends them; it is by nature very fast and difficult
to stop.
There are many others: one of which is uttered on the teeth--te, te,
te--and is used by the player in uttering notes down to the smallest chroma;
the other is uttered de, de, de, and is not too fast but has some laziness.
Even though these are comfortably good, the first three are nevertheless the
principal and those that are practiced and used by good masters.
Luca Even though there are, as you say, many others, the good artist must

therefore select the best and practice these, not remaining therefore in
knowing and having a good knowledge of still others, so that if he finds
himself among other players who from time to time want to be, say, boisterous (to appear smarter than the others), he can yet respond using the proportion of equality and unity of instruments that you have already said must
be found in concerts.
As for being in good instrument, how do you explain it? Does the good
and the bad arise perhaps from the instrument or from the player? Or from
both together? If it is the instrument that is ill-natured and false, will the
player be able to make it become good or appear good? If the instrument is
good, will the player be able to make it become or appear ill-natured?
Vario Go slowly, Luca.

In a few words you seek the knowledge of many things,
all important, about which I will satisfy you. Therefore, I tell you that these
disorders arise from the player--from the player, I say, every time the instrument is good and made by a good master.
When the instrument has been
made by a master who does not have much knowledge of this art, there would
be a grave error on the part of the instrument.

But notice that this instrument is as suitable as any other instrument in
imitating the human voice, and the good and excellent player uses it loudly-that is, he makes it heard with a vigorous sound and with a more responsive
sound, high and low, and in every sort of tone as pleases him, more or less,
according to his excellence. It is therefore necessary to practice a long time
to be in good instrument so that one can guard against making the instrument
have an annoying, muted, or cracked sound: keeping the lips open makes it
have an annoying, muted sound; holding the lips closed more than necessary
makes the sound crack. Therefore, to be in good instrument, it is necessary
that the player give an embouchure to the lips that is in between.
It must also be played with discretion and with much judgment: the
tonguing must neither be too lifeless nor too percussive, but similar to the
gorgia--and this is to be in good instrument. When the player gets into the
figurations, he will make it a trifle, but good.
So, to conclude this particular, it is necessary that the player attend to the good and a good
31This

would be pronounced approximately "taykay."
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minuta, & ad imitare quanto piu puote la voce humana. I Quanto poi a quello
che voi ricercate, se essendo l'Instromento buono, il I Sonatore lo possi far
cattivo, & di fatso buono: vi rispondo, che l'eccellen-lte Sonatore con la
industria, & Arte, non puo fare che lo Instrumento di I cattivo, & fatso,
diventi buono; ma si bene, che non offenda tanto l'udito, I quanto se fosse
sonato da qualunque altro, che non fosse cosi pratico, & I eccellente come lui;
si come ancora potra sonando un'instromento buono, I & fatto da buon
Maestro farlo parere imperfetto, & fatso; non vi ri-lcorda di quel Proverbio,
che s'accomoda a tutte le cose. Al buon Solda-lto ogni arma se gli accomoda
bene nelle mani?
Soggiungete ancora, che se I il Sonatore non sara. eccellente, & che lo Instromento habbi delli difetti I molti, non conosciuti dallo
Artefice, che la imperfettione venira dall'uno, I & dall'altro insieme. I
Luca Ci vogliono di molte cerimonie, & avertenze a chi Sonar bene de-lsidera
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questo Instromento, non credo che ci siano altre tante difficolta a I Sonare
qualunque altro Instromento sia qual si voglia; il Trombone ha I una sola
proferta; il Lau to, il moto delle mani; il Clavacembalo, & I l' Arpa semplice, &
doppia, lo istesso, accompagnato con una longa pra-ltica; ma a questo ci vuole
la cognitione di piu lingue; la mutatione I di una doppo l'altra, secondo la
qualita delle note: L'apertura a tem-lpo, & conveniente de' labri, la prestezza
delle dita, & una lunga con-lsuetudine; di modo, che non basta saperle dare il
vento, & aprire la I bocca, o il labro con una sola proferta, come si fa nel
Trombone; et perlcio dico, che porta molte difficolta, et avertenze. II
Veramente e un'Instromento difficile, & di molta fatica, e di gran I 6r
strudio; ilquale per Sonare una sola parte e di molta dilettatione, quanldo pero
il Sonatore ha qualche eccellenza, come havea il Cavaliero del Corlnetto, ne'
buoni tempi; & M. Girolamo da Udine nella Citta di Venetia, I insieme con
tanti altri che in questa nostra Italia sono fioriti. I

Vario

25

Luca Gl'intervalli che da questi Instromenti usciscono,

30

o per meglio dire, li
suoni che proferiscono, di che grandezza credete che siano?
saranno come
quelli, che da altri Instromenti sono proferti? o pur come quelli delta voce I
humana? io pur vado pensando, che fra di loro vi sia qualche notabile
diflferenza; perche talhora sen to qualche varieta, che mi da che pensare. I

Vario Quando sara tempo, che vi dichi il mio parere, di questo ancora ve I ne

6 Diligenza del Sonatore. in marg. II 8 Proverbio. in marg. II 18 Dificolta di
Sonare il Cornetto. in marg. II 22 avertenze E inavertenze A II 23 11 Cornetto
e difficile Instromento. in marg. II 26 Valenti Sonatori di Cornetto. in
marg. II
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instrument, beautiful tonguing, beautiful figurations, and imitating the human
voice as much as possible.
Then, as to what you are seeking (if the instrument is good, can the
player make it ill-natured and of false goodness?), I respond that the
excellent player with industry and art cannot make an ill-natured and false
instrument become good, even though he will not offend the hearing as much
as if it were played by someone else not as practiced and excellent as he;
likewise, he will be able to make a good instrument made by a good master
appear imperfect and false. Do you not remember the proverb that applies to
all things: For the good soldier, every weapon fits his hands well? You also
add that if the player is not excellent and the instrument has many defects
unknown to the artisan, the imperfection will come from both together.
Luca There should be · many formalities and warnings to one who desires to play

this instrument well; I do not believe that there are other such difficulties in
playing any other instrument, whatever it may be: the trombone has only one
utterance, the lute has the motion of the hands, the harpsichord and the
simple and double harp the same, accompanied with long practice.
But the
cornetto requires knowledge of tonguing, the change of one after another
according to the quality of the notes; an embouchure at the right time that is
proper to the lips; rapidity of the fingers; and a long custom, because it is
not enough for him to know how to blow wind and open the mouth or lips in
only one utterance as is done on the trombone--and for this I say that it
brings many difficulties and inadvertences.
Vario It is truly a difficult instrument, very fatiguing and requmng great study,

which, in playing only one part, is of great delight--when the player has
some excellence, like the cavalier of the cornetto 32 in earlier times and
Girolamo of Udine 33 in the city of Venice, along with many others that have
flourished in our Italy.
Luca How large do you believe the intervals are that come out of this instrument--or, to put it better, the sounds that are uttered?
Are they like those
uttered by other instruments or are they like those of the human voice?
I
think that there is some notable difference among them, because I sometimes
hear some variety that makes me think this.
Vario When it is time for me to give you my view, we will discuss this more,
32 This

might refer to Valenti, as mentioned in the custos.

33Girolamo

Dalla Casa (d. 1601) was a composer and instrumentalist also
known as Girolamo da Udine.
He was an instrumentalist at St. Mark's in
Venice and worked with Giovanni Gabrieli. His treatise on ornamentation (ll
vero modo di diminuir [1584]) provides many examples of vocal and instrumental music. See The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Dalla
Casa, Girolamo," by Denis Arnold; and Claude V. Palisca, Baroque Music, 2d
ed., Prentice-Hall History of Music Series (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticeHall, 1981), pp. 16-17.
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ragionaro; & allhora intenderete delle cose che molto bene vi apriranlno la
mente alla intelligentia de questi Concerti. I
Luca Et questo desidero, ma poi che hora non vi compiacete di esplicarmi I
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quello che io bramo, mi parerebbe bene, che ci inviassimo in luoco piu d'olgn'altro vicino e sarebbe in proposito Santa Maria del Vado; la dove halvremo la comodita di quei Padri, che sono amici di V. Sig. d'una Came-Ira,
per potere (bisognando) scrivere, e dimostrare qualche cosa appartenente I a
quest'Arte; in questo mentre, se vi sara in piacere, mi venirete espli-lcando,
se intorno a questi Instromenti vi sono altre iJnperfettioni, che pur I mi da
l'animo, che vi siano dell'altre cose degne di molta consideratione. I
Vario E' ben fatto, io apunto ho la chiave d'una stanza molto al proposito, I &
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comoda: Andiancene, che quando saremo la vi rispondero a quanta I voi
m'havete addimandato; usciti della Chiesa di S. Vito presto giungessi-lmo in
quella delli R. P. di Santa Maria del Vado, la dove fatta la rive-lrenza e
debita salutatione all' Altare maggiore, entrassimo in Casa, giunti I alla stanza,
posti a sedere, preparato carta & inchiostro; risposi al Sig. I Luca, che molto
bene havea ragione, & tre Considerationi me parea, che I restassero da dirle
& che ciascuna di loro apportava molta differenza fra I Ii suoni, che dall'una
all'altra nascono.
La prima e la materia di che gl'In-lstromenti vengono da
gli Artefici fatti. La seconda, che le Corde che ne I gl'Instromenti rendono ii
suono, o siano Canne, come ne gli Organi; sono di I materia l'una dall'altra
differenti. La terza, che le Corde, lequali sono I percosse rendono Harmonia;
sono percosse da diverse cose di natura con-ltrarie.
Intorno alla prima,
dicovi, che perche ii corpo del Lauto e fatto di I legname dolce, & molto
sottile, & ha maggior corpo della Cetra; che per I questo rispetto, diffondendosi il suono per entro a quel corpo, il ribombo II viene ad essere alquanto
piu disunito, & percoi piu soave di quello, che renlde la Cetra; laquale
havendo il corpo picciolo, basso, & alquanto pm groslso del Lauto, ne
potendosi difondere tanto, che acquistar possi dolcezza, & I in un certo modo
temprare quella crudezza, che dalla natura seco porta; I resta percio ii suono
in quella asprezza. Argomento certissimo vi sara la esperienza istessa; ponete
delle cordi di Cetra sopra il Lauto, & di quelle I del Lauto sopra la Cetra,
che bene percotendo l'una & l'altra sentirete es-lsere differenti di suono, & di
effetto da quello che faceano, quando ne' pro-lprii Instromenti erano collocate; ilche nasce dal corpo de gl'Instromenti, & I non dalle corde, lequali non

I 6 Tre considerationi. in marg. II 18 Prima. in marg. II I 9 Seconda in marg. II
22 Terza. in marg. II 23 Dichiaratione della prima consideratione. in marg. II
27 II corpo dello Instromento fa differenza di suono. in marg. II
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and then you will understand very well the things that will open up your
mind to the intelligence of these concerts. 3°'
Luca I desire this, but since it does not please you to now explain to me that

which I yearn, it would seem well to me that we moved ourselves to a very
close place--and Santa Maria del Vado would suit our purpose. There we will
have the comfort of those Fathers, who are friends of yours, and of a room
in which to be able to write (if necessary) and to demonstrate some things
belonging to this art; in this manner, if it pleases you, you can explain to me
if there are other imperfections in these instruments (and I am of a mind
that there are other things worthy of much consideration).
Vario It is well; in fact I have the key to a room well suited to our purpose and
comfortable. Let us go and when we are there, I will respond to what you
have asked of me.

Having left the Chiesa di San Vito, we soon arrived at that of the
Reverend Fathers of Santa Maria del Vado. There, having made the reverences and usual salutations at the major altar, we entered into the house,
arrived at the room, seated ourselves, prepared paper and ink, and I responded to Luca that he was quite right; 36 it seemed to me that there remained
three considerations · to tell him and that each one of them produced considerable difference one from another in the sounds that arise.
The first is
the material from which the artisan makes the instrument.
The second is
when the strings (or pipes, as with the organ), which render the sound, are
made of materials different from one another. The third is when the strings,
which are struck to produce harmony, are struck by different things of
contrary natures.
Concerning the first, I say that because the body of the lute is made of
sweet and very fine wood and has a bigger body than the lyre, because of
this characteristic, as the sound projects throughout that body, the resonance
comes to be a bit more disunified and consequently more agreeable than the
lyre, which, as it has a small, low, and a bit heavier body than the lute,
cannot project much so that it could acquire sweetness and temper in a
certain manner the crudeness that is brought to it by nature: consequently,
the sound remains in that harshness.
Experience itself will be the most
certain proof: place some lyre strings on the lute and the strings of the lute
on the lyre, and in carefully striking the one and the other, you will hear
that they are different in sound and in effect from what they made when
they were arranged on the proper instrument. This arises from the body of
3

-' Artusi will address two aspects of the size of the intervals.
On f. 11 r
(pp. 117-19), he will discuss the division of instruments into those with equal
or unequal semitones. Later, he will give reasons why the instruments have
equal tones rather than the various-sized tones typical of just intonation,
which was the tuning commonly thought to be used.
36

1.e., that there is a notable difference among the various instruments
and the human voice.
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mutano qualita alcuna in se stesse; altretanto I vi dico se ponerete delle
corde di budella sopra il Clavacembalo, egli e tanto I grande di corpo, che
perdendovisi per entro, il suono s'ammutisce.
Se ado-lperarete delle cordi
d' Argento, secondo le leghe, faranno suono l'uno piu so-lnoro dell'altro; ma
tuttavia havra sempre del muto: se d'Oro, quello di I Spagna, perche e di lega
piu dura di quello di Venetia, o altri, poste sopra la I Cetra rendera suono
molto soave; ma ogn'Oro non e buono: Nel Clava-lcembalo questi metalli Oro,
& lo Argento renderanno ridotti in Corde il I suono, che havra del Muto;
ilche non puo nascere da altro, che dalla gran-ldezza del corpo dello Instromento, & dalla natura del metallo insieme. I Intorno alla seconda, non e
dubio, che !'Harmonia, che nasce da un'Orga-lno le canne di cui sono di
piombo, sara piu soave assai di quella che uscisse I dalle canne di stagno,
overo altra materia piu cruda e soda; & le canne di I budella, che per natura
sua sono assai piu tenere di quelle d'acciaio, rende-lranno il suono piu dolce e
soave all'udito.
Quanto alla terza considera-ltione, se le corde siano d'acciaio, o di budella, o d'oro, o d'argento saranno perlcosse con le dita faranno
uno effetto, che sono molli & tenere si toccano, par quasi che quella I
mollitie smorzi alquanto di quella asprezza, che seco dalla natura portano; I si
come ancora percotendole con altra materia piu cruda, renderanno il suo- lno
piu crudo alle orecchie, non tale che sia insoportabile, ma si bene che la I
differenza f ra l'uno, & l'altro si scorgera. I
Queste considerationi, ·che vanno dimostrando la imperfettione delgl'Instromenti, poco sono da pratici considerate; perche Ii difetti poco si I
scuoprono al senso, ne sono di molta offesa all'udito; massime quando piu I
suoni in un'istesso tempo si sentono. I

Luca

25

Vario Se ci considerassero, sarebbono piu avertiti nel recitare le loro Canti- II 7r
lene; ma di loro, chi la vuole per un verso, & chi per un'altro; talche I
quando si pensano di proferire un'intervallo naturale, in luoco suo, se ne 1·
sente uno accidentale; che vi pare? I

I La diversita delle corde fa diversi effetti. in marg. II 10 Dichiaratione della
seconda consideratione. in marg. II 14 Dichiaratione della terza consideratione.
in marg. II 22 Pratici non considerano Ii difetti dell'Instromenti. in marg. II
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the instruments and not from the strings, which did not change any quality in
themselves.
Likewise, I say that if you place some gut strings on the harpsichord, it
has such a big body that they are lost inside, and the sound changes. If you
use silver strings, according to the alloy, they will make a sound more
sonorous than the other, but it will still be muted. If you place strings made
of gold from Spain (because it is a stronger alloy than that from Venice or
elsewhere) on the lyre, they will render a very agreeable sound; but not
every gold is good. On the harpsichord, these metals, gold and silver, made
into strings render a muted sound that cannot arise from anything other than
the size of the body of the instrument and the nature of the metals together.
Concerning the second, there is no doubt that the harmony that arises
from an organ with lead pipes will be much more agreeable than the harmony
that comes out of tin pipes or pipes made of other more crude and solid
materials, and that gut pipes, 36 which are by nature much more tender than
steel, will render the sweetest and most agreeable sound to the ear.
As for the third consideration, if the strings are of steel or gut or gold
or silver, they will make an effect when struck with the fingers and will
make a different sound from the first when struck in another, harder manner.
This arises because when the strings are touched with the fingers, which are
soft and tender, it almost . appears that the softness somewhat dampens the
harshness that the strings bring with them by nature; and when striking them
again with other cruder material, they will render the crudest sound to the
ears--not so crude that it is intolerable, but the difference between the two
will be easily noted.
Luca These considerations that demonstrate the imperfection of the instruments

are little considered by the practical musicians, because the defects are little
discovered by the senses, nor are they very offensive to the hearing--most of
all when more sounds are heard at one time. 37
Vario If they considered these things, they would be better advised in perform-

ing their cantilenas.
But some of those want it38 for one verse and others
want it for another, so that when they think of uttering a natural interval,
in its place, they hear an accidental. How does it appear to you?
36 Artusi

may be referring to wooden pipes covered with vellum.

37

This concept can be traced back to Aristotle, who maintained that
when the ear heard several sounds together, it heard one thing (i.e., one
mixture of the sounds) and not a plurality (i.e., the several individual sounds).
Thus, a defect of one part of the mixture would not be as readily perceived
as if the defect were heard alone (De sensu et sensibili 7).
38

The antecedent for this pronoun is not entirely clear, but it probably
refers to the imperfection mentioned by Luca immediately above.
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Luca Questo e quello, che io apunto volevo dirvi; sono andato molte volte I
pensando intorno a questo particolare, ma io stesso mi confondevo; hora che I
ci sete entrato per dichiararmi quello che io desidero seguitate. I
Vario Gl'Instromenti sono diversi, & si come sono di forma l'uno dall'altro

5

differenti, sono anco fra di loro differenti nella grandezza de gl'intervalli
che ciascuno di loro proferisse; voglio dire, che nel Gene re Diatonico uno
sonera la spetie detta da Tolomeo Syntona, o una cosa che le sara vicina;
un'altro quella di Aristosseho, o la vicino; che per essere queste due spetie
differenti l'una dall'altra, satanno ancora differenti quelli intervalli, che da

6 Spetie Syntona di Tolomeo, e di Aristosseno son differenti. in marg. II
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Luca This is exactly what I wanted to tell you: I have thought many times about

this particular, but I have confused myself.
explain to me what I desire, proceed.

Now that you are about to

Vario The instruments are of diverse types, and since they are different in form

one from another, they are also different among themselves in the size of the
intervals that each utters.
I mean that in the diatonic genus, one will play
the species called syntonic by Ptolemy39 (or something that will be close to
it 40 ), another will play the species of Aristoxenus 41 (or close to it 42 ); and
because these two species are different from each other,4 3 the intervals
39Ptolemy's

diatonic syntonic tuning divides the tetrachord (a sesquitertial
[4:3] fourth) into a sesquinonal (10:9) tone, a sesquioctaval tone (9:8), and a
sesquiquintadecimal semitone (16:15) (Ptolemy Harm. 2.14 [Ingemar During,
Ptolemaios und Porphyrios iiber die Musik, Goteborgs Hogskolas ~rsskrift,
40/1 (Goteborg: Elanders, 1934; reprint ed., Ancient Philosophies, 11.
New
York: Garland, 1980), pp. 85-88]).
Although Ptolemy's prose never indicates
that this tuning (or any of the other tunings presented in 2.14) was meant to
fill an octave, many of the surviving manuscripts preserve charts that calculate the tuning for an entire octave, using a sesquioctaval tone of disjunction.
In the Renaissance, this became known as just intonation.
According to
Harvard Dictionary of Music. 2d ed. (s.v. "Just Intonation"), the pattern of
intervals (here represented from c' to c") is:
c'-d'
d'-e'
e'-f'
f'-g'
g'-a'
a'-b'
b'-c"

9:8
10:9
16:15
9:8
10:9
9:8
16:15

The characteristic feature of this tuning is the alternation of the major (9:8)
and minor (10:9) tones. Artusi illustrates this tuning on f. 26v (p. 217).
40

Artusi adds this qualifier because he will later show that no instrument
actually uses the syntonic of Ptolemy.
Instead, they have equal tones but
unequal semitones.
41 Artusi,

with all other Renaissance theorists, thought that Aristoxenus
divided the octave into equal tones and semitones (which is not true). Hence,
Artusi means equal temperament.
42

This qualifier anticipates Artusi's division of instruments into those that
play equal semitones and those that do not.
Those that do (the lute, for
example) play a pure equal temperament. Those that do not (the harpsichord,
for example) play a tuning that has equal tones but unequal semitones: this is
only "close" to the equal temperament associated with Aristoxenus.
43

A good illustration of the differences of just intonation and equal
temperament is found in Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2d ed., s.v. "Tempera-
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gl'instromenti, che mette in essecutione quella di Tolomeo; da · quelli che gli
Instromenti, che secondo Aristosseno sono temperati, vengono prodotti in
atto.
La onde mentre che an dare mo considerando la imperfettione, chi
apjporta la materia di che sono fatti gl'lnstromenti; il vento che le viene daIto, o le corde che di natura sono diverse, & da diverse cose percosse, & le
specie diverse che suonano; non e dubio che scopriremo imperfettioni notalbili, & si verificara quel Proverbio, Multa pauca, faciunt unum satis. I

Luca Non e dubio, che molte cose picciole insieme poste, fanno un corpo aslsai
grande, che per cio molte e picciole imperfettioni, insieme unite, fan no I
l0
notabile imperfettione; se bene alle orecchie di quelli, che sono grossolani, I
& che sono fuori della buona intelligentia, queste minutezze non dano falstidio, come quelli che vanno assuefacendo il senso a cose dure, aspre, fuori
I de' termini della ragione; e lontani dal dilettare il senso, e l'intelletto insielme come quelli che hanno l'ignoranza per guida.
Hora seguitate il vostro I
15
ragionamento, & se talhora io vi interrompo perdonatemi, che il deside-lrio,
che ho d'intendere le cose per quel verso che si deve, mi trasporta a di-Ire
qualche cosa. I
Vario Dite cio che vi piace, che mentre, che voi addimandate qualche du- lbio, o
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che ragionate intorno al proposito nostro, vi vedo vicino al sapere, I non
essendo poi questo interrompimento senza utile e sodisfattione vo-lstra.
11
Trombone per incominciare da questo capo, e un'Instromento Ii-Ibero, & per la
sua liberta puo Sonare la spetie Syntona di Tolomeo, che ha I li Tuoni che
sono ineguali, & li Semituoni altresi ineguali: la Syntona di I Aristosseno, che
ha li Tuoni che sono eguali, & li Semituoni loro ancora I eguali: Quella di
Didimo, che tiene gran parte con quella di Tolome; & II puo anzi imita la 7·
natura, & la voce humana, piu d'ogn'altro Instro-lmento da fiato; secondo pero
la perfettione, & imperfettione del Sonato-Ire: Qual di queste spetie affirmativamente egli suoni: bisognera conclu-ldere secondo il mio parere, rimettendomi a chi meglio di me dimostrasse I altrimenti: che perche sempre il
Sonatore non e disposto ad un modo isteslso, ne sempre da il fiato ad un
modo istesso, ne ad un segno istesso move I quella parte del Trombone, che
va mossa, ne stringe, o allarga il labro all'Hstesso segno: bisognera dico

7 Proverbio. in marg. II 20 11 Trombone puo sonare qual spetie Ii piace. m
marg. II 28 Difetti del Sona tore di Trombone. in marg. II
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gl'instromenti, che mette in essecutione quella di Tolomeo; da · quelli che gli I
Instromenti, che secondo Aristosseno sono temperati, vengono prodotti in I
atto.
La onde mentre che andaremo considerando la imperfettione, che
aplporta la materia di che sono fatti gl'lnstromenti; il vento che le viene daIto, o le corde che di natura sono diverse, & da diverse cose percosse, & le I
specie diverse che suonano; non e dubio che scopriremo imperfettioni notalbili, & si verificara quel Proverbio, Multa pauca, faciunt unum satis. I
Luca Non e dubio, che molte cose picciole insieme poSte, fanno un corpo aslsai
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grande, che per cio molte e picciole imperfettioni, insieme unite, fan no I
notabile imperfettione; se bene alle orecchie di quelli, che sono grossolani, I
& che sono fuori della buona intelligentia, queste minutezze non dano falstidio, come quelli che vanno assuefacendo il senso a cose dure, aspre, fuori
I de' termini della ragione; e lontani dal dilettare il senso, e l'intelletto insielme come quelli che hanno l'ignoranza per guida.
Hora seguitate il vostro I
ragionamento, & se talhora io vi interrompo perdonatemi, che ii deside-lrio,
che ho d'intendere le cose per quel verso che si deve, mi trasporta a di-Ire
qualche cosa. I
Vario Dite cio che vi piace, che mentre, che voi addimandate qualche du- lbio, o
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che ragionate intorno al proposito nostro, vi vedo vicino al sapere, I non
essendo poi questo interrompimento senza utile e sodisfattione vo-lstra.
11
Trombone per incominciare da questo capo, e un'lnstromento Ii-Ibero, & per la
sua liberta puo Sonare la spetie Syntona di Tolomeo, che ha I Ii Tuoni che
sono ineguali, & li Semituoni altresi ineguali: la Syntona di I Aristosseno, che
ha li Tuoni che sono eguali, & li Semituoni loro ancora I eguali: Quella di
Didimo, che tiene gran parte con quella di Tolome; & II puo anzi imita la 7v
natura, & la voce humana, piu d'ogn'altro Instro-lmento da fiato; secondo pero
la perfettione, & imperfettione del Sonato-Ire: Qual di queste spetie affirmativamente egli suoni: bisognera conclu-jdere secondo il mio parere, rimettendomi a chi meglio di me dimostrasse I altrimenti: che perche sempre ii
Sonatore non e disposto ad un modo istesjso, ne sempre da il fiato ad un
modo istesso, ne ad un segno istesso move I quella parte del Trombone, che
va mossa, ne stringe, o allarga il labro all'i-jstesso segno: bisognera dico

7 Proverbio. in marg. II 20 11 Trombone puo sonare qual spetie Ii piace. in
marg. II 28 Difetti del Sonatore di Trombone. in marg. II
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actually produced by the instruments that use that of Ptolemy will be
different from those actually produced by instruments tempered according to
Aristoxenus.
Therefore, while we consider the imperfection that comes from
the material of which the instrument is made, the wind that is given to it or
the strings that are different by nature and are struck by different things,
and the different species that they play, there is no doubt that we will
discover notable imperfections and the proverb will prove true: Many little
things make one satisfied.
Luca There is no doubt that many little things placed together make a very large
body, and therefore many little imperfections united together will make a
notable imperfection, even if these minutiae do not bother the ears of those
who are coarse and who are beyond good intelligence--like those who make
their sense accustomed to hard and harsh things outside the limits of reason;
and those who are far from delighting the sense and intellect together--like
those who have ignorance as a guide. Now proceed with your discussion, and
if I interrupt you sometimes, please forgive me when the desire I have of
understanding things the way one should brings me to say something.
Vario Say what you please, for while you ask about some doubt or think about
our topic, I see you close to knowing; this interruption, then, is not without
use and your satisfaction.

To start from this place, the trombone is a free instrument and because
of its freedom, it can play the syntonic species of Ptolemy, 44 which has
unequal tones and likewise unequal semitones; it can play the syntonic of
Aristoxenus, 46 which has equal tones and also equal semitones; it can play
that of Didymus, much of which is similar to that of Ptolemy; 46 and it can
indeed imitate nature and the human voice better than any other wind
instrument--according to the perfection and imperfection of the player.
According to my viewpoint, it will be necessary to conclude for certain
which of these species he plays, while submitting myself to one who might
demonstrate otherwise better than me--because the player is not always
prepared for the same manner nor does he always give the air in the same
manner nor does he always move at the same sign the part of the trombone
that moves nor does he always close or open the lips at the same sign--it
ment."
44See

n. 39 supra.

46 1.e.,

equal temperament. See n. 41 supra.

46 Ptolemy

Harm. 2.14 (Diiring, pp. 85-88) shows that Didymus's diatonic
tuning of the tetrachord differs from Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic only in the
placement of the major and minor tones.
Whereas Ptolemy's puts the minor
tone above the major, Didymus puts the major tone above the minor.
To
Renaissance theorists, including Artusi, Didymus's tuning was realized simply
by switching the places of the tones in just intonation (cf. n. 39 supra).
Artusi gives a demonstration of this on f. 26v (p. 217).
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concludere, che hora Suoni una spetie, & hora I un'altra, o per meglio dire,
un'intervallo piu corto, c) piu longo una vol-lta dell'altra; sanno benissimo gli
Theorici, che a volta per volta, non han-lno il Compasso, che co'l tempo
accompagnato si possi misurare ogni interval-llo; e'l senso dell'udito non e
iudice tanto sincero, che per se stesso possi iudi-lcare la grandezza di uno, &
peggio di dui, o piu intervalli in un'attimo I uditi: & percio non possono essere altrimenti, che variati, & irrationa-lli; di qual specie mo si siano adhuc
sub iudice lis est.
Il Cornetto, se bene I ha Ii fori determinati non si puo
pero affirmativamente dire, che suoni piu I una specie, che un'altra; essendo
che questi fori sono fatti a caso, e la loro I distanza e fatta a tastoni, & non
con certi & determinati numeri, di che gli I Artefici, che li lavorano ve ne
fanno certo; oltra che il darle il vento una I volta piu gagliarda dell'altra,
inacutisse il Suono; & quando men gagliarldo lo aggrava, & abassa: vero e che
li Sonatori quanto piu possono, si sforlzano di farle proferire Ii suoni, in
quella maggior essatezza, che sia possibi-lle; ma lo stringere, overo allargare
le labra piu, o manco di quello che com-lporta la natura di quel suono, che
proferir vogliono, li fa variare di mo-ldo, che non e piu quella spetie, che si
presume di Sonare, ma uri'altra: Et I a questo proposito voglio dirvi quello,
che Tolomeo nell'Ottavo Capitolo I del Primo Libro dice, & nel Duodecimo del
Secondo, dice adunque, Nelle I Tibre, & fistole non si puo havere certezza
della quantita de' suoni, che da I loro usciscono. Et Aristosseno nel Secondo
dice, che e grande errore a cer-lcare nello Instromento, la natura della cosa
Harmonica: lequali parole, & I auttorita altro non vogliono dire, se non che

3 Qual spetie Soni il Trombone in marg. II 7 Diffetti del Sonatore del
Cornetto. in marg. II 18 Parere di Tolomeo, & Aristosseno. in marg. II
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will be necessary to conclude, I say, that now he plays one species, now
another; or to say it better, a smaller interval one time or larger interval
another.
The theorists--who from time to time do not have compassion-know very well that with the accompaniment of time every interval can be
measured and the sense of hearing is not a very honest judge, for it can
judge by itself the size of one interval and less well two or more intervals
heard at a time.
Therefore, the intervals cannot be other than varied and
irrational; to which species they belong, adhuc sub iudice lis est. 47
Even though the cornetto has definite bores, it cannot therefore be
absolutely said that it plays one species more than another, as these bores
are made at random and their distance is made by touch, not with certain and
determinate numbers; and the artisans that are working on them do not make
certain, other than giving the cornetto air one time more vigorously than
another might raise the sound and when less vigorous, worsens and lowers the
sound.
It is true that the players strive as much as they are able to make
the cornetto utter the sounds with as great exactness as is possible, but
closing or opening the lips more or less than is involved in the nature of the
sound they want to utter makes them vary it in a way so that it is no longer
the species they presume to be playing, but another.
On this topic, I want to tell you what Ptolemy 48 says in the eighth
chapter of the first book 49 and in the twelfth chapter of the second book: 50
in the aulos 51 and panpipes there cannot be certainty of the quantity of the
sounds that come from them. Aristoxenus in the second book says that it is
a great error to search for the nature of harmonic things in instruments. 52
47"the

suit is still under judgment"

48 Ptolemy

wrote one of the most important musical treatises of the entire
ancient Greek corpus. His significant achievement was to develop a theory of
music that combined elements of Pythagorean and Aristoxenian theory, which
were held to be irreconcilable. See chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise,"
pp. 57-59, for more details on his theories.
49 Ptolemy

Harm. 1.8: "Unsere Aufgabe, die Intervalle zu vergleichen,
konnen wir nicht mit Hilfe von Auloi oder Syringen losen oder <lurch Saiten,
an denen Gewichte angehiingt sind" (During, p. 34).
50 Ptolemy Harm. 2.12: "An diesen liegen zwar die richtigen harmonischen
VerhtHtnisse der emmelischen Intervalle vor, aber sie konnen an ihnen nicht
nachgewiesen werden, da nicht einmal an Auloi und Syringen genau berechnet
werden kann, was vorzuglicher fur beide Beweisfuhrungen geeignet ware,
namlich dass die Unterschiede der Tone der Verschiedenheit an Lange entsprechen (During, p. 81 ).
51 The

word "tibre" in the text is probably a misprint for "tibia," which
was the common Latin translation of the Greek "aulos."
52 Aristoxenus

Harm. 2.41-42: "Nay, rather there is no error so fatal and
so preposterous as to base the natural laws of harmony on any instrument
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abbagliano alla Luna, quelli I che si presumono di sapere la certezza della
quantita, voci, o suoni de gl'inltervalli, che da gl'Instromenti usciscono,
essendo che sono irrationali, & di I loro non se ne puo affirmativamente dar
conto: Io adunque per tutte que-lste ragioni, ardiro di dire, che questi
Instromenti suonano una spetie mi-lsta; & che quelli intervalli, che da loro
usciscono, talhora possono essere ra-ltionali, & tal volta irrationali, secondo
la eccellenza, & dispositione del II Sonatore; di modo che per le cose dette, si
puo tenere di certo, che questi So-lnatori non possono conseguire il fine da
loro determinato, in quella perfet-ltione, che desidera; & tan to piu potiamo
tener questo per vero: Quan-Ito che in questi Concerti; quasi sempre vi si ritrova qualche bell'humore, I che si persuade di sapere piu de gli altri, & sa
manco: persuadendosi, che I per far sentire il suo Cornetto piu de gli altri,
che l'ascoltatore lo habbi da I tenere per un' Apollo, un Thimoteo, un'Orfeo, &
un Dio della Musica: I Ma come disse quel Poeta, I
Ne la Musica pare un gran Gigante, I
Et benche sappia apenna il Gamaut I
Si fa ben lui sentir fin'al Levante. I
Ma se del La, sapeste fin'a l'Ut, I
Farebbe tal stropiccio di Giachette, I
Che lo faria restar un Cefaut. I
Al fine si scuoprono simili al Grembiale del Pittore, percio vi ritorno a di-Ire,
che non possono conseguire quel vero fine, cioe di dilettare perfettamenlte;
ma imperfettamente si: essendo molti Ii difetti, & dalla parte de gl'Inlstromenti, & dalla parte de' Sonatori; & talhora sono maggiori e pm im-lportanti le
imperfettioni, che sono ne' Sonatori, & Cantori, che quelle che I ne gl'Instromenti si ritrovano.

3 Opinione dell'Auttore. in marg. II 11 Persuasiva d'alcuni Sonatori. in marg.
II 22 Biasimo d'alcuni Sonatori in marg. II
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These words and authority mean nothing other than that they are barking at
the moon who presume to know with certainty the quantity, voices, or sounds
of the intervals that come out of instruments, for they are irrational and can
never be absolutely reckoned.
Therefore, for all these reasons, I dare say that these instruments play a
mixed species and the intervals that come from them sometimes can be
rational and occasionally irrational, according to the excellence and disposition of the player; so, on account of the things said, it can be held for
certain that players cannot attain the goal determined by them in the
perfection they desire.
We can hold it to be even more true that in these concerts, there is
almost always found some clown who is persuaded that he knows more than
the others (yet knows even less) and is persuaded that he should make his
cornetto heard above the others so that the listener will have to hold him as
an Apollo, a Timotheus, 68 an Orpheus, 64 and a God of music.
But, as that
poet said,
There appears a great giant in music,
And even though he barely knows the gamut
He makes himself heard to the horizon.
But if he knew from la to ut,
He would be so annoying a G-re-ut,
That we should make him remain at C-fa-ut. 56
At the end, they find themselves similar to the apron of the painter, which is
why I return to tell you that they cannot attain the true goal, which is to
delight perfectly; but they can delight imperfectly, as there are many defects
both on the part of the instruments and the players--and sometimes the
. . ." (Henry Macran, ed. and trans., The Harmonics of Aristoxenus [Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1902; reprint ed., Hildesheim: Olms, 1974], p. 196).
53Timotheus

was a Greek musician who lived ca.450-ca.360 B.C.
He
became famous because of his apparently radical innovations.
See The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Timotheus," by Warren
Anderson.
64

Orpheus was such a great musician that he was able to charm the
guardians of Hades with his music into allowing him entrance in order to
retrieve his beloved Eurydice.
66 The

pun essentially means that if the player knew how to get to Greut
(in the fourth hexachord), there would be no stopping him, so we should
leave him at Cfaut (in the second hexachord).
There is also a double entendre, as the passage could also be translated:
He would be so abrasive a jacket ("giachette"--which is a colloquialism for
"people would talk about him") that we should make him stay a dog's face
("ceffo").
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Luca Hora si, che io m'accorgo dell'errore del Moderno Parmegiano, che I pur
ostinatamente dice, & replica piu volte ne' suoi Libri, che sotto que-lsto capo
di Musica Instromentale, tutti gl'Instromenti suonano una cosa I istessa, & che
fra gl'intervalli dell'uno, & dell'altro non vi cade alcuna diflferenza; & forsi

5

IO

che non fa un gran romore sopra questo particolare, I quasi che habbi ragione
da vendere: se havesse studiato Ii buoni Autto-lri, credo, che presto havrebbe
mutato pensiero; perche alle cose da voi dette, I & alla ragione istessa, parmi
che lui s'inganna molto; ne mi meraviglio, e I forza che havesse ii senso
depravato di maniera, che queste sottigliezze non I fossero dal suo senso
comprese, ne dallo intelletto conosciute, & pur si per-lsuadeva piu del dovere,
overo bisogna che talmente fosse inviluppato nello I studio d'alcuni Auttori,
come nelle Scintille del Lanfranchi, ne' Dialoghi I del Dentice, nelle cose di
Franchino Gafforo, & altri di quella Schola, che I poco curandosi di fare
esperienza delle cose, sia caminato, come si dice, alla I bonissima; dando

I Opinione del Moderno Parmegiano in marg. II 11 Opere diverse di Musica. in
marg . II
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imperfections in the players and singers are greater and more important than
those found in the instruments.
Luca Now I understand the error of the modern Parmesan 56 who obstinately says
and repeats many times in his books under this heading of instrumental music
that all instruments play the same thing and that there is not any difference
between the intervals of one instrument and the intervals of another; 57 and
perhaps he does not give lengthy explanations on this point as if to indicate
that he has reason to spare. If he had studied the good authors, I believe he
would have quickly changed his mind, because it seems that he deceived
himself by the things you said and by reason itself--nor do I marvel at it: it
must be that he has had his sense depraved in a manner that these subtleties
were not understood by his sense or known by the intellect; and yet he
persuaded himself of the duty or necessity so wrapped up in the study of
some authors--like the Scintille [di musical of Lanfranco, 58 the [Duo] Dialoghi
of Dentice, 59 the things of Franchino Gaffurio, 60 and others of that
schoot61 --that, caring little for experimenting with things, he walked, as they
561.e.,

Pietro Pontio (1532-1595), who published two musical treatises
under the name "Pietro Pontio Parmegiano."
Pontio probably studied under
Cipriano de Rore and was maestro di capoella in both Parma and Milan. As a
composer, he produced mostly liturgical works.
His Ragionamento di musica
(Parma: Viotto, 1588; reprint ed., Documenta musicologica, I/ 16, Kassel:
B~renreiter, 1959) consists of four discussions dealing with foundations of
music (including musica mundana, musica humana, and musica instrumentalis),
counterpoint, ecclesiastical modes, and metrics.
His later treatise, Dialogo
(Parma: Viotto, 1595) is chiefly concerned with achieving an appropriate
setting for any text.
57Pontio,

Ragionamento, pp. 9- I 2.

58Giovanni

Maria Lanfranco (ca. 1490-1545) wrote the Scintille di musica
in 1533.
This work resembles a textbook for beginners and treats such
subjects as solmization, notation, counterpoint, and tunings.
His rules for
text underlay are considered to be the earliest published.
A translation of
the treatise is found in Barbara Lee, "Giovanni Maria Lanfranco's Scintille di
musica and its Relation to 16th-Century Music Theory" (Ph.D. diss., Cornell
University, 1961).
59 Luigi

Dentice
(?1510/20-ca. 1566).
porary counterpoint.

was a nobleman who was born and died in Naples
His treatise addresses Greek musical theory and contem-

60 Gaffurio

was an important Milanese theorist who wrote a handful of
treatises dealing with speculative and practical matters.
He rigorously
defended a Pythagorean approach to music theory. See chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 54-55.
61 This

are the main sources
Politiano, Aaron, and Fogliano.

for

Pontio's

Ragionamento,

as

well

as
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intiera fede alle cose da questi dette, senza voler cercare I se Ii piu Moderni
dicano ii vero si, o no.
Vario Lasciamo, che stia, & resti nella sua ignoranza insieme con quelli, che
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Luca In effetto e cosi, bisogna havere molta pratica, & lungo tempo havere
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giorno e notte s'affaticano con lo Instromento per ritrovare cose stravagan- 8v
!ti, fuori della ragione, e lontani dalla esperienza gia fatta da' nostri passati,
I e ridotta in regole certe dal senso abbracciate, & dall'intelletto confirmate;
I & noi attendiamo al fatto nostro, che al fine s'accorgeranno loro ancora del
I suo grave errore; per haver consumato ii tempo in cose, che le portano polco honore; potendolo consumare in operationi degne di eterna memoria, co!me ha fatto ii Gabrielli, ii Palestina, ii Merulo, ii Gastoldi, ii Nanino, ii I
Luzaschi, ii Giovanelli, ii Porta, & altri infiniti: Diciamo adunque, che ii I
senso dell'udito prende gran dilettatione de' Concerti bene uniti, & partilcolarmente quando sono essercitati, & fatti da huomini o donne che per la I
lunga consuetudine, & essercitio sono fatti eccellenti; & quando ancora fra I
cosi fatti Concerti vi cade qualche picciola imperfettione, non essendo cosi I
bene dal senso scoperta per la moltitudine delle voci, & de gl'Instromenti, I
che la superano, ne piglia gran diletto; ma quando poi per la imprudenza, o I
ignoranza de gli Artefici vi si sentono delle cose fuori de' termini, al senso
I molto bene scoperte, senza dubio, che in vece di dilettarsi, & restar sodislfatto, si cruccia, si storce, e gli abhorrisce. I

I

essercitato questi Instromenti a chi vuol Sonarli, di maniera, che diano
pialcere, ne basta che l'huomo molto s'affatichi fidandosi de quel Proverbio,
che I la gocciola dell'acqua, per ii continovo percuotere, cava la pietra; ma e
ne-lcessario, che si conosca aiutato dalla natura, altrimenti e un gittare ii
temlpo: di qui e, che si ritrovano alcuni talhora d'ingegno tanto veloce a
un'eslsercitio, che in brevissimo tempo fa quello, che un'altro di tarda
apprensiva I in molto tempo conseguisce, effetto che da altro non procede, se
non dalla naltura che all'uno e stata benigna Madre, & all'altro cruda
Madregna: & I mi raccordo sentire a questo proposito lo Eccellentissimo
Adriano piu vol-lte raccontare, che egli era andato alla Nobilissima Citta di

8 Musici valenti. in marg. II 13 Difetti piccioli non cosi bene dal senso
scoperti, & perche. in marg. II - 18 Proverbio mal inteso. in marg. II 28 Adriano
ando a Parigi per studiar Legge. in marg. II
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say, simply, g1vmg all faith to the things said by these authors
wanting to search whether the moderns say the truth or not.

without

Vario Let us leave him to stay and remain in his ignorance together with those

who strive with the instrument day and night to find extravagant things
beyond reason and far from the experience already made and reduced into
certain rules, embraced by the sense and confirmed by the intellect by our
ancestors, and let us await our fate, for at the end they will yet understand
their grave error of having consumed time in things that bring little honor to
them when they could have consumed it in works worthy of eternal memory,
as Gabrieli, Palestrina, Merulo, Gastoldi, Nanino, Luzaschi, 62 Giovanelli, Porta,
and infinite others have done.
Let us therefore say that the sense of hearing takes great delight in
well-unified concerts, particularly when they are practiced and done by men
or women who by long habit and practice have become excellent; and when
some small imperfection occurs in such concerts, as it is not discovered very
well by the sense because of the multitude of voices and instruments that
surpass it, the sense will take great delight in it. But when because of the
imprudence or ignorance of the artisans, things outside the limits are heard
and discovered very well by the sense, without a doubt instead of being
delighted and remaining satisfied, it is tormented and twisted and it abhors
them.
Luca In effect, it is so.
It is necessary for whoever wants to play these
instruments to have much practice and to have practiced them for a long time
in such a manner that they give pleasure; nor is it enough for a man to toil
greatly, trusting in the proverb that a drop of water carves away the rock by
continuously striking it, but it is necessary that he be helped by nature,
otherwise it is a waste of time. It is for this reason that some are found
sometimes with intelligence so quick for one exercise that they do in very
little time what another of slower learning attains in much time. This effect
is produced by none other than nature, which was a benign mother to one
and a cruel step-mother to another.
I remember hearing the most excellent
Adriano [Willaert] 63 relate many times on this topic that he had gone to the
62 Luzzasco

Luzzaschi (ca.1545-1607) was a well-known organist and
composer from Ferrara who was always interested in new compositions.
His
later madrigals especially tended toward the new Baroque style. See the New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Luzzaschi, Luzzasco," by
Edmond Strainchamps.
63 Willaert

(ca.1490-1562) was a Flemish composer who served in the
Ferrarese court as well as Venice. As a teacher, he taught some of the most
influential composers of the next generation, including de Rore, Vicentino,
Andrea Gabrieli, and Porta.
His music was the model for the contrapuntal
rules established by Zarlino (The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Willaert, Adrian," by Lewis Lockwood).
As a composer, he was
always experimental, and his compositions are in all styles, from conservative
sacred polyphonic works to the puzzling chromatic duo (discussed at length by
Artusi below).
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Parigi per im-lparare Legge; ma la Natura, che era inclinata alla Musica,
ritrovando resi-lstenza grande alle Leggi, imparo la Musica, & fece dipoi con
tanta sua re-lputatione tante, e tante Cantilene, nobilitando questa Italia di
Discepoli I famosi: Ma lasciamo da parte questo ragionamento, ditemi, questi
Instro-lmenti, che imperfettioni hanno, che ale uni ne fanno certe divisioni; in
Instrolmenti al tutto stabili, & al tutto alterabili, & in stabili alterabili?
di
quelste tre parti, le due non mi dispiaciono; cioe gli al tutto stabili, et gli al
tut-Ito alterabili: ma la terza, in stabili alterabili, non mi va per la fantasia;
I la causa ve la diro, se sono stabili, come possono essere alterabili?
et se
sono II alterabili, come possono essere stabili?
in un' istesso tempo, che siano
stabili, I & alterabili, non lo direte mai; perche due cose contrarie non
possono essere I nel'istesso soggetto, e nell'istesso tempo: bisogna, che una
seguiti l'altra, I & che la stabilita sia dall'alterezza divisa; desidero che mi
diciate il vo-lstro parere intorno a questo particolare, ad ogni modo, questo
pensiero va I a ferire, che questi Sonatori non possono consequire ii fine
propostosi, se non I in un certo modo imperfetto dall'intelletto consciuto, et
dal senso confessato. I

Vario Quelli che hanno fatta la divisione de gl'Instromenti, in due maniere;
alcuni hanno detto, che sono stabili, & altri instabili; nel primo ordine vi I
20
posero ii Clavacembalo, Monocordi, Spinette, & altri di natura simili, i I quali

6 Divisione de gli instromenti. in marg. II 18 Altra divisione de gl'Instromenti.
in marg. II 20 Ordine primo. in marg. II
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most noble city of Paris to learn law, but nature--which was inclined towards
music--on finding great resistance to law, taught him music; and he later
made with his great reputation many, many cantilenas, ennobling Italy with
famous disciples.
But let us leave this discussion aside, and tell me: do not some make
certain divisions of these instruments that are imperfect into entirely fixed,
entirely alterable, and alterably fixed? 64
Of these three parts, two--that is,
the entirely fixed and the entirely alterable--do not displease me, but the
third, the alterably fixed, does not suit my fancy; and I shall tell you the
cause: if they are fixed, how can they be alterable? and if they are alterable,
how can they be fixed?
You would never say that they are fixed and
alterable at the same time because two contrary things cannot stay in the
same subject at the same time. It is necessary that one follow the other and
that stability be divided from alteration.
I desire that you tell me your
opinion on this particular; in any case, this thought sharply affects the idea
that these players cannot attain their proposed goal except in a certain
manner imperfectly known by the intellect and acknowledged by the sense.
Vario Those who have made the division of the instruments into two manners

have said that some are stable and others unstable.
In the first order they
place the harpsichord, clavichord, 65 spinet, and others of a similar nature, all
64 These
categories are Bottrigari's: "The stable instruments are those
which, after they have been tuned by a conscientious Maestro, cannot be
altered by any means. Such are Organs, Harpsichords, Spinets, Double Harps,
and other similar instruments, which can produce only the pure diatonic scale
which pleases most people, or seems to please them. The stable but alterable
instruments are all those which, after they have been tuned by the diligent
player, can be changed, augmented or diminished in some degree, according to
the good judgment of the player as he touches their frets a little higher or a
little lower. This occurs with the Lute and viol, even though they may have
the stability of their frets.
The same thing happens with the wind instruments, such as straight and traverse Flutes and straight and curved Cornetts.
Even though they may have a certain stability because of their holes, the
accomplished player can nonetheless use a little less or a little more breath
and can open the vents a little more or a little less, bringing them closer to
a good accord. Expert players do this. The instruments which are completely
alterable are those which have neither fingerboards nor holes--Trombones,
Ribechini, Lire, and the like.
These, having ordinarily neither frets nor
openings, can wander here and there, according to the will of the player, and
can be limited by lengthening or shortening the "draws" (as the tubes of the
Trombone are called) or by the loosening or tightening of the lips.
And
likewise with the Lira and the Ribechini the tone can be altered by touching
the strings over the neck either higher or lower, at the will and pleasure of
the player" (11 desiderio, p. 5 [MacClintock trans., pp. 15-16]).
65 The

term Artusi uses is "monocordo."
According to The New Grove
Dictionary of Musical Instruments (s.v. "Clavichord," by Edwin M. Ripin),
"monochordia" was · a term commonly used in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries to denote clavichord.
Although Artusi's usage changes the gender,
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tutti ridotti alla sua participatione, in quella maggior essatezza, che I si
puote; percossi, overo Sonati non variano il Concento, che da loro ne vie-lne,
sia la percossa debile, o gagliarda; ma gl'instabili ridotti a quella mag-lgior
perfettione di temperamento, che si puote, sempre o per la percossa una I
volta piu dell'altra potente, overo per il diff etto della positura delle dita, I
una volta piu su, o piu giu dell'altra variano in qualche parte il suono; I & se
sono Instromenti da fiato, quando il vento le viene dato una vol-lta o piu
gagliardo, o piu debile fa nascere varieta ne' suoni; & essendo da I fori la
apertura, o serratura piu perfetta una vol ta dell'altra, fa succede-lre simili
effetti: essendo che tal proportione ha un suono all'altro, quale I ha la quantita di quella corda da cui proviene; & ogni intervallo si dice I farsi piu grave
o piu acuto di tanta quantita, quanta e la proportione del-lla corda, che se le
aggiunge, c) leva, tanto dalla parte grave, quanto dalla aculta; & sara irrationale, c) rationale, secondo la grandezza sua, & della parlte aggiunta, o
levata; se bene il senso dell'udito non e capace intieramente I di quella
minima variatione. Nel secondo ordine vi pongono tutti gl'In-lstromenti, siano
quali si vogliano; reputando per vero, che la instabilita, I che seco portano,
sia o nasca dalla imperfettione dello Artefice, non mai dallo I Instromento per
se stesso.
Et quando io volessi discorervi della Imperfet-ltione da gl'Instromenti per se stessi, vi direi, che in alcuno di loro non si ri-ltrova ne
stabilita, ne fermezza, sia qual si voglia; perche ii caldo, ii fred-ldo, l'humido,
la nebbia, e il vento, di tal sorte li move tutti, che Ii sottopone alla instabilita, inconstanza, & imperfettione; si come sono tutte le cose, che I
dall' Artefice vengono fatte.
Ma quando con voi ragiono della instabili-lta,
dico di quella instabilita, & imperfettione che nasce dalla operatione delllo
Artefice istesso fatta, & che sia ii vero, quando vi ho detto della imperlfettione, o instabilita di quelli Instromenti, che si suonano per ii fiato, gia II vi 9v
ho concluso, che la imperfettione nasce dal dargli il fiato debile, o gagliarldo,
e dal chiudere e non chiudere cosi bene Ii fori; difetto che nasce dallo
Arltefice; se de gl'Instromenti da corde, come Lauti, o Viole: chi non s::"t, che
se I men forte, o piu forte sara la percossa, che il suono variera statione, &
piu I su, o piu giu poste le dita fara variare il suono, • imperfettione, che
nasce dalllo Artefice? se mo lo Artefice percuotera ii Clavacembalo, overo la
Spinet-lta, non potra la imperfettione dello Artefice fare, che gl'intervalli,
che da I quelli usciranno siano alterati, o mossi dall'esser suo; pero vi dico di
quel-lla instabilita, & imperfettione, che nasce dallo Artefice istesso, & non
dal-llo Instromento.
Coloro che dimostrano altra divisione da questa differente, I dicono, che gl'Instromenti sono di tre maniere, alcuni sono detti al

9 Qual proportione habbi un suono al l'altro. in marg. II 15 Ordine secondo. in
marg. II 20 Quali cose offendono gli lnstromenti. in marg. II 37 Instromenti di
tre maniere. in marg. II
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of which, when reduced to participation66 with the greatest exactness that is
possible and struck or sounded, do not vary the harmony that comes from
them, whether the strike is weak or vigorous.
But the unstable ones, when
reduced to the greatest perfection of temperament that one can attain, always
vary the sound in some part, either because the strike is one time more
powerful than another or because of a defect in the positioning of the
fingers--one time higher or lower than another time; and if they are wind
instruments, when the wind is given to them sometimes more vigorously or
more weakly, it causes a variation in the sounds to arise, and as the opening
or closing of the holes is more perfect one time than another, it causes a
similar effect to happen.
Inasmuch as a sound has such a proportion to
another sound as has the quantity of the string from which it comes (and
each interval is said to make itself lower or higher by the same quantity as
is the proportion of the string that is added or taken from it, as much from
the low part as from the high part), it will be irrational or rational according
to its size and to the size of the added or removed part, even though the
sense of hearing cannot hold such a small variation.
In the second order are placed all the instruments, whatever they are,
believing it true that the instability that they bring with them arises from
the imperfections of the artisan and never from the instrument itself. When
I wanted to talk to you about the imperfection of the instruments by
themselves, I would say that in some of them neither stability nor firmness
(or whatever) is found at all, because the heat, the cold, the humidity, the
snow, and the wind move all these of this sort and place them in instability,
inconsistency, and imperfection, as are all things made by an artisan.
But
when I discuss with you the instabilities, I speak of that instability and
imperfection that arises from the operation of the artisan himself; it is true
when I spoke of the imperfection or instability of those instruments that are
played by air, I already have concluded that the imperfection arises from
giving them weak or vigorous air and from closing and not closing the holes
well--defects that arise from the artisan.
Concerning the string instruments
like lutes or viols, who does not know that if the strike is less strong or
more strong, the sound will vary in position, and if the fingers are placed
higher or lower, it will cause the sound to vary--imperfections that arise
from the artisan?
If now the artisan strikes the harpsichord or spinet, it
will not be able to show the imperfection of the artisan, for the intervals
that come out of these are altered or moved from their essence; therefore, I
am speaking to you about the instability and imperfection that arises from the
artisan himself, and not of the instrument.
Those who demonstrate another division different from this say that the
instruments are of three manners: some are called entirely stable, and under

this solution seems much more likely than assuming that Artusi is referring to
the classical monochord.
66 This

phrase means "to tune."
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tutto sta-lbili, & sotto questo capo vi pongono l'Organo, il Clavacembalo,Arpicordi, I Spinette, & Arpe doppie, & gli peverelli non s'accorgono, che
l'Organo per I il vento, che talhora le viene con troppo empito mandato da
chi lo caccia, I per forza bisogna che varij gl'intervalli, e suoni; & di maniera
s'alterino, I che gli ascoltanti ne restino in parte con l'udito offesi.
L'Arpe
doppie altre-lsi, toccate da mano una piu grave dell'altra, o leggiera, non le
fa variare il I suono, e gl'intervalli? se fossero rationali, non diventarebbono
irrationali? I Non hanno inteso costoro la natura di questo Instromento, ne
hanno saputo I discernere, e separare quelli Instromenti, che dalla necessita, _
& natura sua I sono stabili, da gl'instabili per accidente.
Alcuni altri li
dissero al tutto al-lterabili, & sotto questo capo vi posero la Lira, Ii Rebechini, il Trombone: I & in questo convengono con noi, cioe con gl'instabili.
Ma nel terzo capo, I che Ii chiamano stabili alterabili, mi pare che molto si
ingannano, se bene I in quest'ordine le pongono Ii Lauti, le Viole, & altri
simili, che perche hanlno la tastatura dicono, che sono stabili, & che per la
percossa, per la posatu-lra delle dita piu su, o piu giu , che fa variare il
suono, sono alterabili: ma I se Ii Rebechini, e la Lira non hanno in atto la
tastatura; non l'hanno forse I in potenza? & se il Lauto nella sua accordatura
e stabile, non sono nella I istessa accordatura gli altri stabili ancora? se per
imperfettione dello Arte-lfice, Ii Rebechini, la Lira, & altri simili sono
instabili, non sono forsi per lo I istesso Agente altretanto instabili i Lauti, &
le Viole? sara forsi stabile il I Lauto, perche habbi la tastatura? sara forsi
instabile il Rebechino, e la Li-Ira, perche non hanno la tastatura?
se
tal'instabilita non viene dallo havere I & non havere la tastatura, ma dalla
imperfettione dello Artefice Agente? I Ad ogni modo tanto e instabili il Lauto,
se bene ha la tastatura, quanto il Re-lbechino, che non ha la tastatura in
atto, ma in potenza, e questa potenza sa- II rebbe vana, quando non si I0r
potesse ridure in atto; e la pone in atto 1' Artefice I di molto tempo essercitato con la eccellentia sua, quando essercita il sttono, che I talhora gl'intervalli, che da questo Instromento usciscono sono piu rationali I & simili a
quelli, che sono dalla natura prodotti, che quelli della Viola, o del I Lauto.
Bisogna adunque dire, che senza tante confusioni di stabili alterabili, I dissero
e. bene, quelli che divisero gl'lnstromenti, in stabili, & instabili. I
Luca Ditemi di gratia, potrebbesi sapere la causa, perche alli Lauti ponessero I la
tastatura, & a molti altri Instromenti no? I
Vario Crederei, che molto bene quei primi inventori, dopo lo haver sentito di-

lversi accordi, e diverse Harmonie all'udito grate; volendo dare ad intender I

10 Seconda maniera. in marg. II 12 Terza maniera in marg. II 20 La tastatura
ne gl'Instromenti non e causa di stabilita. in marg. II 37 La causa perche e
posta la tastatura alli Lauti. in marg. II
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this heading they place the organ, the harpsichord, arpichordi, 67 spinets, and
double harps.
These poor people are not aware that the organ necessarily
has varied intervals and sounds because the wind sent by the one who gives
it sometimes comes to it with too much excessive force; and they are altered
in such a manner that the listeners are offended partially with the hearing.
Likewise, does not touching the double harps with one hand more heavily or
lightly than the other cause it to vary the sound and intervals? If they were
rational, would they not become irrational?
These have not understood the
nature of this instrument, nor have they known how to discern and separate
the instruments that are stable by necessity and their nature from the
instruments made unstable by accident.
Some others call all of these alterable, and under this heading they place
the lyre, the rebecs, the trombone; in this they agree with us--that is, with
the unstable ones.
But under the third heading, which they call alterably stable, it seems to
me that they deceive themselves greatly (even though they place in this order
the lutes, the viols, and other similar ones), because since these have the
fingerboard, they say they are stable, and because of the strike, because of
the positioning of the fingers higher or lower that causes the sound to vary,
they are alterable.
But if the rebecs and the lyres do not actually have
fingerboards, do they not perhaps have them potentially? And if the lute is
stable in its tuning, are not the others yet stable in the same tuning? If the
rebecs, the lyre, and other similar ones are unstable because of the imperfection of the artisan, are not perhaps the lutes and the viols equally unstable
because of the same agent? Should not the lute perhaps be stable because it
has the fingerboard?
Should not the rebec and the lyre perhaps be unstable
because they do not have the fingerboard?
Does not this instability come
from the imperfection of the artisan agent and not from whether or not they
have fingerboards? In any case, even though it has a fingerboard, the lute is
as unstable as the rebec, which does not have an actual fingerboard, but a
potential one, and this potential would be vain if it could not be reduced to
actuality; and the artisan practiced for a long time with his excellence places
it in actuality when he practices the sound, because sometimes the intervals
that come out of this instrument are more rational and similar to those that
are produced by nature than are those of the viola or the lute. Therefore, it
is necessary to say that without this confusion of the alterably stable ones,
those who divide the instruments into stable ones and unstable ones speak
well.
Luca Tell me please if the reason why they place a fingerboard on the lutes and
not on many other instruments could be known?

Vario I should believe that those first inventors after having heard different
chords and different harmonies pleasing to the hearing, and wanting to
67This

is an Italian keyboard instrument similar to the spinet and
different from the harpsichord. See New Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments, s.v. "Arpicordo," by Edwin M. Ripin; and Luisa Cervelli, "Arpicordo:
Mito di un nome e realta di uno strumento," Quadrivium 14 (1973): 187-95.
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i luochi particolari, dove si potessero havere simili accordi, s'accorgessero,
che I le facea dibisogno poner i1 nome a tutte le corde, & dipoi con qualche
segno, I significare a quante parti, di dette corde, si potessero di certo haver
questi conlfronti per ridure sotto regole universali, il modo di far sentire le
Compositio-lni tutte, siano quali si vogliano in questo Instromento, come si
vede, che hanlno fatto con il dare nel publico tante, e tante variate Intabolature, che ser-lvono a ogni intelligente, & ignorante della Musica, ne era
possibile poter I fare altrimenti; & come gl'inventori lasciando le cose
irresolute, & inde-lterminate, havrebbono potuto insegnare cosi fatte cose? I

10 Luca Veramente questa ragione mi piace; et tan to piu, quanto che essendo
quelsto Instromento di molte corde, et andando toccate talhora tutte insieme
in un I medesimo tempo, era necessario, ne si poteva far di manco, secondo
che detto ha-lvete, di non retrovare termini universali per liquali ogn'uno
potesse inten-lderli, e servirsene; ma questa tastatura vogliamo noi dire, che
15
sia da gli I Artefici posta con qualche regolato ordine, o pur a caso? I
Vario Fui a ragionamento con M. Venere, che a' giorni nostri e stato valente I
huomo, e singolare nell' Arte di fare 1i Lauti nella Citta di Padoa, & mi dislse ,
che la tastatura da lui ne' Lauti, era posta a tastone, et senza regola alcuna;
I se bene haveano certe loro forme di cui se ne valevano, per far 1i manichi,
20
che I in proportione corrispondessero al corpo dell'instromento; ma quanto alla
tastatulra non havea ne regola, ne ordine; se non che dopo !'haver tirate le
corde sopra I l'Instromento, et accordate in quella maggior perfettione che la
natura e l'arte I gli havea insegnato, ponendo le dita hor qua hor la, ritrovava i1 luoco proprio I di ciascun tasto: et questo e l'ordine osservato da
25
buoni Maestri in simili fatlture, se bene alcuni con la divisione della meta
della corda in 18. parti, si sono I dati ad intendere di divider'il manico del
Lauto, et delle Viole secondo la mente I d'Aristosseno; et cio potrebbe
facilmente essere il vero se non vi occoressero mo lite imperfettioni; si come
facendone l'esperienza ritrovara quello che non crede. II
30 Luca Senza dubio queste imperfettioni per lequali non possono Ii Moderni I haver 10v
certezza alcuna, che ferma sia, della quantita de gl'intervalli; vanlno a ferire,
che non possono perfettamente conseguire il fine da loro propo-lstosi per
diversi rispetti. I
Vario Voi dite i1 vero, ma una delle principali cause, che a cio gl'impedi-lsce per

35

mio iudicio e, che tanta e la persuasiva d'alcuni, e quasi tutti, che I quando
sono per fare simili Concerti, o siano d'Instromenti, o di voci, 6 I de gli uni
e gli altri insieme, difficilmente si riducono a far prova, se siano I per far
riuscita si, o no; & pur si dice per Proverbio, La essercitatione I da perfettione all'opera, massime quando vi concorrono molte persone; pe-lro a questo

6 Intabolatura serve a Musici, & a ignoranti di Musica. in marg. II 17
Tastatura ne' Lauti posta a tastoni. in marg. II 25 Divisione del manico del
Lauto. in marg. II 34 Persuasiva causa di male. in marg. II
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convey the particular places where similar chords could be had, noticed very
well that it was necessary for them to place a name on all the strings and
afterwards to signify with some sign at which parts of the said strings these
comparisons could certainly be had, in order to reduce to universal rules the
manner of making all the compositions heard, on whatever instrument they
wish. It is seen that they have done this by giving to the public many, many
varied tablatures that are useful for all, both intelligent and ignorant of
music, nor was it possible to be able to do otherwise.
And how could the
inventors have been able to teach these things if they left things unresolved
and indeterminate?
Luca This reason truly pleases me, and so much the more as when beginning
sometimes to play this instrument of many strings on all the strings together
at the same time, it was necessary--nor could it have been done otherwise,
according to what you have told me--to find universal terms by which
everyone could understand them and use them.
But do we mean that this
fingerboard is placed by the altisans with some regulated order or by chance?
Vario I was discussing with Venere, 68 who was a worthy man in our day and
singular in the art of making lutes in the city of Padua, and he told me that
he placed the fingerboard on lutes by touch and without any rules, even
though they had certain forms that they used to make the necks, which
corresponded in proportion to the body of the instrument; but as for the fingerboard, he had neither rule nor order, except that after having pulled the
strings on the instrument and tuned them in the greatest perfection that
nature and art had taught him, placing the fingers now here, now there, he
found the proper place for each fret; and this is the order observed by good
masters in similar constructions, even though some devote themselves to
understanding how to divide the neck of the lute and viols according to the
view of Aristoxenus with the division of half of the string into 18 parts--and
this could easily be the truth if many imperfections did not occur, since in
doing it, experience will find that which it does not believe.

Luca Without a doubt, these imperfections--because of which, the moderns cannot
have any firm certainty of the quantity of the intervals 69 --sharply affect the
idea that they cannot perfectly attain the goal proposed by them in different
respects.
Vario You are telling the truth, but one of the principal reasons that impedes
them from this, in my judgment, is that the persuasiveness of some (of almost
all) is so great that when they are about to make similar concerts--be it
instrumental, vocal, or both together--they are with difficulty led to rehearse,
whether or not there is success in doing so.
Yet it is said as a proverb:
Practice gives perfection to a work, more so when many people share in it.
68 Vendelio

Venere was a lute builder associated with the Tieffenbrucker
family--well known for their lutes--who worked chiefly in Padua and Venice.
It could be that Venere was a pupil or a relative.
See The New Grove
Dictionary of Musical Instruments. s.v. "Lute, 4," by Ian Harwood.
69See

n. 289 infra on Artusi's specific usage of this phrase.
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proposito Aristotele nel Problema Quinto, & anco nel Qua-lrantesimo primo
alla decima nona particola disse, e benne: Con piu soavita, I e contento
dell'udito ascoltiamo una Cantilena di cui ne habbiamo prati-lca, che quella di
cui non habbiamo notitia alcuna; & per consequenza Ii I recitanti, meglio
recitano quelle cose di cui' ne hanno qualche pratica, che I quelle di cui non
hanno cognitione alcuna.
Bisogna adunque praticare le I cose a far si, che
rieschino secondo il desiderio, e s'avicinino al fine da loro I propostosi, se
perfettamente giungere non vi possono. I

Luca Voi dite il vero, e nella pigritia tanto incallita la caterva de' Moder-lni
Cantori, che difficilmente si possono insieme unire per far prova della I
riuscita; & pare apunto, che quelli che manco ne sanno habbino bisogno di I
maggior preghiere: Ma due cose mi restano da dimandarvi di molta imporltanza, l'una sara, quali Instromenti si possino fra di loro unire ne' Con-lcerti,
havendo diverse divisioni fra di loro: l'altra e, se questa dilettatione I ha da
15
essere ne' sensi solamente, o pur nell'intelletto, overo nell'uno & l'al-ltro
insieme; cioe nel senso, & nell'intelletto. I

IO

Vario M' avedo che voi mi volete ridure a qualche passo tanto difficile, che I
dipoi havro che fare a cavarne il piede; tuttavia in brevi parole vi ri- lspondero intorno alla prima dimanda, & dipoi cercaro di sodisfarvi an-lcora
20
intorno alla seconda, secondo le deboli forze mie.
Intorno alla prima I
dimanda, la difficolta consiste nel sapere discernere de gl'lnstromenti, qua-lli
siano quelli che hanno il tuono, e'l semituono eguale, & quali siano quellli,
che l'uno o l'altro, overo ambidui gli habbino ineguali: ilche conosciuto, I
facilmente potete poi unirli, & f ra di loro gli simili, overo, con una ter-lza
25
sorte, che si piegano in ogni verso: Pero crederei, che si potessero uni-Ire nel
seguente modo. II

2 Sentenza di Aristotele. in marg. II 12 Dimanda in marg. II
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On this topic, therefore, Aristotle spoke well in his fifth problem and also in
the forty-first in the nineteenth part: 70 We listen to a cantilena that we have
practiced with more agreeableness and happiness of the hearing than one that
we are not aware of at all; and by consequence, the performers perform
better those things that they have practiced than those things that they do
not know at all.
It is necessary, therefore, to practice the things to make
sure that they succeed as desired and so that they come close to the goal
proposed by them, even if they cannot reach it perfectly.
Luca You are telling the truth, and the mob of modern singers is so hardened by

laziness that with difficulty can they unite together to rehearse for success;
and it seems, the refore, that those who know less of it have need of greater
prayers.
But two very important things remain for me to ask you: one is which
instruments can unite among themselves in concerts, as they have diverse
divisions among them, and the other is whether this delight has its essence
only in the senses or instead in the intellect or in both together, that is, in
the sense and the intellect?
Vario I realize that you want to take me through some steps so difficult that
afterwards I will have to backtrack.
Anyway, I shall reply concerning your
first question in a few words, and then I shall search to satisfy you again
concerning the second, according to my weak abilities.
Concerning the first question, the difficulty consists in knowing how to
discern which of the instruments are those that have the equal tone and
semitone, and which are those that have one or the other or both unequal.
Knowing this, you can easily unite them, and among them, the similar ones-or with a third type that bends in every direction. 71 I therefore believe that
they can be united in the following manner:

70 Pseudo-Aristotle

Problemata 19.5: "Why do men take greater pleasure in
listening to those who are singing such music as they already know than
music which they do not know? . . . Further, that which is familiar is always
pleasanter than the unfamiliar" (The Complete Works of Aristotle: The Revised
Oxford Translation, ed. Jonathan Barnes, 2 vols. [Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1984], 2:1430); and Problemata 19.40: "Why do men take
greater pleasure in listening to those who are singing tunes which they
already know than if they do not know them? . . . every one enjoys singing
when he is under no compulsion to sing" (The Complete Works of Aristotle,
2:1437).
71 On

f. 27v (p. 223), Artusi defines these instruments as those "to which
a determined quantity of the intervals uttered is not given."
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Primo ordine. I
Instromenti, che
sono I temperati
co'l Tuo-lno eguale,
e'l Semi- ltuono
ineguale. I
Organo.
Clavacembalo.
Spinette.
Monocordi.
Arpe doppie.

Secondo ordine. I
Instromenti, che
si piega-lno per
ogni verso. I

Voci humane.
Tromboni.
Trombette.
Ribechini.
Flauti.
Dulzaine.

Terzo ordine. I
Instromenti, che
danno il I Tuono
diviso in due
par- lti eguali, &
li Semituoni I sono
eguali. I
Lauti.
Viole.
Viole bastarde.
Cetera.
Lire.

Potrete hora dalla sopraposta divisione conoscere quali Instromenti si poslsono unire insieme, & quali siano da questa unione lontani, che la prima I
spetie con la terza non puo, ne potra mai uniresi senza offesa dell'udito, colnosciuta dallo intelletto; potra benissimo la seconda con la prima, & con la I
terza unirsi insieme, & sara la risposta per hora, che io voglio dare alla I
prima vostra richiesta.
Quanto alla seconda, se io voglio affermare, che I
tutta questa dilettatione habbi da essere ne' sensi solamente, sara proprio un
I volere, che il Naranzo diventi un porno, & un ponere in dispregio quelsta
scienza, di cui tanto ne godrebbe un Contadino rozo, & grossolano, I quanto
uno che fosse di lei intelligente, & che in questa scienza havesse spelsi Ii
giorni suoi; ilche e fatso. . Se anco vogliono dire, che ii solo intelletto I goda

1 Ordine di quelli Instromenti, che si possono unire insieme. in marg. II 19
Dilettatione non debbe essere ne i sensi. in marg. II
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First Order

Second Order

Third Order

Instruments that
are tuned with
the equal tone
and the unequal
semitone 72

Instruments that bend
in every direction

Instruments that
divide the tone
into two equal
parts and the
semitones are equal

Organ
Harpsichord
Spinet
Clavichord 73
Double Harps

Human Voices
Trombones
Trumpets
Rebecs
Cornets
Flutes
Dulzainas 74

Lutes
Viols
Viol bastarde
Citterns
Lyres

You will now be able, from the division placed above, to know which
instruments can be united together and which are far from this union-because the first species cannot be united with the third, and it will never be
able to be united without offense to the hearing, recognized by the intellect.
The second will be able to be united together very well with the first and
the third--and this will be the response for now that I want to give to your
first request.
As for the second, 76 if I want to confirm that all this delight has its
essence only in the senses, 76 it will be wishing that the orange could become
an apple and will be placing this science in discount, a science that a rough
and coarse peasant would enjoy as much as one knowledgeable in it who had
passed his days in this science--all of which is false.
If they also want to
72 It

is quite remarkable that Artusi characterizes these keyboard instruments as having equal tones.
Keyboard instruments of the day were tuned
according to just intonation (patterned after the syntonic diatonic of Ptolemy,
as Artusi will explain), which uses both the major (9:8) and minor (10:9) tone.
It was commonly asserted by theorists, however, that musica ficta changed
the constitution to the syntonic diatonic of Didymus (which differs from that
of Ptolemy in the placement of the major and minor tones). Artusi will show
that this is not possible, and he will therefore conclude that keyboard instruments are really based on an equal temperament of the tones with unequal
semitones.
73 See

n. 65 supra.

74 This

probably refers to the dulcian or early bassoon, although Artusi
could mean the double reed instrument typically indigenous to the Basque
region of Spain. See The New Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments, s.v.
"Dulcian" and "Dolzaina," by Howard Mayer Brown.
76 This

refers to Luca's second question (whether the delight resides in
the senses, intellect, or both) asked on f. l0v (p. 117).
76 Historically,

the Aristoxenian theorists are accused of this fault.
defends Aristoxenus on f. 36r (p. 269).
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di questa cosi soave, e dilettevole Harmonia, sarebbe senza dubio granldissimo
errore; perche l'intelletto non apprende cosa alcuna, che prima non I sia dal
senso ricevuta, & ricevuta l'appresenta all'intelletto; oltra che si I vede
manifestamente, che gli huomini rozi ancora si compiaciono, e le di-lletta
questa Harmonia: Bisogna adunque dire, che il senso, e lo intelletto I insieme,
piglino piacere, e dilettatione infinita di questi Concerti; & necesjsariamente
bisogna, che il senso dell'udito sia il primo; perche il suono, che e I il
proprio obietto dell'udito, viene ricevuto dall'udito che in lui si compia-lce,
nella maniera che il vedere fa della cosa visibile, e'l tatto della cosa tanlgibile e'l gusto della cosa gustabile; et dopo haverlo ricevuto, e dilettatosi di I
lui, lo appresenta all'intelletto, che poi va considerando quali proportioni I
habbino fra di loro quei suoni, & quelle parti di quella Cantilena, e quel-lli
intervalli, l'inventione, e'l soggietto, l'ordine, la forma data a quella ma-lteria;
se il stile e purgato: cose tutte, che allo intelletto s'appartengono, il I
discernere, intenderle, & giudicarle; & questa e quella parte; che allo inltelletto s'appartiene. II

4 11 senso, & l'intelletto pigliano dilettatione de i suoni. in marg. II 8 ricevuto
A II 11 Quali cose considera l'intelletto. in marg. II

™ riceuto
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say that the intellect alone enjoys this agreeable thing and delightful
harmony, 77 without a doubt it would be a very great error, because the
intellect does not learn anything that was not first received by the sense,
and having received it, presents it to the intellect. Moreover, it is manifestly seen that even rough men are pleased and delighted by this harmony.
It is necessary to say, therefore, that the sense and the intellect
together take infinite pleasure and delight from these concerts; 78 and it is
absolutely necessary that the sense of hearing be the first, because the
sound--which is the proper object of the hearing 79 --is received by the
hearing so that it can be pleased by the sound in the manner that sight is by
visible things, touch by touchable things, and taste by tastable things.
After
having received it and delighted in it, the hearing presents it to the intellect,
which then considers what proportions the sounds have among themselves and
the parts of the cantilena, the intervals, the invention, the subject, the
order, the form given to that material, and if the style is faultless--all things
which belong to the intellect: discerning, understanding, and judging them;
this is the part that belongs to the intellect. 80
77Historically,

this was the Pythagorean approach to music (see two
excellent treatments of this subject: Richard L. Crocker, "Pythagorean Mathematics and Music," Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 22 [1963-64]: 18998, 325-35; and Andre Barbera, "The Persistence of Pythagorean Mathematics"
[Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980]).
78 Cf.

this conclusion with Artusi's concept of "sonorous number," f. 44v
(pp. 317-19).
79 Artusi's

vocabulary is distinctly Aristotelian: "In dealing with each of
the senses we shall have first to speak of the objects which are perceptible
by each. The term 'object of sense' covers three kinds of objects, two kinds
of which we call perceptible in themselves, while the remaining one is only
incidentally perceptible.
Of the first two kinds one consists of what is
special to a single sense, the other of what is common to any and all of the
senses. I call by the name of special object of this or that sense that which
cannot be perceived by any other sense than that one and in respect of
which no error is possible; in this sense colour is the special object of sight,
sound of hearing, flavour of taste" (Aristotle De anima 2.6.418a6-14 [The
Complete Works of Aristotle, 1:665]).
Aristotle's "special object" is the same
as Artusi's "proper object."
80

Artusi's view of the differing roles of the senses and intellect in
making judgments about music is largely based on Ptolemy Harm. 1.1 and
Boethius De inst. mus. 1.9, 5.1.
Often in his discussions of this subject, Artusi uses a decidedly Aristotelian vocabulary.
Nevertheless, Artusi disagrees with Aristotle's basic
position.
Aristotle claims that each sense has some object that is proper to
that sense (e.g. color is proper to vision and sound is proper to the hearing).
The sense is less likely to be deceived about its proper object; therefore, the
sense is the final arbitrator on matters of that object. A thorough investigation of Aristotle's theories of the senses is found in Edwin Hartman, Sub-
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Luca Se bene voi mi concludete, che questa dilettatione debbe essere ne' sen'lsi, 11 v
& nello intelletto; non negate pero che ii senso non sia ii primo a godere I di
questa dilettatione, & come primo & principale ne debbe ancora haver I
maggior contento di quello che l'intelletto ne piglia. I
5 Vario Vi confermo, che l'udito e ii primo, che gode, & si diletta di quella I parte
che a lui s'appartiene; cioe del suono, suo proprio oggetto, & e la ma-lteria
delle Cantilene; ma vi dico ancora, che il senso senza l'intelletto, non I puo
da se solo iudicare cosa alcuna, perche e sottoposto a molti difetti, & a I
molte imperfettioni; ne riceve le cose, se non in un certo modo confuse, se
10
belne vi cine al vero: ilche e confermato da Boetio nel Primo Capito lo del I
Quinto Libro della sua Musica, & da Tolomeo nel Cap. Primo de gli Harlmonici; oltra che la esperienza istessa vi dimostra questa imperfettione: I quante
volte havete voi Udito la voce d'uno, & v'e parso di udire la I voce d'un'altro? il bianco, percosso dall'ombra, non pare che perda della sua I bianchez15
za? e'l bastone piantato nell'acqua corrente, non vi pare che sia I rotto in
due parti, & pur e intiero? pero se il senso non si congiunge con lo I
intelletto, come l'oro al parangone, non puo ne e bastante per se solo
iudicalre cosa alcuna appartenente al suo obietto. I

1 11 senso e il primo a pigliare dilettatione. in marg. II 12 lmperfettione de'
sensi. in marg. II 15 11 senso non puo senza lo intelletto dar iudicio. in
marg. II
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Luca Even though you have concluded for me that this delight must be in the
senses and in the intellect, you do not deny, however, that the sense is the
first to enjoy this delight, and as the first and beginning, it must have still
greater happiness from it than what the intellect takes from it.
Vario I agree with you that the hearing is the first that enjoys and delights in
that part which belongs to it, that is, the sound- -which is its proper object 81
and the material of the cantilenas; but I tell you again that the sense without
the intellect cannot judge anything by itself, because it is subordinated to
many defects and many imperfections; nor does it receive things except in a
certain confused manner, even though it is close to the truth.
This is
confirmed by Boethius 82 in the first chapter of the fifth book of his (De
institutione] musica83 and by Ptolemy in the first chapter of his Harmonica;84
beyond which, experience itself demonstrates this imperfection for you.
How
many times have you heard someone's voice and you have seemed to be
hearing the voice of someone else?
Does not white, struck by a shadow,
seem to lose its whiteness?
Does not a stick placed in running water seem
to be broken into two parts--and yet it is whole?
Therefore, if the sense
does not unite with the intellect, like gold with a touchstone, 85 it is not able
(nor is it sufficient) to judge anything by itself belonging to its object.

stance. Body, and Soul: Aristotelian Investigations (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1977), pp. 167-219.
81 1.e.,

sound is the proper object of the hearing. Cf. n. 79 supra.

82 Boethius

was an important philosopher as well as theorist.
His treatise
was the major source of theoretical knowledge for the medieval musician and
was decidedly Pythagorean in orientation.
For details on his work, see
chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 50-51.
83"The

sense focuses its power on something confused but yet approximate to that which it senses. But reason judges truth, and searches out
the ultimate difference. Thus the sense finds something confused but close to
the truth, but one accepts the truth from reason. Indeed reason alone finds
the truth, though it receives a confused but approximate likeness of the
truth; for the senses take in nothing of truth itself, but come only to an
approximation. Reason is the final judge" (Boethius De inst. mus. 5.2 [Calvin
M. Bower, "Boethius' The Principles of Music: An Introduction, Translation,
and Commentary" (Ph.D. diss., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1967), pp.
295-96]).
84 Ptolemy

says that the senses are often deceived, that they may be able
to discern truth among large things but are often deceived in comparing
smaller parts (Ptolemy Harm. 1.1 [During, pp. 21-23 ]).
85 The image is clear that the sense and intellect are not equal m
function; instead the intellect must measure what the sense offers just as a
touchstone evaluates the quality of gold.
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Luca Mi pare, che quello che hara detto m'havete, sia contra la opinione di I

Francesco Salina, publico Lettore nello Studio de Salamanca, come puo esselre, che questo sia il vero, o l'uno o l'altro erra. I
5

Vario Ditemi cio che dice il Salines, che forsi non sara cosi manifestamente I
contra la sua mente, & quando fosse, ogn'uno e atto a fallare: et non sapete

il I Proverbio, Chi non fa, non falla? tutti non potiamo essere perfetti,
ogn'uno dal I proprio interessse, et dalle proprie opinioni, secondo il fine puo
essere ingannato. I
Luca Nel Quarto Libra della sua Musica nel Capitola trigesimo primo, dice I che
il senso in tutte le case che a lui s'appartengono, sempre e stato, & e ottilmo iudice; & per prova di questa conclusione, dice, che non puo essere buon
I Cuoco, et eccellente, se non ha il gusto delicato; ne un Pittore di gran
stima, I se non ha la vista acuta, buona, & bene instrutta; cosi i1 Musico non
potra, dilce egli, essere nella sua perfettione valent'huomo, se non havra
15
l'udito ben purlgato, che come buon iudice, iudicar possi le case appartenenti
al suo obietto. I
IO

e famosa, il senso intorno I al
proprio sensibile, overo oggetto proprio mai non erra. Ma se semplicemenlte
s'intendesse, come le parole dicono; non e dubio, che non errarebbe, come si
velde che fa, ne patirebbe eccettione alcuna: ma perche so, che confessate la
imperlfettione de' sensi, voglio dirvi come la intendo. De gli oggetti sensibili,
altri sono II mediati, altri immediati; chiamo mediati quelli, che non si 12r
possono sentire I se non col mezo d'un altra cosa, come i1 suono, che non si
puote udire, se non I per il mezo dell'aria, nella quale si fa il suono; si come
dichiaro con quelle I conditioni convenienti I' Artusi nell' Arte del Contraponto
nel fine. L'ogget-lto sensibili immediato, chiamo quello, che senza mezo e dal

Vario Questa propositione appresso tutti i Filosofi

20

25

5 Ogn'homo e atto a fallare. in marg. II 9 Opinione di Francesco Salines. m
marg. II 17 Propositione di Aristotele intorno al sensibile. m marg. II 22
Distintione de gli oggetti. in marg. II
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Luca It seems to me that what you have just said to me is contrary to the
opinion of Francesco Salinas, 86 professor at the University in Salamanca; as
he may be right, it can only be that either one or the other errs.
Vario Tell me what Salinas says, since perhaps it will not be so manifestly
contrary to my view; even if it were, everyone is capable of blundering. Do
you not know the proverb: Who doesn't try, doesn't blunder? We cannot all
be perfect; everyone can be deceived by his interests and opinions, according
to the goal.
Luca In the fourth book of his [Del musica, in the thirty-first chapter, he says
that the sense has always been and is the best judge in all the things that
belong to it; and as proof of this conclusion, he says that a person cannot be
a good and excellent cook unless he has refined taste; nor can a person be a
painter of great esteem unless he has good, sharp, and well-trained vision;
thus, he says the musician will not be able to be a worthy man in his
perfection unless he has faultless hearing, which as a good judge, can judge
the things belonging to its object.
Vario The proposition that the sense never errs concerning its proper sensible
(or its proper object) is famous among all the philosophers. 87
If it were
simply understood as the words say, there is no doubt that it would not err-as is seen that it does--nor would any exception be endured. But because I
know that you believe in the imperfection of the senses, I want to tell you
how I understand it.

Of sensible objects, some are indirect and others direct. 88
I am calling
"indirect" those that cannot be sensed except by means of another thing, like
sound, which cannot be heard except by means of the air in which the sound
is made, as I will explain with the appropriate conditions at the end of
Artusi's L'arte del contraponto. 89 I call a "direct" sensible object one that is
86 Francisco

de Salinas ( 1513-1590) was a Spanish theorist and organist.
His only theoretical work (De musica libri septem) addressed many issues,
including modality, intervals, and rhythmic theory.
A more thorough discussion of Salinas and his theories appears in chapter 3, "Introduction to the
Treatise," p. 59.
87

The root of this idea is in Aristotle; see his De anima 2.6 (quoted in p.
n. 79 supra).
88The

concepts in this paragraph are an extension of Aristotle's De anima
3.1.
Here, Aristotle recognizes that most sense-organs receive stimulation
from the object causing the sensation only through some other medium.
Sound, for example, is conducted from the object to the ears through the
medium of air or water.
89 L'Arte

de! contraponto (1598), pp. 78- 79. This section is entitled "What
conditions the sense of hearing must have to make judgments on musical
things" ("Quali conditioni debba havere ii senso dell'udito volendo fare giuditio
delle cose della Musica") and deals with problems of the sound (the object of
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senso compre-lso, come la cosa tangibile, che sotto il senso del tatto cade
senza mezo alcu-lno: Dicovi pero, che quando gli oggetti, che sono mediati,
cadono sotto il senlso con le debite circonstantie, che l'aere sia purificato,
che il senso da qualche I impedimento impedito, non potesse fare l'offitio suo,
che l'oggetto fosse pro-lportionato col senso: Crederei quasi, che potesse
esser vero assolutamente, I quello che dice il Salines; ma sempre vi cade
qualche cosa, che impedisce il I vero, o dalla parte del senso, o del sensibile,
overo dal mezo; di modo che I non puo da se stesso iudicare il vero intieramente; & se bene, come dice il I Salines, lo havere il gusto delicato; il vedere
acuto, & bene instrutto; & I l'udito be purgato fa che il senso nel sensibilile
possi, & habbi facolta di manlco ingannarsi; non e per questo, che non sia
secondo diversi rispetti, come vi I ho detto, il senso ingannato dal sensibile;
ma sara manco ingannato, quando I dopa lo haverlo appreso, & appresentato
allo intelletto, l'offitio di cui e di I andare essaminando, e discorendo intorno
alla verita; & insieme con lui I fame il iudicio. Ma se l'intelletto puo errare
alle volte discorendo, co-lme veramente erra; quanto maggiormente il senso
potra ingannarsi? pero I vi dico, che il senso senza la ragione, e la ragione
seza il senso non puo dar I iudicio, che vero sia di qualunque oggetto si
voglia scientifico; ma si bene I quando accompagnati, & insieme uniti sono:
che sia i1 vero, se vorrete I con il mezo del senso dividere qual cosa vi pare
in due parti eguali, overo I in piu, mai la potrete intieramente dividere, sino
a tanto che la ragione non I conferma cio essere o ben fatto, o mal fatto;
essendo che i1 senso dal poco, & I dal troppo resta confuso, si come ne' suoni
si dimostra, che l'udito dalla gran-ldezza di alcun strepito e offeso; & dalla
piciolezza, o quantita minima e I incapace. I
Luca Conosco

30

benissimo questa imperfettione de' sensi, & vedo che non bilsogna inteieramente di lor fidarsi, perche sono fallaci, vedo ancora che il I
Salines per consequenza poteva assai piu chiaramente dire questo suo conlcetto, che non havrebbe dato materia a' Lettori di ragionare sopra di cio cosa I
alcuna. Ma lasciamolo e ritorniamo al proposito nostro; Ecci altra causa I per
laquale si possi dire, che questi Instromenti non siano, ne si possino perIfettamente unire insieme; di modo che non conseguiscano il desiderato
fine ? II

Vario Non mi soviene cosa notabile, ma per confermatione delle cose dette,

I 12v

12 11 senso ingannato dal sensibile. in marg. II 15 L'intelletto puo errare. in
marg. 11
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understood by the . sense without intermediate means, like tangible things,
which fall under the sense of touch without any intermediate means.
Therefore, I tell you that when objects that are indirect fall under the sense
with the requisite circumstances (the air is purified90 ), if the sense is
impeded by some impediment, it cannot do its duty, because the object was
proportioned to the sense.
I would almost believe that what Salinas says
could be absolutely true, but there is always something that impedes the truth
either on the part of the sense or on the part of the sensible or on the part
of the means so that it cannot judge the truth entirely by itself; and even
though, as Salinas says, having delicate taste, acute and well-instructed
vision, and faultless hearing makes the sense able over the sensible 91 and
makes it have the faculty to be deceived less, it is not on this account that
the sense is deceived by the sensible according to different respects, as I
have told you.
The sense will be deceived less when, after having apprehended it and
presented it to the intellect whose duty it is to examine and reason concerning truth, the sense makes the judgment together with the intellect.
If the
intellect can err at times in reasoning--as · it truly does err--how much more
greatly will the sense deceive itself?
Therefore, I tell you that the sense
without reason and reason without the sense cannot give judgment that is
true of whatever scientific object you like, except when they are accompanied
and united together.
It is true that if you want to divide something by
means of the sense into what seems to you to be two equal parts or into
more, you will never entirely be able to divide it without reason confirming it
to be either well done or poorly done, as the sense is confused by something
very small and very large--as is demonstrated in sounds, for the hearing is
offended by the largeness of any loud noise and is incompetent with the
smallness or minimum quantity.
Luca I know this imperfection of the senses very well, and I see that it is not
necessary to trust in them entirely because they are fallible; consequently, I
also see that Salinas could have given this concept of his much more clearly
if he had not given material for the readers to reason on this particular
thing.

But let us leave it and return to our topic. Is there another reason why
it could be said that these instruments are not, nor could be perfectly united
together, so that they do not attain the desired goal?
Vario

Nothing

important comes to

me,

but as a confirmation of the

things

the sense), the sense itself, and the means between the sound and the sense
(the air).
9

°This example applies specifically to sound, which was Artusi's example
of an indirect sensible object.
91 1.e.,

the sense has a keener ability to detect the sensible.
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posso dichiararvi la diffinitione d'Eustratio del Musico, che in se stessa inlclude ii tutto, e sara come ii condimento, & un sigillo delle cose dette; dalla
I quale discorendo con lo intelletto vostro ne potrete cavare qualche bel I
pensiero. I
5 Luca Dite pur, che mi sodisfo assai in queste speculationi.
Vario Dice, che ii proprio fine del Musico e il Cantare con modulatione, I overo

lO

15

20

Sonare ogni Instromento con Harmonia, secondo li precetti dati dal I Musico.
Che cosa vuol dire, Cantare con modulatione, se non Cantare con I maniera
tale, che li Cantori s'habbino rispetto l'uno all'altro; che uno non I superi
l'altro, ne mandi fuori voce piu gagliarda, o piu de bile dell'altro; che I nella
pronuntia delle parole non sia hesitante, ne balbutiente, & si guardi I dalle
cose dette, havendo quelle avertenze, che haver deve ii buon Cantore? I Et
quando dice, che il proprio del Musico e il Sonare lo Instromento con I
Harmonia, che altro vuol inferire; se non che stij bene avertito il Sona-ltore,
di fare che lo Instromento da lui adoperato, imiti la voce natural piu I che
puote, s'egli e Cornetta, o Trombone; che habbi risguardo a gli altri, che I
con lui Suonano nel Concerto; che avertischi di regolare lo Instromento di I
tal sorte, che non si senta deformita, ne Suoni di alcuna sorte? e facci che I
quei Suoni, che da gl'Instromenti usciscono, usciscano in quella maggior I
essatezza, e perfettione, che sia possibile. I
Luca A me pare, che come detto havete, che questa diffinitione in se stessa
includa tutte quelle imperfettioni, che di gia habbiamo detto ritrovarsi ne'

6 Diffinitione del Musico di Eustratio. in marg. II
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mentioned, I can explain to you the definition of music by Eustratius, 92 which
includes in itself the whole · and will be the spice 93 and seal of the things
mentioned; as you think of this, with your intellect you will be able to
extract some good thoughts.
Luca Say on, for I derive much satisfaction from these speculations.
Vario He says that the proper goal of music is singing with good melody 94 or

playing every instrument with harmony according to the precepts given by
music. 96
What does this mean--singing with good melody--if not singing in
such a manner that the singers have respect for each other; that one does
not surpass another or send forth a voice more vigorous or weaker than
another; that in the pronunciation of the words, one is not hesitant or
stammering; and so that one may guard against these things, having the
advice that a good singer must have? And when he says that what is proper
to music is playing an instrument with harmony, what else could he infer but
that the player is well advised to make the instrument adopted by him imitate
the natural voice as much as possible, whether it is a cornetto or trombone;
and that he has consideration for the others who are playing with him in the
concert; and that he is advised to regulate the instrument so that any
deformity is neither heard nor played? Let him make the sounds that come
out of the instruments · come out with the greatest exactness and perfection
possible.
Luca It seems to me, as you have said, that this definition includes all the

imperfections that we have already said are found in concerts on account of
92 Eustratius was a metropolitan of Nicaea during the twelfth century.
Under the encouragement and patronage of Princess Anna, Eustratius produced
commentaries on books l and 6 of Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics.
These
commentaries were soon translated into Latin and were well known in the
west (Robert Grosseteste made a translation in 1253, and a translation by
Giovanni Bernardino Feliciano was published in 1543 [Paris: Roigny]). For an
excellent overview of this period and Eustratius's position in Byzantine
scholarship, see Nigel Guy Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium (Baltimore, Maryland:
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), pp. 181-83.
93 In

the sense of the frosting on the cake.

94 The

verb modulare (and the noun modulatione) is used in a few ways in
Artusi's text. Occasionally, modulare means moving a melody in the same way
that musicians understand the term "modulation." At other times, however, it
is a more general term referring to melody-making and the melody itself. In
this case, Artusi does not mean singing with modulation in the sense of
moving the melody up or down; rather he means singing with good melody.
In places where this verb is translated other than as "modulate" or "modulation," there will be a clarification in the notes.
96 According

to Zarlino Ist. harm. 1.41 (which was probably Artusi's source
for this passage), this is found in Eustratius's commentary on the first book
of Aristotle's Ethics, chapter 1.
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5

Concerti, per diffetto de' Sonatori e Cantori; & chi vorra fare qualche
Concerto, che habbi del buono, e giudiciosamente sia Concertato, bisognera
avertire di levare tutti, o in parte quei diffetti, che gia habbiamo scoperti,
iquali impediscono, che il Musico non puote conseguire quel fine che si pro!pone; & allhora si potra dire, che il Concerto sara vicino a qualche perIfettione, sia poi di voci, o d'Instromenti, o dell'uno e l'altro insieme milschiati. I

Vario Voi dite il vero, se provedere si potesse a tutte le imperfettioni, che I di
gia habbiamo dette, si sentirebbe un'Harmonia straordinariamente al I l'udito
10
soave, & dilettevole; ma per essere le imperfettioni molte, anzi in-lfinite, a
me pare impossibile di potere rimoverle tutte; & se potessero esser I rimosse,
ardirei dire, che farebbe di quelli effetti istessi, che anticamente si I legge,
che col mezo della Musica faceano gli huomini di quei tempi, che pur I vi
dovete raccordare d'havere sparsamente letto ne' Poeti, e ne gli Orato- II ri; l 3r
15
che Pitagora sovenne a una famiglia, che si ritrovava in gran perico-llo dalla
furia di alcuni giovani scandalosi, che contra quella, con maniere I insolite
erano infuriati; per ilche impose al Musico, che mutasse il modo, e I mitigo
quello impeto giovanile. Et Domodoco sospinse Ulisse a piangere: I Thimoteo
incito Alessandro a pigliar l'arme, & dipoi lo ritiro da quel penlsiero: un' altro ,
20
lungo tempo conservo la pudicitia di Clitennestra: & Tale-lte di Candia libero
dalla Peste Ii Lacedemoni.
Ma udite, che gran forza I havea la Musica di
quei tempi; Racconta Atheneo, che un certo Clinia, dallla colera soprapreso
pigliava la Cithara, & Citharizava: addimandato cio I che facesse: rispose, Io
mi tempero. I

25 Luca Mi raccordo d'haver letto
importanti, che a quei tempi
questa scienza non fosse cosi
che hoggidi la essercitano questi

in diversi luochi de gli effetti grandi, & I
la Musica operava; ma mi pare ancora, che I
volgare, ne che fosse essercitata nella maniera I
Musici. I

8 Imperfettioni non si possono rimovere tutte. in marg. II 20 Effetti opera ti
da la Musica antica in marg. II
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the defects of the players and singers; whoever wants to make some concert
that is good and judiciously concerted will have to make sure to remove all
(or in part) the defects (which we have already discovered) that impede the
musician so he cannot attain the goal proposed. Then it can be said that the
concert will be close to some perfection, whether it is a concert of voices or
instruments or both blended together.
Vario You are telling the truth: if one could provide for all the imperfections

that we have already mentioned, an extraordinary harmony would be heard,
agreeable and delightful to the hearing; but since the imperfections are many
(or rather, infinite), it seems impossible to me to be able to remove them all.
If they could be removed, I would dare say it would make the same effects-as reported in ancient times--that men of those times made by means of
music.
You must remember having read scattered in the poets and orators how
Pythagoras assisted a family that found itself in great danger from the rage
of some scandalous youths who were unusually infuriated with them; wherefore, Pythagoras imposed on the musician to change the mode and mitigated
that youthful impetuousness. 96
Demodocus drove Ulysses to cry; Timotheus
incited Alexander to take up arms and later took him back from that thought;
at another long time ago, it preserved the chastity of Clytemnestra; and
Thaletas of Candia liberated the Lacedaemonians from the plague. 97
Hear
what great power music had in those times: Athenaeus recounts that a certain
Cleinias, afflicted with anger, took the kithara and played it.
When asked
what he was doing, he replied: I am tempering myself. 98
Luca I remember having read in different places of the great and important

effects that music performed in those times, but it still seems to me that this
science was not so common, nor practiced in the way musicians practice it
today.
96

This is probably the most famous story told of the power of ancient
Greek music.
Accordingly, there are many sources for this story, both
ancient and modern.
Artusi's primary source for this story was probably
Boethius De inst. mus. 1.1, although he would also have been familiar with
this tale from reading many of the Renaissance music treatises that repeat it
(such as Zarlino 1st. harm. 2. 7).
97These

stories were very commonly told during the Renaissance.
Artusi's immediate source could have been the original works or other
theoretical treatises (for example, these stories are all found in Zarlino 1st.
harm. 2.7).
98 Athenaeus

Deipnosophistae 14.623-24: "The Pythagorean Cleinias, for
example, as Chamaeleon of Pontus records, whose conduct and character were
exemplary, would always take his lyre and play on it whenever it happened
that he was exasperated to the point of anger. And in answer to those who
inquired the reason he would say, 'I am calming myself down"' (Athenaeus,
The Deipnosophists, 7 vols., trans., Charles Burton Gulick, Loeb Classical
Library, 38-44 [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1927-41], 6:363).
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Vario E' i1 vero, che Anticamente non si ritrovava una moltitudine di I Musici,
come a tempi nostri: ma erano seminati rari, & percio in mag-lgior riputa-

5

10

15

tione, che non sono questi: totalmente dati allo esser servi, in-lclinati al
guadagno: Non haveano tante Arie, ne tante sorti d'Instromenlti, uniti insieme
con tante voci, e tante varieta d'Harmonie; lequali I cose tutte, sono il piu
delle volte, causa di molta confusione, in vece di I molta unione; ne si puo
fare di meno, perche dove concorre la operation-lne di molti, bisogna ancora,
che molte siano le imperfettioni, per la diver-Isita de' pareri, e del modo di
operare; se bene tutti mirano ad un bersa-jglio; ma mentre, che voi andate
pensando, che uno e piu dell'altro Eccel-llente, vi fara ancora credere, che
uno e piu perfetto dell'altro; & per con-jsequenza, uno piu dell'altro imperfetto, ne percio possono conseguire il fine, I se non in un certo modo imperfetto. I
Luca Mi piace, che siamo entrati in questo discorso della Musica Antica, danldomi a credere, che Argomentarete dalla perfettione di quella, alla imperIfettione di questa, secondo apunto il nostro proposito. I
Vario Non sara gran cosa, che argomentiamo dalla perfettione di quella, I all a
imperfettione di questa; & dalla imperfettione di quella, alla perfet-ltione di

20

25

questa: che questa propositione si converte secondo diversi rispetti. I Ma
prima voglio dirvi come gli Antichi essercitavano questa Scienza, & I sara
come fondamento del ragionamento: dipoi vedremo in faccia qual I di loro sia
piu perfetta, overo imperfetta.
Erano Anticamente una co-Isa istessa, il
Musico, & il Poeta, ne da loro era chiamato uno con II questo nome di Poeta, 13v
se non era Musico; & per il contrario, col nome di I Musico se non era Poeta.
Et come dice Strabone, con nome de sapienti era-lno nominati; Cantavano loro
stessi le loro Compositioni al suono della cetra, I Lira, Pifaro, o altro
Instromento; ilche si conferma con l'auttorita di Plinio I nella Naturale
Historia nel Cap. 56. che racconta come Lino da Negroponlte Compose Hinni,
& Canto al suono della Cetra: & Terpandro Compose I dice Plutarco, Poemi al

1 Vilta de' Musici Moderni. in marg. II 9 Uno e piu eccellente di un'altro. m
marg. II 21 Poeta, & Musico erano tutto uno. in marg. II 24 Strabane. m
marg. II 26 Plinio. in marg. II 27 Musici Antichi e Poeti. in marg. II
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Vario It is true that in ancient times a multitude of musicians was not found as
in our times, but they were scattered and rare, and therefore they had a
greater reputation than those of today who are totally given to being slaves,
inclined towards gain. They did not have so many lines or so many types of
instruments united together with many voices and so many varieties of
harmonies--all of which are more often the cause of much confusion instead
of much unity.
Nor can it be otherwise, for where many share in the
operation, it is necessary for the imperfections to be many because of the
diversity of opinions and methods of operating, even though all are aiming at
one target.
But while you are thinking that one is more excellent than the
other, I will also make you believe that one is more perfect than the other
and, consequently, that one is more imperfect than the other.
Therefore,
they cannot attain their goal except in a certain imperfect manner.

Luca It pleases me that we have entered into this discussion of ancient music-giving me to believe that you will argue for the perfection of the ancients
against the imperfection of the moderns, precisely according to our topic.
Vario It would not be a great thing for us to argue for the perfection of the
ancients and the imperfection of the moderns, or for the imperfection of the
ancients and the perfection of the moderns, for this proposition reverses
itself according to different respects.
But first, I want to tell you how the
ancients practiced this science, and this will be the foundation of the
discussion--afterwards we shall plainly see which of them is more perfect or
imperfect.

In ancient times, music and poetry were one and the same thing, and one
was not called by them with the name of poet if he was not a musician and,
conversely, with the name of musician if he was not a poet. 99
As Strabo
says, they were given the name of wise men. 100 They themselves sang their
own compositions to the sound of the kithara, lyre, aulos, 101 or other instrument; which is confirmed by the authority of Pliny in the Naturalis historia
in chapter 56, where he recounts how Linus of Negroponte composed hymns
and sang to the sound of the kithara; 102 and Terpander composed poems, says
99 Artusi's

most probable source for this paragraph is Zarlino 1st. harm.
2.6, where a more accurate reading of the ancient sources is given.
100" And

on this account Plato, and even before his time the Pythagoreians, called philosophy music; . . ." (Strabo Geographia 10.2.10 [The Geography of Strabo, 8 vols., trans. Horace Leonard Jones, Loeb Classical Library,
242-29 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1928), 5:95]).
101 The
102

Italian "pifaro" literally means pipe.

Naturalis historia 7.204: "Thamyris first played the [kithara) without
using the voice, Amphion, or according to others Linus, accompanied the
[kithara) with singing" (Pliny, Natural History. 10 vols., trans. H. Rackham,
W. H. S. Jones, and D. E. Eichholz, Loeb Classical Library, 94-103 [1938-63),
2:643).
I have replaced "harp" with the now-familiar "kithara" as the
translation of the Latin "cithara."
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IO

suono della Cetra: & Oratio nella Poetica dice, che I Apollo fu Sonator di
Lira, e Cantore: & Orfeo con Arione furono Musici, I & Poe ti.
Questi
adunque Cantavano al suono della Lira, & della Cetra le I Compositioni loro,
ne adopravano tante variate sorti d'Instromenti, in un'listesso tempo, ne tanti
Concenti, & Arie; ma al suono d'un solo Instromento I Cantavano le cose loro.
De gl'istessi Instromenti si servivano a Cantare le I Lodi de' loro Dei, ne'
Sacrificij, nelle sepolture, e funerali de' loro Morti; I nelle scene, nelle
Nozze, e Conuiti; si come Ovidio ne' Fasti: Aulo Gelio I Titolivio, & molti
altri Historiografi degni di Fede, nelle loro Opere rac-lcontano; tal costume fu
osservato anco da gli Hebrei nelle sepolture de' lo-lro Morti, di che ne fa
chiara testimonianza l'Evangelio nella Resurret-ltione della figliuola del

2 adunque ego adunqte A II 5 A che servivano gl'lnstromenti de gli Antichi.
in marg. I concenti ™ concerti A II
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Plutarch, to the sound of the kithara; 103 and · Horace says in the [Ars) poetica
that Apollo was a player of the lyre and a singer and that Orpheus and Arion
were musicians and poets. 104 Therefore, these sang their compositions to the
sound of the lyre and kithara, and they adopted neither many varied types of
instruments at the same time nor many concords 106 and lines but sang their
things to the sound of only one instrument.
These same instruments were used to sing the praises of their gods at
sacrifices, burials, and funerals of their dead, and plays, weddings, and marriages, as Ovid in his Fasti, 106 Aulus Gellius, 107 Titus Livy, 108 and many
other historians worthy of faith recount in their works.
Such customs were
also observed by the Hebrews in the burial of their dead (of which the Gospel
gives clear testimony at the resurrection of the daughter of the prince of the
103"Terpander

also, who was a composer of nomes sung to the citara, set
to music in each nome hexameters of his own" (Pseudo-Plutarch De musica
3.l 132C [Plutarch's Moralia. 15 vols., trans. Benedict Einarson, Phillip H. de
Lacy, et al., Loeb Classical Library, 198-212 (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1967), 14:359]).
104 Ars

poetica 391-407: "While men still roamed the woods, Orpheus, the
holy prophet of the gods, made them shrink from bloodshed and brutal living;
hence the fable that he tamed tigers and ravening lions; hence too the fable
that Amphion, builder of Thebes's citadel, moved stones by the sound of his
lyre, and led them whither he would by his supplicating spell.
In days of
yore, this was wisdom, to draw a line between public and private rights,
between things sacred and things common, to check vagrant union, to give
rules for wedded life, to build towns, and grave laws on tables of wood; and
so honour and fame fell to bards and their songs, as divine.
After these
Homer won his renown, and Tyrtaeus with his verses fired manly hearts for
battles of Mars. In song oracles were given, and the way of life was shown;
the favour of kings was sought in Pierian strains, and mirth was found to
close toil's long spell.
So you need not blush for the Muse skilled in the
lyre, and for Apollo, god of song" (Horace, Satires. Epistles and Ars poetica,
trans. H. Rushton Fairclough, Loeb Classical Library, 57 [Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1926], p. 483). Artusi's text here is more likely a confused
condensation of Zarlino 1st. harm. 2.6.
106 cf.

chapter 1, n. 44.

106The

Fasti by Ovid (43 B.C.-17 A.D.) is an exposition of various Roman
rites organized according to the Roman calendar.
In many places, there are
incidental references to the music that was a part of these rituals.
107A

Roman historian, ca. 130-180 A.D.; his work, the Noctes A tticae, is
a collection of essays on numerous subjects.
108

Livy (59 B.C.-17 or 18 A.O.) wrote a monumental history of Rome (Ab
urbe condita) that comprised 142 books; only 35 books are extant.
His
references to music are scattered throughout.
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Prencipe della sinagoga, per invitare li circon-lstanti al
Ambrosio Santo, che cio faceano per imitare Ii I vecchi loro. I

pianto;

&

dice

Luca Questa maniera di Cantare, che noi usiamo, & di Concertare, non e I
adunque ii modo, che gli Antichi osservavano; al suono di un solo Instro5
lmento, quei sapienti le cose da loro composte recitavano. I
Vario E' verissimo, & se ne volete una raccolta della maggior parte, le-lgete la
Deca Historiale della Poetica del Patritio, e ne restarete sodisfatto I apieno.
Un particolare dovete intorno a questo avertire, & e che pochi I Anni sono,
che noi habbiamo quest'ordine d'intervalli divisi nella maniera I che voi
10
vedete, con il modo di Cantare tante, e tante Arie insieme. I

Luca Se questo modo non
possono essere? I

e

Antico, chi

e

stato lo inventore? quanti Anni I

Vario Guido Aretino Musico Eccellente di quei tempi; ii sistema massimo, I che

13 Guido Aretino ordino ii Sistema in essacordi. in marg. II
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synagogue 109 ) to invite those around
they did this to imitate their elders. 111

to

weep,

and Saint Ambrose 110 says

Luca This manner of singing and harmonizing together that we use is not
therefore the method the ancients observed: those wise men recited things
composed by them to the sound of only one instrument.
Vario It is most true, and if you want a collection of the greater part, read La
deca istoria della Poetica by Patrizi 112 and you will be fully satisfied.
You
must be advised of one particular on this topic: we have had for only a few
years this order of intervals divided in the manner that you see, along with
the method of singing many, many lines together.
Luca If this method is not ancient, who was the inventor?

How many years ago

could it be?
Vario Guido of Arezzo, 113 excellent musician of his times, divided the Greater

109This

story is related in Matthew 9: 18-19, 23-26; Mark 5:22-24, 35-43;
and Luke 8:41-42, 49-56.
Matthew 9:23 is the only verse that specifically
mentions the music-making that attended the girl's death.
110

Exoositio evangelii secundum Lucam 6.6-11.

111 On

this sentence, cf. Zarlino 1st, harm. 1.6.

112 Patrizi

was a philosopher who lived in Ferrara and Rome.
He was
well acquainted with music and probably participated in musical gatherings in
Ferrara when he was there (1578-92). The work to which Artusi refers here
(Della ooetica: La deca istoriale [Ferrara: V. Baldini, 1586]) is found in a
modern edition with other works Patrizi did not publish (Francesco Patrizi,
Della ooetica, 3 vols., ed. Danilo A. Barbagli [Florence: Istituto nazionale di
studi sul Rinascimento, 1969-71 ]).
For an excellent overview of his importance to the aesthetics of music, see Claude Palisca, Humanism in Italian
Renaissance Musical Thought (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, I 985),
pp. 402-5, 412-18.
113Guido

d'Arezzo (ca.991-after 1033) is credited with the most important
musical innovations that developed in the eleventh century, including the
modern staff and accurate pitch notation. See chapter 3, "Introduction to the
Treatise," pp. 56-57 for more precise information on his theoretical works.
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prima in tre Tetracordi diviso; divise in essacordi, ordine di sei corde , I

139
Perfect

System 114

(which

was

first

divided

into

three

tetrachords 115 )

into

114 A complete understanding of Artusi's treatise must be preceded by an
understanding of the Greek system for organizing possible pitches. The basic
unit was a tetrachord: a group of four pitches.
The Greeks postulated five
tetrachords: the hypaton tetrachord (in our modern notation this could be
placed from B to E), the meson tetrachord (E to A), the synemmenon
tetrachord (A to D), the diezeugmenon tetrachord (B to E; this "overlapped"
the synemmenon tetrachord), and the hyperbolaion tetrachord (E to A). - With
the addition of one pitch below these groups {the proslambanomenos), the
Greeks had a two-octave gamut available for use.
Within each tetrachord,
the outer two notes were fixed and immovable; the inner two varied according
to the genus employed.
In the ancient theoretical literature, three different
arrangements of tetrachords were named.
A system using all five tetrachords
was called the Perfect Immutable System; one using the hypaton, meson,
diezeugmenon, and hyperbolaion tetrachords was called the Greater Perfect
System; and one using the hypaton, meson, and synemmenon tetrachords was
called .the Lesser Perfect System. Artusi does not preserve this distinction in
his treatise; he calls the system with five tetrachords the Greater Prefect
System.
The following chart illustrates these tetrachords in ascending order,
the proper names for the pitches, and a modern equivalent for the fixed
pitches based on a theoretical system starting on A (no pitch is given for the
moveable pitches because they vary widely).

Pros lam banomenos
Hypate Hypaton
Parhypate Hypaton
Lichanos Hypaton
Hypate Meson
Parhypate Meson
Lichanos Meson
Mese
Trite Synemmenon
Paranete Synemmenon
Nete Synemmenon
Paramese
Trite Diezeugmenon
Paranete Diezeugmenon
Nete Diezeugmenon
Trite Hyperbolaion
Paranete Hyperbolaion
Nete Hyperbolaion

A
B

e
a

d'
b

e'
a'

An excellent introduction to Greek music theory that contains more detailed
information about the tetrachord theory is M. Isobel Henderson's "Ancient
Greek Music," in Ancient and Oriental Music, ed. Egon Wellesz, New Oxford
History of Music, I (London: Oxford University Press, I 957), pp. 336-403; see
also Artusi's explanation of tetrachord theory on ff. 16r-20r (pp. 151-73).
115 Artusi

supra).

must be thinking here of the Lesser Perfect System (see n. 114
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includendo in ciascuno essacordo, uno de' Tetracordi de gli Antichi; & I per
far questo piu commodamente, v'aggiunse una corda sotto la acqui-lstata, & le
pose il nome di Gamaut, segnandola con un
Gamma Gre-lca, & prima
lettera dello Alfabetto; volendo dare ad intendere, che ti I Greci erano stati ti
primi inventori, se bene dipoi; da' Latini era stato II accresciuta, & augumentata, ponendo nomi diferenti alle corde di tutto il I sistema massimo, da
quelle de' Greci.
Fiori questo valent'huomo sotto la I fel. mem. di PP.
Giovanni XX. come dicono alcuni, che fu l'Anno 1024. I & 329. anni dopo nella

r

5

8 Giovanni de Muris inventore delle figure Cantabili. in marg. II

14r
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hexachords, or orders of six strings; 116 and he included in each hexachord
one of the tetrachords of the ancients. 117 In order to do this more comfortably, he added a string below the acguistata 118 and gave it the name of
Gamaut--marking it with a f Greek gamma 119 --and the first letter of the
alphabet, 120 wanting to convey that the Greeks had been the first inventors
even though the system had been enlarged and augmented by the Latins, who
gave names different from those of the Greeks to the strings of the whole
Greater Perfect System.
This worthy man flourished during the happy
memory of Pope John XX, as some say, 121 which was the year I 024. Three
116The

hexachord system enabled medieval mus1c1ans to quickly memorize
chant melodies in a musical culture without precise pitch notation or other
stable written tradition.
At the time, a musical gamut of approximately two
octaves was theoretically possible. This gamut was divided into groups of six
pitches--hexachords--with only one semitone interval per group.
Each pitch
within the hexachord had a name (ut, re, mi, fa, sol, and la).
By starting
these hexachords at specific intervals (notated on C, F, and G) and by
changing from hexachord to hexachord, a medieval musician was quickly able
to memorize the intervals between the pitches of any given melody.
This
process was known as solmization. For more detailed overviews, see The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.vv. "Hexachord," by William
Drabkin; and "Solmization I," by Andrew Hughes.
117Although

it has traditionally been attributed to Guido, there is no
evidence in his surviving writings that he formulated the hexachord theory as
it was later established. The foundations for this theory, however, are found
in Guido's Eoistola de ignoto cantu (partial English trans. in Oliver Strunk,
Source Readings in Music History [New York: Norton, 1950], pp. 121-25). See
Palisca's introduction to Guido's Micrologus (Warren Babb, trans., Hucbald,
Guido, and John On Music: Three Medieval Treatises, ed. Claude V. Palisca,
Music Theory Translation Series [New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
1978], p. 49).
118This

term means "acquired [string]."
"proslambanomenos," which also means "added."

The original Greek term was

119The

addition of gamaut is in Micrologus 2. This pitch is also found m
Musica enchiriadis I and John of Afflighem De mu~ica 5.
120Guido,

of course, did not give the note below the proslambanomenos
the first letter of the alphabet; rather he called the proslambanomenos itself
by this letter (A).
121 This

is actually Pope John XIX who reigned from 1024-ca. 1033. There
was much confusion on the numbering of Popes bearing the name John
because of a common belief in a Pope John who supposedly reigned for four
months in 985.
He did not exist, however, and historians have correctly
reassigned the numbering to all Popes John except Popes John XXI, John
XXII, and John XXIII. In reality, then, there was no Pope John XX (see New
Catholic Encyclopedia, s.vv. "John XIX, Pope," by G. Rill, and "John XX,
Pope," by A. O'Malley).
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Citta di Parigi Giovanni de Muris, ritrovo le fi-lgure, che noi adoperiamo;
Massima lunga, breve, semibreve, & minima: I di modo che si puo fare il conto
che 1024. con 329. fanno 1353 ilqual I numero sottrato, e cavato da 1600.
resta 247. anni; se pur vogliamo I dire, che all'hora si incominciasse ad
adoprare, simili figure significative I de suoni, & tante arie insieme; ilche non
e cosi credibile.
Sotto qual mil-llesimo, & qual auttore fosse il primo a
componere nel modo, & ordine, I che si fa hoggidi, non se ne ritrova vestigia
alcuna, se bene Boetio descrHve nel Capitolo Terzo del Libro Quarto, alcune
Cifre che gli Antichi po-lnevano sopra le sillabe delli loro versi, dalle quali
compredevano in qual I maniera dovevano Cantare, e movere la voce, quando
verso il grave, & I quando verso l'acuto, & ad ogni corda havevano le
particolari Cifre; & I quelle Cifre, che servivano alla corda piu grave, non
servivano poi a corde I piu acute; ma ciascuna havea le sue proprie Cifre, &
queste da loro erano I radoppiate, & poste, alcune di sopra, & altre di sotto:
quelle di sopra signi-lficavano le note, o caratteri; & quelle di sotto erano
applicati alla brevita, I o longhezza di tempo: Con tutto cio non ho mai
veduto, ne sentito che aitri I habbino veduto forma, ne modo di alcuna
Cantilena, fatta in quei primi I tempi, dalla quale si possi cavarne un modello
sicuro, in qual maniera si I Cantassero tante Arie insieme. I

20 Luca Levatemi questo pensiero, & ditemi; Anticamente haveano le Conso-lnanze,
che habbiamo noi si, o no?
Se le havevano, come io mi do a credere; I
perche non Cantavano, e Sonavano nel modo, che facciamo noi? qual cosa I
gli dava impedimento? se non le havevano, havevano ancora in un modo, I
molto imperfetto cognitione di questa scienza; & pur a quei tempi fiori-lvano
25
tutte le belle lettere, & eranvi huomini molto segnalati, iudiciosi, & I d'ingegno acuti, speculativi, e pratichi eccellenti; che di cio ne fanno fede gli I
scritti loro, ched ancora dano da pensare alli Theorici Moderni, piu che non I
vorebbono. I
Qui sta nascosto il vostro errore.
Nego che gli Antichi havessero
cognitione di tutte quelle Consonanze, che nelle Compositioni Moderne
adoperiamo noi; & se di questo ne volete chiarezza, legete Aristosseno I il
Tradotto dal Gogavino a carte 16. del Primo Libro, che vi ritrovarete I queste

Vario

30

3 1353 ego 1553 A II 7 Boetio descrive il modo di movere la voce secondo gli
antichi. in marg. II
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hundred and twenty-nine years later in the city of Paris, Jean de Muris 122
found the figures that we adopt: maxima, longa, breve, semibreve, and minima;
so one can calculate that 1024 plus 329 makes 1353, which subtracted and
taken away from 1600 leaves 247 years; if we want to say that at that time,
there began to be adopted similar figures signifying the sounds and many
lines together, it is not very credible.
On which author during which millennium was the first to compose in the
method and order used today, no vestiges at all are found, even though
Boethius describes in the - third chapter of the fourth book some signs that
the ancients placed above the syllables of their verses, from which they
understood the manner in which they were to sing and when to move the
voice lower and higher. 123
Every string had its particular signs, and those
signs that were used by the lower string were not used then by a higher
string, but each had its own proper signs. These were doubled by them and
some placed above· and others below: those above signified the notes or
characters and those below were applied to the brevity or length of time.
With all this, I have never seen or heard that others have seen a form or
method for any cantilena made in those early times from which a secure
model could ·be drawn out in such a manner that many lines would have been
sung together.
Luca Leave this thought and tell me whether or not in ancient times they had
the consonances that we have. If they had them, as I tend to believe, why
did they not sing and play in the manner that we do? What impeded them?
If they did not have them, then in a way they had a very imperfect understanding of this science; and yet, in those times all the belles lettres were
flourishing, and there were very remarkable, judicious men of sharp wits,
excellent speculative and practical musicians.
Because of this, the modern
theorists have faith in their writings, which still give them something to
think about--more than they would like.
Vario Here is where your error is hidden. I do not say that the ancients had an
understanding of all the consonances that we adopt in modern compositions,
and if you would like clarification of this, read Aristoxenus in the translation ·
by Gogava 124 on folio 16 of the first book, where you will find these words:
122 Jean

de Muris was a fourteenth-century French theorist who wrote on
the rules of mensural music. His influence on musical theorists lasted almost
two centuries. An excellent summary of his writings (and those attributed to
him) is found in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v.
"Jehan de Murs," by Lawrence Gushee; a more exhaustive study is found in
Ulrich Michels, Die Musiktraktate des Johannes de Muris (Wiesbaden: Steiner,
1970).
123

In this chapter, Boethius details the Greek notation system.
principal source was Alypius Isagoge musica although scribal errors
marred the actual figures; see Bower, p. 222, n. 18.
124 Antonio

His
have

Gogava (d. 1569) is remembered for his important translations
of Ptolemy and Aristoxenus from Greek into Latin. The Aristoxenus transla-
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parole.
Modulamur enim minora intervalla, quam diatessaron, II cum plura
quidem tamen omnia dissona: & nel secondo Lib. a car. 29. a I questo istesso
proposito replica.
Canimus emin quidem nos cum plura ipso I diatessaron
minora; Dissona tamen omnia.
Et Tolomeo nel Primo Libro, I nel fine del
Cap. 10. dice, Incompositum vero ditonum, a melo alienum, ut I quod in
ratione 81. ad 64. sensibus autem faciliora percepta sunt, quae I comensurabi-

1 Gli Antichi non haveano per consonanze le imperfette. in marg. II

14v
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"Modulamur enim minora intervalla, quam diatessaron cum plura quidem tamen
omnia dissona"; 126 and in the second book on folio 29, he repeats this same
topic: "Canimus enim quidem nos cum plura ipso diatessaron minora; Dissona
tamen omnia." 126 Ptolemy says in the first book at the end of chapter ten:
"Incompositum vero ditonum, a melos alienum, ut quod in ratione 81. ad 64.
sensibus autem faciliora percepta sunt, quae comensurabiliora." 127
Euclid, 128
tion (which, published in 1562, was the first modern edition of the treatise)
was based on a single manuscript and riddled with emendations and lacunae.
Nevertheless, this made Aristoxenus's writings available to the many humanist
scholars (including Artusi) who were not versed in Greek.
Gogava's translation is reprinted in Rudolf Westphal's Aristoxenos von Tarent: Melik und
Rhythmik des classischen Hellenentums, 2 vols. (Leipzig: Abel, 1883-93; reprint
ed., Hildesheim: Olms, 1965).
See also Palisca's excellent treatment in his
Humanism, pp. 133-60.
125 Aristoxenus

Harm. 1.20: "Though many smaller intervals than the
Fourth appear in melody, they are without exception discords" (Macran
translation, p. 179).
126 Aristoxenus Harm. 2.45: "for while we can produce several smaller
intervals [than the fourth], they are all discords" (Macran translation, p. 198).
127Ptolemy

Harm. 2.10: "The incomposite ditone is truly foreign to melos,
as it is in the ratio 81 to 64, for to the senses, the more commensurable are
more easily perceived." During's (p. 41) reading of the same passage is "Denn
sie wurden leichter einen Ganzton als einen Ditonus nehmen konnen, da der
Ganzton ein emmelisches Intervall im VerMltnis 9:8 ist, wahrend der nicht
zusammengesetzte <d. h. einfache> Ditonus ekmelisch ist.
Denn er steht im
Verhaltnis 81:64, und je symmetrischer <zahlenmassig gesehen> die Intervalle
sind, des to leichter konnen sie vom Gehor aufgefasst werden."
128 During

the Renaissance, three treatises were commonly ascribed to
Euclid: Elementa, Sectio canonis. and Isagoge harmonike. The first deals with
geometry; it is the source of classical Euclidean geometry. This was certainly
written by Euclid.
The second is one of the first Pythagorean treatises on
music and is constructed similarly to the Elementa with its definitions and
proofs.
It was probably written by Euclid, although its authorship has been
questioned (a complete bibliography concerning this topic can be found in
Thomas J. Mathiesen, "An Annotated Translation of Euclid's Division of a
Monochord" Journal of Music Theory 19 [1975]: 253, n. 1). The third is an
Aristoxenian treatise on music that hardly resembles the Sectio canonis at all.
Its author was certainly not Euclid but rather Cleonides (for a summary of
the manuscript tradition and attributed authors, see Jon Solomon, "Cleonides'
Isagoge harmonike: Critical Edition, Translation, and Commentary" [Ph.D. diss. ,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980], pp. 162- 74).
Artusi refers to all three of these works and credits Euclid as their
author.
Whenever Artusi mentions a passage in Euclid, a note will clarify
which treatise he means.
For more information on the contents of these
treatises and their authors, see chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp.
53-56, 60-61.
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liora.
Et Euclide Prencipe de' Mathematici, disse, Sunt con-lsone diatessaron
Diapente, Diapason, & similia; Dissona autem sunt eaque I minora, quam
diatessaron, ut diesis. Semitonium, Tonus, Sesquitonus, & I Ditonus.
Da
queste auttorita certificato, vi bisognera confessare, e crede-lre, che gli
Antichi non hebbero mai per Consonanti quelle Consonanze, che I noi chiamiamo imperfette, come l'una e l'altra Terza; e l'una e l'altra Se-lsta, che pur
sono la vaghezza delle Compositioni moderne: & se bene si I vede dalle loro
parole, che hebbero cognitione di queste consonanze, le conobjbero pero per
dissonanti, ne mai da loro furno adoprate; perche teneano per I un'assioma,
che fossero dissonanti; ne percio poterono come noi Cantare tanjte arie
insieme. I

Luca Come puo essere adunque, che la Musica in quei tempi operasse, & fajcesse tanti, & tanti segnalati effetti; essendo cosi povera di Consonanze? & I
la nostra, che di queste e ricchissima ne sia priva, & quasi si puo dire, che I
15
facci contrarij effetti alla loro. I
Vario Non e gran cosa, che un Musico solo, e Poeta eccellente al suono di un I

solo Instromento di quattro, o piu corde, overo di altro Instromento, secondo

I l'uso loro, Cantasse e recitasse cose conformi alla natura, & volonta de gli I
20

25

30

ascoltanti disposti a ricevere quella cosi fatta materia, per dir cosi; e in loro
I si immutasse ii senso, e facesse quegli effetti, che gia habbiamo detto, che
fa-lcea, massime che ne' sensi si imprimono le cose piu semplici, piu facilmente I che le miste. Sonavano e Cantavano Diatonicamente; & se bene toccava-jno qualche cosa di altro genere, non era talmente mista, che i1 senso
non la I potesse discernere, e conoscere. Ma hoggidi, che si adoperano tante
arie, & I dopo questo sono le Compositioni di diversi modi, di diversi generi
di ma-lniera che si sente una mistura di cose diverse, una compositione di
voci I diverse, un romore di Harmonia al senso incomportabile; uno Canta un
I moto veloce, un'altro tardo; uno proferisce una sillaba d'una sorte, un'alltro
d'un'altra; uno va nello acuto con la voce, un'altro net grave, & per I fianco
si ode una voce posta fra l'acuto e'l grave: uno Canta la Diapa-lson Harmonicamente divisa, un'altro Arithmeticamente: di modo che non puo fare quel
buon'effetto, che gia faceva. Et se bene l'animo e disposto a II ricevere ogni
forma mentre, che da diverse cose contrarie e agitato, come vo-llete che si
acqueti?
Bisogna per forza, che nello ascoltante generi contra-jrio effetto, &

7 Antichi non hebbero le imperfettie per dissonanti. in marg. II 21 Le cose
semplici piu facilmente si imprimono ne' sensi, che le miste. in marg. II 28
Cose contrarie fanno diversi effetti. in marg. II
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prince of mathematicians, said: "Sunt consone diatessaron Diapente, Diapason,
& similia; Dissona autem sunt eaque minora, quam diatessaron, ut diesis. Semitonium, Tonus, Sesquitonus, & Ditonus." 129
From these certified authorities, it will be necessary to confess and
believe that the ancients never had as consonances the consonances that we
call imperfect--like both of the thirds and both of the sixths, which are the
charm of modern compositions. Even though it is seen from their words that
they had an understanding of these consonances, nevertheless, they knew
them as dissonances and never adopted them because they held it as an axiom
that they were dissonant; 130 nor, therefore, could they sing many lines
together like us.
Luca How then can it be that music in those times worked and made so many

remarkable effects while it was so poor in consonances?
And our music,
which is very rich in these, is deprived of the effects--it could almost be
said that it makes the contrary effect from theirs.
Vario It is not a great thing that a single musician and excellent poet sang and

performed to the sound of only one instrument of four or more strings (or of
. another instrument, according to their usage) things conforming to the nature
and will of listeners disposed to receive material made like that (so to speak)
and it changed their sense and made the effects that we have already mentioned--more so because simpler things impress the senses more easily than
mixed things.
They played and sang diatonically, and even though they
touched upon things from another genus, it was not so mixed that the sense
could not discern and understand it.
But today, when so many lines are adopted and, beyond this, the compositions are of diverse modes ·and genera, a mixture of diverse things is
heard: a composition of diverse voices; a noise of harmony disordered to the
senses; one singing with a rapid motion, another with a slow motion; one
uttering a syllable of one sort, another of another sort; one going higher
with the voice, another lower, and a voice placed in between these heard
besides; one singing a diapason divided harmonically, another arithmetically-all this in such a manner that music cannot make the good effect that it used
to.
Even though the soul is disposed to receive every form, how can it be
appeased while it is agitated by diverse and contrary things?
It necessarily
must be that this generates the contrary effect in the listener who is left
129

Cleonides Intro. 5: "The diatessaron, diapente, diapason, and similar
intervals are consonances; however, those smaller than the diatessaron are
dissonances, such as the diesis, semitone, tone, tone-and-a-half, and ditone."
Cf. Strunk, p. 38; and Solomon, p. 149.
130

Pythagorean theory considered consonant only those intervals that
could be defined by ratios constructed from the first four numbers (the
tetraktys of the decad).
This limited the consonant intervals to the octave
(2: 1), twelfth (3: 1), fifteenth (4: 1), fifth (3:2), and fourth (4:3 ).
All other
intervals were dissonant, as Artusi relates.
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che di la si parta, pieno piu tosto di confusione, che di effetto I alcuno, che
lo habbi da indure in qualche buon habito; e vero che ne rap-lporta le
orecchie piene di romore, o diciamo Harmoniosi suoni, ma confusi. I Quanto
poi alla Musica Antica, & Moderna; a me pare che l' Antica fos-lse , si come fu
piu povera, & imperfetta della Moderna rispetto alla priva-ltione dell' Harmonia, & delle Consonanze; & la Moderna, essendo piu riclca di consonanze, &
di Harmonia, piu di quella perfetta.
Et quella piu I perfetta quanto al
conseguire il suo fine di dilettare, & giovare.
Et que-1s ta piu imperfetta,
rispetto a non conseguire altro fine, che di occupare il senlso dell'udito, di
molte arie, & molti romori, con intervalli Harmonici, di-llettando solamente
qualch'uno; ma non per questo si vede, che giovi in parlte alcuna; & se bene
alcuni vogliono, che facci, & sia per fare gl'istessi ef-lfetti, che gill ella
faceva; non si vedono, ne sentono pero in alcuno, operare I simili effetti, anzi
si vede, che in quella parte che diletta, non diletta tutti I universalmente; ma
de gli ascoltanti uno piu, & meno dell'altro ne piglia I diletto: & se ne ritrovano di quelli, che non possono sentire questi Concerti, I ne queste Moderne
Musiche: & per concludervi, rispetto a diverse cose, I una e piu perfetta, &
anco piu imperfetta dell'altra. I

Luca Veramente non so come possi fare buon effetto una cosa mista piu di I una
semplice; essendo che mentre, che era nella sua simplicita, si vedeano I effetti
tanti e tanti. Hora che ella e mista, e piena di molte impertinentie, I e cose
contrarie, mi pare apunto impossibile, che sia per fare, & dimostrare I effetto
buono: della mistura di questa Moderna pratica, mi raccordo d'ha-lver veduto
una Cantilena d'un valent'huomo piena, e adornata di molti I diesis, & talhora
25
di molti b molli, & eccovene l'essempio. I

20

3 confusi ~ consusi A I Perfettione, & imperfettione della Musica Antica, e
Moderna qual sia. in marg. II 20 Musica mista non puo operare nell'animo
effetto alcuno. in marg. II
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full of confusion, rather than any effect, 131 which has to persuade with some
fine clothing; 132 it is true that it produces an ear-full of noise or, let us
say, harmonious but confused sounds.
As for ancient and modern music, then, it seems to me that the ancient
was poorer and more imperfect than the modern in respect to the lack of
harmony and consonances, while the modern, as it is richer in consonances
and harmony, is more perfect than the ancient.
The ancient was more
perfect in attaining its goal of delighting and benefitting, while the modern
is more imperfect in respect to not attaining any goal other than filling the
sense of hearing with harmonic intervals of many lines and noises, only some
of which are delightful.
But not because of this is it seen that it benefits
somewhat; even though some wish that it would make and accomplish the
same effects that music once made, similar effects are not seen (nor therefore are they sensed in anything) to operate--rather, it is seen that the part
which does delight does not delight all universally: one listener takes more
delight while another takes less, and there are found among listeners those
who cannot listen to these concerts or this modern music.
To conclude, in
respect to different things, one is more perfect and also imperfect than the
other.
Luca Truly, I do not know how a mixed thing can make a good effect more than

a simple thing, inasmuch as many, many effects were seen while music was in
its simplicity.
Now that it is mixed and full of many impertinences and
contrary things, it seems to me impossible for it to accomplish and demonstrate a good effect.
Concerning the mixture of this modern practice, I remember having seen
a cantilena by a worthy man, fully adorned with many dieses and occasionally
with many soft b's. Here is the example:

131 This

aesthetic ideal was quite common in the Renaissance and hearkens
back to Greek ideas of imitation and mimesis.
Music has an effect on the
listener.
But when many affects are present in the music, the net result is
nothing for the listener because the soul (or rational being) is confused by so
many contraries. This same notion was important for music of the eighteenth
century as well.
See S. H. Butcher, "'Imitation' as an Aesthetic Term," in
Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, with a Critical Text and Translation of the Poetics, 4th ed. (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1911; reprint ed.,
New York: Dover, 1951), pp. 121-62; and Warren Anderson, Ethos and Education in Greek Music (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1966), pp. 100-104
and 126-28.
132 This

seems to mean that the modern music, since it creates no effect
because of the confusion from all the varying and contrary aspects of it, has
to be dressed up so it appears to have more than it really does.
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II Vario Vedo che la parte del Contr' Alto, recita intieramente il Tetracor-ldo 15v

5

Cromatico, che procede per semituono maggiore posto fra la Corda ~ I & C.
& per un'altro semituono fra la corda C & la istessa segnata con I la cifra #.
& per una terza minore, da questa ad E, secondo la opinione I de' Theorici
Antichi, & d'alcuni Moderni.
Ma quello che peggio mi pa-Ire, nel Soprano
l'ultima figura e segnata con ii #, & pur quella cosi fatta I corda non e
Cromatica, ne Enarmonica; ma particolare Diatonica, ne ad I altro de generi
s'appartiene secondo la mente de' buoni Theorici passati. I

IO

Luca Mi raccordo ancora d' haver veduto la corda di D. sol, re, in alcuni I
Madrigali di Moderni Compositori, segnata con ii # , laqual corda non si I puo

3 Corde, che non sono nel Clavacembalo ordinario. in marg. II
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Vario I see the contralto part recites the entire chromatic tetrachord, which,
according to the opinion of the ancient theorists and some modern ones,
proceeds by a major semitone placed between the square B and C strings,
another semitone between the C string and the same string marked with the
sign #, and a minor third between this and E.

But what seems worse to me is that the last figure in the soprano is
marked with a #; and yet the string thus obtained is neither chromatic nor
enharmonic but is particular to the diatonic and does not belong to any other
genus, according to the view of the good theorists of the past. 133
Luca I remember, moreover, having seen the string of Dsolre marked with a # in
some madrigals by modern composers; this string cannot be played on the

133 Artusi

is objecting to the G-sharp in the soprano.
Artusi--like all
contemporary theorists--has presupposed a Greater Perfect System constructed
on A (the proslambanomenos). The pitch G is within the tetrachord E to A.
When this tetrachord is filled according to the enharmonic genus, it proceeds
E, Ex (a quarter-step above E), F, A;
according to the chromatic genus, it
proceeds E, F, F-sharp, A; according to the diatonic, it proceeds E, F, G, A.
These are the only options for filling in this tetrachord.
The pitch G only
appears in the diatonic genus--a genus that does not allow the use of
accidentals (according to Renaissance interpretation).
Therefore, the pitch Gsharp should not exist in music because it is not diatonic, chromatic, or
enharmonic.
Nevertheless, in Artusi's day, many practical musicians used Gsharps in their music.
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Sonare nel Clavacembalo ordinario, ne sopra l'Organo; ma si bene nel-ll'Istromento fatto secondo la divisione di Don Nicola Vicentino, che si ri-ltrova in
questa Citta nelle mani del Sig. Antonio Goretti, giovane molto I studioso
delle cose appartinenti alla Musica, & ne' Madrigali di Cipriano I di Rore, di
Andrea Gabrielli: vidi gia il b molle, nella corda di A la mi re; I & E la mi;
cose tutte che mi vanno confermando, che queste Catilene non I siano pure
Diatoniche; ma una terza cosa mista: & ecco lo essempio. I
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Vario E' vero che M. Cipriano uso in quel luoco il b molle; ma s'io vo-llessi dire,
che fosse Diatonico, non e vero; perche non si ritrova simil corda I nella
10
divisione, o constitutione del Sistema massimo; ma piu tosto potrei dire, I che
fosse Cromatica, quanto alla divisione del tuono, che si ritrova fra la corlda
D. sol re, & la E la mi, in dui Semituoni diviso; tuttavia a chi dicesse, I che
quel b molle usato in quella corda, non fosse ne Cromatico, ne Enarmo-lnico,
non direbbe forse cosa, che fosse lontana dalla verita. Et questa e una I di

1 Instromento di D. Nicola Vicentino. in marg. II 14 La Musica Moderna e una
mescolanza. in marg. II
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ordinary harpsichord or organ 134 but can be played on the instrument made
according to the division of Nicola Vicentino, 135 which in this city is found
in the hands of Antonio Goretti, 136 a youth very studious of things pertaining
to music. In the madrigals of Cipriano de Rore 137 and of Andrea Gabrieli, I
have already seen the soft b on the strings of Alamire and Elami--all of
which confirm for me that these cantilenas are not purely diatonic but a
third, mixed thing. 138 Here is the example:
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Vario It is true that Cipriano used the soft b in that place, but if I meant that
it was diatonic, it is not true, because a similar string is not found in the
division or constitution of the Greater Perfect System. 139 I could rather say
that it is chromatic as to the division of the tone found between the string
Dsolre and Elami into two semitones; regardless, he who said that the soft b
used on that string was neither chromatic nor enharmonic would not be far
134The

black key between D and E is tuned as an E-flat in the normal
tuning of Renaissance keyboard instruments.
D-sharp is a pitch audibly
different from E-flat.
135

Vicentino (15 ll -ca.1576) constructed the arcicembalo that, with its two
manuals (each with three orders of keys), could play in any tuning desired.
136Goretti

(ca.1570-1649) was a musician and patron of music. He knew
Monteverdi well and may have been the one whom Artusi called "l'Ottuso"-the individual who defended Monteverdi's music to Artusi (see Claude Palisca,
"The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," in The New Monteverdi Companion, ed.
Denis Arnold and Nigel Fortune [London: Faber and Faber, 1985], pp. 136-39).
His instrument collection was noted for its large size.
See The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Goretti, Antonio," by Anthony
Newcomb.
137
de Rore (1515/16-1565) was a Flemish composer who spent his creative
life in Italy and is famous for his madrigals. He excelled both in contrapuntal expertise and effective text setting.
Monteverdi considered him the true
founder of the seconda oratica because of his expressive settings of emotional
texts, yet more conservative musicians--like Artusi--also greatly admired de
Rore for his great skill and theoretical consistency.
138

The only flat that can be diatonic is B-flat; it appears naturally in the
diatonic synemmenon tetrachord.
139

Assuming the same positioning of the Greater Perfect System as
presented in n. 114 supra, both A and E are immovable pitches: they can
neither .be flatted nor sharped.
Therefore, A-flat and E-flat do not really
occur at all in the traditional concept of the Greater Perfect System.
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quelle cose, che mi fanno credere con voi, che la Musica Moderna sia I una
mescolanza di diverse cose, non da tutti conosciuta. I
Luca Mi piace, che considerando le cose

a

poco

a

poco vi conformiate co'l I mio

pensiero. I
5 Vario E' vero che considerando molte cose, che nella Moderna pratica io senlto,
e vedo; non posso far di manco di non confermare, e conformarmi co'l I parer
vostro in questa parte: Ma dall'altra parte, se Ii pratici Moderni colnoscessero
le cordi comuni, & le particolari de' generi, secondo la mente de I gli Antichi,
& de' molti Moderni, che pur non si discostano dalla loro opi- II nione; tal
10
volta non farebbono delle cose, che per scapriciarsi, senza ragion-lne alcuna
fanno. I
Luca Mi volete concludere, che queste corde non sono

15

ne comuni, ne partilcolari d'alcuno de' generi; ma se non sono ne coqrnni, ne particolari; perche
I le usano? a me pare che tutte le corde siano comuni, & non particolari; I
perche Ii pratici si servo no di tutte indiferentemente, & in tutte pongono I #
diesis, b quadri, & b molli. I

a quelle corde, che le viene in pensiero di segnare con #, ~, I &
b molli, faccino Ii pratici, che con gl'istessi segni a quelle corrispondi I una,
o altre corde in ottava e quinta, questo le basta parendole d'haver I fatto ii
tutto benissimo, secondo gli ordini, e Regole della Musica; non s'ac-lcorgendo,
che la maggior parte di quelle cosi fatte operationi, non solo non I si possono
Sonare nell'Organo, e Clavacembalo; ma volendole con la voce I che si piega

Vario Pur che

20

15 Li pratici si servono di tutte le corde indiferentemente. in marg . II

16r
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from the truth.
This is one of the things that makes me believe with you
that modern music is a blend of diverse things not known by all.
Luca It pleases me that in considering things little by little you conform to my
opinion.
Vario It is true that after considering many things that I hear and see in the
modern practice, I cannot do less than confirm and conform to your point of
view on this point. But on the other hand, if the modern practical musicians
knew the strings common and particular 140 to the genera, according to the
view of the ancients (and many moderns, who really do not distance themselves from the ancients' opinion), they would occasionally not do some of
the things they do without any reason in order to satisfy their whims.
You want to conclude that these strings 141 are neither common nor
particular to any of the genera.
But if they are neither common nor
particular, why do they use them?
It seems to me that all strings are
common and none particular, because the practical musicians use all of them
indifferently and place on all of them the # diesis, the square b, and the
soft b.

Luca

Vario The practical mus1c1ans mark whatever strings come into their mind with
#, b, or soft b when there are one or more strings with the same mark that
correspond to them an octave or fifth away; 142 and this is enough for them
to seem to have done everything very well according to the orders and rules
of music.
They do not realize that the greater part of such operations not
only are not able to be played on the organ or harpsichord 143 but also
140 Artusi

introduces these terms ("common" and "particular"
before defining them. He defines them on ff. 16r-18v (pp. 157-69).
1411.e.,

pitches)

the G-sharp, E-flat, and A-flat.

1421.e.,

any pitch may be marked with a flat or sharp to produce a
consonance with some other pitch an octave, fifth, or twelfth away.
This
interval could either be harmonic or linear (the pitch marked with a flat or
sharp may be needed to make a consonance with some pitch sounding simultaneously in another part [as in the example on f. 15r (p. 151 )] or with a
previous pitch in the same voice [as in the example on f. 15v (p. 153 )]).
143 During

the Renaissance, there was still a desire to have perfect
Pythagorean consonances. In such a system, there is no such thing as enharmonic relationships.
Therefore, D-sharp and E-flat are different pitches (as
explained in n. 134 supra).
On a keyboard instrument, every black key could only have one tuning.
F-sharp and G-flat, for example, could not appear on the same keyboard.
Standard tuning practice was to tune the black keys to the following pitches:
C-sharp, E-flat, F-sharp, A-flat, and B-flat.
By the late sixteenth century, composers were frequently using pitches
that did not appear on the keyboards of the day.
D-flats and G-sharps
became more common.
Many attempts were made to construct keyboard
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per ogni verso Cantare, difficilmente riescono: E' ben vero, I dice il Proverbio; La comodita fa l'huomo ladro: ii pratico si ritrova ha-lvere nel sistema
massimo, due terze minori, l'una dietro all'altra; & due I maggiori: la prima
delle minori e pasta fra le cordi D. sol re, & F, fa ut: I la seco~da fra E, la
mi, & G, sol re ut. le maggiori, l'una fra F fa ut, & I A la mi re; l'altra fra
G sol re ut, & ~ fa be mi: se il pratico vuole nel-lla corrispondentia delle
parti, che l'una o l'altra di quelle minori diventi I maggiore; overo l'una o
l'altra delle maggiori pigli natura di minore: non I puo con altro mezo, che
con Ii #, & b molli operare, e tramutare questi in-ltervalli d'uno nell'altro;
che percio sono introdotti questi segni accidentali I nella Musica; ne per
questo resta, che quella Cantilena non sia Diatonica-lmente fatta; ma lo usare
troppo spesso, & le corde particolari, & ii tetra-Icardo intiero Cromatico nelle
Cantilene, che vogliono nominare Diatoni-lche fanno si che bisogna confessare, che questa sia una mescolanza: Et no-ltate, che le terze minori non si
possono far maggiori con altro segno, che con I ii #: & le maggiori minori se
non con il b molle. I
Luca Questa Regola mi piace, ma desidero che mi fate una demostratione I delle
corde particolari, & delle com uni de generi, affin che confermato nella I loro

cognitione possi dirvi piu alla libera quello, che io ne sento. I
20 Vario Accioche habbiate occasione di dire quel che vi sentite vi diro quelllo di
che m'havete ricercato.
Sappiate adunque, che in ogni tetracordo, che I e
un'ordine di quattro corde, con ilquale gli Antichi divideano ii sistema I
massimo; vi si ritrovano nella sua inspessatione le corde comuni, & le parlticolari di ciascun genere; et la prima, e l'ultima del tetracordo, sono sempre II
25
communi ad ogni genere; & la Terza nella divisione del genere Diatoni-lco e
particolare Diatonica; se bene ella e mobile ne gli altri generi: ma ec-lcovi lo
essempio del Diatonico. I

8 Non possono gli intervalli mutar natura, se non co'l mezo de b molli, & #
diesis. in marg. II 16 con Jili_ A corr. E II 20 Quella che sia tetracordo m
marg.11

16v
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succeed with difficulty when expected to be sung by the voice, which bends
in every direction. It is most true, as the proverb says: Comfort makes the
man a thief.
The practical musician finds that there are two minor thirds in the
Greater Perfect System, one after the other, and two major thirds. The first
of the minor thirds is placed between the strings Dsolre and Ffaut; the
second, between Elami and Gsolreut.
Of the major thirds, one is found
between Ffaut and Alamire; the other, between Gsolreut and bfabmi. 144
If
the practical musician, in the correspondence of the parts, wants either of
the minor thirds to become major or either of the major thirds to take the
nature of the minor, he can operate with no other means than the # and soft
b to change these intervals from one to the other--for this reason the
accidental marks were introduced into music.
It does not remain on this
account that the cantilena is not made diatonically, but using this too
frequently--both the particular strings and the entire chromatic tetrachord in
a cantilena that they want to call diatonic--makes it necessary to confess
that this is a blend. Notice that the minor thirds cannot be made major with
any sign other than the # and the major cannot be made minor except with
the soft b.
Luca This rule pleases me, but I desire you to demonstrate for me the particular

and common strings of the genera so that, confirmed in their recognition, I
can tell you more freely what I hear.
Vario So that you may have the opportunity to tell what you hear, I shall tell

you what you have requested of me. You should know, therefore, that in the
filling-out of every tetrachord (which is an order of four strings, with which
the ancients divided the Greater Perfect System) are found strings common
and particular to each genus, that the first and the last of the tetrachord are
always common to every genus, and that the third in the division of the
diatonic genus is the diatonic particular, 146 even though it is moveable in the
other genera. Here is the example of the diatonic:
tunings with split black keys that could accommodate all pitches.
The most
elaborate example of this was Vicentino's arcicembalo (mentioned on f. 15v [p.
153] above), but these were never generally adopted because of the difficulty
involved in playing them.
144That
146 Here,

is, the bmi of bfabmi (i.e., b-natural).

Artusi is using the term particolare to indicate the lichanos.
Later in the volume, he will use the term indice to mean the same thing .
This could be in keeping with the tradition of some Greek theorists who
differentiate between the "diatonic" and "lichanos."
While both occupied the
same relative position in the tetrachord, the former term was used in diatonic
tetrachords while the latter was used in chromatic and enharmonic tetrachords.
In translating, I have chosen to refer to the particolare as the
"particular" (indicating that it is peculiar to each genus) and to use indice as
the technical term for lichanos.
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Questo genere da gli Antichi era chiamato non Denso, o non spesso; & ta-Ile
chiamavano quel genere, che haqvea nello accopiamento delli due inter-lvalli
piu gravi insieme; maggior intervallo, che non e il restante al compi-lmento
del Tetracordo, o della Diatessaron; Nella divisione poi di quest'alltro Tetracordo, che sara Cromatico, che vuol dire Colorito; similitudine I tolta da
alcuna superficie, laqual essendo levata, varia il colore; cosi le-lvando la terza
corda al Tetracordo Diatonico, che e la sua particolare, & I introducendovi
un'altra corda fa variare gl'intervalli, che in quel Te-ltracordo si ritrovano; &
di Diatonico diventa Cromatico.
Ne percio sa-lra vero quello, che dice il
Benelli co'l Salines, ragionando de generi, che si I suonano sopra gl'Instromenti da tasti; Cromatico dice, non importa altro, I che colorito sotto questi
tasti di color nero diverso dal color di tutti questi I altri tasti ordinarij,
viene ragionevolmente nominata Cromatica: volen-ldo in somma, che, perche
nell'Organo sono Ii tasti, neri colorati, per mezo I de' quali si fa vuna
mistura d'intervalli, di genere Cromatico co'l Diatoni-lco; sia detto Cromatico:
Ma ditemi caro Sig. Luca, avanti che fosse ritrolvato il Clavacembalo, o
l'Organo, credete voi, che fosse il genere Croma-ltico, o no? I

fu prima ii Cromatico del Clavacembalo, o dell'Organo, I
inventato; e sarebbe una vanita a tenere il contrario: perche non si sa, I che

Luca Senza dubio

Corde communi & particolari, quali siano. in marg. a mus. II I Genere denso,
overo spesso quello che sia. in marg. II 4 Genere Cromatico quello che sia in
marg. II 8 Opinione del Benelli. in marg. II
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This genus was called by the ancients "not dense" or "not compact," 146
and so they called such a genus that, in coupling together the two lowest
intervals, had an interval larger than the remaining complement of the tetrachord or the diatessaron. 147
In the division, then, of this other tetrachord,
which is the chromatic (that is to say "colored"), the simile is taken from any
surface that, removed, changes the color. Thus, removing the third string of
the diatonic tetrachord (which is its particular) and introducing there another
string changes the intervals found in the tetrachord, and the diatonic becomes
chromatic.
Therefore, what Benelli 148 and Salinas 149 say in discussing genera played
on keyboard instruments will not be true: they say that the "chromatic,"
meaning nothing more than "colored" after the black-colored keys, which are
different in color than the other ordinary keys, is reasonably called chromatic.
This means, essentially, that because the keys of the organ are
colored black and by means of these a mixture of intervals of the chromatic
genus is made with the diatonic genus, it is called chromatic.
But tell me,
dear Luca, do you believe that the chromatic genus existed before the
harpsichord or organ were discovered, or not?
Luca Without a doubt, the chromatic was prior to the invention of the harpsichord or organ, and it would be a vanity to hold the contrary, because is it
146This
refers to the fact that the diatonic genus does not have a
pycnon.
See Aristides Quintilianus 1.6 (Aristides Quintilianus, On Music in
Three Books, trans., with commentary, introduction, and annotations by
Thomas J. Mathiesen, Music Theory Translation Series
[New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1983], p. 79); Mathiesen trans., p. 79, n. 66.
147In

other words, the sum of the two intervals at the bottom of the
tetrachord is larger than the remaining top interval.
148 Bottrigari

I1 desiderio, pp. 22-23 (MacClintock trans., pp. 33-34).
n. 6 supra concerning why Artusi calls Bottrigari Benelli.
149 De

mus. 3.1.

See
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al tempo di Thimoteo Milesio, che fu l'inventore di questo
Clavacembalo, ne l'Organo erano per ancora stati dall'Arte ritrovati? I

genere

il

I

Vario Non sara adunque vero, che sia detto Cromatico perche nel Clava-lcembalo,

5

1O

15

20

o nell'Organo si suonino gl'intervalli del Cromatico sopra gli tasti I neri di
cotali Instromenti: Et se quelli tasti fossero bianchi, come gli altri, II essendo
fuori dell'ordine de gli altri, tanto sonarebbono gl'intervalli del ge-lnere
Cromatico; ma sono stati cred'io cosi posti neri per due rispetti: l'uno I
accioche si discernano gl'intervalli, o Ii suoni che da loro nascono; & che per
I essere il colore un'accidente, che anco colorati servano al genere Diatonico
I a quei suoni, che talhora per accidente vengono alterati. l'altro, perche I
quella cosa cosi variata, meglio & piu vaga appare alla vista; si come fanlno
molti Compositori Moderni, che empiono le carte di # diesis, b molli, se-jgni,
contrasegni, che niente altro apportano alla vista, che vaghezza; ma I dificolta
al Cantore. Horsu, diciamo pur che Boetio ha benissimo detto; Ma I vi voglio
dire un'altra ragione contra il Benelli, che hor hora mi soviene. I Se nella
trasportatione d'alcuna Cantilena Diatonica mi bisognera servire I della corda
di b molle, che camina sopra Ii tasti neri nell'Organo: saranno I forse allhora
quelli intervalli Cromatici, o pur Diatonici? I
Luca Io crederei, che fossero Diatonici; ma se vi servisti delli # diesis, & I de'
minori Semituoni troppo spesso, & della divisione del Tuono nell'istessa I

corda, come lo essempio di Cipriano; crederei ancora che quei suoni, o Moldulare fosse Cromatico. I
Vario Voi dite bene; ma io dico, che quei tasti neri non servono semplice-lmente
al genere Cromatico, ma al Diatonico ancora: & percio non puo es-Iser vero,

25

che sia chiamato Cromatico, perche nell'Organo si suoni cotesto genere sopra
Ii tasti neri. I
Io sono compitamente sodisfatto, seguitate con la demostratione del gelnere Cromatico. I

Luca

Vario Eccovi apunto il Tetracordo, secondo l'esser suo. I

3 Opinione del Benelli non vera. in marg. II 23 Tasti neri servono al Diatonico. in marg. II

l 7r
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not known that at the time of Timotheus of Miletus 150 (who was the inventor
of this genus 151 ), neither the harpsichord nor the organ had yet been
discovered by art?
Vario It will not therefore be true that it is called chromatic because in the

case of the harpsichord or organ the intervals of the chromatic are played on
the black keys of these instruments; and if these keys were white, like the
others, given that they are outside the order of the others, they would still
sound the intervals of the chromatic genus.
I believe that they were made
black for two reasons: one is so that the intervals or the sounds that arise
from them can be discerned, for as the color is an accident, the colored keys
are used by the diatonic genus for those sounds that occasionally are altered
by accident; the other is because varied thus, it appears better and more
charming to the sight; many modern composers do likewise when they fill the
pages with # dieses, soft b's, signs, and countersigns that do nothing other
than bring charm to the vision but difficulty to the singer. Now then, let us
say that Boethius said it very well.
But I want to tell you another reasoning against Benelli, which just came
to me. If in transposing some diatonic cantilena, it will be necessary for me
to use soft b's on some strings that go on the black keys of the organ, will
they then be chromatic intervals or diatonic?
Luca I would believe them to be diatonic, but if you used the

# dieses, minor
semitones too frequently, and the division of the tone on the same string
(like the example of Cipriano), then I would believe these sounds or modulations to be chromatic.

Vario You say it well; but I am saying that those black keys are not used simply

by the chromatic genus but also by the diatonic, and therefore it cannot be
true that it is called chromatic because on the organ this genus is played on
the black keys.
Luca I am completely satisfied.
genus.

Proceed with the demonstration of the chromatic

Vario Here is the tetrachord, according to its essence:

150See

n. 53 supra.

151 Cf.

f. l 9r (p. 171 ).
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La terza corda e particolare Cromatica, & e segnata con ii # diesis.
Quelsto genere e chiamato da gli Antichi, Denso, 6 spesso: Et spesso o denso
chialmavano quel genere, che nel suo Tetracordo, era maggiore lo intervallo
po-lsto fra la terza, & ultima corda; che fra la prima, e la terza, quelli due
insielme accopiati; nel numero de' quali ponevano ancora l'Enarmonico: Ha
quelsto nell'acuto una terza minore, ma incomposta, che pur sapete, come
appresso II di loro era dissonante, & intervallo maggiore delli due posti nel 17v
grave; si I come l'Enarmonico ha una maggior Terza, 6 Ditono, nella parte
acuta, in-ltervallo maggiore de gli due posti nel grave. Ma ii Diatonico come
ho detto I ha il contrario; perche e minore lo intervallo posto nello acuto
delli due insielme accopiati, posti nel grave; & percio era detto non Denso, o
non spesso. I Havevano gli Antichi nelli due Generi un'altra consideratione, &
era che I quelli suoni, che inspessavano la Diatessaron, chiamavano alcuni
Gravi speslsi; altri Mezani spessi; & altri Acuti spessi: Ii primi erano le corde

2 Genere denso, 6 spesso quello che sia in marg. II 12 Division de' suoni fatta
da gli Antichi. in marg. II
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The third string is the chromatic particular and is marked with the #
diesis.
This genus is called "dense" or "compact" by the ancients.
They
called the genus compact or dense because in its tetrachord, the interval
placed between the third and last strings was larger than the interval
between the first and the third (these two [intervals] coupled together 152 )--in
which number they also placed the enharmonic genus. 153 The chromatic has
a minor third at the top, but it is incomposite, 154 which, as you know, was
dissonant according to them and a larger interval than the two placed at the
bottom. Similarly, the enharmonic has a major third, or ditone, at the top--a
larger interval than the two placed at the bottom.
But, as I have said, the
diatonic has the contrary: because the interval placed at the top is smaller
than the two placed at the bottom coupled together, it was called "not dense"
or "not compact."
The ancients had another consideration in the two genera, 155 and it was
that some of the sounds that filled the diatessaron they called "low-compact,"
others "middle-compact," and others "high-compact." 156
The first were the
152 Referring

to the interval between the first and second, and second and
third strings being coupled together.
153In

other words, the
genera called dense or thick.

enharmonic

genus

was

numbered

among

those

154

The terms "composite" and "incomposite" originate m Greek music
theory.
Every tetrachord was composed of only four pitches.
The typical
chromatic tetrachord, for example, was composed of E-F-F#-A. In this particular case, the interval between E and F-sharp can be divided in practice by
an F.
Therefore, this interval is called composite.
The interval F-sharp to
A, by contrast, can have no intermediate pitch because that would put more
than four pitches in the tetrachord.
Because the interval cannot functionally
be divided, it is called incomposite.
155 This
156The

refers to the chromatic and enharmonic genera.

Greeks called these barypycnoi, mesopycnoi, and oxypycnoi.
According to Aristides Quintilianus, these applied only to tetrachords that had
pycnoi. See his De mus. 1.6 (Mathiesen trans., p. 79).
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grave I d'ogni Tetracordo: 1i secondi quelli che erano posti f ra l'acuto e'l
grave: e I gli ultimi gli acuti, che percio le voci aggiuntovi lo dimostrano. I
Luca Questi pensieri de gli Antichi, oltramodo mi piaciono; &
s'affrontano con l'opinione de' Moderni; o per meglio dire,
5
lheriscono, & osservano le cose de gli Antichi: non essendo
gere I la memoria loro, anzi conservarla, & imitarla; poi che
ii I buono, e'l bello della Musica, & di tutte l'altre Scienze. I

IO

15

20

25

tanto piu che I
1i Moderni s'adbene il destrugda loro e venuto

Vario Voi dite il vero; ma perche vedo, che vi compiacete di sentire della I
Considerationi de gli Antichi, voglio dirvene un'altra: Dicono Ii Greci, & I e il
vero, che fra il color bianco, e'l nero, vi e un colore, che fra questi estrelmi
e mezano, e partecipa della natura dell'uno e l'altro estremo: Dicono an-lcora,
che fra il raro, e lo piu spesso, vi si ritrova lo spesso, che non e in tutto I
raro, ne in tutto spesso: Vogliono dire, che fra il Diatonico, che si piglia per
I il color bianco, e'l raro: & fra lo Enarmonico, che e lo spesso; e'l color
nero, I che sono Ii due estremi; vi e lo color mezano, & lo spesso, che
participa del-ll'una e l'altra natura; & e il Cromatico, Genere mezano fra'l
Diatonico, e I lo Enarmonico; & questo tempera la natura dell'uno, che ha
troppo del cruldo; & dell'altro, troppo molle.
Li moderni considerano queste
cose in altra I maniera, per dirvi, questo ancora.
Imperoche chiamano quel
genere, non I spesso, o non Denso, nel quale le Consonanze sono intermediate
dalli piu ra-lri intervalli, che ci siano; ilche vedete nel Genere Diatonico, che
la sua Diajtessaron dallo acuto al grave, overo dal grave allo acuto, e intermediata da I due Tuoni, & un Semituono, che sono tre intervalli, & quattro
Suoni: I Genere spesso, o Denso, vogliono che sia quello, la Diatessaron del
quale e I con spessi intervalli inspessata dal grave allo acuto, o dall'acuto al
grave, & I questa e per Semituoni divisa, iquali sono piu spessi del Tuono; &
fra gli I estremi, la Diatessaron del Cromatico genere spesso, ne gl'lnstromenti ordi-lnati dalli .Moderni, vi cadono cinque intervalli, & sei suoni, si come vi
I dimostra la seguente figura. II

5 Memoria de gli Antichi dell'essere conservata. in marg. II 9 Consideratione
de gli Antichi. in marg. II 18 Consideratione de' Moderni. in marg. II
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low strings of each tetrachord; the second, those placed between the high and
low strings; and the last, the high strings--which, therefore, the adjoined
notes 157 demonstrate for you.
These thoughts of the ancients please me beyond measure--especially
because they square with the opinion of the moderns, or, to put it better, the
moderns adhere and observe the things of the ancients, for it is not good to
destroy their memory, but rather to preserve and imitate it, since the good
and beautiful in music and all the other sciences has come from them.

Luca

You are telling the truth.
Because I see that hearing some of the
considerations of the ancients pleases you, I want to tell you another: the
Greeks say--and it is true--that between the colors white and black, there is
a color midway between these extremes that partakes of the nature of both
extremes. They also say that between "rarefied" and "most compact," there is
found "compact," which is not entirely rarefied or entirely compact.
They
mean that between the diatonic (which is taken as the color white and
"rarefied") and the enharmonic (which is "[most] compact" and the color
black), which are the two extremes, there is a midway color and "compact"
that partakes of both their natures, and it is the chromatic--the genus
midway between the diatonic and the enharmonic. This tempers the nature of
the one, which has too much crudeness, and the other, which has too much
softness.

Vario

The moderns consider these things in another manner, and I shall tell you
this also.
For they call that genus "not compact" or "not dense" in which
the consonances are intermediated by the most rarefied intervals that there
are 158 (which you see in the diatonic genus), for its diatessaron is intermediated from the top to the bottom (or from the bottom to the top) 169 by
two tones and a semitone, which make three intervals and four sounds.
By
the compact or dense genus, they mean the one whose diatessaron is filled
out from the bottom to the top (or from the top to the bottom) with compact
intervals, and this is divided by semitones, which are more compact than the
tone.
Between the extremes, in the diatessaron of the compact chromatic
genus, there fall on the instruments ordered by the moderns five intervals
and six sounds, as the following figure demonstrates for you:
157This

refers to the notes of the above example.

1581n

setting up this thought, Artusi is clearly limiting himself to those
intervals used at the bottom of each tetrachord: tone, semitone, and quartertone. Within this realm, the tone is the most rarefied, or largest, although it
would be ridiculous to say that it is the most rarefied or largest interval
possible.
159This

hints at the interesting question of how Artusi understood the
direction of Greek theory. It is clear today that the Greek pattern for filling
a tetrachord--in the diatonic genus, tone, tone, semitone--was employed
descending, but many have understood it to proceed ascending. It seems that
at this point Artusi is not willing to commit himself to one camp or the
other.
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Cosi & il Trihemituono, . che gli Antichi dicevano essere incomposto, &
particolare intervallo di questo genere; non sara vero, mentre che noi lo I
adopraremo come consonante; essendo il dovere, che tutte le Consonanze I
venghino ripiene di Tuoni, & Semituoni, & Ii Tuoni, & Semituoni, che I sono
dissonanti, uno sara inspessato da Semituoni, e l'altro da diesis.
Ne I si deve
maravigliare alcuno, che in questo genere la Diatessaron habbi sei I suoni, se
bene secondo la sua Ethimologia, non dovrebbe haverne piu di quatltro: Basta,
che nel genere Diatonico, si ritrovi questa osservatione; & che I ne gli
estremi di ciascuno di questi altri generi suoni la Diatessaron.
Lo I Enarmonico cosi detto, quasi ottimamente accomodato; e piu d'ogn'altro I spesso, &
pero procede per Semituono e Diesis, intervalli spessissimi, & mi-lnimi, che
nella nostra Musica non patiscono, altra divisione; di questo gene-Ire dicevano
gli Antichi, & dicono molti Moderni, che il Ditono e intervalllo suo particolare, e lo consideravano incomposto, & dissonante: Quivi mi I pare di farvi
una consideratione hor hora sovenutami, & e che gli Anti-lchi nella constitutione di questi due generi spessi, mi pare che habbino tenu-lto bellissimo
ordine; e l'ordine e stato, che considerando il Genere Diatoni-lco primo
inventato, & naturale, che nelle sue corde camina per Semituono, I Tuono &
Tuono; considerando dico, che fra queste corde non vi nascono I altro che
due intervalli composti, per dire cosi, di questi; l'uno de' quali e I il Ditono,
e l'altro il Semiditono: volsero, che l'uno servisse al Cromatico, I e fu il
Semiditono; e l'altro allo Enarmonico, che fu il Ditono: & che fos-lsero
considerati incomposti, & dissonanti; essendo che appresso di loro era-lno
communemente da tutti tenuti per dissonanti, simili intervalli.
Ma per-lche le
Scienze nel principio del suo nascimento sono tutte state piene di mollti
abusi, che poi con successione di tempo, essendo state limitate, accresciute, e
I polite, sono ridotte a questo stato; potiamo dire, che meglio habbino detto,
e I dicono Ii Moderni intorno a questo particolare de gli Antichi, mentre, che
I considerando questi due generi spessi, non attribuiscono ad alcuno di loro,
ne I ii Ditono, ne il Semiditono, incomposti, essendo che sono piu rari questi

9 Enarmonico, quello che sia in marg. II 14 Ordine de gli Antichi nel constituire due generi spessi. in marg. II 27 In qual cosa habbino detto meglio Ii
Moderni, che Ii Antichi. in marg. II
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Thus, it is the trihemitone, 160 which the ancients said was incomposite
and the particular interval of this genus. It will not be true--since we adopt
it as consonant--that all consonances will necessarily be filled out by tones
and semitones and that the tones and semitones that are dissonant will necessarily be filled out by either semitones or dieses respectively.
Nor should
anyone marvel that there are six sounds in this genus, even though according
to its etymology it should not have more than four; 161 it is enough that this
observation is found in the diatonic genus and that the extreme notes of each
of the other genera sound a diatessaron.
The so-called enharmonic is almost perfectly suited for use and is more
compact than any other; and therefore it proceeds by semitone and diesis--the
most compact and smallest intervals that do not endure further division in
our music.
The ancients said (and many moderns say) that the ditone is its
particular interval, and they consider it incomposite and dissonant.
Here it seems to me I should give you a consideration that just came to
me: it is that the ancients, it seems to me, held a most beautiful order in the
constitution of these two compact genera. The order was that after considering the diatonic genus, the first-invented and natural genus, in which the
strings go by semitone, tone, and tone--! say, after considering that between
these strings there arise none other than two composite intervals, to say it
thus, one of which is the ditone and the other the semiditone, 162 they
wanted one to be used by the chromatic (and it was the semiditone) and the
other by the enharmonic (which was the ditone), and they wanted them to be
considered incomposite and dissonant, as similar intervals were commonly held
to be dissonant by all.
But because the sciences were all full of many abuses at the beginning of
their growth and then with the succession of time, after having been limited,
enlarged, and polished, were reduced to this state, we can say that, on this
particular of the ancients, the moderns have said it and are saying it better,
since in considering these two compact genera, the moderns do not attribute
any of them--neither the ditone nor the semiditone--as incomposite, inasmuch
16°The

minor third.

1611.e.,

"tetrachord" means four strings.

162There

are only two ways of combining the semitone, tone, and tone.
By combining the two tones, one obtains a ditone; by combining either tone
with the semitone, one obtains a semiditone.
Artusi is making the observation that these are precisely the two intervals that are incomposite in the
other two genera.

168

5

in-ltervalli, che non sono quelli che ordinano il Diatonico; e percio non si
pos-lsono con ragione dire piu spessi, quanto alla consideratione de gl'intervalli; I volendo che siano ricevuti come sono in effetto consonanti, pero
bisogna, che I loro ancora ricevano divisione, e riempimento, & allhora saranno interval II Ii de generi piu spessi. Et f ra le corde della Diatessaron di 18v
questo genere I piu spesso, detto Enarmonico, vi cadra nove intervalli, e dieci
suoni; & eclcovene la demostratione. I
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Suppone ii piu Moderno, & e ii vero, che ii Semituono maggiore sia nella
constitutione di questo genere, diviso in due Diesis. II Tuono minore sia di I
un Semituono maggiore, & un minore, detto, Diesis: e'l Tuono maggiore I sia
dall'uno e l'altro Semituono, & un Comma diviso; di modo che a fare I ii
conto, saranno tre Semituoni maggiori, et ciascuno sara diviso in due Die-Isis,
che sono sei intervalli; dui Semituoni minori, & ii Comma che sono al I
compimento di nove intervalli, & dieci suoni; ne ci sara disputa se ii Dito-lno,
e'l Semiditono siano incomposti, o dissonanti; non conoscendo Ii Moder-lni
simile incompositione, ne dissonantie; ma tutti consonanti: ne se siano, o I
non siano piu particolari di questo genere, che di quell'altro; dispute tutte I
che travagliano la mente de' studiosi fuori di propositio, & senza frutto allcuno.
Et e da avertire, che non si deve considerare la Constitutione delli
tre I generi, nella divisione della diatessaron, come di gia facevano; ma
solamente I quella del genere Diatonico; & la Constitutione del genere
Cromatico, nel-lla divisione del Tuono; & quello dello Enarmonico, nella
divisione del Se-lmituono: che l'uno bisogna dividere in dui Semituoni, &
l'altro in un Se-lmituono minore, & un Diesis, se bene sono ambidui col nome
di Diesis no-lminati. Et questo ordine non e fatto , e considerato senza che la
natura non I ce n'habbi dato qualche segno: impero che la differenza che si
ritrova essere I fra la Diapason, & la Diapente, che sono le due prime &
maggiori conso-lnanze, non e altro che la Diatessaron; & questa vogliono che
ordini, e conlstituisca ii genere Diatonico; cioe mentre che si divide diastematicamente I in Tuoni, e Semituoni maggiori, e minori; ordini e constituisca
ii genere I Diatonico: Ma la differenza, che si ritrova fra la Diapente, & la
Diates-lsaron, che sono le parti maggiori fatte della Diapason fonte , &
origine, & I principio da cui nascono tutte le consonanze, che e ii Tuono; &

19 Consideratione de' Moderni intorno alli generi.
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as these intervals are more rarefied than those that order the diatonic and
therefore cannot reasonably be called more compact.
As for the consideration of the intervals, in
as if they were, in effect, consonant, it is
intervals also receive division and filling up.
intervals of the more compact genera. Between
of the most compact genus, called enharmonic,
ten sounds. Here is the demonstration: 163

a

xa

)( t9

wanting them to be received
therefore necessary that the
Therefore, these will be the
the strings of the diatessaron
there fall nine intervals and

.Jt, ~o

The more modern theorist supposes--and it is true--that in the constitution of this genus, the major semitone is divided into two dieses, the minor
tone is composed of a major semitone and a minor semitone (called a diesis),
and the major tone is divided by both semitones and a comma in a manner
that, in sum, there will be three major semitones and each will be divided
into two dieses, which makes six intervals: two minor semitones and the
comma are the complement of nine intervals and ten sounds. It will neither
be disputed whether the ditone and semiditone are incomposite or- dissonant-as the moderns do not know similar incomposition or dissonance, but all are
consonant--nor whether they are or are not more particular to this genus or
to that other one--all disputes that travail the mind of the studious outside
this topic and without any fruit.
They should be advised not to consider the constitution of the three
genera by the division of the diatessaron, as they used to do, but only the
diatonic genus.
With the chromatic genera they should consider the division
of the tone, and with the enharmonic they should consider the division of the
semitone, for it is necessary that the one divide into two semitones and the
other into a minor semitone and a diesis, even though they are both called by
the name "diesis."164
This order is not made or considered without nature
having given some sign: inasmuch as the difference found between the diapason and diapente (which are the two first and largest consonances) is none
other than the diatessaron, they want this to order and constitute the
diatonic genus: that is, because it divides diastematically into tones and major
and minor semitones, it orders and constitutes the diatonic genus.
The
difference found between the diapente and the diatessaron (which are the
largest parts made from the diapason--fount, origin, and beginning from which
163

Artusi misses one quarter-step between E and A which I have inserted
into this diagram. There are ten intervals and eleven sounds. In the music,
a "x" indicates a quarter-sharp and a flat with a dot underneath indicates a
quarter-flat.
164 Here

Artusi is referring to the terminological problem of calling both
the minor semitone and quarter-tone "diesis."
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alla divisione sua, si constitu1sca ii genere Cromatico; Et la
differenza, che I si ritrova fra la Diatessaron, e'l Ditono, che e la parte
maggiore della Dia-lpente Harmonicamente divisa, che e ii Semituono; vogliono, che venendo-lsi alla divisione di lui, in dui Diesis, si constituisca ii
genere Enarmonico; I ordine proprio della natura, cavato da gli eccessi di
questi intervalli, secon- II do che l'uno supera, o viene dall'altro superato,
gradatamente con ordine I naturale. Oltra di questo voglio che sappiate, che
questi generi hanno fra I di loro quella convenienza, & rispetto che ha
l'ottimo al migliore; & quelsto al buono; puo stare il buono da se solo, & puo
haver l'essere senza che I vi sia ii migliore, e l'ottimo; ma ii migliore, non
puo esser migliore, se non I rispetto al buono; ne l'ottimo puo da se stesso
haver l'essere, senza ii miglio-lre e ii buono: E sta ii buono adunque come
principio, e fondamento del I migliore, & dell'ottimo; e'l buono, & ii migliore
hanno perfettione nell'otltimo. Cosi diciamo al proposito nostro, che ii Diatonico puo stare, & ha l'es-lsere da se solo; perche egli e creato dalla natura,
& per molto tempo e stato I essercitato nell'esser suo naturale, sin tanto che
venne Thimoteo Milesio, I secondo la mente di Suida, & di Boetio, incomincio
a variare, & allonta-lnarsi dal Diatonico; ritrovando la divisione del Tuono,
mollificando la du- lritie del Diatonico; ordino nuovo genere detto Cromatico.
Questo si vede I che nori puo stare in modo alcuno per se solo, senza il
Diatonico; non essen-ldo lui altro che ii Diatonico inspessato: & perche
mollifica la duritie di quelllo, di qui e, che s'acquisto ii nome di migliore &
piu perfetto. L'Enarmo-lnico similmente, non puo per se stesso haver l'essere;
perche questo et quello I sono fabricati sopra ii Diatonico, ma questo e piu
spesso del Cromatico. I Tacciano adunque quelli, che ostinatamente vogliono,
che ii Cromatico, e I lo Enarmonico siano stati prima del Diatonico; Che &
per ii testimonio I di Aristosseno, & di Tolomeo, & della ragione istessa, si

7 Qual convenienza habbino li generi insieme. in marg. II
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arise all consonances) is the tone: in coming to its division, the chromatic
genus is constituted.
The difference found between the diatessaron and
ditone (which is the largest part of the diapente harmonically divided) is the
semitone, which, in coming to the division of it into two dieses, constitutes
the enharmonic genus. This order is proper to nature and is carved out of
the excesses of these intervals, according as one gradually surpasses or is
surpassed by another with a natural order.
Besides this, I want you to know that these genera have the propriety
and respect among themselves that "best" has to "better" and "better" to
"good." "Good" can stand by itself and have its essence without there being
"better" or "best."
But "better" cannot be better except in respect to "good,"
nor can "best" have essence by itself without "better" and "good."
"Good"
stands like the beginning and foundation of "better" and "best," and "good"
and "better" have perfection in "best."
Thus, we say on our topic that the
diatonic can stand and has essence by itself because it is created by nature
and has been practiced for much time in its natural essence, until Timotheus
of Miletus came (according to the view of Suidas 165 and Boethius 166 ) and
began to vary and distance himself from the diatonic. 167
By finding the
division of the tone and softening the harshness of the diatonic, he ordered a
new genus called chromatic. It is seen that this cannot stand in any way by
itself without the diatonic, as it is nothing more than the diatonic compacted.
Because it softens the harshness of the diatonic genus, it therefore acquired
the name of "better" and "more perfect." . Similarly, the enharmonic cannot
have its essence by itself because this and the chromatic genus are built on
the diatonic, but the enharmonic is more compact than the chromatic.
Therefore, let those be silent who obstinately think that the chromatic
and enharmonic were before the diatonic, for the contrary is manifest by the
testimony of Aristoxenus, 168 Ptolemy, 169 and reason itself.
Concerning these,

165 As

was common in the Renaissance, Artusi is thinking of "Suidas" as a
person. Instead, it is the name of the ancient encyclopedia and is commonly
known today as the S,yg_a.
166 De

inst. mus. I.I.

167The

source of this story is Plutarch De mus. 30 and was commonly
repeated since.
Galilei distinguishes himself by insisting that Timotheus was
not the originator of the chromatic genus (Dialogo della musica antica et
della moderna, f. 102 [Robert H. Herman, "Dialogo della musica antica et della
moderna of Vincenzo Galilei: Translation and Commentary" (Ph.D. dissertation,
North Texas State University, 1973), pp. 629-33]).
168 Aristoxenus
169There

tetrachords.
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manifesta il contra-lrio: Di questi disse Aristide, e Brienio, che per essere il
Diatonico naturajle, e piu facile de gli altri da essere Modulato; il Cromatico,
perche e pieno I di Diesis & di suoni, che hanno del molle, e sostentati tiene
del difficile; ma I lo Enarmonico difficilissimo: perche gli suoni e gl'intervalli,
che lo componlgono, sono piu de gli altri spessissimi: & se gli Artefici non
sono piu che bene I instrutti in questo, non e possibile per le sue dificolta
Modularlo. I

Luca Questa opinione de' piu Moderni dichiaratami, intorno alli generi, olltramodo mi piace; perche a me pare che sia piu universale, piu facile, & I
10
assai piu conforme alla natura, di quella de gli Antichi. Del genere spesso, I
o Cromatico, come dite, due cose v'erano da considerare; la prima, che il
Tuolno divideano in dui Semituoni: la seconda, che il Semiditono era intervalllo dissonante, & particolare di questo genere.
Ma appresso questi piu Molderni non occorrono queste dificolta, o considerationi: Quando il Tuono sa-lra
15
diviso in due Semituoni, & ogni Tuono patira questa divisione, sara inltervallo di questo genere spesso; e lo Semiditono sara consonante, & pieno II
di altri intervalli divisibili, secondo l'occasione. Ma lo Enarmonico, che e I il
piu spesso; in qual modo lo intendessero gli Antichi, per ancora non me I ne
havete fatta la demostratione: seguita forse la istessa legge, o ordine, o I pur
20
mutera forma & ordine? I
Vario Senza dubio mutera forma, & ordine; se appresso gli Antichi in quelsto

25

genere piu spesso, era diviso il Semituono in due Diesis: havea ancora I il
Ditono per intervallo incomposto, dissonante, & particolare di questo gelnere: Ma appresso Ii piu Moderni, vi bastera che il Semituono sia diviso I in
due Diesis, & sara intervallo di questo genere, e lo Ditono sara consonanlte,
pieno lui ancora d'altri intervalli, che secondo il bisogno saranno del ge-lnere

l Detto di Aristide intorno alli generi. in marg. II
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Aristides 170 and Bryennius 171 said that the diatonic is the easiest of the
others to be performed 172 because it is natural, the chromatic holds some
substance of difficulty because it is full of dieses and of sounds that have
flats, while the enharmonic is the most difficult because the sounds and the
intervals that comprise it are more compact than the others, and if the
artisans are not more than well instructed in this, it is not possible to
perform it because of its difficulties.
Luca The opinion of the more modern theorists that you have told me concerning

the genera pleases me beyond measure, because it seems to me more universal, easier, and much more conforming to nature than that of the ancients.
Concerning the compact or chromatic genus, as you say, there are two things
to consider: the first is that they divided the tone into two semitones, and
the second is that the semiditone is a dissonant interval and is particular to
this genus. But these difficulties or considerations do not occur among these
more modern theorists: when the tone will be divided into two semitones and
every tone will endure this division, then it will be an interval of this compact genus and the semiditone will be consonant and full of other divisible
intervals, according to the occasion.
In what manner did the ancients understand the enharmonic, which is the
most compact? You still have not made a demonstration of it for me. Does it
perhaps follow the same law and order, or will it change form and order?
Vario Without a doubt, it will change form and order.

If the semitone of this
most compact genus was divided into two dieses among the ancients, then
they still had the ditone as an incomposite interval--dissonant and particular
to this genus.
But among the more modern theorists, it will be enough for
the semitone to be divided into two dieses, which will be the interval of this
genus, and the ditone will be consonant and full of other intervals that,
according to the need, will be of the most compact genus. 173
Here is the
170 Aristides

Quintilianus De mus. 1.9 (Mathiesen trans., p. 84).
The
importance of this treatise lies in its comprehensive treatment of the
elements of harmony, rhythm, and meter, as well as its detailed coverage of
Neoplatonic philosophies of music.
See chapter 3, "Introduction to the
Treatise," pp. 47-48.
171 Harm.

1.7.
Bryennius was a Byzantine who flourished in the fourteenth century.
His treatise is an attempt to preserve details of ancient
Greek music theory before that knowledge was lost.
For information on his
life and theories, see chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 51-53.
172 This
173

is the verb modulare used in the sense of making melody.

Again Artusi is emphasizing the point made earlier that the moderns
do not restrict the number of notes in a tetrachord to four.
The diesis is
regarded by his generation to be the particular interval of the enharmonic
genus and its use alone is enough to constitute the use of the enharmonic
genus.
Therefore, in this genus, it is not requisite that every ditone be
incomposite. See his discussion of the chromatic genus earlier.

174

piu spesso: Et eccovi la demostratione, secondo gli Antichi; che secon-ldo li
piu Moderni, ve l'ho dimostrata. I
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Luca Se l'ultima corda di questo Tetracordo, e commune ad ogni genere, & I che

5

delle cordi communi, se ne debbono li pratici servire come communi, relstando pero nell'esser loro naturali, e senza alteratione d'alcuno accidente: I
perche M. Cipriano se n'e servito come particolare del Cromatico, come gia I
m'havete dimostrato? I
Vario Et perche quella corda e commune a tutti li generi, se n'e servito in I quel

10

15

caso, il Cromatico col segno del b molle, come corda a lui appartenente, I ne
sarebbe conosciuta per sua se non fosse segnata col suo segno: ei come alllhora diciamo, che ella e Diatonica quando resta nel suo naturale: Ma perlche vi ho detto, che secondo i piu Moderni, nel genere spesso, s'attende alla
I divisione del Tuono, che constituisce questo genere; pero quel Tuono, che si
I ritrova fra la corda D sol re, & E la mi, con il b molle nella corda piu aculta posto, viene diviso in due Semituoni, & sara corda Cromatica: Ma lo I piu
spesso si serve di quella corda, quando divide ·il Semituono posto fra la I E la
mi, & F, in due Diesis. I
stato iudicioso compositore M. Cipriano, & ha dato gran lume a' I
pratici; & se io dicessi, che fosse stato il primo, che havesse incominciato ad
II accomodare bene le parole, & con bell'ordine, non direi bugia; essendo I da 20r

Luca E'

20

Dimostratione del genere Enarmonico Antico. in marg. a mus. II 18 Politezza
di Cipriano. in marg. II
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demonstration according to the ancients, for I have already demonstrated it
to you according to the more moderns:
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Luca If the last string of this tetrachord is common to all the genera (for the

practical musicians must use these like common strings: leaving them therefore in their natural essence without the alteration of any accidental), why
did Cipriano use it as the particular of the chromatic, as you have already
demonstrated for me? 174
Vario It is because the string is common to all the genera that he used in that

case the chromatic with the mark of a soft b like a string belonging to the
genus--nor would it be known as such if it were not marked with its mark: it
is diatonic when it remains in its natural [state], as we have just said. Because I told you that, according to the more modern theorists, one expects in
the compact genus the division of the tone to constitute this genus, the tone
found between the string Dsolre and Elami with a soft b placed on the higher
string is therefore divided into two semitones and will be a chromatic string.
But the most compact [genus) uses that string when it divides the semitone
placed between Elami and F into two dieses. 175
Cipriano was a judicious composer and has given great light to the
practical musicians; if I were to say that he was the first to have started to
suit the words well and with good order, I would not be lying, for the

Luca

174 Luca
175 The

is referring to the A-flats in the music on f. 15v (p. 153).

modern theorists consider that any note can be marked with an
accidental: if the accidental changes a whole tone into a half tone, it
partakes of the chromatic genus; if the accidental changes a half tone into a
quarter-tone, it partakes of the enharmonic genus.
It is as if a new tetrachord were irregularly constructed on this pitch.
This reasoning for introducing musica ficta where it is not usually
accepted is not new. The Berkeley Manuscript (14th century) details a similar
process for introducing hexachords at any point in the system (see The
Berkeley Manuscript, ed. and trans. Oliver B. Ellsworth, Greek and Latin
Music Theory, 2 [Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984]). Although the
two instances are not historically related, they do illustrate how early the
desire for a broad application of musica ficta arose.
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suoi antecessori, & nel medesimo tempo, molto in uso il fare de' bar-lbarismi. I
Vario E' vero, ma ha havuto buonissimo, & eccellente Precettore; & poi I dalla
natura e stato favorito di tal modo che propriamente si e veduto, I che la
5
natura lo ha fatto nascere a questo effetto. I

Luca Le Opere sue lo dimostrano; ma al fatto nostro, desidero che per un'lottava
intiera, mi dimostrate le Corde particolari, secondo l'ordine de gli I Antichi,
di ciascun genere, accio possi alle volte piu sicuramente discernere I il vero
dal falso. I
10 Vario E' il dovere, ne posso mancare di sodisfarvi, eccovi secondo che desilderate la demostratione. I

15

Quivi voi potete vedere distintamente, quali siano le corde Communi, le I
particolari, e'l Tuono · della disguintione, che ad ogni Genere si ritrova esser I
commune; di qualunque genere si sia; & se bene in questa demostratione, I si
camina per Tuoni, & che ii Cromatico, e lo Enarmonico, nelle loro Modullationi, secondo gli Antichi non haveano simile proceder; tuttavia e stato I
necessario, volendo dimostrarvi tutti tre li Generi insieme, descrivere ii I
Diatonico, & dipoi inspessarlo con le corde de gli altri generi. I

Luca Non mi pare, che la cognitione di queste case de gli Antichi, intorno a' I
Generi, sia molto necessaria a' pratici Moderni; poi che nelle loro Composiltioni, ogn'uno se la taglia larga, e lunga a suo modo, poco curandosi delle
buo-lne Regole; & come poco fa havete detto, ogni Tuono da loro con b molli,
e I # diesis viene diviso, senza haver altra consideratione, ne risguardo a cosa
I alcuna, & questo le pare sufficiente scienza di quanta a loro debba essere I
25
necessario. II
20

Dimostratione di tutti tre Ii genen msieme de Ii Antichi. in marg . . a mus. II
19 Li Moderni poco curano le case de gli Antichi Musici. in marg. II
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making of barbarisms was much in use by his predecessors and in his own
time.
Vario It is true; but he had a very good and excellent teacher; and then he was
favored by nature in such a way that it is properly seen that nature has
given rise to this effect in him.
Luca His works demonstrate it.
But on our issue, I desire you to demonstrate
for me the particular strings of each genus for an entire octave according to
the order of the ancients, so that I can in turn more securely discern the
truth from falsehood.
Vario It is my duty and I cannot fail to satisfy you.
according to what you desire:

Here is the demonstration
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Here you can distinctly see which are the common strings, the particular
strings, and the tone of disjunction--which is found to be common to every
genus, no matter what genus it is. Even though this demonstration goes by
tones and the chromatic and enharmonic did not proceed similarly in their
melodies 176 according to the ancients, nevertheless as I wanted to demonstrate for you all three genera together, it was necessary to draw the
diatonic and then fill it out with the strings of the other genera.
Luca It does not seem to me that the understanding of the ancients on these
things that concern the genera is very necessary for the practical modern
musician, since in their compositions, each one cuts long and wide according
to his own method, caring little for the good rules. And as you said just a
little while ago, every tone is divided by them with a soft b or # diesis
without any consideration or regard for anything, and this seems to them a
sufficient science for what they should find necessary for them.

176 An

example of modulatione meaning melody.

178
Vario E' il vero, che ogn'uno fa a suo modo; & percio vi dissi poco fa, che I la 20v

5

Moderna Musica non e altro, che una Mescolanza di due Generi insie-lme fra
di loro confusamente confusi; & questa solenne confusione, nasce dallla
ignoranza de' pratici, a cui basta di saper, senza altra intelligentia uni-Ire
insieme un Falso bordone; stia poi bene o male, basta che a loro pare di I far
miracoli; & per tale la predicano. Ma poi che siamo in questo ragio-lnamento,
voglio dirvi un mio pensiero, ilquale cavo dalle Cantilene di quelsti Moderni
Compositori, & forse non mi discostaro troppo dal vero. I
Aspetto con desiderio qualche bella Consideratione, & mentre che la
andate cavando dalle cose de' Moderni, non puo altrimenti essere, se non
tale. I

Luca

10

Vario Mentre che io vado considerando, che Ii pratici piu Moderni non cojno-

15

20

scono differenza alcuna de Tuoni, ne di Semituoni; ma tutti dividono con I #,
& b molli, senza haver di loro altra consideratione, che havere Ii rinconltri
delle Consonanze imperfette per fare quegli effetti, che al loro capricio I sodisfanno, & molti altri particolari intorno a' quali ne ragionaremo: va-ldo anco
pensando, che loro stessi non conoscano qual sia quella spetie d' Har-lmonia,
che si Canti, e Suoni; se bene si puo iudicare, che habbino opinione de I
seguitare Aristosseno, che dividea il Tuono apunto in due parti eguali: Arlgomento certissimo ve ne dara quella Cantilena fatta a due voci di M. I
Adriano, da cui ne cavarete la verita di questo fatto; ne sara molto lonta-lno
da questo molti Madrigali, del Porta di Cipriano, del Gabrielli, & altri I tanti
e tanti, ne' quali si vedono cose per lequali venirete in consideratione I sicura
di quanto vi dico. I

a due I voci,
se pur e quella, che in vista fornisce in settima, le parole di cui dico-lno;
Quidnam ebrietas: ma non ho pero sentito discorere sopra di lei co-Isa che mi

25 Luca Mi pare d'haver sentito mentoare altre volte questa Cantilena

12 Li Moderni non considerano diferenza, ne di tuono, ne di semituono. in
marg.11
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Vario It is true that each one does it in his own way, and I therefore told you
a little while ago that the modern music is nothing other than a blend of the
two genera together confusedly confused between themselves, and this solemn
confusion arises from the ignorance of the practical musicians for whom it is
enough to know--without any other intelligence--how to put together a falso
bordone; 177 be it good or bad, it is enough that, to them, it seems to be
making miracles, and they preach it as such.
Since we are on this discussion, I want to tell you one of my thoughts
that I derive from the cantilenas of these modern composers, and perhaps I
will not wander too far from the truth.
Luca I await with desire some nice consideration, and since you derived it from

the things of the moderns, it cannot be other than this.
Vario Since I consider that the more modern practical mus1c1ans . do not know
any difference of tones or semitones (but they all divide them with the # and
soft b without any consideration other than combining the imperfect consonances in order to make those effects that satisfy their caprices, and many
other particulars which we shall discuss), I also think that they themselves do
not know what species of harmony is sung and played, even though it can be
judged that they are of the opinion they are following Aristoxenus, who
divided the tone into two equal parts. 178 That cantilena made in two voices
by Adriano will give you very certain proof, from which you will derive the
truth of this fact. Nor will many madrigals by Porta, Cipriano, Gabrieli, and
many, many others ·be far away, in which things are seen that will cause you
to come to a secure consideration of what I tell you.

Luca It seems to me that I have heard mention other times of this cantilena in
two parts, if it is that which, to the sight, finishes on a seventh, the words
of which say "Quid nam ebrietas." 179
I have not, however, heard anything
177

This is a procedure where a fake bass is added to a polyphonic series
regardless of the consonance or dissonance that results.
This is quite
unlike--and unrelated to--the French fauxbourdon (see The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Falsobordone," by Murray C. Bradshaw). The most exhaustive study of falsobordone is in Murray C. Bradshaw,
The Falsobordone: A Study in Renaissance and Baroque Music, Musicological
Studies and Documents, 34 ([Rome]: American Institute of Musicology, 1978).
Artusi is deriding this because it is a mere mechanical procedure.
178This

is one of the main premises of the first discussion: although most
contemporary theorists say that just intonation is used on most instruments,
Artusi believes that the practical musician really understands and uses an
equal temperament.
179The

modern discussions of Willaert's chromatic duo include Joseph S.
Levitan, "Adrian Willaert's Famous Duo Ouidnam ebrietas: A Composition
which Closes Apparently with the Interval of a Seventh," Tijdschrift van de
Vereniging voor Nederlandsche Muziekgeschiedenis 15 (1939): 166-233; Edward
E. Lowinsky, "Willaert's Chromatic 'Duo' Re-Examined," Tijdschrift van de
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5

sia andata per la fantasia; sono Compositioni insolite, vogliono anlcora insolite
speculationi, ne credo che s'appartengano a pratici queste pa-lsture, sono cose
sottili, insolite, e belle; vogliono ancora discorsi d'huomHni intelligenti
d'altro che di mettere insieme quattro solfe, opera da huo-lmini servili, & non
da liberi. I

Vario Non e dubio che il discorere di cose dificili, & di molta speculatione, I non
s'appartiene al practico; ma questo e officio del Theorico; non potendo I il
semplice pratico penetrare tanto avanti, che arrivi alla cognitione di si-lmili
particolari: di qui e, che non potendo col loro intelletto giungere al I segno
10
di questa verita: si vedono molte impertinentie, & imperfettioni II nelle
compositioni da loro fatte; il che non apporta se non vergogna infi-lnita. I

Luca Di queste impertinentie ne ragionaremo un'altra volta a miglior I proposito:
per hora attendiamo a questa Cantilena di M. Adriano, che ve-lramente fu un
bellissimo pensiero. I
15 Vario Fu di meraviglio all'hora, & addesso fara stupire qualch'uno, che piu I non
l'ha veduto, ne sentito nominare; e vero che fornisce in settima, appa-lrente,
come voi detto gia havete; ma se noi vorremo con lo intelletto bene I
essaminarlo, ritrovaremo che la vista viene ingannata; & che questa Canltilena
fatta da M. Adriano, huorno singolare a' nostri tempi, fornisce in ot-ltava, &
20
non in settima, come appare; & accio meglio potiate vederla a I vostro
comodo, ecco che vi faccio dono di una Copia, f edelmente dallo I originale di
mano di M. Adriano copiata. I
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discussed about it that commended itself to my liking.
They are unusual
compositions and need unusual speculations; nor do I believe that these
pastures belong to the practical musicians--they are subtle, unusual, and
beautiful things.
They also need discussions by intelligent men, rather than
just putting together four solfeggios, the work of servants and not free men.
There is no doubt that the discussion of difficult things and much
speculation does not belong to the practical musician; this is the duty of the
theorist, as the simple practical musician cannot penetrate far enough ahead
to arrive at the knowledge of similar particulars.
Therefore, as they cannot
reach the mark of this truth with their intelligence, many impertinences and
imperfections are seen in compositions made by them, which only brings
infinite shame.

Vario

Luca We shall discuss these impertinences another time to better advantage.

For
now, let us attend to this cantilena by Adriano, which truly was a wonderful
idea.

Vario It was marvelous then and now will stupefy anyone who has not yet seen

it or heard it mentioned. It is true that it apparently finishes on a seventh,
as you have already said, but if we shall examine it well with the intellect,
we shall find that the sight is deceived and that this cantilena made by
Adriano--a unique man of our times--finishes on an octave and not on a
seventh as it appears. So you can better see it at your leisure, I present a
copy to you, faithfully copied from the original in the hand of Adriano. 180
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Vereniging voor Nederlandsche Muziekgeschiedenis 18 (1956): 1-36; and idem,
"Echoes of Adrian Willaert's Chromatic 'Duo' in Sixteenth- and SeventeenthCentury Compositions," in Studies in Music History: Essays for Oliver Strunk,
pp. 183-238, ed. Harold S. Powers (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1968).
18 °This

transcription merely puts the original into modern clefs and
notes; the musica ficta signs are left as in the original with no attempt to
interpret them. Hence, this is not a performing edition. An edition of this
duo with the musica ficta interpreted according to Artusi's solution is found
in the appendix, pp. 473- 74.
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Even though Giovanni Spataro, 181 a Bolognese mus1c1an of those times, in
one of his discussions or letters written in the year 1524 to Pietro Aaron on
the ninth of September (as I shall show you in his own hand) concludes that
the last singable figure placed in the lower part finishes an ancient comma
lower than an octave--which comma is larger than the modern one, 182 as you
can see from this demonstration, as well as by how much:

Ancient Comma

Modern
Comma

Difference

81 :80

531441

530841

3

/s

524288

--nevertheless, he is worthy of much pardon, because he firmly held with his
teacher (who was altogether a Boethian) that the ancient diatonic species-which in its tetrachords goes by tone, tone (both sesquioctaval 183 ), and
181Spataro

(ca.1458-1541) was considered progressive for his day.
He
debated with Franchino Gaffurio, a conservative, and supported the ideas of
Pietro Aaron.
See The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v.
"Spataro, Giovanni," by Frank Tirro.
182The

ancient comma (more commonly called the "Pythagorean" comma)
is the difference between twelve (3:2) fifths and seven (2: I) octaves.
This
difference equals 531441:524288 or 23.5 cents.
The modern comma (more commonly called the "Syntonic" comma--a reference to the use of Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic tuning) is the difference
between four (3:2) fifths and two (2:1) octaves plus a major (5:4) third. This
difference equals 81:80 or 21.5 cents.
183 Artusi

uses the traditional method for naming ratios.
An excellent
survey of the classical theory of proportions can be found in Prosdocimo's
Brevis summula proportionum quantum ad musicam pertinet, ed. and trans. Jan
Herlinger, Greek and Latin Music Theory, 4 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1987).
A ratio in its root terms whose greater element exceeds the lesser by 1
is called a superparticular proportion (3:2, 4:3, etc.).
Any such ratio in a
multiple form is also a superparticular ratio (6:4, 9:6, etc).
These ratios are
identified with the prefix "sesqui-."
Therefore, "sesquioctaval" is the name
for the ratio 9:8.
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5

tione super 13 partiente 243. fosse quella spetie che si Cantasse, & So-lnasse
in ogni sorte d'Instromento: & non la Syntona di Tolomeo, che dallo I acuto
al grave procede per dui Tuoni, ma differenti di proportione l'uno da I l'altro;
& un Semituono di proportione sesquiquintadecima; erra ne' prinlcipij & percio
bisogna che nella Conclusione sia falso: & quando ancora ha-lvesse essaminata
la Cantilena, secondo la Mente di Tolomeo; per la varieta I de' Semituoni, &
Tuoni, havrebbe fatta ancora la Conclusione flasa; & pur I M. Adriano non
hebbe mai pensiero di volere che la Cantilena havesse il fine I in settima; ne
piu grave, ne piu acuto dell'ottava, ma in ottava perfetta. I

10 Luca Gio. Spataro e stato a' suoi giorni huomo acutissimo nella Musica, pero I mi
da l'animo, che vedremo qualche cosa notabile, e bella. II
Vario Eccovi la lettera di sua man propria, legetela, & se nel legerla, legesti I 22r

qualche parola non cosi Toscana, scusate l'eta, e'l tempo, che cosi comportajva all'hora. ma legete. I
15

Venerabilis vir & Musicorum Decus. S. I

Alli di 3. Septemb. ho riceputo una di vostra Eccell. delli di 19. Augusti I
signata, la quale a me non potria esser stata ne piu grata, e ioconda; non
tanlto per essermi clarito d'alcune mie dubieta, e suspetto; ma etiam per
haver I inteso, che quella non e impedito d'alcuno sinistro & male, & che
20
come So-llevi me amati: Circa el Canto di M. Adriano , vostra Eccellentia dice,
che e I uno quarto; & non un duo, ho bene inte~o dire, che da sua Eccellentia
prijma fu fatto a dui, & dipoi fu fatto a quattro. Ma perche a me assai balstava vedere come el fine del Tenore con el Canto finiva in Settima concorjdante in diapason, per tanto io non dimandai a sua Eccell. se non el
25
Canto I con il suo Tenore, perche io voltando la fantasia in molte parte non
pate-Iva trovare, che tale fine in Settima producesse integra diapason; pure
quanldo io vidi tal Canto con el segno di b rotondo (in varij lochi locato)
statim I compresi la sua intentione, & ingegno grande; el quale suo ingegno
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semitone (in the proportion 256:243 184)--was the species that was sung and
played in every sort of instrument, and not the syn tonic of Ptolemy, 185 which
from higher to lower proceeds by two tones (but each different from the
other in proportion) and a semitone (in the sesquiquintadecimal proportion186).
He errs in his beginnings, and it is therefore necessary that his
conclusion be false; and had he also examined the cantilena according to the
view of Ptolemy, 187 he still would have made a false conclusion because of
the variety of semitones and tones.
Yet, Adriano never thought of wanting
the cantilena to finish on a seventh neither lower nor higher than an octave,
but rather on a perfect octave.
Luca Giovanni Spataro was a most keen man in music in his day; therefore, it
gives me courage that we shall see some notable and beautiful things.
Vario Here is the letter in his own hand. Read it, and if in reading it you read
some words that are not very Tuscan, you must excuse the age and time
because such was the custom at that time--but read:

Venerable man and honored of musicians, Hail.
On the third day of September, I received a [letter] from Your Excellency
dated 19th of August, which could not have been for me more pleasing and
cheerful--not so much for having clarified some of my doubts and suspicions,
but also for having understood that it was not impeded by anything sinister
and evil and that you like me as usual.
About the canto of Adriano, Your Excellency says that it is a quartet and
not a duet. I have understood it said that it was first made in two parts and
later was made in four parts by His Excellency.
But because it was quite
enough for me to see how the end of the tenor finished on a seventh with
the canto, concordant like a diapason, therefore I did not ask His Excellency
for anything except the canto with its tenor because in glancing at many
parts, I could not find how the ending of a seventh produced a full diapason.
Yet when I saw the canto with the round b sign (located in various places), I
immediately understood his intention and great ingenuity--whose great
184 A ratio in its root terms whose greater element exceeds the lesser by
more than one (without being a multiple of the lesser term) is called a
superpartient ratio (5:3, 7:4, etc.). Any such ratio in a multiple form is also
a superpartient ratio (10:6, 15:9, etc.).
Using this ratio (256:243) as an
example, Artusi expresses the ratio literally as "thirteenth parts greater than
243."
185See n. 39 fil!..llnl.
186 16: 15
1871.e., if the duo were realized using just intonation.
Artusi will prove
that this does not satisfy the condition that the duo end on a perfect octave
on f. 24v (p. 201).
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gran-lde saria stato assai piu lodabile, & grande, se l'opra adamussim le fosse

I reuscita; io pretermeto quello che vostra Eccell. dice .S. che tal Tenore I e
assai deforme dalla natura del Canto, overo Soprano; perche tal Tenore I circa
questo M. Adriano merita excusatione, perche sua Eccell. solo attese I a
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dimostrare con arte & industria, el spatio apparente della settima; Vir-ltualiter
sia spatio d'ottava, overo diapason; el qual Canto dalli nostri Can-ltori &
Musici e stato piu volte Cantato, & sopra Instromenti Artificiali I Sonato; &
cosi prima facie rimasti molto contenti, & satisfacti, perche I non hanno
atteso, ne considerato piu oltra di quello che dimostra l'ordine I delli
Instromenti usitati. Ma io cognoscendo, che Ii Organi, Arpicordi, Vio-lloni, &
altri Instromenti predicti, dalla mano dello Artefice; non sono su-lperiori al
Theorico, ne dano regola al musico speculativo; Ma bene el Mu-lsico e quello
che da regola, & limita tutti li Artificiali Instromenti; non I sono stato
contento a quello che li pratici pulsatori mediante li soi Instromenlti hanno
iudicato; Ma considerando con la rasone, & speculando con el lu-lme dello
intelletto; credo haver trovato la mera verita, la qual verita cerltamente non
po essere apparente, per li Instromenti hoggidi prodotti dalla I mano dello
Artefice; perche tali Instromenti, mancano di molti intervalli, I & partimenti,
li quali son necessarij volendo Sonare tale Tenore, sopra II tali usitati
Instromenti; per la qual cosa, M. Pietro mio honorando, dove I vostra Eccell.
dice che havete trovato, che dicto Tenore, per el procedere I con la experientia dello Instromento termina in lo loco di D sol re; rispon-ldo, & dico che
questo e impossibile; & ancora dico, che tale Tenore non manlca di uno
Comma della integra diapason con el Canto, come dice vostra I Eccell. che
molti dicono: perche quando io mensuro tal Tenore con el Com-lpasso, &
Monocordo Musico; io rationabilmente trovo, che tal Tenore exulbera, &
transcende oltra la diapason de uno Comma, in modo che fa, che I tra esso
Tenore, e'l Canto, cade uno spatio di octo Soni, e vero spatio di sei I Tuoni,
come era la opinione di Aristosseno, da Boetio recitata; scilicet com-lposta di
cinque Tuoni, e dui Semituoni; delli quali dui Semituoni, uno sa-lra maggiore,
& l'altro minore, come per experientia vostra Eccell. com-lprendera, se
ponendo da parte Ii practici Instromenti, per mano delli Arte-lfici facti, con
el lume della intelligentia guardarete in tal Tenore a quello I segno de b
rotondo in G sol re ut posto ut hie
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ingenuity would have been even more laudable and great if the work had
succeeded with precision.
I omit what Your Excellency says about such a tenor being very much
deformed from the nature of the canto, or soprano, because Adriano merits
excuse for such a tenor because His Excellency was only concerned with
demonstrating with art and industry the apparent space of the seventh.
In
practice, it is the space of an octave or diapason, as the canto has been sung
and played on artificial 188 instruments many times by our singers and
musicians; thus, on first appearance I was very happy and satisfied because
they have neither intended nor considered more than what the order of the
usual instruments demonstrates.
But, knowing that the organs, arpicordi, violins, and other previously
mentioned instruments from the hand of the artisan are not superior to the
theorist, nor do they give rules to speculative music--rather music is the one
who gives rules and limits all the artificial instruments--, I have not been
happy with what the practical players 189 have judged through their instruments.
But after considering with reason and speculating with the light of
the intellect, I believe that I have found the pure truth, which certainly
cannot be apparent . on the instruments produced today by the hands of the
artisans because such instruments lack many intervals and divisions necessary
when wishing to play such a tenor on such usual instruments; on this, Pietro
honored me by saying that Your Excellency has found, by proceeding with the
experience of the instrument, that the said tenor ends on Dsolre. I respond
and say that this is impossible, and I also say that such a tenor does not
even lack one comma from a full diapason with the canto, as Your Excellency
says that many say, because when I measure the tenor with the compass and
musical monochord, I find rationally that the tenor exceeds and transcends
the diapason by a comma, in such a way that it makes the space of eight
sounds and the true space of six tones--as was the opinion of Aristoxenus
recited by Boethius 190 --fall between itself (the tenor) and the canto.
It is clear that the octave is composed of five tones and two semitones191--of which one is major and the other minor, as Your Excellency will
understand from experience.
If you place aside the practical instruments
made by the hand of artisans, you will observe with the light of intelligence
the round b sign on Gsolreut placed like this in the tenor:

188See n. 12 fil!I!.nl.
189This is a somewhat derogatory reference to performers.
190De inst. mus. 2.31, 3.3.
It is significant that Spataro identifies
Boethius as the source of this theory of Aristoxenus.
Although many
theorists (including Boethius) prove that six sesquioctaval tones exceed the
space of an octave, Aristoxenus never measured intervals by ratios; his
reasoning was geometric in orientation.
Aristoxenus never proposed that six
sesquioctaval tones equal an octave.
191 Making the eight sounds mentioned above.

184
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II Et se bene Gio. Spadaro Musico Bolognese, di quei tempi, in un suo
Discorlso, o lettera, gia scritta !'Anno 1524. a D. Pietro Aaron alli 9. di
Settemb. I come vi mostrero di sua propria mano; Conclude, che l'ultima
figura Can-ltabile nella grave parte, posta; fornisca per un Comma Antico piu
grave di I un'ottava, ilqual Comma e maggiore del Moderno, come potete
vedere in I questa demostratione, & di quanto. I

Tuttavia e degno di - molta scusa, perche col suo Maestro, che tutto era Boeltiano, ten ea per f ermo, che l' Anti ca spetie Diatona; che ne' suoi Tetracordi I
camina per Tuono e Tuono ambidui sesquiottavi, & un Semituono di prolpor-
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per el qual segno I de b rotondo, la nota segnata per tal segno, resta
collocata tra G I sol re ut acuto, & F fa ut grave, di modo che questo spatio
di I Tono cadente in tra G & F, predicti resta diviso per Semitonio minore I
in grave, & maggiore in acuto .S. che da F. grave al predetto segno di b I
rotondo cade spatio di minore Semitonio; & da esso segno de b rotondo I ad
G acuto, caden\ spatio di maggior Semitonio; notate che io parlo Theolrice, &
non pratice; & perche tale Tono cadente in tra F & G predicti nel-llo
Arpicordo, ne etiam in altri Instromenti, non resta per tal modo divi-lso .S.
con Semitonio minore in grave, & maggiore in acuto; ma per molte I cause
resta diviso Theorice loquendo, per maggior Semitonio in grave, & I minore in
acuto; pero primamente dico, che tale Tenore non potra esser sta-lto bene, ne
rectamente modulato da vostra Eccell. in tale vostro Arpicor-ldo, per non
havere proceduto, secundum naturam ipsius Tenoris.
Da poi la I nota
predicta, ut hie in G signata

~~~E:~~

--·-·--
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tal Tenore procede gradatim I ad C acuta, ut hie

f~~~jf:t
circa tal processo habbiamo molto bene da avertire a quellla quarta minima
Cantabile posita in C acuta predicta con el b rotondo si-lgnata, la qual
minima, da certi nostri practici pulsatori de Instromenti per I Arte facti, e
stata considerata, & pulsata in paramese, overo nel ~ I mi di b fa ~ mi;

191

Because of this round b sign, the note marked with this mark is placed
between Gsolreut on top and Ffaut on the bottom, in such a way that this
space of a tone falling between the aforesaid G and F is divided into a minor
semitone on the bottom and a major semitone on the top. 192 Therefore, from
the F on the bottom to the aforesaid round b sign there falls the space of a
minor semitone, and from that round b sign to the G on the top there will
fall the space of a major semitone.
(Note that I am speaking theoretically
and not practically.) Because the tone falling between the aforesaid F and G
on the arpicordo and also on other instruments is not divided in this manner
(that is with a minor semitone on the bottom and a major semitone on the
top) but for many reasons is divided--speaking theoretically--by a major
semitone on the bottom and a minor semitone on the top, I therefore say
first of all that the tenor cannot have been well or rightly performed 193 by
Your Excellency on your arpicordo, because it did not proceed according to
the nature of the tenor itself.
Then, from the aforesaid note, the G marked thus:

the tenor proceeds stepwise to the C above, thus:

Concerning this procession, we have to pay close attention to the fourth-sung
minim placed on the aforesaid high C marked with the round b, which has
been considered and played on the paramese--or, on the bmi of bfabmi--by
192

A key concept in this argument is that a flat sign lowers the note it
is marking by a major semitone (see below). This is seen on bfabmi where
there is a major semitone between these two pitches.
Therefore, Spataro
asserts that the flat sign on the G must lower it by a major semitone,
causing all the difficulties.
193

music.

Another use of the verb modulare in the generic sense of making

192

laqual cosa da me le fu dimostrata esser erronea; per-lche se dal segno di b
rotondo predicto signato in G acuta ut hie
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II procedemo per diatessaron in lo intenso, tale diatessaron non potria cadere 23 ;
I sopra paramese, overo sopra il mi di b fa ~ mi; perche cosi come tra F
grajve, & il b rotondo di b fa ~ mi cade recta diatessaron, seguitara I che
intra la data corda piu acuta di esso F per Semitonio minore, & la I data
corda piu acuta del b rotondo, del b di b fa q mi per Semitonio mHnore,
etiam cadera diatessaron, la qual corda posita in acuto per Semitonio I
minore, con el b rotondo di b fa ~ mi non potra attingere in paramese, ovelro al mi de b fa ~ mi, perche se intra tritesynemenon, et paramese cade
spajtio di maggior Semitonio restarsi, che subtracto el minore Semitonio, I dal
maggiore Semitonio predicto le restara quello spatio chiamato Comma, I & per
tal modo essa corda, o nota predicta signata in C acuta, con el b ro-ltondo
cadera intra tritesynemenon, & paramese, dividendo el spatio del I maggior
Semitonio intra el b rotondo, & el b quadro assignato per semi-ltonio minore
in grave, & per spatio de Comma in acuto; & perche li vo- lstri Instromenti, &
Arpicordi mancano de tale divisione; dico, che tale I Tenore non potra vostra
Eccell. ne da altri essere stato rettamente sonato. I Dal quale predicto segno
de b rotondo situato in C acuta, esso Tenore do-lpoi discende per incomposta
distantia de diapente, et dato che in apparentia, I tale descenso di diapente,
sia signato in F grave, ut hie

I pure perche in essentia si disparte da uno Comma piu I depresso de para25

mese, restara che tale distantia signa-lta in F grave, non potra cadere sopra
E grave, come da molti e stato existi-lmato, ma cadera sotto E grave per
spatio de uno Comma; perche cosi intra I paramese, & Hipatemeson cade

4 b fa

q mi ego ~

fa ~ mi A II 7 b fa ~ mi ego

9 fa be

mi
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certain of our practical players of instruments made by art.
This I demonstrated for you to be erroneous, because if from the aforesaid round b mark
marked on the high G, thus:

we proceed a diatessaron higher, that diatessaron cannot fall on the paramese
(or, on the mi of bfabmi), because as there falls between the low F and the
round b of bfab mi a correct diatessaron, it will follow that between the
given string a minor semitone higher than F and the given string a minor
semitone higher than the round b of bfabmi, a diatessaron will also fall.
This string placed a minor semitone higher than the round b of bfabmi
cannot reach the paramese (or, the mi of bfabmi) because if between the
trite synemmenon194 and paramese there falls the space of a major semitone,
it remains that a minor semitone subtracted from the aforesaid major
semitone will leave the space called comma. 195
Therefore, the string or aforesaid note marked with the round b mark on
the high C will fall between the trite synemmenon and the paramese, thereby
dividing the space of the major semitone allotted between the round b and
the square b into a minor semitone on the bottom and the space of a comma
above.
And because your instruments and arpicordi lack such a division, I
say that such a tenor will not be able to have been rightly played by Your
Excellency or others.
From that aforesaid round b mark situated on the high C, the tenor then
descends by the incomposite distance of a diapente, and since it apparently
descends a diapente, it is marked on low F, thus:

Yet, because in essence it 196 departs a comma lower than the paramese, it
will remain that the distance marked on low F will not be able to fall on low
E (as has been explained by many) but will fall a comma lower than low E,
194The

round b of bfabmi.

195 In

other words, since there is a major semitone between the B-flat
and the B, a fourth above a G-flat (being only a minor semitone above the F)
will result in a tone a minor semitone above the B-flat (there being a full
fourth between the F and B-flat). This is a comma lower than the B.
196 Referring

to the C-flat.

194

5

diapente remissa, cosi se nui remeteremo I per diapente da un loco o corda
remissa, da paramese . per Comma, tale dia-lpente cadera per Comma remisso
rispetto Hipatemeson.
Et perche tale cor-lda per Comma remissa, sotto
Hipatemeson non si trova in Ii vostri Arpi-lcordi, & altri simili Stromenti;
dico che ut supra tale Canto non potera relctamente essere conducto in tali
Instromenti; Ma poi seguitando tal Teno-Ire procede in lo intenso per
diatessaron incomposta ut hie
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I per laqual cosa quella minima punctata, & la sequente, I eguale in apparenza, signata in b fa ~ mi cadente tra C I & A acute; in modo che con A la mi
re concurano per spatio di Comma. I & perche Ii Arpicordi, & altri simili
Instromenti non sono per tale modo I divisi; restara che ut supra tale Tenore
non si potra modulare in tale In-lstromento; dalle quali note predicte per
Comma virtualmente soto A acu-lta considerata; el predicto Tenore, se rimette
per diapente incomposta ut hie II
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& dato che el detto spatio di diapente in quanto alla appa-lrentia sia locato
in E grave, tamen virtualiter sara inteso cadere tra E, & I D grave, in modo,
che con D restera depresso per spatio di Comma; la qual I cosa e assai clara;
perche se da uno Tono, overo corda; la qual sta posita ad I A acuta per
spatio di Comma, ci remeteremo per diapente, tale diapente, I etiam cadeni.
pm grave per comma rispetto al D grave, & per tale modo I accadera, che
procedendo in tale Tenore usque in finem; ciascuna nota, la I quale in
apparentia sera locata in C grave, sempre in virtu & essentia ca-ldera sotto D
grave per spatio di un Comma; per la qual cosa concludo, che I tal Tenore
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because between the paramese and the hypate meson 197 there falls a diapente
removed. So, if we move a diapente from a place or string removed from the
paramese by a comma, such a diapente will fall a comma removed in respect
to the hypate meson.
And because a string removed a comma below the
hypate meson is not found on your arpicordi and other similar instruments, I
say--as above--that such a canto will not be able to be rightly carried out on
such instruments.
Then following
diatessaron, thus:

that

tenor,

it

proceeds

upwards

by

an

incomposite

Therefore, that dotted mm1m (and the following one, equal in appearance)
marked on bfabmi falls between high C and A so that it shares with Alamire
the space of
comma. 198
And because the arpicordi and other similar
instruments are not divided in such a manner, it will remain--as above--that
such a tenor will not be able to be performed 199 on such an instrument.

a

From the aforesaid notes considered to be actually a comma below high
A, the aforesaid tenor moves down by an incomposite diapente, thus:

and even though the said space of a diapente is apparently located on low E,
nevertheless, it will be understood to fall actually between low E and D, so it
will remain a comma below D, which is very clear: because if we move a
diapente away from a tone or string displaced from high A by the space of a
comma, that diapente will also fall a comma lower than low D--and in this
manner it will happen that by proceeding through the tenor to the end, each
note that apparently will be located on low C will always in actuality and
essence fall the space of a comma below low D. 200
197The
198This

E below.
note should be a comma below A.

199 Another
200This

example of modulare as "to perform."

must be an error: it should read "each note that
be located on low D will always in actuality and essence fall
comma below low C." Spataro has just shown that because of
all notes in the tenor after this point will fall a tone plus

apparently will
the space of a
the accidentals,
a comma lower

196
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terminato, & finito in lo loco septimo rispetto el suo Canto, overo I Soprano;
non potra per tale arte esser inteso (realiter) cadere in recta diapa-lson;
perche ut dixi in tra tale Tenore, & el Canto predicto, in tali lochi I cadono
sei suoni, & etiam appare che da vostra Eccell. tale Tenore non I possa essere
rettamente modulato in lo vostro Arpicordo; perche manca dellli spatij delli
Commi di sopra dimostt'ati; Ma tale Tenore potria meglio eslsere modulato con
l'Organo, & Instromento della natura, perche l'Organo I naturale non manca di
perfettione; per la qual cosa l'arte con tutto el suo I potere sempre cerca
imitare la natura: Ma perche lo audito per la sua im-lperfettione male puo
iudicare di questi spatij minimi, & inusitati, per tan-Ito la rasone da soplemento, dove el senso resta deficiente; per tanto io exi-lstimo, che M. Marco
Antonio nostro, si ha portato da sapiente; perche forlse cognoscendo sua
Eccell. correre in errore, credo che V. Eccell. sappia, che I dalli Musici e
stato solor ordinato dui segni, per li quali li soni naturalmen-lte considerati si
possono removere dal loco proprio; liquali segni sono questi I .S. #, b, il
primo .S. # remove el sono naturale per Semitonio maggiore in I acuto: el
secondo .S. b opera per contrario; S. che remove el sono dal loco I naturale
per Semitonio maggiore in grave: Adunque a M. Adriano e stato I impossibile,
che E grave sia D grave; perche se questo segno b, producera I due volte el
suo effetto, tale suo effetto duplicato produce un Comma piu I d'un Tuono
sesquiottavo; perche dui Semituoni maggiori insieme tolti su-lperano el Tuono
de uno spatio de Comma; perche a tale Tono basta un I Semituono maggiore,
& un minore; per tanto volendo che E la mi gra-lve havesse il loco in D sol
re grave .S. che E fosse remisso per un'integro I Tono sesquiottavo; bisogneria, che li Musici havessero constituito dui varij I segni, per li quali li
naturali soni, fossero remossi in grave, delli quali segni I l'uno fosse inteso
removere essi soni naturali, per maggio Semitonio in gra-lve, e l'altro per
minore; & per tale modo exercitando mo l'uno, mo l'altro II ogni spatio de
Tono naturale per arte si potria certamente riducere dal so-lno suo acuto, nel
sono suo propinquo grave; ma tali segni non sono stati in-lventi, perche si po
far senza; & non sono necessarij, & etiam perche tale I modo di rimovere
gl'intervalli muta la spetie; per tanto son da fuggire, per-lche son termini da
Sophista, li quali apparent & non sunt; & se V. Eccell. I bene advertira al
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I conclude from this that such a tenor, having terminated and finished on
a seventh in respect to its canto or soprano, will not really be able to be
understood by art to fall on a right diapason, because as I said, between the
tenor and aforesaid canto in those places fall six sounds. 201
It also appears
that such a tenor cannot rightly be performed on your arpicordo by Your
Excellency because it lacks the spaces of the commas demonstrated above.
Such a tenor can better be performed on the organ and instruments of that
nature, because the natural organ does not lack perfection; therefore, art is
always seeking with all its power to imitate nature. But because the hearing
can poorly judge these smallest and unused spaces because of its imperfection,
reason therefore gives supplement where the sense remains deficient.
I therefore esteem that our Marco Antonio was carried along by wisdom
because perhaps he knew that Your Excellency was running into error.
I
believe that Your Excellency knows that among musicians only two signs have
been ordered by which the naturally considered sounds can be moved from
their own proper place. The signs are these: #, b. The first (#) moves the
natural sound a major semitone higher; the second (b) works contrarily: it
moves the sound a major semitone lower from its natural place. 202
Therefore, it was impossible for Adriano that low E be low D, because if this sign
b will produce its effect twice, such duplicated effect produces a comma
larger than a sesquioctaval tone, for two major semitones taken together surpass the tone by the space of a comma (because a major semitone and a
minor semitone are enough for a sesquioctaval tone).
Therefore, in order to make the low Elami have its place on low Dsolre
so that E were removed by a whole sesquioctaval tone, it would be necessary
for musicians to have constituted two varying marks that moved the natural
sounds lower--one of the which would be understood to move the natural
sounds a major semitone lower and the other a minor semitone; and in this
manner of using now one and now the other, every space of a natural tone
could be reduced with certainty by art from its high sound to its sound immediately lower. Such signs have not been invented because one can make do
without (and they are not necessary) and also because such a manner of
moving the intervals changes the species. Therefore, they are to be shunned
because they are terms of the Sophists, who appear to be knowledgeable but
are not.
If Your Excellency will pay close attention to the counterpoint with the

than where it is actually notated on the staff. In this way, the final note of
the tenor (notated as E) will actually sound a comma below D--resulting in a
consonance with the notated D in the soprano. This is what Spataro is about
to conclude.
201 Spataro

must be ref erring here to the final consonance of the piece.
See above for the explanation of the six sounds.
202 See

n. 192 supra.
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Contraponto in li lochi predetti con el Canto trovarete, I che li caderanno
altre distantie non usitate, lequali nascono da quello spa-ltio di Comma
superfluo predicto. Vale. I
Bononie die 9. Septembris. 1524. I
V0 • Io: Spatarius. I

5

Luca Si vede, che questo Discorso e venuto dalla buona Schola, havea ben I
ragione Franchino di dire, che egli era acutissimo nella Musica. I
Vario Secondo quel tempo, che cosi comportava, ha detto e bene; ma

a

gusto I

mio s'e ingannato. I
10 Luca Et come

a gusto

vostro s'e ingannato, ditemi come. I

Vario Questo e il loco, & mi contento di sodisfarvi.
Non e dubio che M. Aldriano non hebbe mai pensiero di voler fare una Cantilena, che apparenltemente dimostrasse di fornire in settima, & che poi fosse piu grave di una I
ottava, overo trapassasse la settima si, ma che non giungesse all'ottava; ma si
15
I bene in una ottava iusta & perfetta: & se bene seguitando come faceva lo I
Spadaro il suo Maestro Bartholomeo Rami Lettore a quei tempi di Musica I
nello Studio di Bologna, con tutti li Theorici, che a quei tempi, & avanti di I
lui vivevano, la Diatonica Diatona, veniva a fornire piu nel grave d'un'ottava
per un Comma Antico di quella proportioQe, che io vi ho dimostra-lto, &
20
secondo che lui nel Discorso suo vi conclude; non per questo dobbia-lmo noi
tenere, che questa sia stata la Opinione di M. Adriano.
Manco potia-lmo
credere, che la intentione sua fosse di seguitare la opinione di Tolomeo, I &
de' Moderni; per due cause: l'una e perche al suo tempo non si nomina-lva la
Diatonica Syntona di Tolomeo, non essendo in consideratione ad alcu-lno, se

20 Intentione di M. Adriano qual fosse intorno al Duo. in marg. II
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canto in the aforesaid places, you will find that there will fall other unused
distances that arise from that space of the aforesaid superfluous comma.
Farewell.
Bologna, the ninth day of September 1524.
Yours, Giovanni Spataro
Luca One sees that this discussion came from the good school: Franchino was
right to say that he was most keen in music. 203
Vario According to the time when such was the custom, he spoke the truth, but

in my opinion he was deceived.
Luca And how in your opinion was he deceived? Tell me how.
Vario This is the place and I am happy to satisfy you.

There is no doubt that
Adriano never had the thought of wanting to make a cantilena that apparently demonstrated finishing on a seventh that was then lower than an octave or
that surpassed the seventh but did not reach the octave. Rather, he wanted
a just and perfect octave.
Nevertheless, in following the whole-tone diatonic, 204 as Spataro and his master Bartholomeo Ramus (a professor of music
in those times at the University of Bologna) did, together with all the
theorists who lived in those times and before him, the cantilena finishes an
ancient comma lower than an octave--a proportion I have demonstrated to
you 206 and on which he concluded in his discussion. 206 Not on this account
must we hold that this was the opinion of Adriano.
Much less should we believe that his intention was to follow the opinion
of Ptolemy and the moderns for two reasons: one is because in his time, the
diatonic syntonic of Ptolemy was not named, inasmuch as it was not under
consideration by anyone; rather, it was not for a certain number of years

203

Gaffurio says that Spataro is "very acute in music (although illiterate)"
(De har. mus. inst. 3.8 [Franchinus Gaffurius, De harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus, trans. Clement A. Miller, Musicological Studies and
Documents, 33 ([Rome]: American Institute of Musicology, 1977), p. 167]).
204

1.e., pure Pythagorean tuning.
In such a system, all tones are of the
9:8 proportion and all semitones are of the 256:243 proportion (also called a
"limma"). See The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, s.v. "Pythagorean scale,"
by C. Andre Barbera.
206 F.

21 V (p. 185).

206 Referring

to Spataro at the end of the letter quoted above.
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non da certi anm m qua, che il Fogliani, & dopa il Zarlino, e'l Sali-lnes, che
hanno introdotto questo modo di Filosofare, dopa lo haver fatto moljte
esperienze, e belle speculationi, come ne' loro scritti si vede. L'altra e, perlche se vogliamo essaminare questa Cantilena, secondo il modo di Filosofare I
de' Moderni, levato da Tolomeo, ritrovaqremo, che ella non arrivara alla otltava; ma sara di manco, di maniera che secondo la Diatonica Diatona spe- II
tie, ella trappassa l'ottava; & secondo la Diatonica Syntona, non arriva al I 24v
l'ottava; e la intentione di M. Adriano e stata come ho detto, che in appalrenza sia in settima il fine di questa Cantilena, ma . in virtu e forza sua I in
ottava altrimenti, a che proposito il Cantarla? a che il Sonarla con di-lversi
Instromenti? tutto sarebbe frustatorio & vano? I
Luca Et come potrei io chiarirmi, che secondo la opm1one di Tolomeo non I arrivasse all'ottava? poi che secondo gli Antichi lo Spadaro m'had dimostra-lto
che passa nel grave per un Comma. I

15 Vario Dovete senza altro considerare, che nella corda di G, vi

molle come vedete

e

posto i1 b I
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until Fogliani 207 and later Zarlino 208 and Salinas 209 introduced this manner
of philosophizing, after having made many experiments and solid speculations,
as found in their writings.
The other reason is because if we want to
examine this cantilena according to the method of philosophizing of the
moderns, taken from Ptolemy, we shall find that it will not arrive at the
octave but will be lacking: insofar as it accords to the whole-tone diatonic
species, it surpasses the octave, and insofar as it accords to the syntonic
diatonic, it does not arrive at the octave. 210
The intention of Adriano was, as I have said, that in appearance there be
a seventh at end of this cantilena, but in actuality and force, an octave.
Otherwise, what is the purpose of singing or playing it with diverse instruments? Would it not all be frustrating and vain?
Luca How could I clarify for myself that according to the opm1on of Ptolemy it

does not arrive at the octave, since Spataro has demonstrated for me that
according to the ancients, it does go a comma lower than the octave?
Vario You must above all consider that there is a soft b placed on the string of
G, as you see:

207 Lodovico

Fogliani (d. ca.1539), in book three of his Musica theorica
(1529), proposed a tuning that alternated the major and minor tone (which is
the characteristic feature of Ptolemy's syn tonic diatonic and just intonation).
Alternately, he proposed a keyboard with two D's and two B-flats that would
make most of the fifths and thirds pure (The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians. s.vv. "Fogliani, Lodovico," by Henry W. Kaufmann; and "Just
intonation," by Mark Lindley).
208 Zarlino

may well be considered the most important Italian Renaissance
theorist.
He catalogued the practical and speculative knowldege of his day,
and his concept of the senario paved the way for future speculation concerning major and minor triads and tonalities. More information on his work can
be found in chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 62-63.
Zarlino is often credited with innovating just intonation, although, as
Artusi illustrates, others before him--Fogliani and Aaron, for example-theorized the possibility.
Zarlino's 1st. harm. 2.39 preserves Zarlino's
adaptation of Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic to a modern tuning pattern (illustrated in n. 39 supra).
209 De

mus. 4.32.

210 Artusi

is about to show how the passage would be interpreted according to the syntonic diatonic tuning.
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il quale fa questo secondo la mente di Tolomeo, I & de' Theorici suoi seguaci,
divide il Tuono sesquinono, in due Se-lmituoni, uno di proportione sesquiquintadecima; l'altro di pro-lportione sesquiventesima quarta, ambidui superparticolari; perche da que-lsti dui come da sue parti viene questo Tuono reintegrato: se il Tuono sara I sesquiottavo, bisognera havere un'altra consideratione, essendo che Ii dui I Semituoni, parti di lui fatte uno sara sesquiquintodecimo, l'altro super 7. I partiente 28. per un Comma sesqui 80. maggiore
del sesqui 24. Hora I non e dubio, che il Tuono posto fra F, & G , e Tuono
maggiore di sesquiot-ltava proportione; & fra la F, & il G , signato con la
zifra b, secondo il suo I effetto vi si ritrova il Semituono sesquiquintodecimo;
adunque vi resta- lra il super 7. partiente 28 . per il restante. Stando questo
fondamento , per I caminare dalla G signata col b molle, alla C. per ritrovare
la distantia di I una Diatessaron nella sua modulatione dal grave allo acuto , e
necessario, I che la C naturale si ponga nel grave per altre tanto intervallo ,
quanto re-lsta la G, col b molle; piu del suo naturale nel grave; & percio
ponendo in I C il b molle lo fa corrispondere alla G, col b molle per una
diatessaron, il I qual suono verebbe ad essere piu grave del b fa q mi, se di

1 Diverse considerationi intorno al Tuono. in marg.
b mi A II

II 17 b . fa

q

mi ego

9

fa
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which, according to the view of Ptolemy and of the theorists who followed
him, divides the sesquinonal 211 tone into two semitones: one of the sesquiquintadecimal proportion 212 the other in the sesquiventesimaquartal proportion213 (both superparticular) because this tone is reintegrated from these
two as its parts.
If the tone will be sesquioctaval, it will be necessary to
have another consideration, for one of the two semitones made from it will
be sesquiquintadecimal and the other 35:28, 214 which is a sesquioctagintal
comma216 larger than 25:24.
Now there is no doubt that the tone placed
between F and G is a major tone of the sesquioctaval proportion, 216 and
between the F and the G marked with the sign b and according to its effect,
there is found a sesquiquintadecimal semitone. 217
Therefore, there remains a
218
35:28 ratio
for the rest.
Given this foundation, to find the distance of a diatessaron moving from
low to high--going from the G marked with a soft b to the C--it is necessary
for the natural C to be lowered by the same interval as the G with a round b
was lowered from its natural place. Therefore, placing the soft b on the C
makes it correspond to the G with a soft b by a diatessaron, a sound that
would be lower than bfabmi. 219
211 10:9
212 16:15.
21325:24.
214This is in error, since 35:28 reduces to 5:4 which is a ratio for a
major third--clearly not a semitone.
It should read 135:128, which is a
syntonic comma larger than 25:24, as Artusi is about to explain.
2161.e., the modern or syntonic comma mentioned above: 81:80.
216This is correct according to the just intonation system of tuning .
Harvard Dictionary of Music. 2d ed., s.v. "Just intonation."

See

217Since

16:15 is larger than 135:128, it reaffirms that the flat sign
lowers a note by a major semitone, whatever the proportion.
(Notice that
the 16:15 semitone is above the 135:128 semitone in this instance.)
218This should be 135: 128.
219 Actually, in just intonation, if one lowers the C by a major semitone
of the proportion 16:15, one should land exactly on b--or the bmi of bfabmi.
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la per modula-lre un salto di quinta, vorrete partirvi; necessariamente quella
quinlta, non sara nella corda D sol re; ne manco nella E la mi, ne come dice
ii I Spadaro piu grave della D sol re; ma sara fra la D sol re, & la E la mi: I
di modo che la intentione di M. Adriano non e stata, ne di fornire in settiIma se non apparente, ne secondo ii Spadaro per un Comma piu grave del-lla
D sol re, ne manco fra la corda E la mi, & la D sol re; ma nella D sol I re
iusta per diapason integra, & perfetta. I

Luca Come puo dunque essere? che cosa ne pensate voi, e ben necessario che I
M. Adriano habbi havuto nella intentione sua, & per meglio dire ii fine
lO
corlrisponda al principio, & al mezo. II
Vario Avanti che io vi dimostrassi il Duo, vi accennai la intentione, che I io 25r
tengo che havesse M. Adriano; hora ve la diro alla scoperta.
Tengo per I
fermo, che M. Adriano habbi seguitata la opinione di Aristosseno, ii quale I
divideva il Tuono in due parti eguali, cioe in due Semituoni; ilche vedete I
15
osservato ne' Lauti, et nelle Viole, & voglio anco credere, che M. Adriano
colme huomo prudente, savio, & accorto, & che in queste cose havea privilegio I particolare dalla natura, accompagnata da una grande esperienza, facesse
I prova ne' Lauti, & Viole, conoscendo che ne' Clavacembali, che tengono
divilsione da questa differenti, non era possibile haverne l'essato.
Sta pero
20
tutta la I dificolta di questa Cantilena in quelle poche di figure Cantabili, che
hora vi I dimostro nella parte piu grave poste

14 Opinione di M. Adriano in marg. II l 9 Dificolta del Duo dove consiste. in
marg. II
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If from there you wanted to leave by a jump of a fifth, of necessity that
fifth will not be on the string Dsolre, much less on the string Elami or as
Spataro says, lower than Dsolre; but it will be between Dsolre and Elami 220 -thus, the intention of Adriano was not to finish on a seventh (even though it
appears so) or (according to Spataro) a comma lower than Dsolre, much less
between the strings Elami and Dsolre, but rather right on Dsolre with a full
and perfect diapason.

Luca How then can this be?
Don't you think it is necessary that Adriano had
had this in his intention and to say it better, that the end should correspond
with the beginning and middle?
Vario Before I demonstrated the duo for you, I hinted at the intention that I

hold Adriano had; now I will tell it to you openly. I firmly hold that Adriano
followed the opinion of Aristoxenus, who divided the tone into two equal
parts, that is into two semitones, which you see observed in lutes and viols. I
also want to believe that Adriano--as a prudent, wise, and shrewd man, who
in these things had the particular privilege of nature accompanied by a great
experience--tried these things on lutes and viols, knowing that on clavichords
(which hold divisions different from this) it was not possible to have it
exactly.
However, the whole difficulty of this cantilena lies in those few singable
figures placed in the lowest part (meaning the soft b placed on the Gsolreut
string, which is placed first in the example), which I now demonstrate for
you:

220

Artusi's reasoning is a bit difficult to follow here. If he intends that
one ascend a perfect fourth from the G-flat, one lands on B exactly. From
here, descending a perfect fifth would yield E exactly, according to just
intonation.
However, he must mean that the flat on C lowers that pitch
another major semitone--resulting in a pitch two major semitones lower than
the C. Because the interval between A and B in just intonation is a 9:8 tone,
the pitch resulting from a notated C-flat would be a minor semitone (l 35: I 28)
higher than A or, in other words, a major semitone ( 16: 15) lower than B.
This would explain his reasoning that this pitch is lower than the bmi of
bfabmi but would be at variance with his statement that the C would be
lowered from its natural place by the same amount the G was lowered from
its natural place. His solution actually lowers the C from its already altered
place by the same amount the G was lowered from its natural place, resulting
in a pitch two major semitones lower than the C.
Descending a perfect fifth from this location, then, yields a pitch a major
semitone ( 16: 15) lower than E or, in other words, a minor semitone higher
than D (this time 25:24, because the interval between D and E is a minor
tone [ I 0:9]).
This agrees with his conclusion that the tenor ends between D
and E according to the Ptolemaic system of calculation.
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intendendo, che ii b I molle posto nella corda di G sol re ut & e la prima
nell'eslsempio posta; habbi forza di ponere nel grave quella tal I figura per un
mezo Tuono; et di terza . minore che si ritrova essere col Sopra-lno, per
l'aggiunta de questo Semituono, diventa terza maggiore.
Et era quellla terza
minore, secondo Aristosseno, di tre Semituoni; hora essendo di quatltro,
vengono ad essere dui Tuoni maggiori.
Seguitando poi dopo la pausa di I
minima verso lo acuto, con quest'ordine di terze maggiori di quattro Semiltuoni accresciute d'un Semituono dall'antecedente b rotondo, quella figura I
che posta e in C sol fa ut con ii b molle viene a discendere lei ancora per
un'alltro Semituono, che si ritrova nel b di C, et quello di b fa ~ mi per b
molle; di I maniera che viene a ritrovarsi quella figura ch'e in C, col b, nella
b fa ~ mi: I & di quinta che e apparente al Soprano diventa una sesta; da
questa parltendosi per modulare una quinta incomposta, se bene la figura
seguente si riltrova segnata nella corda di F, tuttavia viene ad esser in E la
mi; cosi segui-ltando poi tutto ii Canto sino al fine, non solo fornira in
ottava perfetta; ma I havra ridotto la meta di questa Cantilena, piu grave in
dui colpi, per un I Tuono: & che sia ii vero, se vorrete ne gl'lnstromenti
ordinarij Clavacem-lbali, Organi, & simili, sentire questa Cantilena; perche
hanno Ii Semituoni I ineguali, se bene Ii Tuoni eguali non potrete: ma se
questa esperienza la farete I ne' Lauti, & nelle Viole, ne' quali Ii Tuoni, et
Semituoni sono eguali secondo la I mente d' Aristosseno, sentirete, et in
effetto confessarete, che quanto vi ho detto I e la istessa verita. Dicano pur
Ii Moderni quanto vogliono, che non tutti diranlno, che questa sia la spetie
Syntona, che si Canta, o Suona, dico di quella di Tololmeo, ma bona parte
tenira che sia quella d' Aristosseno, di che ce ne fa f ede M. Adriano con
questo Canto, et ce ne assicura la divisione di tutti Ii toni posti nelle I
Cantilene, e le molt'altre cose da pratici poste in pratica, se bene questi
Teorici II litigano insieme, & che per ancora non essendo fornita la essamine:
Ad-lhuc sub iudice lis sit. I

3 Terza secondo Aristosseno da che contenuta. in marg. II 16 Duo di M.
Adriano non si puo sentire ne gl'lnstromenti ordinarij. in marg. II
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The soft b has the force of lowering that figure by a half tone, and the
minor third that is found [to occur with] the soprano becomes a major third
by the addition of that semitone.
And according to Aristoxenus, the minor
third of three semitones, as it is now of four, becomes two major tones.
Following, then, after the pause of a minima in the upper part, with this
order of a major third of four semitones (enlarged a semitone by the
preceding round b ), the figure with the soft b placed on Csolfaut makes the
tenor descend again by another semitone, for the b found on C is bfabmi by
soft b, in such a manner that the figure on the C with the b finds itself on
bfabmi, and the fifth that appears with the soprano becomes a sixth. From
here, the tenor moves 221 an incomposite fifth; and even though the following
figure is marked on the string of F, nevertheless it comes to be on Elami.
When one proceeds like this, then, through all the canto to the end, not
only will it end on a perfect octave, but it will have reduced the goal of this
cantilena, lower in two strokes, by a tone. 222
And it is true that if you ·
want to hear this cantilena on ordinary instruments--clavichords, organs, and
similar ones--you will not be able to do so because they have unequal
semitones, although equal tones. But if you will experience this on lutes and
viols, in which the tones and semitones are equal according to the view of
Aristoxenus, you will hear and, as a result, confess that what I have told you
is the very truth.
Let the moderns say what they want, for not all will say that it is the
syntonic species that is sung or played (I am speaking of the syntonic of
Ptolemy 223 ), but a good part will hold that it is that of Aristoxenus, 224
which Adriano makes us believe with this canto.
The division of all the
tones placed in cantilenas and the many other things put into practice by the
practical musicians · assures us of it, even though these theorists argue
together, for the examination is not yet finished: Ad hue sub iudice !is sit. 225
221 Another

generic use of the verb modulare.

222 A modern edition of the duo interpreted according to Artusi's solution
presented here is located in the appendix, pp. 473- 74.
223See

n. 39 supra.

224 See

n. 41 supra.

225 "the

suit is still under judgment"
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Luca Molte volte sono andato considerando a questi particolari; ma per I non
havere quella buona cognitione delle cose, che mi bisogneria, son restato I ne'
miei pensieri piu tosto posso dire confuso, che chiaro; ma hora che V. S. I mi
apre la mente, incomincio ad assicurarmi, & a conoscere assai piu di I quello
5
che fin'hora non ho conosciuto. I
Vario Di bene in meglio andrete considerando queste cose, & n'havrete I gusto
infinito; & se vi occorera qualche dubitatione lasciaretevi intende-lre, che ad
ogni mio potere cercaro di sodisfarvi. I

Luca Apunto mi soviene di dirvi, che mi pare che tanta sia la forza di quelste
Zifre, che non solo mutano una Consonanza in l'altra, dico di b ro-ltondi, ma
ancora rimovono tutto un Sistema intiero dal suo natural I essere; & questo
rimovimento non mi pare che si possi fare ogni volta I che s'habbino da
considerare i Tuoni maggiori, & Ii minori: perche non I patiscono una istessa
divisione; ne mi pare che sia vero quello che dice ii I Benelli della Musica
15
finta; pero andro considerando, che Ii Tuoni siano I eguali, & li Semituoni,
secondo che voi havete concluso per opinione d' Aris-lstosseno. I

IO

Vario Mi sara caro sapere cio che ii Benelli dice. I

Luca Dice che la Musica finta e quella che vera non e; percioche esce fuori I de'
suoi veri Tetracordi; e'l Tuono che dicono della divisione di maggiore I ch'egli
20
e, tra le cordi Mese, & la Paramese; o vogliamo dire A la mi re, & I b fa ~
mi diventa minore, tra la Licanos Meson, & essa Mese; cioe tra G I sol re ut
& A la mi re, mentre che per un Tuono piu basso si riduce la Mulsica finta:

9 Natura delle zifre #, & b rotondi in marg. II 18 lmperfettione che nasce
nella Musica finta. in marg. II
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Luca Many times I have considered these particulars, but because
a good knowledge of the things that would be necessary, I
confused, I should say, than clear in my thoughts.
But
Lordship is opening my mind, I begin to assure myself and
more than I have heretofore known.

I did not
remained
now that
to know

have
more
Your
much

Vario While considering these things, you will go from good to better, and you
will have an infinite taste for it.
And if some doubt occurs to you, let
yourself understand that I will seek to satisfy you with all my power.
Luca I remember to tell you that the force of these signs seems great to me:

not only do they change one consonance into another (I am talking about the
round b), but they also remove a whole entire system from its natural
essence; and it does not seem to me that this removal can be made every
time the major and minor tones have to be considered, because they do not
endure the same division, nor--it seems to me--is that which Benelli says of
musica finta 226 true; therefore, I shall continue to consider the tones and
semitones equal according to your conclusion from the opinion of Aristoxenus.
Vario I would very much like to know what Benelli says.
Luca He says that musica finta is that which is not true since it goes outside of
its true tetrachords; and the tone of division between the mese and paramese
strings (or let us say Alamire and bfabmi), which they say is major, becomes
minor between the lichanos meson and the mese (that is, between Gsolreut
and . Alamire) since musica finta reduces it to a lower tone. 227 If it is true
226

Throughout the treatise, Artusi uses the Italian musica finta instead of
the Latin musica ficta--which has become the common term in English as
well.
Both mean the same thing: feigned music.
In translating, I have
chosen to leave Artusi's Italian intact, since he talks about the meaning of
this term later in this book (see f. 29r [p. 229]).
227

"Musica finta (for it is not "vera", since it comes outside of the true
tetrachords) is an alteration of the original tetrachord by means of the semitones in the manner of the true tetrachords as if they proceeded disjunctly
starting a tone lower with the major tone of division, which is between the
Mese and the Paramese, or, let us say, a la mi re and b mi acute, becoming
minor between Lichanos Meson and the Mese, that is, between g sol re ut
and a la mi re" (Bottrigari, II desiderio. p. 19 [MacClintock trans., p. 31 ]).
According to just intonation, the tone between A and B is a major (9:8) tone,
while that between G and A is a minor (10:9) tone. Therefore, Bottrigari is
implying that musica ficta causes the position of the major and minor tones
to be exchanged. He recognizes that this makes the music impossible to play
on a keyboard instrument tempered according to just intonation, so he says
that the performer must transpose the composition until it is in its natural
place (11 desiderio. pp. 2.0-21 [MacClintock trans., pp. 31-32]).
Thus, Bottrigari regards musica ficta as a simple transposition problem with the
attendant changes in intonation that result from the tuning conventions of
the day.
By contrast, Artusi will illustrate that the normal tuning understood by
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& s'egli e vero, che si Canti la spetie Syntona di Tolomeo come I vogliono
loro apunto, non si puo in modo alcuno rimovere questo Sistema I dal suo
loco proprio; ma si potra m.entre che saranno li Tuoni eguali, & 1i I Semituoni
similmente eguali, come dice Aristosseno. I

5 Vario Mi piace, che voi la intendiate, & havete gran ragione: non puo i1 I Tuono,
che dice il Benelli, di maggiore diventar minore, come dite voi; I troppo
grande sarebbe il disordine: & a questo proposito voglio referir-lvi quello che
dice il Zarlino huomo di molta Dottrina, & auttorita, nel-lla Quarta Parte
delle lnstitutioni Harmoniche, quando dice, che vuole I insegnare di trasportare 1i Modi in due maniere; una con 1i b molli, & I l'altra con 1i # Diesis:
10
molto bene bisogna avvertire, che lui dice, che 1i I Moderni chiamano queste
trasportationi; Modi trasportati per Musica II finta, la quale secondo che la
dichiarano, dicono essere, una trasportatione I di figure intendendo pero di
tutto l'ordine, che si ritrova in ciascun modo, I dalla propria lor sede, ad
15
un'altra; ilche si confrronta con quello che lo Sta-lpulense dimostro nella 24.
& 25. proposta del quarto della Musica da 1. lui dimostrata.
Molte case ci
sono degne d'avertimento in quelle parole det-lte dal Zarlino; la prima che
non e lui, che dice questa cantafavola; ma 1i I Moderni pratici, che la
dichiarano cosi, dicono cosi, e la intendono cosi; ne ci I vuole il valent'huomo
20
mettere cosa alcuna del suo, come iudicioso; ma sem-lplicemente recita
l'opinione d'altri. La seconda, che intendono di trasportare I tutto l'ordine, &
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that the syntonic species of Ptolemy is sung, as precisely they wish, it is not
possible in any way to remove this system from its proper place, but it will
be possible if the tones are equal and the semitones similarly equal, as Aristoxenus says.
Vario It pleases me that you understand it--and you are entirely correct: it is

not possible for the major tone to become minor (which Benelli says), as you
have said--the disorder would be too great.
On this topic, I would like to
refer you to what Zarlino--a man of much doctrine and authority--says in the
fourth part of the Istitutioni harmoniche when he says that he wants to teach
transposing the modes in two manners: one with the soft b and the other
with the # diesis. 228 It is very necessary to notice that he says the moderns
call these transpositions "modes transposed by musica finta." which, according
to those who say it, is a transposition of figures--meaning, therefore, a
transposition of the whole order found in each mode from their proper site to
another, 229 which compares with what Stapulensis 230 demonstrated in the
twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth proposals of his fourth book on music. 231
There are many things worthy of notice in those words spoken by
Zarlino.
First, it is not he who tells this tale, but the modern practical
musicians who explain, say, and understand it thus, nor does the worthy
man--as a judicious man--need to put forward anything of his own but simply
recites the opinion of others.
Second, they mean transposing the whole

musicians has equal semitones (cf. the chart on f. l lr (p. 119]). Therefore,
there is no problem with a simple transposition.
Artusi will show that real
musica ficta is not a simple transposition but rather a displacement of the
hexachord syllable.
228

Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.17.

229

1.e., the actual pitches may change but the intervallic sequence will
remain the same.
This is an important point to Artusi, for he is refuting
Bottrigari who does not recognize the stability of the intervals in transposing.
To Bottrigari, transposition involves changing the pitches without preserving
the original intervals. Thus, musica ficta causes the intervallic sequence of a
composition to change. This is precisely what Artusi refuted in the preceding
discussion on musica ficta.
230

Jacques Lefevre d'Etaples was known as Jacobus Faber Stapulensis in
Italy. He is principally remembered as a theologian and humanist scholar who
taught in Paris after travels through Europe and beyond.
See chapter 3,
"Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 61-62, for more information on this man
and his work.
231

1n sections 4.24-25, Stapulensis is simply reiterating Ptolemy's idea of
a Greater Perfect System that can be transposed in its entirety up or down.
He is clearly not treating the subject of transposition in the same way Artusi
is.
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non che un Tuono sesquiottavo, habbi da diventare sesquilnono, nella sua
trasportatione, ma che resti nell'esser suo; & per dirvela co-lme la intendo,
sono inventioni piu tosto ritrovate per dar piacere alla vi-lsta, che all'udito,
di cui quei Suoni sono obietto; ma voglio dimostrarvi il I Sistema massimo, da
questi Musici finti dipinto, & poi ne ragionaremo se-lcondo il bisogno. I
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I Una delle due a questa volta bisognera, che confessino questi Benelli; o che
I l'Organo e'l Clavacembalo, volendo o potendo Sonare simili Cantilen, sa- lra
necessario che habbino li Tuoni eguali, & che in due parti siano divisi; di I
10

modo che li Semituoni siano la intera meta del Tuono, overo che in un'Hstesso Instromento si suoni la spetie Syntona di Tolemeo, come vogliono apunlto
loro, & quella di Didimo; ma la spetie di Tolomeo non ha Tuoni egual-lli, ne
meno quella di Didimo: Bisognera adunque dire, che quella spetie, che I
Aristosseno ci e andato descrivendo, sia quella che si Suoni in questi Instrolmenti; e pur e il falso . I

Systema Massimo della finta Musica. m marg. a mus. II 7 Inconveniente, che
nasce da la finta Musica. in marg. II
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order--a sesquioctaval tone does not have to become a sesquinonal tone in its
transposition but rather remains in its essence.
To tell it to you as I understand it, they are inventions found more for
pleasing the sight than the hearing, of which those sounds are the object. I
want to demonstrate for you the Greater Perfect System as painted by this
musica finta and then we will discuss it as necessary. 232
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It will be necessary for one of two points to be acknowledged by Benelli:
either it will be necessary for the organ and harpsichord, needing or being
able to play similar cantilenas, to have equal tones divided into two parts so
that the semitones are the entire half of the tone, or it will be necessary in
the same instrument for the syntonic species of Ptolemy and that of Didymus233 to be played, which is what they want [to believe]. But the Ptolemaic
species does not have equal tones, nor does that of Didymus.
It will
therefore be necessary to say that the species Aristoxenus was describing is
the one played on these instruments--and yet it is false. 23-'
232 Artusi is describing a process that apparently was common among the
practical musicians but not wholly accepted by theorists.
This process is the
same as the modern notion of transposition: using flats and sharps, an entire
system, constitution, or composition can be relocated to a different pitch
level without ever changing the sequence of the intervals (for it is more for
the eyes than the ears).
This concept of transposition is different from Bottrigari's understanding.
To Bottrigari (as explained in n. 227 supra), transposition involves a new
intervallic structure since the intervals between the pitches vary among
themselves.
To refute this position of Bottrigari, Artusi here presents the Greater
Perfect System starting on G (in the example, Artusi omits the proslambanomenos [G] and starts directly on the hypate hypaton [A]).
This transposition involves the use of both b- and e-flat. The discussion following will
assume this new transposition of the Greater Perfect System.
233See n. 46 fil!.12..ra and Artusi's discussion on f. 26v (p. 217).
23-'Artusi reasons that if Bottrigari is right, then either keyboard
instruments use equal temperament or they have the ability to change the
placement of the major and minor tones (i.e., alternate between the syntonic
diatonic of Ptolemy and Didymus). Artusi will show that this latter option is

214
Luca Voi venite alla conclusione, avanti che m'habbiate dichiarate le pro-lmesse:

non v'intendo ancora bene. I
Vario Quando Tolomeo considera il Systema massimo, ordinato secondo la I sua

5

10

da lui fatta divisione in Tetracordi; considera ciascuno Tetracordo di-lviso in
un Semituono, non piu di proportione, come v'ho detto un'altra I volta super
13. partiente 243. ma in un'intervallo sesquiquintodecimo II ne super par- 26r
ticolari, in un sesquiottavo, & un sesquinono nell' ultimo loco I verso l' acuto.
Et quando Didimo va ordinando la sua Constitutione, par-ltisse il Tetracordo
in un sesquiquintodecimo, in un sesquinono, & uno I sesquiottavo nella parte
acuta; si come vi dimostra la seguente figura, e I sara il fondamento di
quello, che sopra di questo io vi ho da ragionare. I

4 Semituono Antico. in marg. II
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Luca You come to the conclusion before you have explained the premises to me;
I do not understand you very well yet.
Vario When Ptolemy considers the Greater Perfect System ordered according to

the division he made into tetrachords, he considers each tetrachord divided
into a semitone--no longer in the proportion of 256:243, as I told you another
time, 285 but into superparticular intervals: a sesquiquintadecimal interval, a
sesquioctaval [tone], and a sesquinonal [tone] in the last, highest place.
When Didymus orders his constitution, he separates the tetrachord into a
sesquiquintadecimal [semitone], a sesquinonal (tone], and a sesquioctaval [tone]
in the highest part. 236 The following diagram demonstrates this for you, and
it will be on this foundation that I have things to discuss with you.

not the case; the former must logically be true.
Therefore, Bottrigari is
wrong: musica ficta is not accomplished by varying the size of the tone and
keyboard instruments use equal temperament.
Artusi's last statement "and yet
it is false" is an admission that keyboard instruments do not actually use pure
equal temperament.
This is because the semitones used on these instruments
are not equal half-tones (cf. ff. 26v-27r [pp. 217-21] and the chart on f. llr
(p. 119]).
285

F. 21v (p. 187). This is the Pythagorean semitone that is derived from
removing two major (9:8) tones from a fourth (4:3).
236

The description of these
(During, pp. 85-88).

two

tunings

is

from

Ptolemy Harm.

2.14
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Di modo che dalla Constitutione di Tolomeo, a quella di Didimo, non si riltrova altra differenza, che la mutatione del Tuono maggiore di luoco a luolco;
cioe quello intervallo, che nella Constitutione di Didimo era posto nel- ll'ultimo
luoco del Tetracordo: in quella di Tolomeo e posto nel mezo; & I quello che
nella Constitutione di Tolomeo tiene il luoco ultimo; in quella di I Didimo e
posto nel mezo: come essaminando l'una e l'altra Constitutione da I voi stesso
potete conoscere; vedrete ancora per la mutatione di luoco a II luoco di
questo intervallo, quante consonanze acquistasse Tolomeo, di che I quella di
Didimo n'era priva. Hora me ne vengo al proposito nostro. Que-lsta propositione e vera; Raccolti insieme l'una e l'altra propositione del I maggiore, &
minore Semituono ne viene la forma del Tuono di propor-ltione sesquinona; &
eccovene la dimostratione. I
25

24

16

15

I 400
40
I .10

360
.9

15

Proportione, & forma del Semituono minore. I
Proportione, & forma del Semituono maggiore. I

I
Proportione sesquinona. I

Constitutione di Didimo, & di Tolomeo in marg. a fig. II 5 Didmo ego Dimo A
II 10 propositione A proportione E II 11 proportione E propositione A II I 7
Divisore in marg. II

27r
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Therefore, no difference is found between the constitutions of Ptolemy
and Didymus other than the change of the major tone from place to place-that is, the interval that was placed in the last place of the tetrachord in
Didymus's constitution is placed in the middle of Ptolemy's constitution, and
that which holds the last place in Ptolemy's constitution is placed in the
middle of Didymus's constitution, as you can know for yourself by examining
each constitution.
You will also see, because of the change from place to
place of these intervals, how many consonances Ptolemy acquired which
Didymus's constitution was without.
Now I am coming to our topic.
This proposition is true: by taking
together both propositions of the major and minor semitone, the form of the
tone in sesquinonal proportion is derived--and here is the demonstration:
25
16

24
15

40 1400

360

1-10

.9

Proportion and form of the minor semitone
Proportion and form of the major semitone
Sesquinonal proportion
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Stando questo fondamento, se considerarete, che al Semituono maggiore polsto fra la corda di E la mi, & F. nell'una & l'altra Constitutione naturale; I
le viene in questa Musica finta, aggiunto un Semituono minore, levato & I
tolto dal Tuono posto fra D sol re, & E la mi; cosi non e dubio che quello
in-ltervallo, che prima era Semituono maggiore fra le dette Corde; Hora non
sia I Tuono sesquinono, & minore; & quello che fra D sol re, & E la mi, era I
Tuono minore secondo Tolomeo, non resti hara Semituono maggiore; essen-ldo
ridotti in quest'ordine per forza della zifra b molle.
Adunque dietro al I
Semituono maggiore accidentalmente posto fra D, & E, principio del Te-ltracordo, le seguita il tuono minore, et dopo questo necessariamente bisogna
che le seguiti il maggiore per riempimento del Tetracordo.
Ma gia vi ho I
detto e dimostrato, che nella Constitutione di Didimo si camina con quest'orldine; onde ne seguita che in questa Musica finta si Suoni la Constitutione di I Didimo, et non quella di Tolomeo di cui ne fanno professione questi
saccenti I Musici.
Ma naturalmente vi si Suona la Constitutione di Tolomeo,
adun-lque in uno istesso tempo, & in un'istesso Instromento vi si Suona e la
Conjstitutione di Tolomeo, & quella di Didimo; ilche non puo essere a modo
al-lcuno: Bisognera adunque dire, che in quest'ordine necessariamente vi siano
I li Tuoni eguali, & eguali li Semituoni; di modo che si perdera l'ordine di I

5 in-ltervallo ~ in-lvallo A II 15 In un'istesso Instromento non si possono
Sonare due diverse spetie, nel'istesso tempo. in marg. II
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Given this foundation, 237 if you will consider that in both natural
constitutions, a minor semitone, taken and removed from the tone placed
between Dsolre and Elami, is added by musica finta to the major semitone
placed between the string of Elami and F, 238 there is no doubt that the
interval that was first a major semitone between the said strings is now a
sesquinonal and minor tone, and what was a minor tone according to Ptolemy
between Dsolre and Elami is now a major semitone, 239 having been reduced to
this order by the force of the soft b sign.
Therefore, after the major
semitone accidentally placed between D and E (to begin a tetrachord here 240 ),
there follows a minor tone, and afterwards, it is quite necessary that a major
tone follow to complete the tetrachord. 241
But I have already said and
demonstrated to you that the constitution of Didymus goes in this order; 242
wherefore , it follows that in musica finta, the constitution of Didymus is
played, not that of Ptolemy, as these presumptuous musicians profess. But in
natural form, 243 the constitution of Ptolemy is played; therefore, at the same
time and on the same instrument, the constitutions of Ptolemy and Didymus
are both played, which cannot in any way be.
It will therefore be necessary to say that in this order there necessarily
are equal tones and equal semitones 244 --in which case, the orders of Ptolemy

237In

this paragraph, Artusi is reviewing Bottrigari's logic for saying that
musica ficta lowers the natural tetrachord and causes the syntonic diatonic of
Didymus to be played.
238
1n other words, the E becomes flatted, adding a minor semitone (E-flat
to E) to the major semitone (E to F). This, however, seems at odds with the
earlier assertions that the flat sign lowers a note by a major semitone.
239

1.e., between D and E-flat.

240 This

refers back to the Greater Perfect System transposed down to G;
see the music on f. 26r (p. 213).
241

Hence, the tetrachord would be comprised of D, E-flat, F, G (as
illustrated in the music on f. 26r [p. 213))--a tone lower than the natural
tetrachord E, F, G , A.
242 Cf.

diagram on f. 26v (p. 217) and Ptolemy Harm. 2.14.
Ptolemy's
order of the tetrachord is major semitone , major tone, minor tone; Didymus's
order is major semitone, minor tone, major tone. Artusi has just shown that
if Bottrigari is correct about the force of musica ficta (i .e., lowering the
beginning point of a tetrachord), then the tuning must change from Ptolemy's
syntonic diatonic to that of Didymus.
243

1.e. when there is no musica finta, which is unnatural.

244 It

is necessary to admit this because
possibilities (f. 26r [p. 213 ]): either the syn tonic
Didymus are playable on one single instrument
tones.
Having proven the first possibility false,

Artusi postulated only two
diatonic of both Ptolemy and
or that instrument has equal
the second must logically be
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Tolomeo, & quello di Didimo, risolvendosi in quello d' Aristosseno; puo es-lsere
& voglio erecter, che in questi Instromenti li Tuoni siano eguali, & I ineguali
li Semituoni: & se cosi e tenira piu della natura della Consti-ltutione & ordine
5

10

15

20

25

di Aristosseno, che di quella di Tolomeo, overo di Di-ldimo; essendo che alla
Constitutione del Diatonico si considera la molti-lplicita del Tuono, come anco
vi ho detto, & alla Constitutione del Cro- lmatico quella del Semituono, & dell'Enarmonico quella del Diesis. Ma se I si potesse ridure il Clavacembalo alla
temperatura de gli Tuoni eguali, II & li Semituoni similmente eguali; sentiresti 27v
una insolita Harmonia: ma I mi raccordo d'haver temperato per una ottava intiera, in quella maggior I essatezza che sia stato possibile, un Clavacembalo
con un Lau to; ma Sona-Ito per esser f uori della sua natural temperatura,
offendeva oltramodo l'udi-lto; tengo pero che questa sia una temperatura, e
un'ordine da sua posta, I che ha li Tuoni eguali, et li Semituoni ineguali; &
perche non so che alcuno I habbi descritto simile Constitutione; mi do a
credere, anzi voglio ten er per I f ermo, che questa sia una mescolanza del
Tetracordo d' Aristosseno, & di I Tolomeo insieme, ne credo che vi sia Instromento alcuno distribuito since-lramente, secondo la mente di Tolomeo , ne di
Didimo, eccetto il Lauto, & I Viola che Suonano la intera Constitutione
d' Aristosseno: la Imperfettione I mo che nel Clavacembalo, & Organo io v' ho
scoperto, non puo nascere da I altro, che dalla inegualita de' Semituoni, &
ineguali di Tuoni, se pur fosse I vero, che fosse la Syntona di Tolomeo:
Diciamo adunque, che se questi I Moderni speculativi, affirmaranno, che nel
Clavacembalo ordinario, cosi fat-lta Musica detta da loro Finta, si suoni;
mentre che Sara nelle corde sue na-lturali potrebbe essere che difendessero,
che ne' suoi Tetracordi s'avicinasse I alla spetie Syntona di Tolomeo; ma
mentre che la levaranno fuori de' suoi I termini naturali, et che per causa de
gli accidenti la voranno chiamar Finlta, bisognera che s'allontani dalla natura
della Syntona di Tolomeo, e s'avilcinara a quella di Didimo: Ma gia vi ho

9 Prova fatta dall' Au tore in marg. II 19 lmperfettione di alcuni Instromenti da
che nasca. in marg. II 20 inegualita E ineguali A II
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and Didymus will be lost and dissolve into that of Aristoxenus. 245
It may
be--and I want to believe so--that on these instruments 246 the tones are
equal and the semitones are unequal; if this is so, the instrument will hold
the nature of the constitution and order of Aristoxenus more than that of
Ptolemy or Didymus, inasmuch as the multiplicity of the tone is considered in
the constitution of the diatonic (as I also told you 247), the multiplicity of the
semitone is considered in the constitution of the chromatic, and the multiplicity of the diesis is considered in the constitution of the enharmonic. 248
But if one were able to reduce the harpsichord into an equal-tone
temperament with the semitones similarly equal, an unusual harmony would be
heard. I remember having tempered an entire octave on the harpsichord with
the lute as exactly as possible, but when it was played, because it was out of
its natural temperament, it offended the hearing beyond measure.
Therefore,
I hold that this is a temperament and order placed on instruments that have
equal tones and unequal semitones; and because I do not know of anyone
having described a similar constitution, I give myself to believe--rather, I
want to firmly hold--that this is a blend of the tetrachords of Aristoxenus
and Ptolemy together. Nor do I believe that there is any instrument honestly
distributed according to the view of Ptolemy or Didymus, except the lute and
viola, which play the entire constitution of Aristoxenus. 249
Now, the imperfection of the harpsichord and organ that I have uncovered for you cannot arise from anything · other than the inequality of the
semitones and tones, even if it were truly the syntonic of Ptolemy.
Let us
therefore say that if these speculative moderns will affirm that music called
finta by them is played on the ordinary harpsichord, then, when on natural
strings, they might be able to defend that its tetrachords approach the
syntonic species of Ptolemy, but when they will take the music outside of its
natural confines and want to call it finta because of the accidentals, it will
be necessary for the music to distance itself from the nature of the syntonic
of Ptolemy, and it will approach that of Didymus.
But I have already

true.
245 1.e.,

equal temperament.
theme throughout this discussion.

This, of course, has been Artusi's principal

2461.e.,

keyboard instruments normally considered to be in just intonation.
See Artusi's list on f. 11 r (p. 119).
247 F.

18v (p. 169).

248 1.e.,

an instrument with equal tones but unequal semitones cannot be
perfectly Ptolemaic or Aristoxenian. Since the form of the tone is the main
consideration of the diatonic genus, this tuning is primarily Aristoxenian
because the main consideration agrees with Aristoxenus's tuning.
2491.e.,

with the exception of the lute and viola, no instrument is entirely
Aristoxenian or Ptolemaic in its tuning.
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dimostrato, che nell'istesso Instrolmento si potrebbe dire, che si Sonasse la
spetie e di Tolomeo, & quella di Dildimo insieme; ilche e uno assurdo. Sonera cosi fatta Musica senza sorte I alcuna di discomodo, e d'inconveniente, il
Lauto, la Viola, il Trombone, & I tutti quelli Instromenti, che si possono
piegare in ogni verso, a' quali non e I data determinata quantita de gl' intervalli da loro proferiti: ma non sara I poi conosciuta per Musica fin ta, perche
nel Cantare con la voce, o Sonare I con Tromboni, Cornetti, Violini, e Lauti
parera sempre l'istessa, ne si cono-lscera dalla naturale; non servendo ad altro
quei b molli, che alla vista, & I per dimostrare, che ogni Cantilena si puo
trasportare nell'acuto, & nel gra-lve per qual intervallo piace al Compositore;
ne si potra per qesto dire, che I il Tuono della disgiuntione, di maggiore
diventi minore, non potendosi cono-lscere, ne nelle voci, ne meno ne gli'Instromenti cotal mutatione, e diferenza; I e particolarmente in quelli, che
hanno Ii Tuoni, & li Semituoni eguali. I Ne voglio per hora scoprire e fare
altra essamine intorno a questo parti-lcolare, perche troppo longo sarei, pero
qui lascio: andate mo voi confortan-ldo a vostra commodita ii Sistema naturale
con ii loro accidentale, & in- II tenderete di bello. I

Luca Queste Considerationi m'acquetano assai lo intelletto, se bene costoro I
l'hanno con quel Tuono della disgiuntione; volendo che tutto ii restante hablbi
20
forza di natural Sistema, da loro detto Artificiale; ma quel Tuono le I guasta
il gusto. I
Vario Vi ho detto l'incoveniente, che nascerebbe con questo Tuono della
Dislgiuntione, ogni volta che mutasse forma nel mutar loco; ma notate, se la I
Constitutione secondo la quale sono divisi gl'intervalli nel Clavacembalo, o I
25
nell'Organo, e quella di Tolomeo, come vogliono costoro; & che gia come vi I
ho fatto toccare con mano, in queste Musiche finte, ella diventa quella di I
Didimo; perche affermano che il Tuono della disgiuntione di maggiore, milnore diventi? l'hanno ben posto fra quelle corde, che sono naturali nella
Conlstitutione, che contiene il Tuono sesquinono; ma tuttavia viene ad essere
30
I sesquiottavo; & se anco volessero, che fosse sesquinono, ii che non e, non

I Quali Instromenti soneranno la Musica finta. in marg. II 20 mutar E mutal
A

11

28r
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demonstrated that one could say that both the species of Ptolemy
Didymus were played together on the same instrument--which is an absurdity.

and

The lute, the viola, the trombone, and all the instruments that can be
bent in every direction 250 (to which a determined quantity of the intervals
uttered is not given) will play such music without any sort of discomfort or
inconvenience, but it will not be known as musica finta because when singing
with the voice or playing the trombones, cornettos, violins, and lutes, it will
always seem the same and will not be known from the natural, as the soft b's
are not used by anything except the sight and in order to demonstrate that
every cantilena can be transposed up or down by whatever interval the
composer pleases. 251 It will not be able to be said on this account that the
major tone of disjunction becomes minor, as such a change and difference
cannot be known either by the voice nor less by the instruments--particularly
those that have equal tones and semitones.
I do not want to uncover and
make other examinations concerning this particular right now because it would
be too long; therefore, I leave it here. Go now and reflect in comfort on the
natural system with its accidentals, 262 and you will understand wonderful
things.
Luca These considerations appease my intellect very much, even though those,
with the tone of disjunction, wish the rest to have force of the natural
system, called artificial by them--but the tone of disjunction spoils the taste
of these considerations.
Vario I have told you of the inconveniences that would arise if the tone of
disjunction changed form every time it changed places. But note that if the
intervals of the harpsichord or organ are divided according to the constitution of Ptolemy (as they want), and, as I have already made you see with
your own eyes, because of musica finta the constitution becomes that of
Didymus, why do they affirm that the major tone of disjunction becomes
minor?
They correctly placed it between the strings that are natural in the
constitution and contain the sesquinonal tone, but it becomes sesquioctaval
anyway 253 --and even if they also wanted it to be sesquinonal (which it is
26 °Compare

ff. I 0v-11 r (pp. 117-19).

251 Instruments

that have equal tones and semitones do not really have
musica ficta because such music is just a transposition of its natural state.
Since the tones and semitones are equally tempered, there is no difference in
the resulting sound.
Artusi also implies that instruments that bend in every
direction naturally want to play in equal temperament, although they can
harmonize with the instruments that do not have equal semitones (cf. f. 11 r
[p. 119]). This concept of transposition is found in Zarlino (1st. harm. 4.16)
and Artusi (f. 26r [pp. 209-13]).
2521.e.,

the example of the transposed Greater Perfect System on f. 26r

(p. 213).
253 Naturally,

the tone of disjunction falls between the A and B where a
sesquioctaval tone is found in just intonation. But in the supposed transposi-
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sa-lrebbe ne di Tolomeo, la Constitutione, ne di Didimo: perche ciascuno di
loro I vogliono, che dope) il Tetracordo mezano le seguiti il Tuono della
disgiun-ltione; e'l Tetracordo mezano, secondo la loro descritta forma
incomincia I nella corda D sol re, & arriva al G sol re ut: sara adunque il
Tuono del-lla disgiuntione da G sol re ut, in A la mi re; e sara sesquiottavo,
& non I sesquinono, come dicono. Se mo Ii Tuoni in questi Instromenti, come
ho detjto sono eguali, sara il Tuono della disgiuntione quello che e posto fra
le det-lte corde: ne sara sesquiottavo, ne sesquinono non ci essendo di loro
altro cojnoscimento, che la egualita; se mo voles ti che la Syntona d' Aristosseno fos-lse quella che si suoni in questi Instromenti; ilche per la inegualita
de' Se-lmituoni non puo essere, non occorerebbe a trattare de' Tuoni maggiori, ne I minori, ne de' Semituoni. Si piu se per forza della Cifra b molle,
essi tra-lsportano nel grave tutti Ii Tetracordi intieri per un Tuono; anzi tutto
il I Sistema massimo, che tanto vogliono dire le parole, che poco fa vi recitai
I dette dal Zarlino a name di tutti Ii pratici, per qual causa vogliono, che I

I Inconveniente che nascerebbe se si mutasse il Tuono di maggiore in minore .
in marg. II
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not), the constitution would be neither that of Ptolemy nor of Didymus.
Because each of them wants the tone of disjunction to follow after the meson
tetrachord and because according to their written form the meson tetrachord
begins on the string Dsolre and arrives at Gsolreut, 254 the tone of disjunction will therefore be from Gsolreut to Alamire, and it will be sesquioctaval
and not sesquinonal as they say. 256 If, then, the tones on these instruments
are equal, as I have said, the tone of disjunction will be placed between the
said strings.
It will be neither sesquioctaval nor sesquinonal, as there is no
knowledge of them except equality.
If, then, you wanted the syntonic of
Aristoxenus 256 to be played by these instruments (which cannot be done
because of the inequality of the semitones), it would not require dealing with
major or minor tones or semitones. 257
Moreover, if they transposed all the entire tetrachords one tone lower by
force of the soft b sign--that is to say, the entire Greater Perfect System, as
the words mean 258 --as a little while ago I recited sayings by Zarlino in the
tion of the meson tetrachord (resulting from the use of musica ficta), t.he
tone of disjunction· appears between G and A--a sesquinonal tone in just
intonation. Artusi is reviewing his argument above.
254!.e., according to Bottrigari
Greater Perfect System transpose
p. 3 I).
The meson tetrachord,
reported above, f . 27r [p. 219]),
and A.

and Salinas, musica ficta makes the whole
down one position (see MacClintock trans.,
then, moves D, E-flat, F, G (as Artusi
placing the tone of disjunction between G

255 The tone between G and A is minor according to just intonation.
Therefore, since Bottrigari and Salinas imply that the constitution of Didymus
is used in musica ficta and the tone of disjunction used in musica ficta is
between G and A, the tone of disjunction in Didymus's constitution must be
minor. Artusi correctly says here that this cannot be a correct understanding
of the ancient authors they profess to follow: according to both Ptolemy and
Didymus, the tone of disjunction is always major.
This inconsistency is
another reason why Bottrigari and Salinas are incorrect in maintaining that
the variable intervals of Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic are the basis of the
tuning of modern keyboard instruments.
256See

n. 41 supra.

257This

is another argument for Artusi's basic premise in this section
that equal temperament is really desired for modern music.
258"Transposition"

here means moving both the pitch positions and the
intervals between them.
Therefore, if the Greater Perfect System is transposed down one step, the intervallic composition remains identical to the
original and no tones change from major to minor.
In contrast, a movement of the pitches but not the intervals would cause
not only the tone of disjunction to become minor instead of major, but all
the intervals would be changed.
Since Bottrigari and Salinas do not propose
that either of these options occur in musica ficta, Artusi uses this inconsis-
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quel tuono di maggiore si muti in minore, & non gli altri tanti Tuoni, e I
Semituoni, che di minori diventano maggiori, & di maggiori minori? Tut-lti li
Tuoni entrano nel luoco de' Semituoni, & li Semituoni nel luoco de' I Tuoni,
& un Tuono nel luoco dell'altro; & se ne' Tetracordi vogliono, I che vi sia un
Tuono maggiore, & l'altro minore, e necessario che abbas-lsando, overo
inalzando tutto il Sistema massimo, per un Tuono, che li Tuo- lni maggiori
entrano nel luoco de' minori; & che li minori occupano il luo-lco de' maggiori:
& cosi di spetie Syntona di Tolomeo, secondo la loro opi- II nione diventara 28v
tutta quella di Didimo; non essendo altra diferenza fra I Tolomeo, & Didimo,
che la mutatione del Tuono da luoco a luoco: Ma so-lno baie, & imperfettioni
da loro non conosciute; restano tutti li Tuoni nellla loro forma, e li Semituoni; & si trasporta tutto il Sistema massimo, senlza variatione d'alcuna
cosa. I

Luca Dalli inconvenienti, che nascerebbono e necessario, come voi dite, che I si
trasporti tutto il Sistema massimo intiero in quella forma, che egli e natulralmente, et cosi trasportato, s'habbi come per naturale; essendo che se belne il b molle si chiama zifra accidentale, vogliono pero che sia accidenta- lle,
quando vien posto per il mezo delle Cantilene; ma quando e posto nel I princ1p10, dicono ancora che e naturale, perche all'hora non mutano forma, I
20
alcuno intervallo, ne le spetie delle Consonanze; ma restano nell' esser suo: I
che a questo povero Tuono della disgiuntione toccasse la mala ventura, che I
mutandosi luoco mutasse forma, sarebbe troppo gran privilegio questo; sono I
queste imperfettioni molto ben conosciute da voi; & vado pensando che I in
quella Musica finta con tanti # diesis composta ve ne siano de maggiori. I
15

25 Vario Vi rispondero intorno a questo nome di Musica finta, & dipoi se-lguitaro
secondo il desiderio vostro; non ritrovo, che con ragione, che acque-lti
l'intelletto questa Musica, si debba addimandare, Musica finta: ma si be-lne
trasportata.
Ditemi, nel recitare il Cantore una Constitutione nel suo I luoco

2 11 Tuono maggiore si muta nel minore. in marg. II 7 Spetie di Tolomeo si
trasmuta in quella di Didimo. in marg. II 16 Natura del b molle. in marg. II 22
mutandosi E mutando A II 26 Non si puo addimandare Musica finta. in
marg. II
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name of all the practical musicians, 259 why do they want the major tone [of
disjunction] to change to a minor tone but not the other minor tones and
semitones to become major? 260
All the tones enter into the place of
semitones and the semitones into the place of tones and one tone into the
place of another; if they want one tone to be major and another minor in the
tetrachords, it is necessary--by lowering or raising the entire Greater Perfect
System by a tone--for the major tones to enter into the place of the minor
tones and for the minor tones to occupy the place of the major tones. Thus
the syntonic species of Ptolemy, according to their opinion, becomes entirely
that of Didymus, as there is not any difference between Ptolemy and Didymus
other than the change of tone from one place to another.
But this is nonsense and they are imperfections unknown to them.
All
the tones and semitones remain in their forms, and the entire Greater Perfect
System is transposed without varying anything.
Luca Because of the inconveniences that would arise, it is necessary, as you say,

for the whole Greater Perfect System to be transposed entire in its natural
form, and thus. transposed, it is as the natural.
As the soft b is called an
accidental sign, they therefore want it to be an accidental when placed in the
middle of a cantilena, but when placed at the beginning, they also say that it
is natural, because in that instance, neither the form of any interval nor the
species of the consonances change but remain in their essence. 261
It would
be too great a privilege for this poor tone of disjunction to be touched by
the bad luck of changing form when changing places.
These imperfections
are very well known by you--and I think that in musica finta composed with
many # dieses, there are more imperfections.
Vario I will respond concerning the name "musica finta" and then I will proceed

according to your desire.
I do not find with reason--which appeases the
intellect--that this music should be called musica finta, but rather, "transposed music." 262
Tell me, when a singer performs a constitution in its
tency as another argument against them.
259This

refers to 1st, harm. 4.16 and Artusi's explanation on f. 26r (p.

211 ).
260This

logical inconsistency of Bottrigari's system was not addressed in

II desiderio.
261 This

is the modern concept of flats and sharps. The placement of one
or more sharp or flat at the beginning of a composition (now called a key
signature) simply means a transposition of the whole system to the new pitch
level.
A flat or sharp that is temporary in a composition, however, is
accidental (see the second discussion, n. 146 on "accidents") and does
momentarily alter the interval structure.
262 The

type of transposition that preserves the fundamental intervallic
structure of the system is called "transposition by musica finta" by the
modern musicians (see Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.16 and Artusi's summary on f. 26r
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naturale, che sia del Quarto Modo; se la istessa sara trasportata, o I piu nel
grave, o nell'acuto per un Tuono per forza de b molli, o # Diesis; I non
recitara ancora la istessa Constitutione? voglia o non voglia, biso-lgna
recitare la istessa altrimenti, mutando in un'altra, si mutarebbe il moldo; il
che sarebbe un'inconveniente.
Qual sorte adunque di fintione cadra I in
questa cosi fatta Musica? io per me non lo so dire. I

Luca Ve lo diro io, perche nel luoco di C fa ut, naturalmente, se le dice, fa, I
overo ut; vi poneranno un #, & intenderanno, che vi si debba dire, mi; I
overo poneranno un b molle in A, & le diranno fa; & nel principio di I una
10
Cantilena ci poneranno tre o quattro b molli, o # Diesis, & cosi mu-lteranno
nome a tutto il Sistema massimo; & perche in quel luoco se le di-Ice fa, in
luoco di dirle la, overo ut: vogliono che sia come una fintione, I & la
chiamano Musica finta; & in somma perche si muta il Semituono I nel Tuono,
e'l Tuono nel luoco del Semituono la chiamano Musica finta. I
15 Vario Hora mi soviene, che alcuni la difiniscono, non esser altro che un Canto I
fuori della traditione regolare della Mano, overo una fintione ritrovata I per
una certa neccessita estrao·r dinaria delle deduttioni; & deduttione di- II cono 29r
non esser altro, che una progressione naturale di sei sillabe che sono , I Ut,
Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La: & ha questa deduttione principio in tre luo-lchi in C, F,
20
& G, & ciascuna volta che fuori di questi luochi, que-lsta deduttione ha il suo
principio estraordinariamente la dicono Musica I Finta. I
Luca Cosi ho voluto dire, se bene con diverse parole da queste ho detto il I mio
pensiero, & credo che sia cosi. I
25

Vario La chiamavano Musica trasportata, & non finta; si come si traspor-lta una
Cantilena, per cosi dire del primo Modo, con la zifra b molle, per I una
Quarta piu verso l'acuto; nella quale trasportatione, dove prima si I diceva ut,
hora se le dice Re, ne per questo si chiamera Musica finta; ma I Trasportata
fuori delli suoi Tetracordi naturali, nelli accidentali; perche I quella zifra, che

15 Difinitione della Musica finta. m marg. II 18 Deduttione quello che sia in
marg. 11 19 ha E ba A 11
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natural place (say, the fourth mode), if this same constitution will be transposed a tone lower or higher by force of a soft b or # dies is, will he not
still perform the same constitution?
Whether he wishes it or not, it is
necessary that the same one be performed; otherwise, by changing it into
another, the mode would change--which would be an inconvenience.
Therefore, what sort of feigning 263 will fall into music made like this? Personally,
I do not know.
Luca I will tell you.
Because fa or ut is naturally said in the place of Cfaut,
when they will place a # there, they will intend that mi must be said, or
they will place a soft b on A and call it fa. At the beginning of a cantilena,
they will place three or four soft b's or # dieses and thus change the names
of the whole Greater Perfect System.
Because if fa is said in that place
instead of saying la or ut, they want it to be like feigning and call it "musica
finta." In other words, because the semitone changes to a tone and the tone
changes in the place of a semitone, they call it musica finta.
Vario Now I remember that some define it as being none other than a song
outside the regular tradition of the hand or a feigning found by a certain
extraordinary necessity of the hexachords; 26" · and by "hexachord," they speak
of nothing other than a natural progression of the six syllables: ut, re, mi, .
fa, sol, la. This hexachord begins at three places: on C, F and G, and each
time this hexachord begins extraordinarily outside of these places, they call it
musica finta.
Luca So I meant to say, although I said my thought with different words than
these--and I believe it is so.
Vario They called it transposed music and not musica finta just as a cantilena
(say, in the first mode) can be transposed with the soft b sign a fourth
higher.
In this transposition, where ut was originally said, now re is said,
and it will not be called musica finta because of this.
Rather it is called
=m,.,u.,,.s""ic""a=----=--f.:.:in,.,t=a if a . cantilena is transposed outside of its natural tetrachords

(pp. 211-13]).
Now Artusi is saying that the term "musica finta" should be
reserved for those instances when a sharp or flat occurs accidentally in a
composition; what was called "transposition by musica finta" should now be
simply called "transposition."
263

The literal meaning of musica fin ta is "feigned music."
meanings of musica finta. see the discussion immediately below.
26

On the various

-'This is the traditional definition of musica ficta.
Cf. Prosdocimo's
definition (1412): "Musica ficta is the feigning of syllables or the placement
of syllables in a location where they do not seem to be--to apply mi where
there is no mi and fa where there is no fa, and so forth" (Contrapunctus 5.1
[Prosdocimo de' Beldomandi, Contrapunctus, ed. and trans. by Jan Herlinger,
Greek and Latin Music Theory, 1 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1984), p. 71]).
Other theorists who use the same sort of definition include
Philippe de Vitry (Ars nova 14.2), Ugolino (Declaratio 2.34), and Tinctoris
(Terminorum musicae diffinitorium, pp. 32-33).
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e causa che si Canti Re, in luoco di ut, si addimanda acci-ldente, si come
poco fa vi dissi, quando vi dichiarai le parole del R. Zar-llino, dette in
persona, & a nome di tutti Ii pratici Moderni; subito che ii I Cantore vede ii
b molle posto in tre, o quattro luochi, nel principio delle I Cantilene,
incomincia a meravigliarsi, come quello che vede cose insolite, I & fuori della
espettatione, & uso: Ma quando ii senso dell' udito le sen- lte, non fa sorte
alcuna di moto; perche quelli accidenti non mutano ii Suo-lno, ne gl'intervalli;
se non quando accidentalmente per entro le Cantilene I viene usato, che
all'hora trasmuta una Terza, o Sesta maggiore in · una I minore, et per ii
contrario; ma quando simili zifre sono nel principio della I Cantilena, non
fanno altro effetto, se non che trasportano le Cantilene, o nel I grave, o nell'acuto; ilche e lo istesso, che le naturali; si move ii senso del ve-ldere, ma
l'udito resta nell'esser suo. I
Luca Hora mi soviene, che questi Musici pigliano questa voce Finta; overo I
fingere per imitare; & in questo senso fu esplicata, quando secondo che narlra

Plinio nella Historia naturale; Zeusi finse l'una tanto simile
uccelli ne restarono ingannati; & Parasio finse ii velo che
bene, che Zeusi ne resto affrontato; di modo .che fingere,
possi dire, imitare; & questa imitatione fu fatta dall' uno e
valenti Pittori, solo per avicinarsi alla natura piu che poterono. I

14 Fingere per imitare. in marg. II

al vero, che I gli
la coperse I tanto
mi pare che si I
dall'altro di quelsti
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into the accidental tetrachords (so called because the sign that causes re-instead of ut--to be sung is called an accidental). This is just as I told you
a little while ago 265 when I explained the words of the Reverend Zarlino to
you--sayings in person and in the name of all the practicing moderns.
As
soon as the singer sees the soft b placed in three or four places at the
beginning of cantilenas, he begins to marvel like one who sees something
unusual and outside of expectations and use. 266
But when the sense of
hearing hears it, it makes no sort of agitation because those accidentals
change neither the sound nor the intervals--except when used accidentally in
the cantilenas, when it changes a major third or sixth to a minor, and
contranw1se.
When similar signs are at the beginning of the cantilena, they
have no effect other than transposing the cantilena higher or lower, which is
the same as the natural: the sense of sight is moved, but the hearing remains
in its essence. 267
Luca Now I remember that these musicians take the word finta or fingere to

mean "imitate."
In this sense, it was explained when--according to what
Pliny narrates in the Naturalis historia 268 --Zeuxis feigned a bird so similar to
the real thing that the birds were deceived, and Parrhasius feigned the veil
covering it so well that Zeuxis was outraged because of it. 269 Therefore, it
seems to me that fingere might mean "to imitate"; ~nd this imitation was
made by both these worthy painters only through approaching nature as
closely as they were able.
265 F.

26r (p. 21 I).

266This

would cause distress to a singer who attempted to solmize the
passage according to traditional solmization theory.
Artusi is suggesting a
system that corresponds to the modern "movable doh" system.
267 Artusi's

explanation is the beginning of the modern concept of
accidentals: placing accidentals at the beginning of a composition transposes
it from its natural place, whereas only the accidentals found in the middle of
a composition that change the normal intervallic structure are considered "accidentals." Bottrigari does not make this kind of distinction in his discussion
of musica ficta.
268 35.64.
269 Artusi

confuses this story almost beyond recog01t1on:
"[Parrhasius), it
is recorded, entered into a competition with Zeuxis, who produced a picture
of grapes so successfully represented that birds flew up to the stage-buildingsf; whereupon Parrhasius himself produced such a realistic picture of a
curtain that Zeuxis, proud of the verdict of the birds, requested that the
curtain should now be drawn and the picture displayed; and when he realized
his mistake, with a modesty that did him honour he yielded up the prize,
saying that whereas he had deceived birds Parrhasius had deceived him an
artist.
fThe pictures were hung on the front of the stage buildings in the
theatre"
(Natural is historia 35.65-66; Rackham, Jones, and Eichholz trans., 9:309-1 I).
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Vario Voi trattate dell'inganno, 0 fintione fatto alla vista, & noi trattiamo I
dell'oggietto dell'udito; ilqual discerne benissimo, che se ii Cantore Cantera, I
re mi fa sol Ia; dando principio a questa deduttione in D sol re. Quando I
ponendo il b molle in E la mi; modulera in C re, in D mi, in E fa, in F sol, I
5
in G la, che sara un trasportare per un Tuono piu nel grave la deduttione; II
ne sara ingannato, perche sempre sentira lo istesso.
Ma se si potessero tra- 29v
lsportare queste Cantilene, & per un Tuono, o per altro intervallo, e nell'aculto e nel grave senza la zifra del b molle, non sarebbe bene?
10

Luca Anzi crederei che fosse di molto commodo, et cosa nova, non havendo per I
ancora alcuno fatto simil prova. I
Vario Secondo che la Chiave, che dimostra la natura del Canto, e posta sopra I
la righa sia qual si voglia delle cinque; ponetela sopra ii spacio, e sara tralsportata o nel grave, o nell'acuto per un Tuono, come piu vi piacera. I

15

Luca Voi mi fate inarcare le ciglia, come volete che si ponga la Chiave di C I
sol fa ut, che sempre e stata posta sopra la righa; hora si ponga sopra lo I
spatio? che novita sare.bbe questa? all'hora si che questi pratici Cantareblbono le Trasformationi d'Ovidio. I
Vario Vi meravigliate tanto?

20

25

qual ragione vi sforza piu a ponere la Chia-Ive
sopra la righa, che nello spacio? havete forsi qualche potente argomento I in
contrario?
Ha forsi determinato la natura o l'Arte, che si debbano ponelre
queste Chiavi nelle righe? se la natura, sarebbe errore a rompere gli ordi-lni
suoi; se I' Arte, perche non potra I' Arte istessa immutare le cose da lei fatlte?
non sono a beneplacito de gli huomini?

Luca Non vi posso rispondere altro, se non che l'uso, e la consuetudine e
un'altra legge, & se ii Mondo vedesse di cosi fatte novita, che direbbe
mai? I
Vario Dica chi vuole, che in quel luoco dove sara posto quel segno detto I

30

Chiave, che apre la intelligentia della Cantilena, si come la Chiave aperta I
che ha la porta si vede quel che e nella casa; che 1v1, se sara di C sol fa ut
I bisognera dire, sol fa, overo ut: & quando sara posta nello spatio, quella I

12 Nuovo modo di trasporta senza accidenti alcuna Cantilena. m marg. II 27
Natura della Chiave nel Canto. in marg. II
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Vario You are treating deceit or feigning done to the sight, and we are treating

the object of the hearing, which discerns very well, for if a singer will sing
re mi fa sol la beginning the hexachord on Dsolre, 270 when a soft b is placed
on Elami, the progression will modulate to Cre Dmi Efa Fsol Gla 271 (which
will be a transposition of the hexachord a tone lower), and the hearing will
thereby be deceived because it will always sound the same. 272
But if these
cantilenas could be transposed a tone (or some other interval) higher and
lower without the soft b sign, would it not be well?
Luca Rather, I would believe that it were something very comfortable and new,
as nothing similar has yet been proven.
Vario Depending on whichever you wish of the five lines the clef--which demon-

strates the nature of the song--is placed, place it on a space and the song
will be transposed a tone lower or higher, whichever you please.
Luca You make me raise my eyebrows.

How can you now place the Csolfaut
clef, which has always been placed on a line, on a space?
What novelty
would this be?
Then these practicing musicians would really sing the
Metamorphoseos of Ovid. 273

Vario Why do you marvel so much?

What reason forces you to place the clef on
a line instead of a space?
Do you perhaps have some powerful contrary
argument?
Has nature or art perhaps determined that these clefs must be
placed on lines? If it were nature, then it would be an error to break its
laws; if it were art, why cannot art itself change the things made by it? Is
it not a matter for the consent of men?

Luca I cannot respond except to say that usage and habit is another law.

If the

world saw these novel things, what ever would it say?
Vario Let it say what it wants, for wherever the sign called "clef" (which opens

the understanding of the cantilena, just as, having opened a door with a
key, 274 that which is in the house is seen) will be placed, if it is a Csolfaut
clef, then it will be necessary to say sol, fa, or ut; and when placed on a
270

The progression will begin on Dsolre, but the hexachord itself will
begin on Cfaut. The pitches are: D E F G A.
271 1.e.,

C D E-flat F G.

272

This can only be so if the musicians assume that all tones and
semitones are equal.
It is one of Artusi's fundamental positions in this
treatise that the musicians do so assume.
273

One of the characteristics of the stories in Ovid's Metamorohoseos is
that each involves some change that is somewhat fantastic or mystical.
274

The Italian "chiave" means both key and clef.
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Cantilena, nel grave sara per un Tuono trasportata, & la deduttione tutlta per
un Tuono, senza tanti b molli, o # diesis. I
Luca Mai ho veduto a' giorni miei Cantilena alcuna, cosi accommodata, ne I so
che alcuno habbi mai ragionato di simil particolare. I
5 Vario Ne io credo che siate per vederne mai; perche troppo sarebbe difici-lle il
volere una cosi fatta novita mettere in uso: Bastavi, che quanto I alla forza,
e la natura della cosa, potrebbe stare, & starebbe benne; ne ragio-lne alcuna
ho in contrario, che mi sforza a mettere le Chiavi piu sopra la ri-lgha, che
sopra lo spatio; & di questo basta: ritorniamo al proposito nostro, I & diciamo
lO
che questo verbo, fingo, fingis, e generale che si estende a tutte I quelle
cose, che con ingegno, & con le mani si possono formare; di modo che I non
e in proposito il dire Musica finta, ma trasportata; si piglia anco per II la 30r
imitatione, come detto havete; & in questo senso potiamo dire, che quel-lli,
che propongono cose simili, habbino intentione d'imitare il Sistema massi-lmo
15
naturale, essendo l' Arte imitatrice della natura, se bene non puo arri-lvare al
perfetto di essa natura.
Non potra imitare l' Artefice la cosa natu-lrale, se
non conoscera prima la natura de quella cosa, che vora imitare, I per
convenire con lei piu che puote, mosso dalle ragioni, le quali va consilderando nella cosa naturale: lmita l' Arte pero la natura, quanto puote, I ma
20
non sara mai vero, che una cosa fatta dall' Arte, si trasmuti in co-Isa naturale; & che una cosa fatta dalla natura si trasformi in una che I sia fatta
dall' Arte; pero la trasformatione del Sistema naturale di To-llomeo, si
trasmuta in quello di Didimo, che e pieno di molti & impor-ltanti imperfettioni, piu di quello di Tolomeo, ii quale dicono essere lo na-lturale, & vero. I
25 Luca Questa Musica con commodita si puo Sonare con 1i Lauti, Viole, Dul-lzaine,
Cornetti, & altri Instromenti, che se bene hanno 1i fori determinati, I puo
nondimeno il diligente Sonatore, accommodarsi come le piace: Ma quellle
Cantilene, che sono con tanti diesis #, vogliamo noi credere che per haver I
nome di Finte, habbino loro ancora tante imperfettioni? I

9 Fingo, fingis, verbo cio che significa in marg. II 19 L' Arte imita la Natura
in marg. II
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space, the cantilena and the whole hexachord will be transposed a tone lower
without so many soft b's or # dieses. 275
Luca Never in all my days have I seen any cantilena altered so, and I know that
no one has discussed this same particular.
Vario I believe that you are not going to see any, because wanting
novelty into use would be too difficult.
It is enough that as
and nature of the thing, it could stand and it would stand well;
have any contrary reason that forces me to place the clef on
than on a space.

to put such a
for the force
and I do not
a line rather

But enough of this: let us return to our topic and say that this verb
fingo, fingis is generally extended to all things that can be formed with
talent and the hands.
Therefore, it is not under our topic to say musica
finta, but rather "transposed music." This verb is also taken as imitation, as
you have said, 276 and in this sense we can say that those who propose
similar things have the intention of imitating the natural Greater Perfect
System, given that art is the imitator of nature, even though it cannot reach
the perfection of nature. The artisan will not be able to imitate the natural
thing ul).less he first knows the nature of the thing he wants to imitate
through coming in contact with it as much as he is able, moved by the
reasons he is considering in the natural things.
Art, therefore, 1m1tates
nature as much as it can, but it will never be true that something made by
art will transform itself into a natural thing or that something made by
nature will transform itself into a thing made by art. Nevertheless, they say
that the transformation of the natural system of Ptolemy, changed into that
of Didymus (which is more full of many important imperfections than that of
Ptolemy), is natural and true.
Luca This music can be played with comfort on lutes, violas, dulzainas, cornetti,
and other instruments, for even though they have determinate holes, 277
nevertheless, a diligent player can adjust them as he wants. But do we want
to believe that those cantilenas with many dieses # also have many imperfections because they are named finta?
·
275 Some

ambiguity is caused here by Artusi's brief exposition of this
particular.
A composition can be transposed a tone lower by moving the C
clef one space higher and inserting two flats as a key signature. Similarly, a
composition can be transposed a tone higher by moving the C clef one space
lower and inserting two sharps as a key signature.
The only way the
signatures could be avoided would be to completely solmize the original (i.e.,
identifying every interval in the composition), move the clef to some new
location (space or line), and then begin the composition at the new pitch
level strictly preserving the original solmization (thus preserving the exact
sequence of intervals).
276 F.

29r (p. 23 l ).

277 Meaning,

cannot be altered.

by

extension,

that

they

have

fixed

pitches

that

basically
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Vario Muteranno forma, natura, & essenza; & sara piena d'imperfettio-lni, come
quella di b rotondi, & se con loro vogliamo affirmare, che la Synltona di
Tolomeo sia quella, che si Canta & Suona ne gl'Instromenti, per I queste
zifre, ritrovaremo, che bisognera che sia un'altra, & non piu quel-lla; si potra

5

pero dire, che sia trasportata per una terza nel grave, o nel-ll'acuto , come
quel Ricercare di Annibale Padoano, che a' giorni nostri e I stato huomo di
gran valore.
Ma per venire all'essamina della Constitu-ltione; eccovi la
Constitutione ordinata con li # diesis. I

--------
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Quelle zifre # poste in C, F, G, & C altro non dimostrano, che la tralsportatione di questa Constitutione per una terza nel grave; & se le-lvando
quelle zifre havesti la Chiave trasportata una righa piu nel gra-lve sarebbe
stato lo istesso, & la Constitutione nel luoco suo natura- lle. Questa Constitutione e diferente da quella di Tolomeo, & I anco da quella di Didimo; perche
il Tuono, che si ritrova f ra la corda I di C fa ut, & quella di p sol re, e un
Tuono sesquiottavo, secon-ldo la divisione dataci da Tolomeo; dal quale
cavatone un Semituono II sesquiventiquattresimo, accio ne resti il sesqui- 30v
quintodecimo; ci rimane in I suo luoco un Semituono di proportione superbipartiente venticinquesi-lmo; ilquale e maggiore per un Comma, di proportione
sesquiottantesimo I fra li termini 81.80. suoi radicali del sesquiquintodecimo; si
come dal-lla seguente dimostratione voi potete conoscere. I

Sistema di Musica detta Finta. in marg. a mus. II
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Vario The form, nature, and essence will change, and such music will be full of
imperfections like that with round b's. If we want to confirm with them that
the syntonic of Ptolemy is sung and played on instruments, we shall find
because of these signs it necessary for it to be another and not Ptolemy's.
It can therefore be said that the music is transposed a third lower or higher,
like that ricercar 278 by Annibale Padovano, 279 who in our days has been a
man of great worth.
But in order to come to the examination of the
constitution, here is the constitution ordered with the # dieses:

The # signs placed on C, F, G, and C demonstrate none other than the
transposition of this constitution a third lower; if after taking those signs
away, you had transposed the clef a line lower, it would have been the same,
and the constitution would be in its natural place. 280
This constitution is
different from that of Ptolemy or Didymus because the tone found between
the strings Cfaut and Dsolre is a sesquioctaval tone according to the division
given us by Ptolemy. Taking a sesquiventiquattresimal 281 semitone away from
this so a sesquiquintadecimal semitone remains, there is left instead a
semitone of the proportion 27:25, which is larger than the roots of the
sesquiquintadecimal proportion by a comma of the sesquioctagintal proportion
(between the terms 81 and 80)--as you can understand from the following
demonstration: 282

278 First

book of Ricercars. This is also the example Bottrigari uses in ll
desiderio, p. 21 (MacClintock trans., p. 32).
279 Padovano (1527-1575) was an important organist and composer.
He
worked as an organist at St. Mark's and then later in Austria. His compositions are primarily for keyboard and emphasize an improvisatory style.
His
musical themes occasionally come from plain chant (The New Grove Dictionary
of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Padovano, Annibale," by Clyde William Young).
280See

n. 275 supra concerning transposition with clefs alone.

281 25:24
2821.e.,

the sharp on C reduces the normal interval between C and D (9:8
tone according to the syntonic diatonic of Ptolemy) by a minor semitone
(25:24 ). What remains is not the major semitone defined earlier ( I 6: 15; cf. f.
27r [p. 217]), but rather the interval 27:25, which is a comma (81 :80) larger
than the major semitone.
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~00

•
Overo per maggior facilita potete sottraere l'uno dall'altro in questo mo- ldo:
& vedrete ii restante. I
25

8
24

I 216

200

27

25

9

Tuono sesquiottavo.
Semituono minore.

5

Divisore 8.

IO

Fuori de' suoi termini radicali.
Ne' suoi termini radicali.

Et dalla seguente demostratione vedrete la differenza di questi dui Selmituoni, cioe del sesquiquintodecimo, & del superbipartiente 25. che sara I ii
Comma dettovi. I

7S.

II Overo sotraendo l'uno dall'altro havrete la istessa verita. I

3lr
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216

225

Sem. 25 :24
Removed

200

Proportion
27 :25

Sesquioctaval Tone

9:8

Or, with greater ease, you can subtract the
manner, and you will see the remainder:

Divided by 8.

9

8

25

24

I 216

200

27

25

one from

the other in

this

Sesquioctaval tone
Minor semitone
Outside of its root terms
Within its root terms.

From the following demonstration you will see the difference between
these two semitones, that is between the sesquiquintadecimal semitone and the
27:25 semitone, which will be the comma already mentioned:

80

81

75

Major
Semitone

Comma

27 :25

Or, by subtracting the one from the other, you will have the same truth:
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Divisore 5

27
16

25
15

I 405

400

81

80

Ne' numeri fra di loro composti.

5

10

Ne' numeri radicali.

Ne resta adunque fra la corda C fa ut segnata con la zifra #, & D sol re, I
un Semituono maggiore del sesquiquintodecimo per un Comma della prolportione detta; se mo al Tuono minore di proportione sesquinona, contenu-lto fra
le corde D sol re, & E la mi, aggiungeremo il superbipartiente 25. I non e
dubio, che si havra la sesquiquinta proportione forma della terza mi-lnore, che
sara Consonante, & eccovi la demostratione. I
10
27

9
25

I 270

225

6

5

15

Divisore.45

20

Ma se vorremo, come e opm1one, aggiungervi il sesquiquintodecimo, sara I un
Comma di manco, & dissonante; siano poi participati, o no questi in-ltervalli,
che le Cantillene fatte in questa maniera non sono secondo l'ordine I di
Tolomeo, ne quello di Didimo, nella loro purita, & simplicita considerati. I

20 participati E participali A II
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Divided by 5

27
16

25
15

I 405

400

81

80

In compound numbers
In root numbers

There remains, therefore, between the string Cfaut marked with the
and Dsolre, a semitone larger than the sesquiquintadecimal semitone
comma (of the proportion mentioned).
Now, if
tone (of the
Elami, there
form of the
stration:

#

sign
by a

we shall add a semitone of the proportion 27:25 to the minor
sesquinonal proportion) contained between the string Dsolre and
is no doubt that it will produce the sesquiquintal 283 proportion
minor third, which will be consonant. 284
Here is the demon10
27

9
25

Divided by 45 I 270

225

6

5

But if we wanted, as is the opinion, to add the sesquiquintadecimal
semitone, it will be a comma short and dissonant.
Whether these intervals
are parted 286 or not, cantilenas made in this manner are not in accord with
the order of Ptolemy or Didymus when considered in their purity and
simplicity. 286

284 The

notion of the sesquiquintal third being consonant ongmates with
Zarlino, who considered all proportions made from the first six numbers (the
senario) to be consonant. See his Ist. harm. 1.15.
286 This

seems to indicate a generic division of the tones into parts that
are not equal. Cf. usage on f. 32v and Artusi's explanation f. 33r (p. 251 );
see also n. 294 infra.
286This

is a rebuttal to Bottrigari who says that a system with sharps in
it "proceeds by minor semitones, or raised notes, as is indicated by the diesis
in these forms.
It is reduced to musica vera by raising it a semiditone and
taking away the dieses" (Bottrigari II desiderio, p. 21 [MacClintock trans., p.
32]).
The format of this argument against Bottrigari's concept of sharps is
essentially the same as the argument against his concept of flats . By showing
that musica ficta eventually causes the major and minor tones to change
places (thereby implying the adoption of the syntonic diatonic of Didymus
instead of Ptolemy) and illustrating the impossibilities that thereby arise,
Artusi argues that modern music actually supposes an equal tempered tuning
system.
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Luca Volendo havere una ordinata constitutione, nella quale non ci nasca-lno
queste imperfettioni, & che trasportata resti nella sua forma, & essen-lza, &
nell'esser suo, come naturale si ritrova: Qual cosa s'havrebbe a fare? I Non si
potrebbe ritrovare una divisione di Tetracordi, che talmente fosse I accom5
modata, che ci levasse queste dificolta, & questi inviluppi?
Con certi, I &
determinati numeri, non lo posso credere; perche mentre che nelle prolportioni v'entra la maggioranza, non e possibile, volendo venire alla dilvisione, poter haver le parti che siano eguali; & in questo parmi che consilsta tutta questa dificulta. I
·
Voi credete e bene; bisogna che li Moderni Theorici s'affaticano a
investigare proportioni tali, che fra di loro siano eguali; & le forme de'
Tuoni che entrano a ordinare il Sistema massimo, fra di loro siano eguali, I
insieme con le proportioni de' Semituoni: Non vogliono essere ambidui seslquiottavi; perche nel loro acoppiamento generano intervalli dissonanti; I non
vogliono essere sesquinoni, perche loro ancora congiunti insieme, ren-ldono
dissonanze, & sarebbe la cosa molto imperfetta: ma bisogna che li in- II
tervalli, che si hanno da constituire, siano fra l'una e l'altra di que-1s te due 31 v
proportioni, & che diano perfettione, & non imperfettione, ne in I tutto ne in
parte alla Constitutione; laqual cosa appresso di me tengo per I impossibile: Et
veramente questi belli intelletti Moderni, che fanno profeslsione di voler
ritrovar Regole nove, possono in questo migliorare assai quelsta Scienza, &
accrescerla con molta loro riputatione; & se bene io la tenlgo per impossibile
forsi che la sottigliezza loro sara tale, che facilitara quelsto negotio.
Tengo
bene per possibile io, che senza proportioni bisognera di-lvidere il Tuono in
parti eguali, e'l Semituono per la meta del Tuono, come I faceva Aristosseno;
& all'hora credero, che con ogni commodita & senza I imperfettione si fara
questa trasportatione, & nel grave, & nello acuto a voglia sua il buono
Artefice. I

10 Vario

15

.20

25

Luca Veramente tutte queste cose mi concludono, che la spetie Diatonica, I che
hoggi si tiene per quella di Tolomeo, sia quella di Aristosseno; o almeno I una
che sia mista dell'una e l'altra: & quasi vado accommodando i1 gu- lsto a
questo particolare: Ma ditemi di gratia, come poteva lui provare, che I il
tuono fosse diviso in due · parti eguali, lo dimostrare, che la quantita conltinua
si puo dividere in due parti eguali, e facile a chi nelle Mathematiche I e
35
versato; ma il Suono, che e posto nel Capitolo della qualita, mi pare che I

30

10 Intorno a che si debbono affaticare li Moderni Theorici in marg. - II
siano fra]siano frano fra A corr. E II

17
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Luca What would have to be done in order to have an ordered constitution in
which these imperfections could not arise and that, when transposed, could
remain in its form and essence and its own being as found naturally? Could
not a division of the tetrachord be found that was arranged thus and took
away these difficulties and tangles? I cannot believe it possible with certain
and determinate numbers 287 because, since majority enters into proportions,
and in wanting to come to the division, it is not possible to have equal
parts--and in this consists all this difficulty. 288
Vario You believe well: it is necessary for modern theorists to toil investigating
such proportions that may be equal among themselves and the forms of tones
(together with the proportions of the semitones) that enter into ordering the
Greater Perfect System and that may be equal among themselves.
They do
not want both to be sesquioctaval because in joining them, they generate
dissonant intervals; they do not want them to be sesquinonal because when
joined together, they too render dissonances, and it would be a very imperfect thing. Rather it is necessary for the intervals they have to construct to
be between both these two proportions and to give perfection and not
imperfection (neither in the whole nor in part of the constitution)--which I
personally hold to be impossible. Truly, the good modern intellects who make
a profession of wanting to find new rules can greatly improve this science in
this area and make . it grow with their great reputation. Even though I hold
it to be impossible, perhaps their keenness will be such that it will facilitate
this negotiation.

I do hold it as possible that it will be necessary to divide the tone into
equal parts without proportions for the semitone to be half a tone, as Aristoxenus did. Therefore, I will believe that a transposition will be made both
lower and higher according to the desires of the good artisan with every
comfort and without imperfections.
Luca Truly, all these things make me conclude that the diatonic species, which
today is held to be that of Ptolemy, is that of Aristoxenus--or at least one
mixed between the two; and I almost have accommodated my taste for this
particular. But tell me please how he could prove that the tone was divided
into two equal parts? Demonstrating that continuous quantity can be divided
into two equal parts is easy to one versed in mathematics, but it seems to me

287

Cf. Stapulensis Mus. 2.7: "It is impossible to divide the tone into two
equal parts using certain and determinate numbers."
However, it is possible
to do so geometrically (see f. 35v [pp. 265-67] and n. 323 infra).
288

This has been Artusi's main thrust throughout this section: in order to
avoid all the difficulties that arise in using just intonation, a tuning system
with equal tones must be adopted (as the practical musicians already have).
Any time proportions are used to define the intervals, no equality of tones is
possible; it is precisely this inequality that causes the theoretical difficulties
enumerated by Artusi.
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tratta del dificile, se non dell'impossibile. I
Vario Vi ingannate, se credete che secondo la mente di questo valent'huo-lmo,
non si possi dimostrare questa sua ragionevole volonta; la quale si ve-lde che
nelli Instromenti fa mirabile riuscita; pero voglio sodisfarvi con patlto che
5
ritoriamo poi al proposito nostro. I

Luca Et questo ragionamento
demostratione. I

e

in

proposito,

pero seguitate,

&

fatemi

la I

Vario Aristosseno acutissimo Filosofo, volendo dimostrare, che la Diatessa-lron
Constitutione consonante, e ripiena di dui Tuoni, & mezo; & che il I Tuono, si
10
divide in due parti eguali, & quelle parti ciascuna di loro serve I per semituono; piglia per suo fondamento la istessa Diatessaron, & dice, I Sia la Diatessaron Consonantia, contenuta fra le cordi A & B, per conse-lguire lo
intento: Alla A corda piu grave della Diatessaron verso l'acuto, I aggiungo
un'intervallo di dui Tuoni, & sia A, C, similmente alla B corda I piu acuta
15
della Diatessaron, verso il grave, aggiungo un'intervallo di dui I Tuoni, & sara
B, D, ne seguita per la eguaglianza di questi dui interval-Iii di dui Tuoni
ciascuno de gli eccessi, che l'uno e C, B, & l'altro A, D, I siano f ra di loro
eguali; perche se da cose eguali fra di loro saranno levate II
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difficult if not impossible to do this to sound, which is placed under the
heading of a quality. 289
Vario You deceive yourself if you believe that his reasonable wish (which is seen

in the instruments to make an admirable result) could not be demonstrated
according to the view of this worthy man.
Nevertheless, I want to satisfy
you on the condition that we then return to our topic.
Luca This discussion
demonstration.

is

on

our

topic;

therefore,

proceed

and

give

me

the

Vario Wanting to demonstrate that the consonant constitution of the fourth is

made up of two-and-a-half tones and that the tone is divided into two equal
parts, each of which serves as a semitone, Aristoxenus, a most keen philosopher, takes the same diatessaron as his foundation and says:
In order to attain the goal, let there be a consonant diatessaron contained between strings A and B. To the lower string of the diatessaron, A, I
add an interval of two tones ascending, and let it be A-C; similarly, to the
higher string of the diatessaron, B, I add an interval of two tones descending,
and it will be B-D. On account of the equality of these two intervals of two
tones, it thereby follows that each of the excesses--one being C-B and the
other A-D--is equal to the other, because if equal things will be taken from
equal things,

289

The distinction between quality and quantity was common throughout
early music theory.
Aristoxenus's concept of pitch was one of geometric
continuity (Harm. 1.10-13) and became identified as "continuous quality." By
contrast, the Pythagoreans saw pitch as a numerical reality totally dependent
on ratios; this became identified as a "quantitative" approach.
Similar
construction is used in Ptolemy Harm. 2.3 and Boethius De inst. mus. 5.4 (also
cf. Bower's commentary, p. 30 I, n. 7). Luca is here referring to the fact that
continuous qualities can be easily divided into two equal parts (cf. f. 35v [pp.
265-67] and n. 323 infra) but that quantities (expressed in ratios) cannot be
divided into two equal parts (cf. f. 34v [p. 259]).
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cose eguali; quelli che restaranno ancora fra di loro saranno eguali; suplponendo che siano due Diatessaron, & fra di loro eguali, una da A a B. & I
l'altra da B, ad A, contenute; ma ciascuno di questi eccessi e di tanta
granldezza, quanto manca a ciascuno di questi dui Ditoni, per riempimento
dellla Diatessaron, essendo il Ditono superato dalla Diatessaron per un Semiltuono.
Oltra di questo constituisco nell'acuto una corda che con D, faccia I
una Diatessaron, & sara E, similmente nel grave, che con C sia la Diateslsaron, & sara F.
Perche B, A, e una Diatessaron, & C, F, altresi un'alltra
Diatessaron, sara anco eguale lo intervallo, F, A,
allo intervallo C, B. I
Similmente perche A, B, e un'intervallo d'una Diatessaron, & D, E, e I
dell'istessa grandezza; eguale sara ancora B, E, a A, D, per il commune I
parere che dice, quelle cose che ad un'altra sono eguali; ancora fra di loro I
saranno eguali: Eguali adunque sono fra di loro questi quattro intervaljli A D,
A F, C B, & B E; per laqual cosa essendo A B, una Diatessaron I & F E una
Diapente; & la Diapente e della Diatessaron maggiore per I un Tuono: Adunque
resta a questo Tuono li dui intervalli F A, & B E, I ma gia habbiamo provato
che sono fra di loro eguali; adunque il Tuono si I divide in due parti eguali:
& perche habbiamo dimostrato, che sono egual- II li fra di loro F A, B E, 32v
A D, & C B, ciascuno di questi intervalli adunjque sara la meta del Tuono;

Dimostratione come Aristosseno divida il Tuono in dui Semituoni eguali m
marg. a fig. II
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that which will remain will also be equal.
Having supposed that there are
two equal diatessarons, one contained from A to B and the other from B to
A, each of the excesses is of the same size as what is lacking for each of
these two ditones to fill up the diatessaron--since the diatessaron surpasses
the di tone by a semitone. 290
Moreover, I construct a higher string that makes a diatessaron with D,
and it will be E; similarly, I construct a lower string that is a diatessaron
with C, and it will be F. Because B-A is a diatessaron and C-F is likewise a
diatessaron, the interval F-A will also be equal to the interval C-B; similarly,
because A-B is the interval of a diatessaron and D-E is of the same size, B-E
will also be equal to A-D. On account of the common view that says those
things equal to another thing will also be equal to themselves, these four
intervals A-D, A-F, C-B, and B-E will therefore be equal among themselves.
On account of this, since A-B is a diatessaron and F-E a diapente and the
diapente is a tone larger than a diatessaron, the two intervals F-A and B-E
therefore remain in this tone.
But we have already proven that these are equal to each other; therefore
the tone is divided into two equal parts. Because we have demonstrated that
F-A, B-E, A-D, and C-B are all equal, each of these intervals will therefore

290 I.e.,

the two excesses (A-D and B-C) are semitones.
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per esser la Diatessaron composto di dui Tuolni: & uno di questi intervalli A
D, overo C B, concluderemo ancora che I la Diatessaron e composta come da
sue parti di dui Tuoni, & un Semi-ltuono, che e la meta del Tuono, come ho
promesso di dimostrarvi: Cosi ri-lferisce Aristosseno in brevita di parole, nel
fine del Secondo Libro de' suoi I Fragmenti Harmonici: & Tolomeo nel Decimo
Capitolo del Primo Libro I de gli Harmonici. I
Luca Questa e

lO

una demostratione molto ingeniosa, a me pare che habbi ralgione; ne e meraviglia, se tanti instromenti da pratici sono temperati in
quelsta maniera; ella e molto consentanea al senso, & anco ha qualche ragione
in I se stessa demostrabile; non e seguita, cosi manifestamente, la opinione di
I Tolomeo. I

Vario Anzi che Tolomeo ha delli seguaci assai, & molto piu che Aristosse-lno,
perche ha congionto al senso la ragione; & dall'altra parte Aristosseno, I ha

dato piena f ede, dicono loro, al solo senso.

Si vede pero che quanto alla I
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be half a tone.
Inasmuch as the diatessaron is composed of two tones and
one of these intervals, A-D or C-B, we shall then conclude that the diatessaron is composed--as by its parts--of two tones and a semitone, which is
half a tone, as I promised to demonstrate for you.
Thus Aristoxenus relates in a brevity of words at the end of the second
book of his fragmented [Elemental harmonica, and Ptolemy in the tenth
chapter of the first book of his Harmonica. 291
Luca This is a very ingenious demonstration. It seems to me that he was right-and it is no wonder that many instruments are tempered in this manner by
practical musicians: it is very proper for the sense and also has some
demonstrable reason in itself. Thus it is manifest that the opinion of Ptolemy
is not followed.
Vario Rather, Ptolemy had many followers--more than Aristoxenus--because he
joined reason to sense. For his part, Aristoxenus gave full faith, they say, to
sense alone. 292
It is seen, however, concerning the equality of tones, that
291 Artusi's

source must have been Ptolemy, for this is an exact parallel
with Ptolemy 1.10.
It is interesting to compare Artusi's summary of this
proof with Aristoxenus's original argument.
In Harm. 2.56-57, Aristoxenus
states: "The surest method of verifying our original assumption that the
Fourth consists of two and a half tones is the following.
Let us take such
an interval, and let us find the discord of two tones above its lower note,
and the same discord below its higher note.
Evidently the complements will
be equal, since they are remainders obtained by subtracting equals from
equals.
Next let us take the Fourth above the lower note of the higher
ditone, and the Fourth below the higher note of the lower ditone. It will be
seen that adjacent to each of the extreme notes of the scale thus obtained
there will be two complements in juxtaposition, which must be equal for the
reasons already given.
This construction completed, we must refer the
extreme notes thus determined to the judgement of the ear.
If they prove
discordant, plainly the Fourth will not be composed of two and a half tones;
and just as plainly it will be so composed, if they form a Fifth.
For the
lowest of the assumed notes is, by construction, a Fourth of the higher
boundary of the lower ditone; and it has now turned out that the highest of
the assumed notes forms with the lowest of them the concord of the Fifth.
Now as the excess of the latter interval over the former is a tone, and as it
is here divided into two equal parts; and as each of these equal parts which
is thus proved to be a semitone is at the same time the excess of the Fourth
over a ditone, it follows that the Fourth is composed of five semitones.
It
will be readily seen that the extremes of our scale cannot form any concord
except a Fifth" (Macran trans., pp. 207-8).
292 This

is, of course, the traditional view of Aristoxenian theory.
When
one closely considers his major theories, however, it is seen that Aristoxenus
was really less of an empiricist than expected.
In reality, many of his
theories succeed only in purely theoretical ways.
Artusi defends Aristoxenus
on this point below on f. 36r (p. 269).
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egualita de' Tuoni, secondo che dice Aristosseno, tutti gl'Instromenti, cosi gli
Francesco Salines nel I
Libro Terzo Capitolo 12. dice che quei Tuoni, che noi Cantiamo nelle Canltilene vocali, sono eguali, & la Natura li proferisce eguali; se l' Arte imita I la
natura; la imita per avicinarsi a lei quanto puote: se in tutti gl'Instro-lmenti
si vede, che li Tuoni sono eguali, e necessario che la Natura, come di-Ice il
Salines, gli proferisca eguali; & se gli proferisce ineguali, ineguali gl'ilmitarebbe l' Arte: & quanto a me credo che sara il vero; perc) se alcuno I mi
vora dire, che nel Clavacembalo, o nell'Organo li Tuoni siano inegua-lli, & li
Semituoni similmente ineguali, & che nel detto Instromento vo-lra Sonare una
Cantilena nelle corde sue naturali; & che dipoi dira, che si I puote trasportare
per un Tuono, nel grave, questo non potra essere a mo-ldo alcuno, per gli
molti inconvenienti, che ne nascerebbono, come gia detto I habbiamo; & a
voler far bene bisogneria che li Tuoni, come sono, fossero I eguali si, ma che
li Semituoni non fossero ineguali; come quelli del Lauto, I Viole, Lire, & altri
Instromenti; se bene l'Auttore, del Benelli, dice che I Suonano il mezo Tuono
participato, & poco avanti, che Suonano il mezo I eguale; quasi che non ci sia
differenza a dire mezo Tuono eguale, & mezo I Tuono participato. I

I hanno ordinati, & non come dice Tolomeo ineguali.
5

10

15

Luca Et che gran differenza puo esser questa, da mezo Tuono eguale,

20

Tuono participato? II

a

me-lzo

e qualche diffe-lrenza; &
la differenza e che il naturale ha li suoi termini prefissi, & e di I una
grandezza ineguale al participato, che sempre diventa o maggiore, o I minore
di quella particella, o che le viene levata, o di cui viene accresciuto; I la
quale se bene e minima, ella e pero tale che lo leva fuori dell'esser suo nalturale; & pero e una imperfettione a dire che una vol ta si Suoni il me-lzo
Tuono eguale; & un'altra il mezo Tuono participato, non potendosi nelll'istesso
Instromento, nel medesimo tempo Sonare questi dui mezi Tuoni, I l'uno
dall'altro differenti. I

Vario Dallo intervallo naturale, al parttcxpato, sempre vi

25

30 Luca Grande imperfettione mi pare quella de' Theorici, che quando ragio- lnano de
gl'intervalli; o che egli e naturale, o participato, o ha la sua proporltione
rationale, contenuta da numeri certi & determinati, overo che e ir-lrationale,
contenuta da numeri certi & determinati, overo che e ir-lrationale; di modo
che la grandezza sua e notta a nissuno. I
35 Vario Rispettivamente considerati, non e imperfettione; se bene Francesco
Salines dice, che li numeri, & le proportioni sono state ritrovate con tutti
gli altri termini, che servono alla speculatione, per speculare; & non perche

16 Errore del Benelli. in marg. II 35 Opinione del Salines. in marg. II

33r
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they have ordered all the instruments in accord with what Aristoxenus says
and not made them unequal, as Ptolemy says. Francesco Salinas, in the third
book, chapter 12, says that the tones we sing in vocal cantilenas are equal
and that nature produces them equal.
If art imitates nature, it imitates
nature to draw as near to it as it is able. If it is seen that the tones are
equal in all the instruments, it is necessary that nature, as Salinas says,
produces equal tones--and if it produces unequal tones, art would imitate
unequal tones. As for me, I believe that it will be true.
Therefore, if someone will want to tell me that the tones are unequal and
the semitones similarly unequal on the harpsichord or organ, will want to play
a cantilena on its natural strings on these instruments, and afterwards will
say that it is able to be transposed down a tone, this will not in any wise be
possible, on account of the many inconveniences that would arise, as we have
already said. In wanting to do this well, it would be necessary for the tones
to be equal, as they are, and for the semitones not to be unequal, like those
of the lute, violas, lyre, and other instruments--even though the author,
Benelli, says that they play a parted half tone, and a little earlier, he says
that they play an equal half tone, 293 almost as if there were no difference in
saying "equal half tone" and "parted half tone."294
Luca What great difference can there be between an equal half tone and a

parted half tone?
There is always some difference between the natural and the parted
interval--the difference is that the natural interval has predetermined terms
and is unequal in size to the parted interval which always becomes either
major or minor from the particle that is either taken away or added to it.
Even if this particle is minimal, it is, however, what takes the interval away
from its natural essence.
Therefore, it is an imperfection to say that
sometimes an equal half tone and other times the parted half tone is played,
as it is not possible to play these two half tones on the same instrument at
the same time, since these two half tones are different one from the other.

Vario

Luca It seems to me a great imperfection of the theorists when they discuss
whether intervals are natural or parted, or have a rational proportion
contained in certain and determinate numbers or are irrational--so that their
size is known to no one.
Vario Considered respectively, it is not an imperfection, even though Francesco

Salinas says that numbers and proportions have been found with all the other
terms that serve speculation for speculating.
Because it is not so certain,
293

"The Lutes and the Viols sound two equal semitones, that is, a tone
divided into two equal semitones according to the idea of Aristoxenus" (Bottrigari, II desiderio, p. 6 [MacClintock trans., p. 17]).
294

Artusi is differentiating how the division of the tone occurs. Only an
equal division (like that of Aristoxenus) qualifies in being called "equal"; any
other division is called "parted," indicating an unequal division. See Artusi's
explanation immediately below.
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sia cosi di certo; & per provare questa conclusione nel Lib. Quarto Cap. 31
Soggiunge, che Ii pratici, accordano a tastoni gl'Instromenti, senza sapere la
grandezza ne la passione d'alcuno intervallo, ne da qual proportione siano I
contenuti; & la voce Canta quelli intervalli, che le paiono piu in proposi-lto,
& che ella puote, ne possono essere misurati, da chi si voglia.
Ma vole-lte
conoscere questa verita, & imperfettione? sia qual si voglia Cantilena I
composta da chi si si se sopra l'Organo, o ii Clavacembalo sara Sonata, non I
rendera Harmonia all'udito grata? I
Luca Se la Cantilena sara fatta secondo l'ordine delle regole date dallo Theolrico

1O

all' Artefice, credo che sara grata all'udito. I
Vario Se sara Sonata ne' Lauti, Viole, & altri Instromenti simili, non pi-lgliara ii
senso dell'udito, piacere di tal Harmonia? I
Luca Senza dubio,

e tanto piu dilettara, quanto ii Sonatore sara piu Ec-lcel-

lente. I
15 Vario Se dalle voci, che sono naturali, sara Cantata non vi dilettara senza I
fine? I
Luca Quando saranno buone voci, & buoni Cantori bisognera per conse-lquenza,
che ella dia dilettatione, e piacere a gli ascoltanti. I
Vario Ma le voci, che sono prodotte da Instromenti naturali, non proferisco-lno
intervalli differenti da quelli del Clavacembalo, et dal Lauto? So che direte I
di si: Ma ii Lauto non e egli nella divisione del suo Systema massimo, diffe11
rente da quella del Clavacembalo, & della voce naturale? anco questo 33v
affirlmarete; ma non e ancora la divisione del Clavacembalo, differente come
hablbiamo di sopra detto dalla divisione del Lauto, & dalle voci, che sono na25
lturali? Qual di queste adunque diremo, che in verita sia la divisione, che I
possi ii senso e lo intelletto confessare esser quella di cui si desidera saperne
I l'essatto? Se una sola Cantilena serve alle voci, che sono naturali; serve I
a' Lauti, & Viole, che sono divisi secondo la mente di Aristosseno; se ser-lve
al Clavacembalo, che s'avicina alla Syntona di Tolomeo; che diranno I questi
30
speculativi, e pratici Moderni?
In qual maniera havro io da essa-lminare, ii
Sistema massimo, dipinto sopra le carte? se secondo la natura I della spetie
Syntona da Tolomeo descritta, & da molti detta, Naturale; I sono tanti gli
assurdi che ne nascono, che e un stupore; non ci mancano I imperfettioni; ci
piovono a sette a sette.
Se secondo ii temperamento delgl'Instromenti, sono

20

22 Diferenza de Suoni diversamente prodotti. in marg. II
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and to prove this conclusion, he adds in book four, chapter 31 that the
practical musicians tune instruments by touch, without knowing the size or
passion of any interval or the proportion by which they are contained; and
the voice sings the intervals it is able as they seem most correct--and they
are not able to be measured by whomever it may be. But do you want to
know this truth and imperfection?
Take whatever cantilena you want
composed by whomever it may be: if it will be played on the organ or harpsichord, will it not render harmony pleasing to the hearing?
Luca If the cantilena will be made according to the order of the rules given by
the theory of art, I believe that it will be pleasing to the hearing. 296
Vario If it will be played on lutes, violas, and other similar instruments, will not

the sense of hearing take pleasure in such harmony?
Luca Without a doubt--and the more it will delight, the more excellent will be

the player.
Vario If it will be sung by voices, which are natural, will it not delight you
without end?
Luca When they are good voices and good singers, it will be necessary as a

consequence that it give delight and pleasure to the listeners.
Vario But do not voices, which are produced by natural instruments, produce

different intervals from the harpsichord and lute? I know that you will say
yes.
But is not the lute different in its · division of the Greater Perfect
System from the harpsichord and natural voice?
This you will also affirm.
But is not the division of the harpsichord different still, as we have said
above, from the division of the lute and of voices, which are natural? Which
of these shall we therefore say is the true division that the sense and
intellect can confess to be that of which exactness is desired to be known?
If only one cantilena serves the voices (which are natural), lutes and violas
(which are divided according to the view of Aristoxenus), and the harpsichord
(which approaches the syntonic of Ptolemy 296 ), what will these speculative
and practical modern musicians say? In what manner do I have to examine
the Greater Perfect System painted upon paper?
If it is according to the nature of the syntonic species described by
Ptolemy and called natural by many, there are so many absurdities thereby
arising that it is a stupor; imperfections are not lacking--they rain by sevens.
296

The significance of this statement will be expounded in the first part
of the second discussion. See also chapter 2, "Aesthetic Foundations of L'Artusi."
296

Artusi has shown that the harpsichord has equal tones but unequal
semitones. Therefore, it is more like Aristoxenian tuning (equal temperament)
than the syntonic diatonic of Ptolemy.
Hence, the harpsichord only "approaches" the syn tonic diatonic of Ptolemy.
See f. 3 Iv (p. 243) for his
reasoning.
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Instromenti Arteficiali, fatti dall' Arte, & da loro, I per la instabilita sua, non
si puo havere certezza alcuna della grandezza I de gl'intervalli; di modo che
io credo, che non essendo per ancora prodot-lto avanti al iudice tutte le
ragioni dell'una parte & l'altra, che produr si I possono, la lite penda. Dico
bene, che se fosse vero quello che dice il Sali-lnes, che sarebbe frustatoria la
demostratione, frustatorio lo speculare; per-lche non servendo la demostratione; non occorre pensare nelle proportioni, & I nella natura sua; & pur alla
investigatione delle proprie passioni de gl'in-ltervalli, ci fa bisogno delle
forme loro, che sono le proportioni, per mezo del-lle quali si viene in cognitione di molte cose, che senza di loro, se ne andreblbono gli Musici al buio. I
Luca Credo a quanto voi mi dite; ma credo ancora che Ii pratici pensino polco a

quello che dice il Salines; perche mentre che si affaticano a mettere inlsieme quelle solfe, che le giova la cognitione dello speculare? I
Vario Ha giovato alli primi inventori, i quali hanno dipoi lasciato tante belle I

15

20

25

regole, et tanto facili, che ogn'uno, che non sia piu che insensato, entra in
questa I Schola, per esser chiamato Musico. Et giova alla cognitione di saper
conoscere I la natura, e la proprieta, et la passione de gl'intervalli; in qual
luoco partico-llare debbano essere collocati, e disposti di modo che faccino
miglior effetto, che I non farebbono essendo come sono talhora, et per il piu
dalli pratici posti nelle I Cantilene a caso; & le basta che secondo la volonta
loro faccino romore: Giolva al saper render conto di quelle cose che opera;
essendo in obligo ogni Arte-lfice di render conto delle cose che egli fa nell'arte sua; ma ha questa imper-Ifettione la Musica, che rari, & si puo dire,
che siano come li Corvi bianchi, II quelli, che sappino render conto delle loro
operationi, et Cantilene da loro fatte. I
Luca Mi venirete concludendo, che se ii pratico havra cognitione delle spelcula-

tioni, sapra meglio la natura delle cose, che concorrono alla operatione, I e
tessitura delle Cantilene; che il semplice pratico. I
Vario Senza dubio alcuno; ma vi dire) ancora che ii puro Theorico sara nelll'i-

30

stesso laberinto; e l'uno & l'altro cadranno in mille imperfettioni; sara piu I
perfetto mentre che havra ciascuno cognitione dell'una, e l'altra.
Et se mi I
domandasti qual di questi dui piu a mio gusto, fosse meglio; crederei, I che ii

4 Opinione del Salines. in marg. II 14 La cognitione delle proportioni a chi
giova. in marg. II 32 Meglio e l'essere puro pratico, che puro Theorico. m
marg. II

34r
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If it is according to the temperament of the instruments, they are artificial

instruments, made by art, and on account of their instability, any certainty
concerning the size of the intervals cannot be had from them. Therefore, I
believe that, as all the reasons that both parties can produce have not been
produced before the judge, the suit is pending.
I say well that if what
Salinas says 297 were true, the demonstration would be in vain and speculating
would be in vain, for in not using the demonstration, it is not necessary to
think of proportions and their nature. Yet, in the investigation of the proper
passions of the intervals, we have need of their forms, which are proportions,
by means of which many things are known and without which the musicians
would wander into darkness.
Luca I believe what you tell me; but I also believe that the practical mus1c1ans
think little about what Salinas says, because while they labor in putting
together solfeggios, of what use is the knowledge of speculating?
Vario The knowledge · of proportions 298 was useful to the first inventors, who
later left us such beautiful and easy rules that everyone who is not foolish
beyond measure enters into this school to be called a musician. It was useful
for the knowledge of how to know the nature, properties, and passion of the
intervals, and in what particular place they must be collocated and dispersed
so they make a better effect than they would otherwise make (as they are
now for the most part placed haphazardly in cantilenas by the practical
musicians--and it is enough for them to make noise according to their
wishes). The knowledge of proportions is useful for knowing how to account
for things that work, as every artisan is under obligation to account for the
things he does in his art.
But music has the imperfection that those who
know how to account for their operations (and the cantilenas made by them)
are rare--one could say that they are like white crows.

Luca You are concluding that if the practical musician will have knowledge of
speculations, they will know the nature of the things that concern the
operation and range of the cantilenas better than the simple practical
musician. 299
Vario Without any doubt; but I will also tell you that the pure theorist will be
in the same labyrinth, and both will fall into a thousand imperfections--one
will be more perfect by having knowledge of both. If I wondered which of
these two were better according to my taste, I would believe the pure

297 De

mus. 4.31 says that that numbers and proportions are not certain in
determining musical sounds (Artusi paraphrased this on f. 33r [pp. 251-53]);
De mus. 3.12 asserts that the human voice produces equal tones (Artusi paraphrased this on f. 32v [p. 251 ]).
298
299

That this is the subject of these sentences is given by the custos.

This same concern has been mentioned in music theory treatises since
Boethius commented on the distinction between the singer and musician--the
former is a mere technician while the latter is an informed scholar.
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puro pratico, bene instrutto nelle Regole del componere fosse meglio, I del
puro Theorico; perche la pratica serve piu all'universale, che non fa la I
Theorica. I
5

Luca Mi avedo benissimo che infinite sono le imperfettioni, che alla giorna-lta, al
puro pratico occorrono, nelle loro compositioni; delle quali un'altra I volta ne
ragionaremo; per hora ritorniamo al mio primo proposito, che a I me pare che
molto ci siamo allontanati. I
Vario Siamo discostati, ma questo discostamento non e stato senza vostro gulsto

e sodisfattione, e mio contento ancora. I
10 Luca E' cosi, ma ditemi, credete voi che nelli trasportatione delle Cantilene
Cromatiche, vi naschino di quelle imperfettioni, che nelle Diatoniche, mi
havete scoperto? I
Vario Quanto piu voi entrate in quelle cose, che seco portano delle dificolta,

15

tan to piu ci sara che pensare, e pensandovi ritrovarete delle imperfettioni
aslsai, ne possono essere per natura sua altrimenti, perche mentre che gl'intervallli si vanno dividendo in parti piu minute, tanto maggiori sono le imperf ettiolni, sono piu lontane dal suo principio et percio mancano dall'intelletto
intese, I e dal senso possedute; et pur sono imperfettioni degne di molta
consideratione. I

20 Luca In effetto bisogna che sia cosi; la dove li Tuoni sono ineguali e che li Selmituoni loro ancora si ritrovano ineguali, e necessario che vi naschino dellle
imperfettioni assai; & a vietarli sarebbe bene come molte volte have-lte detto
voi, a credere che la Syntona d'Aristosseno, fosse quella, che si Can-ltasse, e
Sonasse ne gl'lnstromenti; che all'hora si potrebbe trasportare ogni I Can25
tilena verso dove piu al Compositore fosse di comodo. I
Vario Ritornarebbe il tutto benissimo fatto; et all'hora potrebbe il buon praltico

30

ponere ovunque volesse e'l # diesis e'l b rotondo; perche essendo li Tuoni I
eguali, sarebbono da quesi accidenti egualmente divisi, in dui Semituoni; ma I
come altre volte ho detto, mentre che si andra dicendo, che la Constitutione
di Tollomeo sia quella, che noi adoperiamo, non e dubio, che sempre ci sara
che pensare II intorno a queste imperfettioni. I
34v
Luca Et per fuggire

35

tutte queste dificolta, bene sarebbe seguitare Aristosse-lno,
che mi pare che sia stato un'huomo molto segnalato, e molto accorto; I non si
lascio mai intendere di che proportione fossero gl'intervalli, conoscenldo molto
bene tante imperfettioni, che dallo assignar le forme loro nasce-lvano. I

Vario Necessariamente bisogna, che sia cosi; ma con tutto questo non ha poltuto
fuggire , di non esser tassato da molti valent'huomini, & di molte cose. I

Luca Dice il Proverbio, Chi non fa non falla: & se bene talhora non si fal-lla,
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practical mus1c1an, well instructed in the rules of composition to be better
than the pure theorist, because practice serves more universally than theory.
Luca I realize very well that the imperfections necessary nowadays in pure
practical musicians' compositions are infinite, which we shall discuss another
time. 30
For now, let us return to my first topic from which, it seems to
me, we have greatly distanced ourselves.

°

Vario We have strayed, but this straying has not been without your pleasure and
satisfaction, and my happiness as well.
Luca So it is.
But tell me, do you believe that the imperfections you have
shown me in diatonic cantilenas arise in the transpositions of chromatic ones?
Vario The more you enter into these things, which bring difficulties with them,

the more there will be to think about, and while thinking about them, you
will find many imperfections--nor could they be otherwise on account of their
nature, because since the intervals are divided into smaller parts, the greater
the imperfections; the intervals are farther from their beginning and therefore
lack the intended intellect and the sense once possessed.
Nevertheless, they
are imperfections worthy of much consideration.
Luca In effect, it is necessary for it to be so.

When the tones are unequal and
the semitones are also found to be unequal, it is necessary for many imperfections to arise.
To avoid them and to believe that the syn tonic of Aristoxenus301 was sung and played on instruments would be well, as you have
told me many times. For then, every cantilena could be transposed to where
it is most comfortable for the composer.

Vario All would end up very well done: then the good practical musician would
be able to place the # diesis and round b wherever he wanted, because with
the tones being equal, they would be equally divided by these accidentals into
two semitones. But as I have said other times, even though it will be said
that we adopt the constitution of Ptolemy, there is no doubt that we will
always need to think about these imperfections.
Luca In order to flee from all these difficulties, it would be well to follow Aris-

toxenus, who seems to me to have been a very remarkable and very wise man:
he never let himself look at what proportions the intervals had, knowing very
well the many imperfections that arose from assigning their forms.
Vario So must it necessarily be.

But with all this, he could not escape being
taxed by many worthy men and for many things.

Luca The proverb says: Who doesn't try, doesn't blunder; and even if sometimes

300This is taken up at the beginning of the second discussion.
301 See n. 41 supra.
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vogliono questi Galli d'Esopo, che la verita sia falsita; percio mi va-ldo
imaginando, che a questo valent'huomo sia intravenuto una cosi fatta I
disgratia. I
Vario Gli errori, se pur errori vogliamo nominarli, che da gli Antichi, & I da'
Moderni sono attribuiti ad Aristosseno sono molti; & per essere d'huo- lmini
segnalati, sono degni di matura consideratione; alcuni de' quali s'io I non
m' inganno, e stia la verita al suo luoco; nascono che gli oppositori non I gli
hanno bene intesi; & credo che in molte cose habbino preso una cosa per I
un'altra: & per incominciare dal primo errore dice Franchino nel Cap. I 16.
lO
del Secondo dell'Harmonia de gl'Instromenti; e quando divide ii Tuo-lno in due
parti eguali. I

5

Luca Et come

non ha veduto egli la demostratione, · che poco fa, m'havete I
dimostrata? non l'ha considerata? & non s'e acquetato? I

15

Vario Sta Franchino in questo supposito, ilquale e venss1mo; nissuna prolportione superparticolare, puo essere divisa con certi, & derterminati numelri rationali, in due parti eguali; & perche la proportione sesquiottava for - Ima
del Tuono e sotto a questo genere, dice pero che ha fatto errore; se bene I
Michel Stifelio Eccellente Mathematico, tenga che cio si possi fare con cerlti, & determinati numeri, & con lui corre la posta Nicolo Tartaglia, allon-

14 Errore primo attribuito ad Aristosseno. in marg . II
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one doesn't blunder, these Aesop's roosters want truth to be falsehood. 302
Therefore, I imagine that such a disgrace happened to this worthy man.
Vario The errors--if we even want to call them errors--that the ancients and

moderns have attributed to Aristoxenus are many, and since they
remarkable men, they are worthy of mature consideration.
Some
unless I am mistaken (and let truth be in its place), arise from his
not having understood him well; and I believe that in many things
taken one thing for another.

are from
of them,
opponents
they have

To begin with the first error, as Franchino says in chapter 16 of the
second book of Harmonia instrumentorum, it is when he divides the tone into
two equal parts.
Luca How could he not have seen the demonstration that you gave me a short

while ago? Did he not consider it? Was he not appeased by it?
Vario Franchino believes in this supposition, which is most true: no superpar-

ticular proportion can be divided into two equal parts by certain and determinate rational numbers.
Because the form of the tone in sesquioctaval
proportion is of this type, he therefore says that Aristoxenus made an error
(even though the excellent mathematician Michael Stifel303 holds that this
can be done with certain and determinate numbers, and with him must be
placed Nicolo Tartaglia304 --both of whom are distancing themselves from
302

Artusi must be referring to the story of the cock and the jewel: "One
bright day in the spring a cock was scratching up the straw that littered the
barnyard in search of food for his flock of hens. To his great surprise, his
industrious claws turned up a jewel that by some chance had been lost there.
Now, the cock was a sensible cock.
'Ho,' said he, as his bright eyes examined the jewel, 'I can see you are a very valuable thing, though how you
got here I have not the least idea. I can see, too, that there are those who
must prize you, but as for me, give me a kernel of corn rather than all the
bright jewels in the world'" (Aesop's Fables [(New York): Grosset and Dunlap,
1947], p. 73).
303

Stifel (ca. 1487-1567) was a German mathematician and theologian and
a friend of Martin Luther.
As a theologian, he delighted in numerical
prophecies; as a mathematician, he added much to numeric theory and was the
first to use the term "exponent."
His Welche Practick (1546) contains much
of his work with ratios and their calculations.
See Dictionary of Scientific
Biography. s.v. "Stifel, Michael," by Kurt Vogel.
304

Tartaglia (ca. 1499-1557; his surname is actually a nick-name that
refers to his stuttering) was born in Brescia and taught mathematics in
Venice.
In addition to his many achievements in solving mathematical
problems, Tartaglia translated Euclid's Elementa into ltalian--the first printed
translation of this work in any language (1543). See Dictionary of Scientific
Biography. s.v. "Tartaglia, Niccolo," by Arnaldo Masotti.
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ltanandosi l'uno & l'altro da Boetio, dal Stapulense, & da Euclide, & in I
somma dalla Schola de' buoni Mathematici. La seconda imputatione e quanldo
lo riprendono, che gl'intervalli che compongono la Diatessaron, sono da I lui
descritti con numeri semplici, & non con le proportioni, si come fatto halveano avanti di lui Ii Pitagorici: essendo, che le differenze delle cose sensibilli, non possono essere comprese accuratamente con tali numeri, ma si bene
con I lo assignamento delle proportioni, come Briennio nel Secondo della sua
Mujsica dice. Nel terzo luoco, dicono, che mentre che Aristosseno leva dalla
ra-lgione il iudicio della facolta Harmonica, e vuole che ii solo senso dell'udito II sia ii iudice; erra gravemente, perche e manifesto ad ogni Filosofo, che 35r
ii I senso dell'udito e fallace, & ingannevole. Nel quarto luoco dice Tolomeo,
che I mentre che egli constituisce due spetie del Cromatico, ii Molle, e lo
sesquial-ltero; & che al Cromatico molle assegna intervalli di otto unita; & al
ses-lquialtero, intervalli di nove unita, nella parte piu grave d'ogni Tetracor!do, che questo e grave errore, essendo che fra di loro non sono differenti,
per I altro che per la sola unita, che viene ad essere la vigesimaquarta parte
I del Tuono, & e parte insensibile; & pur queste spetie debbono essere constituite d'intervalli tali, che conoscer si possi la differenza loro; & che il senso
I molto bene Ii discerna. Seguita Tolomeo, e lo fa colpevole di errore notabiIle, quando nella Constitutione del Cromatico, ordina nella parte grave del I

2 Errore secondo. in marg. II 8 Errore terzo. in marg. II 11 dice E di A I
Errore quarto. in marg. II 19 Errore quinto. in marg. II
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Boethius, 306 Stapulensis, 306
mathematicians).

Euclid, 307

and,

in

sum,

the

school

of

good

The second accusation is when they reprimand him for describing the
intervals that compose the diatessaron with simple numbers and not with
proportions, 308 as the Pythagoreans did before him, for the difference
between sensible things cannot be accurately understood with such numbers
but rather with the assignment of proportions, as Bryennius says in the
second book of his Musica. 309
In the third place, they say that since Aristoxenus takes the judgment of
the harmonic faculties from reason and wants the sense of hearing alone to
be the judge, he gravely errs because it is manifest to every philosopher that
the sense of hearing is fallible and deceivable. 310
In the fourth place, Ptolemy311 says that since Aristoxenus constitutes
two species of the chromatic (the soft and the sesquialteran) and assigns
intervals of eight units to the soft chromatic and intervals of nine units to
the sesquialteran in the lowest part of every tetrachord, this is a grave error,
for they differ from each other by nothing other than a single unit, which
amounts to the twenty-fourth part of a tone and is unintelligible to the
senses. 312
Yet these species must be constituted of such intervals that their
difference can be recognized and the senses can discern them very well.
Ptolemy313 proceeds and makes Aristoxenus guilty of a notable error
when, in the constitution of the chromatic genus, he orders each of the first
306 De inst. mus. 3.1.
306Mus. 1.5.
307Sectio canonis 3.
308Cf. Gaffurio De har, mus, instr. 2.16 (Miller trans., p. 101).
309Bryennius Mus. 2.2.
310This is, of course, the traditional view of Aristoxenus's theories.
Boethius, for one, says that "Aristoxenus, to the contrary, said that the
reason is merely an attendant and secondary element, and that all things are
circumscribed by sensual judgment; and the movement of melody should be
harmonized and organized by the senses" (De inst. mus. 5.3 [Bower trans., p.
300]).
Boethius proceeds in this section to say how reason and senses must
unite to form true conclusions about musical matters.
Therefore, both
Aristoxenus and the Pythagoreans err in not using both faculties.
311 Harm. 1.14.
312 Cf. Gaffurio De har. mus. instr. 2.14 (Miller trans., pp. 101-2).
313 Harm. 1.14.
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Tetracordo ciascuno de' primi intervalli f ra di loro eguali, che la natura I del
mezano intervallo del Cromatico, e lo essere maggiore piu del grave, & I non
suo eguale.
Ha mancato, dice Franchino, nella Constitutione delle spe-ltie
Diatoniche, potendone constituire assai piu, che si ritrovano atte alle buolne
Harmonie.
Ultimamente dice il Salines, che, perche nel Constituire que-lste
spetie egli s'e attenuto a quello, che gl'Instromenti Artificiali gli hanno I
dimostrato, ne' quali le Consonanze sono dall'ottava in fuori , imperfette, I &
li Tuoni sono per la imperfettione loro eguali.
Lo riprendono poi tutti I
insieme, che nel Constituire la prima Consonanza, Regina e Madre, da cui I
dipendono tutte l'altre Consonanze, egli l'habbi constituita di sei Tuoni, & I
dodici Semituoni eguali; ilche parve, che confirmasse l'Abbate Odo nel
prinlcipio della Seconda Parte del suo Enchiridion; quando vuol dire quello, I
che sia l'Ottava; dice che e quella la quale per dir le sue parole; Sex Sonis I
interpositis per octava loca canitur: la qual cosa ha spinto buona parte de' I
Theorici a dimostrare, che i sei Tuoni sesquiottavi, superano lo intervallo I
della Diapason; il che ha dimostrato Boetio, il Stapulense, il Zarlino, & quasi
tutti gli altri Theorici. I
Luca Si potrebbe anco dimostrare, che sei Tuoni sesquinoni, fossero meno dellla
Dupla forma della Diapason. I

4 Errore sesto. in marg. II 7 Errore settimo. in marg. II
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intervals in the lower part of the tetrachord equal among themselves: 314 for
the nature of the middle interval in the chromatic genus is to be greater
than the lower interval and not equal.
He is lacking, Franchino says, in the constitution of the diatonic species,
inasmuch as he was able to constitute many more that are found suited to
good harmonies. 315
Lastly, Salinas says that Aristoxenus erred because, in the constitution of
these species, he followed what artificial instruments demonstrated to him, on
which the consonances--from the octave on--are imperfect and the tones are
equal on account of their imperfection. 316
Then they all reprimand him together, that in constituting the first
consonance--queen and mother, on which all the other consonances depend-he constituted it with six equal tones and twelve equal semitones.
This it
seems the abbot Odo 317 confirmed at the beginning of the second part of his
Enchiridion when, wanting to say what the octave is, he says it is, in his
own words, "Sex sonis interpositis per octava loca canitur." 318
This has
prompted the better part of theorists to demonstrate that six sesquioctaval
tones surpass the diapason interval, as Boethius, 319 Stapulensis, 320 Zar lino, 321
and almost all the other theorists have demonstrated.
Luca One could also demonstrate that six sesquinonal tones are less than the
duple form of the diapason.
314 Cf.

Gaffurio De har. mus. instr. 2.14 (Miller trans., p. 102).

315 De

har. mus. instr. 2.14: "Again, Aristoxenus has used only two
diatonic genera, the enlarged diatonic and the soft diatonic, although according to Ptolemy many more are found that are appropriate to melody" (Miller
trans., p. 102).
316 Mus.

4.22-24.

317Odo

is a problematic theorist of the middle ages: we do not know who
this author is. Artusi, however, considers him to be the author of the Musica
enchiriadis and Scolica enchiriadis.
For more information, see chapter 3,
"Introduction to the Treatise," p. 57.
318This is actually from the Scolica enchiriadis: "That which is sung at
the octave, six pitches intervening" (Strunk trans., p. 127). In the Scolica,
this is the answer to the question "Which is the symphony (consonance) of
the diapason?" (Strunk trans., p. 126).
319 De

inst. mus. 3.4.

320 Mus.

3.19.

321 Dimostrationi

harmoniche, rag. 2, prop. 38 (p. 140).
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Vario Sono minori di una proportione contenuta fra questi termini, I 500000. a
531441.

I

Luca Adunque sara vero, che a voler fare una ordinatione, che habbi Ii I Tuoni
eguali, bisognera, come gia havete detto, cercare proportioni che sia-lno fra
5
la sesquiottava, & la sesquinona; ma questi riprensori hanno det-lto il vero, o
pur si sono appigliati al falso? credo, che dificilmente lo difen-lderete da
queste calumnie, & in particolare quest'ultima, che versa intor- II no al primo 35v
principio; mi pare che porti seco molta dificolta. I
pero arditamente difendere; ne I
sono cosi ruvide come paiono: Ascoltate la difesa della prima. Non ha mai I
detto Aristosseno di voler dividere il Tuono sesquiottavo, in due parti egualli,
con certi & determinati numeri rationali, come dicono li suoi avversa-lrij; ma
ha preso il Tuono per quella diferenza, che si ritrova, fra le prime I Consonanze, in quanto alla magnitudine, non havendo lui mai assignato, prolportione di sorte alcuna, ad alcuno intervallo; Ma dopo forsi lo haver sen-ltito
l'uno e l'altro de' maggiori intervalli, render piu grato suono irratio- lnali
considerati nella magnitudine; che rationali considerati nella moltitu- ldine: di
qui e, che volendo lui nominare il Tuono, non disse quello che e di I proportione sesquiottava; ma quella diferenza, che e fra le due maggiori I Consonanze, nella magnitudine considerate: perche se queste sono irrationa-lli, irrationale e ancora la lor diferenza: la onde hanno creduto gli avver-lsarij, che
essendo le maggiori Consonanze, la Diapente, & la Diatessaron; I l'una dalla
proportione sesquialtera contenuta, e l'altra dalla sesquiterza, I la diferenza di
cui e la sesquiottava, hanno preso e considerato la grandez-lza di questa
diferenza al modo loro; non secondo la mente, & volonta di I Aristosseno. E
lui ancora come buon Mathematico versato intorno a que-lsti studij, sapeva
benissimo, che non si poteva dividere la proportione sesquijottava in due parti
eguali, con certi & determinati numeri rationali: si co-jme non intese mai, che
la Diapason fosse ne' suoi estremi contenuta da sei I Tuoni sesquiottavi; ma
dividea lo eccesso della Diapason in dodeci parti e-lguali, quanto al Suono
nella magnitudine, & ciascuna di quelle parti chia-lmava Semituono, volendo
che due di quelle parti fosse detto Tuono, & era- lno irrationali, ne potevano
quelle parti essere descritte, con certi & deter-lminati numeri rationali.

Vario Se bene sono d'importanza, si possono
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Vario They are
531,441. 322

less

by

the

proportion

contained

in

the

terms

500,000

to

Luca Therefore it will be true that, in wanting to make an order that has equal
tones, it will be necessary--as you have already said--to seek proportions
between the sesquioctaval and sesquinonal; but have these reproachers spoken
the truth or clung to falsehood?
I believe that you will defend him from
these calumnies with difficulty--in particular this last one, which turns
toward the first principle. To me, it seems to bring many difficulties with it.
Vario Even if they are important, they can nevertheless be ardently defended,
nor are they as ruinous as they appear.
Listen to the defense of the first
accusation. Aristoxenus never said that he wanted to divide the sesquioctaval
tone into two equal parts with certain and determinate rational numbers, 323
as his adversaries say.
Rather, he took the tone as the difference found
between the first consonances (in respect to magnitude), inasmuch as he
never assigned any proportion at all to any interval.
But perhaps after
having heard the two largest intervals render a more pleasing sound when
considered irrational in magnitude rather than rational in multitude, therefore,
when he wanted to name the tone, he did not say it is of the sesquioctaval
proportion but rather the difference between the two largest consonances
(considered in magnitude), because if these are irrational, their difference is
also irrational.
Whereas his adversaries--believing that as the major consonances are the diapente and diatessaron (the former contained in sesquialteran proportion, the latter in sesquitertial), the difference between them is
the sesquioctaval proportion--took and considered the size of this difference
in their own manner and not according to the view and will of Aristoxenus.

He also knew very well, as a good mathematician versed in these studies,
that the sesquioctaval proportion could not be divided into two equal parts
with certain and determinate rational numbers, just as he never intended the
diapason to have six sesquioctaval tones contained in its extremes.
Rather,
he divided the excess of the diapason into twelve equal parts (in respect to
the magnitude of the sound) and called each of these parts a semitone,
intending that two of these parts be called a tone.
These parts were
irrational and could not be described with certain and determinate rational
numbers.
322 The

difference of six sesquinonal intervals and one octave is calculated by multiplying 2 and (9/10)6 • The result is 1062882:1000000 or, reduced
to root terms, 531441:500000. See The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, s.v.
"Interval, III" for a useful summary of how to calculate with ratios.
323 Artus i's

qualifiers are very important in his defense.
He has already
noted that two mathematicians have succeeded in dividing a superparticular
ration into two equal halves (cf. f. 34v (p. 259]), although they must use
irrational numbers.
However, the major point of Artusi's defense is that
Aristoxenus considered musical intervals geometrically--not with ratios.
It
has been recognized that while it is impossible to accomplish this division
with rational numbers, it is quite possible to show it geometrically (see
Stapulensis Mus. 3.35, for example).
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Aristide f ra Greci Auttore non ignobile, nel Terjzo della sua Musica dice, che
Aristosseno divise la Diapason in sei Tuoni, aljla similitudine del verso
essametro, che consta di sei piedi spondei; & si co-jme questo verso si divide
in due parti ineguali, una delle quali e divisa in I dui piedi e mezo, & l'altra
in tre e mezo; come nel verso I
Arma virumq; cano: troieq; primus ab oris. I

lO

15

Cosi la Diapason si divide in due parti ineguali, in una Diapente, & una I
Diatessaron; che l'una consta di dui Tuoni e mezo, e l'altra di tre e mezo: I &
si come il spondeo si divide in due sillabe lunghe, cioe in dui mezi egua-lli, &
in quattro sillabe brevi, ciascuna delle quali e la quarta parte del I spondeo;
cosi il Tuono si divide in due parti dette Semituoni, & in quat- II tro diesis
enarmonij detti da lui Tetartemoria, che vuol dire quarta par-lte: Talche a me
pare, che intorno a queste due oppositioni habbino grande-lmente torto gli
oppositori, & credo che queste oppositioni, piu tosto le aplportino gloria, che
vergogna. I
Luca Se Aristosseno non dice di voler dividere i1 Tuono sesquiottavo; ne I meno

20

che l'ottava, sia ripiena di sei Tuoni sesquiottavi; che proposito e quelsto,
attribuire quello che lui non ha mai detto, ne forsi pensato di dire? si so-lno
mossi a torto contra di lui; ma se sara stata invidia al restante ce ne aclcorgeremo. I
Vario Si lamentano, che li numeri applicati a gl'intervalli della Diatessa-jron, per

25

riempirla, non siano proportioni; ma numeri semplici, che non han-lno relatione, l'uno all'altro: a cui si risponde, che cio ha fatto per dare ad inltendere, che vuole, che quelli intervalli siano eguali fra di loro quanto al I
Suono, & non quanto alla magnitudine; perche se bene si divide in due par-lti
eguali; ilche non potea dimostrare Aristosseno con le proportioni, che l'u-lna
e sempre dell'altra maggiore; ne erano bastanti a concludere nella ma-lgnitudine i1 suo pensiero: & credo che quei numeri siano piu tosto per di-lmostrare
la egualita nel Suono, che perche sia altrimenti. Quanto a quel-llo che dicono

21 Difesa di Aristosseno. in marg. II 23 ad in-ltendere ego adin-ltendere A II
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Aristides, not ignoble among the Greek authors, says in the third book of
his [Del musica that Aristoxenus divided the diapason into six tones in
similitude to hexameter verse, which consists of six spondee feet. 324 Just as
this verse is divided into two unequal parts (one of which is divided into
two-and-a-half feet and the other into three-and-a-half, as in the verse:
"Arma virumque cano: troieque primus ab oris" 325 ), so the diapason is divided
into two unequal parts: a diapente and diatessaron (one of which consists of
two-and-a-half tones and the other three-and-a-half). Just as the spondee is
divided into two long syllables326 (that is, into two equal halves and four
short syllables, each of which is the fourth part of the spondee), so the tone
is divided into two parts called semitones and four enharmonic dieses called
by him tetartemoria, which means a fourth part. So, it seems to me that the
opponents were greatly in error concerning these two objections, and I
believe that these objections bring glory rather than shame to Aristoxenus.
Luca If Aristoxenus does not say that he wants to divide the sesquioctaval tone,

or even that the octave is filled with six sesquioctaval tones, what kind of
topic is this to attribute to him what he never said or perhaps thought of
saying? They are moved wrongly against him; but if it will have been the
envy of the others, we will be made aware of it.
Vario They lament that the numbers applied in filling up the intervals of the

diatessaron are not proportions but rather simple numbers that do not have a
relationship one to another. One responds that he did this to make it understood that he wants these intervals to be equal among themselves in respect
to the sound and not in respect to the size; for even though the interval is
divided into two equal parts (which Aristoxenus could not demonstrate with
proportions, for one is always greater than the other), they were not
sufficient to conclude his thought on the magnitude.
I believe that those
numbers are more for demonstrating the equality of the sound than for any
other reason.
324

This analogy is not actually made by Aristides. However, in De mus.
1.23, he says: "Of these, all are properly augmented as far as four feet, ,
except for the dactylic--when it is catalectic, which is augmented as far as
six feet. The latter is scanned by single feet and advances to nearly twentyfour chronoi, equal in number to the dieses in the octave; . . ." (Mathiesen
trans., p. 108).
Artusi may have reduced the twenty-four dieses to its
equivalent of six tones.
His reference to Aristides's third book may have
been a memory slip: in book three, full of such analogies based on number,
six is called the perfect number because it is the first to be completed from
its parts (De mus. 3.12 [Mathiesen trans., pp. 179-80; see especially p. 179, n.
211 ]).
325 Virgil

Aeneid 1. 1 (" Arms I sing and the man who first from the coasts
of Troy, . . . [Virgil, 2 vols., trans. H. Rushton Fairclough, Loeb Classical
Library, 149-50 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934-35), 1:241]). Each
clause of this line ends with a caesura typical of the hexameter verse.
Compare Aristides Quintilianus De mus. 1.24 (Mathiesen trans., p. 109).
326

Aristides Quintilian us De mus. 1.22 (Mathiesen trans., p. l 06).
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di mente di Aristosseno, che ii senso dell'udito sia ii iudice deljla facolta
Harmonica, & non la ragione; hanno ii torto: perche lui istesso I dice nel
Secondo de gli Elementi Harmonici, dopo ii principio, che tutto ii I negotio
della contemplatione, delle cose appartinenti all'Harmonia, tanto I della voce,
quanto de gl'Instromenti, si riduce a due cose, al senso dell'udito; I & alla
intelligentia: conoscendo lui benissimo, che ii solo senso dell'udito, non I e
bastante a conoscere, e iudicare le cose appartinenti alla Harmonia: & se
bene dava maggior credenza al senso, che alla ragione; cio faceva, perche Ii
Suoni, sono il proprio obietto dell'udito; & come a quello, che essendo ii I
loro proprio senso, non si puo cosi facilmente ingannare, concorrendovi quellle
conditioni, che si ricercando; che alla ragione posta nello intelletto, sapendo I
benissimo lui, che non vi e cosa alcuna nello intelletto, che prima non sia I
stata dal senso compresa. Et se bene non usava apertamente la ragione I de'
numeri, non lasciava pero da parte la ragione; ii che si scuopre nella I
divisione che fa del Tuono, in due, tre, & quattro parti; le quali divisioni I
non puo fare ii senso da se solo, senza la ragione, che iudica, se e ben fatto
si, I o no: Hanno adunque ii torto coloro, che si lamentano di questo.
Che
im-lporta poi a Tolomeo, o ad altri, se Aristosseno constituisce alcuni intervallli ad una spetie, che siano poco differenti da un'altra, se bene sono quasi
in- II sensibili, ogni volta, che vi sia differentia fra di loro; sia poca o assai, 36v
quelsta basta alla intentione dell' Autore: Alla imputatione de gl'intervalli aplplicati al Cromatico, che sono eguali: Qual legge vuole, che sia di necessiltade fare il contrario? altretanto si potrebbe dire del Diatonico; & pur lo I
tassano della egualita de gl'intervalli posti nel Cromatico, & non in quelli I
del Diatonico; & se lui ha cosi ordinato nel Diatonico, l'ha fatto ancora nel I
Cromatico, accio vadino del pari, parendole di ritrovare, gran conformita I
nella egualita con la natura; & se havesse fatto altrimenti, sarebbe stato dejgno di riprensione; perche, se nel Diatonico vuole, che Ii Semituoni siano I
eguali; vuole ancora, che gl'istessi Semituoni eguali servano al Cromatico. I
Ma per rispondere a Franchino, che dice, che molte spetie si ritrovano atte I
alle buone Harmonie, di cui Aristosseno, non ne ha fatto alcuna mentione: I
che importa questo ad Aristosseno, e forsi in obligo di fare una Raccolta di I
tutte le cose? descrive quelle che al suo proposito sono necessarie, & quelle
di I cui egli n'e stato lo inventore, & questo le basta: & forsi che questo
ancora I l'ha fatto; ma se per la malignita de' tempi, le Opere sue non si
ritrovano, I & se si ritrovano sono tenute sepolte, che colpa e la sua?
Che

9 proprio E proposito A II
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Concerning what they say about the view of Aristoxenus that the sense
of hearing and not reason is the judge of the harmonic faculty, they are
wrong, because after the beginning of the second book of the Elementa
harmonica, he himself says that the whole business of the contemplation of
things belonging to harmonics, as much for the voice as for instruments, is
reduced to two things: the sense of hearing and the intellect.327
He knew
very well that the sense of hearing alone is not enough to know and judge
things belonging to harmonics. Even though he gave greater credence to the
sense than to reason, he did this because the sounds are the proper object of
the hearing, and therefore, as it is the sounds' proper sense, it cannot be
easily deceived in concurring which conditions are sought there.
He knew
very well that there is nothing placed to reason in the intellect that was not
first comprehended by the sense.
Even though he did not openly use the
reason of numbers, nevertheless he did not leave reason aside.
It is discovered in the division he makes of the tone into two, three, and four parts;
this cannot be made by the sense alone without reason, which judges if it is
well done or not. Therefore, those who lament over this are wrong.
What does it matter, then, to Ptolemy or others if Aristoxenus constitutes
some intervals in one species that differ little from another, even if they are
almost imperceptible?
Every time there is a difference between them--little
or large--this suffices for the intention of the author. As for the accusation
that the intervals applied to the chromatic are equal, what law requires it
necessarily to be the contrary?
The same could likewise be said of the
diatonic, and yet they reproach him for the equality of intervals placed in the
chromatic and not those of the diatonic. If he ordered the diatonic thus, he
did so also in the chromatic so they go together, seeming to find in their
equality great conformity with nature. Had he done otherwise, he would have
been worthy of reproach, because if he wants the semitones to be equal in
the diatonic, he also wants the same equal semitones to serve the chromatic.
To respond to Franchino, who says that many species are found suitable
to good harmonies of which Aristoxenus made no mention, what does this
matter to Aristoxenus? Is he perhaps obliged to make a collection all things?
He describes what is necessary for his topic and the things he invented, and
this suffices.
Perhaps he also did do this, 328 but if due to the malice of
time, his works are not found or found buried, what fault is it of his? 329
327"Our

subject-matter then being all melody, whether vocal or instrumental, our method rests in the last resort on an appeal to the two
faculties of hearing and intellect. By the former we judge the magnitudes of
the intervals, by the latter we contemplate the functions of the notes.
We
must therefore accustom ourselves to an accurate discrimination of particulars" (Aristoxenus Harm. 2.33 [Macran trans., p. 189]).
328

That is, describe all the other species found to be a part of good
harmony, as Franchino wishes.
329

Artusi is referring to the
survived only in a fragmentary form.

fact
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poi come dice il I Salines nel Quarto Libro Cap. 23. Aristosseno da gl'lnstromenti, ne' quali I non si ritrova intervallo alcuno, dalla Diapason in fuori, che
sia nella sua I perfettione, & proportione; ma i Tuoni sono eguali, imperfetti,
& lontani I da quello che la ragione ricerca: Habbi cercato, e cavato la
ragione della colsa Harmonica.
Non deve esser ripreso, perche egli non ha
investigato la na-ltura della facolta Harmonica, da gl'lnstromenti; anzi che lui
biasima quellli, che ne gl'lnstromenti vanno cercando la verita delle cose,
essendo a lui I manifesto la instabilita loro; pero nel Secondo de' suoi
Fragmenti disse. I Maximum ergo, & in summa Flagitiosum est peccatum,
referre ad Instru-lmentum rei Harmonice naturam. I
Luca Di maniera che in vece · di render gratie ad Aristosseno, che ha dato I lume
di molte cose appartinenti alla facolta Harmonica; lo biasimano, e lo I
riprendono: mi vado persuadendo, che siano invidie. I

15

Vario Cosi credo, e stiano loro nella propria opinione, che quel che ve ne ho I
ragionato, tanto credo, & non altro. I

Luca Resto sodisfatto di questo discorso; ma al proposito nostro; Mentre che I io
vado considerando al Duo di M. Adriano gia dimostratomi; & a gli I accidenti
di b rotondo, che sparsamente in diverse Cantilene sono posti, nel-lle corde
che sono particolari di alcun genere; & che nella Musica, che di-lcono Finta,
20
vi cadono tante e tante dificolta; con tanti # diesis hora in una II corda, hora
in un'altra; & che ogni Tuono indiferentemente, dalli pratici I viene diviso in
dui Semituoni.
Vado iudicando, & affirmativamente af-lfirmando, che la
opinione di Aristosseno sia sicuramente seguita, & piu che I mai nella mente
de' pratici stabilita; se bene essi non la conoscono, ne sanno I esplicarla.
25
Oltra di questo bisogna credere ancora, che le Cantilene che hog-lgidi si
Cantano, e suonano, non siano ne Diatoniche semplici, ne Cromatiche, I ne
Enarmoniche; ma una terza cosa mescolata, e fatta di diverse cose parlticolari, come poco fa pur anco me ne havete detto. I
Vario Intorno a questo particolare voglio dirvi cio che Euclide acutissimo I
30
Mathematico, & Musico Eccellentissimo che fu 420. anni avanti l' A ve-lnimento
di N. S. secondo le Historie; nella sua Musica, doppo lo havere da-lto notitia
delli tre Generi d'Harmonia; dice che pur v'e un'altro genere detlto da lui
misto; et quando viene alla difinitione di questo dice, ch'egli e quello I nel
quale appaiono le vestigia di due, o tre de' predetti generi insieme; di
35
malniera che voglio andar credendo, che sino a quei tempi, se bene Can-

29 Euclide dice del genere Misto. in marg. II

37r
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As Salinas says in the fourth book, chapter 23, Aristoxenus had searched
and found the reason of harmonics through instruments in which no interval
at all is found--from the diapason on--that is in perfection and proportion,
but rather in which the tones are equal, imperfect, and far from what reason
seeks. He need not be reprimanded because he did not investigate the . nature
of the harmonic faculty through instruments; instead, he blasts those who go
searching for the truth of things through instruments, for their instability is
manifest to him.
Therefore, he said in the second book of his fragments:
"maximum ergo, et in summa flagitiosum est peccatum, referre ad instrumentum rei Harmonice naturam. 11330
Luca Therefore, instead of thanking Aristoxenus, who gavJ light to many things
belonging to the harmonic faculty, they blast and reprimand him: I am
persuaded that they are envious.
Vario So I believe; let these stay in their own opinion, for I strongly believe in
what we have discussed, and no other.
Luca I am satisfied by this discussion. But concerning our topic: In considering
the duo of Adriano that you have already demonstrated to me and the round
b accidentals sparsely placed on the particular strings of some genera in
diverse cantilenas, and in considering that many, many difficulties occur in
music called finta--with many # dieses now on one string and now on
another--and that each tone is divided indifferently by the practical musicians
into two semitones, I judge and affirm positively that the opinion of Aristoxenus is surely followed and more than ever established in the minds of the
practical musicians--even though they do not recognize it or know how to
explain it. Moreover, it is also necessary to believe that the cantilenas sung
and played today are not simple diatonic, chromatic, or enharmonic, but
rather a third, blended thing, made of diverse particular things, as you also
said a short while ago.
Vario I want to tell you what Euclid--a most acute mathematician and most
excellent musician who lived 420 years before the coming of our Lord
according to the histories--says on this particular in his Musica: after having
given notice of the three genera of harmonia, he says there is yet another
genus that he calls mixed, and when he comes to the definition of this, he
says it is the genus in which the vestiges of two or three of the aforesaid
genera appear together. 331
Therefore, I want to believe that even in those
330 Aristoxenus

Harm. 2.41. "Nay, rather there is no error so fatal and so
preposterous as to base the natural laws of harmony on any instrument"
(Macran trans., p. 196).
331 Cleonides

Intro. 6: "For every melody will be either diatonic or
chromatic or enharmonic or common or a mixture of these. . . . The mixed
genus is the one in which two or three generic characteristics reveal
themselves, such as diatonic and chromatic, or diatonic and enharmonic, or
chromatic and enharmonic, or diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic" (Strunk,
pp. 38-39).
See n. 128 supra concerning the identity of the author of this
treatise.
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tavano, o I Sonavano una sol Aria, che toccassero, diro cosi, una due, tre, e
quattro corde I Diatoniche; & doppo queste tal'hora una Cromatica, & quando
una Enarlmonica; et cosi facessero una mescolanza di diversi generi insieme;
la qual co-Isa, me lo da a credere, lo istesso Euclide poco doppo ii principio
della sua bre-lve Institutione Harmonica; quando dopo lo havere dimostrato le
corde di I ciascuno delli tre generi, dimostra poi le corde, o vogliamo dire ii
Sistema maslsimo di questa mescolanza.
Et Aristosseno nel secondo de suoi
Elementi, nel I mezo in circa, doppo lo haver detto, che Ii generi delle
Harmonie sono tre; I v'aggiunge la quarta che si fa di queste insieme poste,
da noi detto Mescolanlza; o Mista.
Et Tolomeo nel 2. lib. cap. 15. insegna
come far si debba questa I Mistura; argomento certissimo, che non si canta,
ne suona il Diatonico puro, I & semplice.
Ne quivi giova l'argomento di
coloro, che dicono; Quelle corde I Cromatiche, che nel genere Diatonico sono
usate, o per meglio dire, quelli # I diesis, & quei b rotondi, che posti sono
per mezo le Cantilene, sono acciden-ltalmente adoprati; & non come proprij
d'altro genere, & pero sono pure I Diatoniche; perche pure & semplici sono
quelle cose, che da altre cose, non I sono accompagnate, e miste; ne mai si
potra dire che siano, semplici mentre I che in sua compagnia vi saranno
dell'altre cose di natura . diversa, che facci-lno effetto di verso, saranno
adunque miste, & non pure. I

Luca Cosi tengo io ancora; nondimeno mi viene nella mente un dubio; et e che se
ii I Genere Diatonico, e Genere che ha del virile, et in se include tutti gli
altri Gelneri; perche le corde de gl'altri generi altro non sono che l'inspessamento delle corlde Diatoniche secondo che m'havete dimostrato, come
25
generante adunque e piu II nobile del generato; & se la denominatione debbe 37v
essere fatta dalla cosa piu I nobile, sara vero ancora, che bisognera che sia
Diatonica, & non una melscolanza, di diverse cose poste insieme: oltra di
questo se fra le corde Diato-lniche, ve ne sono interposte alcune Cromatiche,
vi sono interposte per indollcirlo, essendo egli troppo virile, et per se stesso
30
piu tosto crudo che delicato; la I onde talhora con l'aggiuntione di qualche
corda Cromatica, cosi interpostavi, I viene mollificato, & indolcito; ma non per
questo mi pare, che si debba addi-lmandare, ne Cromatic ne Mista; Ma Diatonica, si come se ad una quantita I d'oro fino, vi sara mescolato qualche altro
metallo; di modo che non perda la I sua essenza, si addimandara oro; sara
35
tenuto per oro; & adoprato per oro. I

9 II componere d'hoggi e una Mescolanza. in marg. II
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times if they played or sang one single line that touched (so I shall say) one,
two, three, or four diatonic strings, afterwards a chromatic string, and then
an enharmonic string, they thereby made a blend of diverse genera together-as Euclid himself gives me to believe shortly after the beginning of his brief
Institutione harmonica. when, after having demonstrated the strings of each
of the three genera, he demonstrates the strings of this blend, or let us say,
the Greater Perfect System. 332
Aristoxenus, approximately in the middle of
the second book of his Elementa, 333 after having said that the genera of
harmony are three, adds a fourth made up of these placed together, called
blended or mixed by us.
Ptolemy, in the second book, chapter 15, teaches
how this mixture must be made 334 --a most certain argument that the pure,
simple diatonic is not sung or played.
Nor is there benefit here in the argument of those who say the chromatic
strings are used in the diatonic genus, or to say it better, that the # dieses
and round b's placed in the middle of cantilenas are accidentally adopted and
not as proper to another genus, and they are therefore purely diatonic
because pure and simple are the things that are not accompanied or mixed
with other things.
Neither will one be able to say they are simple, since
there will be other things of a diverse nature in its company that make a
diverse effect: they will therefore be mixed and not pure.
Luca So I also hold. Nevertheless, one doubt does come to mind, and it is: If
the diatonic genus is virile and includes in itself all the other genera
(because the strings of the other genera are only the filling-out of the
diatonic strings, according to what you have demonstrated for me), and as
generating is therefore more noble than what is generated, and if the most
noble thing must be denominated, it will also be true that it will be necessary
for it to be the diatonic and not a blend of diverse things placed together.
Moreover, if some chromatic strings are interspersed between the diatonic
strings, they are interspersed there to sweeten it, as it is too virile and more
crude than delicate in itself; therefore, sometimes with the addition of a few
chromatic strings thus interspersed, it becomes softened and sweetened.
But
because of all this, it seems to me that one must call it neither chromatic
nor mixed, but rather diatonic--just as if some other metal will be blended to
a quantity of fine gold in such a way that the gold does not lose its essence,
it will be called gold, held · to be gold, and adopted as gold.
332 Cleonides

Intro. 4.

333

Aristoxenus, Harm., 2.44: "There are three genera of melodies; Diatonic, Chromatic, and Enharmonic.
The differences between them will be
stated hereafter; this we may lay down, that every melody must be Diatonic,
or Chromatic, or Enharmonic, or blended of these kinds, or composed of what
they have in common" (Macran trans., p. 198).
334

1n Ptolemy Harm. 2.15, Ptolemy presents tables of the tonoi with
tunings derived from mixing the various genera. Most of the mixtures involve
various diatonic tunings; only one--the mixture of the syntonic chromatic and
the whole-tone diatonic--mixes two genera.
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Vario Mi piace di sentire, che siate risentito; Ma per rispondervi alla prima I
vostra dubitatione; dico che la spetie si conosce per ii proprio; ii proprio del
I Genere Diatonico e di modulare per Tuoni; quello del Cromatico, per
Semiltuoni, & quello dello Enarmonico per diesis; mentre che noi usiamo quelli
5
I intervalli, & quel modulare che e proprio di un genere, insieme col modulalre di un'altro genere, bisogna per forza dire, che sia una Mescolanza, et non
I che sia per un'accidente; & maggiormente quando si fanno delle impertilnentie come hoggidi molto si costuma di fare. Quanto alla seconda, voi dite
I in mio favore, perche se bene si fa questa mescolanza per indolcire, con le
l0
I corde Cromatiche ii Diatonico; et per havere in alcuni luochi talhora
quallche consonanza, che non si havrebbe, non lo nego; ma dico bene che
questo e I un viluppo di molte cose; ne credo che fin'hora vi sia stato, che
intieramen-lte habbi potuto dire che sia piu questa che quell'altra spetie che
vero sia, non I havendo certezza maggiore, & che s'avicini piu al vero di
15
quella di Aristoslseno pura Diatonica, ne una ne l'altra sara mai. I
Luca Questa mi pare quella bella disputa, che gia f ece D. Nicola Vicentino, I &
D. Vincenzo Lusitano l'anno 1551 . nella Nobilissima Citta di Roma, I che l'uno
si presumeva che le Cantilene Moderne, fossero Diatoniche, pure, et I
semplici, et fu ii Lusitano; l'altro che fu D. Nicola disse che quest' era una
20
mescolanza, delle parti piu longhe del Genere Cromatico et Enarmonico, et I
delle spetie del Genere Diatonico; di modo che tutta questa Questione, o per I
dir meglio la ragione di D. Nicola era che Cantando, la terza minore incomlposta, ella fosse intervallo particolare del genere Cromatico, come afferma
I tutta la Scola de gl' Antichi, et la terza maggiore dello Enarmonico; che
25
quelste sono le parti piu longhe de' detti generi, & per questo diceva D.
Nicola, I mentre che nel Diatonico, si canta l'uno, e l'altro di questi dui
intervalli; si I Canta una Mescolanza, di questi generi insieme fatta.
Dall'altra parte, II ii Lusitano diceva, che questi intervalli, sono prima nel Diatoni- 38r
co, che in I qualunque altro genere, ne il Cantare lo Ditono, o lo semiditono,
30
fa varitio-lne alcuna di genere, siano tramezate o non, da altri suoni. I
Vario In questa parte io tengo col Lusitano, perche nel Diatonico si ritrova I
naturalmente ii semiditono, fra la terza & prima corda del Tetracordo; I & nel

16 Disputa di D. Nicola Vicentino.
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Vario It pleases me to hear that you are irritated. 335
To respond to your first
doubt, I say the species is known by its individual characteristic: the
individual characteristic of the diatonic genus is to move 336 in tones, the
chromatic in semitones, and the enharmonic in dieses. 337
Since we use the
intervals and modulations characteristic of one genus together with the
modulations of another genus, it is necessary to say that the music is a blend
and that it is not by accident--all the more so when impertinences are made
as many nowadays are accustomed to make them.

In respect to the second, you speak in my favor because I do not deny
that this blend is made to sweeten the diatonic with the chromatic strings
and occasionally to have some consonances in a few places that one would
not otherwise have, but I also say that this is an entanglement of many
things. I believe that one has not been entirely able to say it is truly more
this species than that other species (since a greater certainty is not had) and
that it approaches instead the truth of the pure Aristoxenian diatonic--nor
will it ever be one or the other.
Luca This seems to me to resemble the good dispute Nicola Vicentino and
Vincenzo Lusitano already had in the year 1551 in the most noble city of
Rome, 338 in which one presumed that modern cantilenas were pure and simple
diatonic (this was Lusitano) while the other (Nicola) said that these were a
blend of the longest parts of the chromatic and enharmonic genera with the
species of the diatonic genus. So, the whole thesis, or to say it better, the
reasoning of Nicola was that in singing, an incomposite minor third (the
particular interval of the chromatic genus--as the whole school of the
ancients affirmed) and a major third (of the enharmonic) are the longest
parts of the said genera, and for this reason, Nicola said that since each of
these intervals is sung in the diatonic, a blend is sung of these genera made
together.

On the other side, Lusitano said that these intervals were in the diatonic
before any other genus and that singing the ditone or semiditone does not
make any variation of genus, whether they have other intervening sounds or
not.
Vario On this, I hold with Lusitano, because the semiditone is naturally found in
the diatonic between the third and first string of the tetrachord and in the
335Surely

Artusi means that he is glad that Luca has been irritated into
voicing his objections.
336 Another
337Cf.

occurrence of the verb modulare.

ff. 16r-18r (pp. 155-69).

338This

debate became famous throughout Italy. An excellent summary of
the issues, put in perspective of the time, with detailed commentary, appears
in Karol Berger's Theories of Chromatic and Enharmonic Music in Late 16th
Century Italy. Studies in Musicology, 10 (Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI Research
Press, 1980), pp. 5-41.
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Cromatico f ra la Terza e la quarta: Se D. Nicola havesse fatto di-jstintione,
da questa terza minore, a quella che si ritrova fra la E, & la C si-jgnata col
# diesis, non sarebbe gran cosa a credere che questa fosse del Cro-jmatico, &
quella del Diatonico, per essere signata col #, e fuori delle corde I naturali;
ma dalla corda Cromatica fatta esser tale; Ma assolutamente di-jcendo il
Semiditono e del genere Cromatico, questo non credo che sia il vero, I ne ve
lo dico per verita, ne lo dovete in modo alcuno credere. I

Luca Ma e'l Ditono che nel Diatonico, si retrova fra la seconda, & quarta I
corda del Tetracordo; nello Enarmonico fra la terza & quarta; non e I adunque
10
tutt'uno? I
Vario Senza fallo non e lo istesso; pero ha il torto D. Nicola: Se havesse per I

15

20

25

30

fondamento della sua opinione, volendo dimostrare che queste Cantilene I non
sono pure Diatoniche, ne semplici Cromatiche, ma una mescolanza I dell'una e
l'altra insieme; Detto, nelle Cantilene, s'adopra il Semituono mi-lnore, che e
proprio del Cromatico; & si tramezano gl'intervalli Diatonici, I con # diesis &
b molli, secondo il proprio essere del Cromatico; Direi che I havesse ragione
da vendere; ma il suo fondamento, in altro non consiste che I nel constituire
le parti longhe del Genere Cromatico, & Enarmonico, le I quali sono in
potenza nel Diatonico, anzi vi si ritrovano in atto; ma non I gia nelle corde
che lui dice; si come si ritrova lo intervallo di quarta nel Cro-jmatico, &
nello Enarmonico; & si Canta nel Diatnoico similmente, senza I varieta alcuna
di genere; percio mi pare, che quella sentenza, del Ghiseli-jno, Dancherts, &
Bartholomeo Esgobedo, pronuntiata, contra D. Nicola I fosse iustamente, data.
Voglio concludervi che Don Nicola havea ragione, I a tenere questa Conclusione; Che la Musica, che si canta & suona sia una I mescolanza, di diversi
generi insieme; ma il non saperla dire per le sue cause I propinque, le f ecero
ben perdere la scomessa fatta col Lusitanio. Et questo I voglio che vi basti
per conclusione del mio ragionamento d'hoggi, & vi I lascio il buon giorno. I
Luca Poiche cosi piace a voi, cosi piace a me ancora, resta che io vi rendi, I
mille gratie di questa vostra amorevolezza; prometetevi di me in ricompenjsa
tutto quello che le forze mie se bene deboli possono. II
Vario Tra di noi amici vecchi, non ci vogliono cerimonie; un'altra vol-lta con 38v

vostra maggior comodita, ragionaremo d'un'altra cosa, che vi sara I non manco
dilettevole di questa, e forsi di piu utile, anzi necessaria. I

23 Sentenza contra D. Nicola. in marg. II
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chromatic between .the third and fourth.
If Nicola distinguished this minor
third 339 from that found between E and C marked with the # diesis ,340 it
would not be a great thing to believe that the latter was chromatic and the
former diatonic, inasmuch as the note marked with the # is outside the
natural strings whereas the chromatic string is made thus.
But absolutely
saying that the semiditone is of the chromatic genus I do not believe to be
true, nor do I tell you it is the truth, nor must you in any way believe it.
Luca But the ditone is found in the diatonic between the second and the fourth
strings of the tetrachord and in the enharmonic between the third and fourth:
is it not therefore all one?
Vario It is definitely not the same; therefore, Nicola is wrong.

If the desire to
show that these cantilenas are not pure diatonic or simple · chromatic but
rather a blend of both (given that, in the cantilenas, the minor semitone-proper to the chromatic--is adopted and the diatonic intervals are interposed
with # dieses and soft b's according the characteristic essence of the
chromatic) was the foundation of his opinion, I would say that he had reason
to spare. Instead, his foundation consists of nothing more than in constituting the long parts of the chromatic and enharmonic genera, which are
potentially in the diatonic (or rather, they are found to be suitable there--but
already not on the strings that he says), just as the interval of the fourth is
found in the chromatic and enharmonic and is sung similarly in the diatonic
without any variation of genus. Therefore, it seems to me that the sentence
Ghiselino Dancherts and Bartholomeo Esgobedo pronounced against Nicola was
justly given. I want to conclude that Nicola was right to hold the conclusion
that the music sung and played is a blend of diverse genera together, but not
knowing how to say it on account of his personal causes 341 made him lose
the bet with Lusitano. I want this to suffice as a conclusion of my discussion today, and I bid you good day.

Luca Since this pleases you, it pleases me also.

I give you a thousand thanks
for your friendship and promise you as a recompense all that my power,
though weak, can do.

Vario Between old friends like us, there is no need for ceremonies.

Another
time at your greater comfort we shall discuss another thing that will be no
less delightful than this and perhaps more useful, or rather, necessary.
339

This refers to the minor third found m the diatonic genus, which is
without any accidental.
340Meaning,
341 Artusi

the minor third found in the chromatic genus.

agrees with Vicentino's conclusion but disagrees with his
reasoning; Artusi's reason for concluding that modern music is a mixture of
the genera is given above--the minor semitone appears throughout with sharps
and flats rather than staying in its natural location (without accidentals).
This is different from Yicentino who reasoned that since the particular
intervals of the chromatic and enharmonic genera are potentially found in the
diatonic genus, music must be a mixture of genera.
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Luca Questo mi sara di sommo favore; ma di che sara ii soggietto?
Vario Se bene io m'ero proposto di tacerlo, tuttavia, poiche me ne pregate, I

voglio accennarvelo, accioche potiate con qualche comodita, farle un poco I di
studio. I
5 Luca Poco tempo havro io da far studio sopra cosa alcuna, massime, se domajni
noi fossimo a ragionamento; le giornate sono corte, la servitu e grande, e I
grande l'obligo, ne mai forniscono le cermimonie Cortegianesche; pero non mi
I da l'animo di veder molto, ma poco si; ditemi pur ii soggietto. I
Vario Era ii mio pensiero di ragionarvi di segni; ma perche vedo che non I hanno

lO

15

stabilita in se stessi; ma mettono in rumore, e disturbano la buona I Musica,
& si puo dire, che siano pazzi, come dalla natura sua ogni intelli-jgente
conosce; ne apportano altro che confusione; pero lo imbrattare la carjta, &
affaticare la penna e una vanita: sara ii nostro ragionamento de' I Modi
Antichi, & Moderni; vedremo quel che ne dice euclide, Aristosse-lno, Tolomeo,
Boetio, ii Stapulense, & poi cio che ne dicono Ii Moderni; & I con questo vi
lascio ii buon giorno, a rivederci domani. I
Luca All'hora di questa matina saro qua in Santa Maria del Vado, & qui-jvi godro

la vostra amorevolezza; vi bacio la mano a Dio. I
IL FINE DEL PRIMO RAGIONAMENTO. I
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Luca This will be the highest favor for me; what will the subject be?
Vario Even though I had thought to keep it quiet, nevertheless, since you
inquired concerning it, I want to mention it briefly to you so that you can
make a bit of study on it in some comfort.
Luca I will have little time to study anything, especially if we were to have our
discussion tomorrow.
The days are short, servitude is great, and great the
obligation, nor are courtly ceremonies ever finished; therefore, I have little
energy to see much, but a little, yes. Still, tell me the subject.

Vario It was my thought to discuss marks, 342 but because I see they have no
stability in themselves (but rather make noise and disturb good music--it
could be said that they are crazy as every intelligent one knows from their
nature) and they bring nothing other than confusion (therefore, smearing the
page and tiring the pen is a vanity), our discussion will be on the ancient
and modern modes. We shall see what Euclid, Aristoxenus, Ptolemy, Boethius,
Stapulensis, and then the moderns say about this; and with this I leave you a
good day--good-bye until tomorrow.
Luca I shall be here tomorrow morning at Santa Maria del Vado and shall enjoy
here your friendship; I kiss your hand to God.
END OF THE FIRST DISCUSSION
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Meaning accidental marks.

L'ARTUSI I
overo I

39r

DELLE IMPERFETTIONI I

DELLA MODERNA MUSICA I
DEL R. PADRE D. GIO. MARIA I
ARTUSI I
Ragionamento Secondo I

5

10

Spontava l'alba del giorno decimo settimo, quanldo ii Seg. Luca da casa
partito, se ne ando verso il I Monasterio delli R. P. di Santa Maria del Vada;
luolco dove habitava il Sig. Vario, servitore dell'Illustriss. I & Reverendiss.
Sig. il Cardinale Pompeo Arigoni; I veramente Illustriss. per le molte virtu,
bonta, iu-lstitia, & pieta, che in questo Illustriss. & Reverendiss. Signore
univer-lsalmente, a serv1t10 d'ogni qualita di persone risplende.
Quando
giunto co-Ila, fu fatto sapere al Sig. Vario, l'arrivo del Sig. Luca, che pur
s'andava I pensando, che presto dovesse giungere; ii qual subito, si levo di
Camera, & I alla cima delle scale incontratolo; fatte le dovute cerimonie, e
salutationi, si I ritorno per ragionare, secondo l'ordine data il giorno a van ti,
in una Came-Ira assai remota, & da' strepiti lontana, per la loro maggior
comodita: la dolve postosi a sedere disse,

Luca Heri dopo ch'io lasciai V. Sig. verso la Piazza inviatomi fui da al-lcuni
Gentilhuomini, invitato a sentire certi Madrigali nuovi; cosi trasporltato dalla
15
amorevolezza de gl'amici, & dalla novita delle Compositioni, an-ldassimo in
casa del Sig. Antonio Goretti Nobile Ferrarese, giovane virtuolso, e amatore
de' Musici, quanta ogn'altro, che per ancora habbi conosciuto: I la dove
ritrovai ii Sig. Luzasco, e'l Sig. Hippolito Fiorini, huomini segnala-lti, che con
loro s'erano ridotti molti spiriti nobili, & della Musica intendenlti: Furono
20
Cantati una, & due volte; ma tacciuto il nome dell' A uttore: I era la tessitura
non ingrata, se bene come V. S. vedra, introduce nuove Re-lgole, nuovi modi,
& nuova frase del dire, sono pero aspri, & all'udito poco II piacevoli, ne 39v
possono essere altrimenti; perche mentre che, si trasgrediscono I le buone
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ARTUSI
OR ON THE IMPERFECTIONS OF MODERN MUSIC
By Reverend Father Dom Giovanni Maria Artusi
Second Discussion
Dawn arose on the seventeenth day 1 when Luca, having left his house,
went toward the Monastery of the Reverend Fathers of Santa Maria del Vado
where Vario lived, a servant of the most illustrious and reverend Lord
Cardinal Pompeo Arigoni, truly most illustrious on account of the manifold
virtue, goodness, justice, and piety that shines forth universally in this most
illustrious and reverend Lord in the service of all types of people.
When
Luca arrived, it was made known to Vario, who had been thinking that he
should soon arrive. He immediately left his room and met Luca at the top of
the stairs.
Having made the usual ceremonies and salutations, they retired
for discussion to a very remote room, far away from loud noises (for their
greater comfort), according to the order given the day before.
Once there,
having seated themselves, Luca said,
Luca Yesterday after I left Your Lordship, I was going towards the Piazza when
I was invited by some gentlemen to hear certain new madrigals; I was so
transported by the · kindness of the friends and the novelty of the compositions that we went to the house of Antonio Goretti, 2 a Ferrarese noble, a
young virtuoso, and as much a lover of music as any other I have met. I
found there Luzzasco [Luzzaschi]3 and Hippolito Fiorini,• remarkable men, and
with them were brought together many spirits, noble and understanding of
music. The madrigals were sung once and then again, but the name of the
author was kept silent. 5
The tessitura was not displeasing, even though, as
Your Lordship will see, it introduces new rules, new modes, and new phrases
of speech, which were therefore aspirated and little pleasing to the hearing.
They could not be otherwise, because since the good rules (partly founded in
1 November

17, 1598. The first discussion took place on the sixteenth of
November. See f. lr-v (pp. 69-71) for the chronology of the events.
2See

first discussion, n. 136.

3See

first discussion, n. 62.

"Fiorini (ca.1549-1621) was a composer and maestro di cappella at the Este
court in Ferrara. See the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v.
"Fiorini, Ippolito," by Iain Fenlon.
5 It

is well known that the composer was Claudio Monteverdi.
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5

Regole, parte fondate nella esperienza Madre di tutte le cose: par-lte
speculate dalla Natura; & parte dalla demostratione demostrate: biso-jgna
creder che siano cose deformi dalla natura, & proprieta dell'Harmo-lnia
propria, & lontane dal fine del Musico, che come heri V. S. disse, e la I
dilettatione; ma accioche vediate ii tutto, & me ne diciate ii parer vo-lstro,
eccovi Ii Passaggi che sparsamente, sono sparsi per entro alli sudetti I
Madrigali; Ii quali distesi per mio diporto hiersera sopra questa carta. I
Vario Signor Luca voi mi apportate cose nuove, che mi dano non poca me-lraviglia; & mi piace a giorni miei, veder nuovo modo di comporre; ma I molto piu

10

'

mi piacerebbe s'io vedessi che questi Passaggi fossero fondati so-lpra di
qualche ragione che acquetare potesse, lo intelletto; ma per Castelli in I Aria,
chimere fondate sopra l'Arena non mi piacciono, sono degne di biasi-lmo
queste novita, non di lode. Ma vediamo Ii passaggi. I
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experience--mother of all things, partly speculated by nature, and partly
demonstrated by demonstration) were transgressed, it is necessary to believe
they are deformed from the nature and property of proper harmony and far
from the goal of music (which Your Lordship said yesterday was delight 6 ).
But so that you see the whole and tell me your view of it, here are the
passages that are scatteredly scattered throughout the above-mentioned madrigals, which I laid out for amusement yesterday evening on this paper.
Vario Luca, you bring me new things that give me no small marvel, and it
pleases me to see a new manner of composing in my days; but it would please
me much more if I saw that these passages were founded on some reason able
to appease the intellect. Castles in the air and chimeras founded on sand do
not please me: these novelties are worthy of condemnation, not praise.
But
let us see the passages. 7

6 See

f. 4r-v (p. 85).

7Examples

I through 7 are from "Cruda amarilli" in Monteverdi's fifth book
of madrigals (critical edition in Opera omnia, vol. 6: Madrigali a 5 voci: Libro
guinto, ed. Maria Caraci, lnstituta e monumenta, 1/5 [Cremona: Fondazione
Claudio Monteverdi, 1984], pp. 107-10).
Example I is mm. 13-14 (Artusi's
transcription lacks a quarter-note in the quinto; I have supplied the G found
in the printed version to make the rhythm complete); example 2, mm. I 9-20
(the printed edition differs from Artusi's example: it has an E between the D
and F of the quinto); example 3, mm. 21-22; example 4, mm. 35-36; example 5,
mm. 37-38; example 6, mm. 41-42; and example 7, mm. 53-54 (the printed
edition has a C-sharp rather than C-natural in the quinto). Example 8 is mm.
65-67 of "Anima mia perdona" from Monteverdi's fourth book of madrigals
(critical edition in Opera omnia, vol. 5: Madrigali a 5 voci: Libro quarto, ed.
Elena Ferrari Barassi, lnstituta e monumenta, 1/5 [Cremona: Fondazione
Claudio Monteverdi, 1974], pp. 118-22), although the rhythm of the tenor in
m. 66 of the printed version differs from Artusi's example. Example 9 is mm .
60-62 of "Che se tu se'il cor mio"--the second half of "Anima mia perdona"-from the fourth book of madrigals (Barassi ed., pp. 123-27).
Monteverdi's
fourth book of madrigals was published in 1603 and the fifth book in 1605.
Thus Artusi only knew these pieces in manuscript form.
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II

5

l0

Luca Veramente per quella poca d'esperienza che io ho di questa pratica; I mi 40r

pare che queste non siano cose, per le quali gli auttori o inventori di esse, I
possino e siano per fare casa a tre solari, come si dice; atteso che sono conltra'l buono, e'l bello della institutione Harmonica; sono aspre all'udito, e
l'oflfendono piu tosto che lo dilettano; & alle buone regole, lasciate da quelli,
I che posto hanno ordine, e termine a questa scienza, apportano confusione, I
& imperfettione di non poca importanza, e in vece d'arrichirla, accre-lscerla,
e nobilitarla con varij e diverse cose, come fatto hanno tanti nobili I spiriti,
la vogliono indure a tale, che non si discernera il bello e purgato stile; I dal
Barbaro: tuttavia vanno scusando queste cose con diverse loro ragioni, I
conforme allo stile. I
Vario Voi dite bene; ma come possono scusare, e coprire queste imper-lfettioni

che per se stesse sono tanto impertinenti, che non possono essere I di piu? I
Luca Come

15

impertinenti, non so come voi possiate difendere questa vostra
opinione; chiamano loro impertinentie le cose fatte inaltro stile, e vogliono
che questo sia il vero modo di componere; affirmando che questa novita, &
novo ordine di comporre, sia per fare molti effetti, che non fa, ne fara la
Musica ordinaria, piena di tante, & cosi belle e soavi Harmonie; & vogliono
che sentendo il senso cosi fatte asprezze, si mova, e facci cose meravigliose. I

20 Vario Dite voi da dovero, o pur mi burlate? II
Luca Come s'io dico da dovero? anzi che essi si burlano di quelli che tengo-lno · 40v

altrimenti. I
Vario Poi che io vedo che non burlate, vi diro quel che ne sento, ma averti-lte
che io non saro cosi facile a condescendere nella loro opinione; & per la I

25

30

prima ragione contra di loro vi dico; che l'acuto e parte del grave, e nasce I
dal grave; & essendo parte di lui deve ancora havere relatione al grave, I
come a suo principio; come da un fonte dal quale ii nuvolo deriva; che I sia
vero la esperienza nel Monocordo, ve lo dimostra; percio vi dico che I se
saranno tirate due corde di ugual longhezza & ugual grossezza, so-lpra
un'istesso spacio uguale, & perfettamente accordate unisone; repu-ltate dal
Musico per un solo suono; si come due superficie che si toccano da I Vitellione sono tenute per una sola; & che da una di loro, ne tagliarete I una

4 lmperfettione di questa moderna Musica. in marg. II 25 L'acuto
grave. in marg. II

e

parte del
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Luca Truly, according to the small experience I have in this practice, it seems to
me that these are not things with which the author or inventor of them could
be able to make a four-story house, as is said. I expect they are contrary to
the good and the beautiful of the harmonic principles; they are harsh to the
hearing, offending rather than delighting it, and they bring confusion and
imperfection of no small importance to the good rules left by those who have
placed order and limits for this science. Instead of enriching, enlarging, and
ennobling it with various and diverse things, as many noble spirits have done,
they want to mislead it so the beautiful and purified style will not be distinguished from the barbarous.
Nevertheless, they excuse these things with
diverse reasonings, conforming to their style.
You are correct--but how are they able to excuse and cover these
imperfections, which are by themselves so impertinent that they cannot be
more so?

Vario

Luca I do not know .how you could defend your opinion that they are imper-

tinences: they call things done in another style impertinences and believe this
to be the true method of composition, affirming that this novelty and new
order of composing is to make many effects that ordinary music--full of so
many and such beautiful and agreeable harmonies--does not and will not
make. They believe that hearing such harshness, the sense is moved and
makes marvelous things.
Vario Are you telling me the truth or are you making fun of me?

Luca Am I telling you the truth?
otherwise!

Rather, they make fun of those who hold

Vario Since I see you are not making fun of me, I shall tell you what I feel, but

be advised that I will not easily condescend to their opinion.
For the first reason against them, I say to you that the high is part of
the low and arises from the low, 8 and being part of the low, the high must
also relate to the low as its beginning, like the source from which a cloud
derives.
The experience of the monochord demonstrates for you that it is
true: therefore, I say to you that if two strings of equal length and equal
size are stretched over the same equal space and are perfectly tuned in
unison, you think that the music is one single sound (as two surfaces that
touch each other are held by Witelo 9 to be only one). If you will take part
8

Cf. Pseudo-Aristotle Problemata 19.8: "Why does the low note contain the
sound of the high note? Is it because the low note is greater and resembles
an obtuse angle, while the high note resembles an acute angle?" (The
Complete Works of Aristotle: The Revised Oxford Translation, 2 vols., ed.
Jonathan Barnes [Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1984], p. 1430).
9 Witelo

(ca. 1230/35-after 1275) was a Polish scientist who specialized in
optics and natural philosophy. His name has been commonly spelled "Vitello"
and "Vitellio." His most important work, which is likely Artusi's source, was
the Perspectiva, originally published with the title Optica in 1535.
See
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5

10

parte, o con un fonticello sottopostoli ne cavarete il suono acuto, non I e
dubio dico, che quella acutezza, sara parte del grave, & volendo sa-lpere, che
quella parte renda il suono acuto, percoterete il tutto, & poi la I parte che
sara acuta, rispetto al tutto; & dovera haver relatione al grave I come parte
al tutto; & come a suo principio: di qui e che nel piu grave I luoco del
Sistema massimo; o d'alcuna Cantilena, viene dipinto, un'occhio, I dal quale
uscendo diversi raggi visivi, va mirando a tutte le parti; con I qual proportione corrispondano, al suo principio, & al suo fondamento; Co-lme potra
adunque stare la prima Casella, seconda, quarta & quinta; & I l'altre; dove la
parte acuta non ha corrispondenza, ne proportione Harmo-lnica, con la parte
grave? I
Luca Pretendono che habbino relatione Harmonica, & percio dicono, che I quella
Semiminima nella prima Casella posta, dopo la pausa dello istesso va-llore; la
quale con la parte grave viene ad essere una sestadecima; gia sa-lrebbe

3 La parte ha relatione al tutto. in marg. II
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away from one of the strings or place a bridge beneath it, you will thereby
derive a high sound; I say there is no doubt that the highness will be part of
the low.
Wanting to know that this part renders the high sound, you will
strike the whole and then the part that will be higher with respect to the
whole, and it will relate to the low as part of the whole and as its beginning.
Therefore, in the lowest place of the Greater Perfect System or of some
cantilena an eye is painted, from which diverse visual rays emit, admiring all
the parts, with which proportion they correspond to their beginning and
foundation. 10
How, then, can the first, 11 second, 12 fourth, 13 fifth 14 and
15
other measures
stand, when the high part does not have correspondence or
harmonic proportion with the low part?
Luca They maintain that they have harmonic relation, and they therefore say
that the semiminim placed in the first measure after the rest of the same
value (which happens to be a sixteenth with the low part) would already be

Dictionary of Scientific Biography. s.v. "Witelo," by David C. Lindberg.
10Here

Artusi is complaining of the dissonances that are not prepared.
Common contrapuntal rules of the time state that dissonances must be used
only incidentally in compositions and must always be used as coloring for
consonances.
11 In

this example, the A of the canto is dissonant against the G of the
bass and was not prepared.
Therefore, it has no relation with the bass.
Similarly, the F immediately following the A of the canto is also dissonant
with the bass.
12 The

F of the quinto is dissonant against the G in the bass. Since the F
was approached by skip, it was not prepared; hence, there is no harmonic
relation.
13 Here

the B of the alto is dissonant against the C in the bass. Like the
example above, it was approached by skip.
The D in the quinto is also
dissonant with the bass but does not offend because it was approached by
step.
14

The B of the quinto (approached by skip) is dissonant with the C in the
bass; similarly the B in the canto (approached by skip) is dissonant with the
bass.
15 Example

6 has similar instances.
The other examples violate other
contrapuntal rules, such as having cross relations (examples 7 and 9) and an
unprepared tritone (example 3).
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cattiva se il Canto modulasse in questa guisa

& poi che il Tenore modula per un'ottava piu nel gra-lve la prima Semi-

5

minima; fa sentire lui nello acuto la I seconda, che viene ad essere la
dissonante; oltra a questo; perche la terza I delle quattro Semiminime, e
consonante; che importa a far sentire alquanto I piu d'asprezza, & di due
Semiminime una buona e l'altra cattiva; per-lmutarle in una minima tutta
dissonante? egli e come se modulasse quattro I Semiminime, & che una fosse
buona e l'altra cattiva, secondo la regola di I tali figure; cosi vanno glossando
le cose loro. I

10 Vario Horsu io vi intendo, benissimo; & vi rispondo, che il senso dell'udi-lto, non
riceve quelle cose, che non ode; ne ricevendole, puote appresentarle II
all' intelletto, non essendo cosa nello intelletto, che prima non sia stata dal 41 r
senlso ricevuta; che disproposito e a dire, il Tenore sta con la voce in una
sta- ltione, & subito il Soprano seguitandolo nello acuto, fa quello effetto, che
15
egli I dovrebbe fare? massime dopo la pausa, che piu e nota al senso modulare
una I sestadecima; & poi una quartadecima? altro e che il senso oda una
disso-lnanza, che fa una parte dopo la pausa; & altro e quando per grado piu
se-lmiminime seguitandosi una dietro all'altra, se ne sente una buona, & una I

8 glossando E grossando A II 12 II senso non iudica quelle cose che non
sente. in marg. II
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dissonant 16 if the canto were performed 17 in this manner: 18

1$ rff"

C

,,

and since the tenor performs 19 the first sem1mm1m an octave lower, 20 the
second note is heard in the high part as a dissonance. Moreover, because the
third of the four semiminims is consonant, what does it matter to make a bit
more harshness heard and to change two semiminims--one consonant and one
dissonant--into one minim entirely dissonant? 21
It is as if four semiminims
were performed 22 --the one consonant, the other dissonant--according to the
rule of such figures. 28 This is how they gloss over their things.
Vario I understand you now very well and respond that the sense of hearing

does not receive things it does not hear, and having not received them, it
cannot present them to the intellect, inasmuch as there is nothing in the
intellect that has not first been received by the sense. 24 What nonsense is it
to say that the tenor stands with the voice in one station and the soprano
immediately following it above makes the effect that it should? All the more
so after the rest, when performing 26 a sixteenth is noticed more by the
sense--and then a fourteenth?
It is one thing for the sense to hear a
dissonance that one part makes after the rest, and it is another when
semiminims follow one another by step: one is heard to be consonant, one
16 Artusi

uses "buono" (literally, "good") and "cattivo" (literally, "bad") to
indicate consonant and dissonant respectively.
17This

is the verb modulare used simply to mean "to make a melody."

181.e.,

the A in the canto would be dissonant whether it were preceded by
a Gora rest.
19See

20The

n. 17 supra.
G expected to precede the dissonant A is found in the quinto.

21 1.e.,

in the example above (the expected way to treat the dissonances),
the A of the canto resolves to a G--a consonance with the bass. In Monteverdi's madrigal, however, the resolution is simply omitted.
22 See

n. 17 fil!..12.m.

28

Therefore, the . canto is a sort of abbreviation of the expected progression. The consonant notes are deleted, leaving only the dissonant ones.
24 See Artusi's extended discussion of the relationship between sense and
intellect in the first discussion, ff. llr-12r (pp. 119-27).

26 See

n. 17 supra.
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cattiva, si come ancora altro e, sentire due semiminime poste secondo la naltura loro, per grado, & altro sentire una minima posta nel luoco della selmiminima dissonante, & per salto: questa offende, & quelle non offendo-lno
l'udito; perche ii moto e di grado. I
5 Luca Voi dite bene, ma dicono, che tutto questo s'addimanda gratia, &
modulare accentato. I

e

un I

Vario Non mi raccordo d'haver letto in Auttore alcuno, & pur infiniti hanlno
scritto di Musica, & eccellenti, che ci sia Musica Accentata; mi sara ca-lro

IO

che mi diciate cio che ella sia, secondo il volere di questi Moderni comlpositori. I

Luca Dicono, che gli accenti nelle compositioni fanno mirabile effetto, & I non si
fanno se non quando la parte ascende alla piu alta nota; come per eslsempio,
se ci fossero quattro note, che ascendessero per grado, l'accento va I fatto
sopra l'ultima figura, & non sopra l'altre, prononciando la voce una I terza
15
piu bassa di quella nota, alla quale si vuol dare l'accento, portando-lla con
leggiadria in sino al luoco, ove si ritrova la nota; Ma cio vuol fat - Ito, con

11 Musica accentata descritta da alcuni Moderni. in marg. II
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dissonant; just as it is one thing to hear two sem1mm11ns placed according to
their nature, by step, and it is another thing to hear one minim placed in the
dissonant semiminim's place--and by skip!
The latter offends while the
former do not offend the hearing because the motion is stepwise.
Luca You are correct, but they say all this is called grace and is an accented
passage.
Vario I do not remember having read in any author--and yet an infinite number

of excellent men have written on music--what "accented music" is. It will be
dear to me for you to tell me what it is, according to the belief of these
modern composers.
Luca They say that accents in compositions make an admirable effect and are

not made except when the part ascends to the highest note: for example, if
these should be four notes that ascend by step, the accent is made on the
last figure and not the others by placing the voice a third lower than the
note to which one wishes to give an accent and carrying it elegantly to the
place where the note is found.
But it needs to be done with the greatest
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grandissima discrettione, & giudicio del Cantante, accio sempre faclci buono
accordo: & eccovene lo essempio. I
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Vario Due cose voglio dirvi, la prima, che queste parole non esplicano con
termini chiari la natura, la proprieta, e l'essenza di questo modo di Cantare
5
accentato: Ma parmi una circonlocutione di parole ritrovate per dimostrare
che piu tosto vogliono confondere tutte le cose, che perche siano per
regolarle con II regole, che siano fondate sopra ii vero: bisogna difinire che 41,
cosa sia questo I accento, & vedremo poi se quella difinitione havra quelle
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discretion and judgment of the singer so it always harmonizes. 26
example:
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Vario I want to say two things.
First, these words do not explain with clear
terms the nature, properties, and essence of this manner of accented singing;
instead, it seems to me to be a circumlocution of words found to demonstrate
that they want to confuse all things rather than because they are about to
regulate them with rules founded on truth.
It is necessary to define what
this "accent" is, and then we shall see if the definition will have the parts
26

Caccini makes mention of this ornament in the preface to his Le nuove
musiche.
After describing it as a tuning of a note a third under, he says:
"Since it is not a general rule, because it agrees not in many chords,
although in such places as it may be used it is now become so ordinary; that
instead of being a grace (because some stay too long in the third note under,
whereas it should be but lightly touched) it is rather tedious to the ear; and
that, for beginners in particular, it ought seldom to be used; . . ." (English
translation by John Playford, edited and corrected by Oliver Strunk, in Source
Readings in Music History (New York: Norton, 1950], p. 382).
The ornament described by Luca and Caccini is only one type of ornament that involves filling in intervals with rapid scale passages.
Lodovico
Zacconi describes this improvised practice thus: "The graces and accents are
made by splitting and breaking the note values when in a bar or half-bar is
added a number of notes that have the property of being rapidly proffered.
These give so much pleasure and delight that it appears to us that we are
hearing so many well trained birds which capture our hearts and render us
very happy with their singing" (Prattica di musica 1.66 [English trans. by
Claude V. Palisca in "The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," in The New
Monteverdi Companion, ed. Denis Arnold and Nigel Fortune (London: Faber
and Faber, 1985), p. 130]). In the example provided by Artusi, this can be
seen in the tenor part in the first half of the measure (the sixteenth notes
fill in a consonant skip from G to D).
Palisca lucidly discusses this particular passage of Monteverdi's "Cruda
amarilli" in terms of written ornamentation imitating common improvisation
(see "The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," pp. 130-32).
Palisca points out
that the measure immediately preceding the example Artusi gives has a similar
scalar passage in the bass. In such a case, the upper parts have no harmonic
relation with the bass because they remain constant over pitches dissonant to
them.
This would add to Artusi's insistence that the higher parts have a
harmonic relation with the lowest part.
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5

10

15

parti, che se le conjvengono; cosa che fin'ad hora non so che Auttore alcuno
grave, habbi fatto: I La seconda, e che questo modo di Cantare detto da voi
accentato, non sup-lpone che faccino li Compositori delli barbarissmi, come ne
gli essempi, da voi I di sopra mostratomi, si vedono; vogliono che faccino
buono accordo, il che dojvete sopra il tutto notare & bene; & che il Cantante
habbi discretione, e giuldicio grande nel portar la voce, in simili occasioni.
Et se mi dicesti che quel-llo effetto che il Tenore fa, nella settima Casella,
egli fosse per dimostrare quelsto modo di cantare accentato; vi rispondero
che, perche, non fa buono ac-lcordo; e il Cantante non sa il luoco dove
debba, con discretione portare, I quella voce; secondo la opinione e'l voler
loro; percio e necessario che sia er-lrore in gramatica; sarebbe stato meglio,
che quando intendono di volere I che ii Cantante porti quella voce con
giudicio e discrettione; che havessero I in quel luoco introdotto qualche segno,
che dimostrasse la volonta del I Compositore, a fin che accortosi del bisogno,
facesse miglior accordo, e ren-ldesse piu grata Harmonia, di quello che
cantando via, liberamente farebbe. I

Luca Non sarebbe ingrato, questo avertimento, ogni volta che si potesse, I con
qualche ragione ritrovare, un segno universale che significasse, al Canltante
cosi fatto modo, di portar la voce; ma mentre che forsi questi nuovi I
20
inventori si vanno affaticando, di nuova inventione, per fare questa delmostratione, vanno spargendo per entro alle sue compositioni, cosi fatti paslsaggi, liquali, mentre che sono cantati e sonati con diversi instromenti, & da
I Cantori, che a questa sorte di Musica accentata, piena di suppositi, sono
avezjzi; non rende ingrata Harmonia; & me ne meraviglio. I
25 Vario da due cose puo cio avenire; la prima, che li Cantori, non la recitano colme veramente sta; ma vanno portando la voce, e sostentandola di manie-lra,
che quando sentono, che vuol fare qualche cattivo effetto, la rivoltano I
altrove, portandola in luoco, dove le pare che manco offendano l'udito. La I
, seconda e, che lo Eccellente sensibile corrompe il senso; il che altro non vuol
30
I dire, se non che l'altre parte tutte occupano l'udito di tal maniera, che non

20 Lo Eccellente sensibile corrompe il senso. in marg. II
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that are proper to it--something which until now no serious author I know
has done.
Second, this manner of singing called "accented" by you does not suppose
that the composers make the barbarisms that you have shown me in the
examples above. 27 It is necessary that they harmonize (which you must above
all note--and well) and that the singers have discretion and great judgment in
carrying the voice on similar occasions. If you say to me that the effect the
tenor makes in the seventh measure demonstrated this manner of accented
singing, I will respond that because it does not harmonize and the singer does
not know the place where he must with discretion carry the voice (according
to the composers' opinion and desire), it is therefore necessary for it to be a
grammatical error. 28
It would have been better if they had introduced at
that place some mark that demonstrated the wish of the composer when they
intend the singer to carry the voice with judgment and discretion, so that,
made aware of the need, the singer made better accord and rendered a more
pleasing harmony than he would make singing away freely.
Luca This advjce would not be unrewarding every time a universal mark could
with some reason be found that signified to the singer this manner of
carrying the voice; but while these new inventors perhaps . labor with new
inventions to make · this demonstration, they scatter such passages throughout
their compositions, which do not render displeasing harmony, since they are
played with diverse instruments and sung by singers accustomed to this sort
of accented music, which is full of suppositions 29 --and I marvel at it.
Vario This could come from two things.

First, the singers do not recite it as it
truly stands but carry the voice and sustain it in such a way that when they
hear it is about to make some bad effect, they turn it elsewhere, carrying it
to a place where it seems to them to offend the hearing less.
Second, the
excellent sensible 30 bribes the sense--which means nothing other than all the
other parts occupy the hearing in such a manner that it cannot entirely hear
271.e.,

Luca has described a vocal performance practice, not a practice
among composers. Vario seems to say that it may be one thing for the performers to commit such a barbarism, but that does not give license to
composers to adopt them in their compositions.
28 The

quinto part moves E-F-G against the bass note A. The pattern of
the quinto looks like Luca's example of "accented" singing.
Vario, however,
emphasizes that the result is not consonant with the bass and that it is
therefore incorrect.
291.e.,

accented music, being a type of improvisation, is dependent on the
singers' insertion of the effect.
Therefore , the music depends on their
assumptions of what is appropriate.
301.e.,

the sensible proper to the hearing. Cf. first discussion, n. 79.
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I puote udire intieramente l'offesa fattale, come farebbe se fosse la Cantilena
I a due, overo a tre voci; ma la ragione, che conosce, e discerne ii buono dal
cat-ltivo, molto bene iudica che e un'inganno fatto al senso, che non riceve
la ma-lteria, se non in un certo modo confuso, se bene vicino al vero; questo
5 , manife.lstamente si conosce chiaro, quando gl'Organisti, a gli altri registri,
v'aggiun-lgono, quelle della duodecima, che con gl'altri scuopre la ragione, le
molte dis-lsonanza, e non ii senso; che fra di loro occorrono. II
Luca Si conosce che il senso e ingannato; & a questo attendono alla gagliar-lda 42r
questi Compositori, o nuovi Inventori; le basta di sodisfare il senso, che I
10
percio ii giorno et la notte s'affaticano intorno a gl'instromenti per sen tire I
lo effetto che fanno, cosi fatti Passaggi; & Ii meschini non s'accorgono, che I
gl'instromenti le dicono il falso, & altro e cercare con le voci, e i suoni una
I cosa appartenente alla facolta Harmonica; & altro e con la ragione accomlpagnata col senso ritrovare ii vero & l'essatto. I
15 Vario Vorrei dirvi ii mio parere, ma dubito che non vi incresca.
Luca Dite pure, che io vi ascoltero volontieri. I
fatti Compositori, I
pare di poter cordi gia hanno laapunto da' qua-lli
questi hanno imparato di insfilzare quelle poche di solfe con mala gra-ltia; ma
sapete cio che a questi tali per il piu intraviene? quello che Oratio I disse nel
lib. 2. de Car. Oda decima. 1·

Vario Vado credendo che non ci sia altro nel capo di cosi
che fumo, & che tanto siano di se stessi inamorati, che le
lrompere, guastare & rovinare quelle buone Regole, che
20
lsciate tanti Theorici, e Musici Eccellentissimi; & quelli

25

Saepius ventis agitatur ingens I
Pinus, & Celsae graviore casu I
Decidunt Turres, f eriuntque summos I
Fulmina Montes. I
Al fine, perche sono fabriche fatte senza fondamento presto dal tempo sono I

3 II senso non riceve le cose se non m un certo modo confuso. in marg. II 12
Gl'instromenti insegnano il falso. in marg. II 21 Oratio lib. 2. Oda. IO. in
marg.11
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the fatal offense as it would if this were a cantilena in two or three parts. 31
But reason, which knows and discerns the good from the bad, judges very
well that it is a deception made to the sense, which does not receive material
except in a certain confused manner, even though it is close to the truth. 32
This is made manifestly clear when organists add the twelfth to the other
stops: reason--and not the sense--discovers the many dissonances that occur
among them.
It is known that the sense is deceived, and these composers or new
inventors vigorous-ly dedicate themselves to this; it is enough for them to
satisfy the sense, and therefore they labor day and night at the instruments
to hear the effect that such passages make. The small-minded people do not
realize that instruments tell them falsehood: it is one thing to search with
voices and sounds for something belonging to the harmonic faculty, and it is
another thing to find truth and exactness with reason accompanying the
sense.

Luca

Vario I would like to tell you my view, but I doubt that it will not annoy you.
Luca Say it anyway--! will willingly listen to you.
Vario I believe there is nothing in the head of these composers except smoke

and that they are so enamored of themselves that it seems to them they are
able to corrupt, destroy, and ruin the good rules that many theorists and
most excellent musicians have already left; and these composers have learned
to string together these few solfeggios with bad grace.
But do you know
what usually happens to these?
What Horace says in the second book of
songs, tenth ode:
Saepius ventis agitatur ingens
Pinus et celsae graviore casu
Decidunt turres, feriuntque summos
Fulmina montes33
At the end, because they are fabrications made without foundation, they are
31 1n

L'Artusi, Book 2, p. 37, Artusi elaborates on this point.
Quoting
Pseudo-Aristotle's Problemata 19.16 (which states that a three-note chord will
make the middle note clouded), Artusi says "And if two obscure the third,
four will obscure the fifth all the more; which is none other than what was
said by me other times--the excellent sensible corrupts the sense."
32

This recalls Artusi's passage in the first discussion on the relative power
of sense and reason; see ff. llr-l2r (pp. 119-27).
33

"'Tis often er the tall
towers that fall with the
that the lightning strikes"
trans. C. E. Bennett, Loeb
sity Press, 1914), p. 131)).

pine that is shaken by the wind; 'tis the lofty
heavier crash, and 'tis the tops of the mountains
(Odes 2.10.9-12 [Horace, The Odes and Epodes,
Classical Library, 56 (Cambridge: Harvard Univer-
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consumate & gitate

a terra,

& restano gli edificatori delusi, & scher-lniti. I

Luca Tutto vi concedo che sia vero; ma ditemi se questa scienza si puo I con
nuovi modi di dire accrescere: perche non volete, o non vi pia-lce, o non vi
pare che sia bene augumentarla? il Campo e largo ogn'uno, I s'affatica intorno
5
alle cose nuove, devono ancora Ii Musici dilatarsi; che il I fare le Cantilene
tutte ad un modo, genera nausea e f astidio all'udito. I
Vario Non nego, che ii ritrovare cose nuove non sia bene, anzi necessario; ma I

10

ditemi voi prima, perche causa volete adoprare quelle dissonanze, nel mo-ldo
che le adoprano costoro? se lo fate per dire io voglio che si sentano malnifestamente, & che il senso dell'udito ne resti offeso: perche non le I usate
al modo ordinario, & con ragione, secondo che e Adriano e Ci-lpriano, il
Palestrina, il Porta, Claudio, ii Gabrielli, ii Gastoldi, ii Nanino, I ii Giovanelli,
& tanti e tanti altri che in questa Academia hanno scritto? I non hanno forsi
fatto sentire delle asprezze? vedete Orlando lasso, Filippo I di Monte, Giaches

11 Musici Eccellenti. in marg. II 12 Palestrina ego Palestina A II
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soon consumed by time,
deluded and scorned.

thrown

to

the

ground, and

the

builders

remain

Luca I concede that all this is true; but tell me if this science can grow with

new manners of speaking? Why do you not wish it to be augmented? Does
it not please you, or does it not seem good to you? The field is large and
everyone labors on new things--mustn't the mus1c1ans also expand, since
making cantilenas all in one manner generates nausea and is tedious to the
hearing?
Vario I do not deny that finding new things is good; rather, it is necessary; but

tell me first the reason why you want to adopt those dissonances in the
manner that they adopt them?
If you do it to say "I want them to be
manifestly heard so the sense of hearing is offended by them," why not use
them in the ordinary manner and with reason, as Adriano [Willaert], 34 Cipriano [de
Rore ], 36 Palestrina, 36 Porta, 37 Claudio [Merulo ], 38 Gabrieli, 39
40
Gastoldi,
Nanino, 41 Giovanelli, 42 and many others in this academy 43 have
written?
Have they not made harshnesses heard?
Look at Orlando [di]
34See

first discussion, n. 63.

36 See

first discussion, n. 13 7.

36See

first discussion, n. 18.

37See

first discussion, n. 16.

38See

first discussion, n. 15.

39See

first discussion, n. 17.

40See

first discussion, n. 19.

41 See

first discussion, n. 22.

42

See first discussion, n. 21.

43 It

is very unlikely that Artusi means that all these composers belonged
to the same musical academy: at this time, for instance, Gabrieli was in
Venice, Giovanelli was in Rome, and Palestrina and Willaert were both dead.
A more likely solution is that their music was frequently performed at an
academy to which Artusi belonged. While the number of musical academies in
Bologna and its environs was large at this time, perhaps this could be the
academy whose concerts were held in Antonio Goretti's house in Ferrara
where Artusi heard Monteverdi's madrigals (see f. 39r [p. 281 ]). "About the
year 1598, Goretti was beginning to take an interest in Monteverdi's madrigals, many of which he included in Accademia concerts given at his house.
Among the audience were musical connoisseurs of various camps, some
conservative and others forward-looking and broad-minded,
" (Denis
Stevens, The Letters of Claudio Monteverdi [Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1980], p. 344 ).
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l0

Vvert, & ne ritrovarete le Cataste piene: Se volete II che il senso dell'udito,
non ne pigli tanta offesa; ne gl'istessi auttori, ritrova-lte il modo, e l'ordine
di usarle; se mo volesti che ella diventasse consonan-lte: bisogna che per
esser contraria alla consonantia; ella per natura sempre I sia dissonante; &
all'hora diventara consonante, quando la consonanza di-lverra dissonante; ilche
tratta dell'impossibile; a benche questi nuovi inven-ltori potrebbono forsi ,
tanto affaticarsi col tempo, che ritrovassero questo nuolvo modo; che la
dissonanza diventasse consonanza; & la consonanza, disso-lnanza: e non e gran
cosa; che ingegni elevati come questi faccino, e ritrovi-lno, intieramente di
queste case. I
Luca Vogliono apunto temperare in qualche parte la asprezza delle dissonanlze, in
altro modo, di quello che fatto hanno li passati; e in questo s'affaticano. I
Vario Se con la osservatione de' precetti, & delle buone regale lasciate da I
Theorici & osservate da tutti li pratici, si puote havere lo intento; che pro-

15

lposito e volere fuori delli termini, cercare delle stravaganterie?

Non sapete,

I che tutte le scienze & tutte l' Arti sono state da sapienti regolate , & di cialscuna ci sono stati lasciati i primi Elementi, le Regale, & li precetti, sopra le

I quali sono fondate , affin che non deviando da i principij, & dalle buone re20

lgole, possi uno intendere, quello che dice, o fa l'altro? & si come non e
lecito, I per vietare la confusione, delle scienze & dell' Arti, ad ogni semplice
Pe-ldante, immutare le regale lasciate da Guarino; ne ad ogni Poeta ponere
una I sillaba longa in vece d'una breve, nel verso; ne ad ogni Arithmetico
depra-lvare quelli atti, e quelle Demostrationi, che sono proprie di quell' Arte;

2 La dissonanza e contraria alla consonanza. in marg. II 16 Le scienze tutte,
& le Arti sono state da sapienti passati regolate. in marg.

II

42v
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Lasso, 44 Filippo di Monte, 45 and Giaches Wert, 46 and you will find measures
full of them. If you want the sense of hearing not to take such offense, you
will find the manner and order for using them in the same authors. If you
want dissonance now to become consonant, it is necessary that, being
contrary to consonance, it is by nature always dissonant; and it will become
consonant when consonance becomes dissonant--which is impossible. Even if
these new inventors could perhaps labor with time to such a degree that they
might find this new manner--that the dissonance became consonance and the
consonance became dissonance--it is not a great thing for elevated minds like
theirs entirely to make and find these things.
Luca Precisely--they want to temper somewhat the harshness of the dissonances

in another manner than what past musicians have done, and in this they
labor.
Vario If the intent can be had with the observation of the precepts and good

rules left by the theorists and observed by all the practical musicians, what is
the purpose of wanting to search beyond these limits for extravagances? Do
you not know that all the sciences and all the arts have been regulated by
knowledgeable men, and the first elements, rules, and precepts on which each
of them is founded have been left for us, so that by not deviating from the
principles and good rules, one can understand what another says or does?
And since it is not permitted--to avoid confusion in the sciences and arts-for every simple pedant to change the rules left by Guarino, 47 or for every
poet to place a long syllable instead of a short in the verse, or for every
arithmetician to corrupt the acts and demonstrations proper to that art, in a
44 Orlando

di Lassus (1532-94) was a very prolific composer and "in his
time the best-known and most widely admired musician in Europe" (The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Lassus, [I] Orlande de," by
James Haar).
He composed masses, madrigals, motets, chansons, German
lieder, and passions.
Although he spent most of his life in Germany, he
visited Italy and was well _known there.
45

Di Monte (1521-1603) was a Flemish composer who spent his life in
Italy.
Although his output of sacred works is large, he is most famous for
his secular compositions.
To his contemporaries, he was known for his
chromatic passages (The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v.
"Monte, Phillipe de," by Milton Steinhardt and Robert M. Lindell).
46 Wert

(1535-96) was a noted Flemish composer active in Italy. His music
is often characterized by the use of unusual linear intervals such as the
augmented second.
Many of the newer compositional techniques of the
sixteenth century are found in his music. Monteverdi called him a composer
of the seconda pratica.
47

Battista Guarino (1434- l 5 l 3) wrote De ordine docendi et studendi (1459)
which preserved the ideals his father Guarino dei Guarini (1374-1460)--a
famous pedagogue--held for education.
The work detailed his method for
giving a classical education.
See Cyclopedia of Education, s.v. "Guarino,
Battista."
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cosi I non e lecito ad ogni insfilza solfe, depravare, corrompere, & volere con
no-lvi principij fondati nell'arena, introdurre nuovo modo di Componere, pero
I benissimo disse Oratio; I
Est modus in rebus, sunt certi denique fines I
Quos ultra, citraque nequit consistere rectum. I

5

Luca E' il vero, che tutte le Scienze, e l'arti sono state regolate; ma tuttavia,

perche le dissonanze, sono adoprate nello Harmonie per accidente, pare che
si possono di loro servire Ii Musici come lo piace. I
Non nego, che le dissonanze, non siano accidentalmente adoprate da I
Compositori nelle Cantilene; ma dico bene, che essendo contrarie per na-ltura
alla consonantia, non possono in modo alcuno convenire allo istes-lso modo,
ne si debbono usare all'istesso modo: s'usano le Consonanze I nelle Harmonie
liberamente, per salto grado senza rispetto alcuno; ma I delle dissonanze
bisogna havere altra consideratione; perche sono di un'alltra natura: e'l modo
fu dimostrato dallo Artusi nell' Arte del Contrapon- II to; ma non gia nella 43r
maniera che fanno questi nuovi Maestri. I

Vario
10

15

Luca Osservano questi Musici, che quella parte, che fa la dissonanza con la I piu

20

grave, habbi corrispondenza Harmonica col Tenore; di maniera che aclcorda
lei, con tutte l'altre parti; e'l piu grave accorda lui ancora con tutte I l'altre;
& cosi fanno una mistura a lor modo. I

4 Oratio. nella poetica. in marg. II 17 Nova regola de' Moderni qual sia. in
marg.11
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like manner, it is not permitted for any solfeggios strung together to deprave,
corrupt, and desire to introduce new methods of composing with new principles founded in the sand. On this, Horace said it best:
Est modus in rebus, sunt certi denique fines
Quos ultra, citraque nequit consistere rectum. 48
Luca It is true that all the sciences and arts have been regulated; nevertheless,
because dissonances are adopted accidentally in harmony, it seems the
musician is able to use them however he desires.
Vario I do not deny that dissonances are adopted accidentally by composers in
cantilenas, but I correctly say that inasmuch as they are contrary by nature
to consonance, they are not able in any manner to be proper [to harmony] in
the same manner, nor should they be used in the same manner. Consonances
are used liberally in harmonies by leap or step without any respect, but for
dissonances, it is necessary to have other considerations because they are of
another nature--and the manner was demonstrated by Artusi in the Arte de!
contraponto, 49 but not in the manner that these new masters use.
Luca These musicians observe that the part making a dissonance with the lowest
part corresponds harmonically with the tenor, so that it accords with all the
other parts, and the lowest part accords also with all the other parts--thus
they make a mixture in their manner. 50
48Satires

l. l.106- 7: "There is measure in all things.
There are, in short,
fixed bounds, beyond and short of which right can find no place" (Horace,
Satires, Epistles, and Ars poetica. trans. H. Rushton Fairclough, Loeb Classical
Library, 57 [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1926], p. 13).
49 Artusi is referring to his L' Arte de! contraponto ridotta in ta vole, book
2, which is devoted entirely to the treatment of dissonances in music. This
was somewhat reduced in scope when it was included in Artusi's revised
L'Arte del contraponto (1598).

50In

this example (example 7), the progression E-F-G of the quinto is
consonant with the E of the tenor.
Likewise, the A in the bass and the
notes of the top two parts are consonant with the tenor.
Luca defends the
passage saying that the dissonance between quinto and bass is insignificant
because all parts accord with the tenor.
In "The Artusi-Monteverdi Controversy," pp. 133-34, Palisca illustrates the
similarity between this and Tinctoris's singing super librum.
In vocal
improvisation, the various parts sing something consonant to one part and
ignore the resultant dissonances among the improvising parts.
Banchieri
reports that the resulting dissonances are so appealing that "even if a
hundred various voices (so to speak) were singing consonantly over a bass, all
would agree, and those dissonances, fifths, octaves, extravagances and clashes
are all graces that make up the true effect of contrapunto alla mente
[counterpoint of the mind]" (Adriano Banchieri, Cartella musicale [Venice:
Vincenti, 1614], p. 230 [Eng. trans. by Palisca in "The Artusi-Monteverdi
Controversy," p. 134 ]). So impressed was Banchieri with this style of singing
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Vario Io vedo che questa loro regola e osservata nella Casella prima, quar-lta,
quinta, sesta, settima: Ma nella sesta Casella, che quelle Crome non han-lno
relatione che Harmonica sia; ne col Basso, ne col Tenore; con qual sorte I di
regale vi parera che si possino salvare? I
5 Luca Io non so come da questo si potranno aiutare, non ci vedo osservatio-lne
alcuna, se non che io credo che siano cavate dal sentire ne gl'Instromenti, I
per ii loro moto presto, che molto non offendano l'udito. I
Vario Non vi ricorda cio che diced Aristosseno a proposito di questi tali? I Heri
v1 recitai la sua intentione; hara vi diro le sue parole istesse: nel se-lcondo
10
de gli Harmonici dice Maximum ergo, & flagitiosum in summa est I peccatum,
referre ad instrumentum rei Harmonicae naturam. Quan to poi a I quello, che
per ii loro moto presto non offendano l'udito; la intelletto, che co-lnosce lo
inganno fatto al senso, dice che non essendo quelli intervalli consonanlti, ma
dissonanti, & posti a caso, non possono in modo alcuno, fra di loro ha-lvere
15
relatione Harmonica; ne percio possono generare Harmonia che gra-lta
all'udito sia; & che quella prestezza, accompagnata con tante parti, che I
insieme fanno ii romore; altro non e, che lo Eccellente sensibile, che corlrompe ii senso. I

11 Lo intelletto conosce lo inganno fatto al senso. in marg.

II
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Vario I see this rule of theirs is observed in the first, fourth, fifth, 51 sixth, 52
and seventh 53 measures.
But in the sixth measure the chromas have no
harmonic relation--neither with the bass nor with the tenor. 54
With what
sort of rule will it seem to you that they are able to be saved?

Luca I do not know how they will be able to be helped by this; I do not see any
observation there, except I believe they are derived from sensing on the
instruments, and because of their fast motion, they do not much offend the
hearing.
Vario Do you not remember what Aristoxenus 56 says regarding such as these?
Yesterday I recited to you his intention, now I will tell you his very words:
in the second book of the Harmonica he says, "Maximum ergo, et flagitiosum
in summa est peccatum, referre ad instrumentum rei Harmonica naturam." 56

As for their not offending the hearing on account of their fast motion,
the intellect, which recognizes deception made to the sense, says that
inasmuch as these intervals are not consonant but rather dissonant and placed
haphazardly, they are not in any manner able to relate harmonically among
themselves, neither are they therefore able to generate harmony pleasing to
the hearing; and that speed, accompanied by many parts that make together
noise, is nothing other than the excellent sensible corrupting the sense. 57
that he constructed rules to aid the composer in wnttmg down passages that
imitate the spontaneous dissonant nature of vocal improvisation.
51 All

parts in the first, fourth, and fifth examples are consonant or have
prepared and resolved dissonances with the quinto.
52 Most

of the parts are consonant or have prepared and resolved dissonances with the tenor. Vario is about to say that there are some inconsistencies
in this example.
53 As

indicated in the discussion above, all parts are consonant or have
prepared and resolved dissonances with the quinto.
54

Specifically, the F of the canto and the D of the alto do not harmonize
with the bass or the tenor.
65 On

Aristoxenus, see first discussion, n. 24 and chapter 3, "Introduction
to the Treatise," pp. 48-50.
56 Harm.

2.4 l ("Nay, rather there is no error so fatal and so preposterous
as to base the natural laws of harmony on any instrument" (Henry Macran,
ed. and trans., The Harmonics of Aristoxenus (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1902;
reprint ed., Hildesheim: Olms, 1974), p. 196]).
57

On the "excellent sensible," see n. 30 supra.
On the relative power of
sense and reason, see Artusi's extended discussion on ff. 11 r- l 2r (pp. I I 927).
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e di sodisfare al solo senso; poco curandosi, che la I
ragione, entri qua a iudicare le loro Cantilene. I

Luca Tutto il loro pensiero,

Vario Se questi tali havessero letto Boetio nel Cap. nano del Primo; & nel I
Primo del Quinto: & Tolomeo nel cap. primo del Primo Lib. de gli Harmolnici,

5

non e dubio che sarebbono d'altro parere. I
Luca Manco stimano, di vedere li Cartoni di Boetio; ma che di sapere cio I che
dicono, a loro basta di sapere insfilzare quelle Solfe, a modo loro, & in-

10

lsegnare di Cantare alli cantanti, le loro Cantilene con molti movimenti del I
corpo, accompagnando la voce con quei moti, & nel fine si lasciano andare I
di maniera, che paia apunto che muoiano, & questa e la perfettione della I
loro Musica. I

2 Moderni non curan di sodisfare altro che il senso. m marg. II 6 Perfettione
della Musica d'alcuni Moderni, qual sia. in marg. II
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Luca Tutto il loro pensiero, e di sodisfare al solo senso; poco curandosi, che la I
ragione, entri qua a iudicare le loro Cantilene. I
Vario Se questi tali havessero letto Boetio nel Cap. nono del Primo; & nel I
Primo del Quinto: & Tolomeo nel cap. primo del Primo Lib. de gli Harmolnici,
5
non e dubio che sarebbono d'altro parere. I
Luca Manco stimano, di vedere li Cartoni di Boetio; ma che di sapere cio I che
dicono, a loro basta di sapere insfilzare quelle Solfe, a modo loro, & inlsegnare di Cantare alli cantanti, le loro Cantilene con molti movimenti del I
corpo, accompagnando la voce con quei moti, & nel fine si lasciano andare I
lO
di maniera, che paia apunto che muoiano, & questa e la perfettione della I
loro Musica. I

2 Moderni non curan di sodisfare altro che il senso. in marg. II 6 Perfettione
della Musica d'alcuni Moderni, qual sia. in marg. II
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Luca Their whole thought is to satisfy the sense alone, caring little that reason
takes part here to judge their cantilenas.
Vario If they had read Boethius 58 in chapter nine of the first book 59 and the
first chapter of the fifth book, 60 and Ptolemy 61 in chapter one of the first
book of the Harmonica. 62 there is no doubt that they would be of a different
opinion.

Luca They do not even consider seeing the pages of Boethius.
To know what
they say, it is enough for them to know how to string together those solfeggios in their manner and to teach the singers to sing their cantilenas with
many movements of the body, accompanying the voice with those motions. In
the end, they let themselves go in such a way that it seems they really are
dying--and this is the perfection of their music. 63
58On

Boethius, see first discussion, n. 82 and chapter 3, "Introduction to
the Treatise," pp. 50-52.
59 Entitled

"Not all judgment ought to be given to the senses, but more
ought to be believed from reason; concerning the fallacy of the senses in this
matter," this chapter proposes that since reason "never falters by any error,"
it gives the final judgment on musical matters (Boethius De inst. mus. 1.9
[Calvin M. Bower, "Boethius' The Principles of Music: An Introduction,
Translation, and Commentary"
(Ph.D. diss., George Peabody College for
Teachers, I 967), pp. 57-59]).
60"The

sense focuses its power on something confused but yet approximate
to that which it senses.
But reason judges truth, and searches out the
ultimate difference. Thus the sense finds something confused but close to the
truth, but one accepts the truth from reason.
Indeed reason alone finds the
truth, though it receives a confused but approximate likeness of the truth; for
the senses take in nothing of truth itself, but come only to an approximation.
Reason is the final judge" (Boethius De inst. mus. 5.2 [Bower trans., pp. 29596]).
61 On

Ptolemy, see first discussion, n. 48 and chapter 3, "Introduction to
the Treatise," pp. 57-59.
62 Ptolemy

says that the senses are often deceived and that they may be
able to discern truth among large things but are often deceived in comparing
smaller parts (Ptolemy Harm. I.I; there is as yet no English translation
available. Ingemar During has translated his edition of the work into German
in Ptolemaios und Porohyrios uber die Musik, Goteborgs Hogskolas Arsskrift,
40/1 [Goteborg: £landers, 1934; reprint ed., Ancient Philosophies, 11, New
York: Garland, 1980]).
63 The

dramatic power of the performers
Although some--including Artusi--found their
appreciated the added dimension to the music.
the solo singers "accompanied the music and
facial expressions, glances and gestures, with

of the day was well known.
interpretations excessive, others
Vincenzo Giustiniani said that
the sentiment with appropriate
no awkward movements of the
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Vario Apunto l'havete detto, muoiono loro, & le operatiom msieme, & fra I li
molti accidenti che rendono dubiosa la strada, a qualunque Artefice, del I
bene operare, per poter conseguire quel fine che lo conduce alla immortali- II
ta; suole piu d'ogn'altra, per comune giudicio de savij, & dotti, essere reputa- 43v
lta maggiore la ignoranza, per la quale non si sa discernere, delle operationi,
5
I quali siano le migliori, & quali le peggiori, dal che non conosciuto, nasce
che I il piu delle volte abbraccia, & fa elettione di molte cose, che da lui
dovreblbono essere fuggite; & fugge quelle, che da lui dovrebbono essere
seguite, & I abbracciate.
Indi ne nascono poi questa sorte di Cantilene, che
come mostri I se ne vanno per le mani, di questo & di quell'altro, & la
IO
cognitione delle I quali non sann' loro stessi, qual si sia: Basta di fare un
romore di suoni; I una confusione d'impertinentie, una Congregatione d'imperfettioni, e'l I tutto nasce da questa ignoranza, dalla quale sono offuscati. I
Luca Fu sempre la ignorantia causa di male, e tanto piu, quando ella e ac-

lcompagnata dallo amore di se stesso, che come disse Oratio, I
15

Est Caecus Amor sui. I
Non lascia conoscere le imperfettioni proprie; ma cio che fa & pensa, ere-Ide
che tutto sia ben fatto; & e come quell'ebrio, a cui pare d'essere sobrio, I &
che il sobrio sia ebrio. I

Vario Troppo importante e'l trattare le cose d'una scienza con uno che ne sia
ignorante; e proprio come il Contadino, che pone l'aratro in un campo I pieno
di sterpi, e spine, & altre cose che lo impediscono a poter mettere in I
coltura quel cosi fatto terreno; rispetto ad un campo, che sia avezzo allo I
aratro, & al ricevere seme che facci frutto. Ma sentite che passagio e quelllo, aspro & inculto, che pur si pensano che sia esquisito; della terza Casella,
25
I che nella parte piu grave si ritrova percuotere la piu acuta con una
Semidia-lpente doppo la pausa di minima; che per la sua asprezza. fa stare in
dubio il I Cantore, se falla, o pur se dice bene. Questo intervallo da tutti Ii
Composito-lri e stato adoprato, ma in altra maniera; in altra maniera dico
perche, se belne l'adoprano, nell'una e l'altra parte della battuta detta Arsis

20

5 Strada che impedisce la immortalita qua! sia. in marg. II
marg. II 30 Arsis & Thesis cio che sia. in marg. II

15 Oratio. in
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Vario You have said exactly that they and their operations die together. Among
the many accidents that render doubtful for any artist the street of effective
operation (in order to be able to attain the goal that leads to immortality),
more than any other, according to the common judgment of the knowledgeable
and learned, it is common for ignorance to be reputed greatly; on account of
which, it is not known how to discern which operations are best and which
are worst; from this lack of knowledge arises the fact that the artist most
often embraces and selects many things that should be avoided by him, and
he avoids those that should be followed and embraced by him. Therein arises
this sort of cantilena that, like monsters, goes hand in hand from this to
that, and they themselves do not know what the understanding of the cantilenas is.
It is enough to make a noise of sounds, a confusion of impertinences, and a congregation of imperfections, and the whole arises from this
ignorance, by which- they are darkened.
Luca Ignorance was always the cause of bad--all the more so when accompanied

by love of one's self, as Horace said:
Est coecus Amor sui64
It does not let the imperfections themselves be recognized, but whatever it

makes and thinks, it believes to be all well made, and it is like the drunk
who seems sober to himself, and to whom someone sober seems drunk.
Vario The treatment of scientific things is too important for one who is ignorant
of them; it is exactly like the farmer who places the plow in a field full of
underbrush, thorns, and other things that impede him from being able to
cultivate the terrain, as compared to a field that is accustomed to the plow
and receives seed that makes fruit.
But observe that harsh and uncultivated passage (which they think
exquisite) of the third measure where the lowest part is found striking a
semidiapente 65 with the highest part after the mm1m rest 66 --which, on
account of its harshness, makes the singer doubt whether he errs or says it
correctly.
This interval has been adopted by all the composers, but in
another manner: in another manner, I say, because, even though they adopt it
mouth or hands or body which might not express the feeling of the song"
(Discorso sopra la musica [Carol MacClintock, trans., "Giustiniani's Discorso
sopra la musica," Musica disciolina 15 (1961): 213]).
64 Odes

1.18.14: "Love of self is blind." The original phrase ("caecus Amor
sui" ["blind self -love"]) is part of a longer passage; Artusi supplied a new
verb to make the passage self-contained.
65 Diminished
661.e.,

fifth.

the F of the quinto with the B of the bass.
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& Thesis; I non l'adoprano pero nell'uno, o l'altro modo doppo la privatione
del suono; I ma le precede una sesta, o altra consonanza secondo, che l' Artusi
dimostro I nell' Arte del Contraponto. I

Luca Non ho mai veduto, ne udito cosi fatto intervallo, usato nel modo, I che
fanno questi tali; suppongono, che quella pausa di minima, serva per un'laltra
consonanza, ma come detto havete, non iudica il senso quello che non I ode.
Uso questo intervallo Cipriano nel Madrigale; Non Geme, non fin'o-lro; ma in
altra maniera: & Morales nel Magnificat del quinto Tono, nel I versetto, Sicut
locutus est: Et molti altri Eccellenti Compositori, ma nel I modo che da'
10
nostri vecchi e stato insegnato, e lasciatone ben mille essempij. II Et e 44r
veramente cosa meravigliosa, che quelli intervalli, che dalla natura I istessa
sono stati creati dissonanti, habbino li vecchi con la loro molta fati-lca &
diligenza insegnato il modo; non di fare che diventino Consonanti, I ma di
usarli di maniera che propriamente pare che perdano di quella asprezjza, e
15
acquistino dolcezza; ma usati & posti assolutamente, discostandosi da I quel
modo da loro insegnato, non possono fare buono effetto. I
5

7 Cipriano et Morales. in marg. II
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in both parts of the beat (called arsis and thesis 67), they do not, however,
adopt it in either manner after the lack of sound, but they precede it with a
sixth or other consonance according to what Artusi demonstrated in the Arte
del Contraponto. 68
Luca I have never seen or heard this interval used in the manner they do: they

suppose the minim rest serves as another consonance, but as you have said, 69
the sense does not judge what it does not hear. Cipriano used this interval
in the madrigal "Non Geme, non fin'oro," 70 but in another manner; Morales 71
used it in the verset "Sicut locutus est" of the Magnificat on the fifth tone;
and many other excellent composers used it, but in the manner taught by our
elders, who left us thousands of examples of it. It is truly a marvelous thing
that the elders, with much work and diligence, did not teach a method by
which these intervals (created dissonant by nature herself) become consonant,
but · rather a method by which they are used in such a manner that they properly seem to lose their harshness and acquire sweetness.
But used and
placed openly, distancing themselves from the method taught by the elders,
they are not able to make a good effect.
67 Arsis

and thesis are essential elements of rhythmic theory.
Aristides
Quintilianus (De mus. 1.14) says that they are the parts of the rhythmic foot.
He also says that "Arsis is the movement upwards of part of a body; thesis,
the movement downwards of the same part" (De mus. 1.13 [Aristides Quintilianus, On Music in Three Books. trans., with commentary, introduction, and
annotations by Thomas J. Mathiesen, Music Theory Translation Series (New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1983), p. 94]).
Renaissance theorists
understood arsis to mean the first half of a beat (that is, the accented part)
and thesis to mean the second half (that is, the unaccented part).
68"If

it will be done so that an interval that is consonant is found both
following and before these fifths, it will temper its harshness so that the
hearing will be contented much more than in any other manner" (Artusi,
Secondo parte dell'arte del contraponto, p. 34: "Se fara di modo, che e doppo,
& avanti a queste Quinte si ritrovi uno intervallo, che sia consonante,
temperara di modo la sua asprezza, che l'udito se ne contentera piu assai, che
in qualunque maniera").
69 F.

40v (p. 291).

7°Cipriano de Rore, Opera omnia. 8 vols., ed.
mensurabilis musicae, 14 (Rome: American Institute
4:44-45.
This madrigal has six tritones that occur
from a passing tone. One other tritone occurs on a
sion.

71 Crist6bal

Bernhard Meier, Corpus
of Musicology, 1959-77),
on weak beats that arise
strong beat as a suspen-

de Morales (ca.1500-1553) was a Spanish musician active in
Seville and in the Papal courts in Rome. Because his music was often favored
by the Popes, the fame of his religious works soon spread throughout Europe.
A thorough study of his musical style is found in Samuel Rubio, Cristobal de
Morales: Estudio critico de su polifonia ([Madrid]: Biblioteca "La Ciudad de
Dios," 1969).
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Vario Questa e una di quelle cose, che la esperienza, gli ha fatto conoscere, I
qual sia il buono, e'l bello, e quale il cattivo. I
Luca Non e dubbio che la esperienza molta intorno a molti particolari, f ra' I
quali questo n'e uno; manifesta la verita. I
5 Vario Li nostri vecchi non insegnorno mai, che le settime si dovessero usare I
cosi assolute & scoperte, come vedete nella Casella 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. perche I
non dano gratia alle Cantilene; & come poco fa vi dissi non ha la parte I
acuta corrispondenza, al suo tutto, principio, e fondamento. I
Luca Questo e un nuovo Paradosso. I

1O Vario Se questo nuovo Paradosso fosse fondato sopra di qualche ragione,
ralgionevole; sarebbe degno di molta lode, e caminarebbe a perpetua vita; ma
I e per haver corta vita non potendosi dimostrare, se non contra di lui I la
verita. I
15

Luca Questa demostratione, che induce in noi il sapere, per se, & non per I
accidente desidero io; & all'hora potro dire di sapere per le sue cause pro-

lpinque, le quali acquetano lo intelletto. I
Ad ogni modo voglio farvi questa demostratione, ma bisogna che allquanto di lontano ripigli ii ragionamento: dicovi adunque, che nelle cose atltenenti alla facolta Harmonica vi sono dui Iudici; il senso dell'udito per il I
primo; & la ragione per il secondo; che come dice Tolomeo; il senso iudica I
quelle cose che versano intorno alla materia: & la ragione s'affatica intor-lno
alla forma; dalle quali parole si cava che si come riceve perfettione la I
materia dalla forma; cosi ii iudicio che fa ii senso d'alcuna cosa, viene fat-Ito
perfetto dalla ragione. II prioprio del senso e di ritrovare almeno da se il I
piu vicino, e dalla ragione ricevere la perfettione; ma alla ragione accade il I
contrario; imperoche riceve dal senso il piu vicino, & da se stessa; riceve la I
perfettione: & quello che il senso nella instabile materia confusamente colnosce; la ragione in astrato, e loiltano dalla materia spogliato, lo iudica; per
la I qual cosa concludono, non solamente questi Theorici Moderni; ma gli
Anti-lchi ancora; che il iudicio dell'Harmonia, non solo appartenga al senso
del-ll'udito, ma alla ragione ancora, ne puo in simil iudicio stare l'uno senza
l'al- II tro, ne l'uno si puo dire perfetto senza l'altro.
11 senso dell'udito e 44v

Vario

20

25

30

19 Iudici della Musica. in marg. II 23 Proprio del senso. in marg. II
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Vario This is one of those things that experience had made known to them: what
is good and beautiful and what is bad.
Luca There is no doubt that much experience with many particulars, among
which this is one, manifests the truth.
Our elders never taught that sevenths should be used as openly and
uncovered as you see in measures two, three, four, five, six, and seven 72
because they do not give grace to cantilenas, and as I told you a little while
ago, the highest part does not correspond to its whole, beginning, and
foundation.

Vario

Luca This is a new paradox.

Vario If this new paradox were founded on some reasonable reason, it would be
worthy of much praise and it would walk in perpetual life, but it is to have a
short life inasmuch as it cannot demonstrate the truth except against itself.
Luca I desire this demonstration that induces knowledge in us by itself and not
by accident; then I shall be able to speak of knowledge on account of its own
causes, which appease the intellect.
Vario In any case, I want to make this demonstration for you, but it is neces-

sary that we take the discussion some distance away.
I tell you, therefore,
that in the things attendant to the harmonic faculty, there are two judges:
the sense of hearing is the first, and reason is the second, as Ptolemy says. 73
The sense judges the things that pertain to the material, while reason labors
on the form.
From this, one derives that just as material receives its
perfection from form, so the judgment the sense makes of any thing is made
perfect by reason. The property of the sense is at least to find the closest
thing to itself 74 and to receive perfection from reason; but the opposite
happens to reason, for it receives the thing closest to the sense and receives
perfection from itself. That which the sense recognizes with confusion in the
unstable material, reason judges in the abstract and far from the naked
material.
On account of this, not only
ones conclude that the judgment of
hearing but also to reason; neither
other, nor can one be said to be

the modern theorists but also the ancient
harmony belongs not only to the sense of
can one make such judgment without the
perfect without the other.
The sen'se of

72 Since

the use of the seventh in these examples does not follow the rules
for treating dissonances (for example, the sevenths in examples 2, 4, 5, and 6
are unprepared), they must be considered as harmonies.
This generates
Artusi's discussion of the various means used in music, ff. 46r-47v (pp. 32739). See n. 107 infra for an explanation of Artusi's categories of harmonies.
73 Ptolemy
74 This

Harm. 1. 1.

is reminiscent of Aristotle's concept of the proper sensibles; see
first discussion, n. 79.
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necessa-lrio, perche e il primo a ricever in se stesso tutte le cose a lui
appartenente, e I senza di lui la ragione non puo fare il suo offitio: ma e poi
imperfetto, per-lche se la ragione non le porge aiuto, si vede, che e manco, &
debile & total-lmente instabile.
La ragione, in un certo modo, e imperfetta;
perche e parte I dell'intelletto, ne puo conoscere, ne iudicare cosa alcuna, se
come per f enestra, I non e prima entrata per il senso, che come heri dissi,
riceve in se le cose, & le I appresenta allo intelletto.
Hanno percio nella
facolta Harmonica, il senso, e I la ragione tal'auttorita, che quello che il
senso approva ne' suoni, la ragione I conferma con le proportioni; accioche
non vi possi essere cosa contraria al I senso dell'udito, & alla ragione.
Di
qui e, che il considerare semplicemente I il suono, come subietto della Musica,
e grande errore, essendo che appartiene I al solo senso dell'udito, & e ii suo
obietto: & il considerare il solo numero, I e errore, perche s'appartiene alla
sola ragione; ma bisogna, che il soggietto I della Musica, sia una terza cosa di
queste due formata; & e ii numero so-lnoro. Ma ii numero sonoro, altro non
e, che le parti del corpo sonoro diviso, I ilquale ricevendo ragione di quantita
discreta, ci fa certo della quantita I del suono da lui prodotto; & di molti e
diversi suoni delle parti di lui fat-lte insieme comparate. Chiama il Musico

4 II proprio del senso & della ragione qual sia in marg. II 12 appartiene ego
uppartiene A II 15 Numero sonoro, che cosa sia. in marg. II 18 Corpo sonoro
qual sia in marg. II
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hearing is necessary because it is the first to receive in itself all the things
belonging to it; without it, reason cannot carry out its duty. Nevertheless, it
is imperfect, because if reason does not offer help, it is seen that the sense
is deficient, weak, and totally unstable. Reason, in a certain way, is imperfect, because it is part of the intellect and can neither know nor judge
anything that has not first entered through the sense (as through a window);
as I said yesterday, the sense receives things in itself and presents them to
the intellect. 75
In the harmonic faculty, therefore, sense and reason have
such authority that what the sense approves in the sounds, reason confirms
with proportions, so it is not possible for there to be anything contrary to
the sense of hearing and reason.
Therefore, simply considering sound as the subject of music is a great
error, 76 as it belongs only to the sense of hearing and is its object; and
considering only numbers is an error, 77 because they belong only to reason.
Rather, it is necessary for the subject of music to be a third thing formed
from these two, and that is: sonorous number. 78 Sonorous number is nothing
other than the parts of the divided sonorous body, which, through receiving
reason from discrete quantity, makes us certain of the quantity of the sound
produced by it and of the many and diverse sounds made by its parts,

75 F.

l lr (p. 121).

76 Historically,

the Aristoxenian theorists are accused of this fault.
defends Aristoxenus from this on f. 36r (p. 269).

Artusi

77Historically,
this was the Pythagorean approach to music (see two
excellent treatments of this subject: Richard L. Crocker, "Pythagorean Mathematics and Music," Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 22 (1963-64): I 8998, 325-35; and C. Andre Barbera, "The Persistence of Pythagorean Mathematics" [Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980]).
78 Zarlino

gives this definition for the term "sonorous number": "sonorous
number is number as related to tones and sounds found artificially produced
in a sounding body.
For example, when a string is divided according to
certain ratios, it permits us to ascertain the quantities of the sounds produced by it and the quantities of vocal tones that may be compared to the
string sounds as points of reference.
In saying this I am considering this
[sonorous] number in a universal sense as applying to any interval.
Considered specifically, the term is applied only to those intervals that are
consonant" (1st. harm. 1.19 [English translation by Guy Marco and Claude
Palisca in The Art of Counterpoint (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
1968; reprint ed., New York: Da Capo, 1983), p. 8, n. 4]). Zarlino considered
as consonant those intervals defined by the numbers l through 6: 2:1 (octave),
3:2 (fifth), 4:3 (fourth), 5:4 (major third), 6:5 (minor third), 5:3 (major sixth),
4:1 (fifteenth), 3:1 (twelfth), 5:2 (tenth), 6:1 (nineteenth), and 5:1 (seventeenth).
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corpo sonoro, quella cosa, dallaquajle si possi havere, & cavare suono atto
all'Harmonia.
Stando questo fonda-lmento potiamo dire con Aristotile nel
secondo della Fisica. Ipse proportiones I sunt forme, aut cause formates
intervallorum, & Consonantiarum. Le pro-lportioni sono le forme, overo cause
formali de gl'intervalli, & delle Conso-lnantie; ciascuno intervallo adunque ha
la sua forma, & sono differenti I l'una dall'altra; si come gl'intervalli sono
differenti di grandezza l'uno dal I l'altro.
Qualunque volta, che il Compositore compone una Cantilena a I due voci, tutti quelli intervalli, che sono
dissimili di suono, sono ancora con-ltenuti da dissimili proportioni; & si come
l'acuto ha relatione al grave, per I esser parte di lui, cosi il minor termine
delle loro proportioni ha relatione al I maggiore, perche e parte di lui, e'l
maggiore termine include, & in se con-ltiene il minore, come poco fa io vi
dissi.
Ma quando il Compositore compo-lne a tre voci, & che tutte tre le
parti insieme Cantano, e necessario, che nel I mezo di questo intervallo, vi si
ponga un termine mezano, che come dice I Pietro d'Abano, sopra il Problema
22. d' Aris to tile della particola 19. e I quello che genera !'Harmonia: & come

15 Aristotile Probl. 22 part. 19. in marg. II
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compared together. 79
Music calls "sonorous body" that from which it can
have and derive sound suitable to harmony.
Given this foundation, we can say with Aristotle in the second book of
the Physica: "lpse proportiones sunt forme, aut cause formales intervallorum,
et consonantiarum1180 (proportions are the forms or formal causes of the
intervals and consonances).
Each interval, therefore, has its own form, and
one is different from another, just as the intervals are different in size one
from another.
Every time a composer composes a cantilena for two voices, all the
intervals that are dissimilar in sound are also contained in dissimilar proportions.
Just as the high relates to the low (on account of being part of it),
so the lesser term of the proportions relates to the greater because it is part
of it, and the greater term includes and contains the lesser one in it, as I
told you a short while ago. 81
But when the composer composes for three voices, and all three . parts
sing together, it is necessary for a middle term 82 to be placed in the middle
of this interval, as Pietro d'Abano83 says concerning the twenty-second
problem of Aristotle, the nineteenth particular: this middle term is that which
79 Artusi's

definition compares to Zarlino's universal definition (see n. 78
Because a sounding string (an example of a "sonorous body") can be
measured and divided by ratios, these measurements (the "discreet quantity")
give reason to the various musical sounds produced. Thus the quantity of the
sound is made sure by the quantities of the divided sonorous body.

filmra).

80 Physica

2.3.194b27-29: "In another way, the form or the archetype, i.e.
the definition of the essence, and its genera, are called causes (e.g. of the
octave the relation of 2:1, and generally number), and the parts in the definition" (The Complete Works of Aristotle, p. 332); and Physica 2.3.l 95a29-32:
"For things are called causes in many ways and even within the same kind
one may be prior to another: e.g. the doctor and the expert are causes of
health, the relation 2:1 and number of the octave, and always what is
inclusive to what is particular" (The Complete Works of Aristotle, p. 333). It
is likely that Artusi is actually quoting from some commentary on Aristotle's
Physica.
81 The
82

analogy is based on Vario's explanation on f. 40v (p. 287).

1.e., a "mean:" here Artusi is referring to the middle harmonic voice.

83 Pietro

d'Abano (1250-1315) translated Pseudo-Aristotle's Problemata with
commentary in 1310. This was not published, however, until 1475 by Paulus
Johannes de Puzpach in Mantua.
By Artusi's day, this was a well-known
source for information on music (problem 11 dealt with acoustics and 19 with
music). Palisca (in his Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought [New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1985], pp. 51-66) has detailed the importance of his commentary and its influence on Renaissance scholars.
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dice Boetio nell'ultimo Cap. del-11' Arithmetica in lui consiste tutta la perfettione.
Questo termine mezano, I o che divide quello intervallo in due parti
eguali, overo in due parti inegua- II Ii; se eguali sara come la quintadecima 45r
che dall'ottava viene divisa, in par-lti eguali; se ineguali, sara come l'ottava
che da una quinta nel grave I & una quarta nello acuto viene divisa; overo
per ii contrario.
Que-lsta divisione cosi fatta, e chiamata da Boetio, & da
tutta la Schola I de' Mathematici, Proportionalita; & si come la proportione,
secondo Eu-lclide, non e altro che quel rispetto, che hanno due determinate
quan-ltita, fra di loro: cosi la proportionalita, non e altro che quel rispetto I
che dui intervalli s'hanno fra di loro, i quali constano di tre termini; I parlo
della proportionalita congiunta, non della disgiunta, che consta di I quattro
termini. Queste proportionalita secondo Boetio, Iordano, & I altri Mathematici

6 Proportionalita usata nella Musica & come.
Tordato A Tordano E II

in marg. II

12 Iordano ego
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generates harmony; 84 and as Boethius says in the last chapter of the [De
institutione] arithmetica, all perfection is contained in the middle term. 85
This middle term divides the interval into either two equal or two unequal
parts; if equal, it will be like the fifteenth divided by the octave into equal
parts; if unequal, it will be like the octave divided into a fifth in the lower
part and a fourth in the higher part, or contrariwise.
This division is called by Boethius and the whole school of mathematicians "proportionality, "86 and just as the proportion, according to
Euclid, 87 is nothing other than the respect two determinate quantities have
between themselves, so proportionality is nothing other than the respect two
intervals have between themselves, 88 which consist of three terms (I speak of
conjunct proportionality and not disjunct, which consists of four terms 89 ).
These proportionalities, according to Boethius, 90 Jordanus, 91 and other
84 This

is actually found in d'Abano's commentary on Problemata 19.20
(Problemata Aristotelis cum duplici translatione, antiaua videlicet et nova s.
Theodori Gaze: cum expositione Petri Aponi [Venice: Bonetum locatellum presbyterum, 1501), f. l 74r).
85 De

inst. arith. 2.54: "It remains now to discuss the greatest and most
perfect harmony which, constituted in three intervals, holds great strength in
the modulation and tempering of music and in speculation on natural questions. Nothing more perfect of this type can be found in a medial proportion
which is produced in three intervals and determines the nature and substance
of a most perfect body" (Michael Masi, Boethian Number Theory: A Translation of the "De institutione arithmetica". Studies in Classical Antiquity, 6
[Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1983), pp. 185-86). Boethius proceeds in this chapter to
show that of the ten proportionalities that he has described in the treatise,
only three produce musical intervals; therefore, these are the most perfect
means.
86 Even

though the common English term is "ratio," I shall use "proportionality" to emphasize the relationship Artusi is making here.
87

Euclid, Elementa 5, def. 3.
On Euclid and the various treatises Artusi
ascribes to Euclid, see first discussion, n. 128 and chapter 3, "Introduction to
the Treatise," pp. 53-54, 60-61.
88 In

De inst. mus. 2.12, Boethius defines proportionality as "the putting
together of equal proportions" (Bower trans., p. 128).
The rest of 2.12
elaborates on what Artusi mentions here.
89

Cf. Boethius De inst. mus. 2.13; Gaffurio De har. mus. inst. 3.1-5.

90

Boethius De institutione arithmetica 2.40-54.

91

Jordan us de Nemore (fl. 1220) was one of the most important mathematicians of the Middle Ages.
He is most famous for his theories on
mechanics.
Artusi is undoubtedly referring to his Arithmetica, which was
edited by Stapulensis and published with the latter's Musica libris demonstrata
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sono molte; ma le piu famose, & quelle che da Mu-lsici sono adoprate, le
ritrovo essere quattro. I
L'Arithmetica. I
La Geometrica. I
L 'Harmonica. I
La Contra Harmonica. I

5

Bisagna adunque concludere, che tutti quelli intervalli, che sono tralmezati da altro suono, siano secondo l'una di queste quattro proportiolnalita tramezati, divisi, & adoprati da Moderni Musici; & cio che vi si I
ritrova di piu, altro non e, che una replica dello istesso Suono, o nello I
acuto, o nel grave, per qualche spatio di ottave. I

Luca

10

Vario Casi sta. I

Luca Mi sara cara la demostratione di queste quattro proportionalita, ac-lcio
possi conoscere molte case nella Musica, che io veramente non le cono15
lscendo, conosco che me ne camino al buio; ne posso penetrarle come I
desidero. I
Vario Con la demostratione impararete molte infallibili regale, che vi fa-lranno
conoscere il buono dal cattivo; e quali compositori vanno a tentoni, I & quali

intendono le case per il verso buono. I
20 Luca Sopra il tutto desidero, & ve ne prego, datemi lo essempio in prati-lca,
accio piu facilmente intendi, cio che sete per dirmi. I
Vario Lo

faro tanto piu volentieri, quanta che me ne pregate, se bene nelll'animo mio gia havevo determinato di farlo. I

Luca Seguitate adunque che vi osservo. I
25 Vario Havrete la proportionalita Arithmetica, ciascuna volta, che
ritrovarete un
termine mezano, fra dui proposti numeri, che divida-lno talmente quella

3 Quattro proportionalita da Musici adoprate. in marg. II 23 Modo di ritrovare
il termine mezano Arithmetico. in marg. II
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mathematicians, are many, but the most famous and those adopted by music
are found to be four: arithmetic, geometric, harmonic, and subharmonic. 92
Luca It is therefore necessary to conclude that all those intervals halved by
another sound are halved, divided, and adopted by modern musicians according
to one of these four proportionalities, and that which is found most often is
nothing other than a replication of the same sound an octave higher or
lower. 93
Vario So it is.
Luca I would very much like a demonstration of these four proportionalities, 94 so
that I am able to know many things in music, for truly by not knowing them,
I do know that I am walking into darkness and am not able to penetrate
them as I desire.

Vario You will learn many infallible rules with the demonstration that will make
you recognize the good from the bad, while these composers go along
gropingly and understand opposite things for good.
Luca Concerning the whole, I desire and pray you to give me the example in
practice, so I may understand more easily what you are about to give me.
Vario The more you ask me, the more gladly I will do it, even though I had
already determined in my soul to do it.
Luca Proceed therefore, that I might observe you.
Vario You will have the arithmetic proportionality every time you will find a
middle term placed between two proposed numbers that divides the proportion
so the difference found between the greater and middle terms will equal the

guattuor by Hopyl in Paris in 1496.
In this edition, Stapulensis copied
Jordanus's propositions but supplied his own demonstrations.
See Dictionary
of Scientific Biography, s.v. "Jordanus de Nemore," by Edward Grant.
92 Boethius

describes ten possible means m De inst. arith.: arithmetic,
harmonic, geometric, subarithmetic, subharmonic, subgeometric, and four
others without names. In his Dimostrationi harmoniche, book I, prop. 19 (pp.
56-59), Zarlino identifies the subharmonic mean as the oldest of these four
proportionalities but says that it is not used at all in music.
93

1.e., any pitch that divides an interval into two smaller intervals must do
so according to one of these proportionalities.
Artusi will criticize Monteverdi for not adhering to this practice in one of the examples quoted on ff.
39v-40r (p. 285).
94

On these various proportionalities and how the ancient authors treated
them, see Barbera, "Persistence."
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proportione; che la differenza, che si ritrova II tra'l maggiore termine, e'l 45v
mezano; sara eguale alla differenza, che si ri-ltrova fra il mezano, & il
minore; & che maggior proportione sara, f ra I il minor termine, e'l mezano;
che fra ii maggiore, & il mezano: il che I si conseguisce a questo modo.
Ridurete in una somma ambidui li termini, I di qual si voglia proportione; & la
meta di tal somma, voi la ponerete nel I mezo delli termini gia insieme
accopiati, & haverete la proportionalita, et I termine mezano Arithmetico:
Eccovi lo essempio; la settima minore e con-ltenuta dalla proportione super 4.
partiente 5. fra li termini 9. & 5. se I questi accopiarete insieme, l'avenimento
sara 14. la meta 7. ilqual posto I nel mezo di 9. & 5. stara cosi 9.7.5. & sara
il termine mezano Arith-lmetico, & la proportione, sara divisa secondo la
proportionalita Arith-lmetica: che sia il vero, questi termini 9. 7. 5.
sono
l'uno dall'altro I superato, per egual quantita, si come un numero naturale,
supera l'al-ltro per egual differenza. Et maggior proportione si ritrova fra il
mezano I e'l minor termine; che fra il maggiore, & il mezano. Ma quando vi
oc-lcoresse ritrovare, il termine mezano, fra dui numeri, che l'uno fosse I
pare, e l'altro impare, dalla aggregatione de' quali non si puo havere nume-lro
che in due parti eguali si divida; duplicarete ambidui li termini, & I accopiati
insieme, di tal produttione, ne ponerete la meta nel mezo de' I termini
proposti, & sara il termine mezano, secon'do questa proportio-lnalita; essendo
vero che da dui numeri; uno pare, e l'altro impare I accopiati insieme, ne
venga un numero impare, che non si puo in due I parti dividere senza rotti. I

14
Qual proportione sia fra Ii termini, della proportionalita Arithmetica. in
marg. II
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difference found between the middle and lesser terms. 95 The proportion will
be greater between the lesser and middle terms than between the greater and
middle terms, which is a consequence of this mode.
You will reduce both
terms of whatever proportion you want into a sum and place half this sum in
the middle of the terms already added together, and you will have an arithmetic proportionality and middle term. 96
Here is the example: the minor seventh is contained in the superquadripartient proportion97 between the terms 9 and 5. 98
If you will add these
together, the outcome will be 14, half of which is 7, which placed in between
9 and 5 will stand thus: 9:7:5. It will be the arithmetic middle term, and the
proportion will be divided according to the arithmetic proportionality.
It
shall be true that these terms (9:7:5) surpass each other by an equal quantity,99 just as a natural number surpasses another by an equal difference, and
the proportion found between the middle and lower terms is greater than that
between the greater and middle. 100
But when it is necessary to find the
middle term between two numbers, one even and the other odd, from whose
aggregate a number cannot be had to divide into two equal parts (inasmuch as
it is true that from two numbers, one even and the other odd, added together, there comes an odd number that cannot be divided into two parts
without fractions), you will double both terms, add them together, take half
from this product, place it in the middle of the proposed terms, and it will be
the middle term according to this proportionality. 101
95 1n arithmetic terms, if a is the greater term, b is the lesser term, and x
is the mean, then this can be represented as (a-x)=(x-b).
96

1.e., (a+b )/2=x.

97On Artusi's manner of naming proportions, see first discussion, nn. I 8283.
98 Vario said (f. 44r [p. 3 I 5]) that he is shocked at the use of minor
sevenths in the examples Luca showed him.
Luca then deduced that any
interval that is to be divided with a middle note must be divided according to
one of the four common proportionalities (f. 45r [pp. 321-23]). Vario is now
going to show that the seventh cannot be divided according to any of these
proportionalities (ff. 45v-47v [pp. 323-37]).
The conclusion will be that the
sevenths in the original examples--particularly the seventh A-E-G found in
the seventh example on ff. 39v-40r (p. 285 [which Artusi will use as the
example in the following demonstrations of the various means])--are used
erroneously because they have middle notes that are not proper mean terms.
999-7=2 and 7-5=2.
100

To illustrate that 7:5 is a larger proportion than 9:5, each ratio can be
converted to a decimal fraction: 7 divided by 5 makes 1.4; 9 divided by 7
makes 1.29. I .4 is greater than 1.29, so the ratio 7:5 is greater than 9:7.
101 (2a+2b )/2.
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Luca Voglio provarmi, se vi intendo, ascoltatemi vi prego, si ha da divi-ldere la
sesquialtera contenuta ne' suoi termini radicali f ra 3. & 2. con I un termine

5

mezano Arithmetico; perche l'uno di questi termini e pa-jro, e l'altro disparo;
radoppio l'uno e l'altro, & fanno 6. & 4. que-lsti aggiungo insieme, & ne
faccio la somma di 10. che diviso in due I parti sara 5. ii qual pongo nel
mezo del 6. & 4. & stara cosi 6.5.14. i quali termini dico che sono divisi
secondo la proportionalita Arith- lmetica; perche le differenze loro sono eguali;
& f ra ii termine meza-jno, e'l min ore, si ritrova maggior proportione, che
fra'l mezano, & ii I maggiore; pero in pratica stara cosi
_T ____ _______ _

, ---.'--------·-0 ··--- - · -~---

P"'!~-- --- ~ - -:_ __ _

-1 ---- -- ------

lO

di modo che fra il I mezano termine, & lo acuto, e maggior intervallo; che I
fra ii mezano e'l grave; come aponto rappresentano le prolportioni: ma per
applicare questo concetto al proposito nostro, credo che hablbiate voluto dire;
che quella settima posta nella Casella settima, che sta cosi II

---~---·---···v---

tr~~:=~-=
a-------

15

non e divisa, secondo questa proportionalita; cioe che dal termine I mezano, al
termine acuto, rappresentato per ii termine minore, sia I maggior proportione,
cioe che lo intervallo sia maggiore, che non e I dal mezano al maggiore,
rappresentato per la parte piu grave; ma pare I a me che sia ii contrario; che
maggior proportione si ritrova, dal meza-lno al maggiore, che dal mezano al

46r
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Luca I want to test myself if I understand you--listen to me I pray. If one has
to divide the sesquialtera contained in the root terms 3 and 2 with an
arithmetic middle term, because one of these terms is even and the other is
odd, I double both of them, making 6 and 4. I add these together, making
the sum of 10, which I divide into two parts, and it will be 5, which I place
in the middle of 6 and 4, thus: 6:5:4. I say these terms are divided according
to the arithmetic proportionality, because their differences are equal 102 and a
larger proportion is found between the middle and lesser terms rather than
between the middle and greater terms. 103

Therefore, in practice it would be thus:

(J

so that a larger interval is between the middle and higher terms rather than
between the middle and lower terms, as the proportions precisely represent.
To apply this concept to our subject, I believe you meant to say that the
seventh placed in the seventh measure, 104 thus:

is not divided according to this proportionality--that is, from the middle to
the higher term, represented by the lesser term, there is a greater proportion, that is, the interval is greater than that from the middle to greater
term, represented by the lowest part. 105
But it seems to me that it is the
opposite: the greater proportion is found from the middle to the greater term
rather than that from the middle to the lesser term, so the interval from the
102 6-5=1

and 5-4=1.

103

To illustrate that 5:4 is a larger proportion than 6:5, each ratio can be
converted to a decimal fraction: 5 divided by 4 makes 1.25; 6 divided by 5
makes 1.2. 1.25 is greater than 1.2, so the ratio 5:4 is greater than 6:5.
104

1.e., example 7 on ff. 39v-40r (p. 285).
Notice that Artusi's original
example has the wrong clef: the C clef should sit on the middle line making
the pitches A-E-G.
Although this example does not show it clearly, in the
madrigal these notes occur simultaneously rather than sequentially.
Cf. n. 98
supra.
105

Luca is saying that whereas an arithmetic mean divides an interval so a
larger interval is on top rather than on bottom, the seventh in question has
the larger interval on the bottom.
Therefore, the seventh could not be
divided arithmetically.
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minore; di modo che, e maggior in-ltervallo dal mezano suono al suono piu
grave; che dal mezano al-llo acuto. I
Vario Molto mi piace, che m'habbiate inteso, sete patrone di quanto ho I detto,
& ho voluto dire. I

5 Luca Non potrebbe essere, che se nelle proportioni, questo intervallo I non e
diviso secondo questa proportionalita, che nel corpo Sonoro, si po-ltesse
dividere? I

Vario E' lo istesso, non puo essere, bisogna come vi ho detto, che se nel corlpo Sonoro, vorrete ritrovare questo intervallo, & dividerlo con un ter-lmine
10
mezano secondo questa proportionalita; bisogna dico che sentiate am-lbi dui
quelli intervalli insieme dissonanti; dove il mezano termine non po-ltra
B
rendere Harmonia con il grave, & con lo acuto; separatamente si, I ma
non insieme, fatene la esperienza, e ritrovarete, quanto vi dico esselre il vero; ma accioche intieramente conosciate il tutto, vi faro la
15
EG
demo-lstratione, e in qual maniera, nel corpo Sonoro, overo nel
Monocordo potiate I ritrovare questa verita; chiaramente vedrete.
Siano due linee date A. B. I et C. le quali vi rappresento con questi
DH
ponti in vece de numeri; et siano in I proportione superquadripartiente
cinque, fra li suoi I termini radicali 9. & 5. fra li quali vogliamo I
20
ponere un termine mezano, secondo questa I porportionalita: Alla linea
C. minore faro I eguale la. F. G. & sara in H. & dalla I A. B. tagliero

AFC
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middle sound to the lowest sound is greater than that from the middle to the
highest sound.
Vario It pleases me much that you have understood; you are master of what I
have said and meant to say.

Luca Could it not be, if this interval is not divided in proportions according to
this proportionality, that it could be divided thus in the sonorous body? 106
Vario They are the same: it cannot be. It is necessary, as I have said, if you
want to find this interval in the sonorous body and divide it with a middle
term according to this proportionality, it is necessary, I say, that both these
intervals sound dissonant together when the middle term will not be able to
render harmony with the lowest and with the highest--separately, yes--but
not together. 107 Gain experience with it and you will find that what I have
told you is true.
But so you entirely know the whole of it, I will give you a demonstration, and in that manner, you will clearly see that you are able to find this
truth in the sonorous body or on the monochord.
Let there be two lines
given: AB and C[X] 108 (which I represent with these bridges instead of
numbers), and let there be the superquadripartient proportion between its root
terms 9 and 5, between which we want to place a middle term according to
this proportionality. I will make FG equal to the lesser line C[X], and it will
106The

term "sonorous body" refers to the musical sound itself.
In
principle, the monochord is the most accurate and traditional manifestation of
the sonorous body; in a more general sense, all instruments are manifestations
of the sonorous body.
107Artusi's

point here is dependent on his concept of harmony, clearly
explained in his L' Arte del contraoonto. p. 11. Harmony is generated when a
consonance is divided by a middle pitch.
However, Artusi recognizes a
category of improper divisions that "does not have power at all to move the
soul to a passion." Included in this is a subdivision consisting of "the chord
two consonances make when placed together not according to the harmonic
proportionality."
This category is the least desirable of all harmonic possibilities.
Monteverdi's use of a fifth and minor third (each a consonance)
together to produce a minor seventh falls under this category of improper
harmony because the consonances are not put together according to the
harmonic proportionality (as will be shown).
Although Artusi readily admits
the use of harmonic minor sevenths in counterpoint (the rules for resolving
them are outlined in his L' Arte del contraoonto, pp. 46-48), a harmonic minor
seventh cannot have an intervening pitch according to Artusi because of the
undesirable harmony that results. Hence, the middle term of this division can
produce consonances when considered individually with the outer pitches but
cannot produce harmony when considered together.
This is the basis of
Artusi's attack on Monteverdi's use of the harmonic seventh in his music.
108

Since Artusi does not supply a letter to the end of the string marked
C, I will designate that point as [X].
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tanta quantita, che resti eguale I lei ancora alla F. H. & sara A. D. divi-ldero
mo ii residuo di A. B. che e D B. I in due parti eguali: & sara D E & E B. di
poi alla F H. aggiun-lgo, tanto di Corda, che sia eguale alla A E. onde sara
F. G. Dico F. G. essere I la Corda mezana, posta fra la A. B. & C. secondo la
medieta Arithmetica. I Supera A. B. la F. G. della quantita B E. & F. G.
supera la C. della istes-lsa quantita che e H. G. overo D. E. essendo adunque
gli dui eccessi B E. I D E. eguali; dalla construttione manifestamente appare A
B. F G & C. II essere Arithmeticamente proportionali: Di qui si conosce, che 46v
la mezana li-lnea F G. e la meta delle due estreme insieme poste; ii che vi
dimostro cosi. I Tanto e A D. ad F H. eguale; quanto C. adunque A D, & C
posti in-lsieme sono ii doppio di F H. Ma D B. e ii doppio di H G. Adunque
la I somma di A B, & C, e ii doppio di tutta la F G. & per questo la F G. I
sara la meta della A B, & C. insieme poste, che e quello che dovea dimolstrarvi. I

15 Luca Vedo che veramente questo intervallo, non e mediato secondo questa
proportionalita, ne si puo in modo alcuno dire, che patischi questa divisione. I
Vario Molto meno sara diviso, secondo la Geometrica medieta: Questa di-lvide
un'intervallo in due parti eguali; e fa si, che la proportione, che si ri-ltrova

17 Proprieta della proportionalita Geometrica. in marg. II
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be at H. I will take that same quantity from AB: it also remains equal to FH
and will be AD. I will now divide the remainder of AB (which is DB) into
two equal parts, and they will be DE and EB. Then I add enough string to
FH for it to be equal to AE, and it will be FG. I say that FG will be the
middle string placed between AB and C[X] according to the arithmetic mean.
B

E G
D H[X]

A F C
AB surpasses FG by the quantity BE, and FG surpasses C[X] by the same
quantity, which is HG or DE.
Inasmuch, therefore, as the two excesses BE
and DE are equal, 109 it manifestly appears from the construction that AB,
FG, and C[X] are proportioned arithmetically. From this it is known that the
middle line FG is half of the two extremes placed together, which I demonstrate to you thus:
AD is as equal to FH as to C[X]. Therefore, AD and
C[X] placed together are double FH. But DB is double HG. Therefore, the
sum of AB and C[X] is double all of FG; on this account, FG is half of AB
and C[X] placed together, which is what I had to demonstrate for you.
Luca I see that this interval truly is not divided according to this proportionality, nor can it be said in any manner that it undergoes this division.
Vario It is even less likely that it will divided according to the geometric
mean. uo This divides an interval into two equal parts and makes it so that
109 Artusi

has defined an arithmetic mean as one that divides two proportions so the differences are equal. See f. 45r-v (pp. 323-35).
ll°The geometric proportionality is rarely used in music; it will only
produce a rational integer number for multiple proportions. For example, the
proportion 4: 1 (the interval of a fifteenth) has the geometric mean of 2,
making 4:2: 1.
This produces the interval of the octave above and below the
mean illustrating the point that the an interval divided according to this
proportionality is divided into two equal parts.
Since most intervals are defined with superparticular ratios (which
traditionally were unable to be divided by the geometric proportionality using
integers), the idea of equally divided intervals was routinely dismissed as
impossible by most music theorists from ancient Greece through Boethius to
Artusi's day (although by this time, some theorists mention the possibility as
being developed by such mathematicians as Stifel and Tartaglia [see f. 34v (p.
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fra il termine mezano, e lo maggiore, sia eguale a quella che posta e fra I il
termine mezano, e lo minore termine: & ciascuna di queste, da sua posta I
sara eguale alla proportione, che si ritrova fra le differenza; & il proprio I de
questa proportionalita e di dividere uno intervallo in due parti eguali. I Si
conseguisce nelle proportioni con questo ordine: proposta qual proportio-lne si
voglia da dividere ne' suoi termini radicali contenuta; moltiplicasi il I minore
nel maggiore; & dal prodotto cavandone la radice quadrata, l'avvelnimento
sara il termine mezano, che dividera la proposta proportione in I due parti
eguali: Come per essempio, la proportione super 4. partiente 5. I si moltiplica
il 5. ne' 9. & fara 45. la radice quadrata di 45. sara il me-lzano termine di
questa proportionalita, e sara proportionalita
Geometri-lca: & perche non si
puo con certi, & determinati numeri, cavare questa I radice; per dimostrare la
sua irrationabilita si scrive a questo modo R. 45 I cioe quando si potesse
cavare la radice di questo numero, quella sarebbe il I termine mezano
Geometrico. I
Luca Adunque questo intervallo non si puo dividere secondo questa medie-lta con
certi, & determinati numeri rationali. I

Vario Cosi sta, ne si potrebbe nella quantita continoa dimostrare, & ha-lvere il
termine mezano, o corda mezana proportionale; ma si bene irra-ltionale. I
20 Luca Et come si puo dividere questo intervallo in due parti eguali, & prolportionali, nella quantita continoa, secondo questa medieta? I
Vario La terzadecima proposta del Sesto Libro di Euclide ve lo dimostra, I laqual

4 Modo di dividere un'intervallo, secondo la proportionalita Geometrica. m
marg. II 12 Radice irrationale, come si dimostra. in marg. II . 22 Proposta 13.
del sesto libro. in marg. II
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the proportion found between the middle and greater term is equal to that
placed between the middle and lesser term. 111
Each of these terms, placed
by itself, will be equal to the proportion found between the differences. 112
It is the property of this proportionality to divide an interval into two equal
parts.
It is attained in the proportions with this order:
Having proposed
whatever proportion you want to divide contained in its root terms, the lesser
is multiplied by the greater. The square root is derived of the product, and
the result will be the middle term that will divide the proposed proportion
into two equal parts. 113
For example, in the sesquiquadripartient proportion,
the 5 and 9 are multiplied, making 45. The square root of 45 will be the
middle term of this proportionality and will be the geometric proportionality.
Because this root cannot be derived with certain and determinate numbers, to
demonstrate its irrationality, it is written in this manner: R.45.
When the
root is able to be derived from this number, that would be the geometric
middle term.
Luca Therefore, this interval is not able to be divided according to this mean

with certain and determinate rational numbers.
Vario So it is; nor could it be demonstrated to have a middle term or propor-

tional middle string in continuous quantity, 114 except it be irrational.
Luca How is this interval able to be divided into two equal and proportionate

parts in continuous quantity according to this mean?
Vario The thirteenth proposition of the sixth book of Euclid demonstrates what

259)]).
Aristoxenus was the sole proponent of equally-divided intervals,
although he was unable to demonstrate his ideas arithmetically (he could only
demonstrate them conceptually).
This inability prohibited others from
duplicating with precision on a monochord what Aristoxenus intended.
111 Using

the example proposed in the note above (4:2: l ), the equality of
the two proportions can be shown by reducing each ratio to a decimal
fraction. 4 divided by 2 equals 2; 2 divided by l equals 2.
112 4:2

reduces to 2:1 in its root terms.
The differences in the proportionality are 2 and
(4-2 and 2-1 ), which yield the same ratio (2: l ).
Therefore, as Artusi says, the ratio of each pair of the proportionality and
the ratio of the differences of these terms are all equal.
113For

example, to divide the ratio 9:4 according to this proportionality,
multiply 9 by 4. The product is 36. Take the square root of this to find the
geometric mean between 9 and 4: 6.
This meets both criteria stated by
Artusi above: (I) the ratios are equal (9 divided by 6 equals 1.5; 6 divided by
4 equals 1.5), and (2) the ratio of the differences is equal to these ratios (96=3; 6-4=2; 3 divided by 2 equals 1.5; so 3:2 is equal to 9:6 and 6:4).
114 This

289.

expression refers to a geometric quantity; see first discussion, n.
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dice; Date due linee, potiamo ritrovare la mezana proportionale: la I trigesimaquinta del terzo del Stapulense: il Mesolabio descritto dal Zar-llino nelle
Institutioni, Demostrationi, & Supplimenti: bastavi che al propo- II sito nostro, 47r
quella settima non e capace di questa divisione, ne si puo divide-Ire con certi,
& determinati numeri rationali. I

Luca Io son chiaro, che secondo questa medieta non e diviso, ne si puo divideIre; perche e maggiore lo intervallo nella parte grave posto, di quello che
nella I parte acuta si ritrova; ilche e contra la natura di questa proportionalita: I Ma non potrebbe essere diviso secondo la Mediocrita Harmonica,
10
overo se-lcondo la proportionalita Contra Harmonica? I
Vario Presto, presto vedrete, che secondo l'una, o l'altra di queste Medio-lcrita,
questa settima non sara divisibile; & l'ordine, che dovete tenere e quejsto;

15

Moltiplicata la differenza delli dui dati numeri, siano di qual propor-ltione si
voglia, con il termine minore; & il prodotto partito per la somma I d'ambidui
li termini delta data proportione; e l'avvenimento aggiunto al I minor termine,
sara il termine mezano Harmonico: Overo moltiplicata la I differenza nel
maggior termine, e'l prodotto partito per la somma d'ambi-jdui, l'avvenimento
detratto dal maggiore, si havra il termine mezano ricerjcato.
Et eccovi al

11 Modo facile di ritrovare il termine mezano Harmonico. in marg. II
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you say: Given two lines, we can find the proportional middle point. 116 The
thirty-fifth chapter of the third book of Stapulensis 116 and the mesolabio 117
described by Zarlino 118 in the Institutioni, 119 Dimostrationi, 120 and Sooplimenti121 are enough for our assertion that the seventh is not capable of this
division and is not able to be divided with certain and determinate rational
numbers.
Luca I am clear that it is not divided and is not able to be divided according to
this mean, because the interval placed in the lower part is greater than that
found in the higher part, which is contrary to the nature of this proportionality.122 But could it not be divided according to the harmonic mean, or
according to the subharmonic proportionality?
Vario You will see very soon that the seventh is not divisible according to
either of these means.
The order you must hold is this:
Multiply the
difference of two given numbers, be they of whatever proportion you want,
by the lesser term, divide the product by the sum of both terms of the given
proportion, add the result to the lesser term, and the result will be the
harmonic mean. 128
Or, multiply the difference by the greater term, divide
the product by the sum of both terms, subtract the result from the greater
term, and you will have found the middle term. 124
116 Euclid

Elementa 6, prop. 13.
This illustrates a method for finding a
geometric mean for two lines.
If these lines are taken as string lengths, a
pitch is produced that is the geometric mean of two pitches.
116 Mus. 3.35 shows how an equal division of all consonances and the whole
tone can be produced geometrically. For more information on Stapulensis, see
first discussion, n. 230 and chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 6162.
117
The mesolabio is a geometric device to divide any interval according to
its geometric proportionaly (i.e., into equal sounding parts) and to demonstrate the dividing points in the sonorous body.
According to Zarlino (lit.
harm. 2.25), this was an invention of Eratosthenes.
118On

Zarlino, see first discussion, n. 208 and chapter 3, "Introduction to
the Treatise," pp. 62-63.
1192.25.

120 Rag. 3, prop. 11 (p. 163).
1214.19.
122The geometric mean divides a ratio into two equal portions that would
produce two equal musical intervals.
128(b(a-b )/(a+b ))+b=x.
124a-(a(a-b )/(a+b ))=x.
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proposito nostro lo essempio, sia 9. & 5. la proportione nel I mezzo della
quale vogliamo ponere un termine mezano, che sia Harmoni-lco: moltiplico la
differenza, che e fra'l 9. & 5. & e 4. nel termine minolre che fa 20. ilquale
avvenimento, divido per la somma d'ambidui 9. I & 5. che fa 14. & ne viene
l 3/7 ilquale aggiungo al termine minore, I per il mezano termine harmonico:
& stara cosi 9 6 3/7 5, intervallo Har-lmonicamente diviso: Overo moltiplico
il 9. per la differenza 4, & fan\ 36 I il qual partito per il 14. sara l'avvenimento 2 4/7, che detratti dal 9. maglgior termine, restara 6 3/7 per il
mezano termine Harmonico: di modo che I a volere, che questa settima sia
secondo questa mediocrita di visa; bisogna, I che fra la corda mezana, e la
grave, vi sia un'intervallo di una quinta, I e si puo dire una meza terza
minore; e'l residuo sia fra la corda mezana, I e l'acuta; che cosi vogliono dire
queste proportioni.
Hora vi potete accorlgere, quanto f eriscano lontano dal
bersaglio gl'inventori di queste nuove I chimere. I

15 Luca Vedo che questo

e un'errore

notabile, & come disse Lucano, I

Sed multum a veri, recta ratione labantes: I

Ne e possibile a poter rjtrovare, che questo intervallo sia a questa mediolcrita sottoposto: ma la demostratione di questa Regola, come si fa? I
20

Vario Per non vi trattenere tan to in farvi longhe demostrationi, potrete I a
vostro comodo, leggere il Padre Clavio, nel Comento sopra il Sesto d'Eulclide, dopo la propositione terzadecima, se bene mi raccordo; & haverete II
questa regola, dimostrata, la quale non vi dimostro, perche vi concorre, la I 47v
cognitione, di molte altre propositioni; & troppo longo sarebbe, il volere faire
la demostratione di tutte, che come Catena sono insieme collegate. I

25 Luca Basta lo havermi accennato il luoco, che poi a mio agio lo vedro, & I
pensatamente; ma della Contra Harmonica, come andra la cosa, bene, I o
male? I
Vario Andra di male in peggio: assicuratevi in somma, che non

ltere dividere, questa settima in modo alcuno, con un

e

possibile potermine mezano di

15 Lucano. in . marg. II 19 Euclide. in marg. II 23 propositioni E proportioni
A

11
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Here is the example of this proposition: Let 9 and 5 be the proportion
in the middle of which we want to place a middle term that is harmonic.
Multiply the difference between 9 and 5--which is 4--by the lesser term,
which makes 20. Divide this result by the sum of both 9 and 5--which makes
14--and there comes from this l 3/7.
Add this to the lesser term for the
middle harmonic term, and the harmonically divided interval will stand thus:
9: 6 3/7: 5. Or, multiply the 9 by the difference 4, 125 and it will make 36.
Divide this by 14, and the result will be 2 4/7. Subtract this from 9--the
greater term--and 6 3/7 will remai~ as the middle harmonic term.
Given that the seventh must be divided in this manner according to this
mean, it is necessary for there to be an interval of a fifth plus, one could
say, half a minor third 126 between the middle and lowest string and for the
rest to be between the middle and highest string, as these proportions are
understood to say.
Now you can notice how far from the mark are the
inventors of these chimeras.
Luca I see this is a notable error, and, as Lucan said,

Sed multum a veri, recta ratione labantes 127
It is not possible to be able to find this interval submitting to this mean, but

how is the demonstration of this rule shown?
Vario So as not to detain you further by making long demonstrations, you can
read at your leisure Father Clavius in the commentary on the sixth book of
Euclid 128 after the thirteenth proposition, if I remember well, and you will
have this rule demonstrated, which I will not demonstrate for you because the
understanding of many other propositions contribute to it, and it would take
too long to demonstrate the whole, like chains connected together.
Luca It is enough to have given me the place where I shall see it thoughtfully
and at my ease; but how does it go with the subharmonic, well or poorly?
Vario It will go from bad to worse.
Assure yourself, in sum, that it is not
possible to be able to divide the seventh in any manner with a middle term
125 4

is the difference between 9 and 5.

126 Artusi

is incorrect.
If the proportionality were 9:6:5, then there would
be the interval of a fifth between the larger terms and a minor third between
the smaller terms. Since the mean is actually 6 3/7, the bottom interval must
be smaller than a fifth and is about the size of a fifth minus half of a minor
third. Thus the top interval must be a minor third plus about half a minor
third.
127"Many

things of youth waiver under right reason."
not found in Lucan's De bello civili, his only extant work.
128Christoph

tum, 1574).

This, however, is

Clavius, Euclidis elementorum libri XV ., 2 vols. (Rome: Accol-
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majniera che resti, 6 rendi Harmonia, che grata sia all udito, ma perche e di
na-ltura sua, all'udito dispiacevole, accomodatela, in qual modo vi piace, semjpre sara cosi fatta; & accio vediate il vero, non havendo potuto questo I
intervallo ricevere, ne l' Arithmetica, ne la Geometrica, ne meno la Harmojnica divisione; non ricevera altrimenti la Contra Harmonica: per vederne I la
verita osservarete quest'ordine.
Sommati insieme li termm1, della prolportione da dividersi, che essendo. 9. 5. fara 14. moltiplicasi questa somma I
per l'uno e l'altro, de' termini proposti, gli avenimenti saranno contenuti; 6 I
conteneranno la istessa proportione: & sara 126 - 70. proportione super I 4.
partiente.,. per ritrovare il termine mezano moltiplicasi la differenza I de'
primi termini che e 4. con il minor termine, cioe con il 5. & fara 20. I questo
cavato dal maggior termine, restara il residuo, & termine mezano I 106. che
posto nel mezo stara cosi 126. 106. 70. li quali schisati e ri-ldotti alli minimi
termini radicali; faranno 63. 53. 35. numeri proportio-lnali, che non danno
intervallo alcuno che sia consonante.
Questa mediocrita, I e contraria
all'Harmonica; perche nella Harmonica, le differenze nate fra I li termini,
maggiore, mezano, & minore; sono di maggiore inegualita, & I nella contra
Harmonica; di minore inegualita; che e come l'habito, & la I privatione, che
dicono questi Filosofi; la demostratione, per non havere da I recitarvi molte
altre proposte, ii che troppo longo sarebbe; l'havrete nel pri-lmo delle Demostrationi del Zarlino, alla proposta Decimanona: il che vi conlcludo che questa
settima minore, per se stessa, aggiuntosi l'auttorita di tutti I quelli che hanno
scritto di Musica, e intervallo dissonantissimo; ne secondo I alcuna di queste
quattro Medieta, come vi ho detto, si puo dividere; ne per I questo si puo
assolutamente senza Ii debiti rispetti, e regole, accommodarla I nelle Cantilene, di modo che all'udito rendi grata Harmonia. I
Luca Se questa settima e divisa, in una quinta nel grave, & una minor terlza

nello acuto, non e divisa secondo alcuna di queste proportionalita; come I si
dimandera quella cosi fatta divisione? II
30 Vario Dicalo chi lo sa, che quanto al mio poco sapere, confesso di non saperlo; I
ne lo conosco. I

5 Modo di ritrovare il termine mezano contr'Harmonico. m marg. II 20 Zarlino
nelle Demo. Proposta. 19. in marg. II
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so that harmony remains or gives what is pleasing to the hearing. Because it
is displeasing to the hearing by its nature, you accommodate it in whatever
manner pleases you: it will always be done thus. So that you see the truth,
inasmuch as this interval has not been able to be received in the arithmetic,
geometric, or much less the harmonic divisions, alternatively, it will not
receive the subharmonic.
To see the truth of this, observe this order: Add together the terms of
the proportion to be divided, being in this case 9 and 5, making 14. Multiply
this sum by both proposed terms, and the results will be contained by or will
contain the same proportion, and it will be 126 and 70--a superquadripartient
proportion.
To find the middle term, multiply the difference of the first
terms--which is 4--by the lesser term--that is, by 5--making 20. Take this
from the greater term; 129 the remainder and middle term 106 will be left,
which will stand in the middle, thus: 126:106:70, which split and reduced to
the least root terms will make 63:53:35--proportional numbers that do not give
any consonant interval. 130
This mean is contrary to the harmonic mean
because the differences arising between the greater, middle, and lesser terms
in the harmonic mean are of greater inequality, whereas in the subharmonic,
they are of lesser inequality, 131 which is like the habit and deprivation, as
the philosophers say.
The demonstration, on account of not having recited to you many other
propositions that would be too long, you will have in the first book of the
Dimostrationi by Zarlino in the nineteenth proposition, 132 from which I also
conclude, having added the authority of all who have written on music, that
the minor seventh is by itself a most dissonant interval. It is neither able to
be divided according to any of these four means, as I have said, nor, on this
account, able to be absolutely accommodated in cantilenas without the requisite respects and rules so that it renders harmony pleasing to the hearing.
Luca If this seventh is divided into a fifth in the lower part and a minor third
in the higher part and is not divided according to any of these proportionalities, what will this division be called?
Vario Let him who knows say.
As for my small knowledge, I confess to not
knowing it, nor am I familiar with it.
129This refers to the greater term of the multiplied proportion, in this
case, 126.
1301.e.,

a(a+b)-b(a-b)=x.

131 Multiplying

the terms of the harmonic proportionality as Artusi reports
above by 7 yields the proportionality 63:45:35 as compared with the subharmonic 63:53:35. The harmonic mean puts the three terms in greater inequality
(63:45 is a larger ratio than 45:35) whereas the subharmonic mean puts the
three terms in lesser inequality (63:53 is a smaller ratio than 53:35).
132 This

chapter (Dimostrationi, pp. 56-59) describes the method
obtaining both the harmonic and subharmonic mean for any proportion.

for
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Luca Sara f acilmente una nova trovata. I
Vario L'habbiamo detto altre volte. I
Luca Credete voi, che a qualche modo, o con qualche argomento, si possino I
salvare, & difendere queste cosi fatte novita, che sono contra l'uso, e le buo5
lne regole? I
Vario Io non ci ritrovo, cosa alcuna, o ragione alcuna che veramente possi I

IO

15

dimostrare che queste cose siano fatte con ragione che acqueti l'intelletto,
es-lsendo che questo passo e per se stesso dissonante, e bisogna che sempre
sia ta-Ile, e riesca tale.
Et se bene l'accompagnamento delle parti, fa che
l'udito I manco lo scuopre, essendo occupato dal rumore di quello accompagnamento; I non e per questo, che l'udito non sia offeso, e gl'intraviene in
quella maniera I propriamente, che fa al vedere; quando da mezo giorno, che
il Sole, e mai piu I chiaro, le viene appresentata una lucerna accesa, che per
la presenza di I una luce maggiore di lei non puo chiaramente vedere quella
della lucerna I per essere minore; pero vi dissi poco fa, che lo Eccellente
sensibile corrom-lpe ii senso. I
Luca Per le molte ragioni da voi addottomi, credo che veramente questo I modo
di comporre, sia una vanita, & una chimera, ben leggiera; & maglgiormente mi

20

vado in quest'opinione confirmando; perche vedo che nel I modulare delle
parti, mi pare che usano certi intervalli, discomodi e lonta-lni dal bel
modulare; il che deve molto bene avertire il compositore, accioche I il
Cantore, habbi gratia nel cantare. I
Vario Non vi raccordate, quali modulationi, siano quelle, che da questi I vengono
usate? I

25 Luca Anzi si, eccovene la mostra, I
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Che ve ne pare, crederemo che queste compositioni siano pure Diatoniche I
overo modulare Diatonico, o pur diremo che sia una mescolanza di modu-llare
Diatonico & Cromatico insieme? I
30

35

Vario Bisogna per forza dire, che questo sia propriamente modulare, me-lscolato
di una corda Cromatica, & una Diatonica; ma che questa cosi I fatta modula-

tione, sia lecita o illecita; io direi che fosse illecita, la ragione e I impronto:
le corde Cromatiche, sono ritrovate per edificatione delle buone II Harmonie, 48v
& per acquistare , in alcuni luochi alcune Consonanze, necessa- lrie alle buone
Harmonie; et per ornamento del Genere Diatonico; ma lo usajre questo procedere e alla destruttione del Genere Diatonico, & allo Can- ltore di molto
discomodo: alla destruttione de! Genere Diatonico dico, perche I nel Sistema
massimo naturale, non si ritrova alcuno vestigio di cosi fatto I modulare; ii
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Luca It would easily be a new finding.
Vario We have said it other times.
Luca Do you believe that in some manner or with some reasoning these novelties--contrary to use and the good rules--might be saved and defended?
Vario I do not find anything or any reason that is truly able to demonstrate

that these things are made with reason that appeases the intellect, inasmuch
as this step is dissonant by itself, and it is necessary for it always to be
such and to succeed as such. Even though the accompaniment of other parts
makes the hearing miss its discovery (inasmuch as it is occupied by the noise
of that accompaniment), it is not on this account that the hearing is not
offended. It happens to the hearing in the manner it happens to the sight
when a lighted lantern is presented to you at midday when the sun is never
clearer: on account of the presence of a greater light, you are not able to
see clearly the light of the lantern as being lesser. Therefore, I told you a
little while ago, that the excellent sensible corrupts the sense. 133
Luca For the many reasons you taught me, I believe this method of composing

truly to be a vanity and an airy chimera, and I am more convinced of this
opinion because I see that in the movement of the parts, it seems that
certain uncomfortable intervals far from good movement are used, which the
composer must well advise so the singer has grace in singing it.
Vario Do you not remember which movements are used by them?

Luca Indeed I do; here is the display:
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How does it seem to you? Shall we believe that these compositions are
pure diatonic (or diatonic movement), or shall we say instead that it is a
blend of diatonic and chromatic movement together? 13-'
Vario It is quite necessary to say that blending one chromatic and one diatonic

string is to modulate properly. As for whether such modulation is permitted
or not permitted, I would say it was not permitted, and the reason is obvious:
the chromatic strings were found for the building of good harmonies and to
acquire in some places some consonances necessary for good harmony and for
ornamenting the diatonic genus. To use this procedure is the destruction of
the diatonic genus and is very uncomfortable for the singer: I say the
destruction of the diatonic genus because no vestiges at all are found of such
133F.
13-'On

43r (p. 307).

the importance of this question to contemporary music theory, see
chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 37-38.
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che da ad intendere, che dalla natura istessa, sia abhorrito, & I sprezzato; ne
deve ii buono Compositore usarli, volendo imitare la natura I piu che puote;
ma come anco vi ho detto, ogn'uno fa come le piace, e si fanlno lecito, non
conoscendo ii buono dal cattivo, ii peggio parendole di far ii I meglio,
applicate a tutte le cose dette da questi, e Ii loro passaggi al mio ra-lgionamento, e restarete sodisfatto non volendo io per hora dirvi altro in-ltorno a
queste chimere, riserbandomi un'altra volta a piu longo discorso, I e sottile
essamine del restante; in tanto vi promessi heri di ragionarvi de' I Modi; pen)
per osservarvi la promessa, tronchiamo ii filo alle chimere. I

10 Luca Apunto havea nell'animo di domandarvi; che in uno di questi Ma-ldrigali,
piu sono le Cadenze in C. fatte, che quelle che sono in G. & pur fanlno ii
Madrigale del settimo Modo. I
Vario Le Cadenze del settimo Modo, per ragionarvi secondo l'uso Comu-lne; ha le
sue Cadenze Regolari in G sol re ut b, fa ~ mi & D la sol re. I Quelle poi

15

20

25

che si fanno in C fa ut. sono irregolari: che · mo nel Madri-lgale, siano piu le
Cadenze irregolari, che le regolari: bisogna credere che si colme le Cadenze
regolari dimostrano di qual forma sia formata la Cantile-lna; cosi le irregolari,
danno altra forma diversa, da quella che ii Composito-lre si presume, alla
Cantilena; & forma fuori della intentione dello intelli-lgente imperfettione di
grandissima importanza; ne occorre incominciare la I Cantilena del settimo
Modo, & dipoi far che nel mezo pigli forma del duo-ldecimo, o dell'ottavo;
dandole ii fine del settimo, essendo questo modo di com-lporre una impertinentia. I
Luca Ascoltai un Madrigale non molti giorni sono, che incominciava in una I
Corda del Modo duodecimo per b, molle; dipoi se bene mi raccordo, si riduslse per b quadro, & forni del primo; e parmi che le parole del Madrigale

2 Perche sono & si debbano adoprare le corde Cromatiche. in marg. II 13
Cadenze del settimo Modo secondo l'uso. in marg. II 24 lmpertinentia d'un
principio del Madrigale o Mirtillo. in marg. II
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a modulation in the natural Greater Perfect System, which is taken to mean
that it is abhorred and despised by nature itself. A good composer must not
use it when wanting to imitate nature as much as he is able. But as I also
have told you, everyone does as he pleases, and they make it permitted, not
knowing the good from the bad: the worst seems to them to make the best.
Apply all the things said by them and their passages to my discussion, and
you will remain satisfied. I do not want to tell you more now about these
chimeras, saving myself for a longer discourse and subtle examination of the
rest another time.
Inasmuch as I promised yesterday to discuss the modes
with you, therefore, to keep my promise, let us truncate the thread of
discourse at these chimeras.
Luca Exactly what I had in mind to ask you, for in one of these madrigals, 135
there are more cadences on C than there are on G, and yet they give the
madrigal to the seventh mode. 136
Vario The cadences of the seventh mode (to discuss it according to common
usage 137 ) make their regular cadences on Gsolreut, bfatJmi, and Dlasolre; 138
those they make, then, on Cfaut are irregular.
Now, since the cadences in
the madrigal are more often irregular than regular, it is necessary to believe
that, just as the regular cadences demonstrate the form in which the
cantilena is formed, so the irregular cadences give another form to the
cantilena, different from what the composer · imagines.
A form outside the
understanding of the intelligence is an imperfection of the greatest importance.
Also, one ought not to begin the cantilena in the seventh mode and
then, in the middle, make it take the form of the twelfth or eighth mode and
end it in the seventh, as this manner of composing is an impertinence.
Luca Not many days ago, I listened to a madrigal that began on a string of the

twelfth mode using the soft b; afterwards, if I remember well, it adapted
itself using square b and finished in the first.
Since the words of the

135

"Cruda amarilli," from Monteverdi's fifth book of madrigals (Caraci ed.,
pp. 107-10).
136

Artusi is referring to the authentic mode with the final on G. In the
systematization he presents below (ff. 68v-69v [pp. 451-59]), this is actually
the ninth mode.
Artusi's numbering system here is that of Zarlino's first
edition of 1st, harm. with mode 1 starting on D (see n. 328 infra). In this
mode, the regular cadences are on G, B, and D.
All cadences on C are
irregular.
137

1.e., according to those who commonly begin the numbering of modes on
D rather than C (which is Artusi's method).
138

Zarlino 1st. harm. 4:24 (English translation in Gioseffo Zarlino, On the
Modes, trans. Vered Cohen, ed. Claude V. Palisca, Music Theory Translation
Series [New Haven~ Conn.: Yale University Press, 1983], pp. 72- 74; see also
Palisca's introduction to the translation, p. xiv).
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dicessero, o Mirtillo, dal Guerino tolte nel Pastor Fido; il che molto mi detlte che pensare, ne so come uno che facci professione di valent'huomo, si lalsci scorrere in simili imperfettioni, note sino a' putti che all'hora incomincialno, a mettere ii labro sul fonte d'Helicona. I
5 Vario Io credo che se la giornata, fosse longa, dieci anni, dieci anni ci sarebbe I
che dire intorno a queste Moderne compositioni; ma voglio che le lasciamo, II
& perche siamo entrati in questo ragionamento de' Modi, di cui heri, mi I
proposi di favelare, a questo voglio che attendiamo. I
Luca Sara bene, & ve ne ascoltero volentieri; lasciamo adunque queste I imper-

IO

fettioni da parte. I
Vario Dicovi che questo nome di Tuono, secondo che lo dichiara Euclide, I &

15

Briennio, nelle loro brevi Institutioni Harmoniche; ha quattro signifi-lcati, de'
quali e dibisogno conoscere, di ciascuno la natura sua, accio non camilniamo
per termini ignoti; & che sappiate, di quale brevemente siamo per I ragione.
Per Tuono secondo la sua Etimologia, intendono quella tensione dellla voce
Harmonica, secondo la quale, viene detta esser tesa; & si piglia I per quella
voce, o suono, atto alle buone Harmonie; & in questo signi-lficato diciamo, il
Tuono della voce e aspro, molle, grande, picciolo, buo-lno, cattivo, & simili
accidenti che nelle voci, si ritrovano; dico acciden-lti perche talhora il

11 Tuono ha quattro significati. in marg. II 14 Quello, che sia Tuono, Primo
significato. in marg. II

491
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madrigal say "O Mirtillo" 139 (taken from 11 pastor fido by Guarini 140), it
made me think of much that you said to me, and I do not know how one who
professes to be a worthy man could let himself run into similar imperfections,
noticed even by children who are just beginning to put their lips to the fount
of Helicon. 141
Vario I believe that if one day were ten years long, there could be ten years'
worth to say on these modern compositions.
But I wish us to leave them,
and because we have entered into this discussion of modes (which yesterday I
proposed to address), I wish us to attend to it.

Luca It will be well, and I will gladly listen to you; let us therefore leave aside
these imperfections.
Vario I tell you that the name "tone," according to what Euclid 142 and Bryennius143 made clear in their brief Institutioni harmoniche, has four meanings.144
It is necessary to know the nature of each so we do not walk
ignorant of the terms and so we know, briefly, what we are about to discuss.
According to its etymology, they understand "tone" as the tension of the
harmonic voice (according to which it is said to be taut 146 ), and it is taken
as that voice or sound suitable to good harmony.
In this meaning we say
that the tone of the voice is harsh, soft, great, small, good, bad, and similar
accidents 146 found in voices--! say they are accidents because sometimes the
139 Monteverdi, "O Mirtillo, Mirtillo anima mia" from
madrigals (Caraci ed., pp. 111-15).

the fifth book of

14011 0 Mirtillo" comes from Act III, scene 4 of 11 pastor fido. The author,
Battista Guarini (1538-1612), had a large influence on the pastoral vogue that
spread throughout Europe in the sixteenth century. More than 125 composers
set music from 11 pastor fido (The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, s.v. "Guarini, Battista," by B. Russano Hanning).
141 Helicon is the mountain where Apollo and the Muses reside.
142Cleonides Intro. ,12 (Strunk, p. 44; cf. the translation in Jon Solomon,
"Cleonides' lsagoge harmonike: Critical Edition, Translation, and Commentary"
[Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980], pp. 158-59).
This is not actually Euclid; see first discussion, n. 128 and chapter 3,
"Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 53-54, 60-61.
Artusi will repeatedly refer
to Cleonides as Euclid throughout this section.
143 Harm. 2.8.
For more information on Bryennius, see first discussion, n.
171 and chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 51-53.
144On the following, cf. Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.1 (Cohen trans., p. 11).
1461n Greek, to nos originally referred to something stretched.
1461.e., qualities that are not natural to the voice, but rather incidental.
"Accident" is a technical term in Aristotelian logic.
It indicates some
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Cantore si ritrova piu disposto una volta, che l'al-ltra; effetti che accidentalmente nascono, a gli instromenti naturali, & I artificiali. In questo significato
pigliano questo nome di Tuono, quelli che I chiamano la lira Heptatonon, quasi
de sette Tuoni, cioe di sette intonatio-lni di voce, perc) disse Terpandro, I
5

10

At mox quadricordis instantes saepe Camenis I
Inde novos, cithara, Heptatono celebrabimus. I
Secondariamente per Tuono intendono quella voce, o suono che rispetto ad I
un'altra posta nel grave, e collocata nello acuto, secondo ii qual significato, I
dicono che altri Cantano nel grave, altri nello acuto; non havendo perc)
risguarldo, a ragione alcuna de terminata quantita, di gravezza, o accutezza.

7 Secondo significato. in marg. II
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singer is found to be more disposed towards one at one time than at another;
they are effects that accidentally arise in the natural and artificial instruments. u 7
They take the name of tone in this meaning who call the lyre
"heptaton"--as if of seven tones, that is, of seven intonations of voice.
Therefore, Terpander said:
At mox quadricordis instantes saepe Camenis
Inde nouos, cithara, Heptatono celebrabimus. 148
Second, they understand "tone" as the voice or sound that is collated
higher in respect to another placed lower.
According to that meaning, they
say that some sing low, others high, having therefore no regard for any
reason concerning the determinate quantity of lowness and highness. 149
property of a specific item that is not essential to the item. A very readable
introduction to this Aristotelian concept is found in Porphyry the Phoenician,
Isagoge, trans. Edward W. Warren, Mediaeval Sources in Translation, 16
(Toronto: The Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1975), pp. 48-49. Also
compare the Encyclopedia of Philosophy, s.vv. "Categories," by Manley
Thompson and "Logical terms, Glossary of," by Boruch A. Brody; in the latter,
see "Predictable."
147This

is a considerable extension of Cleonides's and Bryennius's first
definition of "tone." To these theorists, this is simply a synonym for note or
pitch, and it is in this meaning that they both quote the same passage from
Terpander that Artusi is about to quote.
Artusi has expanded this idea to
mean the qualities of a single pitch.
148This

passage is attributed to Terpander in Strabo Geographia 13.2.4:
"Now Arion played, and sang to, the cithara; and Terpander, also, is said to
have been an artist in the same music and to have been born in the same
island, having been the first person to use the seven-stringed instead of the
four-stringed lyre, as we are told in the verses attributed to him: 'For thee I,
having dismissed four-toned song, shall sing new hymns to the tune of a
seven stringed cithara'" (The Geography of Strabo, 8 vols., trans. Horace
Leonard Jones, Loeb Classical Library, 242-49 [Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1928), 6:145-47). Artusi's purpose in quoting this passage is merely to
indicate that the word "tone" is used synonymously with "pitch" or "note" in
describing the phorminx.
149This

is Cleonides's and Bryennius's fourth definition and simply refers
to the various ranges of the voice: high, middle, and low. On the relationship between this definition and the use of "tone" to mean "tonos," Bryennius
offers this explanation: "It should be further known that as to origin the
three oldest tonoi (modal keys) are the Dorian, the Phrygian and the Lydian;
they are called after the peoples who first used them. Of these the Dorian is
usable for performances in the lower register of the voice, the Lydian for the
higher register and the Phrygian for those in between.
The other tonoi are
more frequently found in instrumental compositions, because these are worked
out in very long scales" (Bryennius Harm. 2.8 [G. H. Jonker, The Harmonics of
Manuel Bryennius (Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff, 1970), pp. 119-21)).
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Nel I terzo luoco, per Tuono intendono quello intervallo, per cui sono
differenti, la I Diapente, & la Diatessaron, overo lo Essacordo maggiore, dalla
Diapente; I overo per quello intervallo, che nasce fra la Mese, & la Paramese,
detto e nolminato Tuono della disgiuntione, o divisione, che e lo istesso. Nel
quarto luolco, et e secondo il proposito nostro, s'intende per la integra
Compositione delll'Harmonia instromentale; nel qual significato, Euclide dice
che e un luoco ca-lpace della voce in un Sistema, che manca della larghezza,
ma solamente I si estende dal grave all'acuto in lunghezza, o dall'acuto al
grave. I

10 Luca Intendono adunque per Tuono, quella distantia di Suoni, laquale e lunga, I
ma non larga, come per essempio quella di una ottava, overo quintadecima. I
Vario Cosi sta. I
Luca Di dove nasce, che alcuni, di questo nome Tuono se ne servono, I per

15

dominare quella forma, che si da alle Cantilene? se bene altri II la chiamano 49v
Modo, altri Tropo, sono forsi intesi, per una medesima cosa, o I pur sono
diverse? I
nel Libro quarto Capitolo. 14. tiene che sia il medesimo, & I
habbino il medesimo significato, Tuono. Modo & Tropo; ma veramente solno
diversi, dice pero Boetio.
Ex Diapason igitur Consonantiae speciebus exi-

Vario Boetio

1 Terzo significato. in marg. II 4 Quarto significato. in marg. II 6 dice om. A
corr. E II 18 Modo E Mono A I Opinione di Boetio. in marg. II
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In the third place, they understand "tone" as the interval by which the
diapente and diatessaron--or the greater hexachord from the diapente--are
different, or as the interval that arises between the mese and the paramese-called and named the "tone of disjunction" or "division" (which is the
same). 150
In the fourth place, and it is according to our topic, it is understood as
the whole composition of instrumental harmony--in which meaning Euclid says
that it is a place, capable of the voice in a system that lacks width but is
extended from the low to the high (or from the high to the low) solely in
length. 151
Luca By tone, therefore, they understand that distance of sounds that is long
but not wide, 152 for example, that of an octave or fifteenth.
Vario So it is.

Luca Whence does it arise that some use the name "tone" to identify the form
given to a cantilena?
Even though others call it "mode" and still others
"tropes," are they perhaps understood as one identical thing, or are they still
different?
Vario Boethius, in the fourth book, chapter 14, holds them to be identical--that
tone, mode, and tropes have an identical meaning.
Nevertheless, Boethius
says, they are truly different.
"Ex Diapason igitur Consonantiae speciebus

15°This

is Cleonides's and Bryennius's second definition.

151This

is a garble of Cleonides's and Bryennius's third definition: a simple
reiteration of the classical idea of the ancient tonoi.
In his paraphrase of
the meanings of tone, Zarlino equates this definition with that of mode:
"Last, it may mean that which has been discussed above, as when one says:
'the Dorian tone, the Phrygian tone and the others,' namely, the Dorian
mode, the Phrygian mode and those that follow in order" (Zarlino 1st. harm.
4.1 [Cohen trans., p. 11 )). Although this is what he is inferring, Artusi is far
less clear in this definition.
152 The

concept of "long" and "wide" intervals is an expansion of Bryennius: "Tonos is a certain lQ£YS. (or degree) in the compass of the voice,
potentially admitting of the construction of a scale, without latitude (i.e.,
variation; literally, breadth)" (Harm. 2.8 (Jonker, p. 117)).
What Bryennius
meant is not immediately obvious, but Artusi seems to be ref erring to an
artificial distinction of whether the interval is considered with the intervening pitches. A long interval is one that is simply taken without any thought
for the pitches that can be between the terminal points of the interval.
A
wide interval, by contrast, seems to be one that is defined in terms of the
intervening pitches.
Perhaps this is to prepare the reader for Artusi's
differentiation between "tone" and "mode" (see f. 49v (p. 351] below).
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1O

stunt, qui appellantur Modi, quos eosdem Tropos, vel Tonos nominant. I Quello
che sia Tuono l'havete inteso, secondo la mente di Euclide, & di I Briennio:
Ma Modo, e una forma, o qualita d'Harmonia, che si ritrova, I in una delle
sette specie della Diapason, modulata per quelle spetie di Dia-lpente, & di
Diatessaron, che alla sua forma sono convenevoli.
Et Tro- lpos viene dal
Greco Tropos, che vuol dire, Modo o ragione; o vo-lgliamo dire da Tropi
conversione, essendo vero, che si converte, un mo-ldo nell'altro ogni volta
che l'ottava sara divisa Harmonicamente, & I quando Arithmeticamente; &
questa divisione lo fa differente dal Tuono; I perche il Tuono, non considera
l'ottava, o altro intervallo . diviso, per Tuoni, I o Semituoni se non per il
longo; & il Modo la considera nella maniera che I vi ho detto, talche restando
lo istesso Tuono, si varia il Modo; & eccove-lne lo essempio, per la Diapason
seguente. I
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Che nella estremita sua, e detto Tuono; ma considerata la istessa, nella I
divisione, detta Harmonica, sara un modo; & nella Arithmetica un'laltro; &
questa e la differenza, che si ritrova del Tuono al Modo; no-lminaremo
adunque le forme delle Cantilene Modo, restando la istes-lsa estremita, acuta

2 Modo cio che sia. in marg. II 5 Tropos cio che sia. in marg. II
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existunt, qui appellantur Modi, quos eosdem Tropos, vel Tonos nominant." 153
You have understood what "tone" is according to the view of Euclid and
Bryennius. But mode is a form or quality of harmony found in one of the
seven species of the diapason, modulated from the species of the diapente and
diatessaron convenient to its form.
"Tropos" comes from the Greek trooos,
which means mode or reason; we mean by ll:Q.lll "conversion," as it is true
that one mode converts into another every time the octave will be divided
harmonically and then arithmetically.
This division makes it different from
the tone because the tone does not consider the octave or another interval
divided by tones or semitones except for its length 154 while the mode
considers it in the manner I have told you. 155 Therefore, the tone remains
the same while the mode varies. 156
Here is an example in the following
diapason.

I3:

0

fJ

0

0

Tone

p

0

o
Harmonic division and
a mode

fJ

b

Arithmetic division and
a changed mode

Considered in its extremity, it is called "tone," but the same thing considered
in the so-called harmonic division will be one mode and in the arithmetic will
be another mode. This is the difference found between tone and mode. We
shall name, therefore, the forms of cantilenas "mode" when the same extre153Boethius

De inst. mus. 4.15: "[Therefore the elements of music] called
'modes' are made from these species of the diapason consonance; but they are
also called 'tropes' or 'tones'" (Bower, pp. 275- 76).
1541.e.,

the interval is only considered in its extreme points of pitch with
no concern for how the interval is divided.
155 1.e.,

the interval is considered to have width because the pitches
between the terminal sounds of the interval affect how the interval is considered.
156 Artusi

is calling the octave range of a mode its "tone" but defining
"mode" as the type of division of the octave. In the example he gives, mode
1 (range: C-c; final: C (see ff. 68v-69v (pp. 451-59) for Artusi's details of the
twelve modes]) and mode 8 (range: C-c; final F) are both of the same tone
(C-c).
This distinction became common after Boethius.
Etymologically,
"mode" comes from the Latin modus. which Boethius used to translate the
Greek trooos (Bower, p. 276, n. 45).
"Tone" derives from the Latin transliteration (tonus) of the Greek tonos.
In Greek theory, the differentiation
between trooos and tonos is uncertain; in Latin theory, the difference
between mode and tone became significant, as Artusi relates.
Conceptually,
the Greek octave species is close to the what mode means to Artusi, although
there is no direct influence.
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& grave; & la istessa Diapason, e lo istesso Tuo-lno; ma per la divisione,
come ho detto si chiama Modo, & si varia I ii Modo. I

Luca Di
quella
tanta
5
Modi?

dove nasce, che tanti e tanti pratici; & quasi tutti, chiamano I Tuono,
forma data alle Cantilene, & non Modo? se la diffe-lrenza loro e di
importanza quanto m'havete dimostrato, perche I non Ii chiamono

I

o Sistema, che da-lva ii
nome, a quella forma, era da gli Antichi detta Tuono; overo co-lme dice
Tholomeo nel Capitolo decimo del secondo Libro, perche Ii Modi II de gli 50r
Antichi, erano per un Tuono lontani l'uno dall'altro; la onde Thololmeo nello
istesso Capitolo Ii chiama Equitoni. I

Vario Credo che sia stato, perche quella constitutione,

l0

Luca Mi piace l'auttorita di Tholomeo, perche so che egli e stato huomo di
gran iudicio; ma ditemi di questi Modi, o Tuoni, gli Antichi quanti ne
osservavano? I
15 Vario Testifica Tholomeo nello istesso luoco; che tre erano Ii Modi o Tuo-lni, il
primo chiamavano Dorio, ii secondo Frigio, ii terzo Lidio. I
Luca Come, non haveano adunque gli Antichi piu di tre Modi?
Vario Signor no. I
Luca Erano molto poveri; ma quelle voci, Dorio, Frigio, & Lidio, che si-lgnifi-

20

cano? I
Vario Non si ritrova che gli piu Antichi, havessero maggior numero de I Modi, di
tre: & come dice Tholomeo nel Citato luoco; venne quel mo-ldo di Cantare da

25

certi Popoli, o da qualche altra occasione; basta che I ritenero, ii nome di
Dorio dalli Doriensi; Frigio dalli Frigij; Lidio dalli I Lidij; in quella maniera,
che noi diciamo, Canzoni Venetiane, Napoli-ltane, Francese, Padoane, Spagnuole, Moresche & altre che sono infini-lte; vedendosi manifestamente, gli
loro movimenti essere diversi l'uno I dall'altro, e le maniere diverse, e l' Arie
diverse. I

e possibile che non vi fussero altri popoli, che
inventassero, altre maniere, di modo che si potesse accrescere il numero di
questi Modi? I

Luca Et quanto al numero,

30

Vario Gia vi ho detto che Tholomeo, ne comemora solamente tre, e l'u-lno
dall'altro di questi era lontano, per un Tuono; se bene di poi ve ne I aggiunsero uno per ii quarto nominandolo Mistolidio, dalla vicinita, I che havea
35
col Lidio; & perche riteneva della natura del Lidio: era I questo lontano per

15 Tuoni de gli Antichi quanti & quali. in marg. II 32 Quattro modo aggiunto
et perche. in marg. II
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mity (high and low), the same diapason, and the same tone remain, while by
the division (as I said "mode" is called) the mode varies.
Luca Whence does it arise that many, many practical musicians--almost all of
them--call the form given to the cantilena "tone" and not "mode"?
If their
difference is as important as you have demonstrated to me, why do they not
call them modes?
Vario I believe it has been because the constitution or system that gave the
name to that form was called "tone" by the ancients or, as Ptolemy says in
the tenth chapter of the second book, 167 because the modes of the ancients
were a tone away from each other--wherefore, in the same chapter, Ptolemy
calls them "equitoni."
Luca The authority of Ptolemy pleases me because I know he was a man of great
judgment. But tell me, how many of these modes or tones did the ancients
observe?
Vario Ptolemy testifies in the same place that there were three modes or tones:
they called the first "Dorian," the second "Phrygian," and the third "Lydian."158
Luca What? The ancients, therefore, had no more than three modes?
Vario No sir.

Luca They were very poor. But what do the words "Dorian," "Phrygian," and
"Lydian" mean?
Vario It is not found that the most ancients had a number of modes greater than
three, and, as Ptolemy says in the place cited, that manner of singing came
from certain people or from some other occasion.
It is enough that they
took the name "Dorian" from the Dorians, "Phrygian" from the Phrygians, and
"Lydian" from the Lydians--in the way that we say Venetian songs, Neapolitan
songs, French songs, Paduan songs, Spanish songs, Moorish songs, and infinite
others, for it is manifestly seen that their movements, manners, and lines are
different one from another.
Luca As for the number, is it possible that there were no other people who
invented other manners, so the number of these modes could increase?
Vario I have already told you that Ptolemy commemorates only three of them
(and among these one was a tone away from the other), even though they
added a fourth named "Mixolydian" on account of the vicinity it had with the
Lydian and because it retained some of the nature of the Lydian. This was a

167This is the source for Artusi's information that follows about the seven
earliest tonoi.
168Cf. Bryennius Harm. 2.8.
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una limma dal Lidio, & facilmente cio ordina-lrono,
intervallo della Diatessaron, che ha quattro I Suoni. I

per empire

tutto lo

Luca Et questi sono pochi, rispetto all'eta nostra, che sono accresciuti sino I al

numero de Dodeci. I

5 Vario E' il vero, ma sono caminati cosi molti, e molti anni, con questi I quattro
solamente; se bene di poi crescendo in cognitione, gli huomini, I questa
scienza, accrebbero ancora il numero de' Modi, secondo la volonta, e I li
disegni loro; sino a' nostri tempi, che Henrico Glareano, e di poi il Zar-llino,
gli hanno aumentati sino al duodenario numero; e fattone ragione-lvole
10
dimostratione. Et prima de gli altri, vogliono che Filosseno vedendo, II che il 50v
Mistolidico era verso l'acuto, lontano dal Dorio, per un Diatessa-lron;
ordinasse ancora che nel grave, ii Dorio havesse similmente corrispon-ldentia
ad un'altro, e lo chiamo Hipodorio, constituendo esso Dorio nel me-lzo; altri
poi ii nome di cui per anco si desidera, vi aggiunsero lo Hipofrigio, I altre15
tanto lontanto dal Frigio; & Polimnastro come vogliono alcuni, v'ag-lgiunse
l'Hipolidio, accio egli ancora non rimanesse di corrispondente privo; I a
ciascuno de' quali vi aggiunsero la propositione Hipo, che vuol dire, sot- Ito; &
con quest'ordine gli accrebbero sino al numero settenario; secondo che I
Tholomeo ne fa la demostratione, chiamandoli Hipodorio, Hipofrigio, Hipollidio;
20
che vogliono dire, sotto Dorio, sotto'l Frigio, sotto'l Lidio, & si come I sette
sono le spetie della Diapason, a ciascuna delle quali applicorno un Moldo; cosi

10 Modo Hipodorio da chi ritrovato. in marg. II 14 Inventione del Modo
Hipodorio. in marg. II 19 Hipo cio che voglia dire. in marg. II 21 Opinione di
Tolomeo. in marg. II
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limma159 away from the Lydian, and they ordered it simply in order to fill
the whole interval of the diatessaron, which has four sounds.
Luca These are few with respect to our age, for they have grown to the number
of twelve.
Vario It is true, but many, many years went by thus with only these four, even
though men--increasing in the knowledge of this science--later increased the
number of the modes again according to their wish and designs, until our
time when Henricus Glarean 160 (and later Zarlino) augmented them to the
number twelve and made a reasonable demonstration of them. 161
Before the
others, they think that Philoxenus, 162 seeing that the Mixolydian was a
diatessaron higher than the Dorian, ordered another lower to have similar
correspondence to the Dorian and called it "Hypodorian," constituting the
Dorian in the middle. They added another there, the name of which is also
desired: the Hypophrygian, equally distant from the Phrygian; 163 Polymnestus--as some think 164 --added the Hypolydian so that it also did not stay
deprived of the correspondence.
They added the prefix "hypo" to each of
those, which means "below," and with this order they increased them to the
number seven. This is according to the demonstration Ptolemy gives of them,
calling them Hypodorian, Hypophrygian, and Hypolydian, which is to say
"below-the-Dorian," "below-the-Phrygian," and "below-the-Lydian."
Just as
there are seven species of the diapason, to each of which they applied a
159 In

Ptolemy Harm. 2.10 (which appears to be Artusi's source for this
passage), there is a parenthetical note that this term is used to mean a semitone: ". . . von dieser aber zur dorischen die Stufe des Leimma, welches sie
<die Aristoxeneer> zum Halbton machen wollen" (During trans., p. 77).
160

Glarean (1488-1563) was a Swiss theorist who first formulated the
theory of twelve modes as understood by the bulk of late Renaissance
composers.
For more information on him and his treatise, see chapter 3,
"Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 55-56.
161

Glarean Dodecachordon (English translation in 2 vols. by Clement A.
Miller in Musicological Studies and Documents, 6 [(Rome): American Institute
of Musicology, 1965]); Zarlino 1st. harm. 4 (Cohen trans.).
162 Philoxenus

of Cythera was an ancient Greek musician known for his
unorthodox use of meter in his compositions.
He is not traditionally associated with the Hypodorian scale. See Oxford Classical Dictionary. 2d ed.,
s.vv. "Philoxenus (l)," by Cecil Maurice Bowra; "Music, 10," by James Frederick Mountford and Reginald P. Winnington-lngram.
1631.e.,

the Hypophrygian was put a fourth lower than the Phrygian just
like the Hypodorian's relationship to the Dorian.
164

Cf. Gaffurio De har, mus. instr. 4.8 (An English translation is in
Franchino Gaffurius, De harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus, trans.
Clement A. Miller, Musicological Studies and Documents, 33 [(Rome): American
Institute of Musicology, 1977], p. 187).
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5

volsero che fossero sette Ii Modi, che tanto ne riferisce Tholomeo nel I Cap.
nono del secondo Libro de gl'Harmonici; tal che tanti apunto vengono I ad
essere, quante sono le spetie delle prime & maggiori consonanze; che la I
Diapente ha quattro spetie, la Diatessaron tre, le quali poste insieme fan-lno
il numero settenario; delle quali spetie nel terzo Cap. del secondo Libro I ne
fa la demostratione per le corde stabili, & communi alli principij , & I fini di
tutti li Tetracordi, in tutti li generi. I

Luca Poi che vedo, che mi andate dimostrando Ii Modi, secondo la mente di I
Tholomeo; credo ancora, che mi dimostrarete Ii Modi di Euclide, Boetio, I
10
Aristosseno, il Stapulense & altri, accompagnate con la opinione de' Moder-

ni. I
Vario Havete benissimo penetrato il mio pensiero. I

Luca Poiche volete tenere quest'ordine, fatemi gratia di dimostrarmi que-lste
cose, con li nostri caratteri, di modo che io vi intendi bene, accio possi
15
esplilcarli ad altri; perche non vorrei da quelle parole Greche esser confuso,
in velce di ordinato, e chiaro, rapportandone poco utile; & cosi facendo mi
faci-llitarete la cognitione de' Modi, la quale appresso di me, parmi che sia
molto I oscura. I
Sarete servito, se bene dificilmente, vi potra apportare la intiera colgnitione de' Modi; perche quando non sono dette le cose, con quelle voci,
che I le sono proprie, si rendono piu tosto oscure, che facili; pure, per la
prima, vi I diro, che le voci del Sistema massimo, sono le seguenti, nella
nostra favella. I

Vario

20

25

r.

A.

~-

Sotto l'acquistata I
Acquistata, overo aggiunta. I
Principale delle principali. I

24 Prima consideratione intorno a' Modi. in marg. II
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mode, so they wanted there to be seven modes. Ptolemy refers to this many
[modes) in the ninth chapter of the second book of the Harmonica, 165 so
there came to be as many [modes) as species of the first and major consonance: for the diapente has four species and the diatessaron three, which
placed together make the number seven, as Ptolemy demonstrates in the third
chapter of the second book 166 through the stable strings common to the
beginning and end of all tetrachords in all the genera.
Luca Since I see that you are going to demonstrate the modes according to the

view of Ptolemy for me, I also believe that you will demonstrate the modes of
Euclid, Boethius, Aristoxenus, Stapulensis, and others for me, accompanied by
the opinions of the moderns.
Vario You have penetrated very well my thought.
Luca Since you want to hold this order, do me the favor of demonstrating these
things with our characters in a way so that I understand you well and am
able to explain them to others. I would not want to be confused by those
Greek words instead of [terms of] order and clarity: reproducing them would
be of little use. By so doing, you will facilitate the knowledge of the modes
for me, which seem to be very obscure.
Vario You will be served, even though with difficulty, and they will be able to
bring you the entire knowledge of modes. When things are not said with the
words proper to them, they are rendered more obscure than easy.
First of
all, I shall tell you that the words of the Greater Perfect System are the
following, in our speech:

r

A

b

Below the acauistata 167
Acauistata or aggiunta 168
Principale of the orincioali 169

165This

chapter is entitled "There should only be seven tonoi and the same
number of octave species" ("Nur sieben Tonarten, den Oktavengattungen der
Zahl nach gleich, sollen aufgestellt werden" [During trans., p. 75)).
166 Ptolemy

Harm. 2.3 demonstrates the species of the fourth, fifth, and

octave.
167This

note was not in ancient Greek systems but was added by Guido
(see ff. 13v-14r [pp. 137-41)).
168

" Acquired note" or "added note."
The Greek name, proslambanomenos,
means "added."
All Vario's Italian phrases are translations of the Greek
terms.
169"Principal

note of the principals"; in Greek: hypate hypaton.
The
second word refers to the name of the tetrachord while the first identifies
the particular note within the tetrachord.
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5

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
a.
b.

C.
D.
10

~
C.

D.

E.
F.

Appresso la principale delle principali. I
Iodice delle principali. II
Principale delle mezane. I
Appresso la principale delle mezane. I
Iodice delle mezane. I
Mezana. I
Terza delle Congiunte. I
Penultima delle Congiunte. I
Ultima delle Congiunte. I
Appresso la mezana. I
Terza delle separate. I
Penultima delle separate. I
Ultima delle separate. I
Terza delle acutissime. I

4 Corde del Sistema Massimo. in marg. II
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C
D
E
F
G
a

b
C

d

6
C

d
e
f

Appresso la principale of the orincipali 170
In dice of the principali 171
Principale of the mezane 172
Appresso la orincipale of the mezane 178
lrulke. of the mezane 174
Mezana11s
Terza of the congiunti 176
Penultima of the congiunti 177
Ultima of the congiunti 178
Appresso la mezana 179
Terza of the seoarate 180
Penultima of the separate 181
Ultima of the seoarate 182
Terza of the acutissime 188

170"Note next to the principal note of the principals"; parhypate hypaton.
171"Index of the principals"; lichanos hypaton.
In both Greek and Italian,
the name is derived from the word meaning "index finger."
172"Principal of the middle notes"; hypate meson.
178"Note next to the principal of the middles"; parhypate meson.
174"Index of the middles"; lichanos meson.
175"Middle note"; mese.
176"Third of the conjunct notes"; trite synemmenon.
The synemmenon
tetrachord is conjunct with the meson tetrachord; there is no tone of
disjunction. This note is associated with b-flat.
177"Penultimate note of the conjuncts"; paranete synemmenon.
178"Last note of the conjuncts"; nete synemmenon.
179"Note next to the middle note"; paramese.
180"Third of the separates"; trite diezeugmenon.
The diezeugmenon tetrachord is separated from the mese by a tone of disjunction and starts with the
paramese (associated with b-natural), although the paramese is never called
"paramese diezeugmenon."
In theory, the trite diezeugmenon produces the
same pitch as the paranete synemmenon.
181"Penultimate note of the separates"; paranete diezeugmenon.
182"Last note of the separates"; nete diezeugmenon.
188"Third of the highest notes"; trite hyperbolaion.
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5

IO

Penultima delle acutissime. I
Ultima delle acutissime. I

La seconda consideratione, che io voglio dirvi, e quella che gl' Antichi hanno I
fatto intorno alli Modi; & e la variata divisione della Diatessaron, della I
Diapente, & delle spetie della Diapason: le quali secondo, che diversamente I
da loro sono state considerate, hora in un luoco hora in un'altro, ha fatto I
si, che Ii Modi sono stati ancora diversamente da loro considerati; pero chi I
vuole osservar l'ordine delle spetie delle Diapason; non e possibile osserva-lre
l'ordine de' Modi; & chi osservar vuole l'ordine de' Modi, non puo osserlvare,
l'ordine delle spetie delle Diapason. I
Luca Come puo essere, che se gl' Antichi hanno applicato a ciascun Modo, una

15

delle sette spetie della Diapason, non habbino potuto osservare l'ordine delli
Modi, & quelle delle Diapason insieme? & far si che la prima spetie della
Diapason convenga al primo Modo; la seconda al secondo, & cosi per ordine
sino al fine? e pur facile, & di molta comodita questo cosi ordinato ordine. I
Vario Le spetie delle Diapason da Tholomeo, nel Cap. 3. del 2. Libro descrit-lte,

20

25

30

hanno ii suo principio dal Semituono; dal Semituono dico, nel primo luo-lco
posto, se bene egli alla scoperta, non lo dice; ma va insinuando, questa sua I
opinione, con lo attacamento di quattro Diatessaron; · nel mezo delle quali vi I
pone ii Tuono della disgiuntione; di modo che non si puo pensar altro, se non
I che dicendo, che la prima spetie della Diapason habbi l'ordine, overo sia
ordi-lnata, secondo quei suoni piu gravi, ella sia contenuta dalla corda ~ mi,
& b I fa ~ mi ne' suoi estremi, & cosi la seconda in C. la terza D. &
seguendo di I mano in mano, tutte sino al compimento delle sette spetie.
Nello istesso luo- II co, da principio alla prima spetie delle Diatessaron; Ma 51 v
alle spetie delle Diajpente incomincia una Diatessaron piu verso l'acuto; et
sara come a dire in I E. di modo che se al Modo Dorio, che per un Tuono e
distante dal Fri-lgio havesse voluto Tolomeo applicarvi la prima spetie della
Diapason, & I al Frigio la seconda, non sarebbono stati l'uno dall'altro lontani
per un I Tuono, come era la sua intentione: ma per un Semituono: ii che mi

3 Seconda consideratione. in marg. II 11 Prima spetie della Diapason secondo
Tholomeo dove habbi principio. in marg. II 25 Spetie della Diapente, dove
habbi principio secondo Tholomeo. in marg. II
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Penultima of the acutissime 184
Ultima of the acutissime 185

g
aa

The second consideration I want to tell you is the one the ancients had
concerning the modes: it is the varied division of the diatessaron, diapente,
and species of the diapason.
Because they were differently considered by
them, now in one place, now in another, it made it so the modes were also
differently considered by them.
Therefore, it is not possible to observe the
order of the modes for one who wants to observe the order of the species of
the diapason, and one who wants to observe the order of the modes cannot
observe the order of the species of the diapason. 186
Luca How can it be that the ancients could not observe the order of the modes
and those of the diapason together if they applied one of the seven species
of the diapason to each mode? How can it be that they did not make it so
the first species of the diapason corresponded to the first mode, the second
to the second, and so on in order to the end? An order so ordered is easy
and very convenient.
Vario The species of the diapason described by Ptolemy in the third chapter of

the second book begin with the semitone. 187
I say they begin with a
semitone placed in the first place even though on close examination he does
not say it. But he infers that this is his opinion with the attachment of four
diatessarons, in the middle of which he places the tone of disjunction in such
a way that one cannot think otherwise except that he is saying the first
species of the diapason has the order--or is ordered--according to those
lowest sounds and is contained within the extremes of the strings bmi and
bfabmi. Thus, the second is ordered on C, the third on D, and all the rest
follow hand in hand to the completion of the seven species.
In that same place, he begins the first species of the diatessaron. 188 But
he starts the species of the diapente a diatessaron higher--and that will be
like saying on E--in such a way that if Ptolemy had wanted to apply the first
species of the diapason to the Dorian mode (which is a tone away from the
Phrygian) and the second to the Phrygian, the one would not have been a
tone away from the other--as was his intention--but rather a semitone
184"Penultimate
185"Last

note of the highests"; paranete hyperbolaion.

note of the highests"; nete hyperbolaion.

186

The ancients had this consideration because the order of the octave
species runs in descending order while the order of the tonoi runs in
ascending order. As will be seen, this is a point that Artusi does not clearly
understand.
187

1.e.,
semitone.
1881.e.,

in

the

first

species

of

the

diapason,

the

lowest

the first species of the diatessaron begins on b-natural.

interval

is

a
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da a I credere che secondo l'ordine di Tholomeo, la seconda spetie della
Diapason I si convenga al Modo Dorio; la terza al Frigio; la quarta al Lidio;
la quin-jta al Mistolidio; & per retrogrado la sesta all'Hipodorio, la settima
al-llo Hipofrigio, & la prima all'Hipolidio. I
5 Luca Fatemi gratia di dimostrarmi, queste spetie delle Diapason applicate I alli
Modi, con Ii nostri Caratteri, secondo quest'ordine, accio meglio possi sa-jpere
l'opinione di questo valent'huomo, con quella maggior facilita che po-ltete, &
che comporta la natura della cosa in se stessa. I

lO

Vario Son contento, eccovene la Demostratione, e l'ordine di tutte sette le
spejtie delle Diapason applicate alli Modi, secondo la mente di Tholomeo, &
co-lme voi desiderate. I

363

away. 189 This makes me believe that according to the order of Ptolemy,
second species of the diapason is proper to the Dorian mode, the third to
Phrygian, the fourth to the Lydian, the fifth to the Mixolydian, and,
retrograde, the sixth is proper to the Hypodorian, the seventh to
Hypophrygian, and the first to the Hypolydian. 190

the
the
in
the

Luca Do me the favor of demonstrating with our characters these species of the
diapason applied to the modes according to this order with the greatest ease
that you can and that carries the nature of the thing in itself so I am better
able to know the opinion of this worthy man.

Vario I am happy to do so.
Here is the demonstration and order of all seven
species of the diapason applied to the modes, according to the view of
Ptolemy, as you desire:

189In

other words, if Ptolemy meant to apply the first species of the
octave (B-b) to the Dorian mode and the second species (C-c) to the Phrygian
mode, then there would only be a semitone between the Dorian and Phrygian
modes instead of the usual tone.
190 Artusi

puts Ptolemy's first mode (called Dorian and using the second
species of the diapason) from c-c', the second mode (Phrygian; third species)
from d-d', the third mode (Lydian; fourth species) from e-e', the fourth mode
(Mixolydian; fifth species) f-f', the fifth mode (Hypodorian; sixth species)
from g-g', the sixth mode (Hypophrygian; seventh species) from a-a', and the
seventh mode (Hypolydian; first species) from b-b'.
This, however, is not what Ptolemy says.
Ptolemy does apply the first
species of the octave to the first mode and places it so it would appear in
the modern system between B and b; this is called Mixolydian. Moving up, he
applies the second species to the second mode, which would be placed
between C and c; this is the Lydian. In this way, Ptolemy's system can be
constructed (from low to high):
Mixolydian tonos
Lydian
Phrygian
Dorian
Hypolydian
Hypophrygian
Hypodorian

First species of octave
Second species
Third species
Fourth species
Fifth species
Sixth species
Seventh species

B-b
C-c
d-d'
e-e'
f-f'
g-g'
a-a'

The species of the octave, however, involve no pitch level: they are
simple patterns of semitones and tones.
Ptolemy actually conceived their
existance in a central octave rather than as successive pitches (as the above
chart implies). The pitches above merely refer to the interval sequence found
on the white keys of a modern keyboard. Therefore, in this arrangement, the
prefix "hypo-" has no correlation to a high or low pitch as it does when used
to name the ancient Greek tonoi.
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II In questa demostratione, voi chiaramente vedete, che ii Modo Dorio, e 52r
lonjtano dal Frigio per un Tuono, & questo dal Lidio per un'altro Tuono; I e'l
Lidio dal Mistolidio per un Semituono, ii quale e posto fra le corde E. I & F.
similmente l'Hipodorio lontano per un Tuono dall'Hipofrigio; & I questo
dall'Hipolidio per un'altro Tuono; & da questo al Dorio, vi si in-lterpone, un
Semituono; di modo che, non solo Ii Modi principali, sono l'u-lno dall'altro
lontani, per un Tuono, Tuono e Semituono; ma quelli che di-lciamo Collaterali,
loro ancora participano della natura, & dell'ordine de' I principali, overo
authentici, per darle questo nome.
Potete ancora avertire, I oltra le spetie
delle Diapason; quelle della Diapente, & della Diatessaron I che per entro vi
sono; & per facilitarvi questa speculatione, ve la rappre-jsento in queste
righe, secondo la mente di Tholomeo. I

Demostratione delle spetie delle Diapason secondo Tholomeo. in marg. a mus.

II 2 Lontananza de Modi l'uno dall'altro secondo Tholomeo. in marg. II
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First species of the diapason

Second species of the diapason
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Third species of the diapason
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Phrygian mode
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-Hypophrygian mode

You clearly see in this demonstration that the Dorian mode is a tone
away from the Phrygian, which is also a tone away from the Lydian; that the
Lydian is a semitone--placed between the strings E and F--away from the
Mixolydian; that the Hypodorian is similarly a tone away from the Hypophrygian, which is also a tone away from the Hypolydian; and that a semitone is
placed between this and the Dorian, in such a way that not only are the
principal modes distant from each other by tone, tone, and semitone, but
those we call "collaterals" 191 also participate in the nature and ordet of the
principals or authentics, to give them this name.
You can also notice that
beyond the species of the diapason, there are those of the diapente and
diatessaron that enter into this.
To facilitate this speculation for you, I
represent them on these staves, according to the view of Ptolemy.

191 This

olagios.

literally means "to the side" and is a translation of the Greek
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II Ancora potete andar considerando, come l'acquistata del Dorio, corrisponIde alla lndice dell'Hipodorio, & per una Diatessaron, viene ad havere nel I
grave l'acquistata dell'Hipodorio; il Frigio similmente la cui acquistata I
corrisponde alla Indice, dello Hipofrigio, viene ad essere nello acuto, per u-lna
Diatessaron piu dell'Hipofrigio; altretanto ritrovaremo corrispondere il I Lidio
all'Hipolidio, & sara lontana l'acquistata dell'uno, all'acquistata I dell'altro per
una Diatessaron, e la Indice dell'una corrisponde all'acqui-lstata dell'altro. I
Luca Adunque la piu grave corda d'ogni Modo si chiamera sempre acqui-lstata; &

se bene una

e piu acuta dell'altra,

non mutera mai il nome d'ac-lquistata. I

10 Vario Sempre intenderete essere cosi; seguendo poi secondo l'ordine, che vi ho I
detto, & li nomi loro, per non inviluparvi in quei nomi Greci, havrete l'inltento vostro. I
Luca Questo e stato un bello avertimento, mi
corgo ch'egli era necessario. I

e

sopramodo grato; perche I m'ac-

15 Vario Anzi era piu che necessario, per la cognitione de Modi; intorno a' qualli
dovete ancora considerare la conformita, che fra di loro hanno, nelle Dialtessaron, che e una parte della Diapason, delle quali sono composti; ma non I

Spetie delle Diatessaron secondo Tolomeo. in marg. a pr. mus. II Spetie delle
Diapente di Tolomeo. in marg. a sec. mus. II 2 Consideratione intorno alli
Modi di Tolomeo. in marg. II 33 Consideratione intorno a' Modi di Tolomeo. in
marg. II

52v
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Species of the diatessaron
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You may also consider, as the acguistata of the Dorian corresponds to the
indice of the Hypodorian, the acguistata of the Hypodorian is a diatessaron
lower. Similarly, the Phrygian--whose acguistata corresponds to the indice of
the Hypophrygian--js a diatessaron higher than the Hypophrygian.
Likewise,
we shall find the Lydian corresponding to the Hypolydian, the acguistata of
the former will be a diatessaron away from the acguistata of the latter, and
the indice of the latter corresponds to the acguistata of the former.
Therefore, the lowest string of each mode will always be called the
acguistata, and even if one is higher than another, the name acguistata will
never change. 192

Luca

Vario You will understand it always to be thus.

Proceeding, then, according to
the order I have told you and their names--in order not to envelope you m
those Greek names--you will have your intention.

Luca This has been a good notice.
realize it was necessary.

I am grateful beyond measure because I

Vario Rather, it was more than necessary for the knowledge of modes, concern-

ing which you must also consider the conformity they have among themselves
in the diatessaron--a part of the diapason of which they are composed. They
192 At

first this seems at variance with the presentation of the Greater
Perfect System on ff. 50v-5lr (pp. 357-61).
Artusi is trying to make sense
out of Ptolemy's distinction between thetic and dynamic nomenclature.
In
Ptolemy's resystematization of Greek theory, he tries to place all the tonoi in
one central octave location. In order to determine the positions of tones and
semitones, he devises a two-fold nomenclature.
The thetic nomenclature
identifies the position and order of the notes between the highest and lowest
pitches of an arbitrary location.
The dynamic nomenclature identifies the
intervals between the notes (and thus the pitches) and reflects the tonos of
the piece.
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sono per<) conformi, inquanto a tutta la constitutione, la causa e, che Ii Semiltuoni sono collocati diversamente, e sono in luochi, e siti diversi l'uno
dall'al-ltro; che percio nel Modo Dorio vedete il Semituono nella terza, &
quarlta corda; e fra la settima & ottava; e l'Hipodorio se bene l'ha fra la
terza e I quarta corda nella parte grave della sua constitutione, ha pero il
secondo fra I la sesta & la settima corda, che lo fa differente dal Dorio. E ii
Frigio ha il I Semituono fra la seconda e la terza; e fra la sesta & la settima:
E l'Hipo-lfrigio fra la seconda & la terza si; ma il secondo fra la quinta & la
sesta I corda: e il Lidio fra la prima e la seconda & fra la quinta e la sesta:
& I l'Hipolidio fra la prima e la seconda; ma il secondo f ra la quarta & la
quinlta: di modo che, come vi ho detto, quanto a una parte della Constitutione I che Ii constituisse, che e la Diatessaron sono dell'istessa natura; ma
quanto a I tutto il corpo, essendo nel restante differenti, sono diversi.
Un'altra conside- II ratione dovete avertire, che non e di poca importanza; &
e che il Modo I Dorio e posto nel mezo di tutti; (se bene nell'ordine che di
sopra vi ho di-lmostrato, tiene ii secondo luoco; cio e stato per dimostrarvi le
spetie delle I Diapason ordinatamente secondo la mente di Tholomeo) & ha
nello acuto I il Mistolidio lontano per una Diatessaron, et nel grave l'Hipodorio che silmilmente, come vi ho detto poco fa, le corrisponde per una
Diatessaron; et I percio hebbero anco gli Antichi opinione, che tutti gli altri
si havessero da relgolare da questo; di qui e, che sono ciascuno di loro
compresi dal Sistema conltinente quindeci corde, & nel mezo ve n' e una che
corrisponde per una I Diapason alla piu grave, & altretanto verso l'acuto, la
quale e chiamata I mezana, che percio vedete nella demostratione di ciascuno

18 Opinione de gli Antichi del Modo Dorio. in marg. II
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do not, however, conform as far as all the constitution goes: the reason is
that the semitones are collated differently in different places and sites one
from another. Therefore, in the Dorian mode, you see the semitone between
the third and fourth, seventh and eighth strings; 193 even though the Hypodorian has the semitone between the third and fourth strings in the lower
part of its constitution, it has, nevertheless, the second semitone between the
sixth and seventh strings, 194 which makes it different from the Dorian. The
Phrygian has the semitone between the second and third, sixth and seventh
strings, 196 while the Hypophrygian has one between the second and third
strings--true--but the second is between the fifth and the sixth strings. 196
The Lydian has it between the first and second, fifth and sixth, 197 while the
Hypolydian has one between the first and second, but the second semitone is
between the fourth and fifth. 198 Therefore, as I have told you, with regard
to one part of the constitution that constitutes them (i.e., the diatessaron),
they are of the same nature, 199 but with regard to the whole body (inasmuch
as the remainders are diverse), they are different.
There is another consideration you must notice that is of no small importance: the Dorian mode is placed in the middle of all (even though it holds
the second place in the order that I demonstrated above--this was to demonstrate for you the species of the diapason ordered according to the view of
Ptolemy 200 ) and has the Mixolydian a diatessaron higher, while the Hypodorian, as I told you a little while ago, corresponds similarly to the Dorian a
diatessaron lower.
Therefore, the ancients also had the opinion that all the
others ought to be regulated by this.
It is on this account that they each
comprise the System containing fifteen strings, and in the middle there is
one, called the mezana, that corresponds by a diapason to the lowest pitch
and likewise to the highest pitch. Therefore, you see in the demonstration of
1931.e.,

194

in the octave C-c, semitones are between E-F and B-c.

1.e., in the octave G-g, there are semitones between B-c and e-f.

1961.e.,

in the octave D-d, there are semitones between E-F and B-c.

1961.e.,

the octave A-a has semitones between B-c and e-f.

1971.e.,

the octave E-e has its semitones between E-F and B-c.

1981.e.,

the octave B-b has its semitones between B-c and e-f.

199 According

to Artusi's interpretation, the Dorian and Hypodorian modes
share the second species of the fourth, the Phrygian and Hypophrygian share
the third, and the Lydian and Hypolydian share the first.
Artusi omits the
Mixolydian, which would use the second species.
200

1.e., if the examples on ff. 51 v-52r (p. 365) were to be arranged so the
lowest mode was placed first (instead of according to the species of the
octave used), the order would be: Hypodorian (starting on G), Hypophrygian
(A), Hypolydian (B), Dorian (C), Phrygian (d), Lydian (e), and Mixolydian (f).
In this arrangement, Dorian is in the middle of the modes.
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Modo; la piu I grave, la mezana, & la piu acuta e signata col segno negro;
lasciando per<) I fuori del Sistema ii Tetracordo congiunto; ii quale havete
nella Tavola I del nome delle corde, veduto, & e accidentale nel Sistema, ma
vi ho posto I solamente in questi ii naturale.
Al proposito nostro, la corda
mezana di I qual si voglia . Modo corrisponde in unisono con una di quelle del
Modo I Dorio, si come vi dimostra Tholomeo nel Libro 2. Cap. 11. pen) vi dico
I che la mezana dell'Hipodorio risponde in unisonanza alla principale delle I
mezane del Dorio: la mezana dell'Hipofrigio corrisponde alla appresso la I
principale delle mezane del Dorio: la mezana dell'Hipolidio, alla Indice I delle
mezane del Dorio: la mezana del Frigio, alla appresso la mezana del I Dorio:
la mezana del Lidio, alla terza delle separate del Dorio: ultimamenlte, la
mezana del Mistolidio, alla penultima delle separate del Dorio; come a I corda
per corda, e luoco per luoco voi potete fare il confronto. I
Luca M'havete dimostrato quindeci corde, per ogni Modo nella maniera I che
usano li Moderni pratici: Gli Antichi havevano forsi loro ancora, quelsto
istesso ordine, o pure altro da questo diverso? I
Appresso Ii piu Antichi, come racconta Aristotele ne' Problemi, era I
compreso, ciascun Modo da sette corde, cioe da dui Tetracordi congiunti; alle
I quali doppo, li piu Antichi le fu aggiunto una corda, e la chiamorono Prolslambanomenos; che altro non vuol dir~, se non acquistata, come nel sottolposto ordine, con ii nome loro, con la demostratione de' nostri caratteri, I
voi potete chiaramente vedere. II

Vario

20

17 Opinione de gli Antichi. in marg. II
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each mode that the lowest note, the mezana. and the highest note are marked
with a black note 201 (leaving out of the system, however, the congiunto
tetrachord, which you have in the table of the names of the strings--already
seen 202 --and which is an accident in the System; but I have only placed the
natural tetrachords in these 203 ).
As for our topic, the mezana string of whatever mode you like corresponds in unison with one note of the Dorian mode, as Ptolemy demonstrates for you in book 2, chapter l l. Therefore, I tell you that the mezana
of the Hypodorian responds in unison to the orincipale of the mezane of the
Dorian, the mezana of the Hypophrygian corresponds to the aopresso la principale of the mezane of the Dorian, the mezana of the Hypolydian corresponds to the indice of the mezane of the Dorian, the mezana of the Phrygian corresponds to the aporesso la mezana of the Dorian, the mezana of the
Lydian corresponds to the tem of the separate of the Dorian, and lastly, the
mezana of the Mixolydian corresponds to the penultima of the separate of the
Dorian, as string by string, place by place, you can make the comparison.
Luca You have demonstrated for me fifteen strings for every mode in the manner
that the modern practical musicians use them. Did the ancients perhaps also
have this same order, or yet another different from this?
Vario According to the most ancients, as Aristotle relates in the Problemata, 204
each mode was comprised of seven strings--that is, of two conjunct tetrachords--to which, later, the most ancients added a string 205 and called it
"proslambanomenos," which means nothing other than "acguistata," as you can
clearly see with its name in the demonstration of our characters in the above
order.
201 This
202 Ff.

refers to the illustrations on ff. 5 l v-52r (p. 365).

50v-5lr (pp. 357-61).

203The Greek compass was made up of tetrachords connected in various
ways.
The Greater Perfect System comprises two conjunct tetrachords (the
hypaton and meson), a tone of disjunction, and two more conjunct tetrachords
(the diezeugmenon and hyperbolaion).
The Lesser Perfect System comprises
three conjunct tetrachords: the hypaton, meson, and synemmenon.
The
Perfect Immutable System is the union of both systems and is comprised of
all five tetrachords. In the table of string names (ff. 50v-5lr [pp. 357-61]),
Artusi gives the names for all five tetrachords; in the table of the species of
the diapason (ff. 51 v-52r [p. 365]), he only illustrates the Greater Perfect
System. Artusi's point here is that the synemmenon tetrachord is not natural
to the system, but rather an "accident" (cf. n. 146 supra).
204
205

Pseudo-Aristotle Problemata 19.44.

Pseudo-Aristotle Problemata 19.47.
In Abano's commentary, he states
that the two conjunct tetrachords were rendered disjunct by the addition of a
tone in the middle, not by the addition of the proslambanomenos (see Palisca,
Humanism, pp. 63-64).
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Forma del Modo dopo li piu
Antichi.

Forma del Modo de' piu
Antichi.
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Tetracordo
Antico

I Nete.
I
I Paramese.
I
I Trite

Tetracordo
Antico

Mese. Congiuntione.

Mese. Congiuntione.
10

15

Tetracordo
Grave

I Lycanos.
I
I Parhipate.
I
I Hipate.
I
I

I Nete.
I
I Paramese.
I
I Trite.

Tetracordo
Grave

I Lycanos. I
I
I Parhipate. I
I
I Hipate. I
I
I Proslambanomenos. I
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Per laqual cosa, s'accorsero benissimo, che per tale aggiuntione di corda, ne I
nascevano piu spetie di Diapason, & tanti Modi, che arrivavano al nume-lro di
otto; se bene Tholomeo, non ha mai acconsentito, che passino il numero I
settenario; & questi incluse nel numero delle quindeci corde gia dimostra-ltevi;
come nel Cap. 11. del Secondo, egli ne fa la demostratione, per le corde I
naturali, di ciascun Modo; non volse dico, che passassero, il numero settenalrio; forsi perche essendo lui grando Astrologo, andava divisando queste cose
I che corrispondessero alle Sphere Celesti, et a' pianeti, si come ei f ece, & si
velde nel Cap. 11 . del terzo de gli Harmonici; la dove ad ogni Sphera, nella I
quale si move un pianeta, attribuisce, uno de' sette Modi, non essendo piu di
I sette le Sphere de' pianeti. Et nel mezo di loro vi pose il Dorio, come piu
prelstante, & eccellente, come quello che conosceva molto bene, che haveva I
dello Austero, e percio del virile, del grande, del Magnifico, del Gra-lve, del
Maestrevole, & del Divino; & appresso del temperato, del I Modesto, & del-

21 Perche non volse Tholomeo che il numero delli Modi passasse il settenario.
in marg. II 28 Natura del Modo Dorio. in marg. II
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On account of this, they realized very well that because of such an
addition of a string, more species of the diapason and many modes thereby
arose, which brought the number to eight.
Nevertheless, Ptolemy never
agrees that they surpassed the number seven included in the number of the
fifteen strings already demonstrated for you, as he demonstrates in the
eleventh chapter of the second book the natural strings of each mode.
He
did not want, I say, for them to pass the number seven, perhaps because he-a great astrologist--divided these things so they would correspond to the
celestial spheres and planets (as he did and as is seen in chapter I I of the
third book of the Harmonica, where to every sphere in which a planet moves,
he attributes one of the seven modes), inasmuch as there are no more than
seven spheres of planets. 206
He placed in the middle of these the Dorian, as the most fine and
excellent--something he knew very well, something that had austerity and
therefore virility, greatness, magnificence, gravity, masterfulness, and divinity.
Next to it, the temperate, modest, and honored Phrygian, which was held by

206 Artusi's

relationship of music to cosmology was typical among traditional theorists and arises out of the Neoplatonic theories of music and the
universe. More information of this aspect of Artusi's aesthetics can be found
in chapter 2, "Aesthetic Foundations of L'Artusi."
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l'honorato; ii quale dalli · sapientissimi Filosofi Platone, & I Aristotele fu
tenuto in tanta veneratione col Frigio; che istimava-lno col mezo loro,
acquistare grande utile a una bene instituita II Republica; & pero dicevano,
che l'Hipodorio per la gravitade de' suoi molvimenti; induceva in una certa
pigritia, & quiete: Racconta pero Quin-ltiliano, che i Pitagorici haveano tal
usanza, che col mezo del Modo Hipo-ldorio, tra'l giorno, & quando andavano a
dormire, mitigavano le fatiche, I e cure dell'animo del giorno gia passato: & la
notte suegliati dal sono, col I Dorio, si riducevano a' tralasciati studij. I

Luca In effetto e vero, che gli Antichi hanno posseduto la natura, e pro-lprieta
delle cose, e in tutte le cose sono stati prestanti; e in particolare, I nel
dimostrare la natura di questi Modi; pero si vede che a' giorni no-lstri ancora
le loro speculationi servono alla cognitione della buona Mu-lsica: la onde
vediamo, che il Modo Dorio ha del vivo, & eccellente I molto; e l'Hipodorio
tiene del languido & del rimesso, & e privo d'una I certa vivacita, della quale
15
ii Dorio n'e ornato. Ma ditemi, haveano gli Anltichi, in numero altri Modo,
piu di questi sette, di cui ne fa mentione I Tholomeo? I

10

Vario Alli sette fu aggiunto lo Hipermistolidio, lontano dal Mistolidio I per un
Tuono nello acuto; & e quello che appresso gli Ecclesiastici, de' I nostri

IO prestanti E prostanti A II

541
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the most wise philosophers Plato 207 and Aristotle 208 in such veneration that
they esteemed it by their means to acquire great usefulness for a well
instituted republic. 209
Nevertheless, they said that the Hypodorian (on account of the gravity of
its movements) induced a certain laziness and calm.
Quintilian therefore
relates that the Pythagoreans had this usage: between daytime and when they
went to sleep, by means of the Hypodorian mode they mitigated the fatigues
and cares of the soul of the day already passed; at night, lifted up from
sleep, they returned to their interrupted studies with the Dorian. 210
Luca In effect, it is true that the ancients possessed the nature and propriety of
things and were fine in all the things--in particular, in demonstrating the
nature of these modes.
Therefore, it is seen that still in our days their
speculations serve the knowledge of good music, where we see that the
Dorian mode has life and much excellence and that the Hypodorian holds languidness and refreshment and is deprived of a certain vivaciousness with
which the Dorian is ornamented.
But tell me, did the ancients have other
modes--more than these .seven--which Ptolemy mentions?

Vario To the seven was added the Hypermixolydian, a tone higher than the
Mixolydian, which is found under the name of eighth among the Ecclesiastics
207Reoublic

399a (a good English translation with ample commentary can
be found in Andrew Barker, ed., Greek Musical Writings, vol I: The Musician
and His Art, Cambridge Readings in the Literature of Music [Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1984], pp. 131-33).
Plato identifies seven
harmoniai that have similar names to the !Qrutl discussed in later music
theory.
On their relationship, if any, see Barker, pp. 163-68 and Mathiesen
trans., p. 20.
208 Politics

1342a.

209 Plato

proposed using only the Dorian and Phrygian harmoniai in his
republic.
The Phrygian "will imitate those of a man engaged in peaceful
activities, acting of his own will, not under pressure, when he is persuading
someone of something or making a request, . . . or giving instruction or
exercising persuasion" (Plato ~ - 399b [Barker, p. 13 I]).
By contrast,
Aristotle proposes maintaining all seven harmoniai in his republic.
He
proposes an ethos for the Phrygian different from what Plato says: "the
Phrygian has the same power as does the autos among instruments: both
induce ecstasy and emotion" (Aristotle Politics 1342b [Barker, p. 181 ]).
210 Artusi

has not quoted Quintilian accurately: "It was the undoubted
custom of the Pythagoreans, when they woke from slumber, to rouse their
souls with the music of the lyre, that they might be more alert for action,
and before they retired to rest, to soothe their minds by melodies from the
same instrument, in order that all restlessness of thought might be lulled to
orderly repose" (Inst. orat. 9.4.12 [trans. in The "Institutio oratoria" of
Quintilian, 4 vols., trans. H. E. Butler, Loeb Classical Library, 105-8 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1921 ), 3:511-13 ]).
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5

tempi, si ritrova sotto il name di ottavo: Altri hanno havuto altre I opinioni,
le quali intenderete piu avanti; bastavi per hara, che recitan-ldovi la opinione
di Tholomeo, sappiate che lui non vuole che siano piil di I sette; se bene
Boetio contra ogni ragione, attribuisce a Tholomeo la in-lventione di questo
Hipermistolidio, e si confronta con lui nel Libra 4. Cap. I 9. dell'Harmonia de
gl'Instromenti Franchino Gaforo.
Ma quanto al nu-lmero si confronta Tholomeo con Euclide, che nella sua Breve introdut-ltione vuole che siano sette &
non piu. I
Luca Si confrontano adunque Tholomeo, & Euclide insieme?

10 Vario Si confrontano nel numero, ma sono differenti nello applicare le spetie
delle Diapason, alli Modi; & non e gran meraviglia, per la lontananza de' I
tempi & dell'eta, case le quali apportano mutatione di stato, non che novi-lta
nel modo di filosofare. I
Luca E' possibile che dall'uno all'altro, ci fosse tanta lontananza di tempo, I che

15

s'havessero da mutare di pensiero; o che quelle ragioni, che havevano alll'hora non le havessero gli altri doppo di loro? I

Vario Euclide fu de gli anni 420. avanti lo A vvenimento di Christo I nostro
Redentore; & Tholomeo, fu doppo lo Avvenimento de gli anni I ben 140. di
maniera che poterono essere lontani, l'uno dall'altro, intorno I a 560. anni. II

l Hipermistolidio attribuito a Tholomeo falsamente. in marg. II 6 Tholomeo, &
Euclide sono di uno istesso volere. in marg. II 17 Di qual tempo fosse Euclide
& Tolomeo. in marg. II
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of our day. Others had other opm1ons, which you will understand later; it is
enough for you now that, in reciting the opinion of Ptolemy, you know he
does not want there to be more than seven, 211 even though Boethius (against
every reason) attributes the invention of this Hypermixolydian to Ptolemy, 212
and Franchino Gaffurio 213 concurs with him in the fourth book, chapter 9 of
the Harmonia instrumentorum. 214
But as for the number, Ptolemy concurs
with Euclid, who wants there to be seven and no more in his Introductio. 215
Luca Therefore, Ptolemy and Euclid concur together?
Vario They concur in the number but are different in applying the species of the
diapason to the modes. It is no wonder, on account of the distance of time
and age--which bring change of state, not to mention novelties in the manner
of philosophizing.

Luca Is it possible that from one to the other, there was such distance of time
that they changed their thought, or that the reasons they had earlier, others
afterwards did not have?
Vario Euclid lived 420 before the advent of Christ, our Redeemer, and Ptolemy
lived a good 140 years after the advent; as a result, they could be about 560
years away from each other.
211 Artusi

is correct: Ptolemy mentions the possiblility of the Hypermixolydian mode as an eighth mode (Ptolemy Harm. 2.9) but rejects its
addition because the intervallic structure of the mode is identical to that of
the first mode (Ptolemy Harm. 2.13).
212 Boethius

De inst. mus. 4.17 (Bower trans., pp. 283-89).

213

On the importance of Gaff urio to Renaissance theory, see first discussion, n. 60 and chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 54-55.
214"In

order to harmonize the entire disdiapason system with the modes
Ptolemy added an eighth mode which reaches the highest octave species
between mese and nete hyperbolaeon. He exceeded the Mixolydian by a whole
tone above and called the mode Hypermixolydian ..." (Miller trans., p. 188).
215

This is a significant error that profoundly affects Artusi's reasoning.
Cleonides reports that there are seven species of the octave and gives a name
to each one (Intro. 9) as was normal practice for Greek theorists.
But he
describes thirteen tonoi (reportedly after Aristoxenus).
Rather than comparing Boethius's discussion of tro.120.i (translated as "mode" by Boethius [see n.
156 supra]) to Cleonides's list of !O.nQi (which would be defensible because
Boethius says that the tropoi may also be called tonoi [Boethius 4.15]), Artusi
is comparing Boethius's tropoi to Cleonides's octave species.
This error is
possible because the names of Cleonides's octave species (Mixolydian, Lydian,
Phrygian, Dorian, Hypolydian, Hypophrygian, and Hypodorian) are duplicated as
names of the tropoi in both Cleonides and Boethius.
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Luca Non e adunque meraviglia, se sono di
istesso tempo si ritrovano delle contrarieta
giorni nostri voi mi scoprite ne' pratici,
che io stupisco.
Ma questi valent'huomini
5
che l'uno dall'altro siano cosi diffierenti? I

opm1one differenti; poiche nello
54v
nelle Scienze tante e tante; & a'
& Theorici tanti variati pensieri I
come vanno ordinando gli Mo-ldi,

Vario Euclide nella sua Isagoge, non solo dice che sono sette, il che da Thololmeo viene confirmato; ma gli ordina cosi, La prima spetie della Diapason ha I
un Semituono, nel luoco gravissimo, e l'altro nel quarto luoco verso l'acu-lto
posto; & di questa spetie volse, che il Modo detto Mistolidio fosse com-lposto.
IO
La seconda spetie e quella, che ha il Semituono nel terzo luoco, & nel I
settimo, & di questa ordinava il Modo detto Lidio. La terza e quella che I
tiene il Semituono nel secondo luoco, & nel sesto, & di questa volse, che il I
Modo detto Frigio fosse composto. La quarta tiene il Semituono nelle cordi I
piu gravi, & nel quinto luoco, & questa ordino che servisse al Modo Do-lrio.
15
La quinta tiene uno de' Semituoni, nel quarto luoco, e l'altro nel setti-lmo; a
questa accomodo il Modo Hipolidio. La sesta e quella che ha uno de' I Semituoni, nel terzo luoco, delle piu gravi corde, e l'altro nel settimo luoco, I
andando dal grave verso l'acuto, e lo chiamo Hipofrigio. La settima & ulltima e quella che ha il Semituono, nel secondo luoco nel grave, & nel quin20
Ito verso l'acuto, & le dette il nome di Hipodorio. I
Luca Et perche queste opinioni sono differenti; ma volete voi, con Ii nostri

caratteri farmene una demostratione, nel modo che fatto havete quella di
Tholomeo? I

6 Ordinatione delle sette spetie della Diapason secondo Euclide. in marg. II
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Luca It is no wonder therefore that they are of different opm1ons, since in the
same time many, many contrarieties are found in the sciences; and in our day,
you uncover so many varied thoughts among the practical musicians and
theorists that I am stupefied.
But how did these worthy men order the
modes, for one to be so different from the other?
Vario Euclid in his Isagoge 216 not only says that there are seven, which Ptolemy
confirms, but he orders them thus: the first species of the diapason has a
semitone in the lowest place with the other placed in the fourth highest
place; 217 he wanted the mode called Mixolydian to be composed of this
species. The second species has the semitone in the third and seventh places;
with this, he ordered the mode called Lydian. The third holds the semitone
in the second and sixth places; he wanted the mode called Phrygian to be
composed of this. The fourth holds the semitone in the lowest strings and in
the fifth place; he ordered this to serve the Dorian mode.
The fifth holds
one of the semitones in the fourth place and the other in the seventh; he
accommodated the Hypolydian mode with this.
The sixth has one of the
semitones in the third place of the lowest strings and the other in the
seventh place (going from low to high); he called it Hypophrygian.
The
seventh and last has the semitone in the second place of the low part and in
the fifth of the high; he gave it the name of Hypodorian. 218
Luca Because these opinions are different, do you wish to make me a demonstra-

tion with our characters in the manner you did for that of Ptolemy?

216This

is a transliteration of the original Greek title which means "intro-

duction."
2171.e.,

between the fourth and fifth pitches.
In this passage,
semitone is found between the pitch Artusi mentions and the next higher one.
218 This

the

ordering of the octave species and the names given to each is
identical to Ptolemy Harm. 2.10 (cf. n. 190 ll!..lml).
However, since Artusi
misinterprets Ptolemy's intention, he reports Cleonides as differing from
Ptolemy.
It is important to note that in naming the octave species, Artusi understands the "hypo-" species to be higher in pitch than the others (see n. 190
fil!.Q.ra above where the intervallic structure is related to octaves of white
keys on a modern keyboard as Artusi understands them).
This is opposite
from the names of the tonoi, where the "hypo-" tonoi are below the others.
This potentially confusing nomenclature misleads Artusi into pitching the
"hypo-" octave species of Ptolemy below the others (cf. his explanation of the
prefix "hypo-" on f. 50v [p. 355] and his demonstration of Ptolemy's modes,
ff. 5 I v-52r [p. 365]).
In his treatise, Cleonides identifies seven species of the octave and
thirteen tonoi.
Artusi seems to think that Cleonides supports only seven
tonoi (which Artusi is calling modes) and only reports the thirteen tonoi as
an account of the error of the Aristoxenians (cf. f. 57r [pp. 391-93]).
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Vario Anzi si, eccovi la Demostratione che desiderate. I
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Hipodorio.

II Luca Questa Frigio d'Euclide, mi pare che sia conforme, & che camini per I le 55r
istesse corde, che fa quello di Tholomeo: gli altri poi, mi paiono differenti I
nella lontananza dell'uno all'altro. I
5 Vario Voi la intendete, tutto questo e ii vero; si confronta questo Frigio con I
quello di Tholomeo, nel principio, nel mezo; & nel fine: ma per Moti contralrij
questo Dorio, e simile & conforme a quello di Tholomeo: quello nello alscendere , dal grave allo acuto camina per Tuono, Tuono e Semituono, questo
I dallo acuto al grave, modula per gl'istessi intervalli: II Mistolidio di Eucli10
Ide dal grave allo acuto camina, per Semituono, Tuono & Tuono; e quello di I
Tholomeo, dallo acuto al grave discende per gl'istessi intervalli. II Lidio di I
Euclide si move dal grave, verso l'acuto per Tuono, Tuono e Semituono; I &
quello di Tholomeo, dallo acuto descendendo verso il grave, se ne va I per
Tuono, Tuono e Semituono: Cosi andando considerando gli altri tutti, riltrova15
rete la differenza di questi, alla differenza di quelli, quale ella si sia: I & da
queste considerationi potiamo cavare, che legitimamente, se le convenlga ii
nome de Tropi; che e come vi ho detto una Conversione. I
Luca Questa espositione a me e nova, e m'apre la mente tanto alla cognitio-lne
de' Modi; che a mia maggior comodita, vedro le differenze loro, e forsi I che
20
ne cavero qualche bel pensiero, & novo. I
Vario Voglio aggiungervi quest'altro aviso; &

e,

che se bene Euclide ha fatlto

Spetie delle Diapason secondo Euclide. in marg. a mus . II 8 Confronto delli
Modi di Euclide con quelli di Tholomeo. in marg. II
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Vario Certainly. Here is the demonstration you desire.
III. species of the diapason
IV. species of the diapason

I. species of the diapason II. species of the diapason

o o

(J •

0 + 4 . ·~

1
Mixolydian mode

Phrygian

Lydian

V. species of the diapason

Dorian

VI. species of the diapason Seventh species of the diapason

...

=:;•?T•c,
Hypolydian

Hypophrygian

Hypodorian

Luca This Phrygian of Euclid seems to concur and go by the same strings that
Ptolemy's did; the others, then, seem different to me in the distance one
from another.
Vario You understand it--all this is true. This Phrygian is comparable with that
of Ptolemy at the beginning, middle, and end, but this Dorian is similar and
concurs with that of Ptolemy by contrary motion--the latter, ascending low to
high, goes by tone, tone, and semitone; the former moves 219 by the same
intervals from high to low.
Euclid's Mixolydian goes from low to high by
semitone, tone, and tone; Ptolemy's descends from high to low by the same
intervals.
Euclid's Lydian moves from low to high by tone, tone, and
semitone; Ptolemy's descending from high to low goes by tone, tone, and
semitone. Considering all the others thus, you will find what the difference
is between Ptolemy's and Euclid's.
From these considerations we can
legitimately derive if they warrant the name "tropos"--which is, as I told you,
a conversion. 220
Luca This exposition is new to me and opens my mind greatly to the recognition
of the modes, for I shall see their differences at my leisure and perhaps I
shall obtain some good and new thought from them.

Vario I want to add this other warning: even though Euclid made a distinction

219 Another
22 °F.

use of the verb modulare.

49v (p. 351 ).
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distintione, dell'una all'altra di queste Spetie della Diapason, per mezo I de'
Semituoni, si puo fare la istessa consideratione, e riconoscimento di cia-lscuna
di queste Spetie della Diapason, per un'altra maniera. I
5

Luca Et come si puo dimostrare questo, se la variata sede, che in loro tiene I il
Semituono, distingue tanto bene queste spetie l'una dall'altra, che non vi I si
puo cosa alcuna di piu desiderare? I
Vario Se per mezo del Semituono le havete conosciute l'una dall'altra dif-lferenti;
hora col mezo della variata sede che in loro tiene ii Tuono, le po-ltrete
conoscere. I

10 Luca Il Semituono, da ogn'uno e conosciuto; ma il Tuono che diversamente I e
sparso per tutta la Constitutione, come potra egli dimostrare cotale diffe- II
renza, dell'una all'altra; & come potra fare, che piu tosto non generi I
confusione che bell'ordine? I
15

Vario Quando io vi ho detto, che cio si fa per il diverso luoco che tiene il
Tuono; intendo del Tuono della divisione posto fra la corda mezana, & la

appresso la mezana: la onde nell'ordine passato, bisogna per ciascuna spetie I
tenere bene a memoria il luoco di dui Semituoni; & in quest'ordine un I solo
luoco vi basta, onde ne rendera la cosa assai piu agevole, & facile . I
20

Luca Questa consideratione mi piace, resta che veniate alla pratica, & dilchiaratione, come si deve intendere, accio me ne resulti questa facilita, che I
voi mi <lite. I

Vario Dicono, che la prima spetie tiene ii Tuono nell'ultimo luoco della Diafpason, partendosi dal grave verso lo acuto; & da principio in quei Suoni, I che
da Euclide sono detti Baripicni; cioe Gravi spessi, & sono le prime cor-lde
25
d'ogni Tetracordo, che con questo nome sono nominate, se bene Bachio le I
chiama Hipatoide, e sono corde Communi, & stabili in ogni genere d'Harlmonia: & per descrivervi questa prima spetie con Ii nostri caratteri, la
conlsiderarete contenuta fra gli estremi di queste due corde ~ & ~ detta la
prijma, principale delle principali; & la seconda appresso la mezana, & I e
30
applicata al modo Mistolidio. I

7 Da che si possono conoscere le spetie delle Diapason. in marg. II 22
Consideratione intorno alle spetie de le ottave secondo Euclide. in marg . II 28
Suoni Gravi spessi quali siano. in marg. II

55v
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between these species of the diapason by means of semitones, 221 the same
consideration and recognition of each of these species of the diapason can be
made in another manner.
Luca How can this be demonstrated if the various sites that hold the semitone
distinguish these species one from another so well that nothing more could be
wanted?
Vario If you have recognized them to be different one from another by means of

the semitone, now you may know them by means of the various sites that
hold the tone.
The semitone is known by everyone, but how will the tone--scattered
diversely throughout the constitution--be able to demonstrate this difference
one from another?
How will it be able ensure that it does not generate
confusion rather than good order?

Luca

Vario When I told you that this is done through the different places that hold

the tone, I mean the tone of division placed between the mezana and the
appresso la mezana.
Whereas it is necessary in the past order to remember
well the place of the two semitones for each species, in this order one place
alone is sufficient; therefore, it will render the thing much more agile and
easy.
Luca This consideration

pleases me; it only remains for you to practice and
explain how it must be understood, so that ·with it, I obtain the facility of
which you tell me.

Vario They say the first species holds the tone in the last place of the diapason

(going from low to high) and begins with those sounds called by Euclid "barypycnoi," that is "low-compact."222
The first strings of every tetrachord are
named with this name (even though Bacchius calls them hypatoid 223 ) .
They
are common and stable strings in every genus of harmony. To describe this
first species with our characters, you _will consider it contained between the
extremes of these two strings: 6 and 6, the first called the principale of the
principali, the second appresso la mezana. This is applied to the Mixolydian
mode.224
221 1.e.,

by specifying
(Cleonides Intro. 9).
222 The

the

location

of

the

semitones

within

the

octave

first note of a pycnon is called a "barypycnon;" cf. f. 17v (pp.

163-65).
223 Bacchius
224

Introductio 43 and Bellermann's Anonymi (Anon. Bell.) 63-64.

The description of the octave species according to the location of the
tone of disjunction immediately precedes the description of the octave species
according to the location of the semitones in Cleonides Intro . 9.
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Luca Fin'hora quest'ordine mi sodisfa; ma avanti che procediate prn avanlti
fatemi gratia di dimostrarmi . quali sono quelle corde, che gli havete dato I
nome cosi stravagante, & dipoi seguitate a vostro piacere. I
5

Vario Quei Suoni detti Baripicni sono cinque, & non piu, e sono come vi I ho
detto, tutte le prime corde d'ogni Tetracordo, & eccovele descritte, I
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Hora io vi intendo, seguitate
principiata demostratione. I

Luca

lo

incominciato

ragionamento;

anzi

la I

Vario La seconda spetie ha ii Tuono nel penultimo luoco, incominciando dal I
grave verso l'acuto procedendo, & e compresa ne gli estremi Suoni dalle I

IO

corde, l'una detta appresso la principale delle principali; e l'altra che e posta

I nello acuto; terza delle separate, che ne' nostri Caratteri, o luochi del
Siste-lma e signata con la C, & la C serve questa spetie al Modo Lidio. I
Luca Ma ditemi, se alla corda dove ha principio la prima spetie, gli havete I dato
il nome di Baripicni, overo Hipatoide, cioe gravi spessi, questa dove ha II
15
principio la seconda spetie, sara forsi lei ancora sotto questo nome? o pur I
sara altrimenti denominata? I
Vario Signor no, sono diverse di sito nel Tetracordo, sono anco diverse di no-

20

lme; ma non vi ho detto il nome di questa, perche quei nomi, servono al
Genelre Cromatico, & allo Enarmonico; vi ho detto il nome delle prime, perche
I servono ad ogni genere, vi dico pero che gli Antichi, applicate a questi dui
I generi, l'uno spesso, e l'altro piu spesso, le chiamorno Mesopicni, o Perhipaltoide; cioe mezane de' spessi; & sono quelle corde, che s'includono fra le prilme d'ogni Tetracordo, e l'ultime. Le ultime poi le addimandavano Oxi-lpicrni,

8 La seconda spetie della Diapason. in marg. II 21 A cui servono le corde
Perhipatoide. in marg. II

561
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Luca Until now this order satisfied me, but before you proceed further, do me
the favor of demonstrating which are the strings you have given such
extravagant names; afterwards, proceed at your pleasure.
Vario There are five sounds called barypycnoi, and no more; they are, as I told
you, all the first strings of each tetrachord. Here they are written: 225

8
0

tJ

\

Luca Now I understand you, proceed with the discussion already begun, or rather
the demonstration already commenced.
Vario The second species has the tone in the penultimate place (beginning from
low and proceeding higher) and is comprised in the extreme sounds of the
strings, one called the aporesso la principale of the princioali and the other
(placed higher) the terza of the seoarati, which in our characters or places of
the System are marked with C and C; this species serves the Lydian mode. 226
Luca But tell me, if you have given the name barypycnoi (or hypatoid--that is,
low-compact) to the string that begins the first species, will the string that
starts the second species be also perhaps under this name?
Or will it be
called otherwise?
Vario No sir, they are different sites in the tetrachord and also different in
name, but I have not told you the name of this because those names serve
the chromatic and enharmonic genera; I have told you the name of the first
ones because they serve every genus. 227
Therefore, I tell you that the
ancients applied to these two genera--the one compact, the other most compact228--the name "mesopycnoi" or "parhypatoid," that is, "middle-compact";
these are the strings included between the first and last note of every

225 The first pitch in the example corresponds to the hypaton tetrachord;
the second, to the meson; the third, to the synemmenon; the fourth, to the
diezeugmenon; and the fifth, to the hyperbolaion.
226Cleonides Intro. 9.
227 According to Aristides Quintilianus, all three of these terms apply only
to tetrachords that have pycnoi.
See his De mus. 1.6 (Mathiesen trans., p.
79).
228Compare Artusi's extended discussion of the genera on ff. 16v- l 9v (pp.
157-75).
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o Lycanoide, cioe acute de' spessi, & sono corde mobili, & non stabili. I
Luca Aspetto la demostratione di questi suoni, con Ii nostri caratteri, nell'uno

I

e l'altro genere. I
5

Vario Eccovi la demostratione in pronto; gli mezani sono cinque, & gli acu-lti
spessi del genere Cromatico, & enarmonico parimente cinque loro ancora, I &

eccoveli. I
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Luca Vedo che gli suoni mezani spessi, servono anco al Diatonico; ma gli aculti

10

spessi Cromatici non ci servono, tuttavia me contento, d'havervi fatto ralgionare; perche non e stato senza mio guadagno, & se talhora io vi interlrompo, per donatemi; che il tutto faccio per haver occasione, di meglio
inten-lder le cose, & intese, servirmene al bisogno. I
Vario Tutto questo reputo io a favore; domandate pur allegramente, quan-ldo v1

occorre qualche difficolta, che io non mancharo di sodisfarvi. I
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tetrachord. 229
The last notes, then, they called "oxypycnoi" or "lichanoid,"
that is, "high compact"; 230 they are movable and not stable strings.
Luca I await

the demonstration of these sounds with our characters in both

genera.
Vario Here is the demonstration without delay; the middle-compacts are five in

number, and the high-compacts of the chromatic and enharmonic genera are
equally five. Here they are: 231

......
II

,

Mesopycnoi

Oxopycnoi

Luca I see that the middle-compact sounds also serve the diatonic whereas the

chromatic high-compacts do not serve it; nevertheless, I am happy to have
discussed this with you because it has not been without my earning.
If I
interrupt you occasionally, forgive me: I do it all to have the occasion of
better understanding the things, which, once understood, serve me as needed.
Vario All this I regard as a favor.
Ask gladly, then, when you have some
difficulty, so that I will not fail to satisfy you.
229

According to Aristides Quintilian us (De mus. 1.6), the term "mesopycnoi"
is applied to the one middle note of the pycnon, contrary to Artusi's explanation that the term can be used for both moveable notes between the two
immoveable notes in the tetrachord.
23°Compare

f. 17v (pp. 163-65).

231

The musical example is garbled.
The pitches for the mesopycnoi and
oxypycnoi are different for the chromatic and enharmonic genera.
The
following table indicates what Artusi tried to show with the music:
Mesopycnoi:
Chromatic Genus -- C, f, b-flat, c', f'
Enharmonic Genus -- Bx, ex, ax, bx, e•x (where "x" indicates a quartersharp)
Oxypycnoi:
Chromatic Genus -- C#, f #, b, c'#, f'#
Enharmonic Genus -- C, f, b-flat, c', f'
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Luca Cosi credo che farete, & ve ne tengo obligo. I

5

10

15

20

Vario Non voglio, che per questo, corra obligo alcuno, e debito mio servirla, I in
qual modo le piace; ma lascio le cerimonie, e ritorno al fatto nostro.
La I
terza spetie ha il Tuono nella antepenultima sede procedendo dal grave alll'acuto, & e compresa ne gli estremi suoi, dalle corde, l'una che e la piu gralve, e detta Indice, e l'altra penultima delle separate, e serve al Modo Frilgio fra le corde nostre D, & d. La quarta spetie, che secondo loro constituilsce il Modo Dorio, ha il Tuono nel quarto luoco, se la considerarete dall'aculto al grave; & e contenuta ne' suoi estremi dalla principale delle mezane;
I e l'ultima delle separate; che ne' nostri caratteri viene signata con la E, II
& e.
La quinta ha il Tuono, nel quinto luoco, partendosi dallo acuto ve- 56v
lnendo verso il grave, & e contenuta ne' suoi estremi dalla corda appresso I
la principale delle mezane, & la terza delle acutissime; & serveva anticalmente al Modo Hipolidio; & appresso di noi e contenuta dalle corde F. & I f.
La sesta ha il Tuono, partendosi dallo acuto venendo verso i1 grave, I nel
sesto luoco, & e contenuta ne' suoi estremi dalle corde; Indice delle me-lzane;
& dalla piu acuta, penultima delle acutissime, & serve al Modo Hi- lpofrigio;
fra le corde G, & g. secondo l'ordine nostro.
La settima & ulti-lma ha il
Tuono nel Gravissimo luoco, & e contenuta ne gli estremi suoni, I dalla corda
mezana, & dall'ultima delle acutissime, serve al Modo Hipodolrio; & ne' nostri
caratteri e sigtnata. A, a. & a, a. I

e dubio che l'osservanza di quest'ordine, mi pare che sia piu bre-lve, &
piu facile; tuttavia e tanto in pratica, l'osservanza de' Semituoni, in I queste
Spetie, che difficilmente si potrebbe, introdurre simil osservatione.
Ma I
ritorniamo a' Modi di Tholomeo. I

Luca Non

25

Vario Se vorrete fare il confronto della opm1one di Tholomeo, con quella di I
Euclide, & sapere essattamente le differentie che f ra di loro sono, potrete colme ancora vi ho detto, essaminare l'ordine dell'uno & dell'altro, e resta- lrete

con l'animo quieto. I
30 Luca Mi pare, a quello che detto m'havete, che questi valent'huomini, sia-lno di
contrario parere, l'uno all'altro: perche quello che Euclide constitui-lsce nello
ascendere dal grave allo acuto; Tholomeo lo conferma, partendosi I dallo
acuto, andando verso il grave. I
Vario Vedo che la intendete, il che mi piace molto. I

35 Luca E' vero che io vi intendo; ma parmi di strano, che cosi di legiero que-lsti
valent'huomini, siano di contrario parere; se bene io so che le cose del
monldo non stano sempre nello istesso essere, e che il tempo consumatore de
gli Imlperij, & de' Stati, fa partorire di queste novita, contradittioni, e ordine
I delle cose. I

4 Terza spetie della Diapason. in marg. II 8 Quarta spetie della Diapason. in
marg. II 11 Quinta spetie della Diapason. in marg. II 14 Sesta spetie della
Diapason. in marg. II 17 Settima spetie della Diapason. in marg. II 37 II tempo
consuma ogni cosa. in marg. II
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Luca I believe that you do this, and I am obliged to you for it.
Vario I do not want there to be any obligation on account of this: it is my duty

to serve you in a manner that pleases you. But I leave the ceremonies and
return to our business. The third species has the tone in the antepenultimate
site (proceeding low to high) and is comprised in its extremes from the
lowest string, called the indice. to the other, the oenultima of the separati.
It serves the Phrygian mode between our strings D and d.
The fourth
species, according to them, constitutes the Dorian mode and has the tone in
the fourth place, if you consider it from high to low. It is contained in its
extreme by the orincioale of the mezane and the ultima of the seoarati, which
in our characters is marked with E and e.
The fifth has the tone in the
fifth place (going from high coming lower) and is contained in its extremes
by the strings aopresso la princioale of the mezane and the terza of the
acuttss1me.
Anciently, it served the Hypolydian mode; among us it is contained by the strings F and f.
The sixth has the tone in the sixth place
(going from high coming lower) and is contained in its extremes by the
strings indice of the mezane and--the higher one--the oenultima of the
acutissime; it serves the Hypophrygian mode between the strings G and g,
according to our order.
The seventh and last has the tone in the lowest
place and is contained in the extreme sounds of the strings from the mezana
and the ultima of the acutissime; it serves the Hypodorian mode and, in our
characters, is signed Aa and aa. 232
Luca There is no doubt that the observance of this order, it seems to me, is
shorter and easier; nevertheless, the observance of the semitones in these
species is so much in practice that it would be difficult to introduce a similar
observation. But let us return to the modes of Ptolemy.
Vario If you would like to make a comparison of the opm1on of Ptolemy with
that of Euclid to know exactly what the differences are between them, you
can--as I have told you--examine the order of both, and you will remain with
a calm soul.
Luca From what you have told me, it seems to me that these worthy men were

of opposite views, one from another, because that which Euclid constitutes
ascending from low to high, Ptolemy confirms departing from high to low.
Vario I see that you understand it, which pleases me greatly.

Luca It is true that I understand you, but it seems strange that for such a slight

thing, these worthy men are of opposite views, even though I know things of
the world do not always stay in the same essence and that time--consumer of
empires and states--gives birth to these novelties, contradictions, and orders
of things.

232 Cleonides

Intro. 9.
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Vario Questo importa poco, pur che quello che l'uno intende nello ascen-ldere,
l'altro lo dimostra nel descendere; & se bene pare che siano contrarij, I
nondimeno sono conformi: perche intendono lo istesso ambidui.
Ma sentirete
I delle cose assai piu lontane dal verisimile; che queste pur dano un non so I
5
che di vero e di ragionevole. I
Luca Et come dano un non so che di vero, & di ragionevole? che vole-lte dire? I
Vario Hanno del ragionevole, perche se sette sono le Spetie delle Diapason, II ne 57r
possono essere piu, ne meno; & se fossero piu, replicarebbono lo istesso: I
meno, mancarebbono dello mtiero.
Ha del vero, che sette siano ancora li I
10
Modi, & non piu, secondo questi loro principij, applicando ciascuna di quel-lle
spetie della Diapason a un Modo: ma quando non arrivano a questo se-lgno, o
lo trapassano? I
Luca L'essere di manco del numero settenario, gia m'havete detto, che gli I
Antichi non haveano altri, che tre Modi, ne e meraviglia; perche nel na15
lscere delle scienze tutte hanno apportato seco delle imperfettioni assai, le I
quali col tempo sono dipoi state purgate, e ridotte a miglior forma: ma il I
trapassare li termini, e'l numero, o questo si, che mi parera di strano; ne so
I come cio si possi con ragione, che acqueti lo intelletto, essequire. I
Vario Quelli che hanno ordinato otto Modi, credo, che si siano mossi dalla I
consideratione, che ne' termini della Diapason, la quale contiene ne' suoi
terlmini otto suoni, & sette intervalli: & percio aggiunsero l'ottavo Modo; si I
come Aristosseno, secondo che ci riferisce Euclide, che dividendo la Diapalson in dodeci Semituoni, & tredeci suoni, volse che ancora li Modi fossero I
tredeci; se bene dipoi da altri suoi seguaci, sono stati accresciuti, sino al nu25
lmero di quindeci: che vi pare di questa opinione? I

20

Luca A me paiono grandi imperfettioni; ma come puo stare tan ta quantita I di
Modi: come li nominava? forsi come noi, col numero naturale, primo, I
secondo, terzo, seguendo sino al quintodecimo: o pur le dava nome alcuno I
particolare? I
30 Vario Aristide Quintiliano di mente di Aristosseno, fa mentione di tre-ldeci Modi,

19 Ordine di otto modi, da che si sono mossi gli lnventori. m marg. II 30
Mente di Aristosseno detta da Aristide Quintiliano. in marg. II
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It matters little that one understands it ascending while the other one
demonstrates it descending; even though it appears that they are opposite,
nevertheless, they are comparable, because both understand the same thing.
You will hear things much further from the truth; these still give a certain
something of truth and reason.

Vario

Luca How do they give a certain something of truth and reason?
mean?

What do you

Vario They are reasonable because if there are seven species of the diapason,

there can be neither more nor less--if there
the same thing; if less, they would lack the
also seven modes and no more, according to
of the species of the diapason to a mode.
this sign or surpass it?

were more, they would replicate
whole. It is true that there are
their principles of applying each
But when do they not arrive at

Luca Lacking the seventh number is no wonder (for you have already told me

that the ancients had no more than three modes 233 ), because as the sciences
arose, they all brought with them many imperfections, which have been
purged with time and reduced to a better form. Nevertheless, surpassing the
limits and numbers--or this one--seems strange to me, and I do not know how
this can follow with reason that appeases the intellect.
Vario Those who ordered eight modes, I believe, were moved by the considera-

tion that the diapason contains within its limits eight sounds and seven
intervals; therefore, they added an eighth mode, as in Aristoxenus, who-according to what Euclid relates 234 --after dividing the diapason into twelve
semitones and thirteen sounds, wanted there also to be thirteen modes (even
though they were later increased by other followers of his to the number
fifteen). What do you think of this opinion?
Luca They seem to be great imperfections to me.
How can there be such a
quantity of modes? How did they name them? Was it perhaps like us with
the natural numbers--first, second, third, proceeding to the fifteenth--or did
they give them some particular name?
Vario Aristides Quintilianus 236 --who was of the view of Aristoxenus--mentions

thirteen modes and then fifteen, 236 even though the same Aristoxenus does
233

F. 50r (p. 353).

234

Cleonides In!.rQ. 12.

236

On Aristides Quintilianus, see first discussion, n.
"Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 47-48.
236

170 and chapter 3,

Aristides Quintilianus De mus. 1.10 (Mathiesen trans., pp. 86-88).
Aristides attributes thirteen of the tonoi to Aristoxenus (although Cleonides
may actually have been his source; see n. 238 infra) and claims that the
younger theorists added the Hyperlydian and Hyperaeolian.
The tables of
Alypius imply, although do not actually preserve the notation for fifteen
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5

IO

& poi di quindeci, se bene lo istesso Aristosseno, non ne no-lmina altro che
sei.
Euclide nella sua breve Institutione Harmonica, dice, I di mente d' Aristosseno, ii nome di quelli e l'ordine loro; & nel primo luo-lco pone l'Hipermistolidio; che lo nomina ancora, hiperfrigio; Missolidij I dui: uno Hiperiastio;
e l'altro Hiperdorio, che e ii piu grave: dui Lidij; ii I piu grave di questi e
detto, Eolio, e lo piu acuto Lidio: dui Frigij; ii piu I grave e detto Iastio, e lo
acuto Frigio: Dorio questo e solo per essere ii prin-lcipale di tutti. Hipolidij
dui, ii piu grave de' quali lo nomina Hipoeolio: se-lguono Ii dui Hipofrigij: &
di questi ii piu grave viene nominato Hipoia-lstio, e l'ultimo Hipodorio; &
questo perche corrisponde al Dorio, & e ii I suo Collarterale, e solo: di modo
che sono al numero di tredeci, & si supe-lrano l'uno l'altro, per un Semituono; & sono inclusi ne' termini della I Diapason, dalli quali termini sta da
una parte l'Hipodorio, & dall'altra I l'Hipermissolidio. II

e, che mi dimostrate quelsti
nomi distesi ordinatamente, acciO possi tenerli bene alla memoria: l'altra, I
che con Ii nostri caratteri mi facciate vedere questi tredeci Modi secondo I
che ho veduto quelli di Euclide, & quelli di Tholomeo. I

Luca Due cose desidero da voi, Signor Vario; l'una

15

Vario Secondo che desiderate, ambidue queste dimande vedrete; & so che non vi

20

dispiaceranno, essendo, che sono conformi alla divisione dell'ottava I da Iui
fatta, secondo che heri, voi intendesti: & eccovi la prima, I

5 Nomi de Modi di Aristosseno. in marg. II

57v
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not name more than six. In his brief Institutione harmonica, 237 Euclid--who
was of the view of Aristoxenus--gives the names and order of these: 238 in
the first place he put the Hypermixolydian (which he also names Hyperphrygian), two Mixolydians (one Hyperiastian and the other Hyperdorian,
which is lower), two Lydians (the lower of which is called Aeolian; the
higher, Lydian), two Phrygians (the lower called Iastian; the higher, Phrygian), Dorian (this is alone on account of being the principal of all), two
Hypolydians (the lower of which he named Hypoaeolian), two Hypophrygians
follow (of these, the lower is named Hypoiastian), and the last, the Hypodorian is alone because it corresponds to the Dorian and is its collateral: so
there are thirteen.
Each surpasses the other by a semitone, and they are
included within the limits of the diapason, on which limits there stand, on
one part, the Hypodorian, and on the other, the Hypermixolydian. 239
Luca I desire two things from you, Vario: one is that you demonstrate these

names placed in order so I can remember them well; the other is that you
make me see these thirteen modes with our characters, according to what I
saw those of Euclid and Ptolemy.
Vario You will see both these requests according as you desire; I know they will

not displease you, inasmuch as they conform to the division of the octave
made by him, according as you understood yesterday. Here is the first:

tonoi.
237
238

Cleonides Intro. 12.

1n trying to be
seven modes, Artusi
position of others in
attribute the order to
indicate that he thought
239

consistent with his thesis that Cleonides only wanted
is intimating that Cleonides is merely reporting the
naming the thirteen modes.
In fact, Cleonides does
Aristoxenus, although there is nothing in Cleonides to
differently (see n. 218 supra).

1.e., the Hypodorian is
highest.

the lowest while the Hypermixolydian is

the
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IHipermissolidio.
IHiperfrigio.
IHiperiastio.
Missolidio.
IHiperdorio.
ILidio.
Lidio.
IEolio.
F . .
IFrigio.
ngio.
llastio.
Dorio----------------Solo.
IHipolidio.
Hipolidio.
IHipoeolio.
IHipofrigio.
Hipofrigio.
IHipoiastio.
Hipodorio
Solo.
Hipermissolidio

5

10

15

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Ma se vi raccordate, poco fa vi dissi, che Hipo, vuole dire, sotto: & per-lche
ad alcuni di questi v'e l'aggiunta di Riper, sappiate che vuol di-Ire, di
sopra. I
Luca Vedo l'ordine da Euclide descritto, resta che mi facciate la de-lmostratione
per quali corde ne' termini della Diapason siano conte-lnuti. I

20 Vario V'ho promesso, & hor hora ve la demostraro; datemi tempo che I io la
possi distendere, e la vedrete. I
Luca E' il dovere, accomodatevi, che l'aspetto. I
Vario Hor eccola; molte cose vi saranno da specularvi intorno.

II
58r

25

Luca Vedo in quest'ordine, si come in quello di Tholomeo, che il Dorio e I
lontano dall'Hipodorio, per una Diatessaron; & similmente verso lo aculto ha
l'Hiperdorio, lontano per la istessa lontananza: Et il Frigio ha nello I acuto,
per cosi fatta distantia l'Hiperfrigio, e nel grave lo Hipofrigio: E'l I Lidio ha
l'Hipolidio, da lui altresi lontano per una Diatessaron: L 'Eolio ha I nel grave

3 Ordine delli tredeci Modi secondo la mente di Aristotile. in marg. II 18
Hiper cio che significa. in marg. II Demostratione delli tredeci Modi. in marg.
a mus. II 25 Lontananza de' modi di Aristosseno l'uno dal l'altro. in marg. II
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Hypermixolydian
Hyperphrygian 240
Hyperiastian
Mixolydian
Hyperdorian
Lydian
Lydian
Aeolian
Phrygian
Phrygian
Iastian
Dorian- - - - - - - - - - -Alone
Hypolydian
Hypolydian
Hypoaeolian
.
Hypophrygian
Hypophryg1an
. .
Hypo1ast1an
Hypodorian-------Alone

Hypermixolydian

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
IO

11
12
13

If you remember, I said a little while ago that "hypo-" means "below"; because
to some of these there is the addition of "hyper-," you should know that it
means "above."
Luca I see the order described by Euclid.
demonstration by which strings in the
contained.

It remains for you to give me a
limits of the diapason they are

Vario I promised and shall demonstrate it to you immediately: give me time so I
can lay it out and you will see it.

Luca Certainly; take your time while I await it.
Vario Now here it is. There will be many things for you to speculate about.
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Luca I see that in this order (as in Ptolemy's), the Dorian is a diatessaron away
from the Hypodorian and, similarly, is the same distance away from the
Hyperdorian, which is higher. The Phrygian is the same distance away from
the Hyperphrygian (higher) and Hypophrygian (lower). The Lydian is likewise
a diatessaron away from the Hypolydian. The Aeolian is the same distance
240

This is not another mode as it appears in this chart; it is an alternative name for the Hypermixolydian (compare Vario's explanation above and
Cleonides Intro . 12 [Strunk, p. 44]).
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l'Hipoeolio, per altre tanta lontananza lontano: & tutti que-lsti considerati nel
suo ordine sono al numero di tredeci, inclusi nelli ter-lmini estremi della
Diapason; & l'uno dall'altro si allontanano per un Se-lmituono. I
Vario Voi la intendete, ilche mi piace. I

5 Luca Si potrebbe, secondo l'ordine di Tholomeo nella specie della sua Diapajson o
altra fare una divisione, che fosse a questa d' Aristosseno, in tredeci I Modi
divisa simile? I
Vario Qualunque volta, che dividerete, sia qual si voglia Diapason in dojdeci
intervalli, o semituoni nel modo, che ha fatto Aristosseno; sara divisa in I
10
tredeci suoni, a ciascuni de' quali, se gli applicarete secondo quest'ordine, Ii I
nomi loro, havrete lo intento, ne ci sara altra differenza, se non che una I
Diapason sara piu nell'acuto, o nel grave dell'altra; & li Modi saranno
trajsportati, o nel grave, o nell'acuto ii che fara nascere Ii Modi, che saranno
I in diverse corde da quelli dell' Auttore diversi; ma quanto alla divisione I
15
dell'ottava, ciascuna si potra dividere ne' tredeci suoni, & dodeci Semituo-lni.
Ma voglio che sappiate, che se bene Aristide Quintiliano comemora I tredeci
Modi; ne nomina pero quindeci, secondo la mente di Aristosseno, I quantunque
Aristosseno istesso non facci mentione d'altro, che di sei Modi. I L'Hipodorio,
il Mistolidio, il Dorio, il Frigio, ii Lidio, & l'Hipofrigio, chia-lmandolo anco,
20
Tibia Hipofrigia.
Martiano Capella ne pone quindeci; I cinque principali, &
dieci Collaterali: & perche considerano, che ii stato II della voce, e diviso in 58

16 Mente di Aristosseno detta da Martino Capella. in marg. II
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away from the Hypoaeolian (lower).
All these considered in their order are
thirteen in number and are included in the extreme limits of the diapason,
and each is a semitone away from the next.
Vario You understand it, which pleases me.
Luca According to the order of Ptolemy with the species of his or some other
diapason, could there be made a division that was divided similarly to Aristoxenus's into thirteen modes?
Vario Anytime you will divide whatever diapason you wish into twelve intervals
or semitones in the manner that Aristoxenus did, it will be divided into
thirteen sounds, and you will have the intent if you apply their names to
each of them according to this order.
There will be no other difference
except that a diapason will be higher or lower than another and the modes
will be transposed either lower or higher, which will cause the modes to arise
on different strings from those of the different authors.
But as for the
division of the octave, each will be able to be divided into thirteen sounds
and twelve semitones.

But I want you to know that even though Aristides Quintilianus commemorates thirteen modes, he names, however, fifteen according to the view
of Aristoxenus, 241 whereas Aristoxenus himself mentioned no more than six
modes: Hypodorian, Mixolydian, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, and Hypophrygian,
also calling this "Aulos Hypophrygian." 242 Martianus Capella places fifteen of
them: five principals and ten collaterals. 243
Because he considered that the

241

Artusi is not quite accurate on this point; compare Aristides
tilianus, De mus. I.IO (Mathiesen trans., pp. 86-88) and n. 236 supra.

Quin-

242

Aristoxenus Harm. 2.37 (Macran trans., pp. 192-93).
Aristoxenus is not
proposing that these are the tonoi; rather he is reiterating what the Harmonists say.
There is nothing in the surviving fragments to indicate how
many tonoi Aristoxenus proposed.
Cleonides (Intro. 12 [Strunk, p. 44]) and
Bryennius (Harm. 1.8 [Jonker, pp. 117-19]), however, report that Aristoxenus
proposed thirteen.
243 Martianus

Capella De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii 935 (English
translation in William Harris Stahl, Richard Johnson, and E. L. Burge,
=M=a=r-t=ia=n~u=s_C~a~p~e~ll=a~a=n~d----'t=h=e--"'S=e.....v~e=n---"L=i=b=er~a=l.......A=r~ts. 2 vols., Records of Civilization:
Sources and Studies, 84 [New York: Columbia University Press, 1971- 77],
2:362).
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5

10

15

tre parti.
Grave, acuta, & media; & che essendo di-lvisa la Diapason nelle
sue parti maggiori, ella havea un termine grave, un I mezano, & uno acuto;
divideano percio questi quindeci Modi, in tre par-lti; cinque posti nel grave
con l'aggiunta della particella Hipo; cinque nel I mezo senza particella alcuna;
& cinque nell'acuto con la particella Hiper; I che & li acuti con li gravi sono
dieci Collaterali; & li cinque nel mezo po-lsti sono li principali; con Martiano
Capella s'accorda Cassiadoro, che lui anlcora ne pone cinque principali; et
dieci che ciascuno di loro ha l' Alto, e'l Baslso, & li principali sono questi.
Lidio.
Iastio.
Eolio.
Frigio.
Dorio.
Di maniera, che quando si va ben pensando, I a tutte le opinioni de'
seguaci d' Aristosseno I non si ritrova altro, che fra di loro una confusione
infinita; & con Aristosseno istesso una I discordante discordia. I
Luca Se nel grave, o nell'acuto, questi seguaci di Aristosseno, vogliono di I piu

alli tredeci Modi aggiungervene dua; e forza che trapassano l'ottava: I perche
non possono stare tanti Semituoni ne' confini della Diapason. I

20 Vario Non e dubio, che ci bisogna nello acuto accrescimento di dui Semituo-lni,
che fanno un Tuono, per il compimento di tante cordi, che in sestesse inlcludano li quindeci Modi. I
Luca Sto aspettando, che mi dimostriate ad uno ad uno questi cinque Mo-ldi
principali, & dipoi li suoi collaterali, si di sopra, come di sotto, con l'ordi-lne

25

de' nostri caratteri; come s'accomodano tutti quindeci. I

9 Modi principali d' Aristosseno. in marg. II
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state of the voice 2" is divided into three parts (low, high, and middle), 246
and inasmuch as the diapason, when divided into its major parts, has a low,
middle, and high limit, 246 these fifteen modes divide, therefore, into three
parts: five placed low with the addition of the prefix "hypo-," five in the
middle without any prefix, and five placed high with the prefix "hyper-." The
high and low ones are ten collaterals, and the five placed in the middle are
the principals. 247
Cassiodorus 248 agrees with Martianus Capella, for he also
places five of them as principals and ten [others] that to each of the
principals are high and low. These are the principals: Lydian, lastian, Aeolian,
Phrygian, and Dorian.
Therefore, when one thinks of all the opinions of
Aristoxenus's followers, one finds nothing other than an infinite confusion
and, with Aristoxenus, a conflicting conflict.
Luca If these followers of Aristoxenus want to add, higher or lower, two more

modes to the thirteen, it must surpass the octave, because so many semitones
cannot stay within the confines of the diapason.
Vario There is no doubt that it is necessary for it to increase at the top by two

semitones, which makes a tone for the complement of as many strings as
include in themselves the fifteen modes.
Luca I am waiting for you to demonstrate one by one these five principal modes
and then their collaterals above and below with the order of our characters
to see how they accommodated all fifteen.
2441n

Greek theory, the phrase "state of the voice" or "position of the
voice" is a generic way of referring to the registers of the voice. In various
passages from the ancient theorists, this is related to the tonoi.
Aristoxenus
gives a good example: "every scale when sung or played is located in a
certain region of the voice; and although this location induces no difference
in the scale regarded in itself, it imparts to the melody employing that scale
no common--nay rather perhaps its most striking characteristic" (Harm. 1.7
[Macran trans., pp. 169-70]). See also Aristides Quintilian us De mus. I. l 0, 12;
Cleonides Intro. 12; Gaudentius Introductio harmonica l; Bacchius Intro. 44;
and Anon. Bell. 23, 33-44.
246

Cf. Artusi's second definition of "tone" (n. 149 supra) and Cleonides's
fourth definition (Intro. 12).
Aristides Quintilianus (De mus. 1.12) says the
same thing when he states that "One type of melic composition is hypatoid,
another mesoid, and another netoid in accord with the properties of the voice
previously discussed by us" (Mathiesen trans., p. 92).
246

1.e., when an octave is divided into a fourth and fifth, three pitches
are involved: the end terms and the note in the middle (C-g-c, for example).
247

Although Martianus Capella does identify fifteen
reasoning and the term "collateral" do not come from his treatise.
248

Cassiodorus Institutiones 8 (a partial
[including chapter 8] appears in Strunk, pp. 87-92).
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Vario Incominciaro dal Lidia, e lo ponero nel mezo, & sopra di lui ponero il I
suo Collaterale con la particella Hiper; & sotto l'altro Collaterale con la I
particella Hipos; & sotto l'altro Collaterale con la particella Hipo, cosi selguendo gli altri, li vedrete tutti ordinatamente; & dietro vi dimostrero, I
come con li nostri caratteri, si possino conoscere tutti quindeci. I
5

Hiperiastio.
Iastio.
Hipoiastio.

10

Hiperfrigio.
Frigio.
Hipofrigio.

Hipereolio.
Eolia.
Hipoeolio.

Hiperlidio.
Lidia.
Hipolidio.

Hiperdorio.
Dorio.
Hipodorio.

In qual maniera si possono con li caratteri nostri accomodare, & fra qua-lli
corde, eccovene una forma. II
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Et tanto quelli, che sono nel grave; quanta quelli che nell'acuto sono collocalti, corrispondono alli principali, o sono lontani dalli principali suoi corrisponldenti, per una Diatessaron; come il Dorio, che dallo Hipodorio, &
Hiperdo-lrio, uno nel grave, e l'altro nell'acuto e lontano per una Diatessaron;
il I qual ordine e osservato da tutti gli altri Modi ancora. I

Luca 11 tutto torna bene, & mi piace; ma se dalle opinioni de gli Antichi,
volgliamo raccore, & da meno Antichi ancora una buona conclusione; Credo I
20
che per la dissonanza, e discrepantia, come la potriamo nominare, che fra di I
loro si ritrova; piu tosto tiraremo una confusione che buona Conclusione; I
essendo che mi pare, che siano discordati, nel numero, nel sito, & nell'ordilne de' Modi. I
25

Vario E' stato veramente tanta la diversita de' loro pareri; che non si puo I
havere quella certezza, che fa dibisogno: & percio e gran difficolta lo tratltare la materia de' Modi, da gli Antichi descritta; piu che di qualunque I
altro particolare si voglia, della Musica. Ne quivi voglio recitarvi l'opi-lnione
di tutti, che troppo lungo sarebbe; bastavi che delle opinioni piu famo-lse ne
siate informato. I

Ordine delli quindeci modi di Aristosseno. in marg. a mus. II 22 Antichi sono
stati diversi fra loro. in marg. II
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Vario I will begin with Lydian and place it in the middle; above it I will place
its collateral with the prefix "hyper-," and below, the other collateral with
the prefix "hypo- ." Following thus with the others, you will see all in an
orderly manner, and afterwards I shall demonstrate how all fifteen can be
known with our characters.
Hyperphrygian
Phrygian
Hypophrygian

Hyperaeolian
Aeolian
Hypoaeolian

Hyperlydian
Lydian
Hypolydian

Hyperdorian
Dorian
Hypodorian

Hyperiastian
lastian
Hypoiastian

Here is the form in which manner they can be accommodated in our
characters and between which strings:
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The low ones as well as
principals, or rather, they
principals, like the Dorian,
and Hyperdorian--one low,
other modes.
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the high ones collated together correspond to the
are a diatessaron away from their corresponding
which is a diatessaron away from the Hypodorian
the other high: this is also observed by all the

Luca It all works well and pleases me; but if from the opm1on of the ancients

and those less ancient, we want to derive a good conclusion, I believe that
on account of the dissonance and discrepancy--as we can name it--found
among them, we shall rather draw a confusion than a good conclusion,
inasmuch as, it seems to me, they disagree in number, site, and order of
modes.
Vario Truly, the diversity of their opm1ons has been so great that one cannot

have the necessary certainty.
Therefore, treating the material of the modes
as described by the ancients is a great difficulty--more than whatever other
particular of music you want.
Nor do I want to recite to you here the
opinions of all, for it would take too long; it is enough for you to be
informed of the most famous opinions.
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Luca Se convenessero almeno tutti nel numero, crederei che facilmente si
poltessero accordare, nel luoco, & nella distantia dell'uno all'altro; ma troppo
I importa la discordanza nel numero. I
5

1O

15

Vario Se bene Tholomeo, & Euclide sono fra di loro discordanti, si vede I pero,
che quella discordanza sta solamente nel nome; ma nel numero, & I nell'essen-

za non gia.
Et per darvi uno essempio: Quel Modo, che da Eucli-lde e
nominato Dorio; da Tholomeo e detto Lidio: & quello che da Tholo-lmeo e
detto Dorio; da Euclide e chiamato Lidio: pero se bene nel nome sono I
diff erenti non sono pero nell'esser suo, & nell'essenza sua ciascuno di loro I
differenti; & e ii dovere, essendo che ii nome e a beneplacito dello inventolre, e poco importa per essere cosa accidentale: Ma motto piu discorda Arilstosseno da questi dui; si nella lontananza, si nel nome, come nel sito, & nel
II numero; & 1i suoi seguaci, piu di lui, come essaminando l'una opinione, e 59v
l'alltra: & facendo ii confronto con quella di Tholomeo, & Euclide, ritrovarelte, che il Dorio di Aristosseno confronta con il Dorio di Euclide, & con il I
Lidio di Tholomeo: Lo Iastio di Aristosseno, conviene con il Frigio d'Eu-lclide
& l'Hipodorio di Tholomeo. Et cosi essaminando, e confrontando tutlti questi

7 Discordanza tra Aristosseno, Tholomeo, et Euclide. in marg. II
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Luca If they could at least come together on the number, I would believe it
possible to harmonize the place and distance one from another; but the
disagreement over the number is too important.
Vario Even though Ptolemy and Euclid disagree between themselves, it is
nevertheless seen that the disagreement is only in name--not in number or
essence. To give you an example, the mode named Dorian by Euclid is said
to be Lydian by Ptolemy, and that which is said to be Dorian by Ptolemy is
called Lydian by Euclid. Nevertheless, even though they are different in name,
they are not, however, different in their essence and being one from another.
This is necessary, inasmuch as the name is according to the wishes of the
inventor and matters little on account of it being an accidental thing.
But
Aristoxenus and his followers--more than he--disagree much more with these
two, both in the distance and name as in the site and number. In examining
both opinions and comparing this with Ptolemy's and Euclid's, you will find
that the Dorian of Aristoxenus compares with the Dorian of Euclid and the
Lydian of Ptolemy: the Iastian of Aristoxenus goes with the Phrygian of
Euclid and Hypodorian of Ptolemy. 249 Thus by examining and comparing all
249 A

table comparing Artusi's understanding of the modal theory of these
three theorists can · be made from Artusi's explanations (identified below the
theorist's name):

---------------------•••a~••••---------------==-==--=---------------Aristoxenusa
(ff. 58v-59r)
(pp. 397-40 I)

G
A

B
C
C#
D

Eb
E
F
F#
G
Ab
A

Bb
B

C
C#

Hypodorian
Hypophyrgian
Hypodorian
Hypoiastian
Hypophrygian
Hypoaeolian
Hypolydian
Dorian
Iastian
Phyrgian
Aeolian
Lydian
Hyperdorian
Hyperiastian
Hyperphrygian
Hyperaeolian
Hyperlydian

Ptolemy
(ff. 51 v-52r)
(pp. 361-65)

Euclid
(ff. 54v-55r)
(pp. 379-8 l)

Hypolydian
Dorian

Mixolydian
Lydian

Phrygian

Phrygian

Lydian
Mixolydian

Dorian
Hypolydian

Hypophrygian
Hypodorian

aThis is actually taken from Artusi's explanation of Martianus Capella's
modal scheme, which is based on Aristoxenus. Aristoxenus's modal scheme of
thirteen modes does not include the Hyperaeolian and Hyperlydian modes, and
the Hyperphrygian is also called Hypermixolydian (cf. f. 57r [p. 393]).

---------=-=========================================-===-------------
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10

15

20

25

30

Modi ritrovarete qual convenienza sia fra di loro, che al fine, al-ltro non sara
la differenza, che del nome & del numero: Ma che dubitate I voi? se fra gli
Antichi e stata poca convenienza; fra li Moderni, non siate I per ritrovare di
peggio? & pur, noi siamo in una istessa eta, & in un'istes-lso tempo; & quelli
in diversi tempi, & diverse eta sono stati di maniera, I che a loro si puo
attribuire qualche scusa, e con qualche sorte di coprimento I si possono
scusare; ma noi non habbiamo scusa alcuna, che coprir possi que-lsta nostra
ignoranza. I
Luca Come v'e di peggio; quali imperfettioni scoprite voi ne' Moderni, I in questa
materia? I
Vario La inosservanza de' Modi, oltra il numero, e'l sito loro; quanto alla I
inosservanza, havevano gli Antichi questo di buono; che se al modo loro nel I
Piffero o nella Cetra, o Lira cantavano alcuna di quelle sue materie, che
foslsero, o in lode de gli loro Dei; o fati di qualche huomo Illustre; o qualche
Canlzone Nuttiale, Lamentationi, o altre; nel Modo Dorio, si sa, che osservava-lno l'ordine di quel Modo; non passavano li termini, non facevano
transito I dal Modo Dorio al Frigio, o Lidio, se non erano piu che sforzati;
ma stava-lno in Tuono, e nelle corde da quello comprese: Ma li nostri, che
hoggidi fan-lno una Cantilena di quattro, cinque, e piu Modi; come si denominara que-lsta cosi fatta Cantilena? se mai fu eta, che fosse obediente a
preterire le leggi I de' Modi, questa e quella; gli pratici della quale, se non
fanno cadenze fuori I delle corde proprie·, & che non tocchino del primo
Modo, per dir cosi, & poi I quelle del quarto, & quando dell'ottavo; non le
pare di fare Cantilena, che I renda diversita d'Harmonia: & chi non sa che
per forza bisogna, che si di-lversifichino quei suoni, & quelle corde, l'una
dall'altra, & che diversa-lmente percuotano l'udito?
Quanto al numero, non
vedete quanti stanno I nell'opinione, che non si ritrovano altro che otto
Modi? il Moderno Parme-lgiano ne ha fatto ragionamento particolare; & quelli
che approvano il nu-lmero duodenario, quanto sono differenti nel sito? alcuni
vogliono, che il prilmo sia nella corda di C, fa ut, conforme alla mente di

3 Moderni sono discordanti tra di loro. in marg. II 18 Imperfettione de'
Moderni all'osservanza de' Modi. in marg. II 25 suoni E sroni A II 27 Errore
del Moderno Parmegiano. in marg. II
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these modes, you will find what association there is among them, until at
last, the difference will be nothing more than the name and number.
But what do you doubt?
If there was little association among the
ancients, do you not find worse among the moderns? Yet we are in the same
age and the same time.
While some excuse can be attributed to those of
diverse times and diverse ages (they can be excused with some sort of
understanding), we have no excuse at all that can cover our ignorance.
Luca As if there is worse!

What imperfections do you find in this material

among the moderns?
Vario The nonobservance of the modes, beyond the number and the site of them.

Concerning this nonobservance, the ancients had a good thing: if they sang
some of their material after their fashion on the aulos, 250 kithara, or lyre,
whether it was in praise of their God or of the deeds of some illustrious man
or some wedding song, song of lamentation, or other, it is known that they
observed the order of the Dorian mode--they did not pass its limits or
transpose from the Dorian to the Phrygian or Lydian mode (unless they were
more than forced); rather, they stayed in the tone and on the strings
comprised by it.
But the practical modern musicians who now make a cantilena of four,
five, and more modes--how will such a cantilena be named?
If ever there
was an age likely to wear down the laws of the modes, this is it.
It does
not seem to the practical musicians of this age that they have made a
cantilena that gives diversity of harmony unless they make cadences outside
of the proper strings and touch the first mode, to say it thus, then the
fourth, and then the eighth.
Who does not know that it is absolutely
necessary to differentiate those sounds and strings one from another, for they
strike the hearing differently?
Concerning the number, do you not see how many are of the opm1on that
no more than eight modes are found?
The modern Parmesan has made a
particular discussion of this. 251
Of those who approve the number twelve,
how many differ in the site? Some want the first mode to be on the string
Cfaut, 252 comparing it to the view of Ptolemy and Boethius, as I have

From this table, it is seen that Artusi is right in saying that the "Dorian of
Aristoxenus compares with the Dorian of Euclid and the Lydian of Ptolemy"
but Artusi contradicts his own explanations when he says that the "Iastian of
Aristoxenus goes with the Phrygian of Euclid and Hypodorian of Ptolemy."
250"Piffero"

literally means pipe.

251

Pontio, Ragionamento, pp. 89-121.
Pontio, as a church composer, was
only discussing the modes necessary for understanding liturgical chant (p. 94);
nowhere does he apply his discussion of modes to contemporary music.
252 Cf.

ff. 67r-68v (pp. 443-53).
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5

Tholomeo
conforme
veduto Ii
Moderna
difficolta,

& di Boe-ltio, come vi ho dimostrato; altri nella corda di D, sol re;
dicono I alla descrittione fatta da Boetio, se bene non hanno mai
Cartoni II di Boetio; & quando ragionaremo de' Modi, secondo la
pratica, I & secondo l'uso Moderno, meglio intenderete queste
e conoscere- lte queste imperfettioni. I

Luca Nel principio di questo ragionamento, hebbi un poco di lume, intor-lno alle
imperfettioni de' Moderni pratici, da loro comesse nell'osservatione I de' Modi,
et all'hora incominciai ad accorgermi delle molte impertinentie imlportantissime, che nelle Cantilene si ritrovano; Ma le predicano, per uno I de' sette
10
miracoli del Mondo, & io buon huomo, andavo credendo a que-lsti sogni; ma
hora che m'aprite la mente, staro piu avertito; seguitate pur il I dimostrarmi
le imperfettioni de' Moderni Modi. I
Vario Non mi pare che sia bene lo andare piu avanti, sino a tanto che non I
habbiamo veduta l'opinione, che questi Moderni pratici, e li passati hanno I
15
introdotta; e detto essere di Boetio, vedremo dipoi, quello che egli habbi tejnuto, di poi seguendo dove habbiamo lasciato; vedremo le imperfettioni I
molte, quale de' Moderni siano. I
Luca Perdonatemi, che io andavo pensando ad ogn'altra cosa, eccetto che al I
confronto dell'opinione di Boetio; fate come vi torna comodo. I

20 Vario Cosi faro. Boetio nel Libro quarto Capitolo terzodecimo, conoscitore I che
li Moderni Modi, non si possono ordinare, senza la perfetta cognitione I delle
Spetie delle Diapason; ordino che la prima Spetie fosse nella corda acjquistata, detta da' Latini Are, forsi ancora per dimostrare, che havendo I
havuto la Musica principio da' Greci; havea perfettione da' Latini: cosi se25
jguendo l'altre Spetie per ordine, discendendo dallo acuto verso il grave, colme vi dimostro. I

23 La Musica ha havuto principio da Greci. in marg. II

60r
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demonstrated to you; others want it on the string Dsolre, 253 comparing it,
they say, to the description made by Boethius, even though they have never
seen the pages of Boethius.
When we discuss the modes, according to the
modern practice and modern use, it is better that you understand these
difficulties and know these imperfections.
Luca At the beginning of this discussion, I had a bit of light concerning the
imperfections committed by the modern practical musicians in the observation
of modes; then I began to realize the many very important impertinences
found in the cantilenas. But they say they are one of the seven wonders of
the world, and I, a good man, believed in these dreams; but now that you
open my mind, I will be more aware. Proceed, then, and demonstrate for me
the imperfections of the modern modes.
Vario It does not seem to me that
the opinion that these practical
and said to be from Boethius.
then, from where we left off,
moderns.

it is good to go further until we have seen
musicians--modern and past--have introduced
Then we shall see what he held; proceeding,
we shall see the many imperfections of the

Luca Pardon me, for I was thinking of every other thing except the comparison
of the opinion of Boethius; do as is comfortable for you.
Vario So I shall. Knowing that the modern modes cannot be ordered without the
perfect knowledge of the species of the diapason, Boethius ordered in the
fourth book, chapter thirteen, that the first species be on the acguistata
string 25 " (called "Are" by the Latins), perhaps to demonstrate again that
music, having had its beginning from the Greeks, had its perfection from the
Latins. The other species, then, followed in order, descending high to low, as
I demonstrate for you.

253
25

Cf. Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.18 and Salinas De mus. 4.8.

-'Boethius actually says the first species of the diapason goes from the
mese to the nete hyperbolaion (a-a').
Although this is the same species as
from the proslambanomenos to the mese (A-a), Artusi errs here. The musical
example correctly places this species on the mese.
It is important to note that Boethius was not consistent in his numbering
of the octave species: at the beginning of De inst. mus. 4.14, he numbers the
species as Artusi reports (descending).
Later in the same chapter, however,
he reverses his numbering so the species between a and a' becomes the
seventh.
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Dell.: Di4pente.

Della Diate,f{aron.

Alcuni fra li quali Guido Aretino, & prima di lui l'Abbate Odo; creden-ldo alle
semplici parole di Boetio, si sono andati pensando, che essendo otto Ii I Modi,
era dibisogno volendo accomodare, sotto Ii principali, Ii non princi-lpali per
una quarta; che ii primo Modo detto Dorio, fosse formato dalla I Diapason
posta nella corda D, sol re; accioche ii non principale, o Collatera-lle havesse
nel grave principio nella corda A, re, che viene ad essere una II quarta piu 60v
nel grave del Dorio; & tan to e tenuta, & creduta per f erma I questa opinione;
che per ancora non e possibile potere a questi Moderni pra-ltici con ogni
sorte di ragione, farle credere ii vero, e'l contrario di quello, I che tengono;
ancora che, come sono per dimostrarvi, Boetio habbi havuto I altra opinione;
ne per suo credere ha mai voluto, che ii Modo Dorio hab-lbi la sua corda
finale nella D, sol re; cosi seguitando gli altri nelle seguenti I corde, come
ogni pratico, senza cercarne altro, si crede. I

Spetie delle Diapason secondo Boetio. in marg,
da Odo Abbate & da Guido Aretino. in marg. II

a

mus. II I Boetio mal inteso
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Some--among whom are Guido of Arezzo 255 and before him the Abbot
Odo --believing in the simple words of Boethius, thought that since there
were eight modes, 257 it was necessary to want to accommodate the nonprincipals a fourth below the principals, for the first mode--called Dorian-was formed from the diapason placed on the string Dsolre so its non-principal
or collateral started lower on the string Are, which was a fourth lower than
the Dorian. 258
This opinion was held and believed so firmly that it is still
not possible to be able with every sort of reason to make these modern
practical musicians believe the truth, which is contrary to what they hold.
256

Nevertheless, as I am about to demonstrate, Boethius had another opm1on.
He never wanted to believe that the Dorian mode had its final string on
Dsolre and so on, proceeding through the others on the following strings, as
every practical musician believes without searching further concerning the
matter.
255

0n Guido, see first discussion, n. 113 and chapter 3, "Introduction to
the Treatise," pp. 56-57.
256

Musica enchiriadis 4 (English translation by Richard L. Holladay, "The
Musica enchiriadis and Scholia enchiriadis: A Translation and Commentary"
[Ph.D. diss., Ohio State University, 1977], pp. 58-59); Scolica enchiriadis 1
(Holladay trans., p. 129 [The Scolica enchiriadis has often been mistitled
"Scholia enchiriadis"; see The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
s.v. "Musica enchiriadis," by Lawrence Gushee]).
For more information on Odo and the treatises Artusi ascribes to Odo,
see first discussion, n. 317 and chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," p.
57.
257

Unlike Ptolemy (cf. n. 190 supra), Boethius adopts eight modes; see the
De inst. mus. 4.16-17 (Bower trans., pp. 281-89).
258

Guido Micrologus 7-13 (English translation in Warren Babb, trans.,
Hucbald, Guido, and John On Music: Three Medieval Treatises, ed. Claude V.
Palisca, Music Theory Translation Series [New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1978], pp. 63-69); Odo Enchiridion mus ices 10 (Strunk trans., pp. 11415).
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Luca Come non si mosse l'Abbate Odo, e l'Aretino, con Ii seguaci suoi, da alltra ragione che dalla auttorita, cosi creduta di Boetio? I
Vario Non da altro, ma se io vi proven:>, che si sono ingannati, & che Boe-ltio
conforme alla mente di Tholomeo; non restarete voi sodisfatto? I

e

5 Luca Anzi si, ogni volta che me lo dimostrarete per piu facilita, secondo
l'orldine nostro; ma con tutto questo mi meraviglio molto, che se l' Aretino,
come I heri mi pare, che dicesti, aggiunse una corda al Sistema massimo,
sotto l'ac-lquistata; egli non mutasse l'ordine de' Modi, si come muto l'ordine
de' Te-ltracordi, in Essacordi; onde introdusse una nova deduttione, che pur
10
fu un I ordine molto bello; mi meraviglio dico, che se per lo avanti haveano
havuto I opinione, che il Modo Dorio fosse nella corda D, sol re. per haver il
suo collalterale una quarta piu nel grave il suo principio, nella corda acquistata; non I lo ordinasse nella corda di C, fa ut; per adoprare la corda sotto
l'acquistata I per una quarta piu nel grave per il collaterale, accio non
15
restasse vacua. I
Vario Non si puo havere l'occhio a tutte le cose, & un solo huomo non puo I
rimediare, e antivedere ad ogni disordine; basta che dopo lui sia da' succeslsori stato avertito, & confrontato con l'opinione de Tholomeo, & di Boe-ltio,
& cosi stabilita, come io sono per dimostrarvi. I
20 Luca Horsu a questo novo Paradosso vi aspetto.
Vario Non e novo appresso di me, & de gli intelligenti; poiche il Zarlino ce lo I
accenna nel quarto Libro delle Institutioni, nel Cap. terzo, & in altri luo-lchi,
se bene non l'ha dimostrato apertamente. I
25

Luca Puo essere ogni cosa; ma io, & gli altri habbiamo nella mente impres-lso
tanto l'ordine ordinario de' Modi, che mi pare impossibile potere dimo-lstrare
altrimenti. I
Vario Non vi paia impossibile, che presto vedrete il possibile.
Nel quartoldecimo Cap. del Lib. 4. della sua Musica Boetio, ci fa sapere, ragionando
deljle sette Spetie delle ottave, delle quattro delle Diapente, & delle tre delle

16 Vario ego ario A II 22 Vario li. 4. Instit. cap. 3 in marg. II 28 Opinione di
Boetio. in marg. II
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Luca How is it that the Abbot Odo and the Aretino (with their followers) were
not moved by other reason than by the authority--so believed--of Boethius?
Vario None other. But if I shall prove to you .that they were deceived and that
Boethius compares to the view of Ptolemy, will you not be satisfied?
Luca Certainly--every time you will demonstrate it to me with greater facility
according to our order.
But with all this, I marvel greatly that, if the
Aretino (as yesterday it seemed to me that you said 259 ) added a string to the
Greater Perfect System below the acguistata. he did not change the order of
the modes as he changed the order of the tetrachords into hexachords, since
he introduced a new deduction 260 that yet had a very nice order. I say that
I marvel that, if before they had had the opinion that the Dorian mode was
on the string Dsolre in order to have the beginning of its collateral a fourth
lower on the acguistata string, he did not order the Dorian mode on the
string Cfaut in order to adopt the string below the acguistata--a fourth
lower--for its collateral, so it would not remain vacant.
Vario One cannot have one's eye on all things, and a single man cannot remedy
and foresee every disorder.
It is enough that by his successors this was
noticed and compared with the opinion of Ptolemy and Boethius and thus
stabilized, as I am about to demonstrate to you.
Luca On to this new paradox; I await it.
Vario It is not new to me and intelligent men, since Zar lino indicated it to us in
the fourth book of the Istitutioni in the third chapter and in other places,
even though he did not openly demonstrate it. 261
Luca Everything can be, but I and others have the ordinary order of the modes
so impressed in the mind that it appears to me impossible to be able to
demonstrate otherwise.
Vario Let it not seem impossible to you, for soon you will see the possibility.
In the fourteenth chapter of book four of his Musica, Boethius makes known
to us (while discussing the seven species of the octave, the four of the
259 F.

13v (pp. 137-41).

260The

Italian "deduttione" comes from Latin "deductio," which means a
reduction. This word is commonly used in Latin music theory to refer to the
hexachords inasmuch as the Greater Perfect System is reduced into smaller
units.
Luca is making a word play because a deduction is also a logical
process; hence Guido made a new logical argument about the way the Greater
Perfect System should be reduced into smaller units--from tetrachords to
hexachords.
261

"1 shall not state what Boethius does, · because we can see in chapters
14 and 15 of the fourth book {of De institutione musica} that he does not
disagree in any way with the modes proposed by Ptolemy" (Zarlino, 1st. harm.
4.3 [Cohen trans., pp. I 5-16)).
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I Diatessaron; che se queste constitutioni saranno fatte piu gravi, overo aculte, formeranno sette Modi; & perche la piu grave voce di ciascun Sistema, II
che constituisce qualunque Modo, sempre s'addimanda acquistata, overo 61 r
aglgiunta; vuole ancora, che questa in ogni constitutione d'ogni proposto Moldo, sempre sia la piu grave; il che si confronta con quello, che nel decimo
sesto I cap. dell'istesso Libro dice; che se la acquistata sara piu grave
dell'acquista- lta, overo ciascuna altra voce del medesimo luoco, sara notata
piu grave I nello istesso ·genere constituiti; e neccessario che tutto l'ordine
sia prn grave; I & se la constitutione sara fatta piu acuta, ne seguira, che la
acquistata I di ciascun Modo sara piu acuta; & percio seguita nel Capit. 14. &
dice; I Mentre che si fara piu acuta l'acquistata con tutta la constitutione del
I Modo Hipodorio per un Tuono, si produra il Modo Hipofrigio; & se I essa
acquistata sara fatta piu acuta per un'altro Tuono, si ordinara il I Modo
Hipolidio; & se per un Semituono sara portata piu verso l'acu-lto produra di
novo il Modo Dorio: & percio per dimostrarvi con que-lsto fondamento delle
parole di Boetio la conformita, che tiene con Tho-llomeo; seguita nel Cap. 16.
per la qual cosa la corda mezana del Modo I Hipodorio, che da lui e segnata
nella Tavola universale con l'omega Gre-lco, e lontana dalla corda mezana del
Modo Hipofrigio per un Tuono, da I lui detto, pagina, in quel luoco; ii che
facilmente vedrete, se parangonando I insieme questi dui Modi, la corda
mezana del Modo Hipodorio sara una I corda piu nel grave, o per una voce
detta Iodice delle mezane.
Seguita I similmente la corda mezana dell'Hipolidio, e distante per un Tuono dalla I corda mezana dell'Hipofrigio; e lo prova
dimostrando la corda mezana del I Sistema massimo dell'Hipofrigio; la quale e
una voce piu bassa dell'In-ldice delle mezane dell'Hipolidio. I
Luca Mi paiono difficili molto queste cose, ne le capisco a modo mio, deside-lro
maggior facilita, potendosi. I

Vario Non dubitate, che al fine della Conclusione ve le facilitaro quanto I si
potra; ma nel riferire le parole di Boetio, non posso far di meno, che elle I
30
non habbino un poco del difficile in se stesse; le intenderete. I

Luca Seguitate adunque, che nell'aplicarle staro piu attento. I
Vario Soggiunge Boetio, che la corda mezana dell'Hipolidio, e distante dalla I
mezana del Dorio per un Semituono ditto da Boetio in quel luoco, verso; I &
per questo la corda mezana del Dorio sempre e lontana in tutti li generi, I e

7 medesimo ™ medismo A II 19 Pagina cio che voglia dire. in marg. II 33
Come si confronta Boetio e Tolemeo ne' Modi. siti & ordine. in marg. II
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diapente, and the three of the diatessaron) that if these constitutions will be
made lower or higher, they will form seven modes. 262
Because the lowest
note of each system that constitutes any mode is always called ttie acguistata
or aggiunta. he also wanted this always to be the lowest in the constitution
of every proposed mode, which compares with what he says in the sixteenth
chapter of the same book, where he says that if the acquistata will be lower
than the acguistata or each of the other pitches of the same place will be
notated lower in the same constituted genus, it is necessary for the whole
order to be lower. 263 If the constitution will be made higher, it will follow
that the acguistata of each mode will be higher.
Therefore, following in
chapter fourteen he says, when the acquistata with all the constitution of the
Hypodorian mode is made a tone higher, the Hypophrygian mode will be
produced; if that acquistata will be made another tone higher, the Hypolydian
mode will be ordered; if it is brought a semitone higher, it will produce the
Dorian mode again. 264 Therefore, to demonstrate to you the comparison this
foundation of Boethius's words holds with Ptolemy, he proceeds in chapter
sixteen to say that the mezana string of the Hypodorian mode (which is
marked by him in the universal table with a Greek omega) is a tone away
from the mezana string of the Hypophrygian mode, as he says on that page in
that place. 266
You will easily see this if you contrast these two modes: the
mezana string of the Hypodorian mode will be one string or voice fow~r and
called the indice of the mezane. Similarly, it follows that the mezana string
of the Hypolydian is a tone away from the mezana string of the Hypophrygian, and he proves it by demonstrating that the mezana string of the
Greater Perfect System of the Hypophrygian is a note lower than the ind ice
of the mezane of the Hypolydian.
Luca Many of these things appear difficult to me, and I do not understand them
in my own way. I desire greater facility, if possible.
Vario Do not doubt that at the end of the conclusion I will facilitate it as much
as possible. Nevertheless, in referring to the words of Boethius, I cannot do
better since they have some difficulty in themselves; you will understand
them.

Luca Proceed, then, and I will be attentive in the application of them.
Vario Boethius adds that the mezana string of the Hypolydian is a semitone away
from the mezana of the Dorian said by Boethius in that place, verso. 266
Therefore, the mezana string of the Dorian in all the genera and all the
262

Boethius De inst. mus. 4.15 (Bower trans., pp 275- 70).

263

Boethius De inst, mus. 4.15 (Bower trans., p. 278).

264

Boethius De inst, mus. 4.15 (Bower trans., pp. 278- 79).

266

Boethius De inst. mus. 4.17 (Bower trans., pp. 286-88).

266 Apparently,

Vario and Luca have a copy of Boethius
Earlier on this page, Vario refers to the recto side of the folio.

before

them.
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in tutti 1i Modi per una Diatessaron dalla corda mezana dell'Hipodorio. I Et le
mezana del Dorio viene ad essere piu grave per un Tuono della mezajna del
Frigio: questa con le altre -sara lei ancora piu grave della mezana del I Lidio
per un'altro Tuono: & la mezana del Lidio si discostrera per un II Semituono 61,
nel grave piu di quella del Mistolidio: & poi per l'ultima que-lsta sara piu
grave per un Tuono della mezana dell'Hipermistolidio. La on-Ide dalle parole
di Boetio voi conoscete che queste Diapason formatrici de' I Modi sono l'una
dall'altra lontane per un Tuono, Tuono & Semituono; selcondo che ha detto
Tholomeo apunto; & percio concluderemo, che la pri-lma spetie della Diapason,
che forma il Modo Hipodorio; ella bisogna che I habbi principio nella corda
sotto l'aggiunta, l'Hipofrigio nella corda aggiunjta, l'Hipolidio nella principale
delle principali, il Dorio nella appresso la I principale delle principali, ii
Frigio nella lndice delle principali, ii Lidio nellla principale delle mezane, ii
Mistolidio nella seconda delle mezane, et l'Hijpermistolidio nella Indice delle
mezane; Ne puo altrimenti stare, perche se I volessimo dire, che Boetio
havesse voluto intendere, che il Modo Hipodorio I nel genere Diatonico fosse
collocato nella corda acquistata; & che da questa I partendosi piu nello acuto
nascesse ii Modo Hipofrigio; et da questa pur dilscostandosi per un Tuono
nello acuto s'havesse l'Hipolidio; & da questa allonjtanandosi per un Semituono
s'havesse il Dorio: volendo ridurlo in pratica I sarebbe se non impossibile

16 genere E gravi A II
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modes is always a · diatessaron away from the mezana string of the Hypodorian. The mezana of the Dorian comes to be a tone lower than the mezana
of the Phrygian; this with the others will be a tone lower again than the
mezana of the Lydian. The mezana of the Lydian will distance itself by a
semitone lower from that of the Mixolydian. Then, the last, this will be a
tone lower than the mezana of the Hypermixolydian. 267 Wherefore, from the
words of Boethius you know that these diapason formulators of the modes are
a tone, tone, and semitone away from each other, precisely according to what
Ptolemy said. 268
Therefore, we shall conclude that the first species of the
diapason--which forms the Hypodorian mode--must begin on the string below
the aggiunta, the Hypophrygian on the aggiunta string, the Hypolydian on the
principale of the principali, the Dorian on the appresso la principale of the
principali, the Phrygian on the indice of the principali, the Lydian on the
principale of the mezane, the Mixolydian on the seconda of the mezane, 269
and the Hypermixolydian on the ifil1ke. of the mezane. 270
It cannot stand otherwise, because if we wanted to say that Boethius had
wanted to understand that at the lowest, the Hypodorian mode in the diatonic
genus was collated on the acguistata string; and departing from this, the
Hypophrygian mode arose higher; and the Hypolydian distanced itself also a
tone higher; and the Dorian furthered itself away a semitone, in wanting to
reduce this into practice, this would be at least difficult if not impossible,
267Even

though Artusi is trying to say that Boethius only postulated seven
modes (which is incorrect), Artusi correctly summarizes this passage from
Boethius De inst. mus. 4.17 (Bower trans., pp. 286-88) and names eight modes:
Hypodorian, Hypophrygian, Hypolydian, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian,
and Hyperdorian.
268 Cf.

Ptolemy Harm. 2.10.

269 Earlier,

Artusi called this
course, means "second [string]."
270This

the

appresso

la

principale.

Seconda,

of

would place the Hypodorian on G, the Hypophrygian on A, the
Hypolydian on B, the Dorian on c, the Phrygian on d, the Lydian on e, the
Mixolydian on f, and the Hypermixolydian on g.
This is the same order
Artusi held in reconstructing Ptolemy's account of the octave species, except
for including the Hypermixolydian (cf. ff. 5lv-52r [p. 365]).
Therefore this
order does produce the same intervals between the modes.
However, it is
clear that this is not a correct reading of Boethius since Boethius knew of no
pitch lower than the proslambanomenos (the lower pitch is reported to have
been added by Guido).
It is important . to remember that Boethius's concept
of mode is different
,
from the Renaissance notion of scalar patterns that govern pitch selection in
compositions.
Hence, trying to relate Boethius's modal patterns to specific
pitches achieves little in understanding his theory. Artusi fundamentally errs
in trying to perceive a continuous evolution of a concept of "mode" that
differed from the ancient Greeks to the musicians of the sixteenth century
only in specifics of number, site, order, etc.
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almeno difficile, massime Diatonicamente; et quanjdo vi penso, non so come
cio si possi fare, et havere altro che l'Hipodorio nel-lle corde naturali; &
l'Hipermeistolidio, che per un'ottava nello acuto e forlmato; si come ogni
intelligente puo per se stesso vedere, et fame la prova.
Et I per dirvi piu
avanti, questo e quello Hipermistolidio la inventione di cui da I alcuni e
attribuita a Tholomeo; ma cio non puo essere, perche Euclide pri-lma di
Tholomeo nella sua Isagoge ne f ece mentione; et poi questo non e quelllo, che
Tholomeo nel Lib. 2. cap. 10. nomina; perchiche l'ottavo, secondo la I mente
de' pratici, & di Boetio da loro cosi intesa e formato della quarta spejtie di
Diapente, C, G. & della terza delta Diatessaron, G, C. divisa Arithmelticamente: & l'Hipermistolidio di Tholomeo, se vogliamo credere a Boetio I nel
Lib. 4. cap. 17. e contenuto fra le corde, a, & A, di modo, che vi cade I non
molta differenza da questo a quello. I
Luca A questo vostro parlare mi concludete, che il primo Modo, secondo l'ojpinione di Boetio e conforme al primo di Tholomeo, et cosi l' Abbate Odo, e
lo I Aretino, con tutti Ii suoi seguaci hanno preso, come si dice, un Moscone. I

Vario Cosi sta, et pur si va seguitando in questa opm1one per la moltitudine de'
I seguaci, e pratici che non conoscono il vero dal falso, ne'l buono dal
20
cattivo. I
Luca Veramen"te Ii seguaci sono molti, & de' passati, & de' Moderni, che gli I
scritti loro, lo manifestano; ma poiche si confronta Tholomeo con Boetio; pilglia grand'autorita quest'ordine. II

25

Vario Pigli quanta auttorita si vuole quest'ordine, che tanto e inclinata
62r
l'opinione primiera, che non sara mai possibile poter levare la caterva de gli I
ignoranti fuori del fango, net quale si sono involti nel principio, che sono da

7 Ottavo Modo come si forma. in marg. II
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especially in diatonic terms. 271 When I think about it, I do not know how it
could be done and have any other than the Hypodorian and Hypermixolydian-which is formed an octave higher--on natural strings, as every intelligent man
can see for himself and make the proof of it.
Moreover, as to the Hypermixolydian, the invention of this is attributed
by some to Ptolemy, but this cannot be, because Euclid makes mention of it
in his Isagoge before Ptolemy. 272 Also, this is not that which Ptolemy names
in book two, chapter ten, since the octave, according to the view of the
practical musicians and Boethius, is so understood by them as formed of the
fourth species of diapente--C to G--and the third species of the diatessaron-G to C--divided arithmetically. The Hypermixolydian of Ptolemy, if we want
to believe Boethius in book four, chapter seventeen, is contained between the
strings a and A 278 in such a manner that no great difference falls between
them.
Luca From what you have said, you conclude that the first mode, according to

the opinion of Boethius, compares to the first of Ptolemy, and thus the Abbot
Odo and the Aretino, with all their followers, took, as they say, a large
fly.274

So it is, and yet the multitude of followers and practical musicians
continues in this opinion, not knowing the true from the false or the good
from the bad.

Vario

Truly the followers are many--both past and modern ones--for their
writings manifest it. But because Ptolemy compares with Boethius, this order
takes great authority.

Luca

Vario Let this order take as much authority as one wants, for the first opinion
is so ingrained that it will never be possible to be able to raise the crowd of
ignorant men out of the mud in which they are enveloped from the beginning,
2711.e.,

the modes would fall on A, B-natural, C-sharp, and D, thereby
introducing the chromatic note of C-sharp.
Artusi's concept of diatonic and
chromatic is characteristic of his own day and not that of Boethius.
272 Hypermixolydian

is the name of one of the tonoi in Cleonides Intro. 12.
This, however, is quite distant from Ptolemy's observation that an eighth
mode (named Hypermixolydian) might be postulated above the seven modes he
felt there ought to be.
Artusi's assumption that Cleonides's ln!ro.. was written by Euclid also
leads him to this chronological error: Ptolemy and Cleonides both lived in the
second century A.O. whereas Euclid flourished ca. 300 B.C.
278This

contradicts Artusi's conclusion
mixolydian was placed between G and g.
2741.e.,

just

above

where

the

Hyper-

the medieval musicians were incorrect in placing the first mode on
D when Ptolemy and Boethius (Artusi believed) put the first mode on C.
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I loro Maestri, ammaestrati. Vedete cio che ne dice il Stapulense, che pur e
I stato huomo nelle lettere segnalato. I
Luca Deve lui ancora seguitare I' Abbate Odo, & gli altri seguaci.
5
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Vario Iacobo Fabro Stapulense, si puo dire, che sia stato molto osservatore I di
Boetio, & della Dottrina di Pitagora, ma non per questo ha in questo I ponto,
inteso Boetio: Nella sua Musica dimostrata, s'accorda con Tholomeo I nel
numero; ma discorda quanto al luoco, positione, o sito; che in questo si
conlfronta con gli Moderni pratici: Dice pero, si come il numero dall'unita I
partendosi, va crescendo sino al Denario, che tiene il luoco dell'unita, & I si
puo dire, che sia suo collega, non che imitatore; cosi la dissimilitudine, & I
varieta delle sette voci, giungendo all'ottava, di novo si crea la prima, & I
ritorna in se stessa; & e come una Sfera, che partendosi in giro ritor-lna
all'istesso punto, & luoco di dove s'era prima partita.
Vuole pero, I che le
spetie delle Diapason siano sette, & che ciascuna di queste serva, I una al
Modo Hipodorio, l'altra all'Hipofrigio, l'altra all'Hipolidio, & cosi successivamente per ordine una seguente dietro all'altra; & gli Mo-ldi siano seguenti
l'uno dietro all'altro: & chi volesse a questi nello acuto I aggiungervi l'Hipermistolidio farebbe errore; perche farebbe un replicare I l'Hipodorio, & non un
aggiungervi l'ottavo; il che tiene per inconvenien-lte, che una medesima spetie
di Diapason serva a dui Modi; le spetie che al-ll'ordine di questi Modi tutte
hanno il loro principio, nella acquistata, seguenldo per ordine una dietro
l'altra; eccettuando, le spetie della Diapente, che I la prima ha principio nella
corda acquistata; la seconda nella appresso la prinlcipale delle principali, et e
lontana dalla prima per una terza minore; la ter-lza spetie ha il suo princ1p10
nella principale delle mezane verso l'acuto distenjdendosi; & e lontana dalla
seconda spetie per una maggior terza; la quarta I spetie ha il suo principio
nella appresso la principale delle mezane: & eccovi I il luoco del sito loro dal
Stapulense dimostrate nella proposta nona del quarto. I

21 Spetie delle Diapente del Stapulense. in marg.
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as they are taught by their teachers.
ing in letters--says about it.

See what Stapulensis--a man outstand-

Luca He must also follow Abbot Odo and the other followers.
Vario Jacobus Faber Stapulensis, it can be said, was a great observer of Boethius
and the Pythagorean doctrine, but even so he did not understand Boethius on
this point.
In his Musica demonstrata, 275 he agrees with Ptolemy on the
number but disagrees concerning the location, position, or site, for in this he
compares with the modern practical musicians. He says, however, that just as
the number increases departing from unity to ten, which holds the place of
unity and, it could be said, is its colleague if not imitator, 276 so the disparity
and variety of the seven pitches, when arriving at the octave create anew the
first and it returns · on itself. It is like a sphere, for when one departs going
around, he returns to the same point and location whence he first left. He
thinks, the refore, that there are seven species of the diapason, that each of
these serves a mode 277 --one the Hypodorian mode, another the Hypophrygian,
another the Hypolydian, and so on successively in order, one following behind
the other-- , and that the modes follow one behind another. Whoever wants
to add the Hypermixolydian to these at the top would make an error, because
it would make a replication of the Hypodorian and not an addition of an
octave; it is held to be inconvenient that the same species of diapason serves
two modes.

All the species that order the modes begin on the acguistata, following in
order one behind the other278 --except for the species of the diapente, of
which the first begins on the acguistata; the second on the aporesso la
orincioale of the princioali (a minor third away from the first); the third
species begins on the orincioale of the mezane distancing itself higher (a
major third away from the second species); and the fourth species begins on
the aooresso la princioale of the mezane. Here are the places of their sites
as demonstrated by Stapulensis in the ninth proposition of the fourth book:

21sMus. 4.9.
2761n a decimal system, numerals are composed of groups of ones, tens,
hundreds, thousands, etc. The number ten is considered one group of tens; it
(like the number one, which is one group of one) is a single unit or a unity.
Therefore, the number ten returns to a unity just like the start of the
integer series.
277His discussion of modes is found in 4.23-29.
278The species of the octave are: (1) A-a, (2) B-b, (3) C-c, (4) d-d', (5) ee', (6) f-f', and (7) g-g'. The species of the fourth are: (1) A-d, (2) B-e, and
(3) C-f.
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Luca A me pare che questo valent' huomo discordi da quanti in questa materia
hanno scritto: adduce egli ragione alcuna in confirmatione di quanto ei
dice? II
Vario Non dice ragione alcuna, ma si puo andar credendo, che volendo egli I
descrivere, quattro Spetie di Diapente, che havesse desiderio d'includerle I nel
seraglio di una quinta, ma vedendo di non potere, rispetto alla quin-jta che
nasce fra le corde principale delle principali, & la appresso la prin-jcipale
delle mezane; l'habbi discostate l'una dall'altra; le tre prime per tanjto
intervallo, che sia atto ad empire, & formare una quinta; percioche la I
IO
maggior terza, con la minore aggiunta insieme, di ponto fanno l'intervallo I di
una quinta naturale; attaccandole la quarta Spetie nella corda seguen- jte,
come piu vicina, affin che si conosca che ella e una delle compagne, overo I
conforme a' suoi disegni, habbi considerato che le parti principali della
quinjta, di cui ella e formata, sono la terza maggiore & minore, percio habbi
15
I allontanato queste spetie l'una dall'altra per simile intervallo, ponendo-jvi
poi la quarta spetie piu vicino, che ha potuto, per non tramezare al-lcuno di
quelli intervalli, per Ii quali s'allontanano ciascuna di quelle spe-ltie, l'una
dall'altra. I
5

Luca Non mi dispiace quest'opinione, se bene da tutti gli altri s'e allonta-jnato;

20

25

alcuni hanno discostato queste Spetie l'una dall'altra, chi per un Tuojno, chi
per un Semituono; ma lo Stapulense ha preso ii Tuono, e'l Se-lmituono insieme, & ha fatto un bel composito, discostando la prima dal-lla seconda per
un simile intervallo, & questa dalla terza per dui Tuo-lni, discostando questa
dalla quarta per un Semituono, che non essendo I perfetto Tuono, viene quasi
a dire di esser lei ancora, parte delle altre, o I almeno che vuol esser posta
nel numero delle altre. I

11 Dichiaratione della mente del stapulense. in marg. II 20 Altra consideratione del Stapulense. in marg. II
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Luca It seems to me that this worthy man disagrees in this material from what
they wrote. Does he add any reason confirming what he says?
Vario He does not give any reason, but it can be believed that, since he wanted
to describe four species of the diapente, he had the desire to include a fifth
one in the seraglio; but after seeing that it was not possible for the fifth to
arise between the principale of the principali and the appresso la principale
of the mezane. 279 he removed the first three one from another by such
intervals suitable for filling up and forming a fifth (for, precisely, the major
third added together with the minor third makes the interval of a natural
fifth).
He added the fourth species to it on the following string as the
closest, so it is known that it is "one of the company" or compares to its
designs. He considered that the principal parts of the fifth (from which it is
formed) are the major and minor third; therefore, he distanced these species
one from another by a similar interval and then placed the fourth species as
close as he was able in order not to halve any of the intervals that distance
one of these species from another. 280

Luca This opinion does not displease me, even though it is distanced from all the
others. Some have removed these species one from another by a tone, others
by a semitone, but Stapulensis took the tone and semitone together 281 and
made a good composition, removing the first from the second by such an
interval and this from the third by two tones, removing this from the fourth
by a semitone, which species (not being a perfect tone) is almost said also to
be a part of the other species, or at least it must be placed in the number of
the others. 282
279This

would

be

between

B-natural

and

F--producing

the

undesired

tritone.
280 Artusi

seems to be saying that Stapulensis did not put the fourth
species in between the first and second or second and third because that
would divide those intervals that make up the fifth. A more simple explanation might be put forward: Stapulensis locates the first species on A (the
proslambanomenos), the second on C (because a species on B would yield a
tritone), the third on E (because a species on D would be identical in
intervallic composition to the one on A), and the fourth on F because it is
the next pitch that could have a unique species.
281 I.e.,

the minor third.

282 Apparently

Artusi is saying that even though this species is separated
from the others by an unusual interval (semitone rather than a tone), this
last species can still be considered part of the other species and said to
belong to the group. Artusi cannot be saying that the semitone is almost a
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Vario Afe Signor Luca, che altretanto mi piace questa consideratione, I quanto

ogni altra, non

e ingrata;

ma non ha seguaci questo valen-lt'huomo. I

Luca Quando egli sia restato solo, non occorre insfilzarsi; non e opinione I che
habbi in se del ragionevole; nel tempo ch'ella e nata, si potra dire, che I sia
5
restata priva di vita. I
Vario Voi dite il vero; ha seguitato nel restante la commune opinione, I & in
quello che ha voluto discos tarsi ha dato in una imperfet-ltione. I
Luca Per tale la riconosco; Ma la proposito nostro, con qual ordi-lne hanno,
secondo la commune opinione, ordinato li Modi questi nostri I passati? I

10 Vario Racconta Franchino nel Lib. 4. dell'Harmonia de gl'Instromenti; I e'l Fior
Angelico; Guido Aretino prima di questi nel suo Micrologo, II che gli Antichi 63
Greci haveano quattro Modi, ciascuno de' quali corrispon-ldeva uno al Dorio,
e lo chiamavano Protos; l'altro al Frigio, detto Deu-lteros; il terzo al Lidio, &
lo nominavano Tritos; il quarto al Mistolidio, I e lo dicevano Tetrardos: &
15
erano contenuti ciascuno di loro per il numero I di otto corde, o per dir
meglio ascendevano, & discendevano, come dice Franlchino, per queste corde,
secondo gli Antichi Ecclesiastici, che corrispondeva-lno a gli Antichissimi. I
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Vario Good for you, Luca, for this consideration pleases me as much as all the
others; it is not displeasing.
Nevertheless, this worthy man did not have
followers.
Luca Since he remains alone, it is not necessary to become unravelled; it is not
an opinion that had anything of reason in it--one could say that at the time
it was born, it was deprived of life.
Vario You are telling the truth.

For the rest, he followed common opm10n, and
in that subject where he wanted to distance himself, he gave an imperfection.

Luca I recognize it as such.

But on our topic, with what order did our past
ones order the modes, according to common opinion?

Franchino, in book four of the Harmonia instrumentorum, 283 Fior Angelico. 284 and before these Guido of Arezzo in his Micrologus say that the
ancient Greeks had four modes, each of which corresponded: one to the
Dorian (and they called it protus), another to the Phrygian (called deuterus),
the third to the Lydian (and they named it tritus), and the fourth to the
Mixolydian (and they called it tetrardus). 285
They were each contained in
eight strings, or to say it better, they ascended and descended--as Franchino
says--through these strings, according to the ancient ecclesiastics, who
correspond with the most ancients.

Vario

,

Q

Dorian, Protos

,

IJ

Phrygian, Deuterus

tone, because "tone" (tuono) is masculine and all the pronouns (lei, delle
altre) are feminine.
The only recent feminine noun is "species" (spetia),
which the interpretation above takes as the antecedant.
283

Gaffurio De har, mus, inst. 4.1-5 (Miller trans., pp. 179-84).

284

Angelo da Picitono Fior angelico di musica 1.46.
Angelo was a monk
from a small town near Cremona. In 1541, he was named procurator-general
of his order.
As a musician, he was counted among the most famous organists of his day (see Biographie universelle des musiciens et bibliographie
generate de la musigue, s.v. "Angelo da Piccitone," by Frani;ois J. Fetis). His
treatise (Venice: Bindoni, 1547) addresses speculative issues (including some
cosmology), modal theory (particularly of ecclesiastical chant), and mensural
notation.
286

This is not what Guido says.
Having described four modes, he says:
"These modes or tropes we name, from the Greek, protus, deuterus, tritus,
and tetrardus" (Micrologus 10 [Babb trans., p. 66]).
Nowhere in the Micrologus does Guido use the terms Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, or Mixolydian.
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A questi quattro, che sono Ii principali, Gregorio Santo n'aggiunse altri I
quattro, chiamandoli Laterali, overo Collaterali; & li primi e principali I
Autentici, che sono il Protos, ii Deuterus, il Tritos, & il Tetrardus; & I perche
a ciascuno di questi le f u applicato uno de' Collaterali; mutorno ii I nome di
secondo nel terzo, e'l terzo di quinto, e'l quarto di settimo, inter-lponendovi
Ii Collaterali, che l'uno occupava ii luoco dell'ottavo, & li face-lvano ascendere sino a dieci voci, o corde, come dice ii Fior Angelico, e vole-jvano che
fosse a imitatione del Salterio; ii quale era composto di tre coniunjti Tetracordi, o disgiunti, che nel suo modulare arrivano al numero di die-lei, overo
undeci corde. I
Luca Et come f ecero a gli Autentici, darle questa aggiunta delli Collaterali, I che
ordine osservorno? I

Vario Levo Gregorio Santo alcune voci dallo acuto a gli Autentici, & le I pose
nel grave, cosi Ii chiamo, Collaterali, come composti de gl'istessi lati, ma I
15
diversamente posti; restringendo dentro alla Constitutione della Diapason, I
tutta la forza di ciascun modo conforme alla sua opinione. I
Luca Aspetto la demostratione di questi
maniera che mi dite, con Ii suoi nomi. I

20

Modi Ecclesiastici, accomodati nella I

Vario Con Ii caratteri nostri, vi ho dimostrato Ii quattro Modi Autenti- II ci; vi
dimostraro ancora Ii suoi collaterali, & vi diro come habbi fatto, I nella

creatione loro: ma eccovi la demostratione, che ancora ritiene ii nome I di
Canto Gregoriano. I
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I Gregorio santo aggiunse altri quattro Modi alli Quattro Modi alli Quattro
Antichi. in marg. II 7 Salterio da quali corde sia contenuto. in marg. II 13
Compositione de i Modi Laterali. in marg. II
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Lydian, Tritus

To these four, which are the principals, Saint Gregory added another
four, calling them laterals or collaterals. 286
The first and principal authentics are the protus, deuterus, tritus, and tetrardus.
Because one of the
collaterals was applied to each of these, they changed the name of the second
to third, the third to fifth, and the fourth to seventh by interspersing the
collaterals (one occupied the place of the eighth). 287
They made it ascend
up to ten voices or strings, as Fior Angelico says, 288 and wanted it to be an
imitation of the Psaltery, which was composed of three conjunct or disjunct
tetrachords.
They arrived at the number of ten or eleven strings from its
modulation.
Luca How did they make this addition of the collaterals to the authentics?
order did they observe?

What

Vario Saint Gregory lifted some pitches from the highest of the authentics and
placed them low, wherefore he called them collaterals, as they are composed
from the same sides but differently placed, squeezing together within the
constitution of the diapason all the force of each mode conformed to his
opinion.
Luca I await the demonstration of these ecclesiastic modes--accommodate me by
telling me their names.
Vario I have demonstrated for you the four authentic modes with our characters;
I shall also demonstrate for you their collaterals and tell you how they were
made at their creation. Here is the demonstration that still retains the name
"Gregorian chant."
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usual myth is that St. Gregory devised the four authentic modes
while St. Ambrose invented the four plagals.
287Cf.

Guido Micrologus 12.

288 Angelo

da Picitono Fior angelico 1.47.
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Luca Ascoltatemi vi prego, & avertitemi se io in cio facessi fallo; ch'io vo-lglio
esperimentarmi, & vedere se io la intendo. Quella parte, o per dir I meglio,
gli Autentici dividete in due parti, in una quinta, & una quar-lta, che
congiunte insieme ci danno un'ottava; & la quinta tengono ciascu-lno di loro

5

10

secondo la demostratione fattami, nella parte grave; e la quarta I nello acuto:
Ha lo inventore levato la quarta dalla parte acuta, e l'ha ag-lgiunta nel grave
alla quinta, & cosi ha formato quattro altri Modi, et per I che sono composte
queste ottave delle spetie delle quinte & quarte, che sono I Ii lati che
compongono gli Modi Autentici; pero levando uno de gli istessi I lati dallo
acuto, e ponendolo nel grave, li chiama collaterali; quasi composti I de gli
istessi lati: come in effetto e ii vero. I

Vario Voi l'havete benissimo intesa; ma aggiungetevi, che ciascuno autenti-lco,
col suo collaterale; ha una corda che si chiama finale; il proto col suo colllaterale ha il suo fine in D, sol re. II Deutero col suo compagno, in E la mi:
15
I II Tri to col suo plagio, in F, fa ut: ii Tetrardo col suo collaterale, in G, sol
I re ut; & cosi gli hanno accommodati, ponendoli nel mezo dell'Essacordo
mejzano; che nello acuto, & nel grave gli avanza un Tuono.
Et se bene
corri- jsponde, ii primo al proto de gli Antichissimi, & che la prima corda del
Si-lstema massimo sia in A re, non deve pero havere ii suo luoco, o corda
20
finale , I in A re; ma bisogna che dia luoco al collaterale, che per quattro
voci, viene I ad essere piu grave; pero il suo luoco naturale, bisogna che sia
in D, sol re. I Et cosi ii Deutero lascia la corda ~· mi al suo collaterale, che
per una I Diatessaron descende piu nel grave, havendo l'uno, e l'altro la sua I
corda finale in E, la mi: & essendo per un Semituono piu acuto il Trito; I
25
lascia al suo collaterale, la quarta piu bassa in C, fa ut; & ambidui finisco-jno
in F fa ut cosi ii Tetracordo, che ha il suo luoco in G, sol re ut, se bene I
lascia ii D, sol re, al suo collaterale; ambidui pero forniscono, & termina-lno
in G, sol re ut; & si come il proto, e lontano dal Deutero, per un Tuo- II no; 64
cosi il Collaterale dell'uno, e lontano dal Collaterale dell'altro, per un I
30
Tuono. Et se il Deutero, e lontano dal Trito per un Semituono, il Collateralle
dell'uno, similmente e lontano, dal Collaterale dell'altro, per un Semi-ltuono:
& se il Trito, e dal Tetrardo lontano per un Tuono; cosi il Collate - lrale
dell'uno , e dal Collaterale dell' altro per un Tuono lontano: di modo I che si
vede, che quell'ordine, da gli Autentici nello avicinarsi, o allontanarsi, I
35
osservato, l'uno dall'altro; il medesimo fanno Ii Collaterali insieme; & se bejne sono per natura diversi, quando consideraremo le parti di ciascuno di lolro, delle quali sono composti; diremo ancora, che per essere Ii Collaterali, o
I Plagij composti delle istesse parti, o lati, di cui gli Autentici sono composti;
I e necessario che non poca simbolaita fra di loro; Ma quando consideraremo
40
I che quella parte, che l' Autentico ha nello acuto, ii Collaterale l'ha nel
grave; I & che ii grave e lo acuto sono di natura differente, anzi contraria:

12 Corda finale del proto & del collaterale e una istessa. in marg. II 31
Lontananza de' modi principali. & de i Collaterali qual sia. in marg. II
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Luca Listen to me, I pray, and tell me if I err in this--I want to test myself
and see if I understand it. That part, or to say it better, the au then tics you
divide into two parts, into a fifth and a fourth, which joined together give us
an octave. Each of the octaves (according to the demonstration made for me)
holds the fifth in the lower part and the fourth in the higher part.
The
inventor took the fourth from the high part and added it below the fifth, and
thus he formed four other modes. Because these octaves are composed of the
species of the fifth and fourth that are the sides that make up the authentic
modes, therefore, by taking one of these same sides from above and placing it
below, he calls them "collaterals," as if composed of the same sides--as, in
effect, is the truth.
Vario You have understood it very well, but add to it that each authentic with
its collateral has one string called "final": the protus with its collateral ends
on Dsolre, the deuterus with its companion on Elami, the tritus with its
plagal on Ffaut, the tetrardus with its collateral on Gsolreut.
So they
accommodated them, placing them in the middle of the mezano hexachord and
advancing them a tone up and down.
Even though the first mode corresponds to the protus of the most
ancients and the first string of the Greater Perfect System is on Are, the
first mode must not, however, have its place or final string on Are, but it is
necessary that it give this place to its collateral, which is four pitches lower;
therefore, its naturai location must be on Dsolre. 289
Thus the deuterus
leaves the string bmi to its collateral, which descends a diatessaron lower,
both of them having their final string on Elami. Inasmuch as the tritus is a
semitone higher, it leaves its collateral a fourth lower--on Cfaut--and both
finish on Ffaut. Likewise for the tetrachord that has its place on Gsolreut;
even though it leaves Dsolre for its collateral, nevertheless, both finish and
terminate on Gsolreut.
Just as the protus is a tone away from the deuterus, so the collateral of
the former is a tone away from the collateral of the latter. If the deuterus
is a semitone away from the tritus, the collateral of the former is similarly a
semitone away from the collateral of the latter. If the tritus is a tone away
from the tetrardus, so the collateral of the former is a tone away from the
collateral of the latter. In such a way it is seen that the order observed by
the authentics in approaching or distancing themselves one from another is
the same used by the collaterals together.
Even though they are different on account of their nature, when we shall
consider the parts of each from which they are composed, we shall also say
that on account of the collaterals or plagals being composed of the same
parts or sides from which the authentics are composed, it is necessary that
there be no small similarity between them. But when we shall consider that
the part the authentic has above, the collateral has below and that the low
and the high are of different--rather, contrary--natures, we shall also
28

9The first mode begins on Dsolre (not on Are, which is the first note of
the system); the first plagal mode, however, starts on Are because it is four
places lower than Dsolre.
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Conclu-lderemo ancora, che questi Collaterali, rispetto al loro Autentico sono
di najtura differente. Ecci un'altra consideratione, di non poca importanza, &
e I che considerato l'uno Sistema, e l'altro; quello dello Autentico, viene ad I
essere diviso secondo la proportionalita Harmonica; e quella del Collaterale I
secondo l' Arithmetica progressione; bisognera pero dire, che per essere quelste due proportionalita di . natura, l'una dall'altra diverse; che anco lo Aultentico Modo sia di natura diverso dal suo Collaterale. I

Luca Mi sodisfano molto queste considerationi, che gia m'havete accenato
parte essere di Franchino, & del Fiore Angelico; ma Guido Aretino
10
matore del Sistema massimo, che ne dice? I

buona
rifor-

Vario Nel Micrologo dice, che alcuni pensano che siano quattro li Modi; perlche
ogni Cantilena Regolarmente puo finire in quattro luochi del Monocorldo; &

15

20

25

dichiarando, quali siano questi luochi dice, che nel Monocordo la I quarta
voce D, e quella nella quale termina ii Modo detto Proto; overo I Prencipe &
primo; E, che e la quinta voce, e quella dove fornisce ii Deu-ltero: F, la sesta
nel qual luoco fornisce il Trito, cioe il terzo Autentico: & I nella settima che
e G, terminara il Tetrardo: & questi quattro, si divi-ldono in otto; & la causa
dice egli, e per la levatione e bassezza de Canti, I essendo che quando · il
Canto andara verso l'acuto sara Proto nel medesi-lmo Autento; & ha il suo
fine, nel medesimo luoco del Proto. Similmente I quando il Canto andra nello
acuto, dello Autento Deutero, sara detto Au-ltento Deutero, & fornira
nell'istesso luoco del Deutero; con lo istesso ordi-lne il Trito, & il Tetrardo;
ma la consuetudine ha lasciato, che dobbiamo nolminare, per il Proto & suo
Plagio, Modo primo & secondo; per lo Autento II Deutero, & suo Plagio, terzo 64v
& quarto, per lo Autento Trito, e'l suo Pla-lgio; quinto & sesto, & per lo
Autento Tetrardo e'l suo Plagio, lo settimo, e I l'ottavo. Sono adunque, dice
Guido, otto Modi, per li quali discorendo, ogni I Cantilena varia in otto
maniere le sue qualita, nel qual luoco seguitando I dimostra, quanto debbano

4 Modo di natura diversi, & perche. in marg. II 11 Micrologo E Micrologro A
I Opinione di Guido Aretino. in marg. II 16 luoco E luaco A II
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conclude that these collaterals are of a different nature with respect to their
authentic.
Here is another consideration of no small importance: in considering both
systems, the authentic is divided according to the harmonic proportionality, 290
and the collaterals according to the arithmetic progression; 291 it is necessary,
therefore, to say that since these two proportionalities are different by
nature one from another, the authentic mode is also of a different nature
from its collateral.
Luca These considerations satisfy me greatly, for you have mentioned briefly a

good part of Franchino, and of Fior Angelico.
But what do you say about
Guido of Arezzo, reformer of the Greater Perfect System?
Vario In the Micrologus, he says that some think there are four modes because
every cantilena regularly can finish in four places of the monochord.
Explaining what these places are, he says that on the monochord, the fourth
pitch (D) is where the mode called protus--prince and first--terminates; E
(which is the fifth pitch) is where the deuterus finishes; F (the sixth), on
which place the tritus--that is the third authentic--finishes; and on the
seventh (which is G), the tetrardus will terminate. 292 These four are divided
into eight, and the reason, he says, is on account of the raising and lowering
of songs, for when the song will go high, it will be protus in the same
authentic, and it ends on the same place as the protus. Similarly, when the
song will go high in the authentic deuterus, it will be called authentic
deuterus and will finish on the same place as the deuterus; and with the same
order, the tritus and tetrardus.
But habit dictates that we must name the
protus and its plagal, first and second mode; the authentic deuterus and its
plagal, third and fourth; the authentic tritus and its plagal, fifth and sixth;
and the authentic tetrardus and its plagal, seventh and eighth.
There are
therefore eight modes, says Guido, in discussing which, the quality of every
cantilena varies in eight manners. 298 In the following place, he demonstrates
290see

f. 47r (pp. 335-37).

291 See

f. 45r-v (pp. 323-27).

292

"Hence D E F G have been established as the final notes, because their
location on the monochord fits in preeminently with the upward and downward progress just mentioned" (Guido Micrologus 11 [Babb trans., p. 67]).
293

". • • every melodic line, as it moves to and fro . . . , is diversified by
eight dissimilar qualities" (Guido Micrologus 13 [Babb trans., p. 68]). Guido is
here referring to the intonation formulas used in many medieval treatises to
represent the shape of the modes through melodic shapes. Among the several
studies of these melodies, the following are particularly useful: Terence
Bailey, The Intonation Formulas of Western Chant, Pontifical Institute of
Mediaeval Studies: Studies and Texts, 28 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of
Mediaeval Studies, 1974); Michel Huglo, "L'introduction en Occident des
formules Byzantines d'intonation," in Studies in Eastern Chant, III, ed. by
Milos Velimirovi6 and Egon Wellesz (London: Oxford University Press, 1973),
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ascendere, e discendere
forma, e la maniera. I

li

Canti Ecclesiastici; danldo

di

ciascun

Modo

la

Luca Questa e l'opinione universale, non dice cosa che sia notabile, ne si puo I
in Modo alcuno accordare con Tholomeo, & Boetio. I

5 Vario Non e possibile poter fare questo confronto; perche si attiene facilmenlte
quello che lo Abbate Odo ne disse prima di lui. I

a

Luca Et che cosa ne discorre l' Abbate Odo? I
Vario L'Abbate Odo, nel principio di un suo Dialogo, con caratteri motto I diversi
da' nostri dice; ii primo & Gravissimo Modo Anticamente era I chiamato
10
Protos, overo Arcos; & e quello che noi nominiamo primo Modo: I Il secondo

15

Deuteros, che dal Protos e lontano per un Tuono: Il terzo Tri-ltos che a
quello s'avicina per un semituono: Il quarto Tetrardos, che dal I Tritos
s'allontana per un Tuono; a ciascuno de' quali per conoscere la dif-lferenza,
dell'uno, e dell'altro, forma alucne zifre intorno alle quali non volglio, che
hora perdiamo altro tempo.
Bastavi che a gli essempij, che egli de' I
Tetracordi va divisando, viene a concludere, & affirmativamente a te-lnere,
che il Primo Modo ha la sua sede in D sol re: il secondo in E la mi: il I
terzo in F fa ut: il quarto in G sol re ut: & cosi secondo gli Antichi: il I

8 Opinione di Odo Abbate. in marg. II
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how much the ecclesiastical chants must ascend and descend, giving to each
mode the form and manner. 294
Luca This is the universal opinion--he does not say anything that is notable or
is able to agree in any way with Ptolemy and Boethius.
Vario It is not possible to be able to make this comparison, because it easily
follows what Abbot Odo said before him.
Luca And what did Abbot Odo discuss about it?
Vario With characters very different from ours, 296 the Abbot Odo says at the
beginning of one of his dialogues that the first and lowest mode was anciently called "protus" or "arcos," and it is that which we name the first mode;
the second, "deuterus," which is a tone away from the protus; the third,
"tritus," which approaches the second by a semitone; and the fourth, "tetrardus," which is a tone away from the tritus. To know the difference one from
another, he makes some sign for each one of them, concerning which I do
not wish to lose more time now. It is enough for you that in the examples
where he divides the tetrachords, he concludes and affirmatively holds that
the first mode sits on Dsolre, the second on Elami, the third on Ffaut, the
fourth on Gsolreut, and so on according to the ancients. 296
pp. 81-90; idem, Les tonaires: Inventaire. analyse. comparaison, Publications de
la Societe fran9aise de Musicologie, III/2 (Paris: Heugel, 1971 ), pp. 383-90;
J~rgen Raasted, Intonation Formulas and Modal Signatures in Byzantine
Musical Manuscripts, Monumenta musicae byzantinae, Subsidia 7 (Copenhagen:
Munksgaard, 1966); and Oliver Strunk, "The Influence of the Liturgical Chant
of the East on That of the Western Church," in Essays on Music in the
Byzantine World. ed. Kenneth Levy (New York: Norton, 1977), pp. 151-56.
294 Inasmuch

as Guido does not give a list of the intonation formulas for
the various modes, it seems that Artusi either did not understand Guido or
was looking at some other treatise erroneously ascribed to Guido.
296 Artusi

is referring to the daseian notation found in a small number of
treatises dating from the tenth century (including the Enchiridion musices of
Odo and the anonymous Musica enchiriadis and Scolica enchiriadis). Cf. Willi
Apel, The Notation of Polyphonic Music: 900-1600, 5th revised ed. (Cambridge,
Mass.: The Mediaeval Academy of America, 1953), pp. 204-7; and Carl Parrish,
The Notation of Medieval Music (New York: Norton, 1959; reprint ed., New
York: Pendragon, 1978), pp. 29-30.
296 While

this arrangement is found in Odo Enchiridion 10, the term "arcos"
is not found in this Odonic treatise.
It is, however, found with some
frequency in Musica enchiriadis I, 4 and Scolica enchiriadis I (see the new
edition by Hans Schmid, Musica et scolica enchiriadis: una cum aliguibus tractatulis adiunctis, Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 3 [Munich: Akademie-Verlag, 1981]; and Holladay trans., pp. 54-56, 58-59, 112, 129), which
were ascribed to Odo by Artusi and others of his contemporaries.
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5

Protos, o Arcos, e lontano dal Deuteros per un Tuono, & questo dal Tri-ltos
per un Semituono; e'l Tritos dal Tetrardos per un Tuono; & piu ol-ltre
discorendo dice, che se ii primo Modo detto Protos sara inacutito per un I
Tuono diventara Deuterus, se per due voci Tritos, se per tre voci Tetrar-ldus;
& cosi inacutendosi per una voce da lui detta spatio si tramutara di I uno,
nell'altro; alle quali cose per maggior intelligentia di quanto dice, le I va
applicando questi dui Caratteri, che significano uno il Tuono t; & I l'altro il
Semituono .S. I

Luca Tutti questi valent'huomini insieme confrontano; che gli Antichi I Greci
haveano Ii quattro nominati Modi; & di poi habbiamo che Grego-lrio, ve ne
aggiunse altri quattro che sono al numero di otto, come disse apunlto Boetio:
ma quelli tan ti, che si chiamano perfetti, imperfetti, superflui, di-lminuti,
misti, commisti, & altri infiniti che il Fior' Angelico, & doppo lui lo I
Illuminato, & altri vanno descrivendo; che cosa hanno da dividere con I
15
questi? sono forsi altri Modi, o pur gli istessi? II

IO

Vario Questa mi pare una di quelle imperfettioni delle maggiori che udilre io

20

25

possi, la causa e che lo ascendere una voce piu nello acuto, o lo descenldere nel grave; oltra le sue corde estreme non fa variare il Modo, pur che I
non varia la spetie di cui quel tal Modo si compone; & crego che tale imlperfettione sia accaduta, perche pare ad ogni semplice Artista di far novi I
Canti Fermi, nove maniere, nove Arie, dandole anco novo nome a suo gusto; I
ma al fine egli e necessario, che osservino le spetie della Diapente, & della I
Diatessaron e che forniscano in una delle quattro corde dette: & che osserlvino quelle spetie di quinte, & di quarte, & di ottave, che alla sua formaltione sono convenevole, & neccessarie; & se bene nello scendere, & ascendelre, talhora si servono d'altre spetie; se ne servono per accidente, & non
per naltura di quel modo. I

Luca Se bene m'accennate, la natura di quella diversita di Modi, che
nondimeno non vi intendo a modo mio, lasciatevi meglio in-ltendere. I

11 Modi diversi. in marg. II 16 lmperfettione importantissima. in marg. II

io ritrovo;

6
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The protus, or arcos, is a tone away from the deuterus, this is a
semitone away from the tritus, and the tritus is a tone away from the
tetrardus.
Moreover, discussing this, he says that if the first mode called
protus will be raised by a tone, it will become the deuterus; if by two
pitches, the tritus; if by three pitches, tetrardus; and so by raising itself by a
pitch (called "space" by him), it will change from one to another.
For a
greater intelligence of what he says, he applied to these things these two
characters, one of which means tone: t and the other, semitone: .S. 297
Luca All these worthy men compare together, for the ancient Greeks had the
four named modes, and then we have Gregory who added another four to
them, making the number eight, as Boethius says. 298 But what of all those
called perfect, imperfect, superfluous, diminished, mixed, commixed, and other
infinite ones that Fior Angelico, 299 after it, Illuminato 300 and others 301
describe? What are they dividing with these? Are they perhaps other modes
or the same ones?
Vario This seems to me to be one of the greatest imperfections that I could ever

hear: the reason is that ascending higher or descending lower one pitch
beyond its extreme strings does not vary the mode, since it does not vary the
species of which the mode is composed.
I believe that this imperfection
happened because it occurs to every simple artist to make new canti fermi,
new manners, new lines, giving them also new names according to their taste.
But at the end, it is necessary that they observe the species of the diapente
and diatessaron, that they finish on one of the four said strings, and that
they observe the species of fifth, fourth, and octave that are convenient and
necessary for their formation. Even though in descending and ascending, they
sometimes use other species, they use them by accident and not by the nature
of that mode.
Luca Even though you point out to me the nature of the diversity of the modes,
nevertheless, I find that I do not understand them in my own manner. Help
me understand better.
297

These figures appear in both the Musica enchiriadis and the Scotica
enchiriadis (cf. Apel, Notation, pp. 204-5).
298 Boethius

does not say that Gregory added four modes to make eight;
Artusi means that Boethius reported that there were eight modes.
299 Angelo

da Picitono Fior angelico 1.56.

300La

illuminata 2:2-5, 8-10, 18-21; 3:1-6.
Illuminato Aiguino wrote two
theoretical treatises: La illuminata da tutti i tuoni di canto fermo (Venice:
Gardano, 1562) and Il tesoro illuminata die tutti i tuoni di canto figurato
(Venice: Varisco, 1581).
Both treatises deal with modality.
The first pays
particular attention to the modal theory of ecclesiastical chant; the second
deals with the modal theory of polyphony. See The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, s.v. "Aiguino, Illuminato," by Karol Berger.
301 For

instance, Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.13 and Gaffurio Practica musice 1.8.
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Vario Ho voluto dire, che ciascuna volta, che un Canto arriva alla sua I ottava

giusta, secondo la quale egli e sottoposto a qual si voglia Modo I sara superfluo, se participara di piu voci del suo plagio I sara Autento Misto; se usera
delle spetie d'altro Modo, che non sara suo I plagale si chiamera Commisto. I
5 Luca Hora io vi ho inteso bene, seguitate. I
Vario M'e sopramodo caro, che la intendiate; ma come vi ho detto, sono imlperfettioni, e vanita ritrovate da gente, che altro non hanno da pensa-lre; &
credete a me ch'egli e proprio un gittare ii tempo.
Servavi per I essempio
l' Antifona: Assumpta est Maria in Coelum: che si can ta nella Fe-lsta della
10
Gloriosa Vergine nel Mese d'Agosto, che non ascendendo piu de I sei voci, o
note, dicono, ch'egli e del settimo imperfetto; che giova alla I cognitione di
questo Modo quella aggiunta d'imperfetto? che ad ogni mo-ldo tanto e del
settimo, quando arriva alle otto corde, o voci; quanto giun-lgendo alle sette
sei, o cinque, perche la quinta che entra alla sua formatione I lo dimostra:
15
Credetemi che propriamente e una vanita; & uno invilup-lpare la mente de'
studiosi. I
Luca Non siano d'opinione lontani, no; ma vicini, anzi ci confrontia-lmo, & vedo

questo intrico. I
Vario Sappiate che, chi volesse a Antifona per Antifona, Responsorij, In-ltroiti,
Graduali, Offertorij, Alleluia, et in somma tutti Ii Canti Ecclesiastici; II
essaminarli, e constituire secondo che sono fra di loro variati un nome per I 65v
ciascuno; & per cosi dire una Antifona, che sia del Modo Proto Autento, I puo
essere perfetto, imperfetto, Mis to, Commisto, Regolare, Irregolare, Superlfluo,
Diminuto, et d'altre spetie; bisognarebbe credere, che ogni Modo sareb-lbe
25
almeno di otto spetie: & per essere Ii Modi Ecclesiastici al numero di . otlto,
moltiplicate otto fia otto, fa sessantaquattro; & cosi sessantaquattro I
sarebbono li Modi, o le maniere de' Modi: che ne dite? che ne credete? sentilte che imperfettione e questa. I

20

30

Luca Io la chiamerei piu tosto confusione, che imperfettione; perche ~ prolpriamente un confondere le menti di quelli, che attendono a questa scienlza: ma lasciamo queste baie; che conformita ha havuto Boetio con questi I
Modi, che di sopra havete nominati? I
Vario Ma che conformita hanno havuto questi con quelli di Boetio?
Luca L' Abbate Odo; non e egli stato prima di Boetio? I

35 Vario Signor no, e stato & ha scritto doppo Boetio molti e molti anni; anzi I che
lui, e lo Aretino si sono accostati alla opinione di Boetio, secondo la intellligentia loro; si come ha fatto Franchino, che si puo dire, che sia stato Com-

25 Modi de Moderni ascendono al nu. di 64. in marg. II
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Vario I meant to say that each time a song arrives at its right octave according
to which it is placed in whatever mode you want, it will be "perfect." If you
will lack some pitch, it will be "imperfect." If it will surpass the said octave,
it will be "superfluous." If it will use more pitches of its plagal, it will be
"mixed authentic." If it will use the species of another mode that is not its
plagal, it will be called "commixed."
Luca Now I have understood you well--proceed.
Vario Above all it is dear to me that you understand.

But as I told you, thes·e
are imperfections and vanities found by people who have nothing else to do
than think--and believe me, it is a right waste of time.
The antiphon
"Assumpta est Maria in coelum, nso2 sung on the Feast of the Glorious Virgin
in the month of August, sos serves as an example. Because it does not ascend
more than six pitches or notes, they say that it is of the seventh imperfect
mode--of what benefit in the recognition of this mode is the addition of
"imperfect"? In any case, it is the seventh mode as much when it arrives at
eight strings or pitches as when it arrives at seven, six, or five, because the
fifth that enters into its formation demonstrates it to you.
Believe me, it
really is a vanity--a tangling of the minds of scholars.

Luca They are not of distant opinions, no, but of close opinions; rather, we
agree and I see this intrigue.
Vario Know that whoever wanted to examine antiphon to antiphon, responsories,

introits, graduals, offertories, alleluias, and in short, all the ecclesiastical
chants and constitute a name (according as they are varied among themselves)
for each one--that is to say, an antiphon of the authentic protus mode can
be perfect, imperfect, mixed, commixed, regular, irregular, superfluous,
diminished, and other species--would have to believe that each mode would
have at least eight species.
Since there are eight ecclesiastical modes, these
multiplied by eight species makes sixty-four, and thus there would be sixtyfour modes or manners of modes. What do you say? What do you believe?
Hear what imperfection this is!
Luca I would call it confusion rather than imperfection, because it is properly a

confusion of the minds of those who attend to this science. But let us leave
this nonsense--what conformity did Boethius have with these modes that you
have named above?
Vario But what conformity have these had with those of Boethius?
Luca Was not the Abbot Odo before Boethius?
Vario No sir: he lived and wrote many, many years after Boethius.

Rather, he
and the Aretino approached the opinion of Boethius according to their intelligence, just as Franchino did, who--one could say--was a commentator on
so 2 LU 1603. Artusi is referring to the versicle of the Alleluia.
303 Assumption

of the Blessed Virgin Mary: August 15.
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5

10

lmentatore di Boetio; & come io poco fa vi ho dimostrato; ma l'hanno I inteso
al contrario: si sono creduti che Boetio formi il Modo Hipodorio nel-lla corda
acquistata, & nella principale delle principali l'Hipofrigio; & I nella appreso la
principale l'Hipolidio & nella Indice delle principali ii Dolrio; cosi seguendo di
mano in mano gli altri, & si sono ingannati; ii quale in-lganno solo e passato
rispetto alla consideratione delle spetie delle ottave da I loro considerate; ma
si vede nel confronto di piu luochi, che Boetio ha I tenuto la protettione, &
opinione di Tholomeo, come vi ho dimostrato, I ne si e allontanato da Tholomeo, se non nel modo di considerare le cose, I imitando lo istesso Tholomeo,
che altrettanto ha fatto, confrontandosi I con Euclide. I
Luca Ho conosciuto benissimo; che Boetio, quanto alle parole sue, e al modo I di
considerare la sua intentione e conforme alla opinione di Tholomeo; ma I
quanto alla demostratione, che lui fa, ho anco inteso, che tiene con quest'alltra opinione. I

15 Vario Havete molto ben ragione; & questo errore e forsi stato causa, che lo I
Abbate Odo, e gli altri si sono abbagliati: come l' Aretino, ii Franchino, I ii
Stapulense, ii Glareano, & altri che pur sono molti; ma veramente I io non
voglio attribuire a trascuratezza, o dapocagine di Boetio; ma I alla ignoranza
di qualche Correttore, o piu tosto incorrettore; che talhora II se ne ritrovano 66r
20
di quelli che fanno ii bello ingegno, e'l bel humore, & si da-lno ad intendere
di possedere le materie; come apunto e intravenuto al Zar-llino nell'ultima
lmpressione delle Opere sue; & e stato, che ritrovandosi I nel letto infermo &
dalla vecchiata oppresso, volendo far Ristampare, I come ha fatto tutte
l'Opere sue, ridotte in un corpo, le bisogno fidar-lsi d'uno che facea l'intel25
ligente, e in vece di corregere, & emendare Ii I fogli, le rovino in molti
luochi; e nella Tavola de gli errori pose molte I cose per errori, che in
effetto non sono; & cosi per il contrario: & per-lche non vogliamo ancora
credere, che questo istesso sia intravenuto alle I opere di Boetio? I

I Boetio inteso al contrario. in marg. II
marg.11

17 Errore ritrovato in Boetio. in
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Boethius, as I demonstrated to you a little while ago.
But they understood
the contrary: they believed that Boethius formed the Hypodorian mode on the
acguistata string, the Hypophrygian on the orincioale of the orincipali, the
Hypolydian on the aooresso la orincioale, and the Dorian on the ~ of the
princioali, with the others following thus one by one. 304 They were deceived,
which only occurred with respect to their consideration of the species of the
octave.
It is seen in the comparison of more places that Boethius held the
protection and opinion of Ptolemy, as I have demonstrated for you, 305 and
did not distance himself from Ptolemy--except in his manner of considering
things--in imitating Ptolemy himself.
Ptolemy did likewise in comparing
himself with Euclid. 306
Luca I knew very well that the intention of Boethius--as to his words and
manner of considering--compares to the opinion of Ptolemy; but as for the
demonstration he makes, I also understand that he holds with this other
opinion.
Vario You are very correct, and this error perhaps was the reason why Abbot
Odo and the others--the Aretino, Franchino, Stapulensis, Glarean, and many
others--erred.

But truly I do not want to attribute this to the carelessness or ineptitude
of Boethius, but rather to the ignorance of some correctors--or rather,
corruptors--who sometimes are found among those of good intelligence and
good humor who appear to understand and possess the material.
This
happened to Zarlino's last printing of his works: finding himself sick in bed
and oppressed by old age and wanting to make a reprint of all his works
reduced into one corpus, it was necessary for him to trust someone who was
intelligent. Instead of correcting and emending the pages, he ruined them in
many locations.
In the table of errors, he placed many things as errors,
which were in fact not errors, and contrariwise.
Why do we not want to
believe that this same thing also happened to the works of Boethius?
304

This produces the normal order of the ecclesiastical modes: Hypodorian
on A, Hypophrygian on B, Hypolydian on c, Dorian on d, Phrygian on e,
Lydian on f, and Mixolydian on g.
This order of modes has the same
intervallic sequence between the various modes as Boethius used in ordering
his eight modes: tone, semitone, tone, tone, semitone, tone.
In his description of the modes, Boethius clearly orders his modes according to this pattern
taken ascending, whereas the ecclesiastical modes follow this order descending.
The similarity of this pattern probably lead Artusi to assume there was
some relationship between Boethius and the ecclesiastical modal system.
In
reality, it is probably more coincidental than intentional that this pattern
appears in both discussions.
305 Ff.

60v-6 l v (pp. 409-17).

306 Cf.

ff. 54r-56v (pp. 375-89).
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Luca Veramente che a tanto huomo savio, accurato nello scrivere, e dili-lgente in
tutte le sue operationi, sarebbe grave l'errore, ii volere attribui-lre, che cio
fosse stato per trascuratezza, o ignoranza sua, non potendosi I con ragione
alcuna di simil nota tassare; lgnoranza non puo essere, perche I le parole sue
5
dimostrano ii contrario: talhora la lontananza dell'eta, & I de' tempi, ii
passare le opere per le mani di molti scrittori, non essendo a I quei tempi la
Stampa in uso, fa ritrovare di questi disordini. Ma se I all'hora, & appresso
gli Ecclesiastici ancora de' Modi se ne ritrovavano I sino al numero di otto;
di donde nasce, che a' nostri tempi se ne ritrovano I le dozine intiere? I
10 Vario Henrico Glareano; huomo litterato, & nelle Mathematiche de' suoi temlpi
singolare, alli otto Modi ne aggiunse quattro, come si puo vedere nella sua I
Musica, il cui titolo chiamo apunto Dodecacordo: se bene non fu tanto
acorlto, che conoscesse questo abuso delle corde finali de' Modi, seguitato
dalli Mulsici de' suoi tempi; fu pero molto sottile nella aggiuntione de gli
15
ultimi quatltro Modi. I
Luca Et da che si mosse alla aggiuntione de' quattro per volta? poco man-lco,
che non sia giunto al numero di Aristosseno. I
Vario Secondo la sua consideratione, & Ii suoi principij, non si puo passare I piu
oltra, ne possono essere di manco. I
20 Luca Non si serve adunque de' principij de gli Antichi?
Vario Signor no; Consideravano semplicemente le spetie delle Diapason gli
Anltichi; & a ciascuna applicavano uno de' Modi, come vi ho detto, e dimolstrato: ma considera ii Glareano nella Diapason la proportionalita Harmolnica, & I' Arithmetica, di cui Franchino prima di lui ne fu ii primo moto-lre;
25
& considerandola in questo modo, bisogna per forza, che ne nascano Ii I Modi
al numero di dodeci. II

1 Boetio diligente scrittore. in marg. II 10 Opinione di Henrico Glareano. in
marg. II 21 Diversa consideratione da gli Antichi fatta dal Glareano. m
marg. II
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Luca Wanting to attribute this to the carelessness or ignorance in such a sage
man--accurate in writing and diligent in all his operations--would truly be a
grave error, and one could not contribute such an idea with any reason at
all.
It cannot be ignorance because his words demonstrate the opposite.
Sometimes the distance of age and time and circulating the works in the hand
of many copyists (since printing was not in use at the time) causes these
disorders to be found.
But if eight modes were also found among the
ecclesiastics at that time, whence did it arise that the entire dozen are found
in our times?
Vario Henricus Glarean--a literate man, singular in his time in mathematics--

added four to the eight modes, as can be seen in his musical treatise,
title of which, in fact, he called Dodecachordon. 307
Though he did
notice that he learned this abuse of the final strings of the modes
following the musicians of his time, he was, however, very subtle in
addition of the last four modes.
Luca What moved him to add four modes at once?
the number of Aristoxenus. 308

the
not
by
the

It lacks little until it reaches

Vario According to his consideration and principles, there can be no more or

less.
Luca He did not use, therefore, the principles of the ancients?

Vario No sir: the ancients only considered the species of the diapason and
applied each to one of the modes, as I have said and demonstrated for you.
Glarean considers the harmonic and arithmetic proportionality of the diapason
(of which Franchino 309 was the prime mover310 before him). Considering it
in this manner, it is most necessary that the modes arising from it must be
twelve in number.
307In

Dodecachordon 2.1-9, Glarean exposes his theory of the twelve
modes.
He states that there are seven species of the octave; each may be
organized according to the harmonic (fifth on bottom, fourth on top) or
arithmetic (fourth on bottom, fifth on top) division, resulting in fourteen
modal possibilities. Of these, two are rejected because of the prominence of
the tritone and the remaining twelve are accepted as the twelve modes.
In
the section that follows, Artusi will summarize this reasoning.
308 Artusi
309oe
310In

reports that Aristoxenus proposed fifteen modes.

har. mus. instr. 4.7.

Aristotelian thought, the prime mover (or "unmoved mover") is the
ultimate force that causes change.
To Aristotle, it is the supreme power
(Metaphysica 12.8.1073a23-1073bl; Encyclopedia of Philosophy. s.v. "Aristotle
[Theology]," by G . B. Kerferd). Artusi's intention is to say that Gaffurio was
the one who initially investigated the harmonic and arithmetic divisions of the
octave as a basis for modal division and motivated Glarean to do the same in
his modal theory.
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Luca Et che ordine tiene? I
Vario Voi sapete, che sette sono le spetie della Diapason.
Luca Lo so benissimo. I
Vario Se ciascuna di loro fosse sottoposta alla divisione Harmonica, et Arithlmetica, non e dubio, che li Modi sarebbono al numero di quattordeci, essen-ldo
sette le spetie della Diapason; ma perche quella diapason, che e posta fra I le
cordi [] mi, & b fa [] mi; non patisce divisione che sia Harmonica, ri-lspetto
alla Diapente, che fra [] mi, & F, fa ut; & quella che fra le I corde F, & F,
non patisce l' Arithmetica, per causa del Trituono, che nalsce f ra la corda F,
1O
& b fa [] mi; pero vengono di vise queste spetie I solamente in dodeci maniere;
& Dodeci vengono ad essere li Modi: & I veramente fu giusta ragione; perche
si vede, che fanno diversi effetti, se-lcondo la natura della divisione; la onde
tanto e migliore la divisione Har-lmonica dell' Arithmetica, quanta che l'ordine
delle consonanze, che in essa so-lno collocate si ritrovano havere tutte le sue
15
corde nel loro proprio luoco na-lturale, secondo la natura delle consonanze in
esso contenute. Nella divisione I Arithmetica le consonanze sono poste in tal
maniera, che piu presto si puo I nominare ordine accidentale, che naturale. I
5

Luca Questa non e stata consideratione de gli Antichi ma sua; pero debbo-lno Ii
posteri havere molto obligo alli primi inventori delle cose; perche sen-lza loro
20
se ne caminarebbono al buio. I
Vario Obligo grande veramente, se le deve, se bene non ritrovano l'essatto, I

dano pero tanto di luce, che li successori a poco a poco affinano l'inventione,

I & dano longa vita all'Inventore. I
25

Luca · E' vero il proverbio; un'huomo solo non sa ogni cosa, all'inventione I uno
aggiunge una cosa, un'altro un'altra, & cosi le cose si riducono a perlfettione.

Ma che hanno creduto questi Moderni di cui si puo dire, che a' giorlni nostri
il Zarlino sia stato nominato per il primo; se egli confrontato col I Glareano,
o pure ha seguitato l'opinione commune? I
30

Vario S'e confrontato col Glareano nel numero; & per un tempo nel luoco, I e
sito; ma ultimamente accortosi dell'errore ha seguitato Tholomeo, & Boeltio,

che gia v'ho dimostrato, che sono d'un'istesso volere come piu ragione-lvoli,

6 Diapason due spetie, una che non riceve la divisione Harmonica, l'altra
l'Arithmetica. in marg. II 29 12 Zarlino si e confrontato col Glareano & in
che. in rnarg. II
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Luca And what order does he hold?
Vario You know that there are seven species of the diapason.
Luca I know it very well.
Vario If each of them were subjected to the harmonic and arithmetic division,
there is no doubt that there would be fourteen modes, inasmuch as there are
seven species of the diapason.
But because the diapason placed between the
strings bimi and bfabmi does not endure a harmonic division with respect to
the diapente between bmi and Ffaut, 311 and because the diapason between
the strings F and F does not endure the arithmetic division on account of the
tritone that arises between the strings F and bfabmi, 312 these species
therefore come to be divided in only twelve manners, and there come to be
twelve modes.
He truly was right, because it is seen that they make
different effects according to the nature of the division.
Therefore, the
harmonic division is much better than the arithmetic as to the order of the
consonances that are collected in it they are found to have all their strings
in the proper and natural places according to the nature of the consonances
contained in it.
The consonances are placed in the arithmetic division in
such a way that the order can be named "accidental" more readily than
"natural."
Luca This was not a consideration of the ancients, but rather his; nevertheless,
posterity must be much obliged to the first inventors of things because
without them, they would walk in the dark.
Vario Truly a great obligation is owed them, even though they do not find
exactness: they give so much light that little by little the successors sharpen
the invention and give long life to the inventor.
Luca The proverb is true: one man alone does not know every
one thing to the invention, another adds another, and thus
perfection.
But what have these modern ones believed of
said in our days to be named the first--Zarlino?
Does
Glarean or did he follow the common opinion?

thing. One adds
things reduce to
one who can be
he compare with

Vario He compares with Glarean in the number and, for a time, the place and
site.
But finally after noticing his error, he followed Ptolemy and Boethius
as more reasonable and true; 313 I have already demonstrated for you that
311 1.e.,

the octave B-b would be divided at F causing tritones.

312 Using

the terms "arithmetic" and "harmonic" divisions is actually a
misnomer in these instances.
Dividing the octave B-b harmonically would
produce the middle tone of f-sharp inasmuch as a harmonic division of the
octave always produces a perfect fifth below a perfect fourth.
313 In

his Dimostrationi, rag. 5, def. 14 (pp. 275- 76), Zarlino revises this
scheme and puts the first mode on C with its plagal on Gamma, the third
mode on D with its plagal on A, etc. Furthermore, he suggests that the first

. ........
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5

& veridici.
Et doppo il Zarlino v'e stato Francesco Salines Lettor I publico
nello studio di Salamanca; il quale in una sua opera latina dimo-lstra d'haver
inteso per questo istesso verso la meteria de' Modi, & ne fa I lungo ragionamento nel lib. 4. la dove dimostra che quest'ordine e secondo I che ricerca la
ragione Harmonica. II
·
Luca S'accordano forsi, il Zarlino, & questo Salines? I
Vario Intorno alle corde finali de' Modi, sono di un'istesso parere; ma nello I

constituire le spetie delle Diapason, sono diversi. I
Luca Hanno forsi diversi principij? I

10 Vario Signor no, ma il Zarlino si discosta dal Salines per diversi rispetti, e
rajgioni; ma per bene dichiararvi questa differenza e necessario ancora, che vi
I dimostri le spetie, che constituisce l'uno, e l'altro; forma il Salines la prima
I spetie & l'altre secondo che vedete. I
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they are of the same will.
After Zarlino was Francesco Salinas, 314 professor
at the university at Salamanca, who demonstrates in one of his Latin works
having understood the material of the modes in this same way. 315 He gives a
long discussion in book four, where he demonstrates that this order accords
with what harmonic reason searches. 316
Luca Did perhaps Zarlino and this Salinas agree with each other?
Vario Concerning the final strings of the modes, they are of the same opinion;317 but in the constitution of the species of the diapason, they are
different.
Luca Do they have, perhaps, different beginnings?
Vario No sir, but Zarlino departs from Salinas for different respects and reasons.
But to explain this difference to you well, it is necessary to demonstrate
again the species that each of them constitutes.
Salinas forms the first and
other species according to what you see.

mode (C-c) should be named Dorian, the third Phrygian, the fifth Lydian, etc.
When Zarlino revised 1st. harm. (1573), he revised the numbering of the modes
to agree with the system of the Dimostrationi. He accomplished this by rearranging the existing chapters to fit the new scheme.
He makes no mention,
however, of applying the Greek names to these modes (see Palisca's introduction to On the Modes. p. xvi-xix, for a comprehensive description of Zarlino's
logic). Richard L. Crocker examines Zarlino's reasons for this renumbering in
his "Perche Zarlino diede una nuova numerzione ai modi," Rivista italiana di
musicologia 3 (1968): 48-58.
An excellent chart summarizing Glarean's system with Zarlino's older and
newer systems can be found in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. s. v. "Mode," by Harold S. Powers.
314On the importance of this Spanish theorist, see first discussion, n. 86
and chapter 3, "Introduction to the Treatise," pp. 59-60.
315 De musica libri septem (Salamanca: Gastius, 1578).
316De mus. 4.8 (pp. 188-92).
A partial English translation with commentary is found in Arthur Michael Daniels, "The De musica libri VII of Francisco de Salinas" (Ph.D. diss., University of Southern California, 1962), pp. 33541.
3171.e., Salinas agrees with Zarlino's later scheme, placing the first mode
on C.
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Spetie de/le Di11p11fon ordinate dal Z11rlino.

Dice il Salines, io incomincio, e do principio alla prima spetie della Diapa-lson
nel primo luoco del Sistema massimo; & perche gli nostri passati inco-lminciavano nella corda acquistata, la prima spetie; noi che per ordinare il I
nostro Sistema habbiamo aggiunto una corda sotto l'acquistata, & a noi e I in
luoco dell'acquistata de' passati; parmi il dovere di dar principio nella sot-Ito
l'acquistata: Dice il Zarlino io constituisco la prima spetie della Diapa- lson
nella corda di C, perche dovendo io dar principio alli Modi, & fine nella I
detta corda; parmi il dovere, che nella corda istessa ancora si deb. a dar
prin-lcipio alle spetie della Diapason; & che la prima spetie della Diapason
hab-lbi da constituire il primo Modo, & non la quinta, dal Salines detta prima,
I laqual ordina il Collaterale del primo; oltra che serve meglio alla memoria; I
il primo Modo viene formato della prima spetie di quinta, la prima di quar-lta,
& la prima dell'ottava; divisa Harmonicamente, v'aggiunge di piu, I che nella
divisione fatta della Diapason nelle sue parti Harmonicamente dilvisa ritrova
egli, che per molti rispetti bisogna, che la prima sia quella, che I ha principio
nella corda di C, & se questo e vero, come la dimostratione I dimostra, che
ho io da chiamar prima; qual'altra spetie si voglia? II

Luca Trattandosi de' Modi, & essendo la prima corda in luoco dell'acquistalta, &
in questo primo Modo serve la C, & si chiama la acquistata, come I detto
20
m'havete, parmi il dovere ancora, che questa si debba chiamare prima I spetie
di Diapason, e constituisce il primo Modo. I

Spetie della Diapason di mente del Salines. in marg. a pr. mus. II Spetie delle
Diapason del Zarlino. in marg. a sec. mus. II 6 Ragione del Zarlino perche dia
principio alla prima spetie in C, fa ut. in marg. II
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Species of the diapason ordered by Zarlino
Salinas says, I will start and begin the first species of the diapason at
the first place of the Greater Perfect System. Because our forefathers began
the first species on the acguistata string, we who have added a string below
the acguistata in ordering our system (which is in the place of the acguistata
of our forefathers) have a duty, it seems to me, to begin below the acguistata.s1s
Zarlino says, I constitute the first species of the diapason on the string
of C; because I must begin and end the modes on the said string, it seems to
me I have a duty to constitute the first mode on the same string on which
began the species of the diapason and which is the first species of the
diapason, and not the fifth (called first by Salinas319 ), which orders the collateral of the first. Beyond this, it better serves the memory: the first mode
is formed of the first species of the fifth, the first of the fourth, and the
first of the octave divided harmonically. Moreover, I add that in the division
made of the diapason into its parts (divided harmonically), he finds that, in
many respects, it is necessary for the first to be that which begins on the
string of C.
If this is true, as the demonstration demonstrates, how can I
call some other species "first," whatever it may be? 320
Luca Treating the modes, inasmuch as the first string is at the place of the
acguistata and this first mode serves C and is called the acguistata, as you
have told me, it seems to me also to have the duty of being called the first
species of the diapason and constituting the first mode.

3181.e., on gammaut; see his De mus. 4.8 (p. 191 ).
3191.e., Salinas's first octave species (G-g) would be called fifth by
Zarlino, who starts numbering from C on.
Both Zarlino and Salinas start
their first mode on C.
320This argument comes from Zarlino's Dimostrationi, rag. 5, def. 8, p. 270,
wherein he numbers the octave species starting on C. This is in preparation
for his new scheme of the modes that puts mode 1 on C (see n. 312 supra).
In 1st. harm. (both the 1558 and 1573 editions), however, Zarlino numbers the
octave species from A.
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Vario Havete una gran ragione. I
Luca Nel restante si confrontano, o pur sono discrepanti?
Vario Sono d'accordo nel luoco, nel numero, nelle spetie delle quarte, & quinlte,
& nelle corde finali de' Modi. I

5 Luca Sono concordi nella essentia, & discordi nello accidente; ii che
lplacito de gli huomini. I

e

a bene-

Vario E' ii vero, ma per ordinarvi Ii Modi bisogna doppo la conoscenza dellle

10

spetie delle Diapason, che vi dimostri quelle spetie, che come da sue par-lti le
Diapason vengono reintegrate, & secondo le quali si dicono, quando dilvise
Harmonicamente, & quando Arithmeticamente, che sono le spetie del-lle
quarte, con quelle delle quinte: & sono le seguenti. I
- I

~

_1_J __ '. _l

1 __ J

__ 4 __ _

➔-Q__ - - - - - - - --~---?----- - - -~ - - ~ - -7'--~-_Q_ _ ______ _

-~-----~--❖---- -------~--~--¥-------

-~---

S petie d, qua rte.

S petie di quinte.

Et sempre dice Boetio, nel libro quarto cap. 13. gli intervalli tutti, hanno I
una spetie di manco di suoni, che in essi si contengono. I
15

Luca Di modo che, perche l'ottava ha in se otto suoni, havra solamente sette I
spetie; e la quinta, che ha cinque voci quattro saranno le sue spetie; & la I
quarta che e compresa da quattro suoni, non passeranno le sue spetie ii nulmero ternario. I
Vario Cosi vuol dire Boetio. I

20

Luca Alla confirmatione di questi Modi, che ordine serva questo Zarlino? I mi
vado pensando, che proceda con un Metodo, che sia alli intelligenti di I gusto,
e gran sodisfattione; e a quelli che non sanno, di molta facilita. I
Vario L'ordine mi pare, che sia di dimostrarvi alcune cose necessarie alla colgnitione di questi Modi, & poi venire alla loro formatione, buona parte I

delle quali gia havete vedute. I
25 Luca Io ho inteso le spetie delle Diapason quali siano, quelle delle quarte, & I
delle quinte; resta che mi dichiarate ii restante, & poi veniate alla demolstratione. I
Vario

Vogliono

quei

pratici

della

buona

Schola

Costanzo

Porta,

Claudio,

II

14 In quali cose si confrontano in Zarlino col Salines. in marg. II Spetie delle
quarte & quinte del Zarlino. in marg, a mus. II
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Vario You are quite right.
Luca Do they compare in the rest or are they still divergent?
Vario They agree on the place, number, and species of the fourth and fifth, and
on the final strings of the modes.
Luca They are concordant in the essence and discordant in the accident, which
is pleasing to man.
Vario It is true, but to order the modes, it is necessary--after a knowledge
the species of the diapason--for me to demonstrate for you the species of
parts from which the diapasons are reintegrated, in accord with when
octave is said to be divided harmonically and when arithmetically; these
the species of the fourth with those of the fifth and are the following:

I?'
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Species of fif tbs

Species of fourths

Boethius says in book four, chapter thirteen that all intervals always have
one species less than the sounds contained in them. 321
Luca Wherefore, because the octave has eight sounds in it, it will only have
seven species; four will be the species of the fifth, which has five pitches;
and the species of the fourth, comprised of four sounds, will not surpass the
number three.
Vario That is what Boethius means.
Luca Concerning the confirmation of these modes, what order did Zarlino use? I
think that he proceeds with a method tasteful to the intellect, of great
satisfaction, and--for those who do not know--of much facility.
Vario It seems to me that the order is to demonstrate to you some things
necessary for the knowledge of these modes and then to come to their
formation--a good part of which you have already seen.
Luca I have understood what are the species of the diapason, fourth, and fifth;
it remains for you to explain to me the rest and then to come to the demonstration.
Vario

Those

321 "By

practical musicians

of

the

good school--Costanzo

Porta,

Claudio

virtue of this the diatessaron will have three species, the diapente
four, and the diapason seven; for there will always be one less species than
the number of notes" (Boethius De inst. mus. 4.14 [Bower trans., pp. 268-69]).
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Merulo, Baldissera Donati, Gio. Gabrielli, Gio. Croce, Gio. Bassano, & gli I 68r
altri; che uno intervallo si dichi essere diviso secondo la proportionalita
Hatjmonica, quando essendo tramezato nella parte grave vi resta una quin-lta,
& nell'acuta una quarta. I
5 Luca Questa propositione si intende solamente dell'ottava, overo di quelli I
intervalli, che ricevono cotal divisione; ma non credo di tutti; perche m' havelte gia dimostrato, che la settima minore non riceve questa divisione. I
Vario Cosi s'intende; ma Arithmeticamente quell'ottava si dira essere cosi dilvisa;
che nella parte grave ha la quarta, e nell'acuta la quinta; gli essempij I
10
dell'una, e l'altra eccoveli. I

---------i----
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Harmonica diuijione.

.Arithmetica progre!fione.

Le Cadenze sono di due sorti, Regolari & Irregolari, le Regolari sono quellle, che terminano nelle estreme corde di ciascuna ottava, della quale, quel tal
I Modo e formato, & nella estrema della Diapente, & nella corda che puo
meldiare quella Diapente, o dividerla in due terze, cosi. I

I Intervallo diviso secondo la proportionalita Harmonica qual sia. in marg. II 8
Intervallo Arithmeticamente diviso, quale sia. in marg. II 11 Cadenze di due
sorti. in marg. II
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Merulo,
Baldissera Donati, 322 Giovanni Gabrieli, 323 Giovanni Croce, 324
Giovanni Bassano, 325 and the others--thought that an interval is said to be
divided according to the harmonic proportionality when, halved, a fifth
remains in the lower part and a fourth in the higher part.
Luca This proposition is understood only for the octave or intervals that receive

such a division, but, I believe, not for all intervals, because you have already
demonstrated for me that the minor seventh does not receive this division. 326
Vario So it is understood.

But the octave will be said to be divided arithmetically when there is a fourth in the lower part, and a fifth in the higher part.
Here are examples of these both:

19·

a
0

Harmonic division

9

0

Arithmetic progression

The cadences are of two sorts: regular and irregular.
The regular are
those that end on the extreme strings of each octave on which the mode is
formed, on the extreme string of the diapente, and on the string that can
mediate or divide the diapente into two thirds, thus: 327
322

Donati (1525-1603) was a singer at St. Mark's in Venice under de Rore
and Zarlino; he succeeded Zarlino as maestro di cappella in 1590. Despite his
religious duties, the most important music he composed was secular.
It was
characterized by a hdmophonic texture and nascent diatonicism.
323

Giovanni Gabrieli (ca.1553-1612) was the nephew of Andrea Gabrieli and
one of the most important transitional composers from the Renaissance to
Baroque.
Gabrieli's compositions were primarily instrumental or sacred, and
he specialized in polychoral writing.
324

Croce (ca.1557-1609) succeeded Donati as maestro di cappella at St.
Mark's in Venice. Most of his music is quite conservative in style (The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Croce, Giovanni," by Denis
Arnold).
325

Bassano (ca.1558-1617) was an instrumentalist of the St. Mark's
ensemble in Venice. He wrote an important treatise on the embellishment of
polyphony (Ricercate, passaggi et cadentie [Venice: Vincenti, 1585]) and
composed motets and canzonettas.
326 F.
327

47r (p. 335-37).

Therefore, plagal modes will differ in their regular cadences from their
corresponding authentic in only one place. The authentic mode D-d (divided
harmonically with the fifth on the bottom) will have regular cadences on D,
F, A, and d.
Its plagal, A-a (divided arithmetically with the fifth on top),
will have regular cadences on A, D, F, and a.
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quali si potranno fare le Cadenze Regolari di quel Modo; tutte l'altre si I
diranno essere lrregolari. I
Luca Se in quattro luochi possono variare le Cadenze in ciascun Modo, & I tutte

5

sono Regolari, potrassi pur in alcuni luochi usarne almeno due altre I che
siano Irregolari; & cosi il Compositore havra il campo largo da poter I
discorrere a suo beneplacito. I
Vario Senza dubbio lo potra fare; ma non le sara gia lecito fare il principio, I e'l

IO

15

fine d'una Cantilena d'un Modo, e tutto il mezo d'un'altro Modo, I che
sarebbe un'inconveniente; bisogna stare nel Tuono, overo Modo: ne si I
debbono allontanare le parti molto nel grave, overo nello acuto; ma la lontalnanza loro puo essere alle venti voci, al piu; perche la natura humana puo I
andare con la voce naturale sino a quel termine: & quando ascende piu I nello
acuto, sono Cantilene estreme, & molto discomode a tutti li Cantori; I ma per
instromenti ascendano quanto le piace, che il tutto le torna comodo. II
Questi sono tutti avertimenti buoni, ma non sono osservati; perche I
ogn'uno vuol fare a suo modo, & si fanno lecito li Compositori Moderni, I
molte cose, che sono, come habbiamo detto altre volte, contra il bello, · e purlgato stile di comporre. Ma alli nostri Modi, che questo piu importa. I

Luca

20 Vario Eccomi il primo Modo, dicono, che egli si forma dalla prima spetie di I

Cadenze Regolari, & Irregolari quali siano. in marg. a mus. II 12 Inconveniente
del Modo, usato da alcuni. in marg. II 20 Formatione del primo Modo. in
marg. II
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Therefore, by nature every mode will have four determinant places on which
regular cadences of that mode will be able to be made; all the others are
considered irregular. 328
Luca If the cadences in each mode can vary in four places and all are regular,
one can also use in some places at least two others that are irregular, and so
the composer will have a large field to be able to discuss at his pleasure.
Vario Without a doubt he will be able to do it, but he will not yet be permitted
to begin and end a cantilena in one mode and make all the middle in another
mode (which would be an inconvenience); it is necessary to stay in the tone
or mode. Nor must one distance the parts greatly low or high; rather their
distance can be twenty pitches at most because human nature can go with the
natural voice to that limit.
When it ascends higher, they are extreme
cantilenas and very uncomfortable for all singers.
But, for an instrument,
they ascend as much as they please, for all is comfortable.
Luca These are all good advisements, but they are not observed, because
everyone wants to do it in his own way. The modern composers allow many
things that are--as we have said other times--contrary to the beautiful and
purified style of composition. But on to our modes, for this is more important.
Vario Here is the first mode. 329
328

They say that is formed from the first species

Zarlino Ist. harm. 4.18 (Cohen trans., p. 55).

32

9The following description is largely based on Zarlino's 1st. harm.
Artusi describes the modes in the order Zarlino adopted in his Dimostrationi
and later incorporated into the 1573 edition of 1st. harm.
Throughout the
following, references are made to the chapter numbers of the original (1558)
edition because the only English translation (Cohen trans.) is based on this
edition.
The following chart compares the chapter numbers of the original
edition with the 1573 version:
1558: 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
1573: 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 18 19
(taken from Palisca's introduction to On the Modes, p. xix).
Much of the following first appeared in Artusi's L'arte del contraponto
ridotta in tavole, book I, pp. 43-46.
There, Artusi gives the ethos of the
various modes in tabular form (p. 44) followed by a tabular description of the
species of the octave, fifth, and fourth of each mode (p. 45). This reappears
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Diapente C, & G, & della prima della Diatessaron G, & C, che compon-lgono
la prima spetie d'ottava Harmonicamente divisa fra le corde C, & I C, e di
natura atto alle Danze, e balli; alcuni lo chiamano Modo lascivo: si I ritrovano
le Antifone Alma Redemptoris: & Regina Coeli, sotto di questo I Modo da gli
Ecclesiastici Cantate, si puo trasportare per una Diatessaron, I per b molle
nello acuto. I

11 secondo Modo si forma della prima spetie della Diapente G, & C, & della I
prima della Diatessaron fra le cordi. C, & f, che compongono la quinta
speltie della ottava posta fra le cordi r. & G, divisa Arithmeticamente: questo
lO
I Modo e atto ad esprimere cose lamentevoli, perche la sua modulatione e melsta, & languida: Hanno gli Ecclesiastici la Antifona Ave Regina Coelo-lrum; si
trasporta con l'aiuto del Synemenon per una quarta nello acuto. I
11 terzo Modo si forma della seconda spetie della diapason D, & d, divisa I
Harmonicamente; & e contenuto dalla seconda spetie di Diapente D, & I A, &
15
dalla seconda della Diatessaron A, & d, per natura e dolce & alquanlto mesto;
gli Ecclesiastici sotto di questo cantano I' Antifona, Salve Regina; I & Victime
Pascali, come si trasporti col b molle ne sono piene le carte. I
11 quarto Modo: si forma della sesta spetie della Diapason posta fra le cordi A, I
& a, & dicono, che si compone della seconda spetie di Diapente a, & D, & I
20
della seconda della Diatessaron D, & A, & e divisa la Diapason Arithme-lticamente; per natura e atto a esplicare cose meste, & lamentevoli, e pero in I

8 Formatione del secondo Modo. in marg. II 14 Formatione del terzo Modo. in
marg. II 18 Formatione del quarto Modo. in marg. II
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of the diapente (C to G) and the first species of the diatessaron (G to C),
which compose the first species of octave, harmonically divided, between the
strings C and C. It is of a nature suitable for dances and balls; some call it
a lascivious mode.
Sung under this mode among the ecclesiastics are found
the antiphons "Alma redemptoris" 330 and "Regina coeli." 331
It can be
transposed a diatessaron higher with a soft b. 332
The second mode is formed of the first species of the diapente (G to C)
and the first species of the diatessaron between the strings C and f, which
compose the fifth species of the octave placed between the strings
and G,
divided arithmetically. This mode is suitable for the expression of lamentable
things because its modulation is sad and languid.
The ecclesiastics have the
antiphon "Ave regina coelorum." 333
It is transposed with the help of the
synemmenon a fourth higher. 334

r

The third mode is formed of the second species of the diapason (D to
d), divided harmonically, and is contained by the second species of the
diapente (D to A) and the second species of the diatessaron (A to d).
By
nature, it is sweet and somewhat sad.
The ecclesiastics sing the antiphon
"Salve regina" 336 and "Victime pascali" 336 under 'this mode.
Since it is
transposed with the soft b, the pages are full of them. 337
The fourth mode is formed with the sixth species of the diapason placed
between the strings A and a; they say that it is composed of the second
species of the diapente (a to D) and the second species of the diatessaron (D
to A) and that the diapason is divided arithmetically.
By nature, it is
suitable for explaining sad and lamentable things; it is therefore used by the

in his L'arte del confraoonto (I 598), pp. 73- 77.
330LU

273.

331LU

275.

332Glarean

names this mode "Ionian" and makes it the eleventh mode.
Artusi's description is a condensed summary of Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.28 (Cohen
trans., pp. 83-86).
333 LU

278.

334

Glarean's Hypoionian, mode 12 (Dodecachordon 2.7).
harm. 4.29 (Cohen trans., pp. 86-89).
335 LU

276.

336 LU

780.

337Glarean's

See Zarlino 1st.

mode l called Dorian (Dodecachordon 2.7).
This description
resembles Zalino's 1st. harm. 4.18 (Cohen trans., pp. 54-58) but is not a close
copy.
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uso appresso gli Ecclesiastici, nelle cose che si canano nel tempo Quadragelsimale, si trasporta questo ancora verso l'actuo per una quarta col b molle. I
11 quinto Modo, si forma della terza spetie della Diapason E, & e, divisa Harlmonicamente dalla corda ~. & nasce dall'unione della terza spetie della I
5
Diapente E, & ~. & dalla terza della Diatessaron l,, & e: Gli I Ecclesiastici
hanno molte Antifone, & vi cantano.
Profeta magnus: I con altre; ha per
natura di comovere al pianto, & e lagrimevole, e pieno di I lamentationi: si
puo trasportare per una Diatessaron nello acuto con lo aiu-lto della zifra b. I
11 sesto Modo si forma della settima spetie della Diapason contenuta fra le cordi
I q, & ~. mediata dalla sua corda finale E, Arithmeticamente: questa si II
compone della terza spetie della Diapente ~. & e. & della terza della I 69r
Diatessaron E, & ~. congiunta alla Diapente nella parte Grave; I questo
s'accommoda a parole lamentevoli, che in se contengono tristez-lza, & e phi
mesto del principale suo si ritrovano composte di Adriano, pec-lcata mea
15
Domine, & altri infiniti, si trasporta per una Diatessaron nel-llo acuto col
segno b, molle. I

10

11 settimo Modo e contenuto dalla settima spetie di Diapason F, & F, Harmolnicamente divisa dalla corda C, & si compone della quarta spetie di Dialpente F, & C, & della prima della Diatessaron C, & F, posta nella parte I
20
acuta della Diapente questa Diapason non riceve divisione Arithmetica; e I
stato usato a parole, che contengono vittoria; onde e giocondo, modesto, & I
dilettevole; Cipriano compose il Madrigale di tempo in tempo; & si puo tra-

3-4 Harmonicamente ego Harmonicaminte A II 9 Formatione del quinto Modo.
in marg. II 16 Formatione del sesto Modo. in marg. II 17 Formatione del
settimo Modo. in marg. II
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ecclesiastics in things sung during the Quadragesimal
transposed a fourth higher with the soft b. 338

time.

This

is

also

The fifth mode is formed of the third species of the diapason (E to e ),
divided harmonically by the 6 string. It arises from the union of the third
species of the diapente (E to b) and the third species of the diatessaron (b
to e).
The ecclesiastics have many antiphons and sing "Profeta magnus" 339
(among others) in it. It has by nature the ability to move one to weep and
is tearful and full of lamentation. It can be transposed a diatessaron higher
with the help of the b sign. 3-to
The sixth mode is formed of the seventh species of the diapason contained between the strings 6 and b, mediated arithmetically by its final
string, E. This is composed of the third species of the diapente (6 to e) and
the third species of the diatessaron (E to 6) joined to the diapente in the
lower part.
This accommodates itself to lamentable words that contain
sadness in themselves and is more sad than its principal. 3" 1
"Peccata mea
Domine" 3" 2 and infinite others composed by Adriano are found [in this mode].
It transposes a diatessaron higher with the soft b mark. 3" 3
The seventh mode is contained by the seventh species of diapason (F to
F), divided harmonically by the string C.
It is composed of the fourth
species of the diapente (F to C) and the first species of the diatessaron (C to
F) placed in the part higher than the diapente; this diapason does . not receive
the arithmetic division. It has been used for words that contain victory, for
it is happy, modest, and delightful. Cipriano composes madrigals from time to

338 Glarean's second mode called Hypodorian (Dodecachordon 2.7).
based on Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.19 (Cohen trans., pp. 58-61).

It is

339 LU 1044; this chant appears in the transposed form using the b-flat.
The LU assigns this chant to the fourth church mode.
3 0
" Giarean's

third mode: "Phrygian" (Dodecachordon 2.7).
Zarlino agrees
that it suits "words which are tearful and full of laments" but does not
mention the example Artusi has (Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.20 [Cohen trans., p. 64]).
3 1
" 1.e.,

mode five, which uses the same fourth and fifth but with the
fourth higher than the fifth. Mode five is also "full of lamentation."
3 2
" Adrian

Willaert, Opera omnia. 15 vols., ed. Hermann Zenck and Walter
Gerstenberg, Corpus mensurabilis musicae, 3 (Rome: American Institute of
Musicology, 1950-77), 5:119-26.
3 3
" Glarean's

fourth mode: "Hypophrygian" (Dodecachordon 2. 7).
This
description is a condensation of Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.21 (Cohen trans., pp. 6467).
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lsportare per una Diapente nel grave con l'aiuto della corda b. I
L'ottavo Modo e contenuto nelle corde tra la prima spetie della
C, divisa Arithmeticamente; si forma della prima spetie della
& F, & della quarta della Diapente F, & C, e per natura
5
lagrimevole: Adriano sotto questo Modo compose ii Salmo,
Questo si trasporta nell'acuto per una quarta col b, molle. I

Diapason C, & I
Diatessaron I C,
sua devoto, e I
Inconvertendo. I

II nono si forma della quinata spetie della Diapason G, & g, Harmonicamente I
divisa; e nasce della congiuntione della prima spetie della Diapente G, & d, I
& della seconda della Diatessaron nello acuto aggiuntavi: compose M. Adriajno
lO
ii Motetto, Pater peccavi: & si trasporta nel Grave per una quinta con I
l'aiuto del Synemenon; e per natura lascivo, & se le convengono quelle palrole che significano minaccie, ira, perturbationi. I
II decimo e contenuto tra la seconda spetie della Diapason d, & D, Arithmetilcamente di visa dalla corda G, & nasce dalla congiuntione della quarta spe15
ltie della Diapente d, & G, posta nell'acuto; con la prima della Diatessaron I
G, D, posta nel grave: compose Giusquino ii Motetto, Audite insule; e per I
natura lontano dalla tristitia, lascivia, et ogni vitio; e amatore di cose gra-lvi,

2 Formatione dell'ottavo Modo. in marg. II 7 Formatione del nono Modo. in
marg. II 13 Formatione del decimo Modo. in marg. II
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time [in this mode]. 344
of the b string. 346

It can be transposed a diapente lower with the help

The eighth mode is contained in the strings of the first species of the
diapason (C to C), divided arithmetically. It is formed of the first species of
the diatessaron (C to F) and the fourth species of the diapente (F to C). It
is by its nature devout and tearful.
Adriano composed the Psalm "Inconvertendo"346 in this mode.
This is transposed a fourth higher with the soft
b.347
The ninth is formed of the fifth species of the diapason (G to g), divided
harmonically, and arises from the conjunction of the first species of the
diapente (G to d) and the second species of the diatessaron added above.
Adriano composed the motet "Pater peccavi" 348 [in this mode].
It is transposed a fifth lower with the help of the synemmenon.
It is by nature
lascivious, and it goes well with those words that signify menace, wrath, and
perturbation. 349
The tenth is contained in the second species of the diapason (d to D),
divided arithmetically by the string G, and arises from the conjunction of the
fourth species of the diapente (d to .0 ), placed above, with the first species
of the diatessaron (G, D), placed below.
Josquin 360 composed the motet
361
"Audite insule"
[in this mode].
It is by nature far from sadness, lasciviousness, and every vice; it is a lover of serious, speculative, and divine
344One of the examples given in Zarlino 1st. harm. is "Di tempo in tempo
mi si fa men dura" (Cipriano de Rore. Opera omnia, 4:36).
346 Glarean's fifth mode: "Lydian" (Dodecachordon 2.7).
is based on Zarlino 1st, harm. 4.22 (Cohen trans., pp. 67- 70).
346"In
8:160).

convertendo

Dominus

captivitatem

Syon"

Artusi's exposition

(Willaert,

347Glarean's sixth mode: "Hypolydian" (Dodecachordon 2. 7).
<lensed from Zarlino Ist. harm. 4.23 (Cohen trans., pp. 70- 72).

Opera

omnia,

This is con-

348 Willaert, Opera omnia, 5: 154.
349Glarean's seventh mode: "Mixolydian" (Dodecachordon
condensed from Zarlino Ist. harm. 4.24 (Cohen trans., pp. 72- 74).
360Here Artusi has misquoted his source.
the writings of other musicians there are
mode], among them the motet Benedicta es
Josquin, and the motets Audite insulae for
prodiens for seven voices, as well as the
pagnate et sole donne for seven voices,
trans., p. 76).
351 Willaert, Opera omnia, 5: 135.

2. 7).

This

is

Zarlino Ist. harm. 4.25 reads: "In
many compositions [in the eighth
coelorum regina for six voices by
six voices and Verbum supernum
madrigal Liete et pensose. accomall by Adrian [Willaert]" (Cohen
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speculative, et divine: si puo trasportare per una Diatessaron nell'acu-lto col
segno del b, molle. I
L'undecimo Modo, che per natura sua e faceto, et allegro, se gli accommodano I
parole, che contengono cose allegre, dolci soave, et sonore; et e contenuto
5
nella I sesta specie della Diapason A, et a, e nasce dalla congiuntione della
seconda I spetie della Diapente A, et E, con la terza della Diatessaron E, et
a, la on-Ide la Diapason viene ad essere divisa secondo la proportionalita
Harmo-lnica; si puo trasportare per una Diapente nel grave con l'aiuto del b,
mol- II le: ritrovasi di Morales i1 Motetto; Sancta, et immaculata Virginitas, et 69v
10
I molti altri di diversi valent'huomini. I
II duodecimo e contenuto dalla terza spetie della Diapason E, et e Arithmeticalmente divisa, e nasce dalla congiuntione della seconda spetie della Diapente,
I nello acuto posta; et dalla terza della Diatessaron nel grave collocata; e per
I natura simile al quarto, et sesto; perche si serve della Diapente del quarto;
15
I et della Diatessaron che serve al sesto: si puo trasportare per una Diapente
I nel Grave col b, molle; et si ritrovano composte sotto questo Modo di
AdriaJno, Flete oculi, rorate genas: et altre d'altri Auttori. I
Luca Questi sono 1i dodeci Modi usati dalli pratici Moderni, nelle compo-lsitioni

20

de' Madrigali Motetti, et Ricercari; ma gli otto de gli Ecclesiastici, mi I
paiono quelli, che sono posti nel mezo di questi dodeci, e sono posti in modo,
I che dui ne sono di superfluo a loro nella parte grave; et dui nell'acuta: cosi
I levando li quattro restano apunto gli otto detti. I

Vario Voi dite, e bene; resta che io vi dichi, che tutti 1i Modi, che hanno I una
di quelle parti, di cui sono formati, che ad altri Modi servono; bisogna I che
25
ritenghino della natura, l'uno dell'altro; et perche vi ho detto di quali I parti

3 Formatione del Modo undecimo.in marg. II 11 Formatione & natura del
duodecimo Modo. in marg. II 25 Corde finali de Modi. in marg. II
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things.
b.ss2

It can be transposed a diatessaron higher with the mark of the soft

The eleventh mode, which by its nature is whimsical and happy when
accommodating words that contain happy, sweet, agreeable, and sonorous
things, is contained. in the sixth species of the diapason (A to a) and arises
from the conjunction of the second species of the diapente (A to E) with the
third species of the diatessaron (E to a); so the diapason comes to be divided
according to the harmonic proportionality.
It can be transposed a diapente
lower with the help of the soft b.
It is found in the motet "Sancta et
immaculata virginitas" by Morales353 and in many others by diverse worthy
men.354
The twelfth is contained by the third species of the diapason (E),
arithmetically divided, and arises from the conjunction of the second species
of the diapente placed above and the third species of the diatessaron collated
below. 355 It is by nature similar to the fourth and sixth modes because it is
served by the diapente of the fourth mode and the diatessaron that serves by
the sixth. It can be transposed a diapente lower with the soft b. Composed
under this mode are found "Flete oculi, rorate genas" by Adriano 356 and
others by other ,authors. 357
Luca These are the twelve modes used by the practical modern mus1c1ans in the
composition of madrigals, motets, and ricercars; but the eight modes of the
ecclesiastics seem to me to be those placed in the middle of these twelve,
and they are placed so that two of them are superfluous to these in the low
part and two in the high part.
Thus, after taking these four away, there
remain exactly the said eight. 358

Vario What you say is good. It remains for me to tell you that all the modes in
which one of the parts from which they are formed serves other modes have
to retain some of the nature, one from another. Because I have told you of
352 Glarean's eighth mode: "Hypomixolydian" (Dodecachordon 2.7).
condensed from Zarlino 1st, harm. 4.25 (Cohen trans., pp. 74- 76).

This is

353Crist6bal de Morales, Motetes 1-XXV, ed. Higinio Angles, Monumentos
de la musica espaftola, 13 ([Rome): Consejo superior de investigaciones cientificas, Delegacion de Roma, 1953), p. 17.
354 Glarean's ninth mode: "Aeolian" (Dodecachordon 2.7).
condensed from Zarlino 1st, harm. 4.26 (Cohen trans., pp. 76-81).

This

is

much

3551.e., the octave E-e divided at a.
356 Willaert, Opera omnia, 2:62.
357Glarean's tenth mode: "Hypoaeolian" (Dodecachordon
source is Zar lino 1st. harm. 4.27 (Cohen trans., pp. 81-83 ).

2.7).

3581.e., Artusi's modes 3-10 correspond to the traditional church modes.

Artusi's
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essi si componghino, vi dico ancora, che le corde finali di qualunque I Modo
si sia, e la piu grave della Diapente di cui sono formati. I
Luca Questi Modi, da Compositori si come ne' generi viene fatta una mi-lstura a

lor modo; non vengono loro ancora misturati? I
5 Vario Signor si, anzi che da molti di loro, questa mistura e fatta tale, che non I
si puo conoscere, e far giudicio del Modo, salvo che dall'ultima corda; il ch'e
I una delle maggiori imperfettioni, che habbi I' Artefice di quest' Arte; dolvendosi denominare la forma datale da tutta la Cantilena, et non dalla prilma
corda e l'ultima solamente, ii che dovete notare, et intendere che Ii Theolrici
IO
dicono, che si deve incominciare dalla prima corda della Cantilena, et I andare
sino all'ultima, essaminandola, et vedere di quali spetie di conso-lnanze quella
tal Cantilena e formata, et all'hora darle la denominatione; I et questa e la
interpretatione della Regola detta. I
15

Luca Credo che necessariamente di ragione si debba intendere cosi; ma tutltavia parmi ancora, che le Cantilene possino essere miste de' dui Modi. I

Vario Ogni Cantilena e Mista, e composta semplicemente di due modi, dello I
Autentico, et del suo Plagale, se ii Compositore fa una Cantilena dell'ottavo I
Modo, deve ii Tenore, che e la guida del Tuono, caminare e modulare per I le
corde dell'ottavo; e la parte piu bassa per quelle del settimo; a ciascuna I di
20
queste due corrisponde la Modulatione quella del Soprano al Tenore; I & quel11 la del con tr' Alto al Basso; & questa e la Mistura, che dite.
La Cantilena I 70r
e poi mista d'altri Modi ancora, secondo che ii Compositore si va servendo I
d'altre spetie di consonanze, le quali per natura loro servono ad altri Modi; I
ma a questo proposito voglio mostrarvi un Motetto a quattro voci del I Re.
25
Costanzo Porta huomo che nella cognitione de' Contraponti de' nostri I tempi,
e singolare; il quale viene ad essere de' quattro Modi ordinarij; I perche si

14 Mistura de Modi. in marg. II 18 dovote ante corr. I Dichiaratione della
Regola de Modi. in marg. II 24 Costanzo Porta huomo singolare. in marg. II 25
Mistura de Modi Autentici & Plagali. in marg. II
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which parts they are composed, I also tell you that the final strings of
whatever modes there be are the lowest string of the diapente from which
they are formed. 369
Luca Just as a mixture is made of the genera by composers in their own way,
are these modes also mixed?
Vario Yes sir; rather this mixture is by many of them made so that judgment of

the mode cannot be known or made except from the last string, which is one
of the major imperfections that the artisan of this art has. They must name
the form given by the whole cantilena and not by the first and last strings
alone.
You must note and understand that the theorists say that one must
start from the first string of the cantilena and go to the last, examining it
to see from which species of consonances such a cantilena is formed, and
then to give it the name. This is the interpretation of the said rule.
Luca I believe that it must necessarily be understood thus by reason.
nevertheless, it also seems to me that cantilenas can be mixed of two modes.

But

Vario Every cantilena is mixed and simply composed of two modes: the authentic
and its plagal.
If the composer makes a cantilena in the eighth mode, the
tenor, which is the guide of the tone, must go and modulate through the
strings of the eighth, while the lowest part must go and modulate through
those of the seventh; to each of these two, there corresponds the modulation
of the soprano to the tenor and that of the contralto to the bass, and this is
the mixture you speak of. 360
The cantilena is then mixed of still other
modes, according as the composer uses other species of consonances, which by
their nature serve other modes. Concerning this, I want to show you a motet
in four voices by Costanzo Porta (a man who is singular in our times in the
knowledge of counterpoint) that is in four ordinary modes because it is sung

369Therefore,

Modes
Modes
Modes
Modes
Modes
Modes

I and 2
3 and 4
5 and 6
7 and 8
9 and I 0
11 and 12

36°Cf.

the finals of the modes are as follows:
C
D

E
F
G
A

Zarlino 1st. harm. 4.31: "The mode in which a composition is
written is established in the tenor, and the parts (as I have said) should be
so arranged that if the tenor occupies the notes of an authentic mode, the
bass will contain the notes of the collateral, or plagal, mode.
And vice
versa, if the tenor occupies the notes of a plagal mode, the bass ought to
contain the authentic mode.
When the tenor and bass are so arranged, the
other parts will be accommodated in the best way, without any inconvenience
to the composition" (Cohen trans., p. 92).
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canta in due maniere; & di pIU, poi accidentalmente secondo che I si serve
d'altre spetie, che ad altri Modi servono. I
Luca Io l'ho udito nominare per valent'huomo in questa professione, & I tale, che
ha pochi pari suoi nella Italia, e pen) forza, che questo Motetto sia I cosa
5
rara: ma quando mi volete far dono di questo Motetto? I
Vario Hor, hora: eccovelo, guardatelo bene, che poi un'altra volta voglio I
darvene un'altro, che si puo Cantare a due Voci, a tre, a quattro, & cinlque; levando delle parti gravi, quale piu vi piacera, restara, a quattro, I
overo, a tre levandone dua; & levandone tre, restara il Canto a due Vo-lei; il
10
che non e cosi facile da farsi; & e una bella inventione, & nova: fat-lta dallo
istesso Costanzo Porta. II

463

in two manners; 361 and then in more modes by accident, as he uses other
species that serve other modes.
Luca I have heard him named as a man--worthy in this profession--so great that
he has few equals in Italy. It is therefore necessary for this motet to be a
rare thing. When do you want to make a gift of this motet to me?
Vario Right now; here it is. Look at it well, for another time I want to give
you another that can be sung with two, three, four, or five voices. Removing
from the low parts whichever pleases you most, there will remain four; or
removing two, three; and removing three, there will remain a song in two
voices, which is not an easy thing to do. It is a beautiful and new invention
made by the same Costanzo Porta.

361

When the motet is performed as written, it is in the authentic
mode on C (mode I according to Artusi's numbering); when it is performed
upside-down (as Vario will explain), it is in the authentic mode on A (mode
I I).
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II Luca Mi pare, che porti seco molte difficolta, bisogna che se m'havete fatto 71 v
dojno del Motetto, mi diate ancora lume di poterlo intendere con facilita, & I
anco delle Annotationi di poterne fare, accio habbi il dono compito. I
Vario E' ii dovere, non posso mancarvi, eccomi pronto al vostro desiderio. I Lo
cantarete la prima volta secondo che vi dimostrano le Chiavi, che sono I piu
vicine alli segni positivi della voce. La seconda voltarete le carte al conjtrario; & quello che prima era Soprano diventa Basso, e'l Contr'alto Te-lnore, e'l
Tenore contr' Alto, e'l Basso Soprano; ma non basta questa cogni-ltione: dove
la prima volta, che lo havete Cantato vi sono stati li diesis # la I seconda le
10
ponerete il b molle.
Et dove la prima volta dicevate, mi, natural-lmente la
seconda direte, fa. notarete le parole che vi dimostrano, che non e I dato a
tutti la intelligentia di simil Compositione. La osservatione di com-jporlo, e,
che bisogna guardarsi che il Soprano non facci quarta col contr'IAlto; che il
Soprano con l'altre parti non facci sesta che siano grosse che non I faccino
15
Cadenze le parti fra di loro; & alcune altre cose le quali, nel I componerlo si
vano ritrovando; & vedendo; & questo voglio che sia I il fine del ragionamento
nostro. I

5

Luca Resto con molto obligo alla ammorevolezza di V. S. Credo che do-jmatina
senza fallo partiremo, mi rimane pregarla che & mi mantenghi I nella gratia
20
sua & mi comandi; me ne andro, e volontieri perche porto melco per gratia di
V. S. cose che mi consolano e sodisfano assai. I
Vario Signor Luca e debito mi servirla sempre si come la prego che mi I
comandi, & intorno a' nostri ragionamenti, occorrendovi qualche dubio, I
datemi aviso che volontieri faro quanto bisognera; cosi prego ii Signore I che
25
vi dia ii buon viaggio; & resto vostro. I
Luca Signor Vario vi bacio la mano a Dio. I

IL

6 Dichiaratione del Motetto. in marg. II

FINE

471
Luca It seems to me that it brings with it many difficulties.
It is necessary
that, having made a gift of this motet to me, you give me more light to be
able to understand it with facility and also to be able to make annotations on
it, so that I have the complete gift.
Vario It is a duty not to deprive you--1 am ready for your desire. You will sing
it the first time according as the clefs closest to the signs placed by the
pitches indicate. The second time, you will turn the sheet upside down: what
first was the soprano becomes the bass; the contralto, the tenor; the tenor,
the contralto; and the bass, the soprano. 362
But this knowledge is not
enough: where the first time you sang it there had been a diesis #, you will
place there the second time a soft b.
And where the first time you said
"mi," naturally you will say "fa" the second time. Note what the words show
you, for the intelligence of such a composition is not given to all.
The
observation when composing it is that it is necessary to guard against the
soprano making a fourth with the contralto, the soprano making a major sixth
with the other parts, the parts making cadences between themselves, and a
few other things that are found and seen in composing it. And this I want
to be the end of our discussion.
Luca I remain greatly obliged to the kindness of Your Lordship. I believe that
tomorrow without fail we shall depart; it remains for me to pray that you
keep me in your grace and command me. I shall go willingly because I carry
with me (on account of the grace of Your Lordship) things that console and
satisfy me greatly.
Vario Luca, it is my duty always to serve you, as I pray you to command me. If
there occurs some doubt to you concerning our discussion, advise me, for I
shall willingly do what will be necessary. Therefore, I pray the Lord to give
you a good journey; I am yours.
Luca Vario, I kiss your hand to God.
THE

362
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Porta's Motet Transcribed the Second Way
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